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Introduction

Since its inception in 1960, the Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville,
Alabama has been at the center of the American space program. The Center
built the rockets that powered Americans to the Moon, developed the propulsion
system for Space Shuttle, and managed the development of Skylab, the Hubble
Space Telescope, and Spacelab. It is one of NASA's most diversified field
Centers, with expertise in propulsion, spacecraft engineering, and human systems
and multitudinous space sciences.
Yet the Center's role in American space exploration has often been obscure.
Americans following the major space flights of the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo
Programs in the 1960s, Sky lab in the 1970s, and the Shuttle in the 1980s focused
most of their attention on the launch site in Florida or mission control in Houston.
Popular histories of the space program accentuate astronauts. When accounts
of the early space program do examine Marshall's role, they tend to highlight
the dominating presence ofWernher von Braun, the Center's first director, rather
than the institution itself. The Center's achievements have often been behind
the-scenes, and if they have not always captured public attention, they have
frequently been at the center of NASA's triumphs.
The present work explores Marshall's evolution at the center of NASA, from
its origins as an Army missile development organization through its participation
in major American space programs. We have employed a generally chronological
approach, exploring in topical chapters Marshall's contributions to NASA's major
programs. In each chapter, we have traced the Center's contributions to the
program and the ways in which the Center's participation shaped the institution
itself.
Our own inclinations and the scope and requirements of the NASA contract
under which we wrote this book have led us to examine Marshall's history
vii
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differently from previous treatments. Most previous studies of Marshall's con
tributions to the space program have been products of what British aerospace
scholar Rip Bulkeley called the "Huntsville school" of American space histori
ans, 1 a group that included von Braun himself and several of his associates,
most prominently Frederick I. Ordway. Works of this school have chronicled
the technical achievements of early space projects in Huntsville, focusing on
the role of von Braun and his German team. The Huntsville school took a nar
row approach and minimized the social and political context of technological
history. The most significant work on Marshall's contributions that is not a
product of the Huntsville school is Roger Bilstein's Stages to Saturn 1980, a
detailed technological history of the Saturn family of launch vehicles.
Technological achievements are the heart of the Marshall story. The Center's
accomplishments in engineering and technology have not only contributed to
most of NASA's major efforts in human space flight, but have included an array
of automated spacecraft that have made breakthroughs in space science, and
provided platforms for researchers from other Centers, universities, and private
industry.
Nonetheless, the story of the Center cannot be understood apart from its social
and political context. Often the Center and its technical efforts developed as
much because of political pressures-both from within NASA and from the
outside-as because of the technological imperatives of space exploration. The
NASA contract under which we worked in fact mandated that we explore
Marshall's contributions toward, and responses to, changes in its social, politi
cal, and technological environment. While research was underway, several
Marshall veterans reviewing our manuscript questioned the social and political
approach even to the point that the Center canceled the contract under which
we were working. Ultimately, however, NASA and the Center confirmed an
approach to MSFC's history that extended beyond technology and reinstated
the original contract and its research design.
A broad approach to the Center's history is necessary because Marshall has
always been complex, even enigmatic. In six years of research we have talked
to people at Marshall and elsewhere in NASA, and have heard interpretations
of the Center that are often strikingly contradictory. Some outsiders criticize
Marshall as having a closed culture, impervious to penetration from the out
side; most Marshall veterans see their Center as open, seeking interaction with
other groups at every opportunity. Outsiders sometimes describe Marshall's
viii
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management as authoritarian; insiders typically see top officials as responsive
to ideas from lower-ranking experts. Some see Marshall's history as a prosaic
tale of bureaucratic growth and inertia, common to NASA; others see a story of
unique organizational culture. Howard McCurdy's recent book Inside NASA
examines NASA's evolution and shows how early dynamism fell victim to in
creasingly complex limitations and tightening budgets. Not surprisingly many
of his interviewees were Marshall veterans. Yet Marshall's team of German
rocket experts and American engineers was unique in the annals of space pio
neering, and the Center's first 30 years led to space science and engineering
achievements of unparalleled breadth.
Marshall has been at the forefront of the frontier of space, but it has also been a
center of controversy. In its first three decades, NASA had three major crises:
the Apollo fire in 1967, the Challenger disaster in 1986, and a crisis of confi
dence in the late 1980s in which initial shortcomings of the Hubble Space Tele
scope and questions about Space Station planning and funding focused national
attention on NASA's uncertain future. Marshall was at the margins of the Apollo
fire investigation, but at the center of the crises of the 1980s.
One of our major goals then has been to show the complexity of Marshall's
history and culture. Moreover, the story of the Center sheds light on the con
temporary history of the government-industrial complex, the management of
technological endeavors, and the evolving networks of engineers and research
ers in "big science." In addition, anyone who hopes to understand NASA's fu
ture must come to terms with Marshall's past, for the Center has been a
microcosm of the Agency. The major themes of NASA's development over its
first 30 years extend through Marshall's history.
The Federal Government assumed responsibility to fund technological research
and development tasks in the years after World War II, and by the late 1950s it
became apparent that a new federal agency, theNational Aeronautics and Space
Administration, would be one of the major recipients of federal money. Presi
dent Kennedy made that commitment a national quest when he directed the
new agency to land a man on the Moon by the end of the decade. With that
mission NASA emerged as one of the most visible federal agencies. Marshall
was one of the three major NASA installations involved in Apollo, and the
Center was the largest recipient of NASA funds and had the largest workforce
in the early 1960s. Marshall's expertise in rocketry made fulfillment of
Kennedy's challenge possible.
ix
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The aftermath of Apollo ushered in a new era for Marshall and for NASA.
Marshall was the first NASA installation to experience the impact of tightening
budgets, cutbacks, and readjusted schedules as Apollo wound down. As one of
NASA's two largest field Centers and the one with the most entrenched tradition
of in-house production, Marshall was at the center of NASA's shift from the
arsenal organization, capable of internal development of hardware to contractor
production. Marshall and its surrounding community learned that federal money
does not come unencumbered, and the government used the Center to pressure
Alabama to reform its pattern of racial segregation. When the government
determined that NASA's mission would broaden to include international
participation in its programs, Marshall was again in the forefront, managing
development of Spacelab with the European Space Agency and incorporating
multinational participation in Space Station and other programs. Post-Apollo
cutbacks forced the Center to compete with other NASA Centers for business.
NASA fostered competition, convinced it promoted creativity, and certain that
the benefits of resourcefulness outweighed the costs of Center rivalry. Marshall
proved an able competitor, and in the late 1960s began extensive diversification
that restructured the Center. Marshall now began to supplement its work on
NASA's major human space flight programs with work in space science, which
involved both piloted and robotic space technology. The Center worked on
technology supporting all types of missions, and in the process developed a
scientific and technological diversity unmatched at other Centers.
Marshall in 1990 was a very different institution than it had been in the 1960s.
The changes reflected the vision, will, and talent of the people who have worked
there through its first three decades, and the external environment in which
they worked. No longer merely a propulsion Center, it developed a vast capac
ity to develop new generations of space vehicles and to lead research investiga
tions in emerging fields of space science. For 30 years the Marshall Space Flight
Center indeed remained at the center of NASA's quest to explore space.

:ai.p Bulkeley, The Sputniks Crisis and Early United Statfls Space Policy: A Critique of the
IIUtoriography ofSpace (Bloomington: Indiana U.Uvar~ Press, 1991), pp. 204-205.

X

Chapter I
Origins of
Marshall Space Flight Center
On his way to dedication ceremonies for the George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center on the morning of 8 September 1960, President Dwight D. Eisenhower
paused before a test stand holding an enormous Saturn I booster. He turned to
Wernher von Braun, the director of the new Center, and said that he had never
seen anything like it. "They come into my office and say it has eight engines.
I didn't know if they put one on top of the other or what," he told von Braun.
The President was not the only
American who was impressed
but somewhat mystified by what
had been going on in Huntsville,
Alabama. Indeed, when Eisen
hower addressed the 20,000
people who assembled at the
ceremonies later that morning, he
acknowledged a decade of
achievements in rocketry at the
Army's Redstone Arsenal in
Huntsville. There the Army had
developed the Redstone and Ju
piter missiles, and with the assis
tance of the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) createJ
America's first Earth satellite,
Explorer L 1 The dedication sig- Wernher von Braun describes the Saturn I
nified a change of command, as to President Eisenhower.
the Development Operations
Division of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA) transferred from
military authority to the civilian direction of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA).
1
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The dedication of the Marshall Center marked the absorption of a talented group
of 100 German rocket experts and 4,570 American engineers and technicians
into the ranks of the civilian agency. The Germans had been working together
for more than two decades, and their experience and leadership gave the new
Center cohesion. They had trained the Americans to continue their legacy in
rocketry. In the years that followed, Marshall would be at the heart of the Ameri
can space progTam, one of
NASA's two largest field
Centers, proud of its many
achievements in technology
and exploration. 2
The political struggles that
culminated in transfer of
ABMA's Development Op
erations Division to NASA
left a legacy that affected
Marshall's role in the space
program. ABMA was at the
center of key debates over
national .space policy in the
late 1950s. An Army agency, Chemical munitions work at Redstone Arsenal
it forced consideration of during World War II.
Army-Air Force rivalry in
military missile development. A military organization, it prompted the
Eisenhower administration to seek a balance between civilian and military space
programs. A research and development enterprise of such versatility that it was
virtually a space program unto itself, it opened debate over whether experimen
tal work on rocketry should be contracted to private business or conducted by
government specialists. A leader in propulsion and high technology, it stimu
lated contention over the division of labor between NASA Centers. None of
these questions would have final answers by the time of the establishment of
Marshall. They would reverberate through Marshall's early years, and carry
implications that would affect the Center for decades.

..

_

If Marshall's future would be tied to the fortunes of the American space pro
gram, its origins rested on an improbable coalition: a small southern town, an
obscure federal agency, expatriate rocket experts, and young American engi
neers. Tracing those origins leads inevitably to World War II, when the
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circumstances developed that would bring the coalition together. Huntsville,
Alabama, was an agricultural community in the 1940s, an unlikely site for space
research, but the wartime activation of an ordnance plant at the outskirts estab
lished the future site of the Army's Redstone Arsenal and the Marshall Center.
During the war the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA), a
small federal agency and the forerunner of NASA, broadened its research base
beyond the interest in aerodynamics on which its reputation rested. 3 Another
part of the coalition was comprised of German rocket scientists and engineers
who, during the war, worked under the direction of von Braun on a remote
island in the Baltic Sea developing missiles for Adolph Hitler's army.

Huntsville Before the Space Age
Huntsville, a small town a dozen miles north of the southern-most bend in the
Tennessee River, welcomed the arrival of defense plants in 1941 as a solution
to economic woes. A compact site of four square miles, Huntsville had seen
prosperous days, as blocks of ante-bellum houses east of the Courthouse Square
attested. By the late 1920s, Huntsville had become the textile center of Ala
bama, and Madison County the state's leading cotton producer. But even be
fore the Great Depression its single-crop economy fluctuated with the vagaries
of cotton prices. Huntsville's leading citizens yearned for economic growth.
Two new twelve-story "skyscrapers" revealed ambitions to be more than a small
cotton town. One businessman emblazoned his building with the slogan "Great
is the Power of Cash," and the Chamber of Commerce declared Huntsville the
"Watercress Capital of the World," the "Biggest Town on Earth for its Size."
To the west and south spread a broad plain of cotton fields dotted with mill
villages. Mill wages remained low even when cotton prices rose. Many African
Americans left Madison County to seek jobs in northern cities; the black popu
lation was lower in 1940 than it had been at the tum of the century, even though
the total population increased by fifty percent. The Depression made condi
tions worse. Mill strikes in 1934 hastened decline, ending Huntsville's domina
tion of the state's textile industry.
The infusion of federal money into the economy during World War II lifted
Huntsville out of the Depression, and permanently altered the community. During
the Fourth of July weekend in 1941, the Chemical Weapons Service announced
plans to establish a chemical weapons plant in Huntsville, and 500 people ap
plied for jobs by the following Monday. The Huntsville Arsenal manufactured
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toxic agents and incendiary material, and packed them in shells, grenades, and
bombs supplied by the Ordnance Department. Three months later, Redstone
Ordnance Plant began operations on adjacent land southwest of the city. Redstone
manufactured and assembled ammunition for Ordnance. Construction costs for
the two arsenals totaled $81.5 million; peak employment exceeded 11,000
civilians. For the duration of the war, Madison County prospered.
The end of the war brought fears of renewed depression, and within months the
Huntsville economy seemed on the verge of collapse. Jobs disappeared, and
despite efforts to encourage diversification, another "bust" period in Madison
County's cyclical economic fortunes seemed imminent. The Department of the
Army declared the 35,000 acres of Huntsville Arsenal surplus property, and
offered it for sale. 4
The war nonetheless proved more than a temporary economic surge for Hunts
ville. The presence of the federal government in Madison County established a
foundation for continued prosperity. North Alabama, beneficiary first of the
Tennessee Valley Authority, then of Huntsville's defense plants, would see an
increasing infusion of federal funds. The twin arsenals, whose futures were
uncertain in 1945, would become the launching pads of future growth when the
Army chose the site for its missile development team.
NACA: Forerunner of NASA
The war also influenced NACA, which would become the second component
of the Marshall coalition, and enhanced its reputation as a research institution.
Founded in 1915, NACA supported the aircraft industry with basic research
and investigations suited to specific aeronautical problems. With the coming of
war in Europe, NACA expanded to new facilities at Moffett Field in California
in 1939 and in Cleveland in 1940.
Wartime demands limited NACA to a support role for military requirements.
After the war, NACA shed its conservative image, adding new facilities at Wal
lops Island, Virginia, and at Edwards Air Force Base in California and branch
ing into new fields of research. Hugh L. Dryden, who became director in 1947,
initiated research into rocket propulsion, upper atmosphere exploration, hyper
sonic flight, and other fields previously ignored by NACA. Still minimally
funded, but no longer bound by an emphasis on aeronautics, NACA had
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already begun the transition by the late 1940s that would lead to the formation
of a national space agency a decade later. 5
Peenemiinde and Marshall's German Roots
The third component of the Marshall coalition was a talented team of German
specialists who developed the V-2 rocket used against Britain and Allied posi
tions on the European continent in the last years of the war. During World War
II, German rocketry advanced beyond that of any other nation. The story of the
American acquisition of German rocket expertise, intertwined in the origins of
the Cold War, has been controversial ever since. 6
German rocketry originated with the pioneering efforts of the Rumanian
Hermann Oberth and the experimentation of amateur rocket societies in the
1920s and 1930s. Among the members of one such society in Berlin in 1929
was von Braun, a recent high school graduate from the town ofWirsitz in Posen,
territory along the Oder River that became part of Poland after World War IP
Rocketry changed from a hobby to a profession in the late 1920s when the
German army became interested in using it as a means to take advantage of a
loophole in the Versailles Treaty. The treaty forbade Germany to build long
range guns, but included no prohibition against rocketry. 8 The Army wanted to
develop a liquid-fueled rocket that could be produced inexpensively and sur
pass existing guns in range.
Von Braun became a civilian army employee in 1932. Beginning with only one
mechanic to assist him, von Braun began to build a team of researchers, draw
ing from amateur rocket societies, universities, and industry. They began work
at Kummersdorf near Berlin and by 1936 began moving to Peenemiinde. The
army provided von Braun with whatever equipment he needed. The Center
concentrated all phases of research and development at one location, a concept
that von Braun's military supervisor Captain Walter Domberger described as
"everything under one roof." Von Braun first resisted the notion, arguing that he
had no experience in production, but later embraced it. 9 Researchers were avail
able if problems arose during production. Test launch sites were only two miles
from manufacturing facilities. Domberger compared the organization at
Peenemiinde to "a large private research institute combined with a production
plant." 10

5
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The need for secrecy limited cooperation with industry. Rocket technology was
too arcane in the early years for industry to desire participation, and conven
tional arms contracts offered more money. Ernst Stuhlinger recalled that the
arsenal concept took hold in Peenemi.inde simply because "nobody could build
rockets at that time in Germany. Nobody knew how to build rocket motors. We
had to develop it, and von Braun had gotten the team together. We did it in our
Peenemi.inde laboratories and became the experts before anybody else was an
expert." 11
Formal cooperation with industry and academia increased as the Peenemi.inde
operation matured, but by then the in-house approach was established. Von
Braun sought cooperation with universities, especially for research and recruit
ment. "The main professors, the lead investigators, became our laboratory di
rectors," Georg von Tiesenhausen recounted. Von Braun preferred direct private
contacts to the more rigid structures of the German bureaucracy. "We worked
closely with universities all over the country. We gave them the list of problems
and they had to solve them," von Tiesenhausen explained. 12
Von Braun established a flexible management system that could respond to
external constraints. He envisioned major projects on a vertical axis, technical
support laboratories superimposed on a horizontal axis. Every project manager
had direct access to all laboratory facilities. Technical departments were not
dependent on the fortunes of any given project, yet had the flexibility to adapt
to changing demands. 13
The research team assembled at Peenemi.inde included men of exceptional tal
ent. Many of them had advanced degrees and practical experience in industry
before joining von Braun. Few had worked in rocketry, but expertise in fields
like physics, chemistry, mechanical engineering, and electrical engineering suited
them to work on various aspects of rocket development.
Not that everything went smoothly at Peenemi.inde. Early rocketry was an inex
act science, with progress registered through trial and error. Von Braun recalled
that "Our main objective for a long time was to make it more dangerous to be in
the target area than to be with the launch crew." 14 Hundreds of test firings from
1938 to 1942 brought improvements in stability, propulsion, gas stream rud
ders used for steering, the wireless guidance communication system, and
instruments to plot flight paths. 15

6
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British intelligence discerned that rocket research was underway at Peenemtinde
as early as May 1943. On the night of 17 August, British bombers staged a
large raid that killed 815 people, destroyed test stands, and disrupted transpor
tation. The raid did little to disrupt V-2 production plans, but nonetheless pre
cipitated changes in plans-most significantly the decision that no production
would take place at Peenemtinde. 16
Labor for V-2 production became a pressing problem in 1943. In April Arthur
Rudolph, chief engineer of the Peenemtinde factory, learned of the availability
of concentration camp prisoners, enthusiastically endorsed their use, and helped
win approval for their transfer. The first prisoners began working in June. Hitler's
concern for V-2 development after July 1943 peaked the interest of Heinrict
Himmler, the commander of the SS, who conspired to take control of the rockec
program and research activities at Peenemtinde as a means to expand his power
base. When Dornberger and von Braun resisted his advances, the SS arrested
von Braun, charging that he had tried to sabotage the V-2 program. Rimmler
cited as evidence remarks that von Braun had made at a party suggesting devel
oping the V-2 for space travel after the war. Dornberger's intercession won von
Braun's release, but Rimmler had made his point. Von Braun's defenders cite
his arrest as proof of his differences with the Nazi Party and his distance from
the use of slave labor. Von Braun's relationship to the Nazi Party is complex;
although he was not an ardent Nazi, he did hold rank as an SS officer. His
relationship to slave labor is likewise complicated, for his distance from direct
responsibility for the use of slave labor must be balanced by the fact that he was
aware of its use and the conditions under which prisoners labored. 17
Atrocities perpetrated at V-2 production facilities at Nordhausen and the nearby
concentration camp at Dora-where some 20,000 died as a result of execution,
starvation, and disease-stimulated controversy that plagued the rocket pio
neers who left Germany after the war. The most important V-2 production sites
were the central plants, called Mittelwerk, in the southern Harz Mountains near
Nordhausen, where an abandoned gypsum mine provided an underground cav
ern large enough to house extensive facilities in secrecy. Slave labor from Dora
carved out an underground factory in the abandoned mine, which extended a
mile into the hillside. Foreign workers under the supervision of skilled German
technicians assumed an increasing burden; at Mittelwerk, ninety percent of the
10,000 laborers were non-Germans. 18

7
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The oft-delayed V-2 production program staggered into low gear in the fall of
1943. Production built steadily through the early months of 1944, peaking in
late 1944 and early 1945 at rates of between 650 and 850 V-2s per month. 19
But the V-2 was a military disappointment. As many as two-thirds of the rock
ets exploded in mid-air before reaching targets. The campaign against England
perhaps did more to rally the British people than to inflict damage. So disap
pointing was the campaign that Nazi officials regretted the decision to concen
trate on the V-2 at the expense of the anti-aircraft rockets. 20

Project Paperclip: American Acquisition of German Rocket Experts
By the beginning of 1945, the advance of the Russian army into Pomerania
threatened Peenemiinde, and an Allied victory appeared inevitable. With an
Allied victory imminent, von Braun and his associates agreed that their future
would be brightest with the Americans, who had suffered the least from the war
and might be able to afford to support rocket research. Evacuation ofPeenemiinde
began late in January. Workers destroyed records that could not be evacuated
and detonated remaining facilities to keep them out of Russian hands. Von Braun
moved his organization to the Harz Mountains near Mittelwerk, where he worked
on improving V-2 accuracy and eliminating mid-air explosions. 21
Work ceased only when the advance of Allied troops forced another move. By
early April, 400 key members of the von Braun group scattered in villages near
Oberarnmergau. Anticipating the advance of Allied troops, von Braun directed
his men to hide research documents from Peenemiinde. They hid 14 tons of
numbered crates in an abandoned mine, then sealed the opening to the mine
with a dynamite explosion. 22
Research at a standstill, the Germans waited for the arrival of the Allies. On
2 May, two days after Hitler's suicide in his Berlin bunker, American forces
moved into the vicinity of Oberammergau. Von Braun and his group surren
dered to the Americans. 23
The destiny of von Braun's rocket experts, now severed from the fate of Hitler's
Reich, passed into the crosscurrents of a new international struggle between
the United States and the Soviet Union. The meeting of President Franklin D.
Roosevelt, British Prime Minister Winston Churchill, and Soviet leader Joseph
Stalin at Yalta in February exposed tension between the wartime Allies.
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Consideration of what to do with captured scientists and engineers succumbed
to emerging Cold War attitudes, as Washington measured hostility toward an
old adversary against fear of a new one.
Colonel Gervais William Trichel, the chief of the Rocket Branch of U.S. Army
Ordnance, was one of the few Americans who had pondered the disposition of
German rocket experts prior to their surrender. He sent Major Robert Staver to
London to work with British intelligence developing a list of German rocket
technicians, ranking them in order of significance. Wernher von Braun's name
headed the list. Trichel negotiated a contract with General Electric late in 1944
for Project Hermes, an agreement for the development of long-range guided
missiles. He anticipated using V-2 rockets in his research, and in March 194:'i
he directed Colonel Holger Toftoy, chief of Ordnance Technical Intelligence,
to locate 100 operational V-2s and ship them to an Army range in White Sands,
New Mexico. 24
As soon as Toftoy learned about the Allied discovery of the V-2 plant at
Mittelwerk, he sent Staver to Nordhausen to investigate. After verifying the
astounding discovery of rows of partially assembled V-2s in the underground
facilities, Staver met with members of von Braun's staff and learned of the
hidden cache of Peenemiinde documents. The peace agreement stipulated that
the Soviet Union would occupy Nordhausen, and Britain would control Dornten
before the end of May, so Toftoy and Staver had to improvise quickly. Toftoy
sent Major James P. Hamill to Nordhausen, where in nine days he supervised
shipment of 341 rail cars containing 100 V-2s to Antwerp in preparation for
shipment to the United States. Staver convinced the Germans to help him find
the hidden documents. He shipped 14 tons of the Peenemiinde cache out of
Dornten even as the British were erecting roadblocks prior to assuming
control. 25
The question of what to do with German technicians in American custody was
laden with political, military, and moral overtones. Some feared that allowing
them to continue their research might allow for a rebirth of German militarism.
Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau sought a punitive policy toward
Germany, with no room for coddling weapons developers. 26 The most compel
ling moral argument hinged on the involvement of the Germans with either the
Nazi Party or slave labor at Mittelwerk.
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Many German academics, scientists, and technicians had been members of the
Nazi Party, often because party membership brought benefits such as research
grants and promotions. The Party often bestowed honorary rank as a reward.
Heinrich Rimmler personally awarded an honorary SS rank to von Braun in
May 1940, which von Braun accepted only after he and his colleagues agreed
that to turn it down might risk Rimmler's wrath. Party membership alone seemed
an inadequate criteria, and advocates of using German scientists suggested dis
tinguishing "ardent" Nazis from those who joined the Party out of expediencyY
Similar ambiguities clouded the issue of responsibility for the slave labor at
Nordhausen. Manufacture facilities were far from Peenemiinde, under the
supervision of Rimmler's SS. Rimmler and SS-General Kammler dictated
production schedules and allocated V-2s for deployment and for testing. Neither
Domberger nor von Braun had direct authority over Mittelwerk, but both men
visited the plant several times and observed conditions. Domberger-and von
Braun-could influence V-2 production only indirectly, by lobbying for greater
resources. 28
In the years after the war, when von Braun and other Peenemiinde veterans had
risen to responsible positions in the American space program, accusations
regarding their role in the Mittelwerk slave labor production rose occasionally.
Responding to charges leveled by former inmates of the Dora-Ellrich
concentration camps in the mid-1960s, von Braun gave his most detailed
response. He admitted that he had indeed visited Mittelwerk on several occasions,
summoned there in response to attempts by Mittelwerk management to hasten
the V-2 into production. He insisted that his visits lasted only hours, or at most
one or two days, and that he never saw a prisoner beaten, hanged, or otherwise
killed. He conceded that in 1944 he learned that many prisoners had been killed,
and that others had died from mistreatment, malnutrition, and other causes, that
29
the environment at the production facility was "repulsive."
In later years some members of the von Braun group countered criticism by
explaining that the Germans at Peenemiinde were more interested in the scien
tific potential of rocketry than weapons, and that they often spent evenings
discussing space travel. Some stories, repeated many times, became part of the
legend of the von Braun group after its successful work on the Saturn rocket.
Several stories revolved around the first successful V-2 test of 3 October 1942,
when Domberger proclaimed the birth of the space age. 30 Von Braun's
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discussion of the potential of the V-2 as a step toward space travel had given
Rimmler the pretense for his arrest in 1944. Eberhard Rees, von Braun's clos
est lieutenant, put the issue in perspective years later, saying, "Let us be very
honest. In Peenemtinde we did not work in the field of space flight whatsoever.
We worked directly on rockets and guided missiles, and only privately we talked
in the evening about space flight. ... A lot of people have talked about how
strongly we worked in space flight and that just simply is not so." 31
After V-E Day, concern with the background of the Germans gave way to the
Cold War preoccupation with the Soviet Union. American strategists argued
that the Germans might help bring the war in the Pacific to an end, and pressured
the Truman administration to support a program of exploitation of German
scientific expertise. Russian and British interest in German scientists raised
concern that the United States might miss a historic opportunity. Truman had
no reservations about using German expertise as long as the program could be
kept secret. On 6 July, the Joint Chiefs of Staff responded by initiating Project
Overcast-later renamed Project Paperclip-a top secret program authorizing
recruitment of up to 350 experts in specialties of interest to American
military. 32
Interrogation of von Braun's inner circle, now ensconced in Witzenhausen in
the American zone, gave way to negotiations over terms for consultation services.
Colonel Toftoy requested authority to bring 300 rocket experts to the United
States, and received permission to transfer 100. Von Braun had insisted that the
smallest group that could be transferred was 520, but he helped pare the list to
127, ensuring that they represented a cross-section of his organization.
Negotiations did not always proceed smoothly. Questions rose over whether
transfers would be permanent, if they could be renewed, whether wives could
accompany their husbands, what salary they would be paid-none of which
had clear-cut answers, given the ad hoc nature of the program. Persistent French,
British, and Russian interest in exploitation gave the Germans some leverage.
In the end, the von Braun group remained together and stayed with the Ameri
cans as the least undesirable alternative. "We despised the French, we were
mortally afraid of the Soviets, we did not believe the British could afford us, so
that left the Americans," one member of the group explained. 33
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Time in the Desert
In September 1945, seven Germans including von Braun traveled to the United
States. 34 All except von Braun went to Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland,
where they helped organize and translate the cache of Peenemtinde documents.
Von Braun traveled cross-country by train with Major Hamill to Fort Bliss in El
Paso, Texas, where Colonel Toftoy planned to reassemble "the world's only
experienced supersonic ballistic missile team." 35 Nearby White Sands Proving
Ground, 25 miles north of Las Cruces, New Mexico, offered a vast desert
expanse for testing.
By the spring of 1946, most of the Germans selected by Toftoy had arrived at
Fort Bliss. The Germans knew little of the desert terrain of the American south
west other than what they had read in the westerns of Karl May, a popular
German novelist who set some of his stories in El Paso. An isolated enclave at
Fort Bliss, the Germans were never more than a marginal part of the El Paso
community. They were still wards of the Army in 1946, subject to many restric
tions, living behind a fence in converted barracks, required to have an Ameri
can escort if they left the base. Those involved in testing at White Sands had
fewer restrictions because of its remote location, but their isolation was greater.
At first, none of the Germans had much contact with Americans other than
those they met in their official duties. 36
General Toftoy's principal purpose in bringing the Germans to Fort Bliss was
Project Hermes, the test firing of the Mittelwerk V-2s, a project intended to
give Americans experience in rocket research, testing, and development. The
V-2 parts were in disarray, having been packed by soldiers, shipped to New
Orleans, reloaded on freight cars, repacked once again on trucks, and finally
left in the open on the desert at White Sands. Working with General Electric as
the prime contractor, the Germans reassembled rockets, tested engines, and
37
fired the first American V-2 on 16 April1946.
For the remainder of the decade, the Germans served as consultants to the Army,
Navy, and private contractors. Forty-five of the sixty-eight V-2s fired performed
successfully, yielding aerodynamic data, information on the composition of the
upper atmosphere, and launching American rocketry research. Major achieve
ments included launching a V-2 from the deck of the USS Midway, and firing
a Bumper-Wac (a modified V-2 first stage with a Wac Corporal second stage)
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The original Peenemiinde team shortly after their arrival at Fort Bliss.
from the White Sands Proving Grounds to a record altitude of 250 miles, the
first object to be sent outside the Earth's atmosphere. 38
The years at Fort Bliss were a literal time in the desert for von Braun's rocket
experts. Unlike the Peenemiinde years before or the Saturn years later, no clear
goal unified them. They were consultants to American military and industrial
researchers, advisers to the dreams of other men. But the period was crucial,
for at Fort Bliss the members of the von Braun group began to view themselves
as members of a team. Dornberger and von Braun had fostered cooperative
enterprise, of course; but no corresponding sense of collective identity emerged
from the military-industrial-university complex supporting Peenemiinde. 39
The peculiar circumstances of life at Fort Bliss reinforced the sense of a team.
New to a foreign country in which many had at best a cursory understanding of
the language, separated from their families, sharing professional interests, viewed
with suspicion by the people ofEl Paso, the Germans drew together. They hiked
in the nearby Organ Mountains, played chess and read, and played ball games
on a makeshift field between the barracks. 40 Pranks reflected a boarding-school
atmosphere, as when Major Hamill reprimanded von Braun: "The wall of Mr.
Weisemann's [sic] room has been broken through. This matter was not reported
to this office. The pieces of the wall have evidently been distributed to various
occupants of Barracks Number 1."41 The elite nature of the group that led to
charges of arrogance created another common front; one American described
them as "a president and 124 vice presidents."42
The president, of course, was von Braun. Not only did the other Germans ac
cept him unequivocally as their leader, but von Braun insisted on his preroga
tives. Relations with Hamill were often prickly. Von Braun resented it when
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Hamill questioned his subordinates, issued orders, or transferred personnel
without working through him, and threatened to resign several times. Hamill
ignored the threats, but acceded to von Braun's control ofthe team. 43
Relations between von Braun and Colonel Toftoy remained on a higher plane.
Toftoy exerted a calming influence on the group, and worked to meet their
needs. Within a year, he had won the right for the Germans to begin bringing
their families. In the spring of 1948, Toftoy and Hamill devised a scheme to
overcome a legal technicality that troubled the group. Since they had entered
the United States without passports or visas, their immigration status was in
doubt. They crossed into Mexican territory and returned the same day with
papers listing Ciudad Juarez as their port of debarkation, El Paso their port of
arrival. 44
The Transfer to Huntsville

In 1949, General Toftoy began to search for a new location at which to conduct
Army rocket research, thus initiating the chain of events that would lead to the
establishment of the Marshall Center. The commander of Fort Bliss rejected
Toftoy's plans for expansion, and insufficient funds forced cancellation of
research projects. 45 Toftoy believed rocket research had become too
decentralized. In August, he visited Redstone Arsenal and neighboring Huntsville
Arsenal, then listed for sale by the Army Chemical Corps. Toftoy liked the site.
Senator John Sparkman, a Huntsville resident and chair of the city's Industrial
Expansion Committee, lent support after the city lost a bid for an Air Force
aeronautical research laboratory to Tullahoma, Tennessee. After a personal
appeal to General Matthew B. Ridgway, Toftoy won approval in October 1949
to incorporate Huntsville Arsenal into Redstone Arsenal and transfer the von
Braun group to Alabama. 46
Toftoy's shift to Redstone Arsenal began the economic, cultural, and political
transformation of Madison County, Alabama. The first small contingent of
Germans arrived in March 1950, and others soon followed. The move to Hunts
ville involved not only the German rocket experts, but 800 others, including
General Electric and Civil Service employees, and 500 military personnel. By
June 1951, more than 5,000 people worked at theArsenal. 47 Huntsville's popu
lation would triple by the end of the decade, and much of the growth was due to
the infusion of federal money for the Arsenal.
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When the Germans began the move to Huntsville in April 1950, they did so
with some trepidation. Unlike the isolation at Fort Bliss, they would live in the
community, and some worried that resentment from the war, which had risen
occasionally in Texas, might be a problem. "We had fears," Hertha Heller re
membered, recalling especially warnings that Alabama ranked near the bottom
in state expenditures for education. 48
The contrast to the restrictions and bleak terrain of Fort Bliss, however, left the
Germans enthusiastic about their new home. "Our freedom began for us,"
Stuhlinger recalled. "We could live where we wanted to, we could buy or rent
houses, buy property. We could send the children to any school we wanted to.
We could go to church." Hertha Heller recalled that "we liked Huntsville be
cause it was green and reminded us of Germany. " 49
Huntsville, although a small cotton town, was better prepared to accept its highly
educated new residents than might have been expected. "Huntsville was not
just a 'hick' town," recalled Ruth von Saurma, who arrived with her husband
shortly after the Fort Bliss contingent. "As you can see from the Twickenham
District and the ante-bellum homes, there were a good number of educated and
prominent families who lived in Huntsville." At first a natural reticence charac
terized relations between the Germans and native Huntsvillians, and each side
perceived clannishness on the part of the other. The Germans lived in clusters,
some on MonteSano, others in downtown Huntsville. Some Huntsvillians were
not sure they wanted the Army back, and were not sure what to make of the
Germans. But as von Saurma remembered, "Most of the people in Huntsville
knew that this was not a group that had just come from nowhere, but that the
majority of them were people with a very good professional background." Over
time, individuals established friendships, and interaction brought the groups
closer. After the Heller's house burned, people contributed clothing, furniture,
and money to help the family recover. "The generosity was unbelievable," Heller
recalled. "Americans are extremely generous and start immediately. They are
'action-pushed' in America. 'Let's do something!"'50
The Germans participated in Huntsville's civic life; one observer claimed "they
plunged into community affairs with a proprietary interest."51 When they ar
rived, the single bookstore in Huntsville only sold textbooks for public schools;
soon a new bookstore opened in response to the new demand. The Germans
supported a campaign to build a new public library. They helped found a
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symphony orchestra, and several performed with the group. Von Braun and a
few others helped form a local astronomical society. Walt Wiesman, the only
non-technical person in the group, became president of the Junior Chamber of
Commerce in his second year in Huntsville. On 15 April1955, von Braun and
40 members of his team and their families assembled in Huntsville High School
to take the oath as American citizens. 52
The American Engineers
The Germans provided leadership for an Army rocket development team that
included military, civil service, and contractor personnel. Many of those who
came to work for the Ordnance Guided Missile Center and its successor organi
zations at Redstone Arsenal later became second-generation leaders at Marshall.
The Army drafted people with professional experience during the Korean War,
and they provided a rich pool of talent for Redstone Arsenal.
Charles Lundquist, an assistant professor of engineering research at Penn State
University, recalled being drafted into a basic training unit that included law
yers, CPAs, and other professors before he received his orders to Huntsville.
"There were lots of people brought in to augment the von Braun team by that
process," he explained. They were "sort of a second echelon under the German
folks." Robert Lindstrom, who managed Marshall's Space Shuttle Projects
Office in the 1970s, came to Redstone via the draft. 53 So did James Kingsbury,
who stayed for 36 years and eventually headed the Science and Engineering
Directorate. A college graduate with an electrical engineering degree, Kingsbury
remembered being pulled out of the ranks and sent to Huntsville in 1951 when
his unit shipped out to Korea. "My first job was to take a warehouse that stored
chemical weapons during World War II and convert it into a laboratory," he
recalled. 54 Henry Pohl, who spent most of his career at Houston, came first to
Huntsville as a draftee with a new engineering degree. His first job was at the
test layout, where a supervisor told him he would have to watch a Redstone
missile launch. "This huge massive building that we were in-you could feel a
quiver from the power of that thing," he recalled. "I was hooked. I would have
given my $75 a month to work there!" 55
Not all who came to Redstone with the Army were draftees. Joe Lombardo, a
graduate of MIT, enlisted in order to complete his military obligation, and later
asked for a transfer to Redstone Arsenal after "reading an article about this
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team of German scientists that was working on rockets in a place called Hunts
ville, Alabama."56 Stan Reinartz, called to active duty after participating in ROTC
at the University of Cincinnati, received orders to Redstone Arsenal and soon
found himself working in the Project Control Office. 57 Lee James, a West Point
graduate and a World War II veteran who later served as a program manager on
Saturn stages, had a unique perspective. "Guided missiles were something I
had been introduced to," James recalled. "I had occasion to be in London when
the V-2s were landing." When he was in Germany, "the V-1s would go over so
low you could read the chalk marking written on them by the soldiers."58
Other young engineers came to work at the Arsenal as employees of contrac
tors. Richard A. Marmann, who later managed payload development for
Spacelab, first worked for Chrysler Corporation doing weight engineering on
many of the early missiles before moving over to work for the government. 59
Jack Waite worked for a contractor as a research design engineer at Redstone
Arsenal after graduating from the University of Alabama with a degree in me
chanical engineering. 60 John Robertson came to Redstone Arsenal after being
laid off from his work on bomber contracts for the Air Force. 61 A few people
transferred to Redstone Arsenal from other government agencies. Leland Belew
began working with the Tennessee Valley Authority in 1951, but found that the
work was not challenging. "Most of the work there was replication of work that
had already been done," he explained. He soon took a job with the von Braun
group, and later helped manage work on Saturn and Skylab. 62
Some new employees came to Huntsville directly from college or graduate
school. William R. Lucas, who would have the longest tenure of any Center
director in Marshall's first three decades, was a graduate student at Vanderbilt
University when he learned about the missile work at Redstone Arsenal from a
professor who was working as a consultant in Huntsville. 63 William Snoddy,
who came to Huntsville in 1958 with a degree in physics from the University of
Alabama, was another of the dozens of graduates from southern universities
who took jobs in Huntsville. 64
Graduates of southern universities predominated among new employees in
Huntsville, but people came from around the nation. Art Sanderson, who made
recruiting trips as part of his responsibilities in the personnel office, recalled
that "They wanted top-notch engineers and we had a charter to go all over this
country to get them." 65 Snoddy, a die-hard Crimson Tide fan, said that the
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diverse origins of his fellow workers became most noticeable during football
season. "It was really strange to be in Alabama and yet work around people that
didn't care," he laughed. "They had these weird teams they were cheering for.
Some of them were even Yankee teams [from] places I'd never heard of like
North Dakota."
The young American en
gineers were a brash, ir
reverent, talented group,
who after serving in ap
prenticeship to the Ger
mans during the 1960s,
would emerge as Mar
shall's leaders in the
Center's second and third
decades. Snoddy remem
bered that in his first
summer, he, Robert
Naumann, and three oth
ers rented a lodge on the
back side of MonteSano.
"We'd sit out on the back,
Bob and myself and oth
ers, and drink beer and
throw the cans off the
back of the mountain,"
Redstone Test Stand-the "poor man's test stand." Snoddy recalled. Von
Braun had organized a brainstorming group called the Redstone Technical So
ciety. "We formed a counterpart we called the Rednose Technical Society,"
Snoddy remembered. "We had some really senior level folks that came, [in
cluding] the manager of Thiokol in Huntsville at the time, and the head of
Research. We'd get quite a group up there, and we had some darned good dis
cussions. One night in the heat of the discussion, there was this tremendous
display of the Northern Lights. It was really wondrous; there's never been any
thing like it in this part of the country in recent times .... So that was a great
summer-and the ranger found the beer cans and made us go pick them all
up."66
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Army Missile Development in Huntsville
The German-American team set to work developing missiles for the Army.
Within months after arrival in Huntsville, General Toftoy's Ordnance Guided
Missile Center won approval to develop the Redstone, a new surface-to-surface
missile intended to augment the Army's Corporal and Hermes. Army require
ments to use existing components where possible led some of the Germans to
consider the Redstone simply another redesign of the V-2. But the develop
ment plan contained considerable flexibility. Not only did the Redstone be
come a reliable vehicle, but its development provided answers to pressing
problems in rocketry and served as a foundation for the JupiterY
The Redstone gave the Germans a project of their own, and Toftoy's confi
dence in von Braun gave the group latitude they had not known at Fort Bliss. In
1952, the Army established the Ordnance Missile Laboratories at Redstone
Arsenal, with von Braun as chief of its Guided Missile Development Division.
He began to employ the principles that would be the hallmark of rocket
development in Huntsville for the next two decades. "When the Redstone came
upon us, we were prepared," Stuhlinger remembered. "We could go right to
work." 68
The "arsenal system" was the heart of von Braun's approach. The system was
not uniquely German. It was well understood in the United States, employed
first at the arsenal and armory at Harper's Ferry, West Virginia, in the 19th
century, and endorsed by the Army ever since. The circumstances under which
the von Braun team had matured intensified its commitment to the system,
however, and by the time an interservice debate developed in the 1950s over
the relative merits of in-house versus contractor development, the group had
come to epitomize the arsenal approach. Its principles had been applied at
Peenemiinde. American engineers concentrated on design and contracted oth
ers to execute; German training emphasized hands-on experience, enabling the
German engineers to execute a project from design and development to con
struction. Karl Heimburg, director of von Braun's test laboratory, noted that in
Germany "you are not admitted to any technical college or university if you do
not have some practical time." 69 Thus training reinforced the German commit
ment to in-house work, and von Braun's approach meshed well with the Army's
own reliance on the arsenal system. Ultimately, the arsenal system would be
caught in the whipsaw of a debate over military procurement, with the Air Force
and aerospace industrial firms pushing to increase reliance on contractors.
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The Army's continued reliance on the arsenal system in its Huntsville rocket
program was also a response to budgetary constraints imposed by the begin
ning of the Korean War. The Army terminated its Hermes program and reduced
funding to Redstone. Work could often be accomplished internally at a much
lower cost than could be done by a contractor. After he received a bid of $75
thousand to build a static test stand to test rocket motors, Heimburg had his
own people build a "poor man's" test stand for only $1 thousand in materials. 70
Reliability testing became an adjunct to the arsenal system, a response both to
conservative engineering practices among the German group and the Army's
insistence on better than 90 percent reliability on Redstone. Dr. Kurt Debus
proposed a system for monitoring reliability in February 1952. Soon adopted in
all laboratories, it became the basis for later management systems. "The proposal
derived from analyzing guided missile systems and concluded that any part
could be classified as 'parallel' or 'series' in operation," Debus explained.
"Failure of a 'parallel' part would probably not result in failure of the system
since its function could be taken over by another part. Failure of a 'series' item,
on the other hand, would ultimately result in total failure." 71
In addition to work on hardware, top officials in the missile team also advanced
a vision offuture space exploration. In a series of articles in Collier's magazine
in 1952, von Braun propounded his ideas about prospects for space travel,
suggesting that a Moon landing could take place within the next quarter
century. 72 The articles established him as one of the foremost American
spokesmen on space. His ability to communicate complex ideas in simple terms
and his appeal as a speaker made him an attractive public figure.
Von Braun formulated proposals for the initial steps that might make his
speculations a reality. In 1953 he proposed using existing hardware to orbit an
Earth satellite. 73 The next year the Army suggested an interservice satellite
project, which became the basis for a joint Army-Navy proposal known as Project
Orbiter. The Air Force and Naval Research Laboratories also proposed
independent satellite programs. The Defense Department formed a panel to
evaluate these proposals, and in August 1955 ruled in favor of theNaval Research
Laboratory's Project Vanguard, apparently ending Redstone Arsenal's space
aspirations. 74 Some suspected that sentiment in the Defense Department that
the first American satellite should not be launched by a German team influenced
the decision. 75
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The Army Ballistic Missile Agency
Organizational changes and new assignments nonetheless demonstrated that
Huntsville would remain at the center of military rocketry. The Army reorga
nized its missile development program, establishing the ABMA at Redstone
Arsenal. The new organization incorporated the Guided Missile Center and the
Redstone missile project. Redstone's Ordnance Missile Laboratory also received
authorization to begin development of an Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile
(IRBM), a single-stage liquid-fuel vehicle expected to have a range of 1,500
miles. Designated the Jupiter, the new missile was to exploit Redstone
technology.
General John B. Medaris, who assumed command ofABMA in February 1956,
was a no-nonsense commander. "He had an iron fist," Helmut Hoelzer recalled,
but he was "an excellent, outstanding man." Medaris's direct, demanding ap
proach suited the high expectations the Army had for ABMA. Medaris was
"very blunt" according to Erich Neubert, but "it was a time to be blunt." Using
the high priority granted him by the Army, Medaris expanded operations.
He brought in top military and civilian personnel, tripling the number of
employees to 5,000. 76
The optimistic, "can-do" mood that visitors noticed at ABMA in 1956 was
tempered by restrictions preventing Jupiter from competing with Project Van
guard as the American satellite program. Medaris submitted proposals to the
Defense Department requesting authority to develop Jupiter as an alternate means
of launching a satellite, only to be rebuffed. "We at Huntsville knew that our
rocket technology was fully capable of satellite application and could quickly
be implemented," von Braun later reflected. When ABMA launched its first
Jupiter-Con 20 September 1956, the Defense Department sent observers to
ensure that the Army did not activate a dummy fourth stage and orbit a booster
before Vanguard. 77
Jupiter research proceeded in competition not with Vanguard, but with the Air
Force's Thor. The greater altitude to be achieved by the new generation of
missiles nonetheless allowed ABMA to study problems related to space flight.
One of the most puzzling questions was how to deal with the heat generated by
re-entry of missiles into the Earth's atmosphere. The Air Force favored a heat
sink concept in which nosecone materials would absorb heat; ABMA preferred
ablation, in which materials shielding the nosecone would melt and peel away,
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carrying off excessive heat. Ablation had the advantage of dissipating more
heat and allowing more accuracy, and came to be the preferred technique.
Jupiter-C launches in 1956 and 1957 tested the feasibility of ablation, and
allowed ABMA to demonstrate the capabilities of the new vehicle by exceeding
an altitude of 600 miles. 78 Reentry studies also gave ABMA a means to skirt
Defense Department range restrictions. William R. Lucas remembered that in
spite of these restrictions, "we went ahead and developed a launch vehicle
anyway and justified it on the basis of testing nose cones." 79

Explorer Project Leaders: Dr. Rees, Major General Medaris, Dr. von Braun,
Dr. Stuhlinger, and (in back) Mr. Mrazek, and Dr. Haeussermann.

From Sputnik I to Explorer I
Until the autumn of 1957, the United States had no coherent space program
except as an adjunct to military missile research. The launch of Sputnik I by the
Russians on 4 October prompted a reevaluation of the national role in space
research. Neil McElroy, the incoming secretary of defense, was visiting Redstone
Arsenal when he received news of Sputnik. At dinner that evening von Braun
and Medaris sat on either side of McElroy; von Braun insisted that ABMA
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could launch a satellite into orbit within 60 days, Medaris cautioned that 90
might be more realistic. Three days later, Secretary of the Army Wilbur M.
Brucker urged the secretary of defense to allow ABMA to use a Jupiter-C to
launch a satellite, promising a launch within four months of approval. Only
after the Soviet Union launched a 1,120 pound Sputnik II with the dog Laika
aboard on 3 November did the Department of Defense agree. At the request of
the Army, Defense set a launch date of 29 January. After Vanguard exploded on
its launch pad on 6 December, ABMA became the focus of American hopes to
recoup some of the prestige lost to the Soviet Union. 80
Frantic activity at Huntsville and the Atlantic Missile Range at Cape Canaveral,
Florida, characterized the 84 days between authorization and launch ofABMA' s
satellite. President Eisenhower, trying to avoid being pushed into a race with
the Russians, refused to approve a mission without a scientific satellite that
could contribute to the International Geophysical Year (IGY). 81 Dr. William H.
Pickering ofthe JPL at the California Institute ofTechnology developed Explorer
I, a 34-inch-long satellite, 6 inches in diameter, weighing just over 18 pounds.
Dr. James A. Van Allen of the University of Iowa contributed instruments to
measure cosmic radiation. ABMA fashioned a launch vehicle, designated
Juno 1, by attaching a cluster of solid propellant rockets atop a Jupiter-C.
Explorer I was ready for launch on schedule, but weather forced postponement
for two days. On 31 January 1958, Explorer I lifted into an orbit with an apogee
of 1,594 miles. 82
The Establishment of NASA and the Fate of ABMA
In the harried atmosphere of panic following Sputnik, the Defense Department,
Congress, and the Eisenhower administration all generated proposals from which
a national space policy would emerge. In the balance were crucial decisions:
Would the space program be civilian or military? How would the military
services divide responsibility for missile development? Should space research
be dominated by manned programs or unmanned satellites?
Since the American space program before Sputnik had been exclusively military,
the Defense Department became the principal target of post-Sputnik criticism.
Some was facile, such as the allegation that the Russians had gotten the better
Germans after the war. More substantive critiques charged duplication in the
Army's Jupiter and the Air Force's Thor, bureaucratic delays, and interservice
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rivalry. Even before Sputnik, Defense apportioned the military program by
limiting the Army to land-based IRBMs with ranges up to 200 miles (the range
of Redstone), and giving the Air Force longer range Intercontinental Ballistic
Missiles (ICBMs). A week after the launch of Explorer I, Secretary of Defense
McElroy sought greater coordination of military space programs by establishing
an Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA), and appointing General Electric
vice president Roy W. Johnson as its director. The Agency had authority to
initiate space projects approved by the President for one year, and Johnson
soon received proposals to put a man in space from ABMA (Project Adam) and
the Air Force (Man-in-Space-Soonest). 83
Congress, awakened to public pressure, entered the debate. Senator Lyndon B.
Johnson chaired hearings that treated Sputnik as "a technological Pearl Harbor,"
and Congressmen began filing proposals for a national space policy. 84
The Eisenhower administration refused to be stampeded into a space race.
Eisenhower transferred the Office of Defense Mobilization Science Advisory
Committee to the White House staff, and named James R. Killian, Jr. as its
chairman and as special assistant to the President for Science and Technology.
Killian agreed with the President that space research should not be approached
as a measure of national prestige, but rather as one of many avenues for scientific
inquiry, each of which should be evaluated solely on the basis of its potential
contribution to scientific progress. Eisenhower directed them to prepare two
reports, a policy statement on space research and a recommendation for national
space policy. Late in February, the Presidential Science Advisory Committee
(PSAC) submitted a proposal to use the NACA as a foundation for a new agency
to direct national research on astronautics. In a message to Congress on 2 April,
Eisenhower proposed establishment of a National Aeronautics and Space Agency
that would absorb the NACA. American space exploration, the President insisted,
should be conducted "under the direction of a civilian agency except for those
projects primarily associated with military requirements." 85
While Congress debated the President's proposal, von Braun kept alive ABMA
hopes for a role in space by supporting projects managed by ARPA. Another
Jupiter-C (Juno 1) failed to put Explorer II in orbit when the fourth stage failed
to ignite on 5 March, but the same configuration succeeded in orbiting Explorer
III later that month. By the end of the Juno 1 series in October, ABMA had
launched three satellites and failed in three other attempts. 86
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In August, ARPA approved an ABMA proposal to develop a multi-stage rocket
with a clustered-engine first stage. Although originally called Juno 5, the new
project envisioned a rocket much larger than those used in the Juno/Explorer
program, powerful enough to generate 1.5 million pounds thrust-enough to
lift payloads weighing tons into orbit. Later called the Saturn I, it soon became
ABMA's most important project. 87
ABMA also proposed using a Redstone as a booster for a manned suborbital
flight. Project Adam advocated sealing a man in a cylindrical capsule for a
flight of 150 miles in altitude and 150 miles range. Ridiculed as the equivalent
of firing a person from a circus cannon, the proposal died aborning, the victim
of Air Force opposition and uncertainty over plans for a civilian space agency.
Despite such criticism, the early suborbital Mercury flights were much like
Project Adam. 88
The civilian space agency became a reality when President Eisenhower signed
the National Aeronautics and Space Act on 29 July 1958. Dr. T. Keith Glennan
became the first Administrator of NASA. NASA went into operation on
1 October, absorbing NACA's 8,000 personnel and five laboratories. 89 The Space
Act also assigned the Navy's Vanguard project and several Air Force projects to
NASA, as well as three ofABMA's satellite projects and two of its lunar probes. 90
Although the Space Act gave some ABMA projects to NASA, it did not specify
whether the von Braun team should remain with the Army or transfer to NASA.
By the middle of October, Glennan requested transfer of more that half of the
Ordnance Missile Command (von Braun's group) to NASA. Medaris was
enraged at the prospect of losing the heart of ABMA and by the lack of support
from Assistant Secretary of Defense Donald A. Quarles, who seemed to accept
the prospect of transfer with undue equanimity. Von Braun opposed transfer,
fearing that it might lead to dispersal of his team. He owed Medaris loyalty and
feared that NASA might not be as supportive of in-house development. 91 He
and some of his lieutenants told of lucrative offers from private industry and
threatened to resign from government service if the team was divided. 92
Eisenhower held a meeting of the National Aeronautics and Space Council on
29 October, and made it clear that he expected NASA and the Department of
Defense to resolve the dispute. Five weeks later, Defense and NASA announced
an agreement that transferred JPL to NASA. Von Braun's team would remain
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intact under Army control, but would be "continually responsive to NASA
requirements." Neither side was satisfied. NASA considered the compromise a
victory for the Army, since von Braun's Ordnance Missile Command was the
more important facility. The Army resented loss of JPL. Although NASA
Director Glennan insisted "this agreement is a final agreement," some in the
Army suspected that NASA considered the arrangement only a deferred decision,
not a resolution. 93
NASA was disappointed with the failure to acquire the von Braun team, but its
appraisal ofABMA was ambivalent. NASA administrators respected the achieve
ments of the Germans at Redstone Arsenal, but harbored misgivings about their
way of doing business. Glennan's staff warned him that the Aircraft Industries
Association considered the arsenal system to be "hopelessly outmoded," and
suggested that if NASA were to absorb ABMA, "it should be made plain
beyond any possibility of mistake that what is being taken over are the ABMA
personnel and facilities, not the ABMA way of doing business."94 After read
ing an article by Walter Dornberger on the lessons of Peenemtinde, Deputy
Administrator Hugh L. Dryden concluded "I have been generally familiar with
the V-2 operation, and I have talked with many of the scientists and engineers
involved. The general principles of the required management are well known;
it seems difficult to get them adopted in a democracy." 95
But ABMA was too important to ignore. NASA had to depend on the Army for
boosters, and Saturn was a key to civilian space exploration. Glennan respected
his agreement not to try to absorb ABMA, but his subordinates had other ideas.
"We should move in on ABMA in the strongest possible way," his assistant
Wesley L. Hjornevik argued, urging Glennan to seek "a beachhead on the big
cluster." Hjornevik, however, worried that ABMA might not "play ball right
down the line," and suggested "making clear to ABMA that we don't propose
to delegate control or responsibility." 96
The Army and NASA nonetheless began to work under their ambiguous rela
tionship. Medaris and Glennan maintained proper but cool relations. Glennan
rejected Medaris's suggestion to addABMArepresentatives to NASA research
advisory committees, and dispatched a NASA representative to Huntsville. 97
NASA contracted with ABMA to provide eight Redstones for early Project
Mercury suborbital flights; reconfigured Mercury-Redstones would be the
workhorses of the early manned space program. ABMA continued work on the
clustered Saturn booster, which figured prominently in NASA's long-range plans.
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Development of the first stage H-1 engine, which would be clustered to power
the first stage, proceeded as ABMA considered proposed configurations for
other stages. 98
Project Saturn elicited controversy from the start, and was the catalyst that led
to the transfer of ABMA to NASA. ABMA's position became increasingly un
tenable, its mission at odds with its capabilities. Project Saturn's large boosters
offered power far beyond anything needed by the Army under Department of
Defense directives for military missile programs. So while the Air Force and
NASA needed large boosters, their capabilities in this field were less than those
of the Army, which was forbidden to use them. The Air Force used this logic in
proposing the transfer of the von Braun team to its cognizance. 99
Herbert F. York, the Defense Department's director of Research and Engineer
ing, posed a more serious challenge. York believed that big boosters should be
developed under NASA, and that Saturn was becoming both a distraction and a
financial drain on DOD's resources. "Von Braun, Medaris, and ABMA were
and had been seriously interfering with the ability of the Army to accomplish
its primary mission," York recalled. "Whenever the Army was given another
dollar, Secretary Brucker put it into space rather than into supporting the Army's
capability for ground warfare." 100 In April, York issued an order to cancel Sat
urn, arguing that there was "no military justification" for the large booster. 101
York's decision cast doubts on the future not only of Saturn, but of ABMA
itself. In bitter memoirs, Medaris described what he considered a well
orchestrated plan by "project snatchers" to sever von Braun's group from the
Army. He described the dilemma: "By this time it was crystal clear to both von
Braun and myself that we were faced with a Solomon's choice--either we could
hold firm in an attempt to keep the von Braun group in the Army, being sure
that in doing so we were guaranteeing that their space capabilities would die on
the vine, or we could support the effort to take the von Braun organization out
of the Army and hope that a fond and wealthy foster parent could be found." 102
The only potential foster parents were the Air Force and NASA. The Air Force,
which would have fallen under York's strictures in any case, was an anathema
to Medaris and von Braun. Von Braun feared that Air Force reliance on contrac
tors, and aircraft industry hostility to major in-house activities operated by the
government, would have led to decay of his team under the Air Force. NASA
had drawbacks, too. Eisenhower and his science advisors favored a civilian
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space program, but one in which space would have to compete with other sci
entific research programs for federal dollars, so funding could be limited. 103 In
contrast, pressures of the Cold War, which by now included allegations of a
missile gap between the United States and the Soviet Union, seemed to prom
ise a continued military program. Nonetheless, to Medaris and von Braun, NASA
seemed the lesser evil.
Discussions between Defense and NASA continued through the summer and
into the autumn of 1959. York, who later claimed that he was "largely respon
sible" for the transfer of the von Braun group, approached Glennan and pro
posed another attempt. Glennan agreed, although York admitted "there was
more push on my part than there was pull on his part." York conferred with
McElroy and the President, and won their concurrence. 104 By 6 October, nego
tiators hammered out an agreement to transfer von Braun's Development Op
erations Division of ABMA to NASA, and to assign NASA "responsibility for
the development of space booster vehicle systems of any generations beyond
those based upon IRBM and ICBM missiles as first stages." 105
Medaris and von Braun attacked the agreement. Medaris announced that he
would retire, and von Braun threatened to do the same. 106 Brucker privately
assured von Braun that his team could stay together and continue to work on
Saturn under NASA, and later claimed that von Braun "expressed to me at the
time not only a willingness, but finally a desire" for the transfer. 107

From ABMA to the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
President Eisenhower met with Glennan, McElroy, Dryden, York, and his top
science advisers on 21 October and approved the transfer. 108 Glennan suggested
that the new NASA facility be named for General George C. Marshall because
of his "image of a military man greatly dedicated to the cause of peace."
Marshall's Nobel Peace Prize, initiation of the Marshall Plan, and service as
secretary of state obviated concerns about the propriety of naming a civilian
space center after a military man. Eisenhower agreed, saying "I can think of no
one whom I would more wish to honor." 109
The President forwarded a formal transfer plan to Congress on 14 January 1960.
Under the terms of the 1958 Space Act, the transfer would become effective in
60 days unless Congress adopted a resolution opposing it. Joint Army-NASA
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support made opposition unlikely, but rumors persisted that von Braun had
been "clubbed" or "blackmailed," that communications between Defense and
NASA had broken down. The Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Sciences held hearings in February to determine if there were difficulties that
might impede transfer. General Medaris, by then retired, offered the most vola
tile testimony, explaining that "With the army's total inability to secure from
the Department of Defense sufficient money or responsibility to do the space
job properly, we found ourselves in the position of either agreeing with the
transfer of the team or watching it be destroyed by starvation and frustration."
But even Medaris conceded that "this transfer is the least bad solution that can
be found, and I therefore support it." 110
Nothing rose in hear
ings in either the
House or Senate that
threatened to derail the
plan. The House even
passed a resolution
urging immediate
implementation. The
Senate failed to follow
suit, however, and the
plan became effective
on 14 March after the
expiration of the 60
day statutory waiting
period. President
Eisenhower issued an
executive order on 15
March making the ac
tion official.

President Eisenhower and Mrs. George C. Marshall
unveiling the bust of General Marshall at MSFC
dedication.

The transfer would be effective on 1 July to coincide with the start of a new
fiscal year, allowing time to work out final details of the arrangement. NASA
received all unobligated Saturn funds immediately, although it did not assume
full responsibility for Saturn until July. 111
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Von Braun remained at the head of his organization and became the director of
the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center. The transfer shifted 4,670 people
to NASA. NASA took control of 1,200 acres at Redstone Arsenal under a 99
year, non-revocable, renewable use permit, and received facilities of the Devel
opment Operations Division of ABMA valued at $100 million, of which $14
million was at Cape Canaveral. ABMA's Missile Firing Laboratory at the Cape
became the Launch Operations Directorate under NASA, with Debus of the
von Braun team retained as its director. The operational laboratories under
ABMA's Development Operations Division became the new divisions of the
new space center. 112
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center became a reality in a quiet ceremony
on 1 July. Major General August Schomburg, commander of the Army Ord
nance Missile Command, said he felt like the father of the bride, commenting
that the Army had provided a sizable dowry. "And I don't mean to imply that
this is a shotgun wedding," he joked. 113 On 8 September, President Eisenhower
dedicated the Center in a ceremony attended by Marshall's widow, and high
lighted by the unveiling of a granite bust of the general which now stands in the
lobby of the Marshall Center headquarters.
Marshall was now a full-fledged unit of NASA. For most employees, the change
made little difference. Kingsbury remembered that on 1 July, "about 4,000 of
us were told, 'You now work for somebody else. Your check will have a green
stripe down the middle.' That was the only difference.'' 114
But the year of controversy preceding transfer of the Development Operations
Division had ramifications. Von Braun's decision to stay with the Army kept
his team together, but also kept it out of NASA during the Agency's formative
first year, limiting its role in the early development of the American civilian
space program. During that year a small group of engineers from Langley,
designated the Space Task Group (STG), assumed a role at the center of NASA
planning for manned space flight. Comprised of only 35 members at NASA's
founding, STG's numbers swelled to 350 by July 1959.U 5 Suspicion ofABMA's
approach-arsenal system, reliability testing, engineering conservatism-took
hold among NASA administrators. One account of the Apollo program claimed
that von Braun's people "had missed their chance to run the whole mission
when they had stayed with the Army for the first year after NASA was
founded." 116
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Other uncertainties clouded Marshall's future. The new Center had responsibility
for "research and development of large launch vehicle systems" under NASA;
Saturn would remain its major project. But would NASA allow Marshall to
broaden its mission beyond propulsion? NASA recognized its new acquisition
as "a team of outstanding experts who are capable not only of 'in-house' research
and development of large launch vehicles, but also of providing, as needed, the
responsible technical monitoring and direction of the various industrial
contractors who assist in the engineering and production of such launch
vehicles." 117 Would Marshall maintain this in-house capability under NASA?
In 1960, even the extent of the national commitment to space was not clear, nor
had the military relinquished interest in space. Eisenhower's visit to Huntsville
to dedicate Marshall took place just two months before the 1960 presidential
election. The questions surrounding the new Center's future would be decided
under a new administration.
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Chapter II
The Center in the Saturn Years:
Culture, Choice, and Change
When Huntsville's rocketeers transferred from the Army, they brought a unique
organizational culture to NASA. Marshall's laboratories had a technical ethos
which sought control over all phases of a space project, from design, develop
ment, manufacture, and testing, all the way to launch. The labs could, and did,
manufacture anything from subscale engineering prototypes to Redstone
missiles. The Center's contract managers already had experience in directing
missile development. Heading the team was von Braun, one of the most charis
matic leaders of any American organization.
In its first decade in NASA, the Marshall Center helped make American space
plans, and those plans in tum reshaped the Center. The Center influenced deci
sions to undertake a manned lunar landing, select the Saturn launch vehicles,
and choose a mode for going to the Moon, and in the process formed patterns
of interaction with NASA Headquarters and other field centers. The plans and
the subsequent work on the Saturn boosters changed Marshall in various ways,
leading it to add personnel and facilities, enhance its capabilities in project
management and systems engineering, and help NASA create a launch center.
Indeed, it would be no exaggeration to say that the Apollo Program shaped
Marshall's first decade.
Dirty Hands

In 1960 NASA's newest field center was fundamentally a rocketry research
organization with a professional engineering code that sought hands-on control
over all phases of booster development and operation. The foundation of
Marshall's organization and culture in 1960 was the "Army arsenal system" in
which Civil Servants performed all types of technical work. Rather than being
primarily supervisors of contractors, Center personnel were hands-on designers,
testers, manufacturers, and operators.
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The arsenal approach was a legacy from the German and American military but
was similar to the laboratory culture of NASA's other field centers. Govern
ment research organizations, whether military or civilian, evolved because busi
ness initially had limited interest and expertise in rocketry or aerospace research.
Moreover, in the 1950s, rocketry was still relatively unexplored technology,
and pioneers in the field faced many unanticipated problems that made con
tracting problematic. As Dr. Ernst Stuhlinger, the chief of the Center's Research
Projects laboratory, recalled, "it is very difficult to tell them [industry] just
exactly what to build, because we don't know ourselves before we have begun
with some experiments." 1 Dr. William Lucas, a materials specialist in the Struc
tures and Mechanics Lab and later Marshall's Center director, remembered that
"in the early days, we could go from the idea to the proving ground," because
there were "not [industry] people who wanted to do this or were able to do it."
The ABMA experience with the Redstone missile illustrated the problem. When
ABMA asked industry to make bids for the project, no business responded, and
the Department of Defense had to convince Chrysler Corporation to take on the
job. Even so ABMA was the innovator; its labs designed and built the first 17
Redstones, trained Chrysler personnel, and only then turned the work over to
the company. Lucas explained "it wasn't a matter of going to the contractor and
saying 'do this for us,"' and then assigning the firm a task it had done before.
Marshall had to find contractors and say "here's what we want you to do" and
then show them how to do it. 2
The arsenal system showed in various ways. Despite Marshall's location among
wooded hills and lush valleys, the physical appearance of the Center was indus
trial and was in stark contrast to some other NASA field centers that looked like
college campuses. The center's layout displayed a functional character, with
areas for management, engineering, manufacturing, and testing. The architec
ture also looked industrial, with utilitarian office buildings, cavernous factory
structures, and huge test facilities, all linked by a web of electrical wires and
above-ground pipes.
Marshall's original organization was also industrial and much like a large aero
space company. Each of the Center's eight laboratories had a functional
specialty and its own technical facilities; together they could design, test, and
build rockets or almost any other kind of aerospace hardware. The Aeroballis
tics Laboratory, later called Aero-Astrodynarnics, used wind tunnels and vacuum
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in structural and mechanical design, materials analysis, and systems engineer
ing. It could conduct heat transfer research, chemical and radiation analyses,
cryogenic tests, and fluid and hydraulic studies. With its capability to make
prototypes and test components, the Structures and Mechanics lab in itself had
capabilities comparable to a rocketry corporation. The Manufacturing Engi
neering Laboratory could manufacture large prototypes and had high bay struc
tures with cranes, large access doors, and machine shops. The Test Laboratory
operated the huge test stands that handled the smoke-and-fire rocket tests. The
Quality Laboratory also tested vehicle systems and subsystems, and had facili
ties ranging from high bay buildings to small bench equipment for electronic
calibration tests on flight components. The Launch Operations lab had facili
ties in Huntsville and at Merritt Island, Florida. All in all, Marshall's laborato
ries had nearly comprehensive capabilities in propulsion and aerospace
engineering; the Center was almost a space agency in miniature. 3
Center officials believed in the arsenal system. Convinced that it should be
more than a transitionary step in the maturation of aerospace industry, they
argued that the system improved quality, accelerated progress, and contained
costs. Von Braun argued that in-house design and manufacturing capability
attracted engineers and specialists who wanted to build things rather than shuffle
paper. It also trained young engineers fresh out of college, who had more theo
retical than practical knowledge, and gave them industrial experience. 4
Marshall engineers also believed that the arsenal system improved quality and
reduced red tape. They appreciated working with in-house machinists and crafts
men. Typical of their views were the comments of Peter Broussard, an engineer
in the Sensor Branch of the Guidance and Control Lab whose team developed
the navigation system for the lunar roving vehicle. In an arsenal system,
Broussard said, "you can work hand in glove with the man that is doing it. He
could call you and say, 'I don't understand this; come over and talk to me."'
Later contracting methods, he believed, were "far more expensive and far less
efficient" and even after a slow process "you may not get what you contracted
for." 5
In addition, the arsenal system and the technical depth of the labs helped the
Center direct its contractors. Marshall officials often contrasted the arsenal sys
tem to the Air Force system which gave business contractors much wider scope.
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Lee B. James, Saturn I
and Saturn V project
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detailed knowledge
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requirements in their
contracts. In some Saturn I booster checkout in 1961.
cases, like the Redstone and the first stages for the Saturn I and V, Center per
sonnel invented manufacturing methods and built full-scale prototypes to ac
celerate progress. Moreover, knowledge of engineering and manufacturing detail
allowed Marshall to evaluate contractors. Building prototypes was especially
effective because Marshall learned about costs, creating a "yardstick" to mea
sure contractor prices. Karl Heimburg, chief of the Test Lab, recalled that "what
industry didn't like was, since we made it ourselves here, we knew what it
would cost. They would come out with a flat sum that was three times as high
as it should cost. We said 'if you do it this way, we will manufacture it our
selves.' So you see they didn't like it at all that we dictated it." 6
The intimacy with hardware produced by arsenal practice and laboratory cul
ture affected nearly everything at the Center. Marshall developed customs of
conservative engineering, meticulous quality control, testing-to-failure, dirty
hands management, matrix organization, automatic responsibility, and open
communications.
Conservative engineering was a natural lesson from rocketry experience. Rockets
put extreme stresses on technology, and propulsion pioneers often faced fiery
failures. Lucas recalled watching his first Redstone launch. "It got about thirty
feet off the ground and fell back and exploded." During any launch or test, he
noted, "there were thousands of things that could go wrong," and "we knew at
any time that one lousy little twenty-five cent part somewhere could cost you
the whole ball game." 7
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Center engineers developed a habit of conservatism in engineering, preferring
things simple and sturdy, tried and true. James Odom, chief engineer for the
Saturn S-II stage, recalled that Marshall designed its hardware to be "stout,"
often to the point of being "over-stout." Conservative design led to technology
with high margins of safety and reliability. 8 Conservatism showed in an
"incremental" approach to innovation; rather than designing from scratch,
Marshall preferred to build on proven concepts. For instance, the Saturn rocket
engines and stages, while innovative in size, materials, and manufacturing
processes, drew on the engineering knowledge and research programs of military
rocketry. Even more telling, the Center used successful technology in new ways,
most famously helping conceive the conversion of a Saturn S-IVB rocket stage
into the Skylab space station. Flight tests of rockets were also conservative;
under the Center's original stage-by-stage approach, first stages flew first without
upper stages, and only after successful flights were live upper stages added.
Marshall used rigorous quality control and test practices. Again rocketry
experience had taught Center personnel that quality had to be built into hardware
from the beginning. As von Braun observed, it was "better to build a rocket in
the factory than on the launch pad." The Center, especially its Quality and
Reliability Assurance Lab, taught contractors how to ensure quality products
and monitored their manufacturing and test procedures. Part of this was what
Dieter Grau, the lab's chief, called a "rigid inspection program" in which all
Center personnel, rather than only designated quality inspectors, were
responsible for quality. 9
When Center people applied this approach to contractors, they called the prac
tice "penetration." Marshall believed in giving contractors specific design re
quirements and then observing their operations closely to ensure that the
requirements were met. The Center's resident manager offices were key tools
of penetration. Located at major contractors' plants, each had a staff of ad
ministrators and engineers who monitored work and acted as liaison between
the contractor and Marshall's labs. Center specialists carefully watched the manu
facturing process, discussed problems with contractor personnel, and as a re
sult often knew more about the corporation and its products than the corporation's
own management. During the resource-rich Saturn years, Marshall assigned as
much as one-tenth of its workforce to resident offices. One Center manager
admitted that penetration was often "traumatic" for the company at first,
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especially for those accustomed to working under Air Force supervision. Com
pared to Marshall, one contractor pointed out, the Air Force was "not in your
pants all the time." 10
One Marshall project official noted that during the Saturn program the Center
would "penetrate down to excruciating detail on a continuous basis. Engineer
to engineer. Designer to designer." Headquarters sometimes questioned such
practices and wanted Marshall to trust its contractors more. During a visit by
NASA Administrator James Webb, Center engineers showed him a rag they
had found in a rocket engine and explained that such problems revealed why
they mistrusted contractors. 11
Center personnel contrasted their method of monitoring contracts with the
methods used by the Air Force. When Marshall replaced the Air Force as moni
tor of the Centaur rocket contract, the difference became clear. The Air Force
had assigned 8 officials to the project, while Marshall assigned 140. One Cen
ter engineer noted that aerospace contractors wanted Marshall to manage like
the Air Force: "they [the government] give you [the contractor] the money; you
go away; you deliver a product; they buy it." Marshall, he noted, did not work
like this because the Center did not want to get "taken to the cleaners." 12
Marshall people also contrasted their quality practices with those of private
industry. For most of its hardware, aerospace industry and the military relied
on mass production. In mass production, cheapness compensated for defects,
and when a customer complained about product quality, he would receive a
replacement. But NASA's launch vehicles were not mass produced, and a failure
in the propulsion system could be catastrophic rather than merely inconvenient.
As Grau explained, "you cannot put a man on a [launch vehicle] and say 'if it
fails, and if you get killed, take the next one.'" Consequently Marshall had to
change the mentality of its contractors from "mass production with acceptable
errors" to "craftsmanship-do it right the first time-with no error." 13
Marshall also questioned the statistical risk assessment methods used by aero
space contractors and the military. With mass production, engineers could use
random tests and statistical measures to isolate defects and predict reliability.
But since NASA built only a few vehicles and required that each work flaw
lessly, random tests and statistical measures of reliability seemed questionable
to Marshall engineers. In 1961, Eberhard Rees, Marshall's deputy technical
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director, observed that NASA rules required reliability statistics, but that he did
not trust the numbers; his attitude was "if they [Headquarters managers] are
happy with the figures let them have it." According to Marshall lore, Headquar
ters asked von Braun for a reliability figure on a Saturn stage and he replied by
saying it was 0.99999 reliable. The figure, the Center director said, came from
calling his lab directors and asking them if the stage would cause trouble. Von
Braun called five directors and they replied in turn "Nein," "Nein," "Nein,"
"Nein," "Nein." 14
Marshall's confidence in its hardware resulted from rigorous testing. All the
labs performed tests, and two labs, the Test Lab and the Quality Assurance and
Reliability Laboratory, independently checked the work of the other labs and
contractors. The two labs, remembered Walter Haeussermann, chief of the
Astrionics Lab, sought to prevent the "camouflaging of short-comings."
Heimburg believed that experience in rocketry had convinced Center leaders
that safety and economy depended on thorough tests on the ground; with severe
tests, engineers could detect and correct problems and thus minimize costly, or
even deadly, launch mishaps and failures. In a response to questions from a
NASA propulsion committee in 1961, Heimburg explained the Marshall policy
that "each sensitive event, component, subassembly, and stage should be sub
jected to design evaluation testing." The tests should be realistic, using full
scale flight equipment rather than subscale models, and should occur at
"exaggerated environmental conditions." The practice allowed Marshall engi
neers to discover failures and flaws. The goal, Lucas recalled, was to "test until
we wear it out" in order to understand weaknesses. Marshall insisted that its
contractors bring their hardware to Huntsville for tests, even after that hard
ware had already been tested at contractor facilities.
Thorough tests were of course expensive. Tests accounted for one-half of the
Saturn project's total cost as measured in man-hours and material resources.
Heimburgjustified these costs in 1961, arguing that "a shortage offunds means
a minimum of ground testing, below the optimum, which means increased mis
sion failures. The money temporarily saved, and more, will be spent later in
repetition of testing." Lucas noted that NASA reduced testing in the 1970s and
based its decision on "so-called economics." Reducing tests to save money, he
believed, was "one of the costliest mistakes" that NASA ever made; "maybe
we overdid it [testing] on the Saturn program, but we clearly underdid it on
everything since then." 15
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Organizational and managerial patterns also evolved from Marshall's arsenal
practices and research culture. The key organizational custom was "automatic
responsibility." Konrad Dannenberg, a Center veteran, explained that the labs,
regardless of whether they had formal authority, were automatically respon
sible for problems in their specialty. They could not, he said, "sit in the comer"
and "wait until something went wrong and say 'I told you so."' James believed
that the practice helped expedite problem solving because the lab experts "feel
responsible [and] they bring these things to the program manager's attention
without being asked." 16
Automatic responsibility helped produce a matrix organization based on inter
disciplinary groups. The practice, which von Braun called "teamwork," evolved
from the complex tasks of aerospace and rocketry engineering. Because prob
lems overlapped engineering specialties, no single discipline could design, de
velop, and evaluate an entire launch vehicle or even major subsystems. Success
depended on the cooperation of specialists from many labs. 17 Moreover, as
Dr. Mathias P. Siebel, deputy director of Marshall's Manufacturing Engineer
ing Laboratory, observed, the Center was making "small quantities of high cost
articles" that had to work "the first time." This meant, Siebel added, that each
vehicle was a research project based on continuous innovation in response to
unpredictable technical problems and program changes. Solving the problems
systematically required teams with experts in design, manufacturing, quality
control, testing, and operations. 18
Accordingly, Marshall had many task-specific, interdisciplinary teams. At the
beginning of each project, lab chiefs and project managers formed temporary
teams with members drawn from several labs. The project managers had re
sponsibility for budgets and schedule, and the lab chiefs had authority over
technical problems. Each team and its contractor counterpart worked on a spe
cific problem until it was resolved. For example, specialists from several labs
and contractors cooperated closely on the guidance and control systems for the
Saturn V. The Astrionics Lab designed the guidance and control processors and
built prototypes, IBM manufactured the flight models, the Quality Lab tested
the processors, the Aeroballistics Lab developed guidance equations for the
processors, and the Computation Lab simulated flights in its computers and
generated data for the guidance equations.
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Leland Belew remembered that teamwork meant that "you would see every
major decision treated by the total organization. It was a fishbowl type opera
tion. It was 20/20 visibility from the outside in." The systematic approach to
engineering that Marshall used in the 1960s, Belew believed, anticipated 1980s
innovations associated with management guru W. Edwards Deming or systems
like Total Quality Management. 19
Another central feature of
the laboratory culture was
that Center managers were
intimately involved in
technical matters. In
house research and devel
opment, von Braun said,
helped top officials "keep
their knowledge up to date
and judgment sharp by
keeping their hands dirty
at the work bench." He be
lieved that managers with
"dirty hands" were both
planners and doers, and
consequently were more
effective leaders. 20

Von Braun watches a Saturn launch.

Von Braun was the model of the dirty-hands manager and his persona and man
agement style have generated much comment. One commentator described von
Braun as the "managerial lord" of Marshall's "feudal order." He ruled over
German "vassals," each of whom had rights in their fiefs and responsibilities to
their lord. The Marshall leader, the novelist and pundit Norman Mailer wrote,
was "the deus ex machina of the big boosters" who corporate managers wor
shipped as the "high priest" of innovative organizations. 21
Marshall colleagues recalled von Braun's charisma. Dannenberg noted that von
Braun inspired each employee to feel like he was "the second most important
man" in the world working for the most important man. Ruth von Saurma, who
as a member of the public affairs staff often helped out with international
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correspondence, recalled that "there was hardly anyone who did not like him
and look up to him, although he never looked down on anyone. He always
seemed to be on the same level as the person he would be talking to. What was
fantastic was that individuals grew tremendously under his leadership and
performed so much more for him as a group than they ever would have been
able to do individually." 22 "Wernher von Braun was not a dictator-he didn't
have to be," Georg von Tiesenhausen insisted. "His personality was such, his
authority was such, that everyone did what he wanted anyway." Von Braun had
confidence in his ability to pick the right person for a job, and delegated
responsibility. 23 His dynamism challenged people. "Von Braun was always
overflowing with ideas," according to Dannenberg. 24
Von Braun, Stuhlinger remembered, "never said any disparaging word or de
rogatory word about anyone." This habit encouraged the openness and coop
eration necessary for problem-solving. Center veterans recollected how
von Braun had responded to a young engineer who admitted an error. The man
had violated a launch rule by making a last-minute adjustment to a control
device on a Redstone, and thereby had caused the vehicle to fly out of control.
Afterwards the engineer admitted his mistake, and von Braun, happy to learn
the source of the failure and wanting to reward honesty, brought the man a
bottle of champagne. 25
Marshall's first leader was also the
Agency's master publicist and lobby
ist. In addition to appearances before
congressional committees, von Braun
averaged nearly 150 articles and
speeches a year, and kept two full-time
writers busy in Marshall's Public Af
fairs Office. Between 1963 and 1973
he contributed monthly articles to the
magazine Popular Science. His topics
were diverse and included anticommu
nism, Christianity, and Creationism,
but the vast majority promoted space
exploration and research. Recognizing
that space projects needed public sup
port, his motto was "Early to bed, early

Wernher von Braun suited up for
conducting tests in Marshall's
Neutral Buoyancy Simulator.
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to rise, work like hell and advertise!" Such boostership made von Braun, in the
words ofAmos Crisp, one of his writers, "Mister Space" in the 1960s. 26 Norman
Mailer observed that von Braun was the only NASA manager known to the
public and was "the real engineer, the spiritual leader, the inventor, the force,
the philosopher, the genius! of America's Space Program."27
In his space speeches and articles, Marshall's director made NASA projects,
plans, and technology understandable to the public. More importantly he sold
the excitement, significance, and benefits of space exploration. Von Braun
pointed out technological spinoffs and scientific discoveries, but mainly argued
that the greatest benefit of the space program was in generating new challenges.
Spurred by space exploration, scientists, engineers, and technicians innovated
faster and teachers educated students better. In the long-term, he thought, meet
ing the challenges of space boosted economic growth. 28
Rees, von Braun's deputy since Peenemiinde, complemented his chief's lead
ership style. Von Braun was the visionary, Rees the practical manager; von
Braun inspired people to conceive new ideas, Rees drove them to complete old
tasks. His direct supervision became more important as von Braun's public
appearances absorbed more of the Center director's time. Rees "paid attention
to minor details. He was the technical man, but von Braun always floated with
his feet above the ground," von Tiesenhausen explained. "Dr. Rees would say
to Wemher, 'Now simmer down."' 29
Von Braun expounded a philosophy of management, and some of its elements
became parts of Marshall's culture. Teamwork in a research and development
organization, he argued, depended on a proper balance between centralized
management and decentralized specialists. Without centralization, the team could
not set common goals and harmonize differences. But managers in an ivory
tower could not command cooperation or solve technical problems "in a high
handed fashion." Without decentralization, specialized technicians could not
develop knowledge and work together. For von Braun, managing teamwork
required "communication" between managers and specialists; and
communication depended on "a kind of four-way stretch: up and down the
organizational chart, and laterally in both directions." 30
Two of von Braun's methods of communication, "board meetings" and "weekly
notes," became Marshall traditions. The Marshall director had weekly
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meetings of his "board" of top Center officials, laboratory directors, project
managers, and invited specialists. The meetings had formal presentations, but
their primary feature was the free, often heated, discussion of problems and
policies. Von Braun presided over the discussion without dominating the
exchange.
In board meetings and in other Center-level meetings he showed his skill as a
systems engineer and manager. Subordinates marveled at von Braun's vision of
space exploration, understanding of arcane technical and scientific issues, and
ability to recall details and fit them into patterns. They wondered at his ability
to summarize complex and confused presentations in a few sentences, translate
technical jargon, and integrate conflicting opinion. One colleague recalled how
experts "would be talking almost like in unknown tongues" and "finally von
Braun would take over and explain what was being said in terms that every
body could understand." Another remembered that "von Braun's gift was, after
listening to each one, to join all the information into one package that each one
agreed to." The consensus and clear policy that emerged at the top helped give
Marshall a very disciplined organization. 31
While meetings were common in research organizations, von Braun's "weekly
notes" were unique to Marshall. Under his direction, the Center's laboratory
chiefs and project managers submitted a single page weekly summary of their
activities and problems. Von Braun scribbled comments and recommendations
in the margins and circulated copies to all top officials. Marshall people eagerly
read the notes and used them as a forum for discussing technical problems,
arguing policy issues, complaining about inadequate resources and coopera
tion, and discussing solutions. The benefits multiplied because many superiors
generated information for their "Monday Notes" by having subordinates sub
mit "Friday Notes." In the process of learning about the problems and ideas of
other officials, Marshall's managers could develop a holistic view of the Center
and determine how to synthesize their part with the whole. Later Center direc
tors continued von Braun's weekly notes, imitating his use of communication
networks as tools for managing teamwork. 32
The Marshall team's arsenal practices and laboratory culture were sources of
strength during the 1960s and early 1970s. Although much of the original cul
ture persisted, the Center's participation in the Apollo Program would impose
political and managerial pressures that led in new directions.
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Planning and Propulsion
When members of the Development Operations Division of ABMA became
NASA employees in 1960, America's civilian space policy was still in flux.
Over the next few years, American leaders and NASA officials made important
decisions, eventually choosing the Apollo lunar landing mission and giving
Marshall its task of producing the Saturn launch vehicles. These discussions
and decisions mixed scientific and technical issues with strategic and political
ones. Lucas recalled that "some of the most significant decisions made in the
Saturn program had little to do with engineering. They were mostly political.
To be successful in a major project like that, you have to have a national com
mitment to it, you have to have a defined goal, you have to have a timetable,
and you have to have resources." 33
In the late 1950s American space plans developed in the political context of the
Cold War and competition with the Soviet Union. Many Americans feared the
military threat of apparent Soviet supremacy in rocketry after the success of the
Sputnik satellite in October 1957. The Eisenhower administration had photos
from U-2 spy planes to show that no "missile gap" existed, but refused to release
this information and compromise its source. Consequently fears persisted, and
politicians, public officials, journalists, and scientists debated alternative ways
to promote American progress in space.
While still in the Army, the rocket group in Huntsville participated in the na
tional discussions about future space missions and launch vehicles. In early
1958 von Braun stood in the spotlight of Explorer I's success and appeared
before Congress to lobby for more space exploration and for a trip to the Moon.
In June 1959, General Medaris had ABMA release a "Project Horizon" plan
which proposed to establish a permanent, 12-person lunar outpost by 1966. 34
ABMA also contributed to planning of new launch vehicles. In 1957 the team
proposed construction of a clustered-engine booster with 1.5 million pounds of
thrust. By August the following year the ARPA of the Department of Defense
had agreed to provide research and development funding for the new vehicle,
called the Juno V and later the Saturn I, and in December ABMA began work
ing on the vehicle as a subcontractor to NASA. Concurrently ABMA worked
with military and NASA planners in choosing advanced vehicle designs and
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upper-stage configurations appropriate to missions in Earth orbit or lunar voy
ages. ABMA's engineers examined concepts using space planes, solid-fuel rock
ets, or various liquid fuels. By 1960, NASA's propulsion planning committee,
chaired by Abe Silverstein, formerly of Lewis Research Center, had selected
liquid hydrogen, a relatively new but powerful fuel, for the upper stage. By late
in the year, NASA and Marshall had begun preliminary design of an even more
powerful Saturn. Later called the Saturn V, its first stage would use a cluster of
F-1 engines, originally developed by Rocketdyne for the Air Force, each with
1.5 million pounds of thrust. 35
In the spring of 1961, the new administration of John F. Kennedy chose a lunar
landing as the primary task of space exploration. Although the choice rested on
technical data from NASA committees and special space policy groups, it
depended more on political considerations. The Kennedy administration wanted
to ease the anxieties of the American public and bolster national prestige by
achieving a dramatic first in space exploration. Staging such a drama would
demonstrate the superiority of the American system of enterprise, management,
technology, and science. The Kennedy people defined space as a "new fron
tier" and believed that exploring it would promote progress. Accordingly in his
State of the Union message on 25 May 1961, President Kennedy asked for a
national commitment to "landing a man on the Moon, and returning him safely
to the Earth" before the decade was out. Congress endorsed his request, and
NASA created the Apollo Program to put "man-on-the-Moon." 36
With a clear mission and timetable, NASA and science planners within the
Kennedy administration now began studying methods for getting to the Moon.
This "mode" decision was difficult because the method had to be economical
in time and money, technically feasible, and acceptable within NASA.
The Agency made this decision based on consultations between NASA Head
quarters and its field organizations. The groups responsible for human space
flight-Marshall and the STG-were especially influential. The Agency had
formed the STG, composed of aeronautical engineers from the Langley Research
Center and led by Robert Gilruth, to manage the manned satellite program called
Project Mercury. By late in 1961 NASA had redesignated the group as the
Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC), given it responsibility for manned space
craft, astronauts, and mission operations, and selected Houston, Texas, as its
permanent site. Over the decades the history of the MSC and Marshall would
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be intertwined; although partners who worked well together, they were some
times competitors who struggled for resources and control over projects. 37
From 1960 to 1962, NASA conducted studies of various lunar mission modes,
evaluating each plan according to weight margins, guidance accuracy, commu
nications, reliability, development complexity, schedules, costs, flexibility,
growth potential, and military usefulness. Marshall personnel investigated two
modes, "direct ascent" and "Earth orbital rendezvous." Direct ascent would
limit the number of vehicles and launches. A Nova booster, a sort of super
Saturn, would launch one heavy spacecraft, which would travel to the Moon,
land on the surface, lift off, and return to Earth. Earth orbital rendezvous,
referred to as EOR, could be traced to von Braun's 1952 articles in Collier's
and had two versions, each depending on Saturn V boosters rather than a Nova.
One "connecting" version of EOR would divide the heavy spacecraft in two
parts, launch each separately, and integrate them in Earth orbit. The other
"fueling" mode would launch the heavy spacecraft with one Saturn booster and
its fuel in another, then transfer the fuel in Earth orbit. 38
The direct ascent mode fell out of favor by the spring 1962. Although officials
at Headquarters, the MSC, and Marshall believed that a powerful Nova booster
would be useful for a space station, a lunar base, or interplanetary exploration,
planners concluded that Nova was too big a leap beyond existing technology
and doubted that it could be ready by the end of the decade. Preliminary
designs called for the Nova to be twice as powerful as the Saturn V and to have
10 F-1 engines for its first stage. It would be so big-50 feet in diameter in
contrast to the Saturn V's 35 feet-that it would not fit test stands and assembly
buildings. Moreover, Marshall expected that Nova would be even more techni
cally difficult to develop than Saturn, and they doubted that they could develop
two super-boosters at one time, especially if each siphoned money away from
the other. 39
Marshall's dire forecasts about the Nova led to criticism of the Center's com
mitment to liquid fuels. The criticism focused on Marshall's plans for a liquid
fueled version and failure to study a potentially less expensive and more powerful
solid-fuel rocket. Maxime Paget of the MSC later contended that Marshall
engineers were "liquid-fuel people" who did not "trust" solid fuels and "tried
to think of everything wrong with solids they could." At the time, Marshall did
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not seriously consider solid rockets because Center propulsion engineers doubted
their safety for human flight. Dannenberg pointed out that solid-rocket engines
kept burning once ignited; liquid engines, in contrast, could be shut off should
dangers develop. 40
Although the solid-rocket versus liquid-rocket controversy would reappear in
NASA history, the issue was moot in Apollo planning. The Nova, whatever its
fuel, depended on missions to justify it and commitments to fund it. Von Braun
argued that going ahead with Nova meant "giving up the race to put a man on
the Moon in this decade even before we started." By late 1961, in contrast,
preliminary research for the Saturn V was well underway. Thus once NASA
decided that direct ascent could not meet its goal, the Agency stopped funding
Nova, and Marshall's rocket designers quietly swept its plans from their draft
ing tables. 41
By early 1962 mode options narrowed to a choice between EOR and LOR,
short for lunar orbital rendezvous. The LOR mode called for two light, special
ized spacecraft, a command spacecraft and a lunar lander-launcher. The two
craft would travel to the Moon together. From lunar orbit, the lunar craft, more
light in weight than its EOR counterpart, would descend to the Moon, blast off
from the surface, rendezvous in lunar orbit with the command craft, and then
be jettisoned. John Houbolt, an engineer from the Langley Research Center,
was the great booster of LOR. Initially both Marshall and the MSC challenged
his ideas, because his plan called for computer-controlled rocket firings behind
the Moon and his estimates for the weight of the lunar craft were very low and
optimistic. By January 1962, however, Houbolt had convinced the MSC of the
utility of LOR.
At this point, the interpretation of the mode decision becomes controversial,
and no definitive historical account exists. Participants and historians have of
fered conflicting accounts of the events leading up to the decision and of its
implications. One reason for the lack of consensus has been the partisanship
caused by disputes between the MSC and Marshall. The mode options would
push the Agency in directions more favorable to one Center than the other. The
MSC people favored LOR because developing two specialized spacecraft would
be easier then developing a single multipurpose one, and because they could
maintain control over human activities in space. Marshall favored EOR be
cause its demands would help the Center grow from propulsion research into
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Earth orbital engineering, and would require two Saturn launches per mission
and thus generate more responsibility. In an interview in 1970, von Braun
downplayed the rivalry. He contended that Headquarters had directed Marshall
to study EOR and Houston to study LOR; Marshall never formally endorsed
EOR but simply reported on it. 42
Another reason for disagreements about the mode decision was the use of dif
ferent engineering criteria. The MSC and most Headquarters officials evalu
ated any mode based primarily on whether it would technically simplify
achievement of Kennedy's objective to land on the Moon by the end of the
decade; by these criteria LOR was simplest. 43 Marshall and the PSAC evalu
ated modes based on the Apollo deadline, but also on ability to promote science
and space exploration in the long term. EOR, they thought, would provide tech
nology and experience in refueling, assembly and repair, and rescue in Earth
orbit and better allow for a space station or lunar base. 44 The different criteria
had created an impasse, but in March 1962, top NASA officials decided to
choose the mode in June.
At this point, managers of the MSC resolved to sell LOR to NASA Headquar
ters and Marshall. They first went to Washington and convinced Dr. Joseph F.
Shea, deputy director of Systems in the Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF),
and D. Brainerd Holmes, director, OMSF. Next representatives from Houston
staged a day-long sales pitch in Huntsville in April 1962.
From that point until June, the behavior of Marshall Director von Braun is
unclear. Stuhlinger, the chief of the Research Projects Lab, believed that von
Braun preferred EOR but had become concerned that bureaucratic in-fighting
would cause delays and could prevent meeting Kennedy's deadline. In the in
terest of promoting harmony in the Agency, Marshall's director therefore turned
conciliator and favored LOR. When he announced his decision at a Center board
meeting, Stuhlinger recalled, it caused a "storm" because many of his lab di
rectors remained committed to EOR. 45
Other evidence also suggests that von Braun was as much a wheeler-dealer as a
diplomat. Headquarters officials Shea and Holmes held meetings with von Braun
in May to discuss the mode options. They believed von Braun had questioned
LOR mainly because he was concerned with its liabilities for Marshall. They
reported later that von Braun kept asking what Marshall would gain if NASA
selected LOR. Realizing that von Braun wanted his Center to branch beyond
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the propulsion business, Shea and Holmes offered Marshall a piece of the ac
tion on the lunar surface. Holmes later denied that a formal quid pro quo ever
emerged, but Headquarters and von Braun discussed how Marshall could study
lunar vehicles and base equipment. 46
NASA made the mode decision on 7 June 1962 at a meeting attended by offi
cials from the OMSF and the field centers. Formal presentations explained the
modes, with Marshall engineers describing EOR. Following the presentations,
von Braun said, "Gentlemen, it's been a very interesting day and I think the
work we've done has been extremely good, but now I would like to tell you the
position of the Center." Marshall, he then announced, supported the LOR mode.
This was something of a shock to some Center personnel who had not known
of his choice before the meeting.
Von Braun offered technical and political reasons for supporting LOR. Admitting
that he had initially been "a bit skeptical" about the plan, he recognized its
engineering simplicity. LOR's light spacecraft required only one Saturn V launch
and thus eliminated the need for two successful launches. Moreover, a specialized
lunar craft would simplify lunar landing and launching by eliminating the need
for one heavy, multipurpose spacecraft. It would smooth construction by
providing for the "cleanest managerial interfaces" between centers and
contractors and by reducing the amount of technical coordination. At the same
time that von Braun bowed to LOR's parsimony of engineering, he
acknowledged schedule pressures. The mode controversy was delaying
important design decisions and construction work; unless a mode decision was
made "very soon," he said, "our chances of accomplishing the first lunar
expedition in this decade will fade away rapidly." Von Braun concluded that, all
things considered, LOR offered "the highest confidence factor of successful
accomplishment within this decade."
At the same time, von Braun also recommended that Marshall develop a crewless,
automated, lunar logistics vehicle to overcome the liabilities of LOR. Launched
by a second Saturn V to accompany human missions, this vehicle would expand
the duration and scientific benefits of lunar missions by providing supplies,
equipment, and shelterY
By agreeing to LOR, Marshall got credit for being a team player. Holmes and
Shea felt that von Braun's decision helped stimulate inter-Center cooperation
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in the Apollo Program. Shea added that the Marshall director's endorsement of
LOR was "a major element in the consolidation of NASA." With its top offi
cials united, NASA formally selected the LOR mode using a Saturn V rocket
and decided to study a lunar logistics vehicle. 48 Marshall immediately began
studies of the craft, and although NASA never developed a flight model, the
Center eventually oversaw construction of a moon car called the lunar roving
vehicle. 49
The choice of LOR mode shaped the Apollo Program, and debates about its
merits continued long afterwards. Critics of the choice complained that NASA's
narrow engineering mentality led the Agency to select the cheapest means in
terms of money and time and to choose excessively specialized technologies;
the mode meant brieflunar visits and restricted scientific research. 5° Long after
the decision, many Marshall veterans continued to echo these sentiments. Von
Tiesenhausen contended that LOR helped make Apollo essentially a "dead
end." Dannenberg also believed that rejecting EOR thwarted possibilities for
constructing a space station and pursuing more open-ended missions in the
1960s. Others were less negative, believing that NASA expanded the scientific
utility of Apollo technology by using the third stage of the Saturn V as the basis
for the Skylab orbital
workshop. 51
The mode episode
came to an ironic
conclusion when von
Braun publicly de
fended LOR before
the national media.
The issue came up on
11 September 1962
when President John
Kennedy visited Mar
shall to look over Sat
urn development.
The President
brought with him
Jerome Wiesner, the
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Von Braun explains Saturn hardware to President
Kennedy and Vice-President Johnson during their
visit to Marshall on 11 September 1962.
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chair of the PSAC, Vice-President Lyndon Johnson, and NASA Administrator
Webb. While standing near a Saturn I stage and with the press listening, the
group began discussing the merits of LOR. Wiesner argued fervently that LOR
was neither as safe nor as scientifically useful as the other modes. An angry
Webb and a calm von Braun contradicted Wiesner. Kennedy listened quietly,
later telling Wiesner that he too doubted LOR and that they were alone in sup
porting the alternatives. The argument made national headlines but quickly
passed from attention with the onset of the Cuban missile crisis. 52
The choices of the lunar mission, the end-of-decade deadline, the Saturn V, and
LOR all influenced Marshall's work. NASA had a clear mission, a definite
schedule, and the necessary funds. Marshall would build the Saturn launch
vehicles and have plenty of resources for the task. William Sneed, a manager
on the Saturn project, recalled that Marshall had cash reserves to "accommo
date the unknowns and unpredictables" and to fund more than one path of tech
nological development. James Odom said that the parallel development of critical
technologies allowed Center engineers to choose the most reliable option and
to stay on schedule. Robert Marshall, a Center propulsion engineer in the 1960s,
summarized the meaning of the decisions: "The schedule was fixed and the
performance was fixed; money was a variable. We threw money at problems."
After the halcyon decade of Apollo, no Center project would have such favor
able conditions; in later efforts the money was fixed and the performance and
schedule became variables. 53 The challenges and resources of the Apollo Pro
gram would also cause Marshall to grow bigger and develop new skills.
Growth and Change
To develop the Saturn stages, Marshall added more personnel and built new
facilities. More significantly, the enormous technical and managerial challenges
led Center personnel to change their organization and culture. Werner Dahm,
an aerodynamic engineer, recalled how in the 1950s ABMA had been "a single
project outfit" that worked on one vehicle at a time with a couple of major
contractors. The Apollo Program changed Marshall, making it a "multiproject
organization" that developed many rocket stages and space technologies, man
aged multiple contracts, integrated diverse technologies, and coordinated far
flung organizations. The Center adapted to its new role by strengthening its
capabilities in project management and systems engineering. 54
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Of all NASA's field centers, Marshall benefited most from the free-spending
era of the early 1960s. Only the expenses incurred by the MSC rivaled those at
Marshall. NASA allocated funds in three categories: Administrative Opera
tions, Research and Development, and Construction of Facilities. 55 From 1961
through 1965, Marshall's accumulated Administrative Operations obligations
(comprising principally salaries) were more than double those of any other
Center. 56 Marshall's accumulated Research and Development obligations
through June 1968 were larger than those of any other Center, five times
those of every Center except Goddard and MSC. Only MSC came close to
Marshall's figure. 57
During the years in
which Marshall built
most of its Saturn
test stands and as
sembly facilities,
only the construc
tion of the launch
complex in Florida
surpassed the
Center's obligations
for Construction of
Facilities in Hunts
ville and at Michaud
and the Mississippi Early 1960s test stand.
Test Facility. 58
Marshall was also NASA's largest contract administrator. For six consecutive
years (fiscal years 1961 through 1966), Marshall let contracts totaling more
than any other Center, constituting more than 30 percent of NASA's contrac
tual obligations. In mid-1968, Marshall held (either solely or jointly with other
centers) six of NASA's eight largest cootracts. 59 California, Louisiana, and Ala
bama, the major locations of Marshall business, ranked first, third, and fourth
as recipients of NASA prime contracts from fiscal years 1961 through 1968. 60
Other yardsticks measure Marshall's extraordinary growth in the early 1960s.
The Kennedy goal of reaching the Moon by the end of the decade gave the
Marshall Center a virtual carte blanche. When NASA established Marshall in
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1960, it acquired land and facilities valued at $34,651,000. Within the next four
and a half years, NASA funded new facilities worth more than $125,000,000. 61
Laboratories continued to operate in buildings inherited from the Army, but the
Center expanded most of them and added new facilities. Test stands for the
Saturn Project consumed much of the new facility money. In June 1963, 1,200
employees moved into a modern 10-story Headquarters building. Von Braun's
office on the top floor overlooked a panorama of the Alabama countryside,
rimmed by hills and sloping to the Tennessee River to the south, now punctuated
by monolithic test stands. The government labeled the Headquarters Building
4200, but locals often called it the "Von Braun Hilton." Behind it, two smaller
buildings in the same style completed a horseshoe-shaped Headquarters
complex: the Engineering and Administration Building (4201) and the Project
Engineer Office Building (4202). 62
Other than the scale of the
Saturn V, nothing demon
strated more dramatically
the rapid growth of the
American space program
than Marshall's test com
plex at the southern end of
the Center. Visible from the
small Redstone Interim Test
Stand were mammoth test
stands used for Saturn de
velopment: Single engine
test stands, static test
stands, and the huge dy
namic test stands.

Marshall Center's Test Area in 1978.

The construction of new facilities led to some conflicts between the Center and
labor unions. 63 Beginning in August 1960 Marshall's arsenal system triggered
jurisdictional disputes between the Center's Launch Operations Directorate
(LOD) at Merritt Island, Florida, and building trades unions. The unions work
ing on Launch Complex 34 (LC-34) were accustomed to Air Force practices.
They expected to install ground support equipment with little direct supervi
sion. LOD was accustomed to the arsenal system and thought that government
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scientists and engineers should install some equipment and closely inspect con
tractors. When LOD began introducing arsenal practices, the unions quickly
complained that LOD personnel were doing too much construction and super
vision. In a series of brief strikes, electricians, ironworkers, and carpenters walked
away from LC-34, and the project lost 800 man-days of work from August to
November. The disputes culminated in November when electricians went on
strike to protest LOD civil servants installing cables and consoles in the launch
control center. 64
The Center justified applying its "army philosophy" to scientific projects by
defining the launch complex as a "laboratory" intimately tied to the launch
vehicle, which was itself a "flying laboratory." Logically NASA engineers and
scientists should install some ground support equipment as part of "research
and development." 65 Von Braun insisted that scientists with Ph.Ds sometimes
had to use screwdrivers and wrenches; they had to get their hands dirty to make
new machinery function and to maintain expertise. Von Braun promised that
routine work would be contracted out, and this policy practically eliminated
conflicts at the Cape after 1960. 66
A labor dispute in Huntsville also occurred on a facility construction project
but did not involve contractor-Civil Service issues. On 14 August 1962 a dis
pute between unionized and non-unionized contract workers led to a strike at
Marshall's Saturn V Static Test Stand. Members of the International Brother
hood of Electrical Workers formed picket lines at Marshall's entrances and
over 1,200 members of other building trades unions refused to cross. Work at
the test stand and several other sites ceased. 67 With the strike continuing more
than a week, construction delays and attention from the national media upset
Marshall managers and the Huntsville elite. Von Braun argued that the dispute
was costing $1 million a day and was causing the United States space program
to fall further behind the Soviet Union. The Huntsville Times condemned the
workers for causing the United States to lose "the competition between the free
world and the forces of darkness which seek to engulf us." 68 A federal injunc
tion ended the strike on 24 August and the National Labor Relations Board
convinced the electrical union to refrain from strikes and secondary boycotts. 69
The strikes in Huntsville and at the Cape taught Marshall a lesson, and in 1963
its managers sought to forestall strikes on other facility construction projects.
With assistance from the Missile Sites Labor Commission, the Center held
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meetings with construction unions and contractors who would build the new
test facility in Mississippi. The meetings sought to resolve potential problems
and secure a union promise of three years without a strike. Marshall called it
"the first such conference ever sponsored by the Federal Government in ad
vance of the award of a construction contract."70
During the Saturn years, Marshall opened three new facilities in Louisiana and
Mississippi. All three facilities helped NASA politically, helping the Agency
gamer support from federal legislators from those states. The sites also had
technical advantages. The MichoudAssembly Facility in eastern New Orleans,
selected in August 1961 by Marshall and NASA for the manufacture of Saturn
lower stages, had once been a federal plant for manufacturing Liberty ships,
cargo planes, and tank engines. It had a production building with 35-foot-high
rafters and a 43-acre manufacturing floor, water access via the Gulf Intra
coastal Waterway, closeness to skilled labor and industrial support in New
Orleans, and proximity to sparsely inhabited land that could be used as a rocket
test area. 71
Two months after selecting Michoud, NASA chose a Saturn V test site on the
Pearl River in Hancock County in southwestern Mississippi. The Mississippi
Test Facility perfectly combined accessibility and remoteness. Only 45 miles
from Michoud by water, and with few people to relocate, its surrounding swamps
were large enough so that the tremendous sound waves created during rocket
firings would not cause damage. 72 Constructing test stands, rail lines, and a
canal took over four years and cost over $315 million. 73 The third site, the
Computer Operations Office in Slidell, Louisiana, used an unoccupied build
ing originally owned by the Federal Aviation Administration, and began activ
ity in 1962. Located between the assembly and test facilities, Slidell's computers
supported their work in engineering, checkout, and testing. 74
Like other facets of Marshall's development in the 1960s, the Center's person
nel numbers followed the curve of Saturn development: dramatic increases in
the first half of the decade, reductions later. When it opened in July 1960,
Marshall inherited 4,670 employees from the ABMA. By the end of the year,
Civil Service employees numbered 5,367. 75 During its first six years, the Cen
ter experienced steady growth and by the summer of 1966, employment reached
a peak of 7,740. Marshall was easily the largest NASA installation with
21.7 percent of the Agency workforce. 76 Marshall's combined workforce
contractor and Civil Service-peaked at over 22,000. 77
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The establishment of Marshall forced a reevaluation of NASA's allotment of
excepted and supergrade positions above the grade of GS-15. Designed to make
government management appointments competitive with the private sector, these
positions were "among the most potent means by which the Administrator shaped
the agency." 78 NASA received permission to increase its allotment from 260 to
290 to accommodate the so-called German positions inherited from the Army,
and won increases to over 700 during the Apollo buildup. 79 Marshall held as
many as 56 of these positions at the height of Saturn, after which its allotment
quickly dropped by a third. 80
Marshall's workforce was predominantly white, male, and well educated. Less
than one percent of Marshall employees was black. The Center did not even
begin to record statistics on the number of female employees until the 1970s,
when the earliest figures showed that 16 percent were women. 81 Cutbacks in
the late 1960s assured that there would be little change in the composition of
the Marshall workforce, since reductions hit hardest in nonengineering
classifications.
The greatest changes in the character of Marshall's workforce during the first
several years were an increase in scientists and engineers, and a decline in wage
board personnel. The number of engineers and scientists nearly doubled within
the first four years and then remained relatively constant for the next four, an
increase from 27.7 to 37.6 percent of Marshall's total employment. Wage board
employees declined steadily during the same period from 1,925 (35.8 percent
of the workforce) to only 835 (12.0 percent). 82 Von Braun explained the trends
as a reflection of "the changing role of Marshall from an essentially in-house
organization to one of program management." 83
Von Braun's explanation highlighted the major change at the Center during the
Apollo period. Although Marshall continued aspects of the Army arsenal sys
tem until the cutbacks at the close of the Apollo Program, Agency policy
required that the Center adopt more of an Air Force system relying on private
contractors. NASAAdministrator Webb and other prominent officials criticized
the arsenal approach. Federal employees, they charged, were more expensive
than contractor workers. Reliance on civil servants led to fixed labor costs while
contractors could be laid off at the end of projects. Federal experts unnecessar
ily duplicated skills in the private sector. In addition to its economic weak
nesses, the arsenal system had political liabilities. It localized government
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spending and limited the number of regions participating in the space program.
Besides, Webb, a corporate lawyer, former official in the Department of De
fense, and former director of the Bureau of Budget, wanted to privatize federal
research and development. The Agency Administrator was also a zealous cham
pion of using public spending to stimulate private innovation and profit. 84
Accordingly the Center and the rest of the Agency used the Apollo Program to
expand the command economy in space hardware. Since the 19th century
governments had created a command economy in military technology, becoming
the sole buyer of weapons too expensive for private firms to develop on their
own. After the Second World War, space hardware also became command
technology. 85 Military methods provided much of the contracting apparatus for
NASA, but the Apollo Program was so vast and complex that the Agency had to
innovate. NASA created what its administrators called a "government-industry
university team," and Marshall and the rest of the agency improved methods
for running R&D organizations, "managing large systems," and supervising
business-government partnerships; their managerial methods became an
"unexpected payoff' of the Apollo Project. 86
For years as part of the military, the rocket veterans who formed the core of
Marshall had worked with contractors. They had worked with business and
university contractors at Peenemiinde, White Sands, and in Huntsville. When
ABMA employees transferred to NASA, armed services procurement person
nel, procedures, and practices went along. Like the military, Marshall used tech
nical specifications, drawings, performance requirements, and incentive fees to
direct contractors. Marshall and NASA also often used military quality person
nel to monitor contractors and inspect parts. The Center differed from military
methods of monitoring contractors in the very detailed specifications its labs
produced, the rigor of its testing, and the depth of its penetration of
contractors. 87
The increasing use of contractors and growing technical complexity of Apollo
led Marshall to strengthen managerial and systems engineering groups so that
all the parts and participants could be integrated. In the initial organization of
1960, the Center had no systems engineering group, and the laboratories, based
on the practice of automatic responsibility, collectively resolved integration
problems. A small Saturn Systems Office, with its three offices for the Saturn II
IB, Saturn V, and engines, handled project management of budgets and sched
ules. This organization differed little from those of Peenemiinde and ABMA.
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But by 1962, once complicated work began on both the Saturn I and Saturn V
and once contracts were let across the country, the Center's traditional organi
zation proved unwieldy. By the middle of 1963, Marshall's workload had
increased more than four-fold in three years. The fiscal year budget had grown
from $377 million in 1961 to $1.07 billion in 1963. Procurement had increased
almost three-fold in three years, from $315.5 million to $949.7 million. The
flood of responsibility swamped the Saturn Systems Office and the labs. Center
officials worried that a lack of central controls could lead to excessive changes,
cost overruns, and schedule slips.
By 1962 von Braun moved to forestall any problems. He told a management
conference that his rocket team had changed from being a research and devel
opment organization to also being "a managerial group." To adapt, he oversaw
a reorganization in 1962 that gave more authority to managers of a project (a
"project" in NASA parlance was a discreet technology that was part of a larger
"program"). Justifying the change in a three-page memo, "MSFC Management
Policy Number 1," he explained that multiple projects necessitated stronger
project offices. The labs would still be organized by technical discipline. Now,
however, project offices would coordinate plans, assignments, and budgets for
work involving more than one lab, and would oversee technical staff directly
assigned to project work.
A major reorganization of the Center on 1 September 1963 formalized the new
arrangements. One organizational branch called Research and Development
Operations contained the labs, and another equal branch called Industrial
Operations contained the project offices. In the Center hierarchy, lab directors
and project managers were on an equal organizational rung for the first time.
Within various projects, the project offices managed and the labs provided
support. In addition, each lab had a Saturn Project Engineering Office to coor
dinate activities with the Saturn Project Office. 88
Moreover, Marshall enhanced its abilities to handle integration problems. Pull
ing together the designs and hardware of the many pieces of a multistage
vehicle was an enormously complex task. NASA had to help pioneer the rela
tively new field of systems engineering, and Marshall was in the forefront. In
1962 the Center established a Saturn/Apollo Systems Integration Office for
working with other NASA centers. Marshall also enlisted a systems engineer
ing contractor; Boeing, the contractor for the Saturn V first stage, became the
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Saturn V Systems Engineering and Integration contractor. NASA and Marshall
adopted similar practices for the Shuttle and later projects. 89
After this reorganization, the project offices and labs acted as checks-and
balance on one another. Checks-and-balances were "built-in," Lucas recalled,
because the labs and project offices had different interests. Scientists and engi
neers in the laboratories wanted to be thorough and inventive, and wanted the
job done right with little concern about cost, schedule, or administrative nicety.
In contrast, project offices were responsible for getting the job done on time
and within budget. To meet deadlines and budgets, project managers some
times had to limit technical innovations. Nonetheless the project offices, James
remembered, did not make technical decisions based on managerial standards;
they relied on "change boards" composed of lab experts who studied each pro
posed innovation and determined whether it was necessary. He also said that
von Braun wanted to base hardware decisions on their technical merits rather
than schedule or cost. Von Braun told James that "when you have an argument
with the laboratories, I want you to know that I am on their side. " 90
As Saturn development progressed, Marshall hired more experienced project
managers and pioneered new oversight methods. In 1964 the Center acquired
on temporary assignment over a dozen Air Force officers who were veterans in
running big, expensive, and complex aerospace projects; they had skills in bud
gets and schedules, and systems management. Also in 1964 Air Force General
Edmund O'Connor became director of Industrial Operations, serving in that
post throughout most of the Saturn years. 91
The Saturn V Program Office, headed by Peenemi.inde veteran Arthur Rudolph,
oversaw the crucial Apollo activities of the Center and its contractors. The of
fice ensured that Saturn manufacturing stayed within budgetary and schedule
guidelines and that all the contractors and components fit together in one sys
tem. This was an enormous problem because Marshall oversaw contracts with
hundreds of companies in dozens of states. Rudolph thought his major problem
was that "in a big program like the Saturn V you have many people involved
and usually people want to go off on tangents," and so he tried to "get them all
to sing from the same sheet of music." Saturn's self-styled "choir director"
oversaw regular meetings in which Marshall and contractor officials reviewed
and revised plans as the program evolved; sometimes the meetings would last
until well after midnight. 92
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One novel feature of the Saturn V Program Office was a room called the Pro
gram Control Center. Rudolph's staff designed the room to enhance "visibil
ity" and reveal problems. Three thousand square feet of visual aids and
scheduling charts papered its walls. Based on systems developed for military
missile programs, the charts graphed a path of progress for each part and showed
crucial schedule checkpoints. Information for the charts passed up the Center
contractor organization, with each manager relaying data through superiors.
Each chart directed attention to parts that were lagging so that managers could
invest more resources on these critical parts.
Marshall officials were careful in how they used the charts. They sometimes
regarded them as a "gigo" system-garbage in, garbage out-knowing that
managers sometimes withheld information or exaggerated progress. James,
Rudolph's successor as Saturn V manager, believed that Rudolph sometimes
pretended that he could not understand the charts, using this pretext to question
project managers about their progress. In remarks to Congress in 1967, Rudolph
admitted schedules were often "soft" and could be set back. Nonetheless he
thought the charts and schedule deadlines were useful managerial tools; in his
words the "visibility" enforced "discipline" and got rid of "looseness." More
importantly, the charts helped officials integrate the work of the Saturn team.
NASA Administrator Webb loved the Program Control Center and its manage
ment charts. Webb brought dignitaries to Marshall just to parade them through
the room which he said was "one of the most sophisticated forms of organized
human effort" that he had "ever seen anywhere." When Webb looked at the
charts, Saturn Program Control Manager Bill Sneed said, NASA's Administra
tor recognized that Marshall was doing more than building a lunar rocket; the
Center was "innovating and developing management systems" that were "the
best known to man." 93
Marshall also worked with the rest of NASA to coordinate work on Apollo.
Headquarters had an Apollo program office that made plans, allocated and
monitored resources, set schedules, and maintained oversight of specifications
and standards. A NASA Management Council, composed of top Headquarters
officials and field Center directors, set broad policy. On technical issues, how
ever, the centers had considerable autonomy. Experts from the centers staffed
eight Inter-Center Coordination Panels on crew safety, instrumentation and
communications, flight mechanics, flight evaluation, electrical systems, launch
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operations, mechanical design,
and flight control operations. In
this way experts assumed daily
responsibility for coordination.
Generally, these decentralized
panels resolved disagreements,
but difficult issues passed up the
line to a Management Review
Board composed of Headquar
ters officials Center directors,
and program and project man
agers. The Centers and Head
quarters also established a Kurt Debus, Wernher von Braun, and
mirror organization, with func- Eberhard Rees watch the SA-8/aunch in
tional offices matching each May 1965.
other to facilitate communica
tion.94
Headquarters also hired a systems engineering contractor to help it monitor the
technical activities of the field centers. BellComm, a subsidiary ofAT&T, helped
review and define systems requirements, missions, tests, and quality programs.
Both Marshall and the MSC complained about BellComm's role, questioning
the legality of the company's access to proprietary information from other
contractors and doubting the wisdom of duplicating expertise at the field centers.
More importantly, both Marshall and Houston objected to micromanagement
from Washington. Von Braun argued at a NASA Management Conference that
there were "too many nuts and bolts engineers in Washington and too few
managers" and that Headquarters wasted resources on "petty supervision" and
efforts to "second guess" the centers. Nevertheless, Headquarters maintained a
strong program office, and Shea, deputy director of Systems in the OMSF,
defended the BellComm contract as "good insurance" that would proceed
"regardless of Centers' wishes. " 95
Disagreements aside, the arrangements helped NASA smoothly coordinate
Apollo activities. Such harmony contrasted with the planning controversies early
in the program and on later projects. Technical and organizational factors also
contributed to intercenter cooperation.
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Marshall worked well with the MSC during the Apollo Program mainly due to
technical factors. For Apollo, MSC and Marshall had a clear division of labor.
Houston built the spacecraft and Huntsville built the launch vehicle, and one
sat on top of the other. Interfaces between spacecraft and launch vehicle were
clean and simple, mainly a matter of connecting wires and bolts. Disputes mainly
resulted over weight; Marshall believed that Houston's spacecraft was too heavy
while Houston thought Marshall's launch vehicle was too heavy. Von Braun
credited the resolution of problems like this to mutual respect by the Centers
and the unsung work of the intercenter panels. 96
Social and technical factors helped Marshall work well with the Kennedy Space
Center at Cape Canaveral. NASA's launch facility had originally been ABMA's
Missile Firing Laboratory. When the Army rocketeers transferred to NASA,
the lab remained under Marshall's organization as the Launch Operations
Directorate. Kurt Debus, the launch team's director, had been von Braun's as
sistant at Peenemiinde and Huntsville, and many members of the launch group
continued to work in Huntsville. Alabama and Florida personnel worked closely
together to ensure the compatibility of the assembly and launch facilities with
the launch vehicles. Huntsville personnel helped design and construct some of
the Cape's launch facilities.
By 1962, organizational problems emerged that led NASA to make the Launch
Operations Directorate into an independent Center. Debus and von Braun wor
ried about the managerial liabilities of having the launch team report to Marshall.
Particularly problematic was the possibility that the launch team would have to
arbitrate disputes between Marshall and another NASA Center. To solve these
problems, NASA decided to make the launch team into an independent field
center. Although Huntsville officials had lively debates about the merits of be
ing a rocket "developer" or "operator," von Braun supported the change. On
1 July 1962 Marshall's launch laboratory became the Launch Operations Cen
ter, and, after President Kennedy's assassination, it became the Kennedy Space
Center. 97
The Apollo Program then led to changes at the Marshall Center in the 1960s.
Apollo resources and challenges allowed Marshall to enhance its in-house re
search and development capabilities by adding new personnel and facilities. At
the same time the Center modified its research organization and culture by
adding new mechanisms and expertise in contractor management and systems
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engineering. Together the adaptations helped Marshall solve the enormous tech
nical challenges of the Saturn launch vehicles.
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Chapter III
Crafting Rockets and Rovers:
Apollo Engineering Achievements
The most dramatic events at Marshall during the Apollo Program were the
static firings of the enormous first stage of a Saturn V rocket. The five F-1
engines of the S-IC stage produced over 7.5 million pounds of thrust, enough
to generate 119 million kilowatts, twice the power of all hydroelectric
turbines on American rivers. The stage burned 4 million pounds of fuel in
two-and-a-half min
utes, and three trucks
could park side by
side in its fuel tank.
The engines had
valves as big as suit
cases and pumps as
big as refrigerators. 1
Test structures for the
stage and its engine
cluster were also gi
gantic. The S-IC Test
Stand, first used by
Marshall's Test
First S-IC full five engines firing on 16 Aprill965.
Laboratory in April
1965, had a super
structure and derrick that rose 406 feet. Built massive to secure the huge rocket
stage, it was anchored in bedrock 45 feet below ground and had as much
concrete underground as above. 2 To dissipate heat and dampen sound, the
stand's pumps fed 320,000 gallons of water per second from an adjacent res
ervoir into the flame bucket. Each test generated a white cloud of vapor and a
thunderous roar that echoed (and even shook buildings) throughout Hunts
ville. Engineers claimed that as a noisemaker the S-IC was third only to atomic
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bomb blasts and the Great Siberian Meteor of 1883. One Marshall official re
called that before the first test people feared broken windows at the Center;
unable to finish an important telephone call when the test began, he crawled
under his desk and shouted in the receiver. 3 Von Braun liked to interrupt meet
ings so that everyone could witness the spectacle from the top floor of Marshall's
administration building.
The sound and fury of such tests bore witness to Marshall's contributions to the
space program in the 1960s. The Center's laboratories helped design, develop,
and test crucial hardware for the Mercury and Apollo programs. Marshall's
project offices oversaw dozens of contractors and forged individual efforts into
a collective whole. The Center's step-by-step efforts on space vehicles helped
NASA achieve a series of "firsts" in space flight: the Mercury-Redstone boost
ers lifted American astronauts on their first suborbital rocket flights, the Saturn
rockets powered humans on their first trips to the Moon, and the lunar roving
vehicle (LRV) first transported people across its surface.
Mercury-Redstone

Marshall's initial triumphs as a NASA Center came in Project Mercury,
America's first entry in the manned "space race" with the Soviet Union. The
Center contributed Redstone boosters for the early flights, helped the STG with
integration of the booster and crew capsule, and oversaw the launch process.
Involvement in the program began in October 1958, when NASA and the Army
Ordnance Missile Command agreed that the ABMA would provide 10 Redstone
and 3 Jupiter missiles for the space program. In the next year ABMA modified
the Redstones to prolong the time of engine bum. Working with the Chrysler
Corporation, the prime contractor, and the Rocketdyne Division of North Ameri
can Aviation, the engine contractor, ABMA personnel elongated the propellant
tanks.
Modifying the Redstone tanks was straightforward, but "man-rating" the rocket
was not. Man-rating meant verifying the rocket's safety for human flight. Al
though the Redstone had many successful launches as a ballistic missile, man
rating led to technical disputes between Huntsville personnel and the STG.
Huntsville's experience with missiles led them to consider the "payload" as a
passive package. But members of the STG were "old NACA hands" who were
experienced with airplanes and pilots.
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The contrasting perspectives of Marshall and the STG led to quarrels over au
tomatic flight abort procedures. According to Joachim P. Kuettner, ABMA's
and later Marshall's manager for Project Mercury, Huntsville preferred "posi
tive redundancy" which provided for automatic aborts whenever required; au
tomation would ensure astronaut safety by restricting his role. Kuettner thought
the STG wanted "negative redundancy" which avoided aborts unless neces
sary; with more control, astronauts would have more opportunities to finish
missions. Panels of technical experts from Marshall and the STG worked out
the differences, balancing pilot safety and mission success, machine automa
tion and human control. Their contrasting perspectives improved the Mercury
design and helped ensure success, but put the program behind schedule. 4
Delays came from other sources. The STG often changed its designs, forcing
Marshall to adapt its work on the Redstone. The McDonnell Company, con
tractor for the Mercury spacecraft, fell behind, slowing Marshall's ability to
integrate the hardware of spacecraft and Redstone. But the Center's extensive
hardware testing also took longer than expected and caused delays. 5
Unfortunately more delays came from the failure of the first flight test of
Mercury-Redstone. The crewless launch of Mercury-Redstone 1 (MR-1) on
21 November 1960 began with the rocket engine burning normally. After a
flight of a few inches, however, the engine abruptly shut off. MR-1 fell back on
its pad, resting upright and inert but for an escape parachute which released
from the capsule and flopped limply in the breeze. An investigation traced the
engine failure to the booster's tail-plug prongs, which connected the booster
via an electrical cord to ground equipment. The prongs were too short to com
pensate for changes in the payload and thrust of the modified Redstone, and the
tail plug pulled out, prematurely turning off the engines. 6
After the failure, and a malfunction which caused the MR-2 engine to operate
at higher than planned thrust level, von Braun wanted to avoid unnecessary
risks. He therefore insisted on one flawless Mercury-Redstone flight before
any manned mission and convinced NASA to insert an extra "booster develop
ment" mission. This mission with a boilerplate Mercury spacecraft (MR-BD)
flew successfully on 24 March 1961. The extra mission, however, pushed back
the schedule for America's first manned Mercury-Redstone flight (MR-3) and
allowed the Soviet Union to capture prestige with Yuri Gagarin's first orbital
flight on 12 April. This Soviet triumph overshadowed the success enjoyed by
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the United States, NASA, and Marshall on 5 May 1961 with the suborbital
flight of astronaut Alan Shepard aboard MR-3. The final Mercury-Redstone
mission occurred in July. 7
During these first steps in human space flight, Marshall experienced some prob
lems that would recur in later programs and learned important lessons. Kuettner
noted several difficulties in relations with the STG. He observed that the group's
control over funds "resulted in a tight technical control of the total vehicle by
the payload people." The group tried to tell Marshall what to do even though
they had less experience in managing complex projects. Rather than directives
coming from one Center, Kuettner thought that "broad program control" should
come from NASA Headquarters or negotiations between Center directors.
Kuettner also expressed chagrin at how the STG and NASA had handled pub
licity and had failed to promote Marshall's role. "Handling of Public Informa
tion affairs," he lamented, "has been considered unfair by most every participant
in this program." 8 Eberhard Rees, Marshall's deputy director for research and
development, thought that STG publicity for Shepard's flight merely mentioned
Marshall's role without praise. Rees wrote to von Braun that "this is significant
how STG thinks. Under these conditions we can not work in the 'Manned Lunar
Program. "'Von Braun responded, "I agree." 9
Although wounded pride had caused Center personnel to blame the STG, larger
circumstances explain Marshall's lack of celebrity. The media and the public
idolized the STG's astronauts, seeing them as heroic explorers, but largely took
for granted the more prosaic contributions of engineers and managers; unfortu
nately for Marshall, the Center had no astronauts. NASA used this public fasci
nation with the astronauts to bolster its image, attract political support, and
justify big budgets for human space flight. Consequently press coverage of
MR-3 mentioned the "Old Reliable" Redstone but seldom attributed it to
Marshall. Even the Huntsville Times lionized Shepard with very little mention
of local people. 10
Regardless of such slights, Marshall personnel had contributed to the success
of Project Mercury. Moreover they had learned about man-rating rockets and
working with another NASA Center, lessons they applied to the Saturn project.
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"Stages to Saturn"
Marshall's primary effort in the 1960s was the design, development, and test
ing of the Saturn launch vehicles. 11 The work helped lead to the extraordinary
first human explorations of the Moon.
The three basic Saturn configurations fit into the Center's conservative "build
ing block concept" in which less powerful and sophisticated launch vehicles
preceded and tested designs of more advanced models. The Saturn I, originally
called the Juno V and Saturn C-1, was a two-stage booster used to test multi
engine clusters, to qualify Apollo spacecraft, and to launch the Highwater and
Pegasus experiments. The Saturn IB, also called the C-lB and Uprated Saturn,
had more advanced upper-stage engines than the Saturn I. NASA used it to
continue propulsion and spacecraft testing, and to launch the Earth orbital mis
sions in the Apollo and Skylab programs. By far the most powerful was the
Saturn V, also known as the Saturn C-5.1t was NASA's largest launch system,
and its three stages propelled the Apollo lunar missions and the Skylab work
shop.12
Building the Satums was a tremendous challenge for the Marshall team. Dur
ing the less than 10-minute bum oflaunch, the engines had to generate tremen
dous thrust. The rocket structure, with all its seams and connections, had to
withstand changing stresses. All the mechanical and electrical systems had to
work to near perfection. Any breakdown could result in a fiery disaster.
To avoid this fate, the Center and its contractors drew from their experience in
military rocketry. Ancestors of the Satums included the von Braun team's V-2
and the liquid-fueled military rockets that North American Aviation's Rocketdyne
Division developed for the Navaho cruise missile. Lessons from the Air Force's
Thor and Atlas and the Army's Redstone and Jupiter contributed to the Saturn's
engine, fuel, guidance, and launchpad checkout systems. The Satums, like the
Navy Vanguard, used gimballed, or swiveling, engines to control flight direc
tion. The engine that powered the Saturn V's first stage, Rocketdyne's mighty
F-1, began as an Air Force research project. Drawing on this military technol
ogy, Marshall and its contractors transcended it by increasing rocket size and
thrust, reducing the weight of components, improving reliability, raising
engine pressures, and developing faster fuel pumps. 13
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The military influence was especially strong on the first stage of the Saturn I
(called the S-1) because the Center's rocket experts largely designed and
developed the S-1 while still a part of ABMA. In April 1957 the Army began
studies of a super-Jupiter. Recognizing the potential political liabilities and
financial costs of a new booster, the goal was to maximize lift but build on
current technology. The plan called for using the H-1 engine, an improved
version of Rocketdyne's Thor-Jupiter S-3D engine, in a "cluster" configura
tion of eight engines to achieve 1.5 million pounds of thrust. Clustering engines
was an untried concept; von Braun recalled that skeptics doubted that eight
engines could fire simultaneously and called the S-1 a "plumber's nightmare"
and "Cluster's Last Stand." The vehicle's structure also used existing technol
ogy, positioning eight Redstone tanks around one Jupiter tank. Not only would
this save money, but multiple fuel tanks offered technical advantages; easy
dismantling and reassembly would facilitate transportation, its RP-1 kerosene
fuel and its oxidizer would reside in different tanks, and the number of interior
fuel slosh baffles would diminish.
Following the August
1958 authorization to
develop the Saturn I
first stage, ABMA built
the first eight vehicles
in-house and then the
Chrysler Corporation
took over the work.
With these measures,
work on the S-1
proceeded quickly.
Marshall began static
firing of the first test Saturn second stage acceptance test.
booster on 28 March
1960, only three years after the project's conception and 19 months after its
authorization. An improved, more powerful version of the S-I, designated the
S-IB, provided the first stage of the Saturn IB .14
Because the S-IV and its more advanced progeny, the S-IVB, were the upper
stages for the Saturn missions, they were the next boosters completed. In 1959
ABMA's initial designs for an upper stage called for using current military
boosters with conventional rocket fuel. But the Jupiter, Altas, and Titan lacked
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the power needed for high altitude second stages. Using them with the S-1,
observed Willie Mrazek, director of the Structures and Mechanics Lab, "was
like considering the purchase of a 5-ton truck for hauling a heavy load and
finally deciding to merely load a wheelbarrow full of dirt." Army and NASA
planners began considering more powerful, innovative engines with liquid hy
drogen fuel. This fuel was extremely volatile and flammable and had to be
controlled with great caution, but it could boost heavier payloads. 15
The rocket engineers at ABMA and Marshall drew on the work of others with
liquid hydrogen engines. The United States Navy and Air Force, the Jet Propul
sion Laboratory, Aerojet Corporation, and especially NACA's Lewis Research
Center had developed the technology in the 1940s and early 1950s. In the late
1950s the military contractor General Dynamics worked on the Centaur upper
stage with liquid-hydrogen engines developed by Pratt and Whitney. Marshall
took over management of the Centaur contract in July 1960 and in August had
Pratt and Whitney begin upgrading its propulsion for the Saturn project. After
Marshall finished its designs, the S-IV had a cluster of six Pratt and Whitney
RL-1 0 engines in a vehicle built by Douglas Aircraft. The Center made major
contributions by conducting metallurgy studies to guide the selection of mate
rials for the fuel tanks.
The S-IVB emerged from NASA's quest for even more powerful upper stages.
A propulsion study committee headed by Abe Silverstein recommended a
liquid-hydrogen engine of 200,000 pounds of thrust, far above the RL-lO's
15,000 pounds of thrust. Marshall worked on the design and awarded are
search contract to Rocketdyne in 1960. The final configuration awaited the
outcome of NASA mission planning, and in 1962 the agency decided on one
J-2 engine for the S-IVB. To increase tank capacity, Douglas Aircraft would
widen the S-IV frame by a meter in diameter. A major challenge was develop
ing technology for restarting the S-IVB in orbit for the reboost to the Moon.
Since the liquid fuel would float freely in the microgravity, the Center and its
contractors devised systems to position the fuel in the tanks, using pressurized
mechanisms and small rockets to give the stage an initial boost. 16
The largest of the Saturn boosters was the S-IC, the first stage of the Saturn V.
Huntsville's propulsion experts began preliminary designs in the late 1950s,
choosing RP-1 kerosene fuel because it would require less tank volume. Initial
plans called for using four F-1 engines, but early in 1960 as the projected weight
of the Apollo spacecraft continued to grow, NASA's engineers decided to
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add a fifth engine.
Marshall's robust
rocket structure
with heavy cross
beams made addi
tion of the fifth
engine possible.
The lifting capa
city of five engines
would prove in
valuable when the
weight of Apollo
payloads in
creased.17

Installing S-IC-T stage in S-IC Test Stand in March 1965.
In December 1961 Marshall selected Boeing as the prime contractor for the
S-IC, and for several reasons the two quickly formed an intimate relationship.
Closeness was easier because, unlike other Saturn contractors, Boeing worked
in Huntsville with offices at the center and in a converted textile mill called the
RIC Building (Huntsville Industrial Center). Even when work moved
to the Michoud Assembly Facility and Mississippi Test Facility,
Boeing remained
at Marshall sites.
Moreover early
design and de
velopment oc
curred in-house at
Marshall. There
the Center di
rectly managed
Boeing's work,
integrating con
tractor personnel
into Marshall
teams and only
gradually giving
Saturn S-II stage arrives at Marshall.
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them independence. When manufacturing began in 1963, the Center used Boeing
tooling to make the first three test models. 18
Technical challenges also brought Marshall and Boeing together. The S-IC
was so large, 33 feet in diameter and over 130 feet long, that its construction
required new manufacturing methods. For example its bulkheads needed welds
dozens of yards long to join the thin aluminum walls. To solve this problem
Marshall helped its contractor devise new welding and inspection techniques.
Center personnel invented an electromagnetic hammer to remove distortions in
the bulkheads created by welding. The hammer functioned without physical
contact, and technicians showed off its operation by inserting tissue paper be
tween the electromagnetic coil and the metal part and removing the paper un
scathed. Marshall also helped devise x-ray systems for inspecting the welds. 19
Marshall's in-house activities for the Boeing contract sometimes led to prob
lems. NASA Headquarters initially questioned the amount of arsenal work.
During a visit to Marshall in 1962, one headquarters official "stated repeatedly
that he believes Marshall should de-emphasize more the in-house operations in
connection with S-IC development" and let Boeing handle the job. Marshall
managers explained that the arsenal system saved money and time by allowing
work to proceed while the contractor upgraded its skills and NASA constructed
the facilities at Michaud and in Mississippi. Two years later the intimate rela
tionship made it difficult for the Center to hold Boeing responsible for cost
overruns. Marshall had so dominated the S-IC project that it was as respon
sible for the overruns as Boeing; one internal Center memo admitted that Mar
shall had "imposed our experience on their [Boeing's] minds to the point of
their losing their identity as an independent contractor." Looking back after 30
years, Dr. William Lucas, then chief of the engineering materials branch in the
Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering Lab, argued that the arsenal system pro
vided Boeing with help it needed to solve the novel technical problems created
by the Apollo mission; "there was not a contractor workforce out there willing
and able to do the job." 20
Marshall also had an especially close technical relationship with Rocketdyne
for the F-1 engine. Saviero "Sonny" Morea, Marshall's manager for the F-1,
recalled that the Center "used to drive them bananas with our technical prow
ess" and that "sometimes we penetrated more deeply than they desired us to
penetrate" until Marshall was in Rocketdyne's "drawers quite deeply." Morea
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thought the Center and its contractor needed such a "team relationship" to solve
technical problems and meet the end-of-the-decade deadline. 21
Although the F-1 lacked the sophistication of the J-2, its size and thrust cre
ated new difficulties before 1965. To generate its 1.5 million pounds of thrust,
its turbopumps and fuel lines had to deliver precise amounts of RP-1 kerosene
fuel and liquid oxygen (LOX) to the combustion chamber. For each second of
the two-and-a-half-minute burn, pumps provided 2 metric tons of LOX at
minus-300 degrees Fahrenheit and 1 metric ton ofRP-1 at 60 degrees. During
operation the turbopumps warmed to 1,200 degrees and the combustion cham
ber reached 5,000 degrees.
One of the most severe problems addressed during the development of the Sat
urn V program was the issue of combustion instabilities in the F-1 engine.
Combustion instability resulted from destructive pressure oscillations found in
the engine's high-pressure, high-performance combustion chambers. The prob
lem was so severe that some development engines were lost due to heat loads
on chamber walls and damage to the injector; in several cases, instability caused
catastrophic loss of entire engines.
Marshall formed an "ad hoc" committee to solve the F-1 problems. The com
mittee was made up of engineers and scientists from government agencies,
industry, and universities; this approach of pulling together the right people and
resources to solve such problems was a strong point of Marshall's approach
during Saturn development. The "ad hoc" committee analyzed the problems
and developed a test program to study alternative designs. They ignited small
bombs in the engine exhaust to induce instability, and tested prototypes until
they failed. After considerable trial-and-error engineering, they reached a ro
bust design that could compensate for combustion instability. The solution was
a set of baffles in the combustion chamber which dampened the acoustic oscil
lations if they began. The process took some time, and Marshall did not certify
the engine until January 1965.22
The S-II stage was the last completed, and Marshall's relationship with North
American Aviation, the prime contractor, was its most troubled of the Saturn
era. The story of the S-II reveals what Marshall expected from its contractors
and how the Center responded to problems.
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The design for the S-II began in late 1959 when NASA's Silverstein propulsion
committee recommended upper stages with liquid-hydrogen engines. ABMA,
and later Marshall, began preliminary studies and in 1961 selected North Ameri
can Aviation for the contract. Unfortunately, however, NASA's choices about
Apollo missions and escalating concerns about payload weight increases in
1962led to changes in the S-II's technical requirements. NASA chose a cluster
of five J-2 liquid-hydrogen engines, and wanted both to increase size to ac
commodate more fuel and to contain weight to allow for greater payloads.
To meet the S-II's complex requirements, Marshall and North American had to
overcome many challenges. To save weight, their design used a single bulk
head between the LOX and liquid-hydrogen tanks rather than two separate tanks.
The common bulkhead, however, needed insulation to prevent the liquid
hydrogen from boiling away. The material for the tanks had to be lightweight
and compatible with the fluids in them. Marshall chose a pre-existing alumi
num alloy for the tanks that its developer said was impossible to weld. Even
worse, long welds were required to join the segments of a stage 10 meters wide
and 24 meters high. Marshall and its contractors therefore had to develop new
welding and inspection technologies. 23
North American Aviation began manufacturing the S-II in the fall of 1963, but
quickly encountered problems. Recognizing the technical complexity of the
project, Marshall nonetheless concluded that the primary problems were mana
gerial. Indeed for the next three years, reports of Center officials offered a litany
of North American's management weaknesses. They complained that the com
pany lacked a management system necessary for a complex research and devel
opment project and so it could not integrate budgeting, engineering,
manufacturing, quality control, and testing. This led to unclear authority, piece
meal design, communications failures, unanticipated problems, crash efforts,
rework, haphazard documentation, cost overruns, schedule slips, and unresolved
technical weaknesses. In one case, Marshall project officials were stunned to
find that North American had purchased the same vehicle checkout system from
the same subcontractor as had Douglas Aircraft, but had paid 70 percent more.
From the Center's perspective, excessive pride and optimism made the com
pany reluctant to accept Marshall's directions. James Odom, Marshall's chief
engineer for the S-II, recalled that Marshall had more experience in welding
large structures than its contractor, but the experts at North American doubted
the Center's technical advice. In addition, Center officials believed that NASA's
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MSC contributed to the company's bad habits by lax management of North
American's work on the Apollo Command Module. 24
By spring 1965, the S-II had fallen so far behind that Marshall eliminated some
test models so the contractor could work on flight stages. The structural failure
of a stage during a load test in late September 1965, led General Edmund
O'Connor, head of the Center's Industrial Operations, to warn von Braun that
the project was "out of control" and "jeopardizing the Apollo Program." NASA
Headquarters sent a team to investigate and advise. One Marshall engineer told
the investigators that North American's "equipment is usually too complicated"
and their work "is nearly always overpriced." "They accept direction readily if
they agree with it. If they do not, they will stall, misunderstand, write, dither,
and all the while continue along the same path until we are faced with a sched
ule impact if we force our position." Rees, the Center's technical deputy direc
tor, warned the company that failure to improve would result in transferal of the
project to another contractor. 25
Avoiding such a drastic step, Marshall sent managers and engineers to acceler
ate progress. North American changed project managers and reconfigured its
managerial systems, but in May 1966 another stage was destroyed. Fortunately
NASA's large Apollo budget and Marshall's arsenal system provided a wealth
of money and expertise to throw at the problem. Even after 18 months of exten
sive assistance by Marshall, however, the S-II project remained in crisis. In
December 1966 von Braun said the problems were "extremely urgent" and that
Marshall would "apply whatever talent is necessary at whatever level, even at
the expense of other Center programs." Finally, after the Apollo Command
Module fire in January 1967, for which North American Aviation was there
sponsible contractor, NASA conducted another investigation and directed an
other project reorganization. The company added more talent to its NASA
projects and another team from Marshall facilitated engineering changes and
helped improve quality. During this time, Odom recalled, Marshall's Eberhard
Rees told the team that "we will work 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and if that
is not sufficient, we will start working nights!" Although in August 1967
Center Director von Braun informed Headquarters that North American had
"not yet demonstrated that it fully meets the standards expected of a NASA
prime contractor," the first flight stages of the S-II were complete. By summer
1967 the stacking of the first Saturn V vehicles had begun in the assembly
building at the Kennedy Space Center. 26
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In addition to working on the Saturn stages, Marshall people also labored over
the vehicles' checkout and flight control systems. The checkout systems, which
monitored the flight readiness of the vehicle on the launch pad, rested on mili
tary missile technology. The Center and its contractors advanced the state-of
the-art by automating more of the process with computers that read information
from 5,000 data sensors on the vehicle. 27
Marshall also helped design and develop the Instrument Unit (IU) that con
trolled the Saturn during launch. The Center, believing that an instrument unit
provided redundancy, resisted efforts by the MSC for a single vehicle control
system located in the Apollo spacecraft. Marshall's conservatism paid off when
lightning struck AS-507 (Apollo 12) during launch; the spacecraft controls
failed but the IU kept operating and NASA used its data to realign the guidance
and control system in the command module. Located between the S-IVB and
Apollo Service Module, the unit had systems for guidance and control, engine
cutoff and stage separation, and data communication. Marshall began design
and development as an in-house project, relying on German gyroscope tech
nology, American electronics, and American military guidance systems like
the Jupiter and Redstone. IBM became the contractor and manufactured the
units at Huntsville's research park. The Center and its contractor improved guid
ance and control technology by using modular components, lightweight mate
rials, microminature circuitry, and digital programming. When in 1965 the IU
for the first Saturn IB launch (AS-201) fell behind schedule, Marshall and
Boeing technicians jury-rigged a clean room on a barge, and continued work
while chugging down the Tennessee and Mississippi Rivers. 28
Before any Saturn stages reached Kennedy, Marshall and its contractors tested
each one extensively in special facilities. Test stands stood in an irregular pat
tern around the East and West Test Areas. The largest was the S-IC Stand de
scribed earlier. The Static Test Tower had dual positions; it was constructed in
1951 to accommodate Reds tones and Jupiters, modified in the 1960s for Saturn
IB tests on one side, F-1 engine tests on the other, and reconfigured again in the
1970s for shuttle tests. A water-cooled bucket deflector absorbed the heat and
sound of its exhaust. In one early test, however, enough acoustical energy
bounced off low clouds to damage a Huntsville shopping mall, necessitating
weather constraints on subsequent tests. 29
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Following successful static firing, the Saturn stages moved on to dynamic test
ing. Marshall engineers subjected each stage to a variety of stresses, such as the
vibration induced by engine thrust and the sloshing of LOX fuel experienced
during ascent. The Saturn V Dynamic Test Stand, a 360-foot tower topped by a
64-foot derrick, was the tallest structure in North Alabama. Marshall engineers
assembled an entire 364-foot Saturn V with its Apollo capsule and enclosed it
within the stand. Tests in 1966 and 1967 examined the effects of stress at 800
measuring points on the Saturn configuration.
Tests of the S-IC first stages and S-11 second stages occurred not only in Hunts
ville but also at the Mississippi Test Facility (MTF) that Marshall managed.
Built by the Army Corp of Engineers and operated mainly by contractors, the
facility had a railway, a barge canal, laboratories, and three huge test stands. 30
Transporting the huge Saturn stages led Marshall to develop its own ground,
sea, and air fleet. Center engineers designed ground transporters; military trucks
with aircraft tires carried the stages, which rested on assembly jigs that doubled
as transport braces. In 1961 the Center began acquiring a fleet of barges, most
of them converted World War II Navy ships, to ferry Saturn stages between
Marshall, Michoud, Mississippi Test, and Cape Canaveral. The 3,500
kilometer barge trip from Huntsville to the Cape via the Tennessee and Missis
sippi Rivers and the Intracoastal Waterway took 10 daysY Marshall also used
air transportation, contracting for a Boeing B-377 Stratocruiser with a length
ened and enlarged fuselage that could accommodate an S-IV stage. The "Preg
nant Guppy," which separated in the middle for loading, carried its first Saturn
stage late in 1963. This success and plans for larger stages prompted Marshall
to contract for an even larger transport aircraft. The new "Super Guppy," large
enough to hold the S-IVB stage, became operational in 1966. Both planes car
ried not only stages and engines, but other Apollo and Skylab cargoes. 32

Flights and Fixes
More than an engineering development organization, Marshall assisted Kennedy
Space Center with launch operations and the MSC with the first part of lunar
flights. The Center helped oversee 32 successful Saturn launches, including 9
by Saturn Is, 10 by Saturn IBs, and 13 by Saturn Vs. No Saturn launch was a
failure, a remarkable record for technology as complex as the Saturns and a
stunning testimonial to the quality of engineering and management of the
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Center, its contractors, and the whole Apollo team. Their expertise was espe
cially evident after the second Saturn V flight when they rapidly corrected prob
lems to clear the way for human exploration of the Moon.
Before launch Marshall and the Kennedy Space Center worked closely together,
coordinating booster design with checkout and launch equipment, stacking the
stages, and preparing for launch. During a launch, an elaborate communication
system linked Marshall to Kennedy. For human missions, another network linked
Huntsville to Mission Control at the MSC in Houston. This communication
network relayed telemetry data to the Huntsville Operations Support Center,
the Flight Evaluation and Operational Studies Division of the Aero
Astrodynamics Laboratory, and other units which monitored the Saturn stages. 33
Marshall applied its "building-block" approach to the early Saturn flights, test
ing launch vehicles stage-by-stage, launching the first stage with dummy upper
stages, and adding live upper stages only on later missions. The Block I flights,
the first four missions beginning in October 1961, had dummy upper stages
and primarily tested large rocket technology and clustered-engines. The mis
sions validated Marshall's cluster concept and showed the Saturn's capability
of launching with one engine out; the Center also learned that more baffles
were needed to control fuel sloshing. The second and third launches also per
formed the engineering and atmospheric experiments called "Project
High water. " 34
In 1964 NASA turned to Block II missions which tested fins on the lower stage
and had the first flights of the S-IV upper stage. In January 1964, SA-5 suc
cessfully flew with live first and second stages successfully and boosted a heavier
payload, albeit ballast sand, than the Soviet space program had. NASA press
releases and media coverage described Marshall as closing "the missile gap."
Representative headlines shouted "Out-Rocketing the Russians" and "We're
No. 1 with Saturn 1." Stories portrayed NASA as champion of the free world
and the Saturn I as taller than the Statue of Liberty. From an engineering per
spective, the Block II missions proved the liquid-hydrogen engines, verified
the early versions ofthe IU, and carried the first Apollo spacecraft. In addition,
the missions put in orbit three Project Pegasus satellites which detected mi
crometeoroid impacts to test spacecraft engineering concepts. 35
Marshall's next building-blocks were the Saturn IB missions. Beginning in
February 1966 the flights mainly tested the Instrument Unit and the S-IVB
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stage, which were nearly identical to Saturn V equipment. Especially success
ful were tests of the S-IVB which examined how liquid-hydrogen acted in
orbit and proved that the engine could restart for the upcoming lunar missions.
Later missions continued testing the Apollo Command Module. Launch
vehicle SA-205 boosted the Apollo 7 capsule and the first crew into orbit in
October 1968. 36
Even as the Saturn I and IB flights were proceeding, NASA and Marshall aban
doned the conservative, building-block method of flight testing for the Saturn
V. George Mueller, who became NASA's associate administrator for Manned
Space Flight in September 1963, argued that stage-by-stage tests were expen
sive and unnecessary. The test flights increased costs and delayed schedule
without added assurance of safety or success. As an alternative Mueller pro
posed the "all-up" testing he had used as a systems engineer in the Air Force
Titan II missile program. An all-up test launched an entire stack of live stages
on the first flight. In a teletype of 1 November 1963, Mueller directed NASA
Centers to prepare all live stage first flights for the Saturn IB and Saturn V; he
further directed that the first Saturn V mission with a crew be the third rather
than the seventh flight. 37
Mueller's decision caused "shock and incredulity" among Marshall's engineers.
All the lab chiefs and project managers initially opposed all-up testing, believ
ing that it was an "impossible" and "dangerous idea." They particularly wor
ried about problems from the liquid-hydrogen upper stages. Karl L. Heimburg,
director of the Test Laboratory, expressed "immediate and strong opposition"
and William A. Mrazek, director of the Structures and Propulsion Laboratory,
thought Mueller had lost his mind. Lee James, project manager for the Saturn
IB, said that "everybody explained [to Mueller] how complicated, how big this
was, how the valves had never been used, how the engines had never been
used." 38
Nevertheless, Marshall quickly accepted the all-up approach. After some thought,
Center engineers could neither refute the concept nor offer convincing techni
caljustifications for stage-by-stage tests. Dr. Walter Haeussermann, director of
the Guidance and Control Laboratory, and Dr. Ernst D. Geissler, director of the
Aeroballistics Laboratory, concluded that the all-up concept could neither be
proven right or wrong. Because of Marshall's conservative engineering and
ground testing, there was "nothing to worry about." 39
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Von Braun and Rees sided with
Mueller. Both initially had
some doubts; later Rees said he
“personally fought” the idea
and von Braun said it “sounded
reckless.” After listening to
the technical arguments,
Marshall’s director informed
his people that all-up was the
way to go. Von Braun and Rees
decided that stage-by-stage
launches would inhibit meet
ing the end-of-the-decade
deadline, mainly because
launch facilities would have to
be reconfigured for each
mission.40
F irst S a tu rn V launch, 9 N o v e m b e r 1 9 6 7 .

Even so, many of Marshall’s
engineers felt uncomfortable with the policy and sometimes expressed doubts
about all-up testing. James recalled that “I don’t think anybody at Marshall
believed it would work. I don’t think anybody believed we would never have a
failure in the Saturn program.”41
Obviously the preparations for the all-up, first launch of the Saturn V booster
AS-501 were very tense for Marshall and indeed the entire agency. The fact
that checkout, prelaunch tests, and preparations took three weeks rather than
one week only added anxiety. Consequently on 9 November 1967 everyone
waited nervously. As the F -l engines spitted flame and the Saturn V lifted off,
von Braun could not contain his excitement and shouted, “Go, baby, go!” And
after a flawless three-stage flight, he turned to Arthur Rudolph, the Saturn V
project manager, and said that “he never would have believed it possible.”
Rudolph was just as surprised and even more pleased. The flight came on his
60th birthday, and he said the Saturn was “the best birthday candle” ever. The
success made the whole Marshall team euphoric.42
Unfortunately, on 4 April 1968 the second Saturn V, booster SA-502, had many
troubles that required emergency responses from Marshall. Each stage had prob
lems. The S-IC first stage had severe vibrations from 125 to 135 seconds into
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the bum. Two of the five J-2 engines on the S-II second stage shut off prema
turely and the stage required a new trajectory and longer bum. Once in orbit,
the S-IVB third stage failed to reignite. If these problems had occurred on a
lunar mission, NASA would have scrubbed it. 43 Unless Marshall could develop
quick fixes, the agency could miss the end-of-decade deadline.
Marshall immediately assembled teams of experts from the Center and con
tractors. Following the discipline of "automatic responsibility," each lab checked
flight and test data to investigate whether its specialty was involved. The
Center worked primarily with Rocketdyne, the engine contractor, but the stage
contractors also participated actively. To get independent perspectives, Mar
shall brought in consultants from the Air Force and academe and had other
contractors investigate separately.
The experts determined that the S-IC had experienced the "pogo effect."44 Pogo
was longitudinal oscillation like the motion of a pogo stick in which the vehicle
lengthened and shortened several times a second. The natural frequency of the
stage structure of four cycles per second was very close to the operational fre
quency of the propulsion system (the fluid vibrations in the fuel lines and the
hydraulic actions of the engines) of five cycles per second. As propellants
drained, the structure's frequency increased until at 110 seconds into the flight
it coincided with that of the propulsion system. The coupling of the frequencies
amplified the up-and-down oscillations and caused tremors through the entire
vehicle.
Pogo oscillations affected most large liquid-fuel rockets, but were not always
severe. For example the Saturn I had no serious pogo problems. Even so Marshall
had anticipated potential trouble and installed flight vibration detectors on the
Saturn V. After AS-502 the Center's propulsion experts lacked proof that the
S-IC's oscillations were dangerous. Nonetheless they worried that severe pogo
could destabilize the propulsion systems, damage the command and lunar mod
ules, or threaten the astronauts.
Two weeks after the flight and after identifying the pogo problem, Marshall
formed a working group of about 125 engineers and 400 technicians from the
Center, Rocketdyne, Boeing, and several other contractors. At Marshall, the
Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering Lab performed the primary studies. Since
the oscillations could not be duplicated on the ground, they relied on the
Astrionics Lab and Computation Lab to create computer models of the
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phenomenon based on flight data and previous tests. The working group used a
formal logic tree to assist their deliberations and identified several criteria to
evaluate possible solutions; the optimal solution would prevent recurrence of
pogo, would not adversely affect other systems, would be easily retrofitted,
would not delay the Apollo schedule, and could be tested on the ground. Be
cause of costs in development time and money, the team ruled out several pro
posals to change the vehicle structure or stiffen the fuel lines.
By 2 May, the team had decided to reduce the frequency of the propulsion
system. Rocket engineers had already proven this approach; the Titan II had
used a similar fix for the pogo effect, and in 1965 Marshall had applied that
lesson to the S-IC fuel lines. Consequently the working group decided to test
two alternative redesigns of the LOX intake system and divided tasks among
the team. Marshall's Test Lab ran 9 of the 14 major types of tests which evalu
ated components, alternative LOX feed and pump subsystems, and the impact
on the F-1 engines and S-IC stage. By July, static firings with the redesigns
had produced data that the labs incorporated into computer models of flights;
the tests and flight simulations verified that either design could suppress the
oscillations.
Based on this information, the working group unanimously decided on 15 July
that helium-charged accumulators in the LOX lines best met their criteria for a
pogo fix. The solution took advantage of two preexisting parts of the S-IC.
Helium gas was already on board to pressurize the fuel tanks, and the LOX
ducts had a bulge called "a prevalve cavity" about 90 inches above the pump to
detain oxidizer until ignition. The pogo fix would inject unpressurized helium
in the cavity, and the redesign involved little more than adding a new helium
line. The helium, which would not condense at the low LOX temperature, acted
as a shock absorber to cushion the bottom of the LOX column. Ground tests
confirmed that the helium accumulator reduced the operating frequency of the
propulsion system from five cycles per second to two cycles. Later tests led the
working group to conclude that an accumulator on the center engine could
promote oscillations, so in the fall they decided to install the change only on the
four outboard engines. 45
While the pogo working group investigated the first stage, about a dozen engi
neers and 150 technicians from Marshall and Rocketdyne studied the problems
with the J-2 engines on the second and third stages. Leading the way were
experts from the Engine and Power Branch of the Center's Propulsion and
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Vehicle Engineering Lab who gained clues from telemetry data from the Num
ber 2 engine on the S-II stage. Temperature sensors inside the vehicle initially
showed cold, evidence of a liquid hydrogen leak from the lines leading to the
engine's igniter. Later the sensors read hot, signifying that the line had ruptured
and the fuel burned inside the booster until another detector shut off the engine
by closing a fuel valve. Unfortunately a mistake in electrical wiring had sent
the shut-down signal from bad engine Number 2 to good engine Number 3 and
turned off that engine as well. Exhibiting the same readings as the Number 2
engine, the J-2 engine on the S-IVB also had a rupture in the igniter line that
prevented its restart.
In ground tests at Marshall the engineers subjected the igniter lines to greater
pressure and vibrations than in flight conditions, but could not duplicate the
failure. They then turned to vacuum tests of eight lines and found that all eight
lines failed. They concluded that in ground tests the cold liquid hydrogen (mi
nus 400 degrees Fahrenheit) had liquefied moisture in the air around a bellows
section of the line; the ice then dampened the line's vibrations. In the rarefied
upper atmosphere, there was no moisture to freeze and absorb the stress. Con
sequently fuel flow in the line caused vibrations of 15,000 cycles per second
and led to ruptures. The engineers fixed the problem by eliminating the bellows
section, reducing the diameter of the igniter line, and making the line more
flexible by adding five bends. To be safe, they redesigned the LOX lines, even
though these had experienced no problems. The engineers then performed
vacuum tests and by the end of May had certified the reliability of the new
configuration. 46
The AS-502 investigations were so conclusive and solutions so reliable that the
Marshall team convinced NASA that another test flight of the Saturn V was not
needed. NASA decided to proceed with plans for a crew on the third Saturn V
launch. On 21 December 1968, SA-503 (Apollo 8) sent people into orbit around
the Moon for the first time. 47
Of course the ultimate mission of the Apollo program was SA-506 (Apollo 11)
which landed men on the Moon in July 1969. Norman Mailer observed lift-off
from the observation site for the press located several miles away from the
launch tower and lyrically described the sensations. He noted the eerie silence
of watching the Saturn V rise before the sound reached his position; initially
the liftoff, Mailer said, seemed "more of a miracle than a mechanical
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phenomenon, as if all
of the huge Saturn it
self had begun silently
to levitate." The
engine's bright blaze
initially coursed along
the ground in "brilliant
yellow bloomings of
flame," and after the
Saturn rose above the
launch tower, its "fire
was white as a torch
and as long as the
rocket itself." When the Celebration in downtown Huntsville ofApollo 11
sound reached Mailer, landing.
he heard "the thunder
ous murmur of Niagaras of flame roaring conceivably louder than the loudest
thunders he had ever heard and the earth began to shake and would not stop."
As the Saturn rose "like a ball of fire, like a new sun mounting the sky, a flame
elevating itself," Mailer reflected that humans "now had something with which
to speak to God." 48
Neil Armstrong's first footstep on the Moon completed Kennedy's challenge
and accomplished an ancient human dream. Von Braun remarked that the lunar
landing was the "culmination of many years of hard work, hopes and dreams."
It was "as significant as when aquatic life first crawled on land" and "assured
mankind of immortality." In a celebration in downtown Huntsville, crowds
thronged around Marshall's engineers and managers, buoying them in a deliri
ous outburst of happiness and hometown pride.
During the hoopla surrounding the mission, the media and public paid more
attention to the Apollo 11 crew than to the Center responsible for the Saturn V
booster. At a prelaunch news conference on 15 July, NASA officials fielded
questions from the press about the upcoming flight. Lee James, Saturn pro
gram manager, represented Marshall, but the press did not ask him one ques
tion. The media, James reasoned, already believed that the Saturn V was "old
stuff."49
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For the Saturn V launches, the Center continued in its crucial, behind-the-scenes
role. Marshall's engineers managed vehicle preparations, analyzed flight data,
and corrected problems. As an example of this, the rocket engineers noticed a
very small pogo effect that occurred on the S-II stage on the Apollo 8, 9, and 13
launch vehicles. Although the problem never endangered a mission, the experts
took no chances and used computer simulations and static tests to isolate the
phenomenon in the interaction of the center engine and the cross beam on which
the engine rested. Marshall added accumulators in center engine's LOX line
and shut the engine down 90 seconds before the others, before vibrations in the
propulsion and structural systems synchronized. 50
Rees reiterated the Center's careful approach to space flight in a flight readi
ness review after Apollo 11. He encouraged his team to remain vigilant, saying,
"this was the best launch vehicle we have ever had, but we should not be com
placent over the success of this launch. We started calling these problems fail
ures, then anomalies, now deviations. We should go into these deviations in
detail and find out the causes. Then we should take corrective action where
required." 51 This careful philosophy helped create the tremendous technical
successes of the Saturn vehicles.
The Lunar Roving Vehicle
Marshall took its expertise in transportation in new directions by developing
the LRV for the later Moon landings. The vehicle was the first human space
craft built by the Center and was a harbinger of Marshall's diversification be
yond its rocketry specialty. The lunar rover helped the Apollo astronauts explore
the lunar surface and gather geological samples.
Von Braun and other engineers had proposed concepts for lunar cars from the
1950s. 52 Most Center planning for lunar vehicles, however, followed NASA's
LOR decision of June 1962. In agreeing to the LOR mode, von Braun had
proposed that Marshall build an Apollo Logistics Support System, a combined
lunar taxi and shelter. 53 Immediately after this decision, Marshall initiated studies
of lunar surface vehicles. For the next six years, the Center and contractors
designed and developed various full-scale and subscale prototypes, investigat
ing wheel design, drive systems, steering mechanisms, crew cabins and human
factors problems, and navigation simulators. 54
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While Marshall engineers investigated designs, NASA clarified organizational
assignments for the lunar missions. The division of labor between the Centers
needed clarification because Marshall was entering Houston's domain in hu
man space flight. Agreements of the Management Council of the Office of
Manned Space Flight, which included the Center directors and Headquarters
administrators, culminated in the August 1966 meeting at Lake Logan in North
Carolina. There the Management Council assigned the MSC responsibility for
lunar science, including planning for lunar traverses, lunar geology experiments,
and biological and biomedical experiments. George Mueller said this gave MSC
authority for the "overall management and direction" of the Apollo explora
tions and equipment. Marshall became responsible for what von Braun termed
"devices of an engineering rather than a scientific nature." These included lu
nar vehicles like various types of surface rovers, a one-man flyer, or a remote
controlled scientific surveyor. 55 Houston consented to Marshall's role in lunar
engineering because of demands imposed by work on the Apollo spacecraft. As
Joseph Loftus recalled, MSC had "an awful lot on our plate."56
Despite this division of labor, NASA as late as 1968 hesitated in its choice of a
lunar transportation system. The choice of technologies was still open in No
vember 1968 when Marshall requested proposals from aerospace companies to
study a dual-mode rover that could carry one astronaut and undertake geologi
cal missions under remote control from Earth. But agency officials worried that
the dual-mode vehicle would be too expensive and complicated. 57
Houston's opposition delayed the decision on a lunar vehicle. The MSC stalled
because of technical concerns rather than organizational jealousy of Marshall.
MSC engineers, especially George Low, feared that a lunar vehicle would re
duce lunar module (LM) fuel needed for safe landings; without surplus fuel as
insurance, the LM could not hover and move to a suitable landing site. MSC's
complaint, LRV Project Manager Sonny Morea remembered, was a "safety
objection."58
NASA finally made a vehicle decision in late May 1969 by rejecting the flyer,
and choosing a surface vehicle. By then the agency was confident that a land
ing could be done safely. Moreover a piloted Moon car would cost less than a
remote-controlled unit and could do more science than a flyer. Indeed advo
cates of the LRV, especially the Marshall Center and George Mueller, over
came resistance by arguing for its scientific payoffs. On 27 May 1969, NASA
authorized Marshall to develop the LRV. 59
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With the rover the Center faced imposing schedule constraints and technical
challenges. The vehicle had to be ready by April1971, making for a design and
development schedule much shorter than the four-and-one-halfto six years for
other Apollo spacecraft and life support equipment. Marshall moved quickly,
issuing requests for proposals on the same day as the first lunar landing in July
1969. Later in the month LRV work moved from Program Development to an
LRV Project Office managed by Morea, who had previously supervised the
F-1 engine program. The creation of a project office occurred before the nor
mal initial steps of Program Development's phased project planning had been
completed. In late October the Center chose Boeing as the prime contractor
even though the company's bid of $19 million was far below Program
Development's estimated cost of more than $30 million. Another unusual fea
ture of the Boeing contract was how it sought to hasten the project and, in
Morea's words, "cut out the bureaucracy." It specified performance require
ments rather than any predetermined design and made the company respon
sible for systems integration; the company could authorize some hardware
changes without formal NASA approval. 60
The lunar module also affected vehicle design. MSC had authority over the LM
and wanted to stabilize its design. Accordingly Houston refused to change the
LM to accommodate the rover. In effect then Marshall was a contractor work
ing for another Center and had to adjust to MSC's requirements; Morea la
mented that Marshall "always seemed to get the short end of the string." The
lunar car could not exceed a weight limit of 400 pounds but had to carry over
1,000 pounds of astronauts, equipment, and rocks. This meant that the LRV
had to be built of light alloys and would collapse under a person's weight in
Earth gravity. In addition, the vehicle had to fit in an LM storage bay about the
61
size of a station wagon's, 66 inches wide, 60 inches high; and 49 inches deep.
The lunar environment also shaped the rover. As Henry Kudish, Boeing's LRV
project manager in Huntsville, observed, the vehicle was not a "lunar jeep" but
rather "a very complex spacecraft." The vehicle had to operate in a vacuum and
in temperature extremes of plus or minus 250 degrees Fahrenheit. It had to
serve astronauts in cumbersome life support suits. The roving vehicle needed a
navigation system to cope with the Moon's low sun angle and its effects on
depth perception, lack of a magnetic north pole, and short horizon. It needed
strength and stability to traverse rocks, crevasses, and steep slopes. Clinging
62
lunar dust necessitated that everything be carefully sealed.
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Marshall and its contractors cooperatively designed and developed the LRV. As
prime contractor Boeing used its expertise in aircraft structures to construct the
folding aluminum chassis and to integrate the subsystems. GM and its Delco
Electronics Division, Boeing's major subcontractors, drew from automotive
experience to develop the wire mesh wheels with titanium chevrons as tread,
torsion bar suspension,
single stick control and
all-wheel steering sys
tem, and harmonic drive
assemblies. Other con
tractors built the silver
zinc batteries and
communications
system. 63
Other Centers, especially
Houston, also helped.
Marshall, MSC, and
Kennedy established
several intercenter panels Deployment testing of lunar roving vehicle in
to resolve problems on March 1971.
scientist-astronaut par
ticipation, crew systems and training, operational constraints, LM/LRV inter
face, prelaunch checkout, and communications with mission control. Astronauts
from Houston helped with the crew station and suggested assists for getting in
and out of the vehicle and upright seatbelts for sure visibility. 64
Marshall, however, stamped its trademark on the LRV. The Center contributed
to the vehicle's conservative engineering of several redundant systems, includ
ing two batteries which could individually power the vehicle, two independent
steering systems on front and rear, a control stick that could be used from either
seat, and separately powered wheels, each of which could be set to free-wheel
should its drive assembly fail. 65
Conservative engineering also showed in the number of rovers NASA purchased.
The agency bought four one-sixth gravity flight models and seven test and train
ing units. With enough funding for seven models, Marshall could require ex
tensive tests. The test units included a rubber-wheeled Earth gravity trainer, a
qualification unit for testing and troubleshooting during missions, a vibration
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test article, two one-sixth weight units used in deployment tests, a static mock
up for crew station reviews, and a test article known as "the glob" which
Grumman used in early work with the lunar module. Marshall flew one test
vehicle on parabolic flights in a KC-135 "Vomit Comet" allowing astronauts
in space suits to investigate entry and exit in low gravity. So luxurious was
rover's funding that NASA even wasted one flight model; when the Agency
canceled an Apollo LRV mission, the LRV parts became spares. 66
Most importantly the trademark of Marshall's arsenal system showed on the
LRV. Marshall people worked on the project in functional teams organized in
the Saturn system of matrix management. 67 The most significant contributions
came from the Astrionics and Astronautics labs. The Engineering Division of
the Astronautics Lab designed and developed a manual method to deploy the
rover from the LM. Although designed as a backup to an automatic system, it
became the sole deployment procedure. By pulling on two mylar tapes the as
tronauts unfolded the LRV from the storage bay and lowered it rear first to the
lunar surface. 68
NASA wanted a navigation system so that astronauts could travel widely to
predetermined points and return safely to the lunar module. Engineers in the
Astrionics Lab's Guidance and Control Division conceived the system because
project managers feared that a disoriented navigation contractor had gotten lost
with a costly, complicated mechanism. Center technicians constructed it mainly
from components already available.
A team from the Sensors Branch developed a dead reckoning system. A pro
cessor used elementary trigonometry to make calculations based on a known
starting point and measurements of vehicle attitude, direction, speed, and dis
tance traveled. A console displayed distance traveled and distance from the
LM, and heading and bearing to the LM. Three gyroscopes determined Lunar
North, and a sun shadow compass, added by suggestion of MSC, checked the
original heading and guarded against gyro drift.
Marshall worried that lunar soil might inhibit performance of the roving ve
hicle. Slippage on loose soil in the lunar vacuum could affect navigation and
limit range. After considerable research, the Center decided to rely on odom
69
eter readings of the third fastest turning wheel to determine distance and speed.
In 1969 the Geotechnical Research Division in the Space Sciences Laboratory
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formed a Soil Mechanics Investigation Team that studied lunar soil samples,
astronaut observations, photographs, and film. Marshall even conducted soil
penetration and load bearing experiments on KC-135 flights. The research con
cluded that soil would not hamper a rover. 70
The Center's technicians built the navigation system and performed tests in
1970 first in fields surrounding the Center and later in the lunar-like desert near
Flagstaff, Arizona. Marshall's navigators imitated a rover by using a jeep with
masked windows, a television camera on the hood, and the navigation system.
The jeep driver found his way using a TV monitor, a map, navigation readouts,
and a radio. A station wagon followed the jeep; the wagon's driver could see
ahead but its passengers could not. Imitating mission control, the passengers
used TV pictures and the navigation display and communicated advice to the
LRV driver in the jeep. In this way the navigators tested both their mechanism
and remote control methods. They found their way within two-percent error
even on 19-rnile trips. 71 The system was imprecise but cheap and simple, and
team leader Peter Broussard said "we were being pragmatists" who just wanted
to get the astronauts in sight of the LM. He recalled the "fun" of working a
whole subsystem and seeing it from conception to operation, and remembered
that nearly all the engineers who worked on the LRV said "that's the best project
I ever worked on. " 72
In spite of Marshall's arsenal system, the rover contract fell behind schedule
and went over budget. At one point the project was two months behind targets
to meet the April1971 deadline. Delays came partly because NASA was slow
to select power, speed, and range requirements and partly because during vi
bration tests Boeing/GM found shorts in the electronic controls and broken
gears in the harmonic drives.
NASA insisted that schedules be kept. Marshall Director Rees warned Boeing
that "this project is simply too sensitive to allow further opportunity for embar
rassment in either the technical or the cost area." Rocco Petrone, NASA's direc
tor of the lunar landing program, warned in January 1971 that he could only
delay the summer launch of Apollo 15, the first rover mission, one month. If
the vehicle was not ready after that, Petrone said, Apollo 15 would leave with
out it.13
Boeing made changes to catch up. It moved work from Huntsville to Kent,
Washington, to get more skilled workers and to be closer to test equipment. The
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company conducted qualification testing and concurrently manufactured the
first flight vehicle. But Boeing got back on schedule mainly by using more
workers and paying them overtime. Most contract overruns went to pay over
time for skilled labor. As John Winch, Boeing LRV project executive said, "when
we encountered problems something had to give. In this case it was cost." With
the extra expenses, the company delivered the first flight roving vehicle in March
1971, three weeks ahead of the delivery order. The final cost of the project was
$38.1 million, close to Marshall's projections but more than double Boeing's
bid. 74
Not surprisingly, critics blasted NASA for rover overruns. ColurnnistJackAnder
son charged that the agency had "goofed on the design" and compounded prob
lems with a "head-in-the-clouds attitude toward Boeing's expenditures." He
claimed that the cost of the project was $10 million more than the 1972 federal
auto safety budget. 75 Much of the criticism rested on the assumption that the
vehicle was merely an electric car.
But as a NASA official pointed out, the LRV followed "spacecraft rules, not
automobile rules." H. Dale Grubb, NASA assistant administrator for Legisla
tive Affairs, told one inquisitive senator that the vehicle was "in line with the
cost of other equipment of similar novelty and complexity which NASA has
developed and produced in the space program." And the lunar rover followed a
17-month schedule (and only 13 months from the contract award) that was far
shorter than the 52 months for the Command Module, 62 months for the LM,
60 months for the astronaut suits, and 70 months for their portable life support
systems. Given this rushed schedule and the gross overruns of later NASA
projects, rover development seemed remarkably successful. Marshall project
manager Morea believed that "unless we went into a mode of a crisis, a na
tional emergency, we would not know how to do a program like that today. We
could not do it today." 76
Marshall assisted Houston on the LRV missions through the Huntsville Opera
tions Support Center (HOSC) located in the Computation Laboratory. Marshall
had used the HOSC to monitor earlier Saturn launches. On the LRV flights,
however, Marshall extended its operations role and 45 vehicle specialists pro
vided around-the-clock engineering advice to Mission Control in Houston.
Center and contractor personnel checked vehicle performance, ensured proper
operations, and responded to problems. To simulate any problems the
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astronauts might encounter, the Center also maintained an LRV qualification
unit in a hangar. 77
With the Center's help, the Apollo 15, 16, and 17 missions of 1971 and 1972
successfully used LRVs. On Apollo 15 the astronauts had some difficulty de
ploying the LRV, and on the first excursion an electrical short immobilized the
front steering, allowing rear steering only. The next day, however, the front
steering worked. Astronaut David Scott told Mission Control that "you know
what I bet you did .... You let some ofthose Marshall Space Flight Center guys
come up here and fix it. " 78
The success of the vehicle muted most criticism. The Apollo astronauts ex
plored more territory and collected more geological samples with the LRV than
ever before. On the three pre-rover missions, Apollo 11, 12, and 14, astronauts
collected 215 pounds of samples and walked 10 miles in 36 hours. On Apollo
14, Alan Shepard and Edgar Mitchell tried to climb Cone Crater but had to give
up after they got tired, disoriented, and began running out of time and air. But
on a riding mission the astronauts could range farther, faster, safer. On Apollo
15 alone the astronauts traveled nearly four times farther than the three previ
ous missions combined and collected 170 pounds. On all the LRV trips, NASA
collected 635 pounds of samples, and traversed 134 miles in 122 hours. 79
Marshall's navigation system kept on track; the average position error at the
end of a traverse was less than 200 meters on Apollo 15 and zero on Apollo 16
and 17. 80
The rover won considerable praise from the astronauts. Scott said that the ve
hicle was "about as optimum as you can build." Gene Cernan and Jack Schmitt
of Apollo 17 noted that they had "three good spacecraft," the CM, LM, and
LRV, and believed "that thing couldn't perform better." They felt it was "a su
per performing vehicle. If you take a couple more batteries up there, that thing
would just keep going." 81
Meanings and Memories
In narrow terms, Marshall's work in the Apollo program offered many lessons
and legacies. The Center contributed to technological progress, such as making
advances in materials, metal bonding, and welding inspection, that proved use
ful in many areas. Marshall's engineering organization showed the value of
comprehensive testing and multidisciplinary work teams that integrated
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specialists in design, manufacturing, testing, and inspection. The project man
agement system successfully combined the efforts of dozens of businesses and
government organizations. Marshall created rockets and rovers that allowed
humans to explore space and the Moon.
In later years, Marshall's Saturn V cast a long shadow. In the 1980s, an era in
which NASA's dreams of a space station were limited by the 25-ton capacity of
the Space Shuttle, some longed for the 124-ton capacity of a Saturn V. Some
aerospace companies and agency planners even sought blueprints of the Saturn
V and its engines to gain inspiration for the next generation of rockets. 82
In a wider sense, however, the Saturn V became something more than a power
ful rocket. As decades passed, Americans reinvented the meaning of the Apollo
Program and transformed it into a symbol of excellence. Why, they asked, could
Americans not perform the way they had done during Apollo? In this context
the Saturn V became a symbol of excellence in American society and govern
ment. In an era in which America seemed divided, anniversaries of the first
landing on the Moon sometimes expressed nostalgia for the national commit
ment and unity of the Apollo Program in the 1960s. Looking back after
20 years, a Boeing engineer thought that the Saturn project was "the biggest
single example I can think of getting the government-industrial complex to
gether on a goal that had an established end and a monumental technical task
before it." 83 That the Saturn V could become such a symbol in American cul
ture was perhaps the most fitting tribute to the Marshall Center.
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Chapter IV
The Marshall Reconstruction

In launching the Apollo Program, NASA also launched a reconstruction of the
South. In the Moon program's "Fertile Crescent" that stretched from Houston
to Huntsville to the Cape and back to New Orleans, NASA helped reconstruct
the region's economic, demographic, social, and educationallandscape. 1 Agency
administrators, as managers of the command economy of space, "planned" some
of the changes, especially in the economy. Other changes were unanticipated;
"spillover" effects could be seen in the space program's effects on civil rights
and education. But the impact was pervasive, permanent, and driven by federal
dollars. This "Second Reconstruction," one historian has suggested, "went
beyond the pork barrel into the realm of social planning."2
In part the reconstruction resulted from Kennedy and Johnson administration
promises concerning the lunar program. They promised that the Apollo Pro
gram, like other programs of the New Frontier and Great Society, would
promote progress in terms of advances in material plenty and social equality
for the entire nation. 3
The reformist impulse, however, combined with regional promotion. The South
benefited most from space spending; it controlled key committee chairman
ships in Congress, and military and NASA installations already dotted the
landscape. As one commentator observed, NASA's Centers in the South formed
an "arch" through which federal money passed. Marshall was the "keystone of
this arch. " 4

Civil Rights
In the early 1960s, the most dramatic story in Alabama came not from the test
stands at Redstone Arsenal, but from the streets of Montgomery, Birmingham,
and Selma. 5 The Heart of Dixie was the center of the civil rights struggle.
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Alabama evoked images of the scorched skeleton of a bus abandoned by Free
dom Riders in Anniston, the confrontation at the Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma,
Bull Connor's dogs and firehoses in Birmingham, and Governor Wallace stand
ing in a doorway at the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa.
Marshall Space Flight Center could not operate in a technological vacuum,
isolated from events to the south. The Center's role in the unfolding civil rights
story revealed the interplay between the Federal Government and the states
over civil rights. The sizable federal presence in Huntsville helped civil rights
progress in Madison County and facilitated desegregation. Concurrently,
Alabama's culture of segregation slowed Marshall's progress in black recruit
ment in comparison to federal installations elsewhere.
NASA was vulnerable to the race issue, since its major installations resided in
the South and Project Apollo was to showcase American virtues. More than
any other federal Agency, NASA needed to avoid the stains of American rac
ism and be a symbol, "clean, technically perfect, the bearer of a myth." 6
Before 1963, Marshall was little touched by the civil rights maelstrom that
swirled through Alabama. The Center avoided controversy in the early 1960s
because Huntsville offered a less promising place for civil rights advocates to
make a stand than cities to the south. Civil rights leaders learned early that
nonviolent direct action was most suc
cessful in confrontations with recalci
trant segregationists, and Huntsville
politicians and businessmen wanted to
avoid controversy. Madison County's
prosperity depended on the Federal
Government, and few wanted to jeop
ardize that support. The Gospel of
Wealth had more disciples in Huntsville
than did the Gospel of White Su
premacy.
Circumstances in North Alabama dif
fered from those in the rest of the state.
North Alabama developed differently
from the Black Belt to the south; with
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Alabama Governor George Wallace
and Dr. von Braun at Marshall.
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smaller farms and fewer blacks, the north did not have the patterns of racial
segregation that typified the southern plantation economy. Its politics had al
ways been more liberal. In his successful races for governor in both 1962 and
1966, George Wallace received a smaller percentage of the vote in Madison
County than in any other county in the state. Days before Wallace stood in the
door of the University ofAlabama in Tuscaloosa to bar the admission of a black
student, the Huntsville Times said in an editorial, "One thing now is eminently
clear-if U.S. troops are called to Tuscaloosa and to Huntsville, one man and
one man alone bears the chief responsibility. That man is Governor George C.
Wallace."7
Marshall contributed to the state's regional differences. "I never did feel that
North Alabama should have been accused of some of the things that they were
accused of," explained Art Sanderson, who worked in the Marshall Personnel
Department in the 1960s. "We brought people into this area from all over the
country. All cultures. They were not just Mississippians, Alabamians, Tennes
seans. They were from all over, Boston, from the major big schools, from Cali
fornia, Florida. We brought people with all different cultures to make up the
ABMA and later Marshall Space Flight Center. You have got all these cultures
coming in here, and they weren't coming into Birmingham or Selma, they were
coming here. I always felt that the people who came in here were quite a bit
above the accusations about civil rights. It may have been true somewhere south
of here. It was not true here .... I felt that everybody was here to do a job. We
really didn't have time for that kind ofbusiness." 8
If Huntsville was no Selma, neither was it a civil rights paradise. The Congress
ofRacial Equality (CORE) led sit-ins at Huntsville restaurants and lunch counters
early in 1962. The protests led to several arrests and culminated in a visit by
Martin Luther King in March. 9 Although not as violent as confrontations else
where in Alabama, these events showed that Huntsville shared in the state's
culture of segregation.
"The fact of the matter," one ofNASAAdministrator James Webb's assistants
observed, "is that Huntsville is in Alabama. " 10 Public facilities and public schools
were segregated, and African Americans struggled to find housing. Black per
capita income in Huntsville was less than half that of whites. 11 Employment
opportunities were limited; African Americans comprised 18 percent of
Huntsville's population, but less than 1 percent ofMarshall's workforce. 12 Clyde
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Foster, one of the few blacks who worked at Marshall in the early 1960s,
recalled that he was not able to participate in training sessions in Huntsville,
where public accommodations were segregated. Accommodations on the Arse
nal and at Marshall were no longer segregated, but blacks still encountered
barriers. "Most definitely there was discrimination," Foster said. "There was
this subtle kind of discrimination. Upward mobility just wasn't there." 13 In May
1962, two black Marshall employees filed complaints with the President's Com
mittee on Equal Employment Opportunity. Joe D. Haynes charged discrimina
tion barring promotion, and Joseph Ben Curry complained of assignments
inappropriate to his job classification. 14
Marshall nonetheless felt little pressure, mainly because the Kennedy adminis
tration did not promote civil rights in federal installations before the spring of
1963. The administration treated civil rights as a political issue, avoiding con
frontations with southern politicians. Kennedy, who received overwhelming
black support in his narrow victory in 1960, made gestures designed to appease
civil rights advocates. He issued an executive order in April 1961 that estab
lished the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity and man
dated that executive agencies prohibit discrimination. Marshall replied that its
activities conformed fully, and this was enough to satisfy the administration. 15
For the next two years Marshall focused on Saturn, and civil rights remained
peripheral.
Events in the spring of 1963, many of them in Alabama, jolted the administra
tion into action on civil rights. Marshall could not avoid repercussions of events
transpiring a hundred miles to the south. Martin Luther King's crusade in Bir
mingham in May became a pivotal confrontation when Sheriff Bull Connor
sent dogs to attack marchers and turned firehoses on children. A bomb in a
church killed three black girls attending Sunday school classes.
The Birmingham campaign prompted new presidential activism on civil rights.
For the first time President Kennedy proclaimed the issue a moral one and
moved to initiate legislation. Attorney General Robert Kennedy, long a critic of
Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson's leadership of the President's Committee
on Equal Employment Opportunity, met with the committee on 18 June. Webb,
a protege of Johnson, represented NASA. Kennedy grilled Johnson, puncturing
his vague claims of progress. After "making the Vice President look like a fraud,"
in the words of one observer, the Attorney General turned on Webb. "Mr. Webb,
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I just raised a question of whether you can do this job and run a Center and
administer its $3.9 billion worth of contracts and make sure that Negroes and
nonwhites have jobs ... I am trying to ask some questions. I don't think I am
able to get the answers, to tell you the truth." 16
As Webb reacted, Marshall moved from the shadows to the spotlight. Webb
informed von Braun that "The Vice President has expressed considerable concern
over the lack of equal employment opportunity for Negroes in Huntsville,
Alabama." Johnson directed NASA, the Department of Defense, and the Civil
Service Commission to formulate a plan to address the problem. The agencies
met on 18 June, and decided to conduct surveys of housing and federal
employment practices in Huntsville; to provide assistance to Alabama A&M
College and Tuskegee Institute, historically black colleges in Alabama; to meet
with Huntsville contractors to find out their plans to ensure equal employment
opportunity; and to ensure that blacks be granted a fair proportion of summer
jobs at Marshall. Webb directed von Braun to give personal attention to
developing equal employment opportunity programs at Marshall. 17
Marshall established an Affirmative Action Program in June, following
recommendations offered by a Civil Service team from Atlanta. Dr. Frank R.
Albert became the first Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinator. Albert
hired Charlie Smoot as a professional staffing recruiter; Marshall claimed Smoot
was "possibly the first Negro recruiter in government service." 18
Federal pressure had an immediate impact in Huntsville. With nearly 90 percent
of the city economy based on federal funds, Washington had more leverage in
Huntsville than elsewhere in Alabama. Federal contractors, most of whom
worked for the Army at Redstone Arsenal or NASA at Marshall, recognized
that they could lose funding. They met on 5 July at Brown Engineering in
Huntsville, formed the Association of Huntsville Area Contractors, or AHAC,
and named as their spokesman Milton K. Cummings of Brown Engineering. 19
The committee agreed that contractors should take "immediate positive steps"
to increase minority employment, to make "significant financial contributions"
to aid black schools, to initiate immediate training programs for blacks, and to
use their influence "to make our citizens more conscious of our responsibility
in the area of housing, education, and the availability of private and public
facilities." 20 AHAC agreed to keep NASA informed of its progress. 21 The group
had an immediate impact. L.C. McMillan, a black man who had been a college
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administrator in Texas, arrived three months later to serve as executive director.
"I was expecting the usual six months of preparatory meetings when I came
here to start the program," he recalled, "but I was amazed to find that these
people wanted to slice away the fat and get right down to the meat of a
problem."22
The disappointing record of black recruitment at Marshall and its contractors
stemmed from barriers that limited black access to scientific and technological
education. Huntsville was a microcosm of a larger regional problem. The two
colleges in the city divided along racial lines. Alabama A&M was a historically
black college that conferred its first B.A. degrees in 1900. The University of
Alabama established a Huntsville Center in 1950; like the main campus in
Tuscaloosa, it was segregated. The curriculum at Alabama A&M centered on
traditional programs at predominantly black colleges: teaching, social science,
premedicine, and law. 23 The school had strong programs in the natural sciences
and mathematics, but not in the modem engineering disciplines required by
Marshall. A&M's regulations complicated its relations with the Center. As Clyde
Foster explained, "Because of the system, we couldn't use available whites that
were qualified to go out and teach at the Alabama A&M University." And it
was difficult to recruit blacks from elsewhere to come to Alabama. Foster, one
of the recruiters, remembered, "The image at that particular time was the George
Wallace image and made it very difficult for people like myself to go out and to
recruit other blacks who could qualify to move into Alabama." 24
Steps toward alleviating inequities in higher education began in the summer of
1963. On 13 June, two days after Governor Wallace blocked for five hours the
admission ofthe first blacks to the University of Alabama, Marshall mathema
tician David M. McGlathery became the first black to enroll at the university's
Huntsville Center. Unlike the dramatic confrontation in Tuscaloosa,
McGlathery's enrollment proceeded without incident. 25
Marshall also began to improve its ties with Alabama A&M. Delegates from
Marshall met with state officials to press for increased funding for A&M and
for building a library at the school. Marshall representatives also met with A&M
officials and officials from Huntsville's Oakwood College (a black sectarian
college) to discuss grants-in-aid and internships. The Center reached beyond
Madison County, sending representatives and surplus equipment to other black
colleges, expanding recruitment, and inviting representatives from 12 black
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colleges to Marshall to discuss cooperative training programs. By the end of
the summer, NASA Associate Administrator George Mueller called Marshall's
equal opportunity program "imaginative and well rounded." 26
Marshall came under fire again in August, when the hearing officer for the
Haynes and Curry discrimination cases submitted his report. He found that
both men had been victims of discrimination, and recommended that Haynes
be promoted and Curry be reassigned to more appropriate duties. 27 The report
noted that of 7,335 employees at Marshall, only 52 were black, and that blacks
comprised only one-half of 1 percent of employees in GS-5 through GS-11
positions. It concluded that "a pattern of discrimination has and continues to
exist at Marshall." 28
Von Braun accepted the charge of discrimination, but objected to some of the
charges in the report as "gratuitous and unwarranted under the circumstances."
He contended that the report might damage efforts then underway at Marshall
to ensure equal employment opportunities. "While the figures cited in the
opinion may be accurate," he argued, "they fail to reflect Marshall's attempts
to encourage Negroes and other minority groups to seek employment; that there
are few qualified personnel in such minority groups who are located in the area,
and that those employed elsewhere are reluctant to move here." 29
After the Kennedy assassination and the accession of Lyndon Johnson to the
presidency, Webb's advocacy of civil rights became more forceful. The Civil
Rights Act of 1964 set new standards for federal agencies. Webb informed von
Braun that the principal topic of discussion at a cabinet meeting he attended on
2 July had been the need for effective leadership to implement the Act, and
suggested that Marshall's location in Huntsville made von Braun's support
essential. 30
Webb recognized that the difficulty in implementing equal employment oppor
tunity at Marshall was larger than Huntsville. 31 On a speaking tour in Alabama
in late October, he told civic leaders and businessmen in Montgomery that so
cial conditions in the state made it difficult to recruit scientists, engineers, and
managers, and suggested that leaders in Alabama should "address themselves
in their own interests to the causes of these difficulties." Congressman Hale
Boggs of Louisiana, after a conversation with NASA officials in Washington,
announced that "hundreds" of Marshall's top personnel, including perhaps von
Braun himself, might be transferred to Michoud. 32
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Alabamians reacted with consternation. "This is a big thing; this is a tragic
thing; this is a terrible thing," railed former Congressman Frank Boykin, who
termed the proposal a "dastardly deal." Boykin suggested that New Orleans,
"down there in the marshes, ... is a fine place to eat and drink, but there can be
no better place on earth, if somebody wants to work and do some good for all
mankind than Huntsville, Alabama." 33 Some feared that the state was being
punished for political transgressions, since Democratic electors had been left
off the state ballot for the upcoming presidential election, virtually conceding
the state to Republican Barry Goldwater. One constituent urged Alabama Senator
John Sparkman to retaliate for this "political blackmail" by doing something
about "the Webb creature," and complained about "the Negroes having all the
rights and the whites having none." Businessmen worried about the effect of
the announcement on impending transactions. 34 Sparkman met with Webb and
contacted the President, and received assurances that nothing would be done to
move operations from Huntsville. 35
Webb completed his Alabama tour with a stop in Huntsville. In a speech to
Marshall employees and local businessmen, he assured them that NASA wanted
to continue Apollo booster work at Marshall, and suggested that if people in
Huntsville did their part, the number of employees at Marshall could increase
over the next year or two. But he added a caveat: "If we cannot get the seasoned
executives here that we need for the management function, then we will do
more of this work at other locations." When questioned about the "apparent"
image of Alabama, he replied, "There is an unfavorable image, and we feel it in
our recruiting; and the problems we face right now are not as hard as the problems
we're going to face a year from now." 36
Reaction to Webb's visit was mixed. Civic leaders believed he had given
insufficient consideration to the differences between Huntsville and the rest of
the state, but at the same time they initiated reforms that made those contrasts
more striking. Huntsville Mayor Glenn Hearn established a biracial Human
Relations Committee to seek improvement in racial relations, particularly in
housing and employment. He set up a civil rights complaint department.
Marshall, too, continued to work with community leaders through AHAC, the
Marshall Advisory Committee, and the Chamber of Commerce Committee for
Marshall Space Flight Center.
Von Braun addressed the Huntsville Chamber of Commerce on 8 December.
He reiterated Webb's argument, saying, "I think we should all admit this fact:
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Alabama's image is marred by civil rights incidents and statements." He urged
the businessmen to improve Huntsville's facilities for education, transportation,
and recreation, but also challenged them to do more "for those less fortunate
families who are bypassed by the big space and missile boom." 37
In the months that followed, von Braun continued to urge attention to Alabama's
racial problems. He lamented that Alabama ranked "near the bottom" in educa
tion, that barriers to voting formed "a Berlin Wall around the ballot box." He
cautioned that resistance to federal desegregation orders could reduce NASA
expenditures in the state. "Obstructionism and defiance ... can hurt and are
hurting Alabama," he warned. The national press referred to him as "one of the
most outspoken and persistent spokesmen for moderation and racial reconcili
ation in the South."38
Other signs seemed to augur for constructive change. Alabama businessmen
published a full-page ad in the Wall Street Journal and state newspapers calling
for compliance with the Civil Rights Act. County school superintendents, in
defiance of Governor Wallace, agreed to comply with provisions of federal law
in order to continue to receive federal funds. Webb, taking note of these
developments while preparing for a visit to Huntsville, conceded that "certain
constructive forces in the state are endeavoring to move ahead to meet modem
conditions and to get the past behind them." 39
While von Braun and Webb pressed for resolution ofAlabama's racial problems,
Governor Wallace continued to proclaim "segregation forever." Neither Webb
nor von Braun mentioned Wallace by name, but both criticized his policies.
Wallace had already had other confrontations with federal officials, of course;
another, with NASA, seemed likely. NASA debated protocol over Vice President
Hubert Humphrey's planned visit to Marshall: "Governor Wallace has sent
feelers about a visit to Marshall. Should he be invited for the V/P meeting? Can
VIP and NASA ignore him in his state?"40
A confrontation came on 8 June, when Wallace, members of the state legislature,
and 48 out-of-state newsmen visited Marshall for a Saturn test firing and
addresses by von Braun and Webb. Von Braun urged his audience to "shed the
shackles of the past," and suggested that Alabama might not achieve its promise
of industrial growth under Wallace's policies. Webb added that "the size and
importance of our operations in Alabama require us to add our support to the
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efforts of forward-looking and fair-minded leaders of the state."41 When Webb
and von Braun asked Wallace in a more informal setting if he would like to be
the first person on the Moon, the governor replied, "Well, you fellows might
not bring me back."42
By mid-1965, Huntsville's leadership--von Braun, businessmen inAHAC, civic
leaders, and educators-had shown initiative in seeking to overcome the effects
of racial discrimination. Webb's staff acknowledged that "the city of Huntsville
is carrying out a very commendable effort on the local scene to improve matters,"
but cautioned that "the solution to the problem is not an impressive list of things
that are being done in the Huntsville area. It is a statewide problem that will call
for state-wide solutions."43
Despite a promising start, Marshall's equal opportunity program failed to alter
the employment pattern at the Center. Marshall lagged behind other NASA
Centers, consistently failing to meet minority hiring and promotion targets. By
late 1969, Marshall had only eight blacks in grades above GS-11; the Manned
Spacecraft Center in Houston had 21, and even Kennedy, with a much smaller
workforce, had five. 44 A decade after Marshall initiated its affirmative action
program, an internal NASA report singled out Marshall for its harshest criticism:
"Most of the other Centers met their modest goals for the first year, with the
exception of the Center which had the most extreme lack of proper staff and
management support. This Center, located in Huntsville, Alabama, and in need
ofthe most skilled compliance staff, had appointed only one totally inexperienced
employee rather than the three highly qualified specialists required. The
continuing failure of this Center to meet any of its goals has been repeatedly
presented to NASA management which refused to take corrective action."45
Marshall's shortcomings represented a portion of a larger NASA failure. NASA
lagged behind other federal agencies in implementing equal opportunity
programs. NASA's minority employment rose only from 4.1 percent to 5.19
percent between 1966 and 1973, when overall federal minority employment
reached 20 percent. Furthermore, most of its minority employees were clustered
in lower grades. The Agency's own EEO staff concluded that "NASA has failed
to progress because it has never made equal opportunity a priority."46 Deputy
Administrator George Low conceded that "Equal Opportunity is a sham in
NASA," and derided the Agency's "total insensitivity to human rights and human
beings."47
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Marshall's achievements in fostering equal opportunity from 1963 to 1965
resulted from pressure from Washington. Webb, agencies charged to enforce
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and occasionally the White House pressured
Marshall to change. This pressure declined in the late 1960s, even as the civil
rights movement disintegrated into factions and lost popular support as riots
charred the ghettos of northern cities. Establishment of a bureaucracy to further
civil rights, the result of political pressure inside and outside government,
undercut the political activism that had made civil rights progress possible.
Webb's message lost its sting. When asked again about Alabama's image on a
visit to Huntsville in 1967, he responded that when he thought of Alabama he
thought about the great job Marshall was doing, not about Wallace's opposition
to desegregation. He reiterated that difficulties in hiring top managers persisted.
Even these remarks, mild in comparison to early threats to move NASA business
from Alabama, caused another furor; Huntsville businessmen contacted Senator
Sparkman to see if he could do something about Webb. 48
Institutional limitations also affected Marshall's ability to meet civil rights goals.
The Equal Employment Opportunity Program started when Marshall
employment was near its peak. In the late 1960s, the Marshall workforce declined
in number. NASA continued to shift work to contractors, and imposed
reductions- in-force on Marshall as work on Saturn for Project Apollo began to
wind down. It was difficult to increase minority employment when overall
manpower was declining. Federal regulations for reductions-in-force dictated
that the last people hired should be dismissed first, leaving recently hired
minorities vulnerable. For the relatively few black scientists and engineers
seeking jobs, the uncertainties of NASA's future and the lure of higher salaries
elsewhere made employment in the private sector more attractive. NASA argued
that given the constraints under which it operated, it was not doing badly; 3.4
percent of NASA's scientists and engineers were black, not far below the national
figure of3.5 percent.49 Finally, Alabama's image was slow to change; it continued
to be difficult to attract blacks to the state who had the requisite technical training
to take jobs at Marshall. Thus Marshall's greatest achievement in civil rights in
the 1960s was not in its own record of minority hiring, but in its impact on the
community.
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Huntsville's Growth
NASA's reconstruction of Huntsville and Madison County extended beyond
civil rights. The Space Center also helped change the area's economic struc
ture, social patterns, and educational institutions. NASA decisions and the Sat
urn program led directly to demographic and material growth in the area.
The Saturn Project helped bring in thousands of "in-migrants" to Huntsville.
Aerospace workers moved to the city and thousands of other people followed
them, lured by opportunities in a boomtown. At the peak of its growth, local
officials estimated that 36 new residents moved into the city each day. 50
Huntsville's population grew from 16,437 in 1950 to 72,365 in 1960 and to
143,700 in 1966. 51 The vast majority of the newcomers were white, young,
urban, professional, and middle class. Huntsville's black population was rela
tively stable, meaning that the number of African Americans declined as a pro
portion of the total. 52
As more and more people came in, the city faced incredible pressures. Mayor
Hearn figured that with the addition of every 1,000 people, the city needed "92
acres of residential land, 23 acres of streets, 13 acres of public land, four acres
of retail stores, 263 houses, 550 cars, three miles of paved streets, 150,000
gallons of water a day, two extra policemen, and two extra firemen." 53 But like
any boomtown the city often could not keep up with its new problems. In the
early sixties Huntsville suffered from an inadequate airport, nonexistent public
transportation, overreliance on automobiles, traffic congestion, strip develop
ment and suburban sprawl, a stagnating downtown, and deficient educational
and health institutions. 54
The area addressed some of these problems relatively quickly. New facilities
included a jet airport, three new hospitals, a four-lane "Parkway" to improve
traffic flow, and a downtown redevelopment campaign that led to the construc
tion of new civic buildings by the early seventies. Huntsville's public school
system improved. School enrollments increased from 3,000 in 1950 to 15,500
in 1960 to 32,000 in 1967, and the city built an average of one new classroom
per week between 1956 and 1968. Moreover educational standards and achieve
ment improved. Such improvements came partly because Marshall-Redstone
personnel had high expectations for their children and partly because their
spouses often became teachers. By the end of the decade 80 to 95 percent of the
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city's high school graduates continued on to college as opposed to the Alabama
average of only 20 percent. 55
Marshall and its contractors also contributed to economic changes. NASA spend
ing, combined with the aerospace spending on the Army's Redstone Arsenal,
made Huntsville "virtually a one-economy city."56 Economists estimated that
90 percent of the city economy in the 1960s was based on federal aerospace
programs; Marshall accounted for 40 to 50 percent of the total. At the peak of
Saturn work, Marshall and its contractors employed 29.4 percent of the total
Huntsville workforce. 57 When city residents heard the sound of a Saturn test,
then Mayor Robert B. Searcy said, "they heard the jingle of a cash register." 58
The creation of a federal space industry made Huntsville-Madison County less
like neighboring rural counties and more like other Southern metropolitan ar
eas. Aerospace dethroned agriculture in the local economy and "King Space"
took the seat of "King Cotton. " 59 The overthrow took material form when
Chrysler, IBM, and Boeing refurbished a textile factory in the old Lincoln mill
district and used it for Saturn work. 60 But unlike agriculture or the textile in
dustry, the space industry offered "good jobs." Research and development jobs
were interesting and innovating, employed skilled professionals, managers, and
technicians, and paid middle-class salaries. In the space economy most people
worked for the Federal Government and big, prominent "core" firms like Boeing
and Chrysler. These employers offered workers considerable financial benefits
and career opportunities. 61
Not surprisingly residents of Madison County during the early sixties were on
average prosperous. The county had the highest per capita income of any county
in the state. 62 The annual rate of growth of personal income in the city grew at
more than twice the national rate between 1959 and 1966. 63 Huntsville, one
visitor noted, was "an island of affluence afloat in agricultural Alabama."64
Despite overall gains, the Saturn program could not correct existing income
inequalities in the area. Per capita income in Huntsville was 50 percent of the
national average in 1960 and only 80 percent in 1967. Income was less equita
bly distributed than the national average; in comparison with the rest of the
nation, more income in Huntsville went to the richest 20 percent of the popula
tion. 65 A wage gap existed between employees in the space sector and those in
the county's service, agricultural, and industrial sectors. 66 In addition, since
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space jobs went primarily to qualified whites, space spending helped perpetu
ate racial inequities. So although professional and technical jobs constituted
60.5 percent of total employment by NASA's Huntsville contractors, only 30
67
percent of their black employees worked in professional and technical jobs.
68
Black average income continued to run far behind that of whites.
The Saturn project changed the Huntsville economy. Local companies often
blossomed with NASA contracts. For example, Brown Engineering, formerly
Alabama Machine and Tool and currently Teledyne-Brown Engineering, grew
from a small, local contractor to a prominent, national aerospace engineering
firm. In other cases, Marshall helped firms use space hardware for commercial
purposes. Technological "spinoffs" from Marshall's research and development
in the 1960s included polyurethane insulation for construction and flat electrical
cables and connectors. 69 Marshall also helped develop and disseminate to
industry innovations in alloys, metal forming and bonding technology, welding
techniques, metal grinding, and finishing machines. These improvements in
metallurgy and machining were the Center's most important industrial
innovations. 70 In other cases, the import of technical expertise encouraged the
formation of new high technology companies that did not depend on government
contracts. For instance, a computer specialist, who had originally come to
Huntsville to work on Saturn's IU, formed Intergraph, a computer and software
firm that by the 1980s would grow into a Fortune 500 company with worksites
across the globe.
Despite these successes, in the late 1960s and early 1970s, Huntsville was as
dependent on federal funding as a city could be. If NASA pulled the plug on
space spending, half the city would go down the drain. In 1966 a Marshall
study warned that Apollo budget cuts would result in mass exodus, "large
numbers of home mortgage defaults, business failures, and a serious regression
in the overall economy." Besides depression in the city, cutbacks would devastate
the Center, "one of the world's finest technological institutions."71 A NASA
Headquarters report agreed, finding that the costs of allowing Huntsville's
infrastructure to decline were "greater that the costs of sustaining it until it
achieves a critical mass anddiversification."72 When NASA's spending on Apollo
began to constrict in the late 1960s, both the city and the Center would face
years of uncertainty and austerity.
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Marshall officials foresaw some of the troubles and recognized that the Center
and the city of Huntsville were interdependent. Von Braun worked with civic
and commercial leaders to create a social and educational environment that
could facilitate economic growth and diversity. He cooperated with Army, busi
ness, and civic leaders to establish Cummings Research Park. Research Park
eventually became a center for businesses specializing in advanced technology
research, manufacturing, and management. 73
Von Braun also promoted education, especially university education. He rec
ognized that Huntsville needed high quality academic and research institutions
to attract and retain skilled people and to maintain NASA's investment. There
fore von Braun said his goal was to help Alabama get the nation's "Number 1
educational center for rocket and space technology" just as it had the "Number
1" football and rocket teams. He lobbied the state to upgrade the Huntsville
Extension Center of the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa. In 1961 von
Braun successfully appealed to the Alabama legislature for a $3 million bond
issue to create a research institute on the extension Center's campus. With
Marshall's support, the Center extended its graduate offerings and in 1966 be
came the University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH), an independent campus
in the Alabama system. UAH specialized in science and engineering and soon
had millions of dollars in NASA contracts.
By improving Huntsville's educational and research institutions and bringing
in skilled people, von Braun and NASA helped create Apollo's most important
spinoff. The schools and skilled workers created an "environment for growth"
and planted the seeds that would, in the long term, produce economic diversifi
cation in Madison County. 74
In addition, Marshall's Saturn rockets became the centerpiece in one of
Huntsville's most visible concerns. The Space and Rocket Center opened in
1970 and housed an aerospace museum, theme park, and camp for children.
The facility had a Saturn I and Saturn Von display and became the state's most
popular tourist attraction. In becoming marketable as museum exhibits, the
Saturns were a permanent spectacle that directed attention to the political and
symbolic goals of the Apollo program. 75
In sum, many of Marshall's important achievements in the 1960s were side
effects of its main mission of space exploration and technological innovation.
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Because of the Center, Huntsville and Madison County experienced a federal
reconstruction of many social relationships and economic patterns. In race re
lations, the Center worked to open employment opportunities. In the economy,
Marshall contributed to growth and diversity. In education, it helped improve
public schools and form a new university and research center. The Marshall
Center transformed Huntsville from the Watercress Capital of the South into
Rocket City, U.S.A.
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ChapterV
Between a Rocket and a Hard
Place: Transformation in a Time
of Austerity
"I'd like to see a little less 'crash' and a little more 'program.'"
- Wernher von Braun
Once the rockets are up, Who cares where they come down, "That's not my
department!" Said Wernher von Braun.
-Tom Lehrer, 1965
On 9 November 1967 at seven o'clock in the morning, the first Saturn V launch
lifted off from Cape Kennedy carrying the Apollo 4 mission into space. Wernher
von Braun, who watched from the firing room, exclaimed at a news conference
that "No single event since the formation of the Marshall Center in 1960 equals
today's launch in significance." 1 Later in the day, von Braun learned that a
reduction-in-force (RIF) would cut 700 people from the Center, some who had
helped build the Saturn that had flown that morning. The juxtaposition of the
two events on a single day dramatically showed the shift in Marshall's fortunes,
for even at a peak of achievement, the Center faced an uncertain future. 2
The irony symbolized by the concurrent success of the Apollo 4 mission and a
budgetary crunch would recur through the next decade of Marshall's history.
As television viewers throughout the world watched the powerful Saturn rock
ets roar into space and marveled at the spectacle of men on the Moon, Marshall
engineers could take pride in their accomplishment of a national mission. Not
only were they responsible for the rocketry that powered all of the lunar
missions, they developed the roving vehicle used on the Moon's surface in the
missions of the early 1970s. And the 1973-74 Skylab mission, the first Ameri
can "Space Station," was a Marshall achievement. But people within the
Center had little opportunity to revel in the triumphs of the space program, for
in the midst of its success, Marshall confronted a protracted institutional crisis.
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The causes of the crisis were many. Tom Lehrer's satiric song of the mid-sixties
foreshadowed a shift in public opinion about space. As the Vietnam War and
domestic divisions diverted attention from NASA, many Americans became
bored with-in some cases antagonistic to-the Agency's programs. The na
tional economy staggered under "guns and butter" budgets until hard realities
mandated cuts that forced Marshall to move from the affluence of the early
sixties to the austerity of the seventies. The politics of budgets increasingly
defined the Center. Planning and decision-making shifted to Washington, where
political priorities of the executive offices and Congress were more important
than technological goals.
As the Center coped with external strains, it would be internally transformed.
New leadership replaced many of the Germans and reshaped von Braun's orga
nization. The arsenal system gradually gave way to the Air Force contracting
system as in-house capabilities steadily declined. New, diversified scientific
and technological responsibilities supplemented the Center's propulsion spe
cialty. Management struggled with serious threats to the Center's well being,
and even its survival, for NASA Headquarters considered closing Marshall.
Funding cutbacks, RIPs, transfer of projects to other Centers, and changes in
leadership were manifestations of a more fundamental question: What, if any
thing, was to be Marshall's role in the post-Apollo space program?
In the late 1960s, then, Marshall Space Flight Center slowly became the victim
of its success, and the characteristics that made Marshall unique defined its
crisis. Of all Apollo hardware, Marshall's Saturn launch vehicles had the long
est lead time, the fastest buildup, and the largest workforce. The Saturn pro
gram peaked in the mid-sixties, however, and while other Centers were still
building, Marshall began to retrench. Many of its facilities had been built for
Saturn, rather than for long-term institutional needs, and had limited utility in
NASA's post-Apollo plans. 3 In short, when the heady days of unlimited fund
ing and ample manpower were over, Marshall faced the "crash" that inevitably
follows any crash program.
The Perils of Post-Apollo Planning
NASA and Marshall were both slow to initiate planning for the post-Apollo
space program, and planning was often encumbered by overly optimistic pro
jections. In 1963 Marshall was still hiring, and expected to add 2,000 Civil
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Service employees in two years before leveling off at 9,500. 4 The two years
passed with only modest increases, but with 90 percent of his workforce de
voted to Saturn work, von Braun expected Marshall manpower to remain con
stant through the remainder of Apollo. After all, contractors had already
scheduled manpower reductions, and von Braun warned, "as the highly skilled
engineering teams and contractor plants are disbanded, our in-house people
must shoulder the burden to meet the unforeseen." 5 He compared Marshall's
role to firefighters in a mid-size city--essential, but underutilized when there
was no fire. 6 Initiation of the Apollo Applications Program late in 1965 raised
rosy expectations of 1,500 to 2,000 new jobs at Marshali.7 The Center's master
plan was equally optimistic; it anticipated new construction and continued con
version of old Army facilities without consideration of financial constraints.
Von Braun envisioned human planetary missions perhaps as early as the late
1970s, and he had established a Future Projects Office at the Center in the early
1960s. 8 But he had given less attention to short-range planning. When asked
about the future of Marshall, his thoughts ran to NASA's vague plans for exten
sions of the Apollo Program and to possible work on post-Saturn launch
vehicles. 9
Nonetheless, critics who have chided NASA for its failure to plan for the after
math of Apollo have been unduly harsh. Nobody anticipated a steep decline in
the halcyon days of Saturn development, and NASA began to consider alterna
tives before the launch of the first Apollo mission. The budgetary cycle and the
long lead-time on big science projects forced NASA to consider post-Apollo
plans in the mid-1960s. NASA's worries that the Johnson administration's re
luctance to commit to supporting space programs might precipitate the breakup
of its team hastened Agency planning. 1° Contractors agreed in 1966 that "the
erosion of the Apollo space team has already started. " 11
Marshall developed methods for long-range planning, but institutional con
straints hampered the Center's efforts. Dr. Heinz Koelle directed an active Fu
ture Projects Office that had been formed in the fall of 1964 to draft plans for
technical projects. Its tasks included launch systems, Saturn rockets, Nova,
nuclear-thermal rockets, lunar stations, and Space Stations. It devised schemes
for use of a spent-rocket stage as a manned orbiting laboratory that helped form
foundations for Skylab. The Research Projects Laboratory conducted studies
for science-oriented projects including High Energy Astronomy Observatories
(HEAO), the Large Space Telescope, the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM), early
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lunar rover studies, lunar science activities, and scientific projects for satel
lites.12 But frequent changes in funding guidelines from Headquarters, uncer
tainties about the goals of the post-Apollo Program, and an increasingly
bureaucratized procedure for task approval limited its ability to generate new
projects. 13 Marshall executives knew that difficult years were ahead; as early as
mid-1966, they discussed the impact that Vietnam and Lyndon Johnson's do
mestic programs would have on NASA budgets. 14
As Saturn development crested, and long before the scale of the decline be
came evident, von Braun realized that funding limitations would force Marshall
to broaden its mission beyond its traditional specialization in launch vehicles,
the Center's "bread and butter." Marshall had a vast physical plant, proven en
gineering expertise, and demonstrated managerial ability. But how could those
resources be applied? The Center was "a tremendous solution looking for a
problem." 15
Headquarters offered little guidance. George E. Mueller, NASA Associate Ad
ministrator for Manned Space Flight, told von Braun that Marshall should main
tain its launch capability, but that NASA Administrator James Webb would
ask, "Do they need 14,000 people to do that job?" Von Braun wanted Marshall
to make the best pitch for all projects it could get, believing space science and
operations looked promising. 16 "For us the essential thing is this," he told Head
quarters. "We must be able to plant a new flag in Marshall in some new field." 17
Unfortunately, internal NASA politics limited Marshall's flexibility to move
into new areas. Each NASA Center had its own specialization and jealously
guarded its prerogatives. Von Braun's diversification would encroach on
Goddard's turf in space science and Houston's in operations. Huntsville had
fewer options for expansion than other Centers. Any new field might compete
with others, and even work on propulsion might meet challenges. As one vet
eran of intercenter competition observed, "There was nothing that Marshall
had that was uniquely Marshall's." 18 No one rivaled Marshall's experience in
large launch systems, but its expertise in launch vehicles was not unique: Lewis
had rocket engine experience dating back to NACA, had built the Centaur, and
had "staked out a role in advanced propulsion technology that Marshall could
not expect to emulate." 19 Headquarters and Wallops Island managed LTV's de
velopment of the Scout, and Goddard managed McDonnell-Douglas's devel
opment of the Delta launch vehicle. 20
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Rivalry between Marshall and Houston's Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC)
had been present since the days of ABMA and the Space Telescope Group in
the late 1950s, and intensified as Apollo wound down. Apollo's neat division
between Marshall's Saturn V and Houston's capsule separated authority into
stages; plans for post-Apollo Programs made responsibilities in human space
flight less distinct.
Marshall and Houston, described by one historian as "semiautonomous, almost
baronies," 21 guarded their realms fiercely. Houston challenged any proposal
from Marshall that related to operations, astronauts, or manned systems. Com
petition with Houston was most pronounced in the Apollo Applications Pro
gram (of which Sky lab was the centerpiece; see Chapter VI), but it touched all
relations between the two Centers. "We had the perception that they weren't
worrying about NASA or the space program, but they were worried about feath
ering their nest," recalled Houston's Chris Kraft. 22 The rivalry bothered von
Braun, who told his staff that he was disturbed that a Marshall collision with
MSC could jeopardize the lunar landing program.23
To clarify the post-Apollo division oflabor Mueller summoned all three Manned
Space Flight Centers to a three-day executive hideaway meeting at Lake Lo
gan, North Carolina in August 1966. Marshall and Houston divided Skylab
responsibilities, and worked out means to resolve future disputes. However, as
one study observed, Lake Logan provided "a convenient formula, but did not
eliminate the competition between Centers for post-Apollo work." 24
Von Braun's designs for a Marshall role in astronomy met less resistance. In
May 1966, he discussed future NASA missions with Mueller and Robert Gilruth,
Center director in Houston. All three agreed that Marshall should get involved
in astronomy, and Mueller suggested work on the Apollo Telescope Mount
(ATM) might lead to Marshall becoming the lead Center in space astronomical
observatories. When Homer Newell, head of space science at NASA, concurred,
von Braun had secured one new niche for his Center. On some astronomy
projects, Goddard would be considered a consultant to Marshall.25
The limits of space science as a new role for Marshall became clear with the
Center's first venture into Big Science. The Center developed plans to support
Voyager, an anticipated series of probes to Mars. Voyager work would place
Marshall under the Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA), and might
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open other opportunities outside of the Center's usual responsibilities under the
Office of Manned Space Flight. Just as Marshall neared agreement on how to
proceed on space science without jeopardizing Apollo, Congress postponed
Voyager in August 1967. The projected cost had risen from $43 million to $71.5
million, and Congress suspected that the mission might lead to more costly
human missions.26
Ernst Stuhlinger, Marshall's head of space science, worried that the Voyager
postponement might divert the Center from expansion into space sciences. He
considered development of projects under OSSA not merely good business, but
essential to the Center's future. Supporters of manned programs and unmanned
science programs had battled since NASA's formation, and scientists resented
the dominance of Mueller's OMSF. Stuhlinger advised that Marshall 's future
would be most secure if the Center had a foot in both camps. Unless Marshall
moved into space science, he cautioned, "our Center with its present one-project,
one-HQ-boss orientation will give the image of an aging organization, unwill
ing to accept the challenge of broader responsibilities as the space program
evolves."27

Marshall's Manpower Crisis
Even as Marshall struggled to diversify for the post-Apollo era, a manpower
crisis transformed the Center. By the end of the decade, reassignments, RIFs,
reductions-in-grade, and other personnel actions were stultifying its activities.
Morale declined, and union action led to suits that challenged the Federal
Government's reliance on support service contracts, which were used to supple
ment work done by civil servants. Young engineers left for more promising
jobs elsewhere, and the average age at Marshall increased. Recruitment, al
ready considered a Huntsville problem at Headquarters, became more difficult.
"Marshall's mood became more and more defensive," remembered Bruce
Murray of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). "Relentless efforts to maintain
employment levels replaced von Braun's dream of the stars."28
Marshall's dilemma first drew attention when it became clear that the Center
had a larger workforce than was needed to complete its remaining Apollo tasks.
Marshall transferred 200 people to Houston in 1965, and a year later much
larger reductions seemed imminent.29 Headquarters and other NASA Centers
saw Huntsville as a source of manpower, and this "Marshall problem" became
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the major manpower management issue in NASA by the time the Agency's
in-house workforce peaked in 1966. 30
The issue prompted NASA Deputy Administrator Robert C. Seamans to re
quest a review of Agency manpower policy. He directed a task force chaired by
MSC Director for Administration Wesley Hjornevik to examine how "Center
complements could be adjusted by management to meet the needs of changing
roles and missions." 3 1 Hjornevik met with von Braun and his staff late in
August 1966. Von Braun urged Headquarters to use its vacant floating man
power allocations (positions that Headquarters could assign at its discretion
which usually totaled three percent of the NASA workforce) to obtain the flex
ibility needed for personnel adjustments, and to let Center directors work out
manpower problems among themselves. Unfortunately, the problem was
already larger than von Braun realized. NASA was already planning for
10-percent cuts, and needed an Agencywide policy. Marshall would feel the
pinch first, but one of those listening to the discussion remarked that "It is
apparent that the MSFC manpower problem of today is the NASA manpower
problem of tomorrow. " 32
The Hjornevik group recommended that NASA adopt means to track personnel
requirements, and suggested ways to match manpower to programs. Although
the committee assumed that NASA manpower requirements would remain con
stant, its conclusions comprised "a warning that NASA would have to prepare
for major changes within the near future." 33 The committee suggested RIPs,
actually laying off people, might be necessary as a last resort: the final option
of eight alternatives for restricting manpower.
NASA personnel policies were under attack from another quarter, and Marshall
was at the center of the controversy. The General Accounting Office (GAO)
reviewed support service contracts at Marshall and Goddard Space Flight Cen
ter, and concluded that both Centers could have saved money by relying on
Civil Servants rather than support service contracts. Support service contracts
are common throughout the Federal Government, so the investigations had
potentially broad implications. The June 1967 report alleged that Marshall could
have saved 19 percent on the three contracts examined. The GAO did not rule
on the legality of the contracts, but submitted the Goddard cases to the Civil
Service Commission (CSC) for further consideration.
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Leo Pellerzi, CSC general counsel, ruled in October that the contracts were
indeed illegal, since they involved on-site contractor work using government
equipment in tasks expected to last longer than one year, established an
employer-employee relationship, and had the effect of creating new govern
ment positions by using contract personnel to perform regular NASA work.
Lacking any other guidance, NASA used these “Pellerzi Standards” to evaluate
its support service contracts, and the courts used them to evaluate NASA’s
compliance with Civil Service regulations.34
Dire warnings became reality the next year. Congress slashed NASA’s budget
request for Fiscal Year 1968 Administrative Operations—the schedule from
which salaries were drawn—by $23.1 million in August 1967, then cut another
$20 million in October.35 Headquarters warned that the budget cuts might
require a personnel cutback (RIF) at Marshall. On 9 November Headquarters
confirmed the need to cut 700 positions.36
On 29 November, von Braun delivered the bad news. He explained the circum
stances leading to the RIF to Marshall employees sitting in Morris Auditorium
and watching on television around the Center. He described Marshall’s evolu
tion from “a do-it-yourself, self-contained organization to a partner of indus
try,” and explained the mandate to reduce Marshall’s workforce to 6,386 by
January 1968. Half the reduction was to come from wage board employees and
technicians, half from among engineers. Attrition might reduce layoffs to 640.
The personnel office expected further dislocations, with the RIF requiring 1,300
intracenter reassignments to adjust for those who would be separated. Support
contractors would have to match Civil Service reductions on a one-to-one
basis.37
Four weeks later, the Marshall local of the American Federation of Govern
ment Employees (AFGE) and six individual Marshall employees filed a com
plaint in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia requesting an
injunction to stop the RIF. The complaint accused the Center director of unfair
labor practices, and alleged that the RIF was illegal as long as contract support
service personnel were engaged in the same work as Civil Service employees
who were to be separated. The court issued a preliminary injunction halting the
reduction on 11 January, just two days before the RIF was scheduled to go into
effect.38
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The court's order required NASA and the CSC to examine Marshall's person
nel requirements and support service contracts in light of Civil Service law.
The two sides reached agreement on 19 February 1968 and canceled all but 147
of the original 1,120 notices for termination, reduction, and reassignment. The
court lifted its injunction on 12 March, and dismissed the complaint on 18
April. The plaintiffs appealed. 39 The case dragged on for years, and became a
factor in negotiations between the union and Marshall in subsequent RIFs. The
case was not settled until1978, when Judge Joseph Waddy upheld NASA's use
of support service contracts. 40
By the time Marshall was able to proceed on 30 March 1968, attrition and other
personnel actions reduced the number of employees who would be subject to
RIF action to 147, of which only 57 were terminated-the others were reas
signed or reduced in grade. This greatly understates the impact of the RIF,
however. Marshall lost 787 employees by May, many of them through retire
ment or transfers, leading to "grave and serious imbalances in the MSFC
workforce." No engineers or scientists left involuntarily, but more than twice
the usual number during a comparable period departed during the four-month
RIF period. The average age of scientists and engineers increased, since most
of those who left-113 out of 145-were under age 40.
This trend raised questions about the future vitality of the Center, since college
recruiting was made more difficult by rumors of another RIF and federal regu
lations that required that newly hired personnel be the first dismissed during
reductions. Nor was Marshall given authority to do much recruiting; in FY
1968, the Center replaced only 1 of 14 people separated, by far the lowest
replacement ratio of any NASA Center. Morale of both Civil Service and con
tractor personnel plunged, and post-RIF voluntary separations remained as high
as they had been during RIF action. 41
The RIF also had unanticipated ramifications. Many of those who received
notices under the Center's original RIF plan were able to keep their jobs by the
time Marshall implemented the RIF late in March, and voluntary departures
and court action decreased management's ability to control the RIF. Marshall
later estimated that it missed the planned post-RIF mix of skills cy 47 percent.
Management worried that its ability to deal with personnel issues might be
impaired by the union's new image as a strong defender of employee rights.
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The reductions also had an impact on the Huntsville economy. Approximately
480 people outside the Center lost their jobs as a result of the Marshall action.
Local payrolls declined by $3.4 million a year, and retail sales declined by
$1.6 million. 42 Prime contractor manpower in Huntsville dropped even more
precipitously than Marshall's Civil Service employment, falling to less than a
third of what it had been four years earlier.43
Reorganizing for the Post-Apollo Era
The dramatic personnel changes introduced a new dimension to the "Marshall
problem" by the summer of 1968. Marshall's manpower continued to erode
through attrition after the RIF, and NASA expected it to fall below 6,000 by the
end of the year. Reductions at the lower levels had not been matched by corre
sponding adjustments in upper management. The Center was becoming top
heavy, with an administration still geared to maximum workload. Headquarters
worried that "the current Marshall structure does not recognize the program
and operating situation under which Marshall activities will be conducted over
at least the next several years."44 Headquarters directed Marshall to cooperate
45
with a NASA team in a review of the Center's organizational structure.
The request raised fundamental questions about NASA planning, Marshall's
future, and the relationship between Centers and NASA Headquarters. The idea
originated in NASA's Organization and Management section rather than in the
OMSF, Marshall's administrative superior. NASA seemed to be losing its sense
of direction, with manpower and budget considerations driving program deci
sions. Von Braun questioned "the need for an analysis of the current organiza
tional structure without even mentioning the requirement for an assessment of
46
this Center's future tasks which must obviously be addressed first."
The environment of the Apollo phasedown altered Center relations with Head
quarters. Center autonomy had been the rule during Apollo, continuing a tradi
tion that extended back to NACA. "The NACA figured that all Headquarters
needed was somebody to go over to the Treasury to get the money," one veteran
of the early space program recalled. "Wisdom is in the field, not in Washing
ton."47 Georg von Tiesenhausen described Marshall's attitude in the early years
as "just give us the money, we were the boss." 48 Apollo, with its clear-cut divi
sion of authority, precise sense of mission, and end-of-the-decade timetable,
perpetuated Center autonomy. Headquarters had "to interface with the
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Congress, interface with the OMB, [and] set policy," Kraft conceded, but the
Centers neither needed nor wanted direction from Headquarters. 49 One study
of NASA management during the 1960s concluded that "Most planning, and
almost all that mattered, was carried out by the Centers and program offices,
not by Headquarters staff offices reporting to the Administrator."50 Only occa
sionally-as in the case of Mueller's all-up testing decision--did Washington
intrude. "Quite a few of us originally thought that all the directions from Wash
ington should come through Dr. von Braun so that he is informed about what is
going on," von Braun deputy Eberhard Rees explained. Marshall had "always
thought that nobody from the outside should actually rule into our place here
but through Dr. von Braun."51
As budgets, personnel limitations, and the uncertainties over future programs
began to drive NASA decisions, authority shifted from the Centers to Washing
ton. NASA began to set policy based on available resources rather than on
program goals. With Great Society programs and Vietnam competing for funds,
Congress began to challenge the Agency's budget. Moreover, post-Apollo Pro
grams were vulnerable and unlike the lunar landing program were not blessed
by any aura of national prestige. External pressures forced Headquarters to
assume a new controlling role and make decisions that had been unnecessary in
the boom years. NASA, despite Webb's reservations about the value of such an
Agencywide enterprise, established a Planning Steering Group to review long
range plans, and OMSF established a Cost Reduction Task Force. 52 The burden
fell on the Centers, and Marshall was the first to move into a less certain post
Apollo world.
Marshall's size, its manpower predicament, and the doubts about its future placed
the Center at focus of a NASA end-of-the-decade self-examination. The Center's
future had been under review for four years, and with uncertainty now an
Agencywide phenomenon, Marshall's destiny was doubly in doubt. Von Braun's
usual optimism could not withstand fear that he was presiding over the disman
tling of his dream, and he occasionally lashed out. He described his mission as
scrapping a vital industrial structure, and claimed that the goal seemed to be to
ensure that there would be no capability left by 1972.53 He decried the "rapidly
deteriorating environment in our industrial complex," and feared that compla
cency about space research, scattering of subcontractors, and pressures to re
duce costs were creating a "hazardous situation."54
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The Headquarters requirement for a new Center organization typified the new
NASA of scarcity and bureaucracy. Marshall had reorganized before, but the
initiative had always come from within the Center. Now, von Braun reacted to
circumstances beyond his control. He feared "irreparable damage to a working
team that has been built up over a number of years," and asked Headquarters to
grant him time to reconcile the Center's loss of manpower and change of mis
sion before initiating precipitous changes. 55 He conceded that Marshall would
have to realign its workforce in order to get future space projects. 56
Within two months, Marshall developed a reorganization plan that responded
to the Headquarters mandate and prepared the Center for changing times. Von
Braun and some of his closest advisers worked out the basic plan on a hide
away at Jekyll Island in Georgia in the late fall of 1968. Particularly influential
was William R. Lucas, Marshall's director of propulsion and engineering, who
proposed a Program Development Organization to centralize planning at
Marshall. Von Braun explained that the new organization would "help chart the
course for this Center in the post-Apollo period," and he appointed Lucas as
director. 57
Program Development's planning process was unique in NASA. No other Cen
ter had Marshall's problems; no other Center needed something like Program
Development. Marshall's managers reasoned that planning during the Apollo
Program had suffered because laboratories and line personnel were too busy
working on Saturn to attend to new projects. Maintaining line and lab attention
was worsened by the long lead time between preliminary design and final de
velopment of a big science project. Therefore Marshall's managers separated
planning from doing and new business from old. Program Development was,
as Lucas recalled, "a new business organization," a central office to design and
sell new projects and ensure that the organization would never run out of work. 58
The staff of Program Development consciously acted as business people and
quickly became Marshall's entrepreneurs. Indeed von Braun referred to Lucas
as his "vice president for sales."59 Like a business, Program Development stud
ied the technical capabilities of the Center in order to find its marketable skills.
They found that building rockets was so complex that Marshall had skills not
only in propulsion but in general engineering, management of large systems,
big structures, strong and lightweight materials, guidance and control, comput
ing, power, and astrophysics. Next the office sold Marshall by seeking new
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customers in the scientific community. The selling was often difficult because
many scientists doubted the Center's skills. Bob Marshall recalled that scien
tists often felt that "here is this group coming from the South, from Alabama
with this funny talking language, trying to get into science."60
Even when customers were sold on Marshall, Program Development was not
done. The office still had to assess feasibility, compare alternative proposals,
develop preliminary designs, define support requirements, perform cost analy
ses, forecast NASA funding, and finally recommend the best projects to Center
management. Marshall said that Program Development had to sell projects to
outside groups ("We can do it") and to Center managers and engineers ("You
can do it"). If management consented, the Center then solicited Headquarters
for the final sale. 61
At times the transition between Program Development and project offices en
countered difficulties. Project offices found Program Development's oversight
intrusive. "Some of our worst problems grew out of sending PD people who
were not skilled managers over to a project office to lead a major project,"
recalled George McDonough, who saw several such instances during his work
in project offices. 62 Program Development people sensed resistance in the project
offices, and believed that project officers and laboratory personnel could lack
understanding of and commitment to the new project; they could experience
the "not-invented-here syndrome." To overcome this hand-off problem, Lucas
and Program Development created pre-project teams. Headed by a pre-project
manager, each team drew line personnel from the laboratories and worked on
the first two parts of NASA's phased project planning, Phase A (preliminary
analysis) and Phase B (definition). In the process, the pre-project team medi
ated between experts outside NASA and engineers in the Center. When the
project got a "new start" and moved into Phase C (design) and PhaseD (devel
opment/operations), the preliminary design team formed the nucleus of a for
mal project office.- 63
Program Development became an important source of projects at Marshall in
the seventies and eighties. The office oversaw the Center's diversification from
Saturn into Shuttles and satellites, solar energy and coal mining, telescopes and
materials processing. When projects came out of individual efforts in the labs,
Program Development often institutionalized them. 64 The resulting diversity
created a new identity for the Center and would give it unique problems.
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The other major change introduced during the 1968 reorganization was cre
ation of the new post of associate director for science, acknowledging the im
portance space science would play in Marshall's future. Stuhlinger became the
first to hold the position. Von Braun described him as the "scientific conscience
of the Center," and directed him to work closely with the scientific commu
nity.65 The new directorates fell directly below von Braun's two chief deputies,
Rees and Harry Gorman.
Reorganization alone could not address all the Center's problems. The Center's
appropriations were less than half of what they had been four years earlier. 66
Manpower continued to drop, pushed lower by hiring freezes, attrition, and low
replacement ratios; by the end of 1968, Marshall's permanent Civil Service
strength had fallen by more than a thousand positions since its peak four years
earlier. 67
Reductions eroded Marshall's historic strengths. Von Braun scrambled to find
ways to maintain rudiments of the arsenal system. The Center reassigned wage
board employees and technicians to replace support service contractor person
nel for testing and quality surveillance, and retrained engineers who had been
serving in management. Von Braun informed Mueller, "Our goal is to achieve a
systems engineering capability in-house which will permit us to review in depth
the design concepts of our stage contractors; and the technologies associated
with the manufacture, test, quality maintenance, and reliability assurance em
ployed by our current and future prime contractors."68 These skills had been
the foundation of Marshall's success in the 1960s; once lost, such skills would
be difficult to regain in a time of retrenchment.

Charting a New Course
NASA's directive requesting Marshall to reorganize was but part of a larger
Agency effort to chart a future course. NASA's prospects at the end of the
1960s were unclear. The Apollo 11 Moon landing in July 1969 culminated a
national quest, and public interest in space waned. Ever-tightening budgets con
stricted vision, and changes at Headquarters brought in leaders with new goals.
Three changes at the top of NASA management had a substantial effect on
Marshall. Administrator Webb resigned in the fall of 1968, and his deputy Tho
mas 0. Paine took over as acting administrator. Webb's resignation would
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affect the Agency in countless ways over the years, but of more immediate
impact on Marshall were two changes in the next echelon of NASA manage
ment. In November 1969, NASA announced that Mueller would retire as asso
ciate administrator for MSF, and that George Low, Apollo manager at MSC,
would become deputy administrator.
Mueller, who left NASA to go into private industry, was best remembered at
Marshall for his Saturn all-up testing decision, but as head of OMSF he had
helped shape the Center in the late sixties. Presiding over NASA's two largest
Centers-Huntsville and Houston-Mueller exploited their rivalry. "I think he
played Johnson Spaceflight Center (JSC) and Marshall against each other,"
claimed Kraft. "He did that purposefully. I think he was Machiavellian in that
respect." At a time when Marshall was declining, however, Mueller tried to
prevent reductions from unduly crippling the Center, and emerged as some
thing of an advocate. Houston sensed favoritism, and Kraft suspected that
Mueller showed partiality because "he could tell Marshall what to do and they
would do it."69 Lucas agreed that Houston's intransigence influenced Mueller,
and that as a result "Mueller did lean a little bit more to Marshall than to Hous
ton, although I don't think that it was distorted." 70
George Low's arrival in Washington signaled a change in environment, for if
Mueller was in any sense Marshall's advocate, Low was Houston's. Low had
served at Headquarters during NASA's first six years, and said later that during
that period "I considered myself Bob Gilruth's representative in Washington."
Like most of his colleagues in Houston, Low resented Mueller for his alleged
Marshall bias. Just months before he became deputy administrator, Low claimed
that MSC had always taken the lead on key Apollo decisions, and "as a Center
it has generally prevailed, more often than not against Dr. Mueller's desires."
He also shared the self-confidence that hallmarked Houston at the height of
Apollo, and claimed "We have better people than will be found at the other
Centers."71 Marshall had a high regard for Low, but as the Center's problems
deepened after 1969, Huntsville often saw him at the source. 72 Discussing the
Marshall dilemma of the late sixties and early seventies, von Tiesenhausen re
called that "One Headquarters name pops up all the time in this context. George
Low. He was von Braun's adversary." 73
Paine inherited control of a NASA in transition. More committed to long-range
planning than his predecessor, he announced an ambitious agenda for the Agency
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despite fiscal constraints. After the inauguration of Richard Nixon, Paine got
little support from an administration less committed to space. A Democrat who
always felt like an outsider in the administration, Paine nonetheless convinced
the President to review national space policy. 74 Nixon appointed Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew to chair a Presidential STG and develop a plan for America's
next decade in space. The composition of the STG posed problems for the
Agency. Its members included not only Paine and former NASA deputy ad
ministrator Robert Seamans, but the President's Science Advisor, Lee DuB ridge;
and placing planning for space in the hands of an external group decreased
Agency leverage.
Formation of the STG enabled Paine to promote planning within NASA, for
the Agency's suggestions would weigh heavily. Paine requested recommenda
tions from field units, and at Marshall the new Program Development office
headed by Lucas formulated the Center's response. The resulting Integrated
Space Program showed how the Agency struggled to retain broad vision while
recognizing budget limits: its "transcendent objective" was to "maximize space
flight while minimizing funding requirements." Marshall's Program Develop
ment report acknowledged that "The dominating criteria in the development of
new systems is to reduce the cost of space flight." 75
Although the Centers contributed to the Integrated Space Program, Headquar
ters centralized the planning, and decision making again shifted away from the
Centers. Mueller had been working on Agency plans long before Webb's resig
nation; a 1967 BellComm study under his direction had first targeted Mars as a
post-Apollo goal for the manned space flight program. 76 "This integrated plan
was pretty much Dr. Mueller's own activity," von Braun recalled. "It did not
grow in the grass roots of the Centers, but it was something that he created with
his Headquarters staff." 77 Both Marshall and Houston considered some of
Mueller's cost projections unrealistically low. 78
The Agnew STG September 1969 report was a "partial victory" for NASA
administration. The report recommended both manned and unmanned missions,
and a manned Mars mission before the end of the century. But the report did
not commit the administration to anything, not even a specific target date for a
Mars landing. Its suggested funding levels were merely alternatives, and within
months the President endorsed the cheapest alternative and dropped mention of
the Mars mission. In the end, NASA had discrete programs-scientific
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satellites and probes, Skylab, and a reusable Shuttle. But unlike the Apollo years,
the Agency had no over-arching goal, "no post-Apollo space program."79
If the STG report did not commit the administration to an extravagant space
program, neither did it forestall NASA's ambitious expectations. But all of
NASA's plans were now constricted by the politics of budgets, and even the
most visionary projections could not avoid the question of money. In the same
month that the STG submitted its report, Mueller told von Braun of his hopes
for manned space flight, including regular human visits to the Moon by the end
of the 1970s at costs substantially below those of Saturn. He envisioned a Space
Station and a reusable transportation system, programs that might lead to pi
loted trips to Mars and Venus in the 1980s. Mueller tempered his optimism
with a caveat that was more predictive of the Agency's future: "Costs are of
paramount importance. Unless we can substantially change our current way in
doing business we will not be given the opportunity to demonstrate the unique
capabilities that space provides." 80

Cutbacks and the Huntsville Economy
NASA budget cutting burst Huntsville's space bubble. The city's Apollo boom
became a post-Apollo bust. Signs of decline were already apparent by 1968.
Restaurants were still busy at lunchtime, but dinner business was sparse. Sales
were down. Unemployment rose. The real estate market suffered. Four motels
had closed. Apartments had vacancies in a city that had waiting lists for motel
rooms a few years earlier. People worried about whether the city could re
bound. A laid-off engineer offered that "If they ever want to build it back up
again it is going to take a lot of time and cost a lot of money." 81
Amidst the gloom, some found grounds for optimism. Huntsville's economy
was more diversified than it had been 10 years before. The Huntsville Indus
trial Expansion Committee, founded after World War II, had seen the city through
previous cycles of boom and bust, and had promoted growth that was not solely
dependent on the Federal Govemment. 82 In 1969, the committee could boast
that it had just lured four major plants with no connection to the space industry
to Huntsville. 83 A real estate salesman offered that "It may be that we profited
from experiences of many years ago that have nothing to do with the space
program." Paul Styles, in charge of manpower at Marshall, explained that "Von
Braun helped to get Huntsville prepared years ago. He told the community
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leaders at every opportunity that they should broaden their economic base here,
that they should get in more industry, that they should not be a one-industry
town." 84
Diversified or not, Huntsville's economy still rested on the town's two federal
installations, Redstone Arsenal and Marshall. Marshall was not alone in feeling
the uncertainties of federal funding in the late 1960s, for the 1,200 Redstone
employees working on the Anti-Ballistic Missile defense system saw their jobs
at stake in Congressional debates over limited ABM deployment. Civic leaders
put their faith less in diversification than in a gushing federal spigot. One col
umnist observed that Huntsville had "an almost mystical faith" that Congress
would not allow its considerable investment in steel and concrete go to waste,
and that von Braun would not let the city down, but would "pound on desks in
Washington until fresh money for more big programs is allotted." 85
End of the Von Braun Era
Von Braun would indeed be in Washington, but not as a lobbyist for Marshall.
Paine stunned Huntsville by announcing on 27 January 1970 that the man who
had directed Marshall since its inception would move to NASA Headquarters
on 1 March and become associate administrator for planning, the fourth
ranking position in the Agency. Paine wanted von Braun to help promote a
Mars mission as NASA's next major goal, although von Braun had reservations
about the Agency's ability to sell another large program to Congress. 86
Speculation about why von Braun chose to accept Paine's offer abounded. The
frustration of the post-Apollo phasedown, the hope that he might have a larger
role in determining NASA's future in Washington, and his rapport with Paine
were factors. At Headquarters he would be less pressured by daily crises. "I've
spent ten years doing what was 'urgent,"' he explained, "and regrettably not
doing what was 'essential. "' 87 Close associates believed that his wife may have
influenced his decision. 88 That von Braun was on a seven-week vacation to the
Caribbean when Paine announced the move increased consternation in
Huntsville.
Von Braun appeared before Marshall executives on 2 February wearing a beard
grown on his vacation, and told them, "I am leaving Marshall with nostalgia. I
have my heart in Marshall. I love this place." He assured them that "the future
of Marshall is the brightest of all NASA Centers." 89
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Huntsville declared "Wemher von Braun Day" on 24 February. Five thousand
people turned out in cold, drizzly weather to bid farewell to him. A banner
across the grandstand read "Dr. Wemher von Braun-Huntsville's First Citi
zen-On Loan to Washington." The city announced that its new $15 million
civic center would be named for him, and unveiled a granite marker citing some
of his achievements. Supporters established scholarship funds in his name at
Alabama A&M University and the University of Alabama in Huntsville. The
Huntsville Times lauded his contributions to the city's culture, education, and
economy, and concluded, "Dr. von Braun leaves this community bigger and
better than he found it." 90
Von Braun's decade as Center director left an imprint on Marshall that is diffi
cult to gauge, in part because he was a figure of legendary proportions. In the
public imagination, his own role in the early years ofAmerica's space program
overshadowed the Center. But Marshall took on a distinctive character under
von Braun.
Von Braun's approach to management comprised an important part of his legacy
to the Center. A blend of techniques applied at Peenemiinde and the methods
used by the American Army during the ABMA days, von Braun's organization
was hierarchical, disciplined, conservative. Apollo veteran Bob Marshall
described "a very conservative overview in management technique which went
through the whole organization and even prevails today." 91 Not surprisingly,
those who were part of von Braun's inner circle remembered it as a creative
system. Many of the Germans who immigrated with him remembered team
work as one of his most lasting legacies. "This team spirit that Wemher von
Braun promulgated in his days still permeates the working laboratories at the
Marshall Center," according to von Tiesenhausen. 92 Some of those who were
lower in the hierarchy saw things differently. Von Braun's weekly notes brought
forward "problems and bad things-very few good things got surfaced," ac
cording to Bob Marshall. "Nobody at the bottom really felt free to do anything
unless he got it approved from the next level up, the next level up, the next level
up." 93 One assessment criticized the notes as creating "an almost iron-like dis
cipline of organizational communication. " 94
Whatever Marshall's acknowledged discipline and engineering skills, the
Center's reputation for managerial excellence was not as high. Headquarters
considered NASA's managerial expertise to rest at Houston. Bob Marshall
recalled that Headquarters considered Marshall a "very good technical
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organization, but a poor management organization."95 Von Braun's managerial
technique contributed to this image. A 1968 study described von Braun as a
model for the "reluctant supervisor" typical at Marshall-one who wanted to
keep his hands dirty, and avoid red tape and committees. 96
During the von Braun years, Marshall acquired a reputation for secrecy. "We
were rather closed in regard to talking with reporters, journalists," von
Tiesenhausen admitted. "That was a general policy then. It helped Von Braun
to maintain his options."97 Some of the younger engineers found this stifling,
and one recalled that "People would not go outside the Center and say what
they thought if they thought it was different than what management would want
you to say. You were very careful. It was as if you did something wrong, you
would be banished. " 98
Such caution was but a manifestation of the Center's defensiveness under von
Braun. Marshall's defensive posture during the post-Apollo retrenchment was
to be expected, but it had become a characteristic of the Center long before
cutbacks began. Von Braun had always been an outspoken advocate for
Marshall's position, but only to a point. He would back down rather than risk
division, and did so several times in confrontations with Headquarters or other
Centers. Marshall was a "good soldier," sometimes to its detriment. Key deci
sions, such as to make Huntsville's LOR in Florida an independent Center, to
shift from the arsenal system to the Air Force contracting system, and to favor
LOR over EOR cost Marshall. Mueller's "all-up testing" concept ran against
the grain of Marshall's traditional engineering conservatism, but von Braun
accepted it after voicing initial objections. Kraft noticed von Braun's unwill
ingness to go beyond a certain point in intercenter disagreements. 99 And Lucas
noted the difference in relations between Washington and NASA's two largest
Centers: "Headquarters would try to tell Houston what to do and they would
ignore it. They just wouldn't do it. Marshall would argue until they were blue in
the face, but then they would go ahead and do it." 100
Von Braun's conciliatory attitude owed in part to the wartime origins of
Marshall's German hierarchy. Seldom stated openly, it was from the start an
unspoken presence in discussions with Headquarters. When the ABMA's Ger
mans joined NASA, headquarters made clear that they could not bring their
operating principles with them; Deputy Administrator T. Keith Glennan averred
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that those principles would not work in a democracy. 101 Charges regarding the
Nazi past of Huntsville's Germans cropped up-with decreasing frequency
but enough to keep the issue alive, and enough to compel von Braun and his
associates to maintain a "proper" humility. A film biography of von Braun in
the early sixties entitled "He Aims for the Stars" inspired critics to add the
subtitle "But Sometimes Hits London." 102 In the mid-sixties an East German
publication accused von Braun of militaristic and bloodthirsty activities both in
Germany and in the United States, and received some attention in the U.S. 103
Von Braun's relationship with Webb had always been proper but distant, and
was tinged with the Nazi question. Paine claimed that Webb wanted to keep
von Braun outof Washington: "I think Jim had the feeling that, well, the Jewish
lobby would shoot him down or something. The feeling that basically you were
dealing with the Nazi party here. And you could get away with it if he were a
technician down in Huntsville building a rocket, but if you brought him up
here.... " 104 Charles Sheldon, White House senior staff member of the Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Council in the early 1960s, remembered there
sentment toward von Braun in Washington. People discounted rumors that von
Braun might eventually head NASA, since "von Braun would never be given
any political position. No one who had worked with Hitler and the Nazi gov
ernment could be trusted." 105
Webb could be patronizing, reminding von Braun that he was subordinate.
During the civil rights crisis in the sixties, Webb lectured von Braun about the
need to place a priority on progress in civil rights although it might divert atten
tion from the Center's major task, even though von Braun had already taken
action in advance of Headquarters interest. NASA executives resented von
Braun's high profile. "When Von Braun appeared at certain occasions-sym
posiums, meetings at Headquarters-he, rather than the upper administrator,
was the center of attention," von Tiesenhausen observed. 106 Webb once warned
von Braun that his speeches contained overly optimistic projections of NASA
capabilities, creating unrealistic expectations of what the Agency could
achieve. 107 Later, Webb restricted the number of paid public appearances von
Braun could make each year to four, and required that he submit a list of speak
ing engagements to Headquarters for approval. In each case, von Braun apolo
getically accepted direction. These were small matters, but they established
subordination beyond what Marshall's principal rival in Houston would accept,
and a perception in Houston and Washington of Marshall reticence.
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Examination of the von Braun legacy invited comparison with Houston, the
other major manned space flight center. Even in appearance, the two Centers
revealed their contrasting origins. One Marshall veteran contrasted the differ
ence between Marshall's "gun-metal gray, plain jane buildings" and Houston's
"college campus atmosphere." 108 The looser, freer environment at Houston
showed in differing approaches to NASA business. Bob Marshall remembered
giving presentations in Washington with letter-perfect charts that had been dry
run at least three times, often before von Braun. "My counterparts from Hous
ton or Kennedy would come in with charts that they made up on the way on the
airplane," he recalled. 109

Under New Management: The Rees Directorship
Von Braun's departure left his
deputy for technical and scientific
matters, 62-year-old Rees, as
Marshall's director. Rees was
older than von Braun, and the two
had anticipated that Rees would
retire before von Braun would
leave Marshall. 110 Von Braun's
departure took everyone by sur
prise, however, and thrust Rees
into command.
Rees had been at von Braun's side
since Peenemlinde, and provided
continuity needed in a time of
stress. He had the respect of von
Braun's staff. "He knew us and
Dr. Eberhard Rees, Marshall Space Flight
we knew him," Stuhlinger re
Center Director, 1970-1973.
called. "So that was a very easy
transition for both parties." 111
Rees's talents were very different from von Braun's. Von Braun was a vision
ary, a politician, a motivator. Rees had none of von Braun's charisma, but he
was precise, practical, and a better disciplinarian than von Braun. Their col
laboration had worked well. "The two complemented each other perfectly,"
according to von Tiesenhausen, who worked with them for more than two
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decades. 112 Von Braun would originate ideas, Rees would carry them out.
"Eberhard was the much more careful person," according to Konrad Dannenberg.
Although he was seldom "looking as far ahead as Von Braun, . . . he was a
really good man to do the detail planning, to find out what facilities do we
need, what people do we need." 113
Rees believed in centralized management. He reflected that one of the lessons
of Apollo was the need to assign "all responsibility to single organizational
management structures pyramiding into a single strong personality." Apollo
had succeeded, he believed, because of"govemment-industry teams," but there
remained a need for "contractor penetration" since industry's desire to work
with only minor intervention by the government had led to "too many cases of
severe program impact." 114
The characteristics that made an ideal deputy did not necessarily correspond to
those needed for a successful Center director, and Rees had the misfortune of
assuming control of Marshall at the most difficult time in the Center's history.
Succeeding a man of von Braun's stature added to the challenge, as Rees ac
knowledged when Paine introduced him as the new director to Marshall execu
tives at Morris Auditorium. "Becoming the successor ofDr. von Braun is tough,"
Rees said," and I'm convinced that anyone who would have got this position
would have problems to live up to the standards of Dr. von Braun." 115
Under Rees's leadership, Marshall followed the path charted by von Braun.
The Center continued work on Skylab, and increased its involvement in space
science. Astronomy became a Marshall specialty, as the Center began develop
ment of the Apollo Telescope Mount for Skylab, the Large Space Telescope,
and the HEAO. Marshall developed life science and Earth resource experi
ments for Sky lab. Rees was a top-flight engineer, and had the engineering prob
lems associated with Apollo Applications and space science been his only
challenge as director, his talents would have been suited to his responsibilities.
But Rees's administration would be consumed by the continuing phasedown
that had confounded Marshall in the late 1960s. Rees soon confronted difficul
ties that even von Braun had been unable to master, for Marshall's retrench
ment was not over. The Nixon budget for Fiscal Year 1971, announced just
days after Paine presented Rees as the new Center director, seemed to offer
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Marshall a respite. Marshall would only lose 60 positions, which could be ab
sorbed by attrition. And overall Marshall funding would actually increase. But
as Congress began to debate the budget, rumors of deeper cuts circulated. Rees
tried to allay fears in an open letter to employees, but both House and Senate
proposals threatened NASA with personnel reductions that could have affected
as many as 1,300 employees. 116

RIF Redox
On 15 July 1970, NASA Headquarters informed Marshall that it would have to
institute another RIF to reduce its manpower to 5,804 Civil Service employees
by 1 October. The Center issued RIF letters to 190 employees. Of the 190
employees separated, 99 left voluntarily. Eighty-five other employees were
affected, either reduced in grade or reassigned. Headquarters concluded that
the Marshall RIF had gone "fairly well," and that morale at the Center was
"fair." 117 Unlike the 1968 reduction that singled out Marshall, that of 1970 was
distributed among NASA Centers. Houston lost three more employees than
Marshall, and four Centers and Headquarters had a higher percentage of
employees affected. 118
Nearly half of Marshall's Civil Service force belonged to the AFGE, and the
union followed Center actions closely. However, unlike the 1967 RIF, the union
did not initiate action against Marshall. RIF action enabled the union to grow
and to organize more effectively. 119 But government unions cannot bargain for
wages or strike, and except for their success in delaying the 1968 RIF, they
could do little other than to monitor management, trying to ensure equitable
treatment for employees who received notices. 120 As a result, the Center was
able to execute the reduction under a "controlled environment." 121
Marshall's handling of the RIF nonetheless raised legal issues. Without con
sulting Headquarters or the union, the Center had changed competitive desig
nations of some employees in order to avoid the appearance of releasing
personnel who were doing jobs performed by support service contractors. By
increasing the number of job descriptions, Marshall could make it appear that
employees who were doing similar work were performing different functions,
and could then hand-pick those who were to be dismissed without fear of
veteran or seniority protection. 122 Headquarters anticipated possible unfair
labor practice charges from the AFGE, and in fact the issue would rise again as
the 1967 RIF action found its way through the courts. 123
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The impact on employees who were released was greater than it had been dur
ing the 1968 RIF. The Huntsville economy was weaker, and fewer of those
forced to leave were able to find new jobs in the local area. In four years, Hunts
ville had lost 11,000 space and defense related jobs, and unemployment was at
its highest level in 10 years. Thirty-three of those affected filed appeals with the
Civil Service Commission, and 10 percent wrote letters to congressmen. 124
Among those affected by the RIF were a dozen German members of the von
Braun team who had come to the United States immediately after the war. Seven
of them lost their jobs, leaving only 38 still working at Marshall. Six of the
seven were especially vulnerable, since they had chosen to remain in "excepted"
status rather than become Civil Service employees at the time they became
citizens, and none had the protection afforded by American armed service vet
eran status. All non-veterans were especially vulnerable at Marshall, since the
Center had a higher percentage of veterans than its sister Centers. Given their
ages and the depressed condition of the aerospace industry, prospects for jobs
were slim, and they were bitter. "How would you feel?" asked Werner G. Tiller,
one of the dismissed engineers. 125 Robert Paetz, one of the members of von
Braun's team, had to accept reduction in rank from GS-15 to GS-12, and then
lost his job in the next RIF. He filed an age discrimination suit against the
Center that was not settled until1988, when the court upheld the Center's RIF
procedure. 126
Marshall's ordeal continued. On 27 January 1971 the Center learned that it
would have to undergo still another RIF. President Nixon's budget for Fiscal
Year 1972 called for a reduction of another 1,500 NASA employees, of which
Marshall's share was anticipated to be 297. 127 In July the Center proposed a
plan to OMSF for the separation of 241 people, hoping to meet the remaining
quota through attrition. Headquarters reduced Marshall's quota in an effort to
minimize the impact on ongoing programs, and on 16 August, the Center is
sued notices to 183 employees. Before executing the RIF, the Center was able
to salvage 42 positions of experienced technical personnel, promising to cover
those reductions through anticipated attrition. The Center dismissed 141 per
manent employees through RIF action on 2 October. 128
The following year, Marshall had to endure another RIF, the fourth in five years.
In June 1972, the Center lost 131 employees to RIF proceedings, and another
90 to other causes. Its Civil Service manpower fell to 5,377. The average age of
its employees had risen by three years since the first RIF. 129
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Losses devastated the Center. Contractor strength declined even faster than Civil
Service manpower. Marshall had lost 65 percent of its peak total manpower
resources by early 1972. Rumors circulated, including one that 1,000 Marshall
employees would be transferred to Houston, and morale plunged. 130 The
Center expected further reductions, and the ability to use attrition to effect
reductions declined each year; RIPs would have to be larger in the future.
Prospects were so grim that the Center began to consider deeper RIPs as a
means to restore vitality through hiring. 131
Rees feared that continued losses would destroy whatever remained ofthe arsenal
system. "I strongly believe that we have now reached the minimum acceptable
level in Civil Service employment at MSFC," he told Headquarters in December
1972. "We absolutely need a period of no further strength reduction in order
that we can better assess our situation and rebalance our skills from attrition."
He argued that the Nixon administration's philosophy of reductions would lead
to a situation in which industry, rather than NASA, would chart the nation's
future in space. Without preserving the technical skills of its engineers and
scientists, the Agency would no longer be able to evaluate and monitor
contractors. 132
Marshall had not been the only installation affected by reductions, and tension
between the Centers and Headquarters increased. NASA conducted an internal
survey of attitudes of the Centers and Headquarters toward one another at a
meeting of Center directors in the fall of 1972, focusing on the impact of
"institutional aging." Center personnel complained about growing Washington
bureaucracy, strangling red tape, declining Center autonomy, and failing
communications. Headquarters criticized the Centers for shortcomings that
reflected the impact of reductions. By far the most frequent criticism of the
Centers was the lack of new talent coming in, a problem that Marshall had been
battling since the 1968 RIF. A complaint about obsolete organization ("structured
for yesterday's program, not today's") also targeted Marshall's dilemma. 133
The appointment of a new NASA administrator offered little hope that Marshall's
problems might be alleviated. James C. Fletcher took command in 1971
following the resignation of Paine and a brief interlude in which George Low
served as acting administrator. A Republican businessman, Fletcher lacked
influence in the administration, and could not sell space to the White House. 134
Marshall could expect little relief from an administrator who considered Civil
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Servants less efficient than contractors. 135 Although Fletcher fought hard to
preserve funding for the Shuttle Program, he accepted reductions in other
programs to preserve the Shuttle. Cost cutting became paramount, and overall
operations at the Center suffered.
Budget battles with Washington proved wearing to Marshall Director Rees. On
17 November 1972, he spoke to Center employees in Morris Auditorium in an
address that amounted to his valedictory, for he would announce his retirement
the following month. "We have gone through some trying times together," he
told them, "but we have survived these stern and sometimes anguishing ordeals
without any great impairment of our performance." He announced another
reorganization, one more suited to a scaled-down Center and diversified scientific
missions. He tried to put Marshall's ordeal in the best possible light, claiming
that "nothing in the basic intracenter relationships has changed," and that "our
in-house capability remains." But he acknowledged budget pressures, and
concluded that the NASA had to "either find low cost routes to our objectives
or these objectives will dry up or be reduced in scope to the point where our
proud space program will wither and America's significant space achievements
will be just a memory." 136
An Outsider Takes the Reins: Rocco Petrone as Center Director
Rees announced in December that he
would retire in January 1973, three
months before his 65th birthday.
Headquarters selected Dr. Rocco
Petrone, head of the Apollo lunar
program, to succeed him. Although
Petrone had served with ABMA, he
was the choice of neither Rees nor von
Braun. Von Braun had worked with him
when Petrone had been launch
operations director at the Cape during
Apollo, and considered him too
parochial, more concerned with
Kennedy's independence than with the
program. Von Braun and Rees both Dr. Rocco A. Petrone, Marshall Space
preferred Lucas, then Marshall's Flight Center Director, 1973-1974.
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technical director. Von Braun had told Lucas in 1968 that he wanted Lucas to
become Center director. Both Rees and von Braun had expected Rees's tenure
as director to last only two or three years, and that Lucas would then move
up.m
Petrone, the husky son of Italian immigrants, had played football at West Point.
He had served with the Army Corps of Engineers after leaving ABMA, and
supervised construction of launch facilities at the Cape. He became launch
operations director at Kennedy Space Center after resigning from the Army in
1967, and had been the director of the last six Apollo flights. One of his
colleagues at Kennedy described him as hard working and hard to get along
with, explaining that "Nobody crosses him. I mean nobody.'' 138
Why had Headquarters sent an outsider to Marshall? The Center's trials were
not yet over, and Washington believed an outsider could preside over further
retrenchment dispassionately. Deputy Administrator Low, the Agency's highest
ranking official with long NASA experience, saw the need for further tightening.
Kraft believed that Low wanted "somebody strong and very virile. Somebody
that could raise hell and cut throats and that sort of thing. He wanted somebody
like that and saw it in Petrone." 139
Marshall's remaining members of von Braun's German team bore much of the
burden of reductions, and it is not surprising that some believed they had been
singled out. They considered Petrone a "hatchetman," sent by Headquarters to
clean house. "He literally threw out the whole von Braun team out the door,"
claimed von Tiesenhausen, whose own situation was one of many wrenching
stories. "I was not eligible for retirement at that time, so I was demoted, which
was one of the blackest days of my life. My whole pride was attacked, because
I had always thought I had done a good job," he recalled. Others went through
similar experiences, and he remembered some being reduced four or five
grades. 140
NASA's austerity program became even more stringent during Petrone's brief
stint as Center director. Nixon's budgets continued to reduce funding for space.
Even as Petrone prepared to assume control of Marshall, one observer described
the Agencywide impact of new budget proposals, predicting "There's going to
be some blood letting." 141
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RIFs became an annual exercise. Marshall lost another 199 employees in 1973,
97 of them terminated under RIF proceedings. While other manned space flight
centers also experienced reductions, none bore as much of the burden as
Marshall, which had absorbed 81 percent of the personnel reductions in manned
space flight since the mid-sixties. Marshall's personnel ceiling dropped to 4,564
in Fiscal Year 1974 as the Center experienced its sixth RIF in seven years. 142
In fact, NASA had been examining the impact of aging on the Agency for
several years. 143 Marshall, with a higher average age than other Centers, was
again the focus of attention. "Because we had some people who had been in
rocketry longer than some others and we had a lot of people coming up for
retirement," recalled Lucas, "the average-age situation made us stand out." 144
An independent study cited NASA's attempts to counter "age creep" and to hire
younger personnel, but found that some of the methods employed had not
worked. "Over-RIFing"-cutting personnel to open slots for recruits-failed
when successive RIFs forced Centers to relinquish the new positions. The study
worried that RIFs slowed promotions, forced young people of promise out, and
shunted others to less challenging jobs. 145 Huntsville's Germans were victims
of the desperate attempts of a besieged Agency to renew itself.
That the Germans thought they had been singled out, even purged, was under
standable. Many fixed the start of the decline of the German team at the time of
von Braun's departure for Washington, for it seemed that without his dominat
ing presence in Huntsville, Headquarters could move against the Germans with
impunity. Von Braun's own fate had been part of the tragedy, for his job at
Headquarters was disappointing, and with NASA's reduced funding under Nixon,
it became virtually meaningless. He retired from NASA in 1972 to accept a
position at Fairchild Industries.
"The system forced us out," concluded Walter Jacobi, who had to accept
reduction from a position as a mid-level branch chief to a designer in the
structures division. RIF rules, with their protection for American armed service
veterans, seemed stacked against the Germans. They dominated Marshall
management; if the Center was to develop new leadership in a contracting market,
it had to provide opportunities for advancement. Jacobi's fellow Germans
attributed the break-up of the team to petty jealousies in Washington, reduced
national interest in space, changes in Marshall's mission and philosophy.
Marshall's characteristic reticence may have contributed. Karl Heimburg
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claimed that in the last years, "too much time was spent waiting for Washington
to tell us what to do. I think we were too obedient. If you always wait for an
order, that is stifling." 146
But Petrone's assignment was not just a slash-and-bum operation. Retrench
ment also involved reorganizing the Center for new responsibilities. "Rocco
came to Marshall to reorganize Marshall," according to James Kingsbury, who
helped implement Petrone's plan. Headquarters sent an outsider because reor
ganization "was going to have serious impact on the senior management at the
Center, and unless an outsider did it, the senior managers of the Center would
not make significant impact on themselves." 147
Thus despite the furor over lost jobs and damaged careers, Petrone's most lasting
impact on Marshall was not his administration of RIFs, but a May 1974 Center
reorganization. The plan centralized the Science and Engineering Directorate
and restructured its laboratories, eliminating duplication of functions
characteristic of Marshall's labs since their inception. Kingsbury, part of a five
man team that had worked on the plan for a year, explained that before
reorganization "every laboratory was by and large self-sufficient. It had a little
of every other lab in it." The Center liked to describe itself as the "Marshall
team," but because of autonomy in the laboratories, it had really been more of a
"Marshallleague." 148 The changes, McDonough remembered, "stripped all the
administrative functions out of the laboratories." 149 By reforming the
laboratories, the Petrone reorganization undercut part of the old German and
ABMA engineering system.
Laboratory reorganization also reinvigorated Marshall's matrix management
system. The use of ad hoc, problem-solving teams drawing specialists from
various labs had been used in the 1960s. But the imperial laboratories of the
Saturn years had provided an alternative to such functional teams. Experts from
one lab could work full-time on one project. With lab reform, personnel cuts,
and diversification, however, multilab teams were necessary. "Matrix manage
ment had been talked about in the Apollo Era," Bob Marshall said, "[but now]
matrix management had to happen." The changes also reinforced the rise of
project offices relative to the laboratories. The labs acted as contractors to the
project offices, providing technical services and support. Lab directors, rather
than being the leaders as they had been in ABMA days, shared authority with
project officers. 150
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The Petrone reorganization also signified the formal end of another Marshall
practice, the arsenal system. Petrone announced that "The in-house capability
to manufacture, inspect and checkout major hardware projects has been
eliminated." 151 Kingsbury believed that the arsenal system had been a luxury of
the Saturn boom and that the post-Apollo bust forced NASA to end it. The
change, especially the loss of support contractors, he thought, forced Marshall's
engineers to become less complacent and more self-reliant. 152 But most "old
hands" lamented the loss and worried that the Center was less able to monitor
contractors and achieve technical excellence. McDonough said that "we couldn't
do anything anymore. Our shops went, our technicians went." 153
Petrone implemented reorganization "parallel with the necessary reduction-in
force."154 The Center mailed a thousand letters to notify employees of changes
in position. 155 Simultaneous implementation of reduction and reorganization
eased the turmoil of the most dramatic internal change in Center history. "The
lab directors, by and large, were all new," Kingsbury explained. Since the older
former lab directors had retired, "we didn't have a lot of trouble putting it into
place." 156

The Threat to Close Marshall
As reductions continued at Marshall, people inevitably began to wonder if the
Center would survive. The question had arisen informally in earlier Headquar
ters discussions about the post-Apollo phasedown, and in the mid-1970s NASA
reopened the issue for serious consideration. "There was a good, strong possi
bility that the Center could have been closed before the end of the seventies,"
recalled Lucas. "We came very near to it, nearer than most people know." 157
NASA twice conducted studies that considered closing Marshall: in 1975, under
Fletcher; and again in 1977 when the Carter administration cut space funding
during Robert A. Frosch's tenure as NASA administrator.
The challenge to Marshall's survival resulted from further threats to NASA
manpower. By 1975, the Agency recognized that even if its budget remained
constant, it would have to reduce Civil Service strength by 5,000 by 1979. In
April1975, Fletcher met with his staffto discuss realignment of the Centers in
the face of new reductions. They concluded that "the reduction in Civil Service
positions could be reached by closing a Center." Fletcher assigned E. S. Groo,
associate administrator for Center operations, to develop a plan for reducing
people, saving money, and realigning the Centers. 158
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For the next several months, Headquarters studied options for Center
realignment. Groo and his staff, along with representatives of the Centers,
debated the reassignment of tasks, reduction of personnel, and the feasibility of
closing a Center. Ames, Lewis, Wallops, and JPL received scrutiny, but most
attention focused on Marshall. The group developed a scenario for closing
Marshall that anticipated phasing out space science, applications, and nuclear
technology by 1978, and closing the Center in 1982. Marshall's Shuttle and
Spacelab development would have transferred to Johnson and Kennedy, its space
science research to Ames and Goddard, its smaller projects distributed throughout
the Agency. 159
Position papers formulated for the discussion of closing Marshall considered
the Center's strengths and weaknesses, and showed insight into Marshall's
problems. The committee wondered whether Marshall's "skill mismatches,"
old facilities, and its competition with Johnson for new programs met NASA's
long-term needs. Reductions in resources for piloted vehicle development
seemed likely, and without a major new program, the Center would likely have
to be reduced even if it remained open. Constant reductions had inhibited the
Center's future planning, but its "typically innovative" approaches were likely
to benefit Shuttle development.
Closing Marshall would have serious implications for NASA's future. It would
have been a "clear signal" that the Agency was not about to undertake ambitious
missions such as space industrialization, sending men to Mars, or colonizing
the Moon. NASA would have lost Marshall's capacity to develop large space
systems. 160
Groo decided that closing Marshall was neither practical nor feasible. Closure
would have disrupted the Shuttle program. A required two-year phasedown
was unworkable, particularly since Marshall facilities were needed for ongoing
NASA programs. Too many programs required Marshall's capabilities; not only
large lift vehicles, but the Space Station, space industrialization, and future
piloted planetary exploration drew on the Center's talents. Marshall gave the
Agency flexibility; with Goddard's workload near saturation, Marshall could
absorb the overflow. Marshall would remain open. 161
Marshall's respite was short-lived. When the Carter administration instituted
more cuts to NASA's budget, the issue rose again, for as one Headquarters
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assessment noted: “Agency internal reactions are always aimed at closing MSFC
whenever an institutional crisis occurs. They have few advocates.”162 Lucas,
Center director at the time, recalled that “we set up what we called a ‘mole-hole
operation.’ We had a few key people doing strategic planning in the basement
determining how we could posture ourselves to move on. As a matter of fact,
we had made the decision early in the 70s to diversify Had we not we would
have been closed.”163 Again, the Center survived.
The Im pact of Retrenchment

The decade from the mid-sixties to
the mid-seventies had been extraor
dinarily difficult. Marshall de
scended from a major role in one
of mankind’s great scientific
achievements to a fight for survival.
In 1975, Marshall had 4,100 Civil
Service employees. By 1978, the
figure dropped to 3,760, less than
half what it had been at peak a
dozen years earlier. Other Centers
were still growing when Marshall
began to retrench, then experienced
smaller cutbacks. In 1965,
Houston’s workforce was 57 per
cent as large as Marshall’s; in 1975,
89 percent. Kennedy was 32 per
cent as large as Marshall in 1965,
55 percent in 1975.164

D r. W illia m R. L u ca s, M a r s h a ll S p a c e
F lig h t C e n te r D irecto r, 1 9 7 4 -1 9 8 6 .

Retrenchment destroyed Marshall’s attempts to increase minority employment.
Compounding the recruiting impediments imposed by Alabama’s negative im
age in civil rights was the fact that new employees were more vulnerable to
RIFs. In 1975, only 2.6 percent of Marshall’s personnel were minorities, the
lowest of all NASA installations, at a time when NASA had increased minority
employment to 6.8 percent. Marshall’s minority employees were clustered at
low-level positions. Fifty-five percent of the Center’s minority employees did
not have a college degree, compared to 41 percent of all employees.165
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Morale at Marshall was low not only because of the constant threat of RIFs.
Marshall ranked lowest of all NASA installations in 1975 in promotions and
quality-within-grade increases. In 1974 and 1975, the Center still had the largest
Civil Service workforce in NASA, yet its employees received fewer promotions
than any other installation. In 1974, only eight-tenths of one percent of Marshall
employees received promotions, compared to the NASA average of 11.2 percent.
Marshall’s workforce was equal to the oldest in NASA, but ranked below the
NASA average in grade, and below the other two manned space flight centers
in percentage of salary increases.166
NASA underwent a
painful transition af
ter Apollo, and
Marshall felt the im
pact disproportion
ately. The politics of
budgets drove
NASA’s agenda. The
contrast with the
1960s was telling. As
Fucas explained, dur
ing Apollo, the per
formance (landing on
the Moon) and the
Dr. L u c a s (c e n te r ) in con feren ce.
timetable (by the end
of the decade) “were
both fixed items. The variable was funds. The schedule and performance were
fixed. They were not variables. In the seventies, the funds were the only things
that were fixed. The schedule and the performance were the variables. That is
the best way to waste money that I know of, to stretch out the schedules.”167
The nature of the Center had changed by the mid-seventies. The arsenal sys
tem, the heart of the von Braun approach to development, fell victim to small
budgets and demands from the private sector aeronautics industry. “The inhouse capability of building things was given up with great reluctance. In retro
spect, that weakened the Center,” Fucas remembered. The arsenal system “is
no longer practiced and industry doesn’t want it to be practiced because they
want to do all the work. There is merit in that argument. I don’t knock it. But it
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does say that an agency of the government is more nearly a captive of industry
than they might have otherwise been." 168
Marshall's employees became monitors of contractors, rather than "dirty hands"
engineers. "There was paperwork to do rather than technical work," according
to Walter Jacobi. Bernard Tessmann, former deputy director of the Astronautics
Laboratory, retired in 1972 because he did not "want to be a paperboy and push
paper." 169 The transition affected the entire Agency. NASA became more
centralized, more bureaucratic. One historian observed that "Increasing
centralization, contracting out and the natural forces of aging have tipped the
balance within NASA in favor of the forces of organization as opposed to the
forces supporting the original NASA culture." 170
The Center nonetheless had reasons for optimism that transcended its mere
survival as an institution. Marshall's diversification had done more than allow
the Center to survive; the Huntsville Center was in the forefront of new NASA
work in space science, and continued to be one of the two largest installations
for development of piloted space projects. Even during the most arduous period
of retrenchment, individuals at Marshall made major contributions to the nation's
space program. In 1975, only Houston exceeded the Center in the percentage
of employees receiving sustained superior performance awards. 171 Marshall
emerged from its transition a very different organization than it had been a
decade earlier, but it was still at the center of the American space effort.
Nonetheless, Marshall's transition had affected the Center in ways that would
not become apparent for years. One engineer reflected that cuts went deeper
than the fat and were "so austere that I think we went into the red meat." 172 At
the time, attention focused on space spectaculars to which Marshall contributed:
lunar landings, Skylab, Apollo-Soyuz-triumphs that eclipsed institutional
developments. Decreasing budgets, pressure from aerospace firms to increase
contracts, and the centralization of NASA decision-making precipitated
traumatic changes that transformed the Center. When NASA encountered
problems in major programs in the eighties, people looked for technological
explanations and individuals to blame. The agony and the austerity ofMarshall's
transition had faded from public memory. But these institutional changes were
the foundation of Marshall's future.
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Chapter VI
Skylab: Competition and
Cooperation in Human Systems
Like many Marshall people, Wernher von Braun had dreamed of building
spacecraft for human flight to the planets since his youth. The dream was so
strong that as director of Marshall he sought adventures analogous to space
conditions. Funded by a National Science Foundation grant in 1966, von Braun
and Ernst Stuhlinger, chief of Marshall's Space Science lab, took Robert Gilruth
and Maxime Paget of the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC) on an expedition
to Antarctica. The four space officials experienced the hostile environment,
toured scientific installations, and examined equipment, learning lessons that
could help NASA. Mixing research and pleasure, NASA's top officials walked
around the South Pole, orbiting the earth every five seconds. 1
The expedition symbolized new directions for Marshall in the late sixties and
early seventies, revealing its diversification from rocketry into human spacecraft
and its new intimacy with Houston's Manned Space Center. The diversification
emerged because Marshall had started work on the Saturn rockets long before
NASA had settled Apollo plans and so had a headstart on its part of the lunar
landing mission. By the late sixties Marshall needed new challenges. As von
Braun told Congress, the Saturns had closed the "missile gap" but now NASA
suffered from a "mission gap." 2
NASA recognized that Marshall needed new work and that Houston was still
busy with Apollo. The Apollo fire had delayed Houston's work on the Apollo
spacecraft; lunar mission planning and operations continued to be major tasks.
Accordingly NASA Headquarters officials, especially George Mueller, head
of the Office of Manned Spacecraft Flight, encouraged Marshall to develop
America's first Space Station.
Marshall's diversification into human spacecraft engineering, however, led to
competition with the MSC. Houston officials worried that in an era of
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diminishing resources Marshall's gains in new projects would mean Houston's
losses. Consequently, Skylab planning and preliminary design activities led to
considerable controversy and in-fighting. NASA sought an effective division
of labor and eventually found beneficial forms of competition and cooperation
that helped make Sky lab a scientific and engineering success. Dramatic accom
plishments came when Center personnel helped solve problems with Skylab's
defective micrometeoroid shield and effectively managed the workshop's
orbital decay.
Diversifying into Human Spacecraft
Skylab emerged from the Marshall Center's quest for post-Apollo work. The
Center was, as the official Skylab history has suggested, "a tremendous solu
tion looking for a problem." 3 Marshall's search for new business would lead
not only to Skylab but also to new, sometimes competitive, relationships
between the NASA Centers.

Building a Space Station had been an old dream for many at NASA, and
Marshall people had envisioned various concepts. Von Braun presented
designs for Space Stations in the 1940s and in his Collier's articles in 1952.
Hermann H. Koelle in 1951 also sketched plans, and in 1959 with Frank
Williams helped draftABMA's Project Horizon report which suggested using a
"spent stage" as an orbiting workshop.
The idea of outfitting a spent rocket stage as a Space Station had charmed the
Germans since Peenemtinde because on an orbital mission, the final rocket
stage went into orbit with the payload. From the beginning of the Saturn project,
Ernst Stuhlinger recalled, von Braun had talked of the spent stage concept as a
preliminary step to a sophisticated Space Station. And of course von Braun and
the Center's laboratory chiefs had initially favored the earth orbital rendezvous
mode for Apollo in order to develop an "orbital facility" and ensure the race to
the Moon led to advanced missions. 4
The Douglas Aircraft Company, a contractor building the Saturn S-IV stage
under Marshall's supervision, shared enthusiasm for a spent-stage station. The
company wanted to get into the manned spacecraft business and had built a
mock-up spent stage station for the London Daily Mail Home Show in 1960. In
November 1962 Douglas presented Marshall with an unsolicited plan for such
a craft. The Center's Future Projects Office, managed by Koelle and Williams,
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researched the idea, and a study contract with North American Aviation contin
ued the work. By March 1965 Marshall had begun detailed studies of an empty
S-IVB stage workshop. 5
NASA Headquarters in the early 1960s developed the Apollo Extensions Support
Study to investigate how Apollo technology could be used for other purposes.
The study incorporated various Space Station concepts proposed by the military
and other NASA Centers, including the Langley Research Center's work on the
Manned Orbiting Research Laboratory. 6
But for several reasons NASA's post-Apollo planning was, as one historian has
said, "pedestrian, even timid." External problems constrained the Agency. Unlike
the Apollo program, no presidential directive defined a follow-up mission. By
the mid-sixties, presidents and congressional leaders were preoccupied with
war and welfare rather than space. NASA administrators worried that beginning
an expensive new project while Apollo was still underway could lead to under
funding of both efforts. 7 Constricted support restrained Agency ambitions for a
new project like a Space Station.
Agency politics also inhibited planning. Without an external directive, the
Agency had to choose post-Apollo goals. In NASA's decentralized structure,
the field Centers had different specialties and interests, but had to agree for
plans to proceed. Marshall's plans, however, would realign Center roles. If
Marshall converted a spent rocket stage into a manned station, it would encroach
on the MSC's turf in manned spacecraft. 8 Marshall managers explicitly
recognized that their plans required their entering competition with Houston in
this territory. 9 Not surprisingly Houston resented Marshall's intrusion. As Chris
Kraft recalled, Houston believed that being "in charge of manned space flight"
was their "birthright" and so "whenever Marshall Space Flight Center tried to
penetrate that part of manned space flight, I think it was felt as a competitive
move." Paget thought they were "always trying to get into our business from
the very start." 10
To overcome Houston's qualms, Marshall needed an influential sponsor in NASA
Headquarters and found one in Mueller. As chief of Manned Space Flight,
Mueller had several reasons for becoming Marshall's ally. He wanted to use
Apollo technology and teams to promote space science, maintain public atten
tion on space flight, and provide a transition between the lunar landings and
later missions. He also hoped to help Marshall avoid crippling losses in
personnel and keep the Agency's team together through the end of Apollo. 11
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In August 1965 Mueller established the Apollo Applications Program (AAP)
Office in the Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF). The centerpiece ofApollo
Applications was Marshall's spent stage. In a classic case of what political
scientist Howard McCurdy called "incremental politics," Mueller hoped to use
old technology for a new mission and thus avoid controversy and possible
rejection in Congress. Leland Belew, manager of the Center's AAP Office after
March 1966, said that Mueller wanted a station but knew "it had to be cheap, it
had to be salable and such that it didn't impose on the Apollo Program itself."
Planners sold the program as an "orbital workshop" or a "spent stage labora
tory" because, Belew explained, "you didn't dare call anything a Space Station.
It had to be framed right, because there was no way to get a new start." Asking
Congress for approval would have been "no-go." 12 As an example of the AAP
sales pitch, Stanley Reinartz, Belew's deputy, reassured Congress in 1966 that
the spent stage was "not really a program" because it would exploit surplus
Saturn IBs. The spent stage thus became the camel's nose under the flap of the
Apollo tent. Based on incremental politics, the workshop became, Reinartz
later recalled, "an awful lot George Mueller's program.... George was a very
patient, continuing, ongoing, very bright but patient individual, who would just
keep pushing and working and finding a way to keep things moving forward." 13
After August 1965, planning accelerated on the spent stage workshop. All OMSF
Centers, including Houston, participated. Marshall, however, did most of the
planning. In December, Mueller made Marshall responsible for development
plans and in February gave the Center responsibility for workshop design and
integration. The Center's Apollo Applications Office quickly became an auxil
iary planning staff for Mueller. Reinartz remembered that one week he and
Ludie Richards worked in Mueller's office at Headquarters and phoned changes
suggested by Mueller back to Huntsville. 14
In Apollo Applications planning throughout 1966, NASA concurrently decided
technical and managerial issues. Technically, AAP orbital workshops would
have several major parts with Marshall overseeing the S-IVB spent stage and
Houston an airlock module. Because of the entangled responsibilities, the two
Centers were feuding by spring 1966. Kraft complained to Headquarters that
Houston was losing its responsibility over manned systems. 15
To resolve Center disputes and put the AAP Humpty-Dumpty together, the
Manned Spacecraft Flight Management Council met in August 1966 at Lake
Logan in North Carolina. The agreement reached at Lake Logan, historians
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have argued, was "perhaps the most fundamental statement of intra-NASA
jurisdictional responsibilities since the Marshall Center first became a part of
the agency and MSC emerged as a separate field Center." 16 The council
confirmed Marshall's role in developing manned spacecraft and proposed
handling the new division of labor among Centers with two guiding ideas, the
"module concept" and the "lead Center/support Center concept."
The module concept assumed that any spacecraft had several parts or modules.
Clean hardware interfaces between modules would allow the Centers to divide
labor yet easily integrate the pieces. The Lake Logan agreement established a
clear division oflabor in some areas, especially by continuing the Apollo pattern
with Marshall in charge of propulsion and Houston the "command post"
including communication and control systems.
But the dividing lines between some modules were very fuzzy because Marshall
took over some of MSC's traditional responsibilities for manned systems and
space science. Marshall and MSC divided responsibility for the "mission
module" and "experiment modules." Marshall was in charge of large structures,
quarters, laboratories, some power and environmental systems, and the
astronomy experiments; the Center was also responsible for workshop and
experiment integration. Houston had life support and some power systems on
the airlock module, medical research, earth experiments, astronaut activities,
and flight operations. But living quarters mingled with medical research,
astronomy equipment with crew management, and so on. As Belew recalled,
"Skylab had no clean interfaces." The fuzzy division oflabor produced technical
disputes that the Centers could resolve only with careful negotiations. 17
The Lake Logan agreement proposed the lead/support Center concept as a
managerial formula for resolving problems. A lead Center would have overall
managerial responsibility and set hardware requirements for the support Center
which directly oversaw module development. For Apollo Applications, Marshall
would be lead Center for workshop development and MSC lead Center for
mission operations. Having two lead Centers was supposed to correspond to
the two stages of development and operations, but the two stages were seldom
distinct. A mixing of development and operations was natural because the
developer would customize hardware to the demands of the operator. In effect
this meant that Marshall became a contractor to MSC. As Marshall's Belew
said "we structured to meet the requirements of the customer. They were our
customer." 18
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After the Lake Logan meeting, Marshall's preliminary planning on what would
become Skylab would be affected by the interplay of several factors. A design
emerged from NASA's quest for a follow-up to Apollo that could get political
acceptance, and from technical debates within the agency, especially discus
sions between Houston and Marshall.

Negotiating a Design
Interchanges among NASA Headquarters and the field Centers shaped the orbital
workshop's mission, configuration, and launch system. Marshall contributed to
changes in Skylab's design even as the Center and its contractors began
development of hardware.
Initial planning for Apollo Applications outlined two missions, the spent stage
workshop and the solar science of the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM). The
first Apollo Applications schedule of March 1966 called for three workshops
and three ATM missions. The first orbital workshop missions would be very
simple, with basic mobility and biomedical experiments, amounting to little
more than zero-gravity calisthenics in a pressurized S-IVB tank. The ATM
missions were more sophisticated, fulfilling NASA plans dating to the early
1960s to put manually operated solar telescopes in a storage bay of the Apollo
service module. In March 1966 the Goddard Space Flight Center, the agency's
astronomy specialist, became lead Center for the ATM. By the end of the year,
however, the two Earth-orbit missions converged, and NASA decided to reassign
the ATM to Marshall and make it part of the workshop. 19
Politics shaped the decisions. Mueller worked at "selling" the Office of Space
Science and Applications on the idea of moving the ATM to Huntsville.
Marshall's leaders, especially von Braun and his chief scientist Stuhlinger, also
petitioned the agency, pointing out that Marshall had developed scientific
payloads for the Explorer and Pegasus satellites. At the same time, NASA
Associate Director for Space Sciences John L. Naugle, NASA chief astronomer
Nancy Roman, and Mueller began questioning the utility ofATM-service module
missions. By the summer of 1966 they realized that mating the ATM to a modified
lunar module (LM) would allow for larger instruments and use more Apollo
hardware, justifying transfer of the ATM-LM to Marshall because the Center
had more experience with complex systems and manned missions than
Goddard. 20 A desire to hold the Marshall team together also motivated Mueller.
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When a Houston official challenged him for assigning the solar observatory to
Marshall partly for political reasons, Mueller replied that his motives "were not
partly political but completely political." 21
Technical factors also influenced
the telescope mount decisions.
NASA officials realized that
ATM-LM missions restricted
instrument size, limited observa
tion time, and wasted Saturn lift
ing capacity. And of course an
ATM-LM mission would still be
brief. So by the fall of 1966
NASA realized that mating the
solar observatory in some way
to the orbital workshop would
allow for longer missions and
largerinstruments. 22 Such a con
figuration also justified giving
the telescope mount to Marshall,
the lead Center for workshop development, and legitimized the
workshop by giving it an impor
tant scientific mission.

!ry

r c c P(
George Mueller's initial sketch of orbital
workshop.

These decisions culminated in the fall of 1966 with the "cluster concept." On a
visit to Huntsville in August, Mueller sketched a configuration that had an ATM
LM tethered to the workshop by a power cable. The design looked so bad,
Reinartz remembered, that "nobody could figure out what it was, so it got the
name of "the kluge." Mueller did not like that name so "in more polite terms it
was called "the cluster."23 Within a few weeks the tether gave way to a new
cluster concept in which the ATM would be launched separately. A Marshall
built chamber called the multiple docking adapter (MDA) would anchor the
telescope mount and the command module to the workshop. 24
The observatory decisions proved controversial. Some questioned whether
Marshall should build the telescope mount rather than have a contractor do
so. 25 Abe Silverstein believed that mating the mount to a lunar module created
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"a monstrosity" and felt that jury-rigging Apollo hardware for new purposes
wasted money. Some on the President's Scientific Advisory Committee won
dered whether astronauts could contribute much to space astronomy. Since the
ATM would be remotely controlled and not built for repair, astronauts on board
the spacecraft could contribute no more than operators on the ground. More
over, human contamination and motion could impair observations.
Center managers, worrying about the criticism, reminded their personnel that
Marshall needed to succeed with scientific payloads. Von Braun declared in
October 1966 that the telescope mount was "of particular significance to our
Center, as our successful performance in this endeavor will determine MSFC's
participation in similar projects."26 Moreover Center officials defended the ATM
choices. They admitted that repairable instruments would be more expensive
and were really unnecessary since unmanned satellites had proven reliable, but
pointed out that fitting the mount to the workshop allowed for larger, more
complex instruments than an unmanned satellite and for photographic film which
offered better resolution than electronic telemetry. Astronauts could change
film canisters and return them to Earth. 27
Such discussions were mild compared to quarrels over the spent stage or "wet
workshop" idea. The Mueller-Marshall plan called for the first workshops to be
launched by a Saturn 1-B with a live S-IVB rocket stage. The plan initially
assumed that all Saturn Vs would be used for the lunar program, and so a live
upper stage was needed to achieve orbit with a 1-B. Before reaching orbit, the
workshop interior-the inside of the S-IVB fuel tank-would be "wet" with
liquid oxygen and hydrogen. Once in orbit, suited astronauts would go on
extravehicular activity (EVA), purge leftover fuel, move in the shop, outfit it,
pressurize the cabin, and make it habitable. 28
Marshall's engineers acknowledged problems with the wet workshop. As
Eberhard Rees said, problems with habitability and EVA would make it "primi
tive," but the exercise would be enormously educational in learning about space.
Moreover, the use of surplus Apollo hardware would minimize costs and give
the wet workshop political advantages. NASA could not move openly for a
Space Station because the Apollo Program was expensive and unfinished so
expediency dictated "no new starts." 29 "The wet workshop was for us and for
von Braun," Stuhlinger recalled, "always only an intermediary step."
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Like the Center's preferred step-by-step method of testing rockets, Apollo Ap
plication plans called for several increasingly sophisticated wet workshop flights.
The long-term goal, however, was a real Space Station, some sort of "dry work
shop" that would be fully equipped on the ground. Dating from the first Apollo
Applications schedule in March 1966, plans called for a mission with an
S-IVB dry workshop launched with a Saturn V. Nevertheless the program from
1966 to 1969 only had enough money for Marshall to develop a wet workshop.
The Center's policy until 1969, Stuhlinger said, was that the wet workshop
"would be limited, but it could be done" and was worth doing. 30
As early as 1966 Marshall had begun bending metal for a spent stage station.
When engineers discovered structural weaknesses in the dome of the S-IVB,
von Braun found money to install a quick-opening hatch large enough to sup
port the dome and accommodate a suited astronaut. Later the laboratories tested
interior materials for stress, corrosion, toxicity, and odor. They particularly
checked the S-IVB 's insulation on the inside of the fuel tank for flammability
and outgassing of dangerous fumes. When high-velocity penetration tests showed
that a puncture by a micro-meteoroid could cause the insulation to ignite, the
Center sealed the insulation with aluminum foil. The labs studied ways of
fastening equipment to the thin walls of the rocket. They installed two grid
floors to allow for liquid hydrogen flow. The Center also began designing the
telescope mount and EVA equipment for activating the workshop. 31
The laboratories performed most of the EVA research in the Neutral Buoyancy
Simulator where the wet workshop really was wet. One of Marshall's unique
facilities, the simulator had a 1.5 million gallon water tank that was 75 feet in
diameter and 40 feet deep to provide an environment that approximated zero
gravity for testing hardware. After being denied Cost of Facilities money,
Marshall called the simulator a "tool" and built it using $1 million appropriated
for Research and Development. This creative financing led to a GAO audit and
reprimand, but became a legendary example of Center resourcefulness. 32
For workshop efforts, divers submerged mock-ups of the workshop in the simu
lator. To simulate the weightlessness of space, astronauts had suits and tools
weighted to attain "neutral buoyancy," neither rising nor sinking. A team of
engineers, psychologists, and human factors specialists monitored the astro
nauts through windows, television, and physiological displays. By early 1969,
the team began to test hardware and devise methods for performing tasks,
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using tools, installing lights, sealing meteoroid penetrations, and changing ATM
film canisters. 33
The simulator aroused some friction with Houston. The Lake Logan agreement
had confirmed MSC's responsibility for the astronauts and their equipment on
spacewalks. But Marshall's responsibility for "large structures" and for studies
of "EVA equipment and procedures which may be used to carry
out ... operations on large space structures" created ambiguities. Houston's
managers resented this crossing into their territorial waters. MSC Director
Gilruth believed that Marshall's tank needlessly duplicated Houston's capabili
ties in order to become "a manned space center." Despite this early jealousy,
Marshall's Neutral Buoyancy Simulator immediately became a marvelous
agency resource. 34
Houston officials also objected to the wet workshop concept. No dispute since
the lunar mode decision was so controversial. Robert F. Thompson, manager of
Houston's Apollo Application's office, said that for the first time two Centers
were competing for future work; until the wet workshop idea was abandoned in
1969, Apollo Applications was "not a program" but "a dogfight." Marshall's
George McDonough recalled that one intercenter discussion of the wet work
shop got so tense that Thompson wanted to take him out and fistfight. 35
Houston's engineers doubted the technical merit of making a Space Station
from a spent stage. They questioned whether suited astronauts in zero gravity
could outfit an effective workshop. Because the Mueller-Marshall cluster con
glomerated disparate hardware for a new purpose for which it had not been
designed, MSC called it a "kluge," or more commonly, a "goddamn kluge."
They believed that the wet workshop would waste money, risk failure, and, by
perpetuating Apollo technology, prevent progress. 36
As an alternative, Houston proposed an experiment carrier that would substi
tute for the lunar module on a Saturn I-B. Kraft recalled that Houston thought
this would be "a Space Station, not a kluge." Less than half the size of the
S-IVB, the experiment carrier would be "dry," constructed on the ground, and
outfitted each time for progressively complex orbital missions. Houston thought
it would be superior to a spent-stage station for about the same cost. Marshall
Center engineers saw no technical advantages in Houston's carrier, which they
derisively called "Max's can" (after Max Paget). They thought Houston was
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"extremely unrealistic" in expecting Congress to approve new hardwareY Most
importantly Marshall worried that the experiment carrier could threaten its sur
vival as a major Center. In a July 1966 message, Belew reminded von Braun
that unless NASA built an S-IVB station "our allotted funds will be extremely
small since our only other orbital station involvement is in the area of experi
ments." Approval of Houston's cans would mean that "the dollar split ... [be
tween MSC and Marshall] would tend toward 75%-25% rather than today's
50%-50% split." An S-IVB station, Belew wrote, was necessary "in order to
fully utilize the skills that Marshall wants to retain and would insure a substan
tially more stable resource level for both Marshall internal and contractor
operations."38
Luckily for Marshall, the rest of NASA also questioned Houston's experiment
carrier. Most agency officials felt the S-IVB workshop was feasible, worried
about wasting the money and effort already spent on the workshop, and feared
delay in turning to new hardware. So in November 1968 NASA rejected the
carrier idea. 39 So Houston in the spring of 1969 changed tactics by proposing
to launch the S-IVB with a Saturn V rocket as a fully equipped dry workshop.
Although only a recapitulation of the original Marshall plan for an AAP mission,
Houston has always claimed full credit for the dry workshop idea. Robert
Thompson said, "unquestionably the thrust for the dry workshop came out of
this center [Houston]." Kraft argued that by sponsoring a new means to achieve
the goals ofthe Apollo Applications Program, Houston "saved the damn thing."40
Marshall engineers resented the implication that the spent stage idea had been
bad from the beginning. They responded to MSC's criticism by laboring hard
to improve the spent stage and prove that it would succeed. But, Belew said, the
Center had all along believed that the wet concept "was never the best notion of
doing something if you had an option different." And NASA's original options
were limited; since all the Saturn Vs were committed to the lunar mission, a
live second I-B stage was needed to achieve orbit_41
Moreover, Belew thought Houston's claim to be the inventor of the dry work
shop was "only halftrue." Marshall had formulated the plans to use an S-IVB
as a Space Station and helped draft the original AAP plans which had, in the
long run, called for Saturn V dry workshops. Stan Reinartz believed Houston
could not take full credit for the dry workshop because their preferred
alternative was the can; by proposing the experiment carrier, "they tried to kill"
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the S-IVB station. Houston only warmed to an S-IVB workshop as a last
resort. 42
Marshall's engineers credited Houston, however, with forcing NASA to con
sider alternatives. Houston's position, Belew recalled, "drove you to a real hard
decision of what we really ought to do." In addition, circumstances changed
dramatically by the fall of 1968. Declining budgets forced a reconsideration of
Apollo Applications, and the agency realized that it lacked resources for sev
eral wet and dry workshop missions. Marshall's work on the wet workshop was
already behind schedule, with officials complaining they were getting only two
thirds of the money needed to meet deadlines. Moreover, after the success of
Apollo 8 in December 1968, NASA concluded that a Saturn V could be used
for an Apollo Applications mission. So from the fall of 1968 to the spring of
1969, the agency conducted an exhaustive study of its options. 43
Marshall had studied the dry workshop before but now Mueller directed a small
group at the Center to reassess the concept. Because they were regarded as
"pariahs" in Huntsville, McDonough recalled, the dry group operated discreetly
and even held a secret poolside meeting with Mueller in a motel at the Cape.
After hearing the group's report in early 1969 and recognizing the changed
circumstances, von Braun concluded that the wet workshop was no longer the
best option. 44
In May 1969 the Management Council met in Houston and Mueller gave them
several options, all of which drastically reduced the number ofAAP workshops.
Basically the council had a choice of missions involving one wet or one dry
workshop. A dry option emerged as their favorite. Von Braun then convinced
some of his reluctant lab directors that a ground-outfitted configuration improved
the design. In a letter to Mueller on 23 May, he acknowledged that although the
wet workshop could meet AAP's scientific objectives on time and on budget,
this would "take substantial hard-nosed scrubbing down of some of the current
methods." Von Braun thought a dry workshop offered "real and solid advantages
over the present program." With the greater lift of the Saturn V, reliability could
be improved by using sturdy and redundant hardware and by installing and
checking equipment on the ground, and habitability could be improved by
eliminating liquid hydrogen. 45
Gilruth of Houston seconded von Braun, and on 18 July 1969 NASA Acting
Administrator Thomas Paine used the success of Apollo 11 as an opportunity
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to announce plans for the dry workshop. The Apollo Telescope Mount would
be launched with the workshop rather than on a separate flight, eliminating the
makeshift ATM-LM and a complicated rendezvous with the workshop. The
telescope system could be simplified by attaching the instruments to a heavier,
specially designed rack and by creating a deployment system; upon reaching
orbit, the mount would swing out perpendicular to the workshop. The solar
observatory could also duplicate the power, communication, and control systems
of the workshop. In addition, by the fall NASA decided to avoid putting all its
eggs in one basket by building an identical qualification workshop and equipment
that would be used in tests and refurbished to back up the flight model. The
competition between the Centers had helped improve the design. 46
In February 1970 the workshop got a new name. In mid-1968 NASA had held
a contest to name the project and an Air Force officer assigned to the agency
proposed "Skylab," short for laboratory in the sky. NASA people were initially
nonplused by "Skylab," Reinartz remembered, but still avoided calling the project
a Space Station. Wanting to build a more elaborate station later and fearing that
identifying an expensive new project would offend Congress, the agency waited
two years to sanction the name officially. Skylab became the only NASA project
never to get formal congressional approval of a "new start" through the phased
planning process. 47 The incremental strategy of Mueller and Marshall was
successful and the Center could develop something more than a spent stage
station.
Building the Workshop
As Lead Center for Skylab, Marshall oversaw diverse, complex development
problems. Marshall used ideas from Space Station studies conducted by NASA
contractors and Centers, especially the Langley Research Center. During the
development phase, Marshall would again work closely with the Manned Space
craft Center, and their complementary expertise helped solve the technical chal
lenges of the project.
The technical challenges were formidable. No American manned spacecraft
had used solar energy to generate all of its electrical power. No manned space
craft had needed precise pointing control for a solar observatory. No previous
manned mission had required equipment and life support systems for nine
months. Crew systems had to be not only functional but habitable in order to
maintain productivity and morale for long-duration missions.
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Other design problems were less novel but still challenging. Onboard and Earth
bound communication and control systems were necessary. The space labora
tory and its scientific equipment had to survive a harsh and dynamic environment.
The workshop had to withstand changes in inertial loads during launch accel
eration, bending forces caused by engine thrust and gimballing, temperature,
vibration, and atmospheric and acoustic pressure. In orbit it had to endure
vacuum, micrometeoroids, radiation, and docking impacts equivalent to earth
quake shocks. 48
Skylab's designers overcame these complex challenges with a series of systems
and structures. The new dry configuration meant that engines and flight hardware
could be removed and experiments, life support equipment, and storage units
added. For launch the workshop was pressurized with dry nitrogen to maintain
rigidity and was vented during ascent to equalize atmospheric loads. Because
the orbital configuration could not withstand the pressures of launch, diverse
mechanisms deployed the payload shroud, antenna booms, solar observatory,
workshop micrometeoroid shield, and solar arrays on the ATM and workshop.
Thermal control came from passive systems using insulation and exterior surface
coatings and active systems using heaters, coolant pumps, heat exchangers,
and radiators. The oxygen and nitrogen laboratory atmosphere required methods
for purification, humidity regulation, circulation, and odor removal. Pressure
tests guarded against leaks.
Sky lab also had systems for power, communications, and attitude control. Elec
trical power came from solar cells that provided power during sunlit phases of
the orbit and from batteries that discharged during shaded phases. Communi
cations systems could transmit data, hardware commands, video, and voices.
The workshop had over 2,000 data sensors and could receive more than 1,000
digital commands. Attitude and pointing control for the 100-ton Skylab came
from three control moment gyroscopes. The gyros were the first used on a
manned spacecraft and were chosen because a gas reaction system would have
required too much propellant for the long mission; cold gas thrusters served
only as an auxiliary. The control system employed a computer, Sun sensors, a
star tracker, and rate gyroscopes to determine position and angular rate. 49

Marshall divided work on these systems between itself and contractors. As Lead
Center for development, the Center was responsible for systems engineering,
contractor management, and cluster integration. Boeing helped with systems
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engineering. McDonnell Douglas modified the S-IVB into a space station in
Huntington Beach, California, and built the airlock module that contained power
and life support systems in St. Louis. Houston initially monitored the airlock
contract, but Marshall soon took it over to simplify project management. TRW
built the solar arrays for the workshop and the ATM. Martin Marietta of Denver
was responsible for payload and experiment integration; Marshall also assigned
the corporation the MD A. 5°
For Skylab development, the Center drew on technology and organizational
methods from the Saturn era. Its approach to monitoring contractors was essen
tially the Saturn method. Belew's Skylab Program Office established a project
office for each major hardware component and for experiments, set up resident
manager offices to penetrate contractors, and designated "tiger teams" of spe
cialists to solve crises. The biggest contractor problem came when McDonnell
Douglas fell behind schedule in mid-1971 during the enormously complicated
final integration of the workshop. The Center's William K. Simmons, project
manager ofthe orbital workshop, organized a 10- to 15-member tiger team that
stayed in California until mid-1972. McDonnell Douglas's problem, Simmons
believed, was that its management system for manufacturing airplanes was
"geared to quantity" and "a lot of their practices weren't compatible with build
ing one-of-a-kind." Particularly, the company managers were isolated from
development problems and had not established an integrated schedule for in
coming components. The Marshall team imposed order by drawing a master
schedule, working alongside McDonnell Douglas's managers, and getting the
company president to act as program manager.s'
Skylab also drew from the remnants of the arsenal system at Marshall. The
Center maintained a mock-up Sky lab in Huntsville to test alternatives and moni
tor contractor performance. Marshall built two shells of the multiple docking
adapter and turned them over to Martin Marietta for final development. Mar
shall also tested hundreds of components and helped build hardware for many
Skylab experiments. 52

The greatest scientific instrument produced by Marshall's arsenal system was
the Apollo Telescope Mount. None of the Center's previous scientific payloads
had been as sophisticated as the solar observatory. Marshall's experience with
vehicle engineering, however, prepared it for payloads. ATM Project Manager
Rein Ise said, "once you have applied structures to large vehicles, there is
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essentially no conversion involved in taking knowledge and designing the struc
ture for a solar telescope."
Teams from the Astrionics, Space Sciences, and Manufacturing Engineering
laboratories took on the challenge of the telescope mount. They used compo
nents from contractors; Bendix provided the control moment gyroscopes, Perkin
Elmer the pointing system, IBM the computer, and experimenters the
instruments. But the Center designed and developed the solar observatory sys
tem. To mount the eight solar telescopes, engineers built an octagonal spar
11 feet in diameter and 12 feet long. Their design had subsystems for orbital
deployment, communication, electrical power from four solar cell arrays, and
attitude and pointing control.
The requirements for the pointing control system were very complex. The tele
scope needed accuracy within two arc-seconds, which meant an error of no
more than the width of a dime at a distance of two kilometers. Yet the accuracy
and stability of the telescope system could be affected by the movements of the
Sky lab spacecraft and the astronauts. Moreover large bundles of stiff electrical
wires connecting the telescope tub and spacecraft could limit the telescope's
pointing motion and accuracy. To solve the wiring problem, an engineering
team led by Wilhelm Angele from Marshall's Astrionics Lab developed flat
electrical cables that were so flexible that they allowed the telescope mount to
move with very little mechanical resistance.
For the pointing system, Marshall chose a design using three control moment
gyroscopes, actuators, a computer, photoelectric sun sensors, and a star tracker.
The Center tested the system on specially built engineering simulators that used
analog devices and computer models. The engineers struggled to simulate the
performance of the control moment gyroscopes in microgravity; they compen
sated for gravity distortion by floating an ATM simulator in a mercury bath.
But still ground tests could only prove the accuracy of the pointing system
within six arc-seconds. Marshall engineers waited until Skylab was in orbit to
learn that the system worked well and that astronomers could not measure point
ing errors.
Marshall helped solve other technical problems for the solar observatory. When
scientists became concerned that the South Atlantic Anomaly, a high radiation
area that Skylab crossed in orbit, could expose film used in the observatory,
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Marshall engineers worked with
Eastman Kodak to develop special
films that could survive in the ra
diation environment. They devised
computer programs that duplicated
the anomaly and so could predict
the fogging on film. Center person
nel also developed crew trainers
and operating procedures for the
solar observatory. Marshall con
structed an ATM checkout facility
for final integration and equipped
it with automatic monitors and air
control equipment that made the
whole building a clean room. 53
The Center engineers and scientists Skylab's Apollo Telescope Mount is
who worked on the ATM believed prepared for Thermal Vacuum Test-1970.
that in-house manufacturing accounted for the success of the telescope mount. Dr. Walter Haeussermann, di
rector of the Astrionics Lab and later head of Central Systems Engineering,
claimed that the arsenal system allowed for "tremendous flexibility" in invent
ing new technology. Technicians could build models, allowing designers to
execute modifications without making elaborate drawings and wasting time
and money. Dr. Tony DeLoach, an experiment scientist for one of the ATM
instruments, believed the system centralized management and engineering. When
work was done in-house rather than by contractors spread across the country,
teams of experts could quickly confer to solve complex problems.54
Since the lives of astronauts depended on Skylab, Marshall's design incorpo
rated conservative engineering ideas and redundant systems. Marshall set high
quality standards and sought to achieve them with heavy structures, existing
technology, and extensive testing. Launching Skylab with a Saturn V reduced
weight problems, allowing for heavy hardware and backup systems. Moreover,
using tested ideas and mature technology reduced development time and saved
money. The Center, according to Robert G. Eudy, deputy chief of the Struc
tures Division, "relied heavily upon existing technology, available hardware,
and hardware concepts" for Skylab. Marshall engineering teams used hundreds
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of components from the Gemini program; recognizing that using proven com
ponents could save money and time, the teams tested Gemini technology for its
suitability for the longer Skylab mission, for example, adopting Gemini hatch
latches for the airlock module hatch. Other systems adapted for Sky lab included
a separation system for the payload shroud from the Titan IIIC and a scientific
airlock originally designed for the Apollo Command Module hatch. The work
shop itself was a modified S-IVB rocket stage with its liquid oxygen tank used
for waste disposal, its liquid hydrogen tank used for habitation, and interior
structures attached to cylinder rib intersections. 55
In addition, the workshop had redundant batteries, chargers, electrical circuits,
and solar arrays. The ATM controls, Ise said, used "a belt-and-suspenders
approach in that we designed redundancy throughout the system" and had three
rather than two control moment gyroscopes to change attitude. The gyros were
new technology for a manned spacecraft, but Marshall stayed conservative by
choosing big, heavy wheels that spun relatively slowly. Moreover, the Center
carefully tested equipment; the ATM, for instance, went through functional,
vacuum, and vibration tests. And because NASA built prototypes for qualifica
tion tests and then refurbished them as spares, the agency had a backup Skylab. 56
Perhaps the greatest Saturn legacy to Skylab was relatively liberal funding. To
be sure, Marshall experienced budget cuts throughout the late sixties and early
seventies and laid off hundreds of Civil Servants. And as the only surviving
AAP mission, Skylab became the first major NASA program in which budget
ary shortfalls caused schedule delays. (Skylab was launched in 1973, six years
after AAP's target for the first wet workshop.) Nonetheless, compared to later
programs, Skylab's budgets allowed for backup hardware and extensive test
ing. Looking back after almost 20 years, ATM manager Ise saw few funding
pressures on Skylab. "I am sure that the Skylab manager didn't get everything
he wanted, but he got almost everything he wanted," he said, "Skylab had the
money when it needed it."57
Marshall's internal management during Skylab also continued the same pattern
as the Saturn program. During Skylab the Center distributed management au
thority between the project offices, which oversaw budgets, schedules, and con
tracts, and the laboratories in Science and Engineering, which handled design,
development, and testing. Also like the Saturn era, Center managers struggled
to find the best division of labor between centralized offices and specialized
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labs. Their balancing act became more difficult as Marshall diversified from a
propulsion specialty and took on more projects. The balance can be seen in
relations between the "lead laboratory" system, the project offices, and the
Central Systems Engineering Office.
The lead lab system originated in the Center's practice of automatic responsi
bility. The goal was to empower the technical experts, fuse planning and doing,
and keep engineers' hands dirty. Research and Development Operations, the
laboratory side of Marshall, assigned technical responsibility for a component
or subsystem to one laboratory. For example, the Astrionics Laboratory had
responsibility for the telescope mount and the Propulsion and Vehicle Engi
neering Laboratory had the Multiple Docking Adapter. Each lead lab devel
oped hardware specifications and managed interfaces. Initially project offices
for hardware components were decentralized in the laboratories, rather than
being centralized under Belew's Skylab Program Office. 58
One of the lead lab's major tasks was soliciting support from other labs. This
often meant time-consuming negotiations with other specialists to resolve dif
ferences in engineering methods or technical requirements. Indeed von Braun
expected the lead lab system to encourage cooperation, Haeussermann recalled,
and the lead lab never commanded others. When the system worked well, the
lead lab organized a team of experts drawn from other labs that collectively
overcame problems in design and development. 59
Sometimes, however, the system could be frustrating. Decentralized labs often
struggled to solve complex problems with multiple specialists and components.
Especially troublesome was establishing requirements for a whole system, get
ting the labs to cooperate, and forming multi-lab teams. For example the
Astrionics Lab moved so quickly thatATM design became fixed and not easily
changed to meet the needs of labs working on other parts. Ise remembered that
the German laboratory directors "had a little bit of this fiefdom philosophy
where each one ran their own little kingdom. One laboratory was not very ef
fective in being able to manage other laboratories that also had to participate in
a very key way on the whole project." McDonough thought that the boundaries
between labs sometimes became "war zones" and to get the support of other
labs specialists had to go "up, over, and down" the chain of command. William
Lucas, then chief of the Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering Lab, remembered
how he struggled to get other labs to commit rt>sources to his tasks. He believed
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the limitations of the lead lab approach proved the "old Chinese proverb that
says, 'If two guys are going to ride on a horse, one has to ride in front. "'60
To put somebody in front, Marshall managers sought ways to centralize mana
gerial and engineering authority. Some early centralization for Sky lab was make
shift and accommodated the labs. James Kingsbury, deputy director of the
Astronautics Lab, often worked as ad hoc chief engineer for Skylab and helped
resolve problems. 61
Formal mechanisms also existed. A Technical Systems Office in Research and
Development Operations, renamed the Systems Engineering Office in July 1967,
controlled design requirements, and helped specialists in the labs integrate the
many pieces of a scientific space station. Systems engineers became another
layer in the Center's hardware hierarchy of lab specialists, chief laboratory en
gineers, and project managers. Von Braun, recognizing that the Center now had
too many projects for him to oversee, strengthened the office in late 1968 and
early 1969.62
The systems engineering office had its limitations too. Laboratory personnel
worried that centralized design and integration, whether in a staff office or a
systems engineering contractor, would be ineffective without engineers keep
ing their hands dirty and maintaining skills. Moreover excessive centralization
would weaken the labs. Lucas, answering von Braun's questions about systems
engineering and lead labs in November 1968, argued that giving labs responsi
bility for systems engineering would foster "an entrepreneurial climate" and
"let the workers be the master of their own fate." Robert Schwinghamer, head
of the lab's Biomedical Experiment Task Team, agreed, worrying that central
ized systems engineering would convert technical decisions into financial ones
and thereby weaken "the in-depth technical capability of Marshall laborato
ries." Technical deterioration, he thought, would call into question the need for
the Marshall Center because "a purely management function not supported by
a strong technical institution could as well be performed in Washington." 63
Finding the right balance between the labs and project offices was sometimes
controversial as well. As Skylab progressed, the project office sought more
programmatic control over the project engineers in the labs. Chief engineers
colocated in both project offices and the labs and answered two bosses-the
project manager and the director of Science and Engineering. This change,
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for instance, meant that the telescope mount project manager more directly
supervised the budgets and schedules of the Astrionics Lab. 64
This quest for greater programmatic control by project managers sometimes
annoyed laboratory personnel who feared a loss of technical autonomy. When
Belew's project office sought programmatic control over the Propulsion and
Vehicle Engineering Lab's development of the biomedical experiments,
Schwinghamer resisted. He claimed that greater control by the project office
would sabotage the "quick response, economy, and flexibility" necessary to get
the experiments done on schedule. 65 Nevertheless, the culture of the labs and
their relationship with staff offices remained essentially the same during Sky lab
as during Saturn. New programs started after Skylab tended to rely less on the
Center's labs and more on contractors. 66
Because Skylab had more complicated technical interfaces and more interac
tion between Houston and Marshall, its design and development was more con
troversial than Saturn. The Centers worked together using intercenter panels of
lower and middle level officials. Hardware interface and systems panels met
regularly to coordinate technical plans in areas of divided authority. Unsolved
problems passed on to periodic, face-to-face meetings of upper administrators.
Unsolved disputes between Houston and Marshall were passed up to Head
quarters.67 J.R. Thompson, who headed Marshall's Man/Systems Integration
Branch and oversaw the Center's interaction with Houston's astronauts and
human factors specialists, remembered that the disputes were "good, honest
differences of opinion" about "the best technical solution." He explained that
usually "Marshall had a stronger engineering solution and Houston had a stronger
operational solution. So you tried to find the best of both of them." Marshall,
for example, wanted a fireman's pole to extend through the workshop; but
Thompson recalled that Houston's astronauts believed this was superfluous and
they never deployed the pole. 68 Such technical disputes between Centers be
came most intense over ATM controls, workshop habitability, and biomedical
systems and experiments.
Marshall built the telescope mount controls, but Houston's astronauts would
use them. Feuds erupted in 1967 and 1968 when Houston complained that
Marshall lacked understanding of crew instrumentation, that the astronauts would
have little control over the mechanisms, and that some toggle switches flipped
up in the off position and some flipped down. Marshall accepted many of
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Houston's recommendations, but Center engineers, who often judged the cost
of equipment in terms of luxury cars, joked that the redesign cost "umpteen
more Cadillacs." The controls were "probably the most complicated ever flown
in a spacecraft" yet worked well during the Skylab missions. 69
Marshall and Houston also struggled to improve "habitability" and make the
S-IVB an efficient, comfortable, and pleasant place to live and work for long
missions. Center interactions were complicated because NASA never formally
defined which one was really in charge of the workshop interior. Headquarters
merely divided a list of hardware items, so Marshall had Skylab structure while
Houston had the habitability experiment-which affected the entire structure. 70
Making the workshop habitable had been a low priority in Marshall's original
planning. Wet workshop designs had been necessarily austere. Center engineers
had been mainly concerned about workability, ensuring that equipment
functioned properly. Moreover, William Simmons, the workshop project
manager, pointed out that Marshall lacked experience with manned systems.
"Man-rating a vehicle is one thing," he said, but "making it livable or adaptable
for a man is really something else." Reinartz said that emphasis on workability
over habitability came because "our guys had been building rockets. We hadn't
had people around." He admitted that there was a certain amount of "lack of
appreciation by the Marshall people of the concerns for being in these tin cans
for up to ninety days." To learn about the problem, Marshall engineers studied
designs of ships, submarines, and railway cars and consulted with astronauts. 71
By 1968 Houston's spacecraft designers, transferring from Apollo spacecraft
work, began criticizing Marshall for its lack of concern with workshop habit
ability. The criticism intensified after the rnid-1969 dry workshop decision when
Marshall was slow to recognize the new priority for habitability. Recalling an
inspection of Marshall's workshop in 1969, Mueller said that "nobody could
have lived in that thing for more than two months. They'd have gone stir-crazy."
Mueller helped bring in two industrial designers, Caldwell Johnson of MSC's
spacecraft division and Raymond Loewy, an internationally renowned indus
trial design consultant.
Johnson and Loewy thought Marshall's designs lacked creature comforts and
aesthetic qualities. They complained that sleeping chambers were too big and
living quarters and storage compartments too small. Lighting was random and
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cold. Loewy said that the color of the workshop was "Sing-Sing green," the
same as the death cell at Sing-Sing prison, and the grid floors cast "cage-like"
shadows. The interior pattern of cylindrical walls, rectangular equipment, and
triangular grid floors was confusing. The workshop lacked a wardroom and a
window. Accordingly they recommended changes and received support from
NASA Headquarters. Marshall responded by improving the lighting, layout,
color scheme, and by adding a window. 72 In 1969 Marshall continued habit
ability research in "space station analogs," sending an engineer on the Gulf
Stream Drift Mission in which a six-person submarine traveled from Florida to
Nova Scotia. Marshall also sent personnel to the Tektite II underwater habitat
in the Virgin Islands. 73
Despite the improvements,
Houston again proposed ma
jor changes in the spring of
1970. After a tour of Skylab
at the Douglas plant,
Houston's Kraft argued that
workshop habitability was
still inadequate, especially in
terms of hygiene and waste
management. Acknowledg
ing that the contractors and
Centers were "all partially to
blame," he thought that Mar
shall and its contractors had
relied too much on astronauts
who accepted "a make-shift Full-scale mock-up of Skylab at Marshall in
situation on the basis of Apri/1973.
'that's the way things have
been done in the past."' But
for prolonged Sky lab missions, a comfortable spacecraft was necessary to main
tain crew productivity. Proposed changes included better environmental con
trol, storage, lighting, sleep restraints, and housekeeping devices as well as the
addition of an entertainment center and an alternate waste-disposal system. 74
Kraft's rhetoric prompted Rees, who became Marshall's director on 1 March
1970, to ask his Sky lab program office to make the changes. Rees remembered
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how during a research trip to Antarctica "without a shower for six days we
really felt rotten." The Center director, however, reversed course after Belew
explained that additional changes would put Skylab over budget and behind
schedule. Moreover Marshall had already improved habitability by expanding
the wardroom, rearranging the waste management area, and adding individual
sleeping compartments, a window, a food freezer and warming oven, and a
trash airlock. 75
To stay within Skylab's limited resources, Rees decided to oppose Houston's
proposals. He argued that for more than three years MSC had gone along with
Marshall's designs and then began constantly changing requirements. Houston's
habitability proposals had changed Skylab from an "experimental astronomy
program" to "a very sophisticated and unprecedented medical experiment." By
changing the ground rules and upgrading hardware, Rees thought, MSC was
threatening the whole program. J. R. Thompson acknowledged that "ameni
ties" were necessary, but contended that Houston wanted to spend money on
"interior decorating" rather than on improving equipment. If equipment like
Skylab's toilet failed, then he doubted that "any color scheme recommended by
any committee would make much difference in improving the habitability of
the Waste Management Compartment."76
Houston got Headquarters to overcome Marshall's resistance. In July 1970
Charles W. Mathews explained to Rees that the changes were necessary be
cause "Skylab may be the only manned missions flown for an uncomfortable
number of years between Apollo and early shuttle missions. It is critical that we
make the most of this opportunity consistent with our resources." Mathews
acknowledged, however, that budgets and schedules had to be kept. Such con
77
straints led the Centers to stabilize habitability designs after the fall of 1970.
Marshall and Houston also cooperated on biomedical experiments that would
monitor the effects of microgravity on physiology. Marshall would develop a
waste management unit that disposed of urine and feces and preserved samples
for return to Earth. In addition, in a meeting at the Cape in 1968, Dr. Charles A.
Berry, Houston's chief medical researcher, told von Braun that he was having
difficulty getting medical hardware built. Von Braun offered his Center's ser
vices for in-house development of an ergonometer with a physiological moni
tor and a lower-body negative pressure device. Marshall engineers believed
biomedical projects would "firmly pave the way for future Marshall missions"
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and "establish a capability essential to future activities." Houston, while desir
ing Huntsville's help, also wanted to maintain control over biomedical research
and operations. 78
Consequently by December 1968, the Centers negotiated an agreement that
"followed the same general mode of operation as any other contract that MSC
has where a contractor is providing flight hardware for medical experiments."
Von Braun accepted this agreement as "the best we can get." Nonetheless he
worried that the contract's technical requirements would deny Marshall the
"leeway" to assist Houston "not only with our hands, but also with our imagi
nation and inventiveness." Von Braun's worries were well grounded because
the contract did not prevent the Centers from arguing over the biomedical equip
ment; the official history of Sky lab has described the design of the urine collec
tor as "probably the most vigorously contested point in the entire workshop
program. " 79
Throughout the multi-year project, Houston's doctors and Marshall's engineers
had difficulty communicating. When the doctors "started talking medicine,"
recalled Henry B. Floyd, head of Marshall's experiment office, "it was just
traumatic; it was a whole new language." The doctors were "as much in the
dark about engineering language." Schwinghamer, who directed the medical
work, said the engineers and doctors acted like "two dogs sniffing at each other"
and that "Houston was worried about us getting into their britches." 80
Marshall's people approached the biomedical equipment as just another engi
neering problem. To test the fecal management system, the Center installed
prototypes in a KC-135 airplane and collected "data points" by having speci
mens defecate in the half-minute of zero gravity. For the urine collector,
Schwinghamer had his people urinate into beakers to determine the appropriate
vessel volume, but during tests astronauts sometimes found that their cups
runneth over. Schwinghamer expanded its volume to meet conservative
engineering standards.
The engineering approach to the urine collector peeved the doctors. Houston
pointed out that all medical labs preserved urine by freezing it. Nonetheless
Marshall questioned the utility of freezing "urisicles" and believed drying the
samples would be simpler, cheaper, and lighter. The stream of invective over
the urine collector continued for months with Houston recommending freezing
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and Marshall drying. Houston's Dr. Berry said "you could not get through to
them." Eventually the doctors convinced the Headquarters program director to
choose freezing. But Marshall's Simmons insisted "until my dying day I'll
81
always say ... we should have dried the urine instead of freezing it."
After Skylab's success, participants downplayed design and development con
troversies and believed that the disagreements had improved the program. Gilruth
praised Marshall's engineers, saying "they're a bunch of craftsmen ... and the
stuff turned out well." The chief of MSC's Bio-engineering Systems Division
praised "the outstanding performance of the medical experiments hardware"
that met its requirements even through extended missions. Caldwell Johnson's
final habitability report, while critical of storage and restraint problems, praised
many parts of the workshop, including its up-down architecture and ergonometer.
Kenneth S. Kleinknecht, MSC's Skylab program manager after February 1970,
thought the habitability complaints improved the workshop and felt Marshall
"welcomed the strong positions we took [because] that helped them with their
money." 82
Marshall's Belew also believed the competition had been healthy and that Sky lab
habitability compared favorably with that eventually built into the Shuttle. The
workshop's features were "not slouchy looking things even some twenty years
after." Astronaut Jack Lousma went further, saying the waste management hard
ware was a "no fuss, no muss, no smell system" and the Shuttle system was a
"step backwards." Center conflict, Marshall's Haeussermann argued, was mainly
restricted to a project's early phases of task division and hardware design; in
these periods quarrels arose mainly because of disputes about resources and
responsibilities and because working level people had different ideas about what
was the best possible system. Disputes were usually set aside during develop
83
ment and operations when the Centers closely collaborated.
An example of this pattern was the planning for Skylab operations. As early as
1967 Marshall sought some role in mission operations. No longer just a propul
sion specialist, the Center was building a spacecraft and believed the engineers
who built it could best operate it. Houston refused to give up its operations
monopoly and wanted to use Marshall personnel only if they were subordinate
to MSC's managers and part of its organization. Houston should "operate space
craft developed by MSFC," Gilruth argued, "in the same way that SAC [the
Strategic Air Command] flies bombers designed by several contractors."
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After heated discussions, the Centers in May 1970 established a flight planning
team with a Houston majority and Marshall representatives. Houston would
manage daily mission operations and respond to immediate problems but would
consult with Huntsville on hardware matters and long-term problems. Sophis
ticated communication systems linked Houston's Mission Control Center and
Huntsville's Operations Support Center (HOSC). Marshall assigned over 400
engineers to 10 mission teams, providing mission support for the systems and
experiments it developed. The teams helped with problem analysis and crew
training, staffing simulators such as the neutral buoyancy facility and the solar
observatory backup unit, as well as developing computer programs for thermal
and environmental control, attitude and pointing control, and electrical power.
The agreements enabled the Centers to function as one team during Skylab
missions. 84
Rescuing Skylab
The NASA Centers showed their shared commitment to mission success during
Sky lab operations. Marshall helped rescue, repair, and run the orbital workshop
in its three long missions.
Perhaps the most dramatic episode in Marshall's history occurred as it helped
to salvage Skylab 1, the unmanned orbital workshop, from the damage incurred
during launch on 14 May 1973. The Saturn V rocket fired normally, and the
launch seemed successful. But 63 seconds into the flight, controllers in the
HOSC read telemetry signals showing early deployment of one solar array and
the micrometeoroid shield, a thin protective cylinder surrounding the work
shop. Designed to provide thermal protection with a pattern of black and white
paint, it was supposed to fit the workshop snugly during ascent and then extend
five inches in orbit. Although the workshop attained orbit, its solar wings failed
to provide electrical current, and temperature readings on its Sun side were off
the scale at 200 degrees F. Later investigations determined that the meteoroid
shield had ripped away during the launch, taking with it one array and jamming
the other. 85
Sky lab was in a crisis. Heating could spoil food and film and cause the S-IVB 's
insulation to give off poisonous fumes. Lack of electricity would cripple the
workshop. Acting quickly, NASA postponed launch of Skylab 2, the first crew
for the workshop, from 15 May until25 May. NASA Centers and contractors
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had 10 days to develop remedies. For Marshall these days were so eventful that
Center Director Rocco Petrone said, "We lived through 'ten years in May,' not
ten days in May." 86
Within an hour of the Skylab 1 launch, the Center had shifted to a crisis footing.
H. Fletcher Kurtz, head of the HOSC's Mission Operations Office, remem
bered that he "quickly became a landlord with about a hundred very unhappy
guests. The chain of command went out the window as senior managers in
creasingly moved into key positions in the HOSC, working directly with those
most concerned with the rescue." Petrone appointed a special team headed by
Kingsbury of the Astronautics Lab and William Horton of the Astrionics Lab to
coordinate trouble-shooting. The director told the team to "keep the vehicle in
a mode where we can inhabit it and find out a way to fix it. Whatever you need
at the center is yours. This is the one thing we are going to do at the moment."
The team complied and Kingsbury said "we turned on everything and every
body we had who could do anything." 87
Contractors, support teams, project offices, and laboratories acted with selfless
dedication and spontaneous teamwork. Schwinghamer, who had driven with
his wife to the Cape to watch the launch, recalled driving back to Huntsville all
night so he could help. People worked long hours, sometimes sleeping in their
offices or going for days without sleep. Sometimes their dedication was dan
gerous since tired people made mistakes. Ludie Richards would walk up to
people, hold up a few fingers, and ask "how many?" He sent home those who
could not count. "It was long hours," James Ehl, an engineer in the Manufactur
ing Engineering lab, said, "but everybody seemed to enjoy it. It was a chal
lenge." Kingsbury said "we could not drive people away... They just did not
want to leave. It was their baby and it was in trouble, and they were here to fix
it." And the remarkable thing was "it came right in the middle of a small ...
reduction in force and an announced sizable reduction in force in the coming
months. Nobody said, 'I don't care. I'm not going to be here next year.' It was,
'Let's get it fixed. "' 88
Top administrators who had kept their hands clean for years showed up in the
labs. Belew remembered that "everyone that had a role was apt to be any place,
any time of day or night." Petrone "was running it. ... He was there all the
time." Reinartz said that the director, who "was like a bull in a china shop
normally," was even more excited. Petrone worried that the teams were
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disorganized and would ask "who was in charge?" and when nobody knew "he
would just hit the ceiling." To keep the chain of command clear, some began
wearing signs saying "I am in charge!" 89
Marshall's first priority was lowering the temperature and ensuring electrical
power in the workshop. George Hopson and Dr. J. Wayne Littles, co-leaders of
the HOSC Thermal, Environmental Control and Life Support Team, began
changing the workshop's attitude. They performed a delicate balancing act:
reducing temperatures required shading the workshop by pointing the MDA
end at the Sun and cutting off solar power; increasing power required pointing
the ATM's solar arrays at the Sun and heating the workshop. In balancing these
goals, Marshall's close involvement with operations paid off because the Cen
ter could direct the spacecraft. Hopson said that "one of the things that has been
most gratifying to me was the close cooperation between Marshall and JSC.
They have been more than helpful, with everybody trying to help the other
fellow solve his problems."
Optimizing temperature and electrical power was trying because attitude changes
would freeze one side and scorch the other. The craft had to be maneuvered
continually and judging angle and position was difficult because pointing con
trol instruments had not been set. Slight changes brought tremendous joy or
despair. The team worked around the clock and Littles said "that first 'day' for
many of us was forty-four
hours long." Within 10
days the maneuvering had
used almost half of the
entire mission supply of
nitrogen gas in the control
thrusters. Petrone told the
team, "you're pouring out
liquid gold you know!"
Eventually the Center
pointed Skylab so that its
sidewalls were at a 45
degree angle to the Sun
which reduced interior
temperatures to 122 de Center engineers test methods for freeing
grees F but still generated Sky lab's solar array in the Neutral Buoyancy
Simulator in June 1973.
some electrical current. 90
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Meanwhile a group managed by James Splawn and Charles R. Cooper con
structed a mock-up of the damaged spacecraft in the Neutral Buoyancy Simu
lator. They had a good picture of the jammed array from radar images and
photographs from Air Force spy satellites. By 19 May, Marshall engineers and
Navy divers rigged an underwater model they called "the junk pile." NASA air
freighted a mock-up of the Apollo Command Module that the team immersed
in the tank to test whether an astronaut could stand in an open hatch and pry the
solar wing open with a 10-foot pole. Throughout the crisis, the simulator group
tested tools, repair procedures, and workshop shields. 91
Beginning 17 May, Marshall engineers tested cutting tools for opening the wing,
restricting themselves to existing tools to save development time. They even
tested the surgical bone saw included in the Skylab medical kit. NASA Centers
and businesses around the country sent devices. Eventually Section Chief A. P.
Warren of the Auxiliary Equipment office got an idea from tree-trimmer shears
purchased from a Huntsville hardware store. Working with a manufacturer of
'
electrical cable tools, Marshall helped develop pulley-driven
cable cutter and
shears and a two-prong universal tool. Each had attachments so five-foot sec
tions of aluminum pole could be added. 92
Other teams throughout NASA were designing systems to protect the work
shop from the Sun. In 10 days the Agency tested hundreds of combinations of
designs and materials. In Huntsville, Schwinghamer experimented with spray
painting and tried it in a vacuum chamber; he determined that spraying would
lower the temperature but could coat ATM lenses. 93
The solution evolved in discussions between Marshall engineers and the crew
of Skylab 2. Because the astronauts were in preflight quarantine, Center personnel
wore surgical masks, giving the meetings a macabre atmosphere. A 75-person
shade team conferred through the night of 16 May, sketching designs on a
chalkboard. By the early morning of 17 May, they decided on a method in
which astronauts on EVA would attach two telescoping poles to the telescope
mount. Then, using lines and pulleys, they could stretch a protective cloth
between the poles in much the same way as they would run out a clothesline. 94
Developing the twin-pole shield was hectic. Henry Ehl found the aluminum
sections to make the 55-foot-long booms by calling vice-presidents of aero
space companies in the middle of the night. Marshall flew in two seamstresses
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from NASA's spacesuit
contractor in New Jer
sey to make the sail by
sewing together three
foot-wide strips of
cloth. There was even
some humor. While
Petrone and Thompson
watched the sewing,
one of the seamstresses
pushed the material
ahead with her foot. "It
just isn't right," Petrone
muttered, "You're not
supposed to kick flight
hardware." 95
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Center Director Rocco Petrone (seated second from
left) and Deputy Center Director William R. Lucas
(standing) are briefed about twin-pole sunshade.

But considering the circumstances, a clear division of labor existed with
Schwinghamer and his Materials Division working on sail development, Gustave
Krull's Engineering Division designing flight hardware, and J. R. Thompson's
Human Factors Branch handling 1-g deployment tests. These engineers tried to
remain conservative by using simple materials, testing everything, and follow
ing standard development procedures. They made the sail from the same rip
stop nylon used for spacesuits and performed 37 tests on the system in seven
days. These included
tests on its latex coat
ing to ensure it would
not deteriorate in ultra
violet light, and on the
deployment system on
a Skylab mock-up in
Building 4619, and on
the "junk pile" in the
Neutral Buoyancy
Simulator. The engi
neers conducted the
normal hardware re
views, although at a

Seamstresses sew Sky lab's solar shield at Marshall.
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rushed pace . Marshall
made the first sail on
19 May and tested a mesh
mock-up in the simula
tor on 22 May. At four
o'clock on the morning of
23 May, development
teams were still working.
After final review at six
o'clock, Marshall sent the
flight article to the Cape.
The 112-pound folded
sail was vacuum sealed in
a breadbox-size con
tainer and launched on
25 May. 96
Marshall's efforts paid
off and helped rescue
Skylab. The Huntsville
Operations Support Cen
ter changed the work
shop atmosphere four
times to purge it of any
dangerous gases before
the astronauts entered.
Using the cutting tools
and repair procedures de
veloped in the Neutral
Buoyancy Simulator, the
Skylab 2 crew freed the
jammed array. Although

Testing the twin-pole sunshade at the Skylab
mock-up in Building 4619.

Skylab in orbit with Marshall's twin-pole sunshade.

the astronauts had ini
tially deployed Houston's parasol sunshade, it had not been treated to resist
ultraviolet light and began to deteriorate. When temperatures in the workshop
began to rise again, the Skylab 3 crew deployed the twin-pole shade in a six
hour EVA on 6 August. The workshop temperature quickly dropped to near
nominal levels, and Skylab became a very successful program. The rescue of
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the workshop, J. R. Thompson thought, showed that "NASA functions best
when it's flat on its back."97
The Agency established a board headed by Bruce T. Lundin, director of NASA's
Lewis Research Center, to investigate the sources of Skylab's problems on
22 May. The board visited the major Sky lab Centers and contractors and quickly
determined that the workshop's meteoroid shield had been poorly designed.
Marshall and McDonnell Douglas had selected a deployable shield because it
was lighter than a fixed shield. 98 But design engineers did not provide enough
vents to allow air trapped underneath to escape, and development engineers did
not cinch it close enough to the workshop to eliminate air. As Skylab gained
altitude, the trapped air rose in pressure and eventually peeled off the shield.
Lundin's board decided that the "design deficiencies" had not been caused by
improper procedures, limited funding, rushed schedules, or poor workmanship.
The fault had been "an absence of sound engineering judgment" at McDonnell
Douglas and Marshall. Sky lab engineers had assumed that the shield was "struc
turally integral" with the S-IVB hull. Thus the Center and its contractor had
failed to assign a systems engineer to the shield and project reviews had failed
to discuss aerodynamic stress on the shield during launch. This led to "a seri
ous failure of communications among aerodynamics, structures, manufactur
ing and assembly personnel, and a breakdown of a systems engineering approach
to the shield."
To prevent such failures from recurring, the Lundin report offered two recom
mendations. First, each hardware project and subsystem should have a chief
engineer responsible for "all aspects of analysis, design, fabrication, test and
assembly." Second, NASA should encourage direct, hands-on examination of
technology and avoid formal, abstract, ivory-tower engineering. Marshall and
the rest of NASA implemented the first recommendation, and a chief engineer
became a normal part of hardware development. 99 Ironically, however, other
NASA policies undercut Marshall's ability to perform dirty hands engineering.
Reductions in force and destruction of the arsenal system would increasingly
make Center engineers into monitors of contractors rather than builders of hard
ware and would pressure them to rely on abstract information. Not surpris
ingly, problems like Skylab's meteoroid shield would happen again.
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Looking back on the shield problem, Center personnel had mixed feelings.
Belew believed the Lundin report had been wrong; the design was efficacious.
The problem, he thought, had been improper cinching of the shield to the space
craft. But most Marshall engineers agreed the design was flawed. Kingsbury
wondered how the Center had overlooked the flaw. Stuhlinger recalled that the
Aeronautics Lab had warned that trapped air had to be vented, but this advice
had not been heeded. 100
Ironically the shield had been unnecessary. Marshall's engineers had incorrectly
employed data from the Center's own Pegasus meteoroid detection satellites. 101
Marshall's Space Science Lab had analyzed information from the three Pegasus
satellites and had determined that the potential danger of meteoroid hits to
spacecraft was negligible. If Skylab's designers had used Pegasus information,
they could have deleted the shield because it improved penetration protection
only marginally. A coat of paint could have provided thermal protection. 102

After the rescue, the Marshall Center helped Houston operate Skylab's power,
control, and environmental systems and solar instruments. 103 Marshall personnel
also provided engineering support for Sky lab systems. While much of this was
routine, Center engineers helped Houston and the astronauts conduct repairs.
During the first mission, for example, a solar observatory power conditioner
failed and a Marshall team decided that a physical blow to the switch might
correct the problem. Working with backup equipment, they determined the
location that the astronauts should strike with a hammer. The astronauts carried
out Marshall's instructions and the power conditioner resumed functioning,
thanks to the big hit. A more complex problem arose with the rate-gyroscope
processors used to control the workshop. Several gyros overheated and had
drift rates much higher than expected. A Marshall team studied the problem,
detecting design flaws which could be corrected. Using the Neutral Buoyancy
Simulator, the second Skylab crew learned how to make the repairs. They took
replacement rate-gyros into orbit and successfully fixed the workshop control
system. Repairs like these proved the necessity of linking development teams
with operational teams. 104
Sky lab offered many lessons like this and Marshall's Skylab Program Office, at
the request of Headquarters, compiled a list of "lessons learned." The primary
lesson, the program office argued, was that management and engineering must
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be integrated and all parts of a program should be seen as one system. When
many organizations develop "a single hardware entity" from many components,
careful attention must be paid to systems engineering and integration. Clear
design requirements should be established early in the program, interfaces should
be carefully controlled, all changes must be tracked, and many different levels
of review should be held. Among the many technical lessons was the necessity
of designing hardware for in-flight repair. 105
With the completion of the manned missions, NASA shut off the workshop's
systems and closed down the Skylab program offices in March 1974. The next
year Marshall helped write the denouement of the Apollo program when the
Center provided the Saturn 1-B launch vehicle and materials processing
experiments for the American and Soviet Apollo-Soyuz Test Project. 106 Apollo
was over, but a final chapter remained in Marshall's relationship with Skylab.

Managing Reentry
The Center was a principal actor in the story of Skylab's fall to Earth. Marshall
studies made during the mission assumed that Skylab would remain in orbit
long enough for the Agency to complete the Shuttle. The fifth shuttle flight
could then carry in its cargo bay a Marshall-built teleoperator retrieval system
and propulsion module that could boost Skylab into a higher orbit for later
reactivation.
The Center miscalculated, however, because solar activity was more intense
than the predictive models anticipated. The hotter Sun was heating the Earth's
upper atmosphere and increasing drag on Skylab. Indeed the Center's predictions
were so much more optimistic than Houston's or the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, some journalists and scientists charged that
Marshall deliberately ignored the early decay of Skylab in order to justify funding
for the teleoperator system. Dr. Charles Lundquist, head of the Center's Space
Sciences Lab, denied the charges and argued that the different predictions were
innocent products of different scientific models. In any event, budget crunches
and technical problems were delaying Shuttle development and a possible
reboost.
To keep Skylab from falling down before the Shuttle could fly up, NASA
decided in January 1978 to reactivate the workshop and change its attitude to
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reduce drag. 107 At the end of February a team of eight-four from Houston and
four from Huntsville-went to Bermuda to the only tracking station that could
communicate with Skylab's now archaic equipment. Heading the team was
Marshall's Herman Thomason, who worked in the Systems Engineering Lab.
Dr. Thomason had written his doctoral dissertation in 1969 on Skylab control
methods. He later joked that he got the job because he "had been griping to
management that something had to be done about Skylab. I guess I talked too
long." His work was made difficult by the fact that many old Sky lab hands had
retired or joined contractors and Skylab's technical documentation was lost or
gathering dust.
With radar support from the North American Air Defense Command (NORAD ),
the Bermuda team made radio contact with Skylab on March 6. Initially
communication was sporadic because the workshop was tumbling and could
only transmit when its solar panels pointed at the Sun. Thomason's team tried
switching to Skylab's ATM batteries, but these kept shutting off because oflow
voltage readings. By April the team recharged the batteries by sending signals
every 1.5 milliseconds, ordering the batteries to remain on and receive power
from the arrays. Days passed before the batteries recharged. Meanwhile NASA
trained more operators and activated four other tracking stations so that Skylab
could be monitored continuously. Finally on 8 June, Skylab had sufficient power
to operate the telescope mount's control moment gyros, and Thomason thought
to himself, "we are in Fat City." The next day the team turned the workshop
about and began a complicated balancing act; for a year they tried to maintain
an attitude that minimized drag and fuel expenditure and maximized solar
power. los
As the work continued through the summer and fall, NASA changed its policy.
In December 1978, the Agency decided that the Shuttle would not be ready in
time to reboost Skylab. Rather than trying to keep the workshop aloft, NASA
would manage its reentry. The goal was to reduce risk of damage and avoid
anything like the scare caused by the reentry over Canada of a Soviet satellite
containing radioactive materials. NASA studies argued that the risk was mini
mal; Skylab was passing over a path that was 75 percent water and where 98
percent of the land had less than one person per acre. A person in the "foot
print" had only slightly more chance of being hit by a piece of Skylab than by a
meteorite. Even more than might have been the case otherwise, in an era of
limited funding NASA wanted to avoid any blemishes. 109
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Thomason's team at Marshall played a major role in managing reentry. Offi
cially the same division of labor existed between the Centers, with Houston
controlling flight operations and Marshall providing engineering support. But
Marshall's 40-person team worked in shifts around the clock in a Skylab Con
trol Center and wrote computer programs to adjust attitude. They improvised
computer and communication equipment because the original Skylab equip
ment had been scrapped or transferred to other projects. The team continually
updated the programs to adjust for increased drag as the workshop fell and sent
the programs to Houston where they were relayed to Skylab.lt was a Marshall
program, issued on orders from Headquarters, that on 11 July 1979 caused the
workshop to enter its final tumble and end its flight. As a result Skylab passed
over the east coast of North America and fell harmlessly over the Australian
outback and the Indian Ocean. 110
The Center, however, got little credit. Virtually all the credit went to Houston or
to Headquarters. Newspaper reports were datelined from Houston and the official
history of the Skylab program praised "the Houston team." This slight irritated
some at Marshall. One engineer complained that "sure we are part of a team,
but even in football the starting line-up has their name announced." Kingsbury,
head of the Center's Science and Engineering directorate, said "I guess this is
something like the guard or key tackle on a football team. No matter what they
do, the camera points at the quarterback. " 111 Ironically the Center that had played
the largest role initiating Skylab got the least mention at its end.
Veterans of Skylab remembered the program fondly. Ise, the ATM manager,
summarized the views of many by saying that Skylab was "the highlight of
anybody's career that was associated with it." The project lasted only eight
years from beginning to end, and in-house manufacturing created pride in work
manship. "The whole thing was just wrapped up in a nice, neat package with a
bow on it. Then you can go back and look at it and say, 'That was it and I was
a part of that.' It is something that is not so easy to do today." The difference
between Skylab and later payload projects, Ise felt, was "the difference be
tween building an Empire State Building and building a bunch ofhouses." 112

Sky lab indeed closed the Apollo era and helped open the way to a new period in
the history of Marshall and NASA. As part of the Apollo era, Sky lab benefited
from arsenal practices, the Saturn V's heavy lift capability, and budgets and
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schedules which allowed adequate spares and testing. Later programs evolved
with more restricted testing, fewer spares, and greater risks. Sky lab also opened
a new era in which Marshall diversified from propulsion to multipurpose
engineering. Organizationally, the diversification contributed to a new NASA
politics in which Centers competed for control of projects and technical
designs. 113 Technically and scientifically, Marshall's diversification helped create
a space station of a kind that made splendid contributions to space engineering,
Earth observations, astronomy, medicine, and physics. 114
Unfortunately NASA did not follow up the successes of Skylab. As former
Houston Skylab Program Manager Robert F. Thompson observed at a Skylab
reunion in 1988, Sky lab was a "beautiful tactical program" that had "numerous
shortcomings" as a "strategic program." Skylab, he said, had not been designed
for in-flight repair, resupply with air and water, refurbishment with improved
technology, revisitation for reboost to a higher orbit, or restructuring as part of
a larger station. Consequently it could not, and did not, lead to a strategic,
sustained human presence in space. Alternatively, as Marshall's Stuhlinger ar
gued, NASA failed to establish such a long-term presence less because of the
workshop's design and more because of the Agency decision not to launch the
second Skylab. 115
Even so from the perspective of the design and funding crises over a space
station in the 1990s, the success of Skylab loomed very large. Many in the
Agency wished that Skylab was still in orbit, and others, with only a little whimsy,
wanted to take the backup workshop on display in the National Air and Space
Museum and launch it. 116 Indeed in retrospect Sky lab came to represent how
Marshall and NASA had achieved important successes by imaginative use of
existing hardware and pragmatic adaptation to budgetary realities.
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Chapter VII
Beyond "The Gate of Heaven":
Marshall Diversifies
"Open the gate of heaven." With these words, recalled Ernst Stuhlinger, Wernher
von Braun defined the Center's mission during the early Saturn years. Marshall
would develop rockets for scientists and astronauts to use.' But cuts in NASA's
funding in the late 1960s led the Center to redefine its role. As Saturn develop
ment wound down in the mid-1960s, however, Marshall had a head start in
dealing with hard times. Consequently Von Braun reorganized his Center to
compete with other NASA Centers for scarce resources. In 1968 von Braun
designated Dr. William Lucas as "his vice president for new business" and head
of the new Program Development office. 2 Diversification continued under the
leadership of Eberhard Rees and Rocco Petrone, reaching fruition after Lucas
became director in 1974.
By the mid-seventies Petrone's wish that Marshall become "a scientific bounty
hunter" had come true. 3 The Center made major contributions to Skylab, scien
tific instruments, satellites, applied engineering, and a wide range of space
sciences. Diversification would culminate when Marshall became Lead Center
for NASA's two major scientific projects for the 1980s, Spacelab and the Hubble
Space Telescope. 4 Such a variety of projects involving piloted and scientific
spacecraft, and both engineering and scientific research were unmatched by
other NASA Centers. Praising Lucas for making Marshall "a very diversified
Center," Andrew J. Stofan, director of NASA's Lewis Research Center from
1982 to 1986, said, "Bill diversified that Center beautifully. That's one thing he
really did well. " 5
When Marshall diversified, Center personnel confronted new technical and
managerial challenges. Their solutions changed Marshall's culture and
relationships with other organizations. Internally Marshall enhanced its scientific
sophistication by adding researchers with doctoral degrees and expanding
cooperation between engineers and scientists. Externally the Center extended
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circles of cooperation with academic scientists, other NASA Centers,
commercial interests, and other government agencies. Such growth, not
surprisingly, was accompanied by struggles to control new territory. Marshall's
success in many struggles propelled the Center beyond the "gate of heaven."
From Specialty to Diversity

Throughout most of the 1960s, Marshall personnel worked primarily on one
very big engineering project-the Saturn launch system. The technical and
managerial challenges of developing the mammoth boosters and supporting
the lunar landing mission necessarily led to specialization in engineering rather
than scientific research. Center strengths were in areas related to propulsion
technology such as metallurgy and fluid dynamics. German and American en
gineers avoided intimacy with science and scientists unrelated to rocketry, mak
ing the popular term "rocket scientist" a misnomer. A kind of polarization
developed between scientists and engineers; Stuhlinger recalled that engineers
often argued that "we will build a spacecraft, and when it is all said and done
and we have the lock-and-key job completed, then the scientists may come in
and hang their pictures on the wall." 6
In part this narrowness was a legacy of Army practices. At White Sands, V-2
rockets had launched the instruments of American scientists. 7 But the real task
of the Army Ballistic Missile Agency had been to develop launch vehicles.
ABMA rockets nonetheless continued to offer opportunities for scientific
research in the upper atmosphere.
Accordingly the German and American rocket engineers worked with outside
scientists in a relatively clear division of labor. The Army provided launch
vehicles and the scientists provided instrument packages. In 1958 on Explorer
I, the first American satellite, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and James Van
Allen of the State University of Iowa developed instruments; ABMA supplied
the Jupiter C booster and integrated the instruments into an ABMA satellite.
The teamwork paid off when Explorer I discovered radiation belts in the Earth's
magnetosphere. Even after ABMA's group became the Marshall Space Flight
Center in 1960, outside scientists and the rocket engineers continued this
relationship in the Explorer and Pioneer programs. Relying on scientists from
universities and research institutes, of course, was nothing new for NASA, but
Marshall never had hundreds of experimenters like the Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC) or Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). 8
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Marshall's few scientists primarily supported engineers. Personnel with sci
ence training worked in all of the Center's laboratories. Scientists in the Aero
Astrodynamics Lab studied wind loads during launch and others in the Test
Lab investigated the acoustic-seismic effects of engine tests. Most scientists,
however, worked in the Research Projects Lab headed by Stuhlinger. Research
Projects had the fewest permanent personnel of any of the Center's eight labs;
it had only 87 permanent onboard slots while five other labs had over 600 each. 9
ABMA created the Research Projects Lab in 1956 and teams working on the
Explorer and Pioneer projects formed its nucleus until 1962. Personnel sup
ported the satellite programs with management and design studies, devising
scientific requirements for engineering development. While still part of the Army,
the lab designed and built spacecraft for Explorers I, III, IV, and VI, and later in
NASA did the same for Explorer VIII and XI. This was a major task since so
little was known about the thermal, radiation, and meteoroid environment of
space. By 1962 the lab widened and deepened its experimental research.
Experts worked on spacecraft thermal control, radiation environment and shield
ing analysis, meteoroid protection, electric (plasma and ion) propulsion, mate
rials research, and lunar soil and terrain studies. 10
Despite the utility of their research, the team struggled to get respect in an
engineering-centered organization. Both German and American engineers
expressed patronizing attitudes for payload work, referring to Research Projects
as "Stuhlinger's hobby shop." Von Braun contributed to this attitude, Stuhlinger
remembered, because the Center director preferred providing services for
outside scientists to specializing in science. ABMA originally designated
Stuhlinger's group as the Research Projects Office, rather than as a laboratory,
signifying their inferiority to the engineering labs.
The scientists also lacked resources for research. Even in the early days in
NASA, Research Projects had no budget allotment for scientific equipment.
Bill Snoddy, then a young American scientist in the lab, recalled how his col
leagues in 1961 and 1962 had to bootleg hardware using procurement lines
from other labs. Von Braun, though reluctant to support science at Marshall,
was delighted when finally shown the fully equipped scientific laboratory. 11
Within its engineering mandate, the Research Projects Lab still did useful sci
ence and played the leading role in two science projects, High Water and
Pegasus. Project High Water was an experiment in atmospheric physics that
emerged partly in response to criticism of the absence of science in stage-by
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stage testing. The Block I Saturn I test flights lacked scientific instruments and
had a dummy upper stage filled with tons of ballast sand. To add science to the
tests, Marshall developed the simple High Water experiment, which NASA
Headquarters publicized as "the first purely scientific large-scale experiment
concerned with space environments" and as a "bonus" project that took advan
tage of Saturn's wasted lifting capacity.
On the second and third Saturn I flights in 1962, Marshall replaced the ballast
sand with 86,000 kilograms of water and used explosive charges to release the
water into the upper atmosphere. When exposed to the low pressure of the
ionosphere, the water boiled violently, then quickly evaporated and became a
frozen mist. Within three seconds an ice crystal cloud expanded to 10 kilome
ters in diameter and produced electrical discharges much like a thundercloud.
Scientists on Earth, in planes and on ships, studied the events using cameras,
radar, and radio receivers. From High Water they not only learned about clouds,
but also about the effects of fluid and gaseous discharges on telemetry. 12
A more sophisticated mix of scientific and engineering research came in the
three meteorite sensing satellites of Project Pegasus. The idea for Pegasus came
in 1961 when the earth-orbital-rendezvous mode was still under discussion and
Marshall engineers were worrying about meteoroid impacts on orbiting ves
sels. To maintain conservative standards and check designs of spacecraft and
fuel tanks, they wanted more information about meteoroid size and frequency.
Accordingly the Research Projects Lab conceived detection satellites, and Center
personnel and the Fairchild Corporation built them.
The Pegasus satellites were mounted on an S-IVB second stage, and each had
detection panels with a wingspan of 15 meters, electronic sensors and commu
nicators, and solar power panels. Making use of Saturn's lifting capacity, they
were NASA's largest satellites to date and were easily seen from Earth, having
a surface area 80 times larger than Explorer meteoroid detectors. NASA launched
the satellites in the spring and summer of 1965. Although Pegasus I had a flawed
communications system, the second and third missions worked perfectly with
Marshall's improvements. Marshall personnel monitored the missions from a
Satellite Control Center at Kennedy Space Center and quickly analyzed the
data so NASA engineers could use them immediately. 13
One newspaper columnist criticized the program, writing that Pegasus set "a
record for futility even in the annals of the National Aeronautics and Space
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Administration." He thought that the program's hidden purpose was to justify
the cost of Saturn I, Wernher von Braun's "$900 million dead-end kid," which,
before Pegasus, had launched nothing "more glorious than a few tons of over
priced, 'space-rate' ballasting sand."
Such criticism unfairly ignored the achievements of Pegasus and how the
satellites had yielded valuable information about meteoroid size and frequency.
Before Pegasus, data had been highly uncertain and had indicated that spacecraft
would be vulnerable to meteoroid damage. Pegasus data showed that the danger
was minimal and that protective standards could be greatly relaxed. NASA
engineers used Pegasus to create criteria for spacecraft design and ensure the
success of the Apollo Program. Von Braun believed that the "Pegasus data have
really become the main criteria ... for all manned and unmanned spacecraft." 14
Pegasus notwithstanding, in comparison to later years, Marshall personnel in
the 1960s worked on science projects that were limited in number and range.
Stuhlinger grumbled in a Weekly Note in 1969 that science at NASA remained
just "a stepchild," and in 1966 one of his lab's division chiefs lamented that
scientists had "the lowest priority in the budget." 15 As Saturn development came
to a close in the late 1960s, however, Marshall personnel found opportunities to
diversify.
By 1969 the Skylab Program and the Program Development Office sponsored
multiple, sophisticated scientific projects. Skylab was significant not only
because it represented the first big project outside of propulsion, but also because
it combined manned flight and space science. 16
At the same time Marshall was coping with the new technical challenges of
Skylab, von Braun and his top assistants worked out a new Center strategy and
17
organization. Faced with declining budgets, manpower limitations, and
Headquarters' pressure, Center managers decided in late 1968 that Marshall's
survival depended on winning new projects, especially big science projects.
Consequently the organizational changes sought to make science more
prominent. Von Braun appointed Stuhlinger to the new post ofAssociate Director
for Science. Von Braun created the position reluctantly, Stuhlinger remembered,
and only after NASA Administrator James Webb urged him to improve the
"image" of Marshall among scientists. Von Braun also created the Program
Development Office and chose Dr. Lucas as its head. The broadening of mission
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also showed in new organizational names. The Research and Development
Operations Directorate, the name for the laboratory side of the Center, became
Science and Engineering. In 1969 the Research Projects Lab became the Space
Sciences Lab. 18
Following these changes, the Center diversified into new areas. By the mid
seventies, new research and development work included multiple Skylab and
shuttle projects on solar astronomy, Earth resources, biophysics and materials
processing, the HEAO series of satellites for high-energy astronomy, and the
Hubble Space Telescope for planetary, stellar, and galactic astronomy.
To attract and support such scientific projects, Marshall began hiring scientists
with doctoral degrees. This was necessarily a slow process given NASA's hiring
limits and Marshall's personnel gaps. Stuhlinger, when asked in 1991 to describe
Marshall's strengths in the space sciences during the late sixties, replied, "Sorry,
almost none. There was practically no support for scientific work from Center
management, and consequently not much from Headquarters." Although this
was an overstatement, it was clear that to build strength, Marshall managers
needed the support of Headquarters. In 1971 Center Director Rees complained
to Harry Gorman, NASA Deputy Administrator for Management, that Marshall
was working on a wider variety of important science projects than any other
Center, but with fewer scientists. The Center, Rees said, had "an urgent need to
19
continue to strengthen our in-house capability in space-related sciences."
Marshall's Space Sciences Lab did become stronger. Finally protected by Cen
ter leaders from the reductions-in-force that decimated the rest of Marshall, the
lab maintained about 150 personnel and gradually added Ph.D. scientists. While
Center personnel was declining by one-third overall, the number of people hold
ing scientific doctoral degrees increased. 20 By 1980 the Center had specialists
in atmospheric science, solar physics, magnetospheric physics, high-energy as
tronomy, X-ray physics, superconductivity, cosmic rays, infrared physics, and
microgravity science. Nevertheless Marshall never became a dominant NASA
research center. The Center's managers had accepted the role of a development
center, but had argued for the latitude to propose science projects. They laid out
their position to Headquarters in 1968, just after the peak of the Apollo-Saturn
program:
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"Roles and missions [for field centers] are desirable only in a way which makes
the best possible utilization ofthe Center's capability, experience, and motivation.
The Centers should be encouraged to maintain a competitive position with other
Centers within reasonable bounds. There is a danger in setting irrevocable roles
and missions. We need to foster the Headquarters/Center relationship in much
the manner that a customer/contractor relationship exists. The Centers should
be free to submit competitive bids for projects for which they have the capability
and capacity. The competition must not go to the point where the inter-Center
relationships and mutual trust are damaged. For example, research Centers
probably should not get heavily involved in development. Nor should
development Centers get heavily involved in research. It would be equally wrong
to legislate against research Centers doing any development or development
Centers doing any research." 21
Marshall's diversification and enhanced scientific sophistication did not bring
a revolutionary change in culture. Dr. Charles R. Chappell, a physicist who
came to Marshall in 1974 and later became associate director for science,
observed that "S&E," the Science and Engineering Directorate, was "mostly
E." The Center still had hundreds fewer scientists than Goddard or JPL. Moreover
Marshall's scientists continued to play a role in engineering support as they
conducted space science research. They sometimes believed that they lacked
the autonomy experienced by their NASA peers and the resources needed to
conduct research and maintain expertise. 22
Most resources went to propulsion projects like the Space Shuttle. But in addition
to being a propulsion Center, Marshall became an engineering organization for
big science projects. As in the Saturn era, the Center's mission remained
providing spacecraft and instruments for science rather than conducting all of
the scientific research. Much of the experiment conception and analysis came
from external scientists. Stuhlinger, in view of the strong orientation of the
Center's top management toward engineering rather than science-but
determined to maintain a high standard for Marshall's scientific projects-set
forth the philosophy in 1966, arguing that Marshall should avoid the Goddard
Space Flight Center's "authoritative way" of in-house science. Marshall should
only help define the mission, provide cost and schedule constraints, and select
competent project managers. The experimenter should define the goals of
research, and NASA should provide assistance in producing a "flyable package
that does not compromise the experimenters' objectives."23
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By becoming an engineering center for space science Marshall diversified and
survived. Essentially, the new strategy evolved out of rocket engineers' alliance
with external scientists. Marshall took advantage of its strength in engineering
and avoided confinement to particular scientific fields like NASA's research
Centers. With this strategy, almost any field was open, and over time the Center's
space scientists became known and respected by colleagues at other Centers
and universities. The first big step through the "gates of heaven" was Skylab.
Skylab Science
For Skylab, the first American space station, Marshall was Lead Center, designing
and developing the workshop and a substantial portion of its scientific hardware.
The Center also led NASA efforts to solicit experiment proposals from external
scientists, managed experiment integration, and ensured that scientific hardware
mated with the workshop. Moreover, Marshall helped with engineering,
operations, and research support for Sky lab science. Particularly significant were
the contributions to the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM).
For Skylab experiments, NASA relied primarily on scientists from universities
and research institutes. The complexity and quantity of experiments on board
the workshop, however, led Marshall to develop a more formal organization for
managing science and coordinating its activities with other Centers and outside
scientists. A new Experiment Development and Payload Evaluation Project
Office supported NASA's system for selecting experimenters and helped scien
tists build hardware.
Marshall managed 51 of 94 experiments flown on Skylab, including experi
ments in astronomy and solar science, engineering and technology, materials
processing, student experiments, and science demonstrations. Engineering stud
ies gained insights into thermal controls, habitability, crew vehicle disturbances,
and spacecraft environment. The processing experiments examined metallurgy,
fluid dynamics, and crystal growth (which are discussed later in this chapter). 24
NASA initiated the student experiments in 1971 in order to attract interest in
Skylab. NASA and the National Science Teachers Association held a competi
tion among high school students and Marshall helped select the winners from
3,409 entries. The Center also developed hardware for the 11 studies which
ranged from fluid mechanics to spider web formation to earth orbital neutron
analysis. 25
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During the Sky lab missions the Space Sciences Lab also conceived several dem
onstration experiments. Astronauts on the first two missions asked for simple
experiments to perform during their free time. In addition to their scientific and
educational results, the demonstrations gave the third Skylab crew a change of
pace. Since some experiments had clear objectives but offered limited guid
ance, the astronauts could choose the best method in orbit. The Space Sciences
Lab devised demonstrations involving minimal equipment and studying such
microgravity phenomena as the slow diffusion of liquids and the stability of a
toy gyroscope. 26
The variety and complexity of Skylab science forced Center engineers to ad
just. Dr. Stuhlinger recalled that working on a project that included such a large
program of purely scientific investigations was a new situation for Marshall. In
the past, engineers at the Marshall Center had been working with other engi
neers, with engineering contractors, and with project and program managers
from Headquarters. Much of the scientists' thinking, their way of planning and
rationalizing, even their language was unfamiliar to them. During the early
phases of the Skylab project, Skylab engineers and Skylab scientists lived in
two different worlds. The engineers complained that the scientists "didn't re
ally know what they wanted," and that they "changed their minds all the time";
and the scientists complained that the engineers "didn't even try to understand
their viewpoints, and the needs of a scientific experiment."27
The Space Sciences Laboratory tried to bridge the gap between engineers and
scientists. A team of Center engineers and scientists serviced each scientific
specialty. An engineer worked full time on one or two experiments, helping in
design, development, and qualification. Integration engineers worked on a group
of experiments to maintain compatibility with Sky lab systems. "What was new"
for engineers, observed Rein Ise, project manager of the Apollo Telescope Mount,
"was the appreciation of the science itself, that is the understanding of what the
scientists were trying to achieve and the system [that] could best support them."
Experiment scientists from the Space Sciences Lab acted as "representatives"
for the principal investigators and helped engineers resolve development prob
lems, thereby winning new prestige with their engineer colleagues and also
with outside scientists.
Not until Skylab, when Marshall engineers became dependent on in-house sci
entists, Snoddy recalled, did they stop making references to the Space Sciences
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Lab as a "hobby shop." "All of a sudden they had all these experiments from
throughout the world that were flying on that thing ... and suddenly they found
it kind of handy to have some people here at the Center who understood this
stuff and could interface with the scientists." Stuhlinger said "improvements
came slowly [but] during the later phases of Project Skylab, cooperation be
tween engineers and scientists worked well; MSFC had learned a few good and
very usefullessons." 28
Achieving cooperation between scientists interested in particular experiments
and engineers involved with the whole workshop was not always easy. The
ATM system, Marshall's first experience in developing and managing a sci
ence payload for a manned mission, was especially troublesome. The Center
had to coordinate ATM operations with other experiments and resolve conflicts
with the earth resources or medical experiments. The problems in planning
operations were compounded by the lack of a chief project scientist at Marshall
and at NASA Headquarters. One ATM investigator, Dr. Richard Tousey of the
Naval Research Laboratory, complained to Stuhlinger in 1968 that "most of the
problems which have plagued us in the ATM project are caused by the lack of a
science-oriented person within the ATM project structure." Acting as liaison
for the scientists, Stuhlinger warned Frank Williams, director of the Center's
Advanced Systems Office, that "workshop planning" and "astronomy plan
ning" were not "on a converging course" and that "if we lose the astronomers
as customers ... it will be most difficult to maintain a workshop development
program. " 29
Conflicts over mission planning culminated in meetings in late 1970 and early
1971. The ATM principal investigators rejected the operations plan of Martin
Marietta, Marshall's experiment integration contractor. Without informing
NASA, the scientists developed their own plan. After the shock of this rebellion
subsided, NASA accepted most of the scientists' program. 30
Marshall's Space Sciences Lab managed the scientists' joint observing program.
Lab personnel and the principal investigators established a team of scientists
and technicians for each ATM instrument. Before Skylabs launch, the teams
developed plans for maximizing research, making routine observations, and
tracking dynamic solar events. Also before the mission, they practiced
coordination with mission controllers and ground-based observatories.
Cooperation with ground-based researchers around the world allowed for
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synergistic study of solar events and took advantage of ATM's ability to make
simultaneous photographs in multiple wavelengths.
During the 13 months
of Skylab missions,
the Space Sciences
Lab's assistant direc
tor and over 20
specialists moved to
Houston and helped
run the joint observa
tion program. The
NASA teams met
daily with the invest
igators to plan
observations and co
ordinate work with
The dynamic Sun, photo from Sky lab's ATM.
ground-based obser
vatories and 300 solar
scientists around the world. While operating, an "ATM czar" from Marshall
oversaw a console in mission control and sent digital commands to Sky lab and
written instructions to the astronauts via a teleprinter. 31
Marshall used similar procedures to help study Comet Kohoutek. Discovered
in March 1973, astronomers expected it to be very bright. NASA developed a
rush observation program using ATM instruments, and the four Sky lab astronauts
took into orbit the electronographic far-ultraviolet camera designed as backup
for Apollo 16. Marshall managed the Skylab observations from November 1973
through February 1974, and Goddard coordinated NASA's work with other
institutions. Marshall Center scientists contributed to studies of the comet's
anti-tail and brightness. If the public was disappointed because Kohoutek proved
dimmer than the media predicted for "the comet of the century," Skylab's
surveillance was a scientific success and showed the flexibility of a piloted
orbital observatory. Kohoutek became "the best observed and studied comet in
history," and the ATM instruments proved sensitive enough even though designed
to view the Sun. Spectral evidence supported current theories that comets were
composed of ice and primordial materialsY
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After the missions ended, Marshall helped scientists interpret the data. The
most elaborate support went to the astronomy experiments. With $15 million
from NASA, Marshall managed an ATM Data Analysis Program that funded
data archives, analysis, reports, and conferences. Teams of scientists from around
the world met in three solar workshops to discuss and report findings. The wide
spectrum of ATM instruments, the scientists found, revealed new information
about the transition region between the cooler chromosphere and the hotter
corona, coronal holes at the solar poles, magnetic fields around the Sun and
their effects on the earth's upper atmosphere, and the dynamics of solar change.
Scientists analyzed these discoveries for more than a decade and the ATM
became, according to Leo Goldberg of the Kitt Peak National Observatory,
"one of the most important milestones in the history of solar astrophysics." 33
The success of Skylab and its science programs left a long legacy for Marshall.
The contributions of Center scientists to Skylab made them "mainstream" and
laid a foundation for cooperation with engineers on later projects. 34 Moreover
Skylab formed the basis for later growth. Development of the workshop and the
integration of its experiments helped Marshall become Lead Center for Spacelab
and get a large role in Space Station efforts. Operations support during the
missions set a precedent for Huntsville's science operations control facility for
Spacelab. And the Center's work on Skylab's scientific payloads, especially in
solar astrophysics and materials processing, helped establish credibility among
scientists and enabled diversification to continue.
The Satellite Business
Even during research and development for Skylab, the Center was already work
ing on several satellites and scientific probes. These payloads were automated,
unlike Skylab's ATM, and as a result Marshall had to work closely with other
NASA Centers. The Center led successful efforts in high-energy astronomy,
geophysics, and astrophysics.
One of the most elegant spacecraft was Marshall's Laser Geodynamic Satellite
(LAGEOS). In 1964 geophysicists at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observa
tory speculated that lasers aimed at a reflective satellite could help analyze the
exact shape of the Earth and movements in its crust. They described their ideas
in August 1969 at a NASA conference in Williamstown, Massachusetts, and
later received support from Marshall. Since even the very thin atmosphere at
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orbital altitude would disturb the satellite, the experts recognized that the mass
to-surface ratio of the satellite should be as large as possible. The more massive
the satellite was, the more stable it would be. Therefore the scientists proposed
Project Cannon Ball, a four-ton sphere to be launched by a Saturn 1-B. The
designers had thought too big, however, and NASA Headquarters rejected the
proposal because of the configuration's high cost. 35
Marshall and the investigators returned to the drawing board, and in 1973 Head
quarters approved a scaled-down satellite designated as LAGEOS. The new
design carefully optimized weight and diameter. The passive satellite weighed
over 900 pounds and had no moving parts or instruments. Its aluminum shell
and solid brass core optimized the mass-to-surface ratio. Brass alone would
have been too heavy to launch cheaply, and aluminum alone too light to orbit
stably. The designers of LAGEOS also had to choose a diameter large enough
to maximize the number of mirrors and small enough to minimize drag. They
chose a 24-inch diameter which allowed 426 fused silica retroreflectors, mak
ing the completed LAGEOS look like a "cosmic golf ball." Because the sphere
would stay in orbit for more than eight million years, NASA decided to mount
a plaque inside to show its geologic mission. 36
Although LAGEOS development was a team effort, Marshall did most of the
work in-house. Perkin-Elmer made the laser retroreflectors. Originally the Center
intended to con
tract for a full
scale prototype
and a flight
model, but since
machine shops in
the Test Lab and
the Quality Lab
were working 30
percent below ca
pacity, Center
management de
cided to build the
prototype
In
house. TechniAssembly ofLAGEOS at MSFC.
cians machined
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the holes and mounting rings for the retroreflectors and assembled the sphere
even as a RIP was under way to lay them off. 37
Manufacturing LAGEOS was "a very precise high-tech job," Marshall engi
neer Lowell Zoller noted, which "benefited from the very specialized manufac
turing capabilities that we developed during the Saturn Program." The Center's
prototype was so finely crafted and performed so well in tests that NASA made
it the flight model. "The guys did such a great job with the first one," said
James Kingsbury, head of the Center's Science and Engineering Directorate,
"that we never built the second one. I think that it is the only program in the
history of NASA that came in under fifty percent of cost and on schedule."38
Throughout the design and development phase, Marshall received scientific
and technical support from the Smithsonian, Goddard Space Flight Center, and
Bendix Corporation. Goddard also tested the mirrors, leading Marshall to alter
the retroreflectors because six did not conform to design specifications. A Delta
rocket launched LAGEOS in May 1976 and put it in a nearly perfect circular
orbit. 39
Thereafter Goddard coordinated research using LAGEOS, which had an
operational lifetime of 50 years. Laser ranging stations around the world
projected lasers at the satellite and its mirrors reflected the beams back to Earth.
By timing the round trip of the beams, geophysicists could compute a location
on Earth within two inches of accuracy. This enabled measurement of shifts in
polar ice, tectonic plates, and fault lines. In addition to improving knowledge
about changes of the Earth's crust, scientists hoped LAGEOS would help predict
earthquakes. 40
In the early 1970s, Marshall also managed Gravity Probe-A (GP-A), which
had science as elegant as LAGEOS and more exasperating engineering
challenges. In the late 1960s, scientists-again from the Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory-proposed a redshift experiment to explore the
structure of space-time and test one of Einstein's thought experiments in his
theory of relativity. According to his "equivalence principle," the effects of
gravity and constantly applied acceleration could not be distinguished, a fact
that would cause "warping" of cosmic space-time. Consequently, two clocks
located at two different places with different gravity levels would tick at different
rates. A higher gravity level would cause a slower rate. Thus by comparing the
two clocks, one stationary on the surface of the Earth, and the other moving in
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weightlessness onboard a free-coasting spacecraft, the earthbound clock would
lag behind the spacebome clock. The two-clock experiment would measure
how several simultaneous effects contributed to the time difference: first, the
classical Doppler effect between a stationary observer and a moving source;
second, the relativistic Doppler effect between observer and source, described
by one of the Lorentz equations in the special relativity theory; and third, the
relativistic equivalence effect described in Einstein's general relativity theory.
Effects one and two were experimentally well proven and accurately known.
Gravity Probe-A would allow measurement of the third and thereby test
Einstein's general theory. In late 1969, NASA Headquarters asked Marshall to
help define this experiment. After rejecting a proposed satellite in an eccentric
orbit for excessive cost, in 1971 NASA accepted Marshall's proposal for a
suborbital flight, Gravity Probe-A. 41
GP-A was a joint project of the Smithsonian and the Center. The experiment
required two super-accurate clocks, which the Smithsonian developed using
atomic hydrogen technology. The clocks lost less than two seconds every one
hundred million years and functioned within five thousandths of one percent of
prediction. In addition to supporting the Smithsonian's work, Marshall designed
and built in-house the payload container and its power and communication
systems. The Center also integrated the container with the clocks and instru
ments, tested the communications systems and the entire package. The finished
probe was 45 inches long and 38 inches in diameter, weighed 225 pounds, and
would spin during its hour-long flight. 42
Perhaps not surprising given the sensitivity and complexity of the equipment,
the development of the probe was difficult. The Center and its partners encoun
tered problems with its very stringent thermal-control system, electronic parts,
the clock and leaks in its pressure vessel, and the probe's spin dynamics and
communication systems. The technical challenges, however, were exacerbated
by people problems.
Initially Marshall blamed the Smithsonian for managerial failures which led to
technical breakdowns. But Center managers admitted in August 1974 that
"MSFC had underestimated the difficulty and complexity of the project" and
failed to penetrate its contractor and provide enough resources. Therefore the Center
had added more people and assigned a resident manager to the Smithsonian. It
also required that the Smithsonian assign more people and improve its quality
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practices. Nevertheless, by late November, NASA's Office of Space Science
and Applications informed Marshall that it was "considering cancellation
of the GP-A Project in view of the long series of incidents." 43
Problems continued,
culminating in a test
failure. In December the
Systems Dynamics
Laboratory ran a vibra
tion test on the entire
probe payload, unaware
of its limited capacity to
withstand lateral axis
shock. The test was too
strenuous and damaged
parts of the probe, a se
rious error since Mar
shall was using a Final check-out of Gravitational Redshift Probe-A
"protoflight" concept in at MSFC.
which the qualification
model used for testing would be refurbished and used in flight. An internal
investigation revealed a "breakdown in communication" between the develop
ment and test organizations "similar to the problems that caused the loss of the
meteoroid shield in Skylab." Center managers took technical responsibility from
the project office and assigned it to the labs. Although communication prob
lems did not recur, technical glitches slowed development. Gravity Probe-A
went two million dollars over budget to cost nine million dollars and its
schedule slipped over one year. 44
In June 1976 a four-stage Scout D rocket launched the probe from Wallops
Island on a two-hour elliptical flight over the Atlantic. The probe attained a
peak altitude of 6,200 miles and scientists compared readings from its clock
with another at Cape Kennedy. The experiment was a full success and demon
strated the validity of this part of the General Relativity Theory to an accuracy
never before attained. After the flight the principal investigators thanked the
Center for helping "benefit the science of the experiment." They stated that
Gravity Probe-A was "the first direct, high-accuracy test of the ... [equiva
lence principle] and a beginning in the use of high accuracy clocks in space to
measure relativistic phenomena." 45
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The biggest satellite project Marshall managed between Skylab and Hubble
was HEAO, the High Energy Astronomy Observatories. The new discipline of
high-energy astronomy studied X and gamma radiation and cosmic-ray par
ticles. To detect these forms of radiation, which have shorter wavelengths and
higher frequencies than visible light, astronomers in the discipline depended
on access to space. Initially they used instruments flown in sounding rockets or
balloons, but recognized that satellites would be better. To get a satellite pro
gram, they formed a coalition in the late 1960s, drawing help mainly from the
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, Naval Research Laboratory, MIT,
American Science and Engineering Corporation, and the Space Science Board
of the National Academy of Sciences. Attracting support from NASA scien
tists, the coalition needed the backing of a field center. 46
Meanwhile, before the formation of the Program Development Directorate,
Marshall's Research Projects Lab was looking for new work. Stuhlinger met
with the astronomers and wanted the project. Although the lab had no X-ray
and gamma-ray astronomers, its Special Projects Division had radiation ex
perts who had worked on NASA's defunct nuclear propulsion program.
Stuhlinger organized these people, under the leadership of Jim Downey, into an
Electromagnetic Radiation (EMR) Project team.
The EMR team was less an instigator for the project and more an integrator,
helping the scientists to conceive instruments and define technology for HEAO.
Initial plans, similar to early concepts for the ATM, called for reconfiguring a
lunar module to support X-ray instruments and using a Saturn V launch ve
hicle. From the beginning, the EMR team, Downey recalled, had many ob
stacles to overcome. First, since it had been put together on an ad hoc basis, the
group lacked the sophistication and standing to build a coalition behind high
energy astronomy. "We were just trying to get some ideas so that we would
have a respectable proposition" to present to Headquarters. The team "boot
legged the work" for more than a year, he said, on a strictly "catch-as-catch
can" basis. Even though the EMR team was moving the Center into a new area,
support from von Braun and lack of bureaucracy created "an environment of
innovation and creativity." "We just didn't know what we were supposed to be
able to do," Downey thought. "Maybe we were just too young to be as easily
constrained to a system. I don't know, but I don't think we could do it today"
because a project has to become "kind of official before you can start working
on it now. To me in those earlier days, we would create the project. " 47
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Even though Goddard had more experience in astronomy, Marshall got NASA's
formal support for the HEAO proposals in late 1969. Several reasons accounted
for this. Goddard was busy with other projects, and during austere times NASA
could not provide more personnel. In contrast Marshall had a personnel sur
plus. Moreover Goddard supported the project because of its scientific merits
and because Marshall's role would not threaten its dominance in astronomy. As
Lead Center for development, Marshall would "provide assurance that the HEAO
Project is technically sound, remains on schedule, and is accomplished within
available resources." This mated Huntsville to another Center, with Marshall
managing the design and development of launch vehicles, spacecraft, experi
ments, support facilities, and vehicle operations. Goddard would be Lead Cen
ter for science, having charge of mission planning and data analysis; project
scientists for the first HEAO missions would be Goddard experts. 48
Based on this division of labor, Marshall established a project team in Program
Development to make detailed experiment plans and vehicle designs. In March
1970, NASA released an Announcement of Opportunity for four HEAO missions
and by November had already selected experiments for the first two satellites.
TRW became the prime contractor for the spacecraft. HEAO plans called for
"the largest payloads ever considered for an automatically operated US
spacecraft," weighing 21,000 pounds and stretching 40 feet. Downey believed
that Marshall encouraged the astronomers to "think bigger than they had been
thinking" because the Center "had the big rockets" and "we thought big."
Unfortunately Marshall's plans may have been too big, because NASA
suspended HEAO in January 1973. 49
Budget cuts by the Nixon administration led the Agency to slash funding for
automated projects and to "descope" (NASA's term for downgrade) the HEAO
series. HEAO would have to be redesigned to cost one-third to one-half as
much. In dealing with monetary constraints, Marshall faced management
challenges far different from the lush funding of Saturn or even Skylab. Survival
ofHEAO, observed Dr. FredA. Speer, Marshall's program manager, "depends
upon our success here at Marshall in outlining a lower cost program which will
obtain a major part of the scientific results sought in the original HEAO plan. " 50
In the first months of 1973, Marshall's project office planned the reductions
with the HEAO astronomers and contractors. They decided to postpone the
beginning of the missions, setting back the launch of the first satellite from
1975 to 1977, and to economize by shortening the mission. Three small satellites
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replaced the original four large ones. At three tons each, they were one-third
the weight of the originals, but nonetheless very heavy scientific satellites. Atlas
Centaur boosters, rather than Titan Ills, would launch the spacecraft. More
than half the original experiments stayed; the X-ray instruments were light
enough, but the cosmic- and gamma-ray instruments were too heavy and had to
be redesigned. To keep costs low, Marshall also decided to use as much off-the
shelf hardware as possible. 51
Using old hardware led to some awkwardness when the Grumman Corporation
claimed that it could readily make HEAOs using hardware from Orbiting
Astronomical Observatory satellites, a NASA program dating from the 1960s.
As a result, Marshall decided to retain TRW as prime contractor. Although the
Center justified its decision on legal and technical grounds, it also worried that
the Grumman alternative would cost more money; moreover, building a new
satellite would provide Marshall with more work than merely adapting an old
one. At one point Center Director Petrone kept Grumman executives at bay by
claiming his calendar was full for an entire month. 52
Meanwhile Marshall tried to maintain support behind the HEAO program. The
Center stuck with HEAO, Speer recalled, because getting work "was always a
consideration after Apollo." To maintain support, Speer at the time counseled
the investigators in "the need to act quickly and in keeping criticism on actions
taken under control." Although at least one scientist referred to the descoping
as NASA's "massive insult to science," most contained their resentment.
Realizing that their specialty bound them to the Agency, the scientists launched
a campaign for HEAO in NASA and Congress. Success of UHURU, the first
X-ray satellite, made their lobbying easier. In October 1974, NASA
Administrator James C. Fletcher promised that HEAO would be the Agency's
"Number One priority" between Apollo-Soyuz and Shuttle, and in July 1974
development funding for HEAO resumed. 53
In the restructured program, each HEAO satellite had a specialized mission.
HEAO-A and HEAO-C scanned the heavens to make maps of the whole sky.
Each rotated end-over-end every half-hour but kept its solar arrays pointed at
the Sun for power. HEAO-A scanned for X-ray sources and low-energy gamma
flux and HEAO-C for gamma-ray emissions and cosmic-ray particles.
HEAO-B pointed at sources identified by HEAO-A and had the first pointed
X-ray telescope ever built. Its instruments, 1,000 times more sensitive than any
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before, turned on a "lazy Susan," rotating in the focal plane of the telescope
mirror. 54
To achieve HEAO's scientific goals, Marshall realized that budget and schedule
constraints had to be maintained. If the Center and its partners did not use their
resources wisely, the scientific instruments would never reach orbit. "The cost
and schedule" of HEAO, Speer said in 1980, were "tightly controlled right
from the beginning."55 Accordingly time and money determined many technical
decisions during the development phase of the mid-seventies.
To minimize testing, Marshall and TRW used off-the-shelf space hardware like
gyroscopes and star sensors. Almost 80 percent of the components for the
HEAO-A spacecraft came from Pioneer, OSO, GEOS, and other satellites. The
Center and its partners also standardized the three HEAO spacecraft with
common computers, solar arrays, and equipment modules to support
instruments. 56 Another way of saving development money was substituting
"protoflight" for "prototype" testing. The traditional Marshall engineering
approach was to build a prototype, or qualification model, for testing, and then
use the lessons learned to build an improved flight article. Protoflight used a
single piece of hardware for tests and flight. Richard E. Halpern, director of
high-energy astrophysics at NASA Headquarters, told the Center to take a
protoflight approach because the project lacked the money to build both a
prototype and a flight model. HEAO's budget shortfall, Speer remembered, led
his team "to rethink some of these Marshall traditions. One of the first campaigns
I took was to persuade my lab directors and my Center Director to give up on
this prototype concept." Marshall accepted protoflight partly because Goddard
had used it successfully, but mainly because it helped "bring the price tag down."
In the end protoflight reduced costs 30 percent below original cost estimates of
prototype-based development. 57 Marshall's efforts to maintain budgets and
schedules sometimes triggered conflicts with the scientists and their contractors.
Protoflight reduced costs only if Marshall minimized hardware changes. The
astronomers, however, often worried that resistance to change could prevent
improvements and ultimately jeopardize research. Dan Schwartz of the Center
for Astrophysics argued that "if you don't do it with a certain quality, you get
nothing. I felt that NASA was always pushing that threshold." Another
investigator believed that Marshall thought like a "bridge builder." "It would be
a disaster to build a bridge an inch too short, it would be silly to make it a foot
too long. They very much stuck to the minimum requirements, when a little
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extra might have yielded a substantial gain in quality." In one case the scientists
resorted to subterfuge to get improvement. When Marshall turned down a
telemetry system checker that monitored data errors, the scientists resubmitted
the same device as a "block encoder" and Marshall allowed it. 58
The Center's close management of contractors and insistence on proper records
also caused conflict. To the scientists, government record keeping was oppressive
red tape. They later griped that if they had done all the paperwork, "the thing
would still not be in orbit." Disagreements culminated on HEAO-B experiments
in 1975, when the Center blamed the scientists and American Science and
Engineering for being lax and raising costs. This charge incensed Dr. Riccardo
Giacconi, the pioneer in high energy astronomy, who protested to Headquarters
that the scientists had more "carefully husbanded" resources than Marshall,
and that "the level of visibility was neither sufficient for MSFC to closely monitor
expenditures, nor adequate to foresee difficulties before they occurred." 59
When the issue resurfaced in 1976, the president of American Science and
Engineering complained to Speer about Marshall's excessive oversight of the
project. Marshall's management, he argued, had "deteriorated to the point where
it is not useful and is, in fact, detrimental to the program." He believed that
Marshall was making so many requests for so many kinds of information from
so many people that responses "often require the expenditure of effort in conflict
with our internal priorities." The controls, he said, prevented his firm from
"meeting our contractual requirements on schedule and with minimum costs."
Speer agreed that the goal should be "more efficient communication, not less"
and that Marshall would change its practices and seek only meaningful
information through as few channels as possible. 60
Generally, however, Marshall people defended the way they managed HEAO,
pointing out the differences between the approaches of scientists and engineers.
Astronomers, Speer observed, "didn't particularly enjoy being X-rayed on their
design project. ... The PI (principal investigator) felt that he was in control of
his experiment and he knew better than anyone in the world what it should do
and how it should be built. He minded somebody from Marshall whom he
considered not on par with his scientific capabilities to start questioning him on
some things." But Speer thought that success ofHEAO caused the scientists to
admit that, "Yeah, we didn't particularly like it, but we agree now that it probably
was not a bad idea to go through this sort of scrutiny."61
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Dr. Thomas Parnell, a Marshall employee and project scientist for HEAO-C,
said that Marshall's penetration was "a real shock to people who haven't been
through it. We must prethink everything in nagging detail, everything that could
go wrong and prepare for it. Also we have to worry about cost. The paperwork
raises the cost, but it guarantees that, when we launch, everything we can do to
ensure success is done." By the same token, working on scientific instruments
led Center engineers to change their attitudes. Parnell believed that in the
beginning, engineers thought a scientist was "esoteric and not very practical"
and "should write his requirements out on paper initially and then get out of the
way." But whenever problems emerged in development, the engineers had to
abandon preconceived paper requirements and seek the advice of scientists.
Thus HEAO's technical challenges, Parnell concluded, forced Center engineers
to become more flexible in how they managed scientific projects. 62
Marshall also tried to save money by performing some tasks in-house. Arsenal
capabilities, however, were mostly gone by the middle 1970s and the Center
built no HEAO components. Marshall contributed to development more as
designer and manager than as manufacturer. The Center's labs helped with
spacecraft design, especially with troublesome gyroscopes. The Quality Labo
ratory ran a control
center for electron
ics parts, and other
labs helped with
systems engineer
ing and testing. The
most lofty tests
occurred aboard
high altitude bal
loons. Marshall
coordinated tests
of cosmic- and
gamma-ray detec
tors conducted
aboard five bal
loons between Sep Marshall employees recover Stratoscope II telescope
tember 197 4 and after balloon flight near Bald Knob, Arkansas, in
September 1971.
May 1977. 63
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A more lowly but lengthy test of
HEAO instruments occurred in the
summer of 1977 in Marshall's X-ray
Calibration Facility. Marshall built
the facility in 1975-1976 to simulate
X-rays from distant celestial objects
and thus test an American Science
and Engineering telescope for
HEAO-B . The Center estimated that
construction would cost $7.5 million
but used surplus equipment from pre
vious programs and cut costs to $3.9
million. The facility consisted of a
variable X-ray source connected by
a pipe 1,000 feet long and 3 feet in
diameter to a chamber that housed
the telescope. The source, pipe, and
HEAO-B telescope in MSFC's X-Ray
chamber had to be evacuated to
Calibration Facility.
gether. The long distance was needed
to test the telescope focus and pro
duce an X-ray beam of very small angular divergence, approximating the par
allel X-rays arriving from celestial sources. Original planning called for a
six-month test period, but a lag in the construction schedule forced Marshall to
condense the tests into one month. Marshall technicians and the principal
investigators worked 24 hours a day in two overlapping 13-hour shifts. They
conducted nearly 1,400 tests and found problems that led to reworking the tele
scope hardware. The computer software developed for data retrieval during
testing was later used for the same purpose during flight. 64
Marshall's management of HEAO costs was very successful. During a time in
which the consumer price index rose more than 50 percent, the high technology
program finished within 20 percent of the original cost projection. Center
Director Lucas told a HEAO Science Symposium in 1979 that HEAO-A had
been built "at a lower cost per pound than any other NASA automated space
craft."65
The Center co-managed operations for the three HEAO satellites launched from
1977 to 1979. Marshall established an HEAO operations office at Goddard
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and the two Centers divided authority. GSFC's role was mainly scientific, su
pervising mission planning, scientific observation, and data analysis. Marshall's
role was primarily engineering. Although MSFC personnel helped plan obser
vations with Goddard and the investigators, they primarily directed spacecraft
communication and control. 66 The partnership played to the strengths of both
Centers.
The operations role lasted longer than expected because NASA extended the
lifetime of the HEAO missions. NASA had anticipated that the lifetime of the
satellites would be limited by the amount of thruster gas needed for attitude
control. But the earth's upper atmosphere proved less dense and the satellite
control systems more flexible than expected. Marshall and contractor techni
cians developed techniques to maximize scientific observations while mini
mizing attitude changes, and to use computer programs and spacecraft
gyroscopes to economize on thruster gas. These methods allowed for dramatic
mission extensions; HEA0-2, expected to last only 15 months before its fuel
ran out, kept going for nearly 30 months. 67
With the help of Marshall managers and
technicians, the HEAO program be
came a great scientific success. For the
first time, astronomers had clear images
of high-energy radiation sources.
HEAO-A found more than 1,200 new
celestial X-ray sources. The focusing
telescope on HEAO-B found thousands
more sources and made detailed stud
ies of the brightest ones. The first X
ray image of Cygnus X-1 from
HEAO-B, one scientist said, was "al
most like a religious experience." By
providing new insights on supernovas,
cosmic rays and heavy elements,
superbubbles, flare stars and stellar co
ronas, neutron stars, black holes, pulsars, degenerate dwarfs, and quasars,
the satellites showed the limitations of
optical astronomy and the significance
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of studying high-energy emissions. Thus, according to Wallace Tucker, an as
trophysicist and a historian of the project, HEAO "not only changed our knowl
edge of the astronomical universe, it has changed the way that astronomy is
done."68
The satellites of the seventies not only produced important scientific results,
but also contributed to Marshall's growing reputation as a multiproject Center.
The projects created opportunities such as the astronomy facility Astro-1 on
Space1ab, and the relativity experiment Gravity Probe-B. Especially the HEAO
series, Fred Speer observed, "opened the door to a new dimension of our
business," establishing the Center as "a member of the Space Science club." In
part because of the project, Marshall would become Lead Center for AXAF, the
Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility, with instruments 1,000 times more
powerful than HEA0. 69
Space Materials and Microgravity Research
When Marshall began diversifying, its arsenal system engineering culture and
propulsion specialty made the materials studies of microgravity science and
applications a fertile field. Developing space hardware meant that Center
engineers had to be experts on the properties of materials in space and allies of
physical scientists studying the effects of micro gravity. This collaboration pushed
back the frontiers of a new science and would draw the Center into national
debates about NASA's mission and the commercialization of space.
Under ABMA and in the early NASA years, the rocket engineers contributed to
materials research, because developing boosters required producing new
materials and knowledge about the effects of the space environment. For the
Explorer satellites, the Research Projects Lab discovered how to protect
spacecraft from large temperature swings with thermal control coatings. The
rocket engineers, especially in the Materials Laboratory, certified that materials
met requirements. The Center's labs developed Redstone graphite jet vanes,
ablative nose cones, aluminum alloys for liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen
engines, and methods for welding and inspecting aluminum. They used the
Pegasus satellites to gather information on the effects of striking particles on
spacecraft. They learned how to manage liquids in low gravity and control liquid
fuel floating in partially filled Saturn tanks. For Skylab's crew waste and shower
systems, Center technicians experimented on liquid dynamics in space. 70
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During the late sixties, furthermore, the Center helped NASA make a transition
from materials engineering into the new field of micro gravity research. Inevita
bly early research in a new discipline was exploratory and involved trial and
error. In 1965 Marshall personnel established a drop tower in the Saturn V
Dynamic Test Stand in which they could release containers for several seconds
of weightless freefall. Although initially used to study the effects of low gravity
on fuel in rocket tanks, Marshall also used the drop tower for scientific experi
ments in microgravity research. During and after the Sky lab program it helped
test procedures and develop equipment. 71
For Apollo 14 and 16 Marshall also helped devise "suitcase" experiments which
studied how low gravity lessened convection, causing materials to mix and heat
in other ways than on Earth. The investigations, recalled Dr. Robert Naumann,
one of Marshall's leading materials scientists, were "try-and-see" experiments
that lacked the controls necessary for solid science. Nonetheless the Apollo
experiments showed clearly that spacecraft did not experience real
zero-gravity; gravity gradients, thruster firings, atmospheric drag, and crew
motion created sources of small acceleration vectors which disturbed fluid
motion and caused other small, but perceptible effects in materials processes. 72
These discoveries caused scientists to change the designation from
"zero-gravity research" to "microgravity research."
The real breakthrough for microgravity science, however, came with Skylab.
NASA added materials studies late in Skylab planning, largely because
Dr. Mathias Siebel, director of the MSFC Manufacturing Engineering Lab, per
suaded Headquarters to include them. For these experiments the Center also
designed and developed a materials processing facility with a work chamber
that included an electron heating gun and a Westinghouse-developed electric
furnace. The late addition of this research program, Naumann remembered,
meant that "We had something like eighteen months from the time that it was
decided to add these experiments to the Skylab until the hardware was actually
delivered. Given what it takes in time to do things today, that's a pretty remark
able feat!" 73
Marshall personnel acted either as managers or principal investigators for three
general types of materials experiments on Skylab. They examined construction
methods in space and tested welding and brazing as means of joining struc
tures. Demonstration experiments studied various effects of microgravity, such
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as the melting of ice or the mixing of oil and water. Finally Marshall helped
investigate metallurgical, chemical, and biological processes in microgravity
and the potential of manufacturing novel materials in space, for example pro
ducing homogeneous alloys and growing pure crystals for electronics.
The experiments showed how gravity affected materials through convection,
buoyancy, sedimentation, and hydrostatic pressure. Since materials processing
in space was such a new field, results from Skylab were often isolated and
unpredictable, yielding more questions than facts. Nonetheless Siebel observed
that "the longest journey begins with a single step. This first step has been
successful. We're all ecstatic."74
Unfortunately after Skylab's first big step, Marshall and NASA were forced to
take only little ones because of funding constraints. Progress in microgravity
research slowed because no regular, sustained access to space for the scientists
existed until the shuttle. Moreover the Agency gave the research low priority. A
General Accounting Office study in 1979 showed that annual funding for
microgravity studies amounted to one-half of one percent of the terrestrial
applications spending which itself was only eight percent of the total NASA
budget. 75
Some progress came in the only manned orbital mission between Skylab and
shuttle, the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project. For the mission in 1975, Westinghouse
and Marshall improved Skylab's processing furnace and the Center managed
eight materials experiments that followed those done on Skylab. An electro
phoresis experiment was particularly successful, separating biological cells by
type and function and demonstrating the utility of microgravity research for
medicine. Nevertheless, Naumann believed that Apollo-Soyuz was "about a
level of sophistication lower" than Skylab. Not only did Apollo-Soyuz have
less power, stability, and longevity than Skylab, but the short two-year interval
between missions meant that NASA and materials scientists had little time to
learn lessons from Skylab and introduce changes. 76
Through the late 1970s, materials specialists at Marshall searched for creative
ways to continue their research. They conducted experiments in NASA's KC
135 aircraft, the Center's labs, and in the drop tower. Struggling against
restricted budgets, the Center created a new facility, a drop tube for containerless
experiments. Lew Lacy of the Space Sciences Lab scrounged materials for the
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tube, finding in a warehouse one-foot diameter liquid oxygen pipes from
Saturn rockets that had failed to meet specifications. Still facilities on the ground
or in KC-135 airplanes were at best poor man's microgravity, offering only
seconds of free fall in which to do research. 77 Accordingly, Marshall proposed
and managed a sounding rocket program. The Space Processing Applications
Rockets (SPAR) Program had 10 flights from 1975 to 1983, each with five
minutes of research time as the rocket returned to Earth on a suborbital flight.
Marshall ran SPAR on tight budgets with each flight costing about one million
dollars. To save money, the Center worked with Goddard, which already had a
sounding rocket program at White Sands Missile Range. Goddard supplied the
Black Brant VC vehicles and directed launch and payload recovery. Marshall
also saved money with in-house development of some investigators' hardware;
the Center's labs designed, manufactured, integrated, and checked out about
half of the experiment payloads. Roger Chassay, SPAR project manager,
recalled that he was a "one-person project office" who chose the project name,
wrote its plan, and in the first year wore through the soles of two pairs of shoes
walking from lab to lab. 78
Managing a low cost program like SPAR forced NASA to tolerate higher than
customary technical risks. Chassay said he had to convince lab personnel to use
different technical standards because SPAR could not afford to follow the
Center's traditional quality standards for manned missions. "That was always
difficult for me," he said, "to have our management and our engineers relax
their standards, their technical standards, to allow them to be compatible with
the tight schedule and the tight budget of SPAR."79
Headquarters had to be convinced as well. When all four experiments on SPAR
IV failed, John Carruthers, Headquarters' director of materials science,
acknowledged that the scientists were responsible for their hardware, but
nonetheless recommended that Marshall increase its testing and penetration. In
response Marshall objected to Carruthers "overstepping his bounds and telling
us how to do our job" and thought "returning to the 'Apollo mode' of integration
and penetration" would be "a big mistake." Marshall Director Lucas appointed
a chief scientist to improve communication between external scientists and
Center engineers and promised the Center would use more testing and simpler
technology to avoid failure and "unnecessary criticism." But he also thought
Headquarters should lower its ambitions for an experimental program and
recognize that "scientific objectives can best be achieved after the apparatus
has been proved in flight." 80
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The SPAR flights had
scientific, technical, and
organizational payoffs.
Microgravity specialists
continued their research
and improved their
instruments. They devel
oped containerless pro
cessors that suspended
materials in an acoustic
or magnetic field. SPAR
also tested equipment
for the Shuttle and
Spacelab. Moreover,
scheduling and integrat
ing scientific experi
ments for a succession of
flights taught Marshall
payload managers les
sons that proved useful Material processing experiments for a SPAR flight.
for the Shuttle program.
Project Manager Chassay remembered that Center Director Lucas enjoyed SPAR
briefings, probably because the reports were "a pleasant diversion from some
of the Shuttle problems for our Center management. They could see something
positive going on. We would fly anywhere from four to nine experiments on a
single flight and do that successfully." 8 1
Despite impressive early achievements, micro gravity research and applications
suffered the growing pains of an immature field. To grow, the field needed
scientific credibility, a political constituency, and lots of money. NASA needed
these things too in the lean years after Apollo. The Agency sought programs
that could yield beneficial results and bring political support for space exploration
and corporate backing for the Shuttle. By the mid-seventies, the Agency decided
to fund rnicrogravity materials research in major corporations. Consequently
NASA defined micro gravity research as an applications program and promoted
it as investment in "the industrialization of space." The common title for the
field, "materials processing in space," emphasized its practicality. 82
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By the late 1970s, Marshall had assumed the leading role in promoting the
commercialization of space processing. Press releases held out the promise
that the research would eventually produce new materials, improvements in
tools, electronics, and medicine, and ultimately "space manufacturing." The
goal of the publicity, according to Marshall's Director of Program Development,
was to create "a broad-based interest, and the climate and structure needed to
sustain it within the context of our economic and political system." Then the
field could become commercial, and the NASA-business partnership could "add
material benefits to man's life style, satisfaction, and enjoyment, as well as
make a positive economic contribution."83
Technological progress and material benefits, of course, had been a justification
for the space program since its inception. 84 But NASA's claims about materials
processing in space would later become very controversial because NASA
claimed it might also become commercially viable. The merits of this claim
became part of discussions about the utility of the Shuttle, Spacelab, and a
proposed Space Station. Thus Marshall's efforts to commercialize materials
processing in space helped provoke debates about the mission of NASA and
the role of the government in the economy. What were the proper relations
between business and government? Should government fund commercial
R&D projects that had little business support? Could government officials
antic~pate the marketplace and pick commercially viable areas for research?
Whether the Agency was financing a boondoggle or a bonanza was unclear,
and even optimistic Center engineers predicted a payoff only years in the future.
But even as Center engineers envisioned commercial ventures in space, others
worked on Marshall's down-to-earth energy enterprise.

The Energy Business
By the early 1970s, a national economic slump deepened post-Apollo cutbacks.
NASA's plight became more serious when the 1973 Arab oil embargo touched
off an energy crisis and a severe recession. Americans questioned the value of
the space program. With the first Shuttle flight years away and the Apollo
Applications program nearing an end, the Agency had few ways to capture
public attention, and had to compete for scarce resources with other federal
agencies. The new environment led NASA Centers to compete for the first time
in space spinoff projects. NASA had worked with the Defense Department since
its inception, but in previous contacts with other agencies NASA had always
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taken the lead. Now for the first time NASA would become subordinate to the
Departments of Energy, Interior, and Housing and Urban Development. "We
were used to doing things where we were the customers," according to Bill
Sneed of Program Development. But now the Center was developing technology
for commercial companies, homeowners, or other government agencies, and
"we had difficulty acclimating to that." 85 Marshall and other Centers struggled
to define new relationships with each other, with Headquarters, with other federal
agencies, and with contractors in unfamiliar industries.
Diversification reached its limit when Marshall helped develop new coal mining
technology. In 1974 a coincidence of interests between NASA and the
Department of the Interior led Marshall to tum from the heavens to the earth's
interior. NASA sought ways to keep its name before the public during the
flightless years of shuttle development, and Interior's Bureau of Mines wanted
fresh ideas to stimulate a flagging industry. New safety regulations and outmoded
equipment had reduced mining productivity by 25 percent over a five-year period,
and miners hoped new technology might stimulate the industry. Secretary of
the Interior Rogers C. B. Morton challenged NASA Administrator Fletcher to
apply NASA's engineering talent to develop automated mining technology that
would increase mining safety, minimize environmental damage, and increase
productivity. 86
Notwithstanding the irony of the Space Agency setting its sights below the
Earth's surface, the proposal had merit. NASA hoped to justify more generous
appropriations by demonstrating that it could deliver more than space
spectaculars. Coal mining offered a unique opportunity for NASA to help solve
the national energy emergency.
That Fletcher selected Marshall as the Lead Center for NASA's coal mining
work was not surprising. The Center's diversification plans had already led to
active involvement in Earth resources programs in the Southeast. In the early
1970s Marshall had worked with state governments to develop a land
classification system, to provide remote sensing for land surveys, to detect trees
infested with the Southern Pine Beetle, and to develop a satellite-assisted system
for the management of information on resources. 87 In January 1975, the
Department of the Interior and NASA announced an interagency agreement for
coal extraction. Marshall's Program Development organized a task team to
coordinate work with contractors, Interior, and NASA Support Centers. 88
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Marshall identi
fied the auto
mated extraction
of coal from deep
mines as the
area most likely
to benefit from
NASA's exper
tise . Automated
mining techniques
were replacing
the traditional Down-to-earth application of space technology for
room-and-pillar mining industry.
method, which
required that much quality coal be left behind for roof support. The new longwall
shear system allowed miners to carve out entire seams, making mining both
faster and more efficient. The greatest obstacle to automated longwall mining
was the lack of an effective means of adjusting shearing equipment. Cutters
needed to take as much coal as possible without penetrating into the roof or
floor beyond the seam, and thereby diluting the quality of the coal or leaving
too little coal for support. An improved system thus needed both sensors and a
control system to guide cutting drums. Preliminary studies indicated that such
equipment could extract as much as 95 percent of the coal from a seam while
reducing the rock collected from five to one percent. 89
The task team found parallels to their customary work. Like space, mines were
a hostile environment. "Everything about it is hostile. There's dust, shock,
vibration," remembered Peter Broussard. "In space it's really in a way more
benign." This meant that aerospace engineers had to adapt to the way miners
worked. "A lot of it is sledgehammer stuff," explained Broussard. "You have to
be able to make things so they will withstand the thousand natural shocks they're
going to get either from the environment or the miners." 90
Marshall's fresh perspective produced profits. Using space-derived technol
ogy, the task team demonstrated that devices using gamma rays, radar beams,
impact devices, or reflected light could improve performance of longwall shear
ing equipment. A Wyoming mining company used a Marshall depth-measuring
device to save an estimated $250,000 a month. Industry praised the Center's
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achievements. The Department of Energy, created since initiation of the project
and now responsible for its administration, hoped to see it continue. 9 1
At the same time as it assisted the coal
industry, Marshall broadened its en
ergy research to include solar heating
and cooling for residential and com
mercial use. Marshall and Lewis Re
search Center initiated Earth-based
solar studies before other Centers and
won the backing of Headquarters for
their efforts. When NASA made a bid
to gain the lead government role in so
lar energy research in the fall of 1972,
Marshall was already planning solar
energy prototypes. NASA won only a
supporting role, but early involvement
ensured that Marshall and Lewis
would be the focus of the Agency's
solar energy activity. 92

Test ofa solar collector in simulated
sunshine at the Marshall Center, 1978.

As its first solar energy project, Marshall proposed developing a demonstration
building heated and cooled by solar energy. 93 Headquarters approved plans in
October 1973, and by December engineers had constructed a prototype solar
collector, the "heart of the test article," mounted at a 45-degree angle to simu
late a roof. Nearby they positioned three surplus house trailers with 2,500 square
feet of floor space to serve as the model solar house. The demonstration project
went into operation in June 1974. Marshall's Skylab experience helped advance
the state of the art: a solar absorptive coating replaced black paint on the collec
tor panels and absorbed 93 percent of the available solar heat, and computer
simulations aided design and performance predictions. 94
Federal agencies jockeyed for energy funds with the advent of the energy cri
sis. Marshall's position became clearer in the fall. In September Congress passed
the Solar Energy Heating and Cooling Demonstration Act, which established
the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA). NASA named
Marshall as the Lead Center for the Agency's responsibilities under the act, but
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advised that other Centers must be encouraged to participate. As Lead center,
Marshall would develop solar heating and cooling equipment and manage the
ERDA Commercial Demonstration Program. 95
The Lead Center assignment in solar energy research testified to the dynamism
of Marshall's diversification and the energy of Program Development. Marshall
led the Agency into applied fields and charted a new entrepreneurial course for
NASA. With Headquarters discussing the possible closing of Centers, how
ever, Center Director Lucas knew that Marshall remained in a perilous posi
tion. Moreover, the Lead Center assignment in solar energy differed from one
in development of space technology where the Lead Center could draw on other
Centers to produce hardware for NASA. In applied fields, interagency contacts
and institutional commitments constantly shifted, making the entrepreneurial
environment even more competitive than normal Center relations, which were
combative enough.
Consequently Lucas vigilantly guarded Marshall's lead in solar energy. When
Langley Research Center asked for Marshall participation in an "Energy Con
servation House" project, Lucas worried about "what appears to be our lack of
initiative and resourcefulness in maintaining our apparent lead in developing
ways of utilizing solar energy in residential and commercial activities." 96 Pro
gram Development offered participation to other Centers, but promised Lucas
that "we will be very selective in our acceptance of their proposals."97 Lucas
offered participation to Johnson Space Center and Lewis Research Center only
after Headquarters exerted considerable pressure. 98 Other agencies exploited
the rivalry between NASA Centers; when Marshall complained that a Depart
ment of Housing and Urban Development procurement plan would make NASA
technically responsible without management authority, HUD replied that the
decision would be made at NASA Headquarters, not Marshall, and in any case
Johnson could support them if Marshall would not. 99
Indeed much of Lucas's concern stemmed from his belief that Headquarters
had retained more control over the solar energy program than space programs.
The organization chart placed two management control levels above the Lead
Center program manager while other NASA programs had only one. Harrison
Schmitt, who administered NASA's energy programs at Headquarters, acknowl
edged a new environment in which "traditional words of management may
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have to be applied in new ways." Schmitt confirmed Marshall's lead on techni
cal matters, but insisted that Headquarters would lead in contacts with other
federal agencies. 100
Marshall's contributions to the nation's solar energy program grew, and during
the second half ofthe decade the Center seemed destined to fulfill von Braun's
promise: "Huntsville helped give you the moon and I don't see why Huntsville
can't also help give you the sun." 101 After NASA negotiated an agreement with
the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) in March 1975,
the Center helped select and manage ERDA commercial demonstration
projects. 102 Marshall assumed technical management for a Department of En
ergy project to introduce solar energy into federal buildings. 103 By 1980, Marshall
had responsibility for 106 of the 285 commercial solar energy projects selected
by ERDA and the Department of Energy. Center personnel assisted the solar
industry with over 150 system design reviews. 104 The Center developed a sys
tem to record sunfall for solar energy programs. Marshall engineers developed
a solar collector that used air instead of water for heat transfer. 105
The energy projects helped the Center grow beyond propulsion and apply its
space expertise to Earth uses. It also protected personnel slots. In April1979,
NASA Administrator Robert Frosch agreed to allow Marshall to increase its
manpower commitment to energy programs from 135 to 235 over the next three
years if the Center's civil service manpower allotment could accommodate the
increase. 106 Six months later, Frosch suggested that NASA might increase its
commitment to energy from 3 percent of its manpower to 10 percent. 107 A GAO
survey in 1980 found "diversification into expanded energy work a positive
force in maintaining Center vitality." 108
Despite Marshall's success, by 1981 NASA began reconsidering its energy pro
grams. Opposition came both from within the Center and from Washington.
Kingsbury, director of the Science and Engineering Laboratory, had never
warmed to the idea of the Center devoting efforts to mining, an activity so
removed from NASA's central mission. Center Director Lucas believed NASA
should have a role in energy programs, but it should have its own mission rather
than be responsible to other agencies. 109
Political winds in Washington had also shifted. In spite of the Carter
administration's limited support for NASA, energy seemed to be one area in
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which growth was assured. The Reagan administration, however, disapproved
of technological development projects by federal agencies that could be con
ducted as well by private industry. Soon after Reagan's inauguration, Budget
Director David Stockman announced plans to trim the Carter solar energy bud
get by 23 percent in 1981 and 62 percent the following year. Both solar energy
and coal would be limited to long-term studies with the potential for large
returns.U 0
With NASA manpower undergoing another reduction, energy programs
became expendable. A budget amendment in May 1981 slashed NASA's direct
energy research and development appropriation in half. NASA Headquarters
directed Marshall to transfer its energy project to the Department of Energy by
the end of the year. 111 The Center received permission to continue its coal
research until February 1982 to complete work already underway, but then the
Center's eight-year entrepreneurial energy ventures came to an end. 112
However unlikely, Marshall's contributions to the earth-bound energy business
were successful. Rather than waiting for private industry to apply ideas from
the space program, Marshall directly sought space spinoffs. The mining inven
tions profited an old industry, and solar innovations yielded useful knowledge
in a new field.
When Marshall's energy work was complete, its commercial undertakings were
not. The experience influenced the way Marshall did business. Zoller recalled
that the energy projects "certainly influenced how we dealt with the scientific
community," and led the Center to involve industry and the scientific commu
nity in decision making. "We developed a working relationship first of all with
industry in the solar business, then through commercialization, then through
the scientific community to make them more part of the engineering manage
ment team," Zoller explained. 113
Conclusion
Marshall's diversification took the Center far from propulsion and created prob
lems as well as possibilities. The greatest problems of diversification were
managerial. The Center had to manage, in addition to the science projects
described here, the Shuttle, Spacelab, and the Hubble Space Telescope. At the
same time that projects were increasing, personnel lines were decreasing.
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Thus a flexible organization using ad hoc teams of specialists became a neces
sity. "Matrix management had been talked about in the Apollo Era," Bob
Marshall said, but now it "had to happen." Rather than many engineers from
one lab specializing on a problem, a handful of people worked full time and
received support from dozens of part-timers who were working on several other
projects. Critical staff shortages in some key technical specialties compounded
the problems. Funding limitations and personnel caps prevented the Center from
hiring experts for all its new fields. 114
Naturally Center managers worried about having too few people with too little
experience on too many projects. George McDonough, head of Science and
Engineering in the late 1980s, complained that "you try to matrix people and
there aren't enough people to go around, you are always bouncing from here to
there. There are fire drills and panics." Sometimes penetration of projects suf
fered. "With the decline of people and a diversification of projects," Sneed
lamented, "automatic responsibility for project integrity diminished somewhat
and we tended to get more in a reactive, as opposed to a proactive, mode of
operation." Engineers tended to get most involved "when problems occurred or
at critical points in the development process such as the key technical design
reviews. This mode of operation was not conducive to the most effective man
agement of our projects." 115
Despite being stretched thin, Marshall recorded important accomplishments.
Center personnel diversified a government installation during an era of auster
ity. This remarkable feat helped preserve an experienced and versatile technical
team as a national resource. Marshall's diversification also had social side
effects in North Alabama, encouraging Huntsville's economy to become more
varied as well. 116
In addition, the Center made changes in its culture, discovering ways for engi
neers and scientists to work together. The Center's diversification also contrib
uted to scientific and technological progress. Its hardware and services made
possible new discoveries in solar physics, astrophysics, space physics, theoreti
cal physics, chemistry, metallurgy, and biology. Such successes helped the Center
gain future projects and operational responsibilities.
Moreover, the dynamism and creativity of Marshall led NASA in new directions.
Its entrepreneurship spawned competition and cooperation among field Centers
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and connected the Agency to other government institutions. The Center
undertook commercial ventures, developing marketable technology for mining
and performing solar energy research. It also sought to lay foundations for a
new industrial sector of materials processing in space. Thus the Center's
diversification forced NASA officials and national leaders to define the Agency's
mission and refine the role of government in the economy. Within a decade
after the first launch of a Saturn V, Marshall had helped conduct many different
explorations of outer space.
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Chapter VIII
The Space Shuttle: Development
of a New Transportation System
In the aftermath ofApollo, Marshall Space Flight Center increased its research
activities, conducted space operations, and engaged in entrepreneurial ventures.
But Marshall was still primarily a propulsion Center, and its reputation would
rise and fall depending on the success of its rocketry. If the Space Shuttle
propulsion system did not dominate Marshall's second two decades in the way
that Saturn had in the first, it was nonetheless the Center's preeminent concern,
source of its greatest post-Apollo triumphs, and its most sobering tragedy.
Of the four major Shuttle components-solid rocket boosters, external tank,
main engines, and orbiter-Marshall bore responsibility for all but the orbiter.
Each offered new technological challenges that pushed engineers and adminis
trators beyond Saturn. For the first time the Center developed a rocket that
relied on solid fuel. For the first time the Center worked on a reusable vehicle
system.

Choosing a Configuration
NASA adopted the Space Shuttle as a formal program in 1969, but the origins
of its concepts predate the formation of the Agency. Marshall participated in
the earliest Shuttle studies, and the Center's struggle to define its role in the
Shuttle program was an important part of its post-Apollo transition.
The Shuttle broke with Apollo technology most significantly as a reusable space
craft, an idea that had appealed to philosophers, scientists, and rocket engineers
for decades. Indeed most 19th century speculation about space travel envisioned
reusable vehicles, not because of a systematic approach to technological
obstacles, but because of assumptions drawn from familiar systems. German
and American theorists suggested the possibility of rocket airplanes in the 1930s
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and 1940s, and American experimental craft like the X-15 bear more kinship
to the Shuttle than to early spacecraft.' The Air Force and the Army both pur
sued studies in the late 1950s that could be considered precursors to the Shuttle.
The Army Ballistic Missile Agency in Huntsville, before relinquishing its
Development Operations Division to NASA in 1960, contrived various means
of recovery for its expendable Redstone and Saturn I rockets including
paragliders and parachutes, but none of them were flight tested. 2
From the earliest months of
its establishment, Marshall
began to investigate reusable
systems. The first study
began in 1961 when the
Center's Future Projects
Office issued a statement
of work calling for winged,
reusable launch vehicles
including orbital passenger
and cargo carriers with
easily accessible payload
bays in which all stages
would be capable of multiple
reuse. In December 1963
Boeing, Lockheed, and North
American Aviation all con
ducted studies for Marshall.
By December 1963, they
A Shuttle launch.
concluded that such vehicles
were indeed possible. 3
Lockheed and Boeing conducted a follow-on study for the Marshall Future
Projects Office in 1964 and 1965 that suggested possible systems criteria for
"the design of space launch vehicles similar in operation to today's
airplanes."4
Hermann Koelle, who headed the Future Projects Office, also pursued studies
of high-performance rocket engines. Jerry Thomson remembered Koelle
approaching him about engine designs that might surpass the performance of
Saturn engines. "Up through the Apollo Program we were only operating about
a thousand PSI of chamber pressure, which is what the F-1 ran. But we wanted
272
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to go much higher than that," Thomson recalled. "Some of us, sort of on a side
track, went off to get some components built and tested for these engines that
were later to become the Space Shuttle main engine."5
John McCarty, one of Thomson's colleagues, remembered that "When we put
the requirements of the aerospace plane together with propulsion rocket engine
technology and requirements, it was clear we needed to start a new approach to
an engine. We started two or three projects. We started high-pressure
turbopumps-one for hydrogen for the fuel and one for oxygen for the oxidizer.
We started some engine system design studies to arrive at what was the right
configuration.... How would you control it? What are some of the fundamental
limits in the engine? ... That was really the beginning, I think, of the SSME
[Space Shuttle main engine]." 6
At the time of these early studies, NASA was far from settling on a major post
Apollo program. When NASA's planners did discuss future goals, they assumed
that an orbiting workshop would be the next major manned program. Houston
and Marshall already had Space Station Projects Offices. Officials assumed
that "the large manned Space Station seems to be the most probable initial mis
sion" for a reusable launch vehicle. In this context, a "Shuttle" would function
as a logistics vehicle in support of a Station rather than an independent system.
Furthermore, planners would try to minimize development costs for the logistics
vehicle in order to avoid compromising station funding. While NASA expected
eventual development of a reusable vehicle, planners acknowledged that concrete
designs would have to be deferred. 7 The shadow of a presumed Space Station
thus constrained investigations, since NASA was already beginning to realize
that the post-Apollo era would offer political and economic limits. 8
Studies at Marshall, Houston, and the Air Force between 1963 and 1967 helped
keep plans for a Shuttle-type vehicle alive. People involved in the mid-1960s
Shuttle studies acknowledged that they were working in a highly speculative
environment. They had no foolproof way ofjudging the cost of advanced reusable
systems, and few precedents for evaluating technical risk, refurbishment costs,
abort capabilities, system size, or performance. 9 Since these factors were
interrelated, changes in one area could greatly affect others; for example, as
size increased, engine performance and thermal protection would both be
affected in very complex ways. 10 Frank Williams of the Marshall Future Projects
Office suggested that one set of assumptions could lead to hundreds of millions
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of dollars in savings, while slight changes in these assumptions could lead to
hundreds of millions of dollars in losses. 11
Wernher von Braun helped to keep the idea of a Shuttle-type vehicle before the
public. His 1952 Collier's articles envisioned a logistics vehicle to supply an
orbital space station. In 1965 he called for a reusable earth-to-orbit vehicle that
could service space stations in 10 to 15 years, one in which both launch vehicle
and spacecraft would be "capable of returning to Earth in a lifting-flight mode."
In one of the optimistic projections of Shuttle use characteristic of early plan
ning, he suggested that a system to deliver a 10,000-pound payload and 10 men
to orbit could be developed for $1 billion, and that if it could perform 1 mission
per week for 50 to 100 missions, it could lower the cost to lift a payload to orbit
to only $50 per pound. 12
The origins of the Shuttle are disparate, but 27 October 1966 might qualify as
the point at which NASA began to define a real configuration for development.
On this date representatives of the Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF),
Marshall, and the Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC) met in Houston to discuss
logistics systems for the post-Apollo era. Max Akridge, one of the Marshall
representatives, called the meetings "the beginning of the Space Shuttle as such."
Planning for the Shuttle began at each Center, and engineers began to contem
plate possible designs. 13
Competition between NASA Centers would intensify as Agency resources
became scarcer, and competition between Houston and Marshall would be an
important factor in Shuttle development. Houston's early configuration study
was but an indication of the competition that would characterize post-Apollo
relations between the Centers. Houston's Shuttle was a fully reusable two-stage
vehicle with straight fixed wings that became the basis for early configuration
discussions. 14
As part of the post-Apollo planning process during 1968, NASA began to pull
together concepts developed by Agency and defense contractors. George E.
Mueller, NASA's Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight and the
Agency's leading Shuttle advocate, began to argue the merits of a Shuttle inde
pendent of a space station. 15 In February Mueller called for a fully reusable
low-cost transportation system that might eventually be competitive with other
forms of transportation. Marshall helped Mueller's office conduct further econo
metric and engineering studies examining manned spaceflight options, and
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among those released midyear was one that offered a cautionary note. It ques
tioned the viability of a fully reusable aircraft-type transportation system
before the mid-1980s because of high risks and the necessity for very high
annual launch rates over a sustained period of years to amortize high develop
ment costs. 16 The very issue of viability showed another difference from Apollo;
whereas Apollo's goals were political, Shuttle would always be held to eco
nomic criteria. In the fall, NASA directed Marshall and Houston to review their
studies on low-cost transportation systems with a view toward reducing costs. 17
The space program enjoyed a peak of popularity in 1969 as the anticipated
Moon landing allowed the nation to divert its attention from the protracted war
in Vietnam. Out of the public spotlight, the year saw crucial decisions that would
shape the space program for years. In January NASA committed $500,000 to
each of four Shuttle feasibility studies and assigned management to field
Centers, thus initiating Phase A of Shuttle development. 18 Marshall managed
the General Dynamics and Lockheed contracts, Houston monitored McDonnell
Douglas, and Langley supervised North American Rockwell. NASA directed
each contractor to examine a different design approach and to report their find
ings at a September appraisal. 19
On 13 February, President Richard M. Nixon appointed a Space Task Group to
give him advice regarding the direction of the space program in the post-Apollo
years. Chaired by Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, the task group included NASA
Acting Administrator Thomas 0. Paine, Secretary of the Air Force Robert C.
Seamans, and Lee Dubridge, science adviser to the president, as well as
observers from other agencies. 20
The announcement of the formation of the Space Task Group stimulated plan
ning activity in NASA, for the Agency now had only a few months to influence
decisions expected to affect NASA's direction for years. Mueller directed
Manned Space planning activities, and in doing so shaped both NASA's com
mitment to the Shuttle and the role Marshall would play in its development.
"The Shuttle business grew out of what I call the Mueller Plan," Huntsville's
Bob Marshall recalled. Mueller hired BellComm to aid in planning. "He
directed them to plan a program which had in it the Shuttle." 21 Mueller also
guarded the Center's interests. Concerned about the traumatic post-Apollo tran
sition in Huntsville, he ensured that the Center received its share of Shuttle
development business. The Agency began discussions with the Air Force about
possible joint efforts to develop the new vehicle.
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Meantime the Centers began jockeying for position. Marshall, in the throes of
post-Apollo cutbacks, sensed an opportunity to gain new responsibilities. One
of the Houston participants in intercenter meetings noted that "MSFC is really
building up to handle the advanced program." 22 Marshall formed an Integrated
Launch and Reentry Vehicle (ILRV) task team early in April, two weeks before
Mueller did the same at Headquarters, and some speculated that Marshall might
win the assignment to manage the Shuttle. 23
Max Akridge of the Marshall group maintained that the term "Space Shuttle"
originated after Mueller's address to the group on 5 May. Akridge recalled
Mueller saying that NASA needed "a vehicle that's like a shuttle bus." "I kind
of liked the name 'Space Shuttle,'" Akridge recalled, and he directed the Marshall
contractors to begin using the term, which soon became common. 24
Mueller, in one of several actions he initiated to assist Marshall through its
post-Apollo reductions, assigned the Center to take the lead in evaluating Shuttle
configurations. (Privately, one Houston manager wrote his reaction to the as
signment: "MSC losing out. " 25 ) The baseline characteristics requiring a ve
hicle that could transport 50,000 pounds to orbit and back and have a payload
volume of 10,000 cubic feet eliminated ballistic configurations from consider
ation, but at least eight options remained open for evaluation in Phase B. Mueller
directed that the evaluation be predicated on performance, development risk,
cost, and schedule. 26
In the weeks following the 20 July 1969 Apollo 11 lunar landing, NASA
attempted to capitalize on the afterglow of its greatest achievement to gain
support for Shuttle and other new starts. Mueller advocated continued develop
ment of both Space Station and Shuttle, which would be necessary for Station
logistics support; he anticipated that both might be launched by 1975. He also
supported development of a space tug that might operate between the Station
and other spacecraft, and a nuclear shuttle that could operate between Earth
orbit and lunar orbit. The Shuttle, he suggested, could be developed and put
into operation for $6 billion, and while NASA's percentage of the Gross
National Product might rise slightly during development, it would never reach
Apollo-era figures and would decline in the 1980s.27 NASA was perhaps
entitled to a rush of optimism after the Apollo landing.
In September, Vice President Agnew's Space Task Group presented its report,
which in effect ratified Mueller's goals for manned space. The report offered
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guidelines for space operations, and stressed the importance of "three critical
factors" of commonality, reusability, and economy. The panel offered Presi
dent Nixon three alternative courses. The first two were ambitious and expen
sive, incorporating a manned mission to Mars. The third was more modest, but
still supported both a Space Station and a Shuttle. Nixon selected the third
option six months later. 28
In the months that followed the release of the Space Task Group report, NASA
made key decisions regarding Shuttle configuration, means of development,
and the division of labor between the Centers. During the early months of the
year, the Agency saw its future on the line, and battled effectively to influence
the Space Task Group report. Now, in the months following the release of the
report, the Centers battled to preserve their stake in post-Apollo work. Marshall
was fighting this battle on several fronts, and its success in diversifying into
space science and maintaining its traditional role as the NASA Propulsion
Center ensured the Center's survival.
Marshall and Houston worked out a joint agreement regarding Shuttle con
tracting and management in a series of meetings in September and October,
and referred their plan to Headquarters. Von Braun and Robert R. Gilruth, Cen
ter Director at the Manned Spacecraft Center, agreed that the Shuttle was of
such complexity that development of the orbiter and booster should be handled
by separate contractors. If separate contractors were to be used for the orbiter
and booster, different Centers could manage each contract, and their historic
roles made it logical that Houston would manage the orbiter, Marshall the
booster. The relationship between the Centers would thus be similar to that
under Apollo, although the interfaces between the orbiter and booster would be
much more complex than those between the Apollo capsule and the Saturn
stages.
By the time Mueller resigned as Associate Administrator for Manned Space
Flight in December 1969, a general management approach was in place. Task
teams had defined general characteristics of the Shuttle; it would be a two
stage fully reusable craft capable of performing for 100 missions. High-perfor
mance hydrogen/oxygen engines with throttle capability would provide the
vehicle's power. The Shuttle would take off vertically and land horizontally.
The orbiter's cargo bay was to be 60 feet long and 15 feet in diameter. 29 Many
questions about Shuttle would remain for definition during Phase B of system
design.
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NASA knew that to win administration approval the Agency would have to
build a coalition in support of the Shuttle. Political considerations thus influ
enced Shuttle planning throughout to a greater degree than they had in earlier
NASA programs. NASA needed support from the Department of Defense both
for its congressional clout and as a customer that would provide payloads, so
DOD had been involved in Shuttle planning from the beginning. Its demands
for cross-range (the ability to maneuver in a horizontal plane during reentry)
and minimum cargo bay dimensions became inflexible Shuttle requirements
that determined Shuttle size and wing configuration. 30
The aerospace industry would also play a larger role in developing the Shuttle
than it had during Apollo. The decline of the arsenal system owed in part to
NASA's need for industry support. Contracting created political constituents
for the Agency, but as a consequence NASA relinquished its in-house manu
facturing capacity, and lost some ability to measure contractor performance.
NASA expected competitive development to promote better use of manpower,
earlier completion, and lower prices. 3 1
Few aspects of the Shuttle program had as much impact on Marshall as NASA's
decision to minimize in-house manufacturing. The Center had used in-house
manufacturing of prototypes and subsystems to hone its engineering skills.
Mueller sought to reassure von Braun that use of contractors offered economic
advantages and earlier completion. 32 Von Braun tried to maintain pockets of
in-house strength. He warned Headquarters that Marshall would be "more
constrained in influencing the contractor's designs and practices," and find it
more difficult to "retain its penetration" of contractors. He warned that costs
could rise, schedules would be less exact, and contractors would be compelled
to take risky shortcuts to maintain a competitive advantage. 33
Another departure from Apollo was that concern for costs was paramount.
George Low put it succinctly: "I think there is only one objective for the Space
Shuttle program, and that is 'to provide a low-cost, economical space transpor
tation system. "' 34 Costs became a prime driver of Shuttle development, influ
encing schedule, prompting design changes, determining development
strategies. 35 Unrelenting emphasis on costs led NASA and its contractors to
develop over-optimistic projections of anticipated Shuttle performance and low
estimates of development costs that precipitated overruns. 36
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With Mueller's departure, some expected that power would shift back to the
Centers. 37 In fact the intercenter Shuttle management agreement gave the
Centers leverage against Headquarters. Marshall and the Manned Spacecraft
Center would continue to quarrel with one another about control of pieces of
the Shuttle program, as they did over control of auxiliary propulsion late in
1969. 38 In disputes with Headquarters over Shuttle management, however, the
two Centers were in general agreement, defending the autonomy of the field
Centers. 39 But Headquarters was reluctant to grant such latitude on Shuttle.
As NASA prepared to initiate Phase B Shuttle studies, it became clear that
Mueller's successor, Dale D. Myers, would be aggressive in asserting Head
quarters' prerogatives over the Centers. He insisted on the need to "maintain
discipline," and stipulated that all changes must be approved at Headquarters. 40
Myers went even further than Mueller in his insistence that contractors be given
free rein. He warned Eberhard Rees, who had become Center Director at
Marshall when Von Braun accepted a position at Headquarters in January 1970,
that "in order to establish the right tenor" the Centers would have to exercise
"considerable restraint" in relations with contractors. "We must guard against
over-managing and tight control of the contractor's activities," he warned. 41
Three weeks later, he was even more explicit. He told Rees to limit previously
approved in-house studies, and informed him that "I hold you responsible to
limit the in-house studies to that effort which does not dissipate the contractor
or the Center resources and to activities which truly supplement and support
the industrial effort. " 42
The concept of a fully reusable Shuttle ran into both technical and fiscal
obstacles that forced evaluation of alternatives. A "fly-back" booster would
require two piloted stages, one for the orbiter and one for the booster, and would
have posed technical difficulties at the point of stage separation and in case of
the need for abort. Another critical technical problem involved the challenge of
inspecting for reuse large cryogenic tanks that were integral to the Shuttle struc
ture, a problem that led some engineers to champion an expendable external
tank. 43
The problem of controlling costs also forced reconsideration of a fully reusable
system. The cost issue became more serious on 7 March when President Nixon
retreated from the goals of the Space Task Group. He offered six goals for the
space program, of which only the Shuttle survived as a major new start for
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NASA. Congressional criticism of the manned space program in general and
the Shuttle in particular also forced NASA to reconsider its plans. 44
Pressed from one side by Air Force requirements to develop a larger and more
expensive vehicle than would have been necessary for NASA alone, and from
the other by unrelenting pressure to cut costs, NASA had to find a middle way.
A fully reusable Shuttle would realize savings over the life of the program, but
would be more expensive to develop. By accepting a partially reusable vehicle,
NASA might salvage its program by saving development costs, even if it meant
that the cost per flight would be higher because of the need to buy expendable
parts for each Shuttle flight. Since expendable components were less expensive
to develop, their use could save money on the front end of the program by
postponing expenses.
NASA thus moved into Phase B Shuttle studies in a very different environment
than that immediately following the Apollo 11 moon landing. Headquarters
asked Marshall to study the feasibility of a "low cost manned support module
which could be transported by the Shuttle."45 No longer could the Agency rely
on the concept of a total manned system linking Shuttle to Station; instead,
NASA argued that Shuttle was justified based on reduced payload costs, ironi
cally subordinating the manned space program to unmanned space science.46
The plan for Shuttle development became clearer in the spring of 1970 as NASA
evaluated Phase B proposals for both the Shuttle and its main engines. The plan
for Phase B management represented something of a victory for the Centers,
and especially for Marshall Director Rees, who had argued persistently for the
"Apollo concept" in which the Centers "were not encumbered with offices and
groups to oversee, review, integrate, and coordinate their activities." 47
Headquarters sought to balance management authority between Houston and
Marshall, with Houston managing Phase B systems studies, Marshall the main
engine studies, and the Centers dividing the Phase A Alternate Space Shuttle
Concepts Studies intended to explore alternatives to a fully reusable system.
On 30 April the Agency awarded Phase B Shuttle main engine contracts under
Marshall's management to Aerojet, Rocketdyne, and Pratt & Whitney. On
9 May Headquarters announced awards of parallel 11-month Phase B Shuttle
contracts to McDonnell Douglas and North American Rockwell to investigate
fully reusable concepts employing a two-stage Shuttle with a piloted flyback
booster and an orbiter that would carry its payload and fuel internally. 48
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Phase B studies proceeded more slowly than planned, in part because of the
constantly shifting fiscal terrain, but largely because of the range of configura
tion under consideration.
Another important change in emphasis occurred in March. The fully reusable
concept began to look untenable. "The OMB [Office of Management and
Budget] and the President gave us a budget. And the fully reusable vehicle
would not have met that budget," remembered one of Marshall's engineers
working on Phase B studies. 49 Discussion of expendable options had become
more common with increasing cost pressure. The idea of using an external
tank, which apparently originated in the Grumman Phase A study, gained sup
port since it would simplify development of the Orbiter, make the orbiter lighter,
and reduce development costs. In a fully reusable system, the orbiter would
have carried liquid hydrogen internally. "Because hydrogen is such low den
sity," Marshall's Mike Pessin explained, the orbiter would have required "large
hydrogen tanks. It had to protect those hydrogen tanks during reentry, because
it was coming back at more of a velocity. It needed the heavyweight, high tem
perature TPS [thermal protection system]. ... By going to a drop tank Orbiter,
where you had an External Tank, then you ended up bringing the mass fraction
of the Orbiter system down, because the Tank no longer had to be protected
from the high heating." In March NASA requested all contractors doing defini
tion studies to evaluate use of an external hydrogen tank. 50
James C. Fletcher became NASA Administrator on 27 April 1971, and soon
committed the Agency to the Shuttle. "I don't want to hear any more about a
Space Station, not while I am here," he proclaimed. 51 He soon faced budget
pressure that made the constraints of previous months seem modest. The Office
of Management and Budget announced in May that NASA could not expect
any budget increases for the next five years, casting all Shuttle plans in doubt
since it would limit funding for the new system to between $5 billion and $6
billion, far below what Paine or Low had anticipated as minimal. 52
Management of the Shuttle program was another pressing issue when Fletcher
took the helm. Houston wanted a Lead Center approach, with the Manned Space
craft Center responsible for "complete systems engineering, program manage
ment and control including financial management," with a Headquarters director
"who would review the MSC decisions and concur in these decisions." 53 The
Houston plan sought to decrease the authority the Headquarters program office
had under Apollo by shiftipg program and financial management to the Lead
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Center. 54 Talk of single-Center management worried people in Huntsville, who
feared that Marshall might lose even the propulsion system. 55
When word leaked out that Myers, the head of the Office of Manned Space
Flight, supported the idea of naming Houston Lead Center, the Alabama con
gressional delegation, led by Huntsville's Senator John Sparkman, requested a
meeting with Fletcher. Sparkman dropped his request after receiving assurance
that Marshall would get a "sizable portion" of Shuttle work. 56 More than Shuttle
work was at stake, however. When Myers sent his organizational plan to Fletcher,
he proposed assigning Houston as Lead Center on Shuttle, and assigning
Marshall the Research and Applications Module (RAM, the predecessor of
Spacelab) and Space Station studies in addition to its Shuttle propulsion. 57
The Shuttle management plan that Myers announced on 10 June made compro
mises to minimize Center rivalry. Marshall received responsibility for the booster
and the main engines, Kennedy for launch and orbiter implementation. It gave
Houston everything it wanted except financial management, which remained
in Washington. Christopher Kraft, Houston's deputy director at the time, claimed
that leaving financial control in Washington gave Houston technical manage
ment but not control. Marshall "got the money for their programs through Head
quarters. That was a ploy to satisfy their distrust in the system," Kraft said. 58
But Headquarters had no intention of relinquishing financial control, particu
larly when management was seeking to demonstrate its cost-consciousness. As
George Low insisted, "We can't let the people at Marshall and Houston solve
all their problems by calling up the budget office and saying they were going to
let out another contract for $10 or $15 million." 59
Nor was Marshall satisfied. "That was a very controversial decision, and a
decision that I think some people would argue today might not have been a
good decision," explained Bill Sneed, who was involved in Shuttle planning as
a part of Program Development. "It has been our experience here that it's very
difficult for one Center with equal posture to lead and manage another Center.
There's a certain amount of competitiveness and parochialism between the
Centers that makes it difficult for one Center to be able to objectively lead the
other. And perhaps more difficult would be to have one follow the other. That
was the real flaw in that arrangement." 60
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Houston's aggressive assumption of its Lead Center responsibilities gave
Marshall concern as well. Roy Godfrey, manager of Marshall's Space Shuttle
Task Team, attended a meeting of contractors in Houston shortly after the
Manned Spacecraft Center became Lead Center, and reported that the contrac
tors received "liberal doses of MSC philosophy from Max Paget and Chris
Kraft." When one of the contractors responded to criticism that they were only
doing what had been requested in Washington, Kraft told him, "You are in
Houston now, not Washington!" Godfrey concluded that "MSC has taken firm
hold of Shuttle-they left no doubt in the contractors' minds that they intend to
have their way." 61 Two months later, Marshall complained to Headquarters that
the Houston Shuttle Program Office was approving its own facility require
ments and disapproving Marshall's. Dick Cook, Marshall's Deputy Director
for Management, suggested that the facilities issue demonstrated that "no mat
ter how one Center that has been given program management responsibility
over other Centers tries, it cannot look at the requirements of another Center in
an unbiased manner." 62
In the summer, as budget pressure increased to the point that the survival of the
Shuttle was in question, a configuration breakthrough gave the program new
life. The development was so significant that by the end of the year Fletcher
could claim that "the cost and complexity oftoday's Shuttle is one-half of what
it was six months ago." 63 The Shuttle orbiter's main engines required both liquid
hydrogen and liquid oxygen for fuel. For several months, all four Phase A
and B configuration contractors had been looking at designs using an external
tank for liquid hydrogen and an internal tank within the orbiter for liquid oxygen.
The breakthrough of May 1971 involved putting all of the Shuttle's ascent fuel
in external tanks, utilizing one large shell for both liquid hydrogen and liquid
oxygen tanks. In addition to lightening the orbiter and allowing for a larger
payload bay, the concept allowed the tank to perform the structural function of
absorbing the thrust of strap-on boosters. 64 Furthermore, it lowered costs since
its development required no new technology. "We went with essentially Apollo
technology. We were deliberately not wanting to invest into a high risk
technology in the Tank," remembered James Odom, who would later head
Marshall's External Tank Program. "That was the way we got the cost down
from ten billion down to the five billion. In doing that, we had more expendable
hardware. The per launch cost went up, but we got the development cost down
to within a range that Congress would support." 65
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Piece by piece NASA had been forced to accept reductions below what it
considered necessary to build the Shuttle. From Paine's $10 to $15 billion
estimate, Low had accepted a cut to $8.3 billion in the fall of 1970. Fletcher had
been able to stave off OMB's goal of $4.7 billion in the protracted battle from
May to December 1971. On 5 January 1972, President Nixon approved the
Shuttle with a budget of $5.5 billion. Treasury Secretary George Schulz
insisted on another cut, and NASA finally had to settle for $5.15 billion. 66
Nixon approved a Shuttle whose configuration was not yet set. Refinements of
the configuration continued until the final decision in March 1972. The
expendable external tank concept not only allowed for a more efficient orbiter,
but offered new possibilities for booster design. A smaller, lighter orbiter could
shoulder more of the burden of attaining orbit; booster separation thus could
take place at lower altitude and lower velocity. Budget cutbacks and the external
tank thus eliminated the piloted flyback booster from consideration, and
forced NASA to examine booster concepts that were simpler and less
expensive.
By the fall of 1971, three types of boosters were under consideration: pressure
fed and pump-fed liquid propellant boosters and solid propellant boosters.
Marshall had used pump-fed liquid boosters in its Saturn engines. The Center
had no peers in their development, testing, and operation. Pressure-fed boost
ers would have required more technical risk but would have had thicker walls
more able to withstand ocean impact, making recovery and refurbishment easier.
NASA preferred the lower cost and lower technical risk associated with the
pump-fed engine despite recovery disadvantages. 67 So the booster question
narrowed to a choice between pump-fed liquids and solids.
No technological issue was as sensitive at Marshall as the debate between liquid
and solid rocket engines. With its tradition of conservative engineering and
extensive testing, Marshall had always relied on liquid-fueled engines and
resisted the use of solids. A liquid system could be tested over and over, "literally
thousands of times," according to Marshall's Bill Brown, who had long
experience with solids at contractors and Marshall. "The cost of testing large
[solid] rocket motors repeatedly is very, very high .... They have, I don't know
how many, maybe tens of tests rather than hundreds or thousands of tests such
as you would have in a liquid system. So, there has to be much more extrapolation
of the data" than with a liquid system. 68
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Unlike the Air Force, which had used solid rocket motors, NASA-and
Marshall-had experience almost exclusively with liquids. "Solids had never
been used in manned space flight before, except the escape rockets on the Apollo
and Mercury programs," explained LeRoy Day. "There were people who were
not enthusiastic about them. Von Braun was one who didn't think we should go
solids. "69
"The Germans did indeed oppose the solid rocket motors-and not just the
Germans. Many of us did," recalled Brown. "The basic problem is that you
have your oxidizer and your fuel already mixed. And if you get that started, it is
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to stop it from going, unlike the liquid
system which mixes the oxidizer and the fuel only at the time you wish to
combust them." 70 Ron Mcintosh, who spent most of his career at Marshall
working on solid rocket motors, explained that "Solid rocket motors are a lot
like fireworks or roman candles. Once you light that thing you better be pre
pared to put up with whatever is going to happen, because you're not going to
be able to turn it off." 71
Recovery of reusable solids posed another problem. According to Day, "There
were a lot of skeptics, because the size of the solids is about like a freight train
car.... It's going to impact the ocean at about 100 miles per hour and ... the
damage would be so severe that it wouldn't be cost effective."72
The debate placed Marshall in a precarious position, particularly when Head
quarters began to prefer solids. Marshall was opposed to solids, but could not
afford to be too persistent for fear of losing the responsibility to manage the
booster development. Fletcher had made clear his concern that Marshall would
not give solids a fair shake. After a discussion with Headquarters, Rees
reflected that "Mr. Myers emphasized again that Marshall Space Flight Center
is obviously known as being against solids." Dan Driscoll, preparing to present
Marshall's point of view to Headquarters, said that he planned to show that
Marshall "understands the advantages of the solids as well as their disadvan
tages." Rees urged him to convey to Fletcher the Center's "enthusiastic involve
ment in the configuration of the Shuttle booster with solids. "73
Aerospace publications perpetuated the widely held conception that Marshall
was irrevocably opposed to solids. The Aerospace Daily quoted "industry
sources" as citing the Center's long history of work with liquids as evidence
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that Marshall "is not about to put itself out ofbusiness."74 When a report circu
lated that "directors of certain NASA Centers" were trying to close off debate
by selecting pump-fed liquids before competitors had a chance to make their
presentations, one of Marshall's executives wrote cynically in the margin: "We
will, of course, get full credit for this." 75
NASA did not decide to go with solids until March 1972, nine weeks after
President Nixon approved the Shuttle. In fact, when Fletcher met with the
President in January, he took with him a model of the Shuttle graced by pencil
thin liquid boosters. 76 The decision boiled down to two issues: thrust and cost.
The Agency anticipated that liquid engines would be used in a series bum
configuration, meaning that a liquid booster stage would separate before the
orbiter's main engines would ignite. Solids, on the other hand, could be designed
in a parallel bum configuration in which the boosters and main engines could
fire at the same time, taking maximum advantage of the high performance main
engines during early ascent. Solids also would be $700 million less expensive
to develop and have a lower unit cost. Since they could withstand impact better,
they offered recovery advantages. And since they were less expensive, loss during
recovery could be more easily absorbed.7 7 For Fletcher the decision was "a
trade-off between future benefits and earlier savings."78
Selection of a solid propellant booster completed the configuration of the Shuttle.
The nation's next generation space vehicle was to be a delta-winged craft with
a 60- by 15-foot payload bay. Its main engines were to be powered by liquid
hydrogen and liquid oxygen supplied from an expendable external tank. Two
reusable solid rocket boosters mounted on the external tank would help power
the Shuttle into orbit.

Selecting Contractors
Marshall would manage three Shuttle projects: the main engines, three of which
would be arrayed in each orbiter; the solid rocket boosters, two of which would
be attached to the external tank below the orbiter; and the external tank itself.
Planning for Shuttle contracts clearly showed NASA's new focus on keeping
costs to a minimum.
Shuttle was to be a very different program from Apollo. NASA management
had to adjust from a program in which there was ample money to one with very
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tight funding constraints. "The Shuttle presented some new challenges for the
Agency that we really had not experienced," remembered Sneed of Marshall's
Program Development directorate. With Apollo, the technical requirement was
fixed, the schedule was fixed, and cost was a variable. "Any time we got into
difficulties with the Apollo program, we had the money to 'buy our way out of
it,"' Sneed continued.
"Shuttle program management was more difficult than Apollo in that we had a
fixed budget, which significantly influenced every major program decision.
Since technical requirements were essentially fixed, it meant that schedules
had to be delayed to make dollars available on a near-term basis to solve technical
problems. This was an acceptable near-term solution but not a good long-term
solution since extended schedules required considerably more total dollars for
the program-dollars that were not available to NASA. So there was a conflict
built into the program from the outset. It required the Shuttle project managers
to complete the development program within a set of fixed technical
requirements, fixed budget and a fixed schedule-a most formidable and
challenging task. This condition forced our project managers to be more frugal
in executing the development program, conducting a minimally acceptable test
program, minimizing back-up developments for problem areas, and in general
introducing greater risks in the decision making process."79
With some 60 percent of the operating costs of each Shuttle mission dependent
on components under Marshall's responsibility, Rees realized that the Center
would have to place new emphasis on monitoring costs. He decided to establish
a Centerwide cost estimating group. "I know that MSFC was never too good in
this particular area," he acknowledged.
"Our engineers just are not used to design for low cost. When we awarded the
contracts for the Saturn stages, we based them on Work Statements which never
spelled out unit costs. These contracts were rather spelling out a development
program for those stages and incidentally included in the price was the delivery
of so and so many stages within a certain time." 80
The constant threat of recurring reductions-in-force reinforced programmatic
demands that Marshall monitor costs carefully. Fletcher made the connection
between Shuttle costs and personnel reductions explicit in August 1973 when
he insisted that if the Program Office made a decision that increased the cost of
the Shuttle, Marshall would have to lose another 150 people. 81
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The impact of costs on Shuttle development affected the negotiation of devel
opment contracts, a process already underway during the evolution of the Shuttle
configuration. Development of the Shuttle main engine preceded Marshall's
other Shuttle programs. An integral part of the orbiter, the main engine was the
pacing component of the Shuttle; its development had to proceed in tandem
with Houston's work on the orbiter. 82 Thus the main engine moved through
Phase B program definition and preliminary design while shuttle configuration
studies were still underway. Three aerospace contractors-Aerojet, Pratt &
Whitney, and North American Rockwell's Rocketdyne Division-participated
in the preliminary design studies. Marshall planned to follow Department of
Defense procurement strategy and have a "shoot-out" in which, as Frank Stewart
explained, "we'd go up to a few engine-level test firings with two contractors,
and then we'd make a final selection." Stewart remembered having set aside
$25 million to execute the plan. 83
Then tightening budgets intervened. Headquarters decided that rather than con
tinue two main engine contracts into Phase C/D development and then have a
"shoot-out" to select the better design, NASA would select one contractor at
the conclusion of Phase B definition studies. Marshall's program management
office worried that "once we choose a company and a configuration, we are
locked in," and that "the 'benefits of competition' must be realized at the nego
tiation table." 84 Nor was the approach necessarily less costly in the long run.
Richard L. Brown, who helped evaluate the main engine proposal, claimed
"there were economic studies that indicated it would actually be cheaper to run
the competition because of its influence on price" and to arrive at "a better
definition of cost, and therefore less overrun." 85
The Center issued its Request for Proposals for Phase C/D in March 1971, and
the three companies that had participated in definition studies all responded.
On 13 July, Marshall announced selection ofRocketdyne for negotiations leading
to a contract worth perhaps $500 million for design, development, and delivery
by 1978 of 36 engines, each capable of 100 missions. 86 Pratt & Whitney
protested, initiating what one report termed "a savage fight between two giants
in the economically depressed aerospace industry." 87 Pratt & Whitney filed
charges with the General Accounting Office (GAO), claiming experience
superior to that of Rocketdyne, and complaining of the selection as "manifestly
illegal, arbitrary and capricious, and based upon unsound, imprudent
procurement decisions." 88 Both Alabama senators joined seven colleagues from
the Southeast protesting selection of a California company over one from Florida:
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"It seems inconceivable that Pratt & Whitney's low risk design based on

flightweight hardware testing can be matched by limited boilerplate testing and
paper studies of the bidding competition." 89 Rocketdyne, which built Saturn
engines for Marshall, claimed better experience in building large liquid-rocket
engines. 90
The protest had several ramifications. In the short term, it delayed work on the
main engines, which NASA considered the pacing item for the Shuttle. The
GAO allowed Marshall to continue to negotiate with Rocketdyne with the un
derstanding that no definitized contract could be signed until resolution of the
protest, which took seven-and-one-half months. 91 The Center issued a series of
interim level-of-effort contracts to Rocketdyne pending resolution. On 31 March
1972 GAO ruled in favor of NASA. Rocketdyne worked under a letter contract
until completion of the formal contract in August-more than a year after NASA
first selected the company for negotiations. 92
The long-term ramifications of the protest were more serious. With NASA still
worried about winning approval of the Shuttle late in 1971, the Agency could
ill afford another protest. NASA needed the support of aerospace contractors.
Top manned spaceflight and Shuttle administrators met late in November and
discussed ways to bolster the depressed aerospace industry. Marshall's Shuttle
Program Manager Roy Godfrey reported to Rees:
"George [Low] and his people were very concerned about handling the selec
tion and subcontract awards so we minimized the possibility of a protest. This
led to a discussion of dividing up the orbiter and Booster into subcontracts,
such as avionics, structures, etc .... This way, all the major primes would get
enough Shuttle business to support the Shuttle and not protest. " 93
NASA thus adopted a strategy of spreading out Shuttle business among as many
aerospace contractors as possible, a pragmatic approach that raised no dissent.
Sound politics does not necessarily lead to sound engineering, however. The
test of the plan would come as NASA negotiated contracts for other Shuttle
components; it would affect in particular the way in which the solid rocket
motor (SRM) would be contracted, developed, and assembled.
Negotiations for the solid rocket motor contract were as laden with controversy
as the main engine deliberations. The first disagreement was internal, as NASA
prepared to request proposals from industry. NASA envisioned the solid rocket
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booster (SRB) as a system comprised of a steel case (the SRM), and several
other elements such as forward and aft skirts, nose cone, attachment structures,
thrust vector control, separation, and recovery devices. 94 Rather than contract
the solid rocket booster and require industry to be responsible for the entire
system, Fletcher decided to contract only the solid rocket motor and give
Marshall integration responsibility.
Fletcher's decision did not have unanimous support at Headquarters. NASA
comptroller Bill Lilly proposed making one contractor responsible for the entire
system, including design, recovery, and refurbishment. To break bidding into
contracts for separate components would double the price of the booster, he
argued. Fletcher chose to ignore Lilly's warning, hoping to spread business
around and fend off OMB 's threat of closing Marshall. 95 When NASA developed
a list of 19 internal ground rules before initiating booster procurement, the first
guideline gave Marshall the sort of protection it had been seeking since the
peak ofApollo: "SRB to be designed in-house with the exception of the SRM."96
NASA also made a key decision affecting the configuration before letting the
SRM contract. The Program Office in Houston, supported by prime Shuttle
contractor Rockwell, decided in April 1973 to eliminate a baseline (minimum)
requirement for an abort procedure called thrust termination. Thrust termina
tion would have required a means of shutting down the solid rocket boosters
within a specified period of time (which had not yet been determined). It would
have been designed to protect against failure of the SRB to ignite before launch,
loss of two or three main engines, or burnthrough of the casewall of the sort
which caused the Challenger disaster.
But thrust termination would have been costly. No abort procedure could be a
hundred percent risk-free. Three years earlier, when NASA first considered
abort procedures for the Shuttle, Max Paget had commented on one proposal
that suggested a 0.999 guaranteed probability of success, "This is going to greatly
increase cost if carried to nauseating extreme." Paget argued that system redun
dancy requirements might be waived "where common sense indicates the risks
are low and the cost high." Thrust termination might have added as much as
8,000 pounds to the external tank and increased the orbiter load from two-and
one-half times the force of gravity to three times. Rockwell argued that the
concept had too high a system penalty for too little return, and the Program
Office believed that the system had sufficient design redundancy.
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At meetings in Houston and Washington, Marshall agreed to eliminate thrust
termination, but argued for retaining an option to implement it later. Houston
considered allowing the option, but Headquarters determined to disallow "scar
penalties" (weight allowances held in reserve) that might have made later addi
tion of thrust termination possible, but did allow for SRB separation studies
that were never executed. Marshall made one last attempt to revive the thrust
termination option in August, but in reality the Headquarters decision ended
any possibility of reconsideration. 97
So when NASA requested proposals for its major booster contract on 13 July
1973, the request involved only the solid rocket motor and lacked provision for
thrust termination. Four aerospace companies responded: Aerojet Solid Pro
pulsion Company, Lockheed Propulsion Company, Morton-Thiokol Chemical
Corporation, and United Technology Center. The SRM was to include the case,
flexible nozzle, ignition system, case liner and insulation, and propellant. Aerojet
seemed to have an advantage, since it planned to use a large tract in Florida for
assembly and could have constructed one-piece motors for water shipment to
Michoud in Louisiana and to Kennedy, whereas the other companies would
build segmented boosters for shipment by rait.9 8
After evaluation of proposals by teams involving 289 people representing five
NASA Centers, Headquarters, and the three military services, NASA selected
Thiokol Chemical Corporation to develop the solid rocket motor. The top three
competitors ranked closely on mission suitability criteria; Thiokol won the
competition principally on the basis of cost. Thiokol's proposal anticipated the
lowest costs for the early years of the program and for development and
production, an advantage gained by virtue of lower expenses for facilities and
labor.99 Cost weighed heavily, and indeed Congress had lauded Fletcher's pledge
that solid rocket motor procurement "would be accomplished in the manner
considered most cost effective." 100
The selection of Thiokol prompted controversy for two reasons. Critics alleged
that Fletcher had pushed business to his home state of Utah, where Thiokol had
its headquarters. Fletcher vehemently denied the charge, and others on the Source
Evaluation Board defended him. The rationale announced for the selection and
the close competition also raised questions, and Lockheed filed a formal pro
test. Once again NASA feared that its schedule would slip while the Agency
sought to defend its decision. Marshall's analysts estimated that the delay would
cost $60,000 per day if the dispute was not resolved by 1 February 1974, and
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$400,000 per day if it was not settled by 15 March. 101 On 24 June, the General
Accounting Office ruled against Lockheed, and two days later NASA awarded
the contract to Thiokol. 102
As a result of the decision to separate the SRM from the rest of the booster,
Marshall managed the SRB differently from either the other Shuttle compo
nents or other large programs. In addition to the Thiokol contract, Marshall's
SRB Program Office managed a contract with United Space Boosters, Incorpo
rated (USBI) for booster assembly in a conventional contractual arrangement.
What was unusual was that the Science and Engineering Directorate (S&E)
performed as a third prime contractor, and subcontracted other elements of the
SRB including the recovery system, booster separation motors, and integrated
electronic assembly. The arrangement not only gave Marshall more business
than it would have had if all SRB work had been given to a single contractor,
but required less money in the early years of development. 103
The expendable external tank was the third Shuttle component under Marshall's
supervision. Rees considered the tank "something very challenging to work on,
but also very complex and difficult. I want to go even so far as to state that an
optimum drop tank design is one of the key factors for the whole Shuttle Program
not only from the viewpoint of performance but also as to economics." 104
As with all Shuttle components, cost was of primary importance in tank design.
James Kingsbury, who headed Marshall's Science and Engineering Directorate
during tank development, explained that "the challenge with the Tank was to
get it built at minimum cost. There was nothing really challenging technologi
cally in the Tank.... The challenge was to drive down the cost." 105 The tank
was nonetheless as complex as Rees anticipated. The contractor selected for
external tank development would be responsible not only for the liquid hydro
gen and liquid oxygen tanks themselves, but for an intertank section, avionics
equipment, a thermal protection system, and the assemblies connecting the tank
to other Shuttle systems. And the tank would be more than just a container for
fuel: it would be the critical structural component of the Shuttle system, the
base to which the boosters and orbiters would be attached during ascent. 106
Kingsbury explained that "whereas in the original concept it was a big dumb
tank that just kind of carried fuel, it became the structural backbone of the
stack." 107
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After the selection of the Shuttle configuration in March 1972, the Center
began to devise a strategy for tank development. Since the power systems for
the Shuttle were interdependent, and since the tank required less new technol
ogy than other Shuttle systems, one school of thought in NASA held that the
tank should be the variable element and its development should be deferred
until other systems were defined and sized. 108 Rees disagreed, and wanted
Marshall's laboratories to start work immediately. "We can initiate immedi
ately all kinds of necessary parametric and trade-off studies, help in clarifying
requirements, look into possible tank designs, select best materials, establish
tank pressure ranges," he directed. 109 Industry studies confirmed Rees 's approach,
suggesting that once system weight estimates were set, basic tank design could
be frozen and solid rocket motor diameter established. 110
Selection of the contractor for the external tank went smoothly. In August 1973,
NASA named the Denver Division of the Martin Marietta Corporation (MMC)
for negotiation of a contract for the design, development, test and evaluation of
three ground test tanks and six developmental flight tanks. NASA
stipulated that assembly would take place at Marshall's Michoud Assembly
Facility in New Orleans. 111
Developing the Elements

By the time Marshall completed negotiation of contracts for its Shuttle projects,
NASA's system for Shuttle program management was in place. NASA estab
lished three levels of management. Level I resided in the Office of Manned
Space Flight at Headquarters, where the Space Shuttle Program director
administered overall planning and allocated resources. Level II resided at
Houston's Johnson Space Center, where Robert F. Thompson exercised Lead
Center responsibilities as the Space Shuttle Program Manager. 112 Project
offices comprised Level III management, and each of Marshall's three Shuttle
projects had its own project manager. Marshall also had a Shuttle Projects
Office to oversee the three Huntsville projects. Roy Godfrey headed the Marshall
projects office during most of the contract negotiation period; in March 1973
Robert Lindstrom took his place. Marshall's Shuttle Projects Office thus had
two lines ofresponsibility: to the Program Office in Houston, and to the Marshall
Center director. 113
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Marshall's experience in Skylab led the Center to initiate a means to exercise
independent engineering judgment on its Shuttle projects through which the
Science and Engineering Directorate could make technical decisions unencum
bered by managerial responsibilities. Larry Mulloy, who worked on both the
external tank and the solid rocket boosters, explained that, "in a project office
you're balancing budgets and schedules against technical requirements. And
growth in technical requirements leads to growth in budget, leads to growth in
schedule. The Project Manager is often under pressure to not grow budget and
schedule. His decision process relative to technical matters might be clouded a
little bit by those other factors. So they decided to set up a separate Associate
Director for Engineering in the Science and Engineering Directorate and have
chief engineers who have an autonomy from the project office in terms of tech
nical courses of action." 114
Each Marshall project had both a project manager and a chief engineer. Project
managers were responsible for schedules, budgets, contractor oversight, and
contract changes. But the chief engineer had technical authority. Project offices
"didn't want the lab making engineering decisions for them," Kingsbury
explained, but they "were not staffed with the engineering talent to make those
decisions. So they had to depend on the labs."
Thus in addition to their direct lines of authority to the program manager in
Houston and the Center Director at Marshall, project managers had to weigh
input from Science and Engineering. William Lucas wanted to ensure that "S&E
talent will be used as an influential part of the team, not in a second-guessing or
trouble-shooting role." 115 As head of Science and Engineering, Kingsbury had
the same concern. If the project manager "didn't pay any attention to my engi
neers, then he was accountable to me," Kingsbury insisted. "If he didn't pay
any attention to me there was another guy he would pay attention to, that was
his boss and mine. We never had any confrontations." 116
Their mutual boss was of course the Center Director. The Center Director was
technically not part of program management, but NASA recognized his
responsibilities by differentiating between "programmatic relationships" and
"institutional relationships." 117 Since the Shuttle was the largest program
involving Marshall personnel, it would have been inconceivable for the Center
Director not to be involved in Shuttle management. This was particularly true
of Lucas, who became Center Director in June 1974 when Rocco Petrone
returned to Washington as Associate Administrator. Lucas had been involved in
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propulsion throughout his career. He had founded the Program Development
directorate, and participated in Shuttle planning as its Director and as Deputy
Center Director after his appointment in 1971.
Lucas insisted that the project manager and chief engineer on each Marshall
project keep him informed. He used the Weekly Notes initiated during von
Braun's directorship as a management tool. "It was a technique that encour
aged communication," Lucas explained.
"People in the laboratories could introduce these notes. They were read and
annotated and sent back. ... They did not supplant any other thing in terms of
communication, any of the more formal things. It was an information exchange,
to help the top management understand other views."
"In top management, it is pretty easy to get isolated. You are totally dependent
upon what other people tell, you can't be everywhere. It gave you a little better
feel for what the disagreements were .... I always read the notes; even if I had
to leave off something else, I would do that." 118
Lucas used the Weekly Notes as both a means of gathering information and as
a means of communication. In marginal comments he responded to the remarks
of his managers, often promulgating policy in the process. His comments thus
often set the tone for Marshall's response to problems, often highlighting, for
example, deficiencies with contractor management.
Lucas's long experience in engineering and administration prepared him to direct
both technical and managerial aspects of Marshall's Shuttle projects. "His
technical participation in Shuttle development was as significant as any engineer
at the Center," according to Bob Marshall. "His participation in Shuttle was
more from a chief engineer role than the senior manager." 119 His role in guiding
Marshall's participation in Shuttle development also grew as a result of changes
at Headquarters. Over time Level I management became more active; a 1979
internal NASA report concluded that the Associate Administrator for the Shuttle
program had become the de facto program director, and demanded more direct
participation by Center Directors. 120
With its management structure in place, Marshall began to move its Shuttle
projects into development. The Space Shuttle main engine (SSME), the first of
Marshall's projects to begin development, was "the real challenge in Shuttle,"
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according to Kingsbury. "It was an unproven technology. Nobody had ever had
121
a rocket engine that operated at the pressures and temperatures of that engine."
The engine had to develop 470,000 pounds of thrust for eight and one-half
critical minutes of each flight, and although this was less thrust than Saturn
engines, those had not been reusable. It was to be lighter and more efficient
than previous spaceflight engines, requiring the use of new materials and weld
ing techniques. Operation would generate very high temperatures, so an effi
cient cooling system utilizing the engine's own hydrogen fuel had to be employed
or the engines could melt down. The engines had to withstand reentry and still
be reliable enough to make 55 flights without overhaul. 122 "The SSME was by
far the most challenging and difficult of all the Shuttle elements," according to
Bob Marshall. "Nearly every engine test run contributed a 'first' time test for a
fix of a failure in the previous test." 123
Since the main engine was the pacing development project in the Shuttle
program, there was great concern throughout the Agency when the project
began to encounter problems. By mid-1974, the main engine project was in
trouble, experiencing delays in construction of facilities and in development of
critical components, management problems at the contractor, schedule
slippage, and substantial cost overruns. Fletcher warned in May that
Rocketdyne's projected cost increases were "unacceptable and pose serious
threats to the Space Shuttle Program." 124 An internal company report a month
later acknowledged that several things were going wrong, including "technical,
schedule and cost problems in the Honeywell controller, delays and overruns in
the construction of the facilities at Santa Susana, serious material shortage and
vendor delivery problems.'' 125
Some of Rocketdyne's problems derived from its management of subcontrac
tors for the main engine controller and facilities at Santa Susana. The controller
was an electronic computer meant to monitor the functions of the engine such
as pressure, temperature, and flow, and then to translate these readings to direct
a predetermined sequence of events. Honeywell's controller experienced de
sign and fabrication problems related to the power supply and line noise in the
interconnect circuits. For a time these problems were so troubling that Fletcher
expressed "serious doubts about the capability of Minneapolis-Honeywell to
develop the engine controller for reasonable cost under Rocketdyne manage
ment."126 Rocketdyne even considered development of an alternate backup
system, but by the summer of 1975, Marshall was confident that remaining
difficulties could be solved. 127
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The Santa Susana facility issue was perhaps more troubling, since it raised
questions about Rocketdyne's management of its main engine responsibilities.
Rocketdyne operated a test area at Santa Susana in the mountains north of the
San Fernando Valley near Los Angeles. Bovee and Crail, another subcontrac
tor, had responsibility for constructing test positions at the cluster of Santa
Susana test sites designated COCA-1 through COCA-4. Rocketdyne's sched
ule had already slipped by the beginning of 1974 when the company requested
an additional $2.7 million to complete construction. For the next several months,
things only got worse. Marshall, hoping to keep main engine development on
track, requested an accelerated construction schedule. Instead, the schedule
slipped again and again, and NASA cited Rocketdyne for "failure to perform."
Rocketdyne and Bovee and Crail agreed to work 10-hour days and 6-day weeks
in order to finish the facilities by an "absolutely necessary" deadline of
15 December. 128
Cost overruns plagued facilities construction, controller development, and
labor expenses. Fletcher called the increases in wages and fringe benefits
resulting from a new labor agreement "staggering," and warned that "the fund
ing level for the Space Shuttle Budget is essentially fixed and will not
accommodate inflationary growth of this projected magnitude. " 129 A Rockwell
internal review of Rocketdyne acknowledged poor morale and criticized a
$70.3 million cost overrun, a six-month slip in schedule, and excessive over
time. The report observed that "working relationships between Rocketdyne and
NASA at all working levels have deteriorated," and judged that both Rocketdyne
and the government had underestimated the complexity of the project. 130
Marshall responded aggressively to Rocketdyne's problems, and increasingly
focused on the company's management as their source. As soon as the Santa
Susana cost and schedule problems surfaced, the Center formed a "Facilities
Tiger Team." 131 In May, two Marshall reviews cited management shortcom
ings. One said that while there had been improvements in scheduling, "good
control is not yet evident." 132 The other, from Program Development, made
recommendations, the first two of which were to "get the company integrated"
and "make the VPs accountable and measure their performance against hard
criteria." 133 When Rocketdyne mislabeled equipment, Lucas considered it symp
tomatic, an indication that "discipline is still lacking in the Rocketdyne organi
zation."134 Rockwell complained that Marshall was "so concerned over the
Honeywell situation that it appears to have 'taken over' technical management
of the controller program." 135
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Rocketdyne made changes, naming a new program manager for its main en
gine program, bringing in other new people, and conducting program reviews.136
By the end of summer, improvement was apparent. The new program manager
seemed “keenly aware of the need for good morale and a team spirit.”137 Facili
ties problems continued, but engine development was now moving along, and
Marshall’s main engine Project Manager J. R. Thompson told Fucas that “we
probably understand and have better control over the engine powerhead in terms
of cautious, safe operation than we have over the facilities.”138 By late October,
Marshall’s assessment of the
Rocketdyne operation was
even more positive. “Tests
now occur when planned”
noted one comment, and
morale among test person
nel, where there had been so
many problems with facili
ties, was “now one of the
highest at Rocketdyne.”
Problems remained, for the
cost overrun continued to
grow and Marshall still
expected improvement in
management, but the engine
program had passed through
a difficult early shakedown.139
In March 1975, Rocketdyne
completed the first main
engine a month ahead of
schedule. The engine was
intended for testing, not flight. Rocketdyne shipped it to the National Space
Technology Laboratories (NSTL) in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi, a facility
operated by Marshall and used to supplement tests conducted at the COCA site
at Santa Susana.140
Cost considerations forced Marshall to apply a different approach to testing
Shuttle than had been used in Apollo. First, during Apollo more money was
available during the design phase. “The heritage of the Germans was
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conservatism always," Marshall engineer Robert Schwinghamer explained, "and
if there was any question or any doubt on the Saturn, you just overdesigned it."
Shuttle had less money for robust designs. 141 Second, component testing on
Shuttle was more limited than in the Apollo Program, where Marshall applied
extensive independent component testing before assembling and testing the
whole engine. "We didn't have that luxury on the Shuttle," according to
Schwinghamer. "We just never really had enough money to go into a components
test program on the Shuttle. And so, I think some of the problems that we had
with the Engines in the early days had to do with wringing out the bugs .... That
did give us some problems." 142
Test activity at both the California and Mississippi sites was intense. "We worked
harder on that program than on any program that I have ever been associated
with," according to Jerry Thomson, the chief engineer on the main engines. "It
was a 60-hour a week job.... We were running tests late into the night, and
worrying about getting everything fixed that we failed, and we were trying to
make schedule .... None of the Apollo activities ever had the challenge and the
difficulties that we had with the SSME." 143
The first major technological challenge involved a rotor instability problem
that caused vibration, limited the speed of the turbopump, and caused bearing
failures. In March 1976 turbine end bearings failed as a result of high
temperatures and violent rotor instability known as subsynchronous whirl. "The
rotor was orbiting within its bearing supports," according to J. R. Thompson,
who later remembered this as "one of the more elusive problems we had." A
joint NASA-Rocketdyne team used mathematical models, consultation with
universities and industry as well as laboratory tests to derive design changes.
These adjustments eliminated the whirl problem. 144
Four explosions associated with testing high-pressure oxidizer turbopumps
occurred before the first Shuttle flight. Rocketdyne's project engineer described
liquid oxygen explosions as "nightmarish events in rocket development
programs." Not only did they take equipment out of commission and thereby
disrupt schedules, but the explosions often destroyed equipment, leaving no
evidence of the cause of the failure. At least two of the fires resulted from
failure to keep liquid oxygen separate from the hydrogen-enriched steam that
drives the turbine, the "overriding design concern" with the turbine pump. Design
changes included modifications to shaft seals and turbine end bearings. 145
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Ron Tepool remembered the first time an engine blew up at the Mississippi test
area. The accident took place at the time of a main engine quarterly review in
Huntsville, so J. R. Thompson and a "planeload" of Marshall executives went
to inspect the damage. "About two in the morning, J. R. wanted to see the
engine. So, we went up to the test stand, just he and I. And he stalked this thing.
He just walked around it, looking. It was just ashes basically. And he said, 'We
ain't never going to do this again.' I told him then that in the F-1 program, we
blew up about 15 engines or something like that. I told him this was just the
first of many. He didn't believe that, but he believes it now." 146
Tepool was right. As time went on Thompson became more sanguine about
engine tests, and Ron Bledsoe remembered that "J. R. always indicated that
whenever we had a failure, it was an opportunity." 147 John McCarty explained
that "we always used to say that an engineer didn't learn anything until we had
a failure. There's a lot of truth to that, because if you're just operating and
everything's performing as predicted, all you know is that it's performing as
predicted. It could mean your prediction is perfect or could mean that your
prediction is off." 148
Failures were to be expected in a high-risk developmental project, but they
were nonetheless costly. On 4 February 1976, an oxygen flowmeter failed at
the COCA-1A Test Site at Santa Susana. Parts broke loose and hit a liquid
oxygen discharge valve, causing an explosion and igniting a fire that lasted 20
minutes. The machinery under test and the test stand suffered significant damage,
and Marshall had to divert $1.2 million from the Mississippi facility to make
repairs. 149 Four months later a fuel subsystem test at the neighboring COCA
1B site resulted in another major fire. 15° Fires, lack of resources, and the expense
of operating two main engine testing facilities finally forced NASA to phase
out component testing at the COCA site by September 1977, although other
areas at Santa Susana would be used for main engine testing. "They just couldn't
afford to keep both Mississippi and COCA open, so they closed COCA down,"
according to McCarty. "We couldn't get a reliable enough test frequency out of
it." 151 New NASA Administrator Robert Frosch rationalized that "the best and
truest test bed for all major components ... is the engine itself. " 152
The Mississippi facility was just as susceptible to test accidents. Tests involving
the liquid oxygen pump system resulted in three fires at the National Space
Technology Laboratory in 1977 and 1978. 153 Each incident delayed development.
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With each failure, said Herman Thomason, "there's an investigation. Put a freeze
on and go in and do a complete investigation and find out what happened.
You've got to report all the way up to the Administrator. And everybody takes a
rap on the knuckles and go fix that. You go test for another week and something
else goes wrong, and you've got to go through it all again." 154
Fortunately Headquarters gave strong backing to Marshall's main engine team.
Chief engineer Jerry Thomson recalled that "When J. R. Thompson and I were
blowing up the engines every few months and wondering how soon would we
be dismissed, John Yardley was giving us encouragement, 'You guys will get it
fixed. Just keep trying. "' 155
Main engine development proceeded more slowly than planned, but NASA
still hoped to launch a first manned Shuttle flight before the end of the decade.
The engine performed well for several months of successful tests, including
one at 100-percent power, before the July 1978 Bay St. Louis fire.
With the main engines operating at higher temperatures and pressures than any
previous engine, turbine blade problems became a recurring challenge. The
first instances of blade failure occurred in two separate tests late in 1977. In the
second and more serious accident, debris from a shattered blade caused the
pump to seize up causing loss of the engine. Engineers attributed both acci
dents to blade fatigue and insufficient damping of the blades. In 1978, as J. R.
Thompson remembered, "We really started getting cranked up and running the
engine." More fatigue-related problems developed in the main injector and main
oxidizer valve. Early in 1979 cracks in the blade platforms and the blades them
selves threatened to delay again the oft-postponed first Shuttle launch. But
Thompson insisted that in the late phase of development, "the failures
predominantly are those associated with fatigue which one would expect in this
development program of extended life." 156
Unlike the main engine, the external tank did not require major technological
breakthroughs. Mulloy explained that "The ET [External Tank] was state of the
art. There was no technological challenge in the building of the External Tank.
The only challenge was building it to sustain the very large loads that it has to
carry, and the thermal environment that it is exposed to during ascent within a
weight bogie that was assigned as some 75,000 pounds." 157
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The relative simplicity of the tank ironically prompted the tank to go through
more design changes than any other Shuttle element. Kingsbury explained that
when there was a structural problem with one Shuttle element, engineers stud
ied possible design trade-offs: "Which does it cost the least to modify, that
element or the Tank? And more often than not, like 95 percent of the time, the
answer came back that the Tank was easiest to modify. So the Tank went through
158
design change and design change-hundreds of them."
Marshall's Shuttle elements entered development during a period of national
economic instability that affected all contractors. Like the main engine, the
external tank project ran into cost problems immediately. After its selection for
negotiation of the external tank contract, Martin Marietta presented cost pro
jections to Marshall that exceeded the company's original proposal by $8 mil
lion over the life of the contract. Martin Marietta blamed inflation for the
increases, but also explained that the aerospace industry had declined less in
New Orleans than expected, making local hiring difficult. Marshall speculated
about underbidding, worried about the unreliability of using Martin Marietta
figures for planning purposes, and suggested issuing only a short-term contract
to guard against future overruns. 159 Fletcher sent a stern letter to Martin Marietta,
as he had done two months earlier to Rockwell about main engine cost growth,
regarding "alarming increases in the external tank work," warning that the Shuttle
160
budget "will not accommodate a cost growth of this magnitude." In spite of
disagreements over costs, by January 1975 Marshall and Martin Marietta agreed
on terms for a $152,565,000 cost-plus-award-fee contract for design, develop
ment, and test of the external tank. 161
That the external tank was the only expendable Shuttle element made its devel
opment different from other Shuttle projects. As Project Manager James Odom
explained, "One of the unique things about the Tank project was that it was a
production program, which was new to NASA." Other NASA programs might
involve production of perhaps twenty or thirty units at most, but "we had tooled
up to build 400 tanks over the next twenty years." 162 Porter Bridwell, who headed
Odom's Project Engineering Group, remembered that "we had a Production
Readiness Review. We went back to the Army, went to industry, and patterned
[the production plan] after what they had done with respect to assuring that
when you do start into production, you have the tooling, automation systems,
and software on line and ready to go." 163
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Marshall also used an unusual approach in designing for production. "I did
something that's a bit unique in a production program," said Odom. "Typically,
you will design an article and you will build what you call a prototype .... In
my case, I wanted to make sure the Tanks I qualified were built on the same
tooling that I was going to build the flight Tanks on. I took the risk and put a
$200 or $300
million invest
ment into tool
ing up front that
normally gets
invested later in
a program." 164
Mike Pessin,
who assisted
Odom, said that
"we took the
risk of going
ahead with pro
duction tooling
from scratch.
The tools that
we're building Workers in the liquid hydrogen tank, part of external tank,
the Tanks on to in May 1977.
day, in most
cases, are the same tools that we built the very first test items, with modifica
tions that you walking by would never notice." 165
In a production program, Odom insisted "you have to go in and really look at
the plant layout." Michaud's proximity to the Gulf of Mexico gave access for
barge transportation of the 154-foot-long, 28-foot-diameter Shuttle tanks to the
Kennedy Space Center. The assembly facility spread over 833 acres, and Odom
remembered that "we had one building that was literally forty-two acres under
just one roof." Expecting to produce 24 tanks a year initially, Martin Marietta
assembled a work force of 4,300. 166
While assembly would take place at Michaud, approximately 70 percent of the
funds committed to the external tank went to subcontractors scattered around
the country, most of whom supplied materials to Martin Marietta. Odom believed
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that one of Martin Marietta's strengths was its ability to manage subcontractors.
"We would go and visit each subcontractor before we would sign a contract
with him: get to know the management, get to know their capabilities, ... what
their financial posture was. We knew every one of those contractors literally on
a first name basis almost before we signed a contract." 167 Trucks carrying oversize
loads streamed into New Orleans from Dallas, San Diego, Baltimore and other
cities around the country, and by the spring of 1976, Michoud was operating at
near capacity. 168
Although the external tank may not have required the cutting-edge technology
necessary in the development of other Shuttle elements, the project nonetheless
presented formidable engineering challenges. Two requirements in particular,
weight and insulation, demanded constant attention throughout development,
and further modification after the first Shuttle flight.
Weight was the most significant design issue affecting the external tank. The
Houston program office lowered the control weight requirement from
78,000 pounds to 75,000 pounds in 1974. 169 Marshall and Martin Marietta
experimented with lighter materials, but found that they were not suited for use
with cyrogenic fuels. Marshall reduced weight by using an aluminum alloy
with exterior foam insulation and reducing NASA's mandatory manned flight
safety factor for the tank. 170 Nevertheless design changes mandated as a result
of alterations in other elements forced the weight of the tank to creep up again.
By mid-1980, less than a year before the first Shuttle flight, the tank had edged
back up to 76,365 pounds. 171
Another trying design challenge on the external tank was insulation. "In the
case of the tank," Odom explained, "you are looking at a tank at the top that's
got about a million and a quarter pounds of liquid oxygen at about minus 297
degrees. The whole bottom two-thirds of the Tank is liquid hydrogen. It's much
less dense-it only has about a quarter of a million pounds-but it's three times
the volume at minus 423 [degrees]." 172 Without proper insulation, ice could
form on the tank that might shear off and damage the orbiter tiles during flight.
The tank surface and every line and bracket on the outside of the tank had to be
insulated to keep the exterior temperature above 32 degrees. Furthermore,
insulation had to be as light as possible; but in the initial tank design, insulation
contributed to the weight problem. "At the time that we built the first six flight
Tanks," remembered Bridwell, "we had a superlight ablator which we put on
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the sub-strata Tank. Then we sprayed an inch of foam all over the Tank." 173
Paint then covered the foam insulation. "Just imagine how much paint it takes
to fill a third of an acre," said Odom. "That insulation really soaks up a lot of
paint." 174 The paint proved unnecessary, and its later elimination reduced weight
significantly.
Complicating external tank engineering concerns was the fact that Marshall
harbored doubts about Martin Marietta's management of the project. Early in
the project, Marshall worried about the ability of the company's Denver divi
sion to supervise operations in New Orleans, and urged Martin Marietta to
establish a separate Michoud division. 175 The company delayed, and manage
ment issues soon became a point of contention. In a performance review early
in 1977 Marshall criticized the company's failure to give effective direction. 176
A tooling incident at Michoud in June brought matters to a head. The dome
spray system used to apply insulation to the tank malfunctioned, causing the
carriage drive assembly to fall 80 feet to the floor. The company blamed the
accident on a software error and mechanical problems, but Marshall claimed
Martin Marietta "completely overlooked the lack of management discipline
required to preclude this type of incident from occurring." Top Marshall project
and engineering managers gave Martin "a pretty rough going over.'" 177 Lucas
concluded that "we need to be firm with Martin in our requirement for better
management discipline in the daily operation of the activity at Michoud." 178
Odom and Lindstrom worked with Martin Marietta to improve what Marshall
considered weaknesses in Michoud's workforce and supervisory management,
using Rocketdyne as an example of strong project management. Martin
restructured, running its Michoud operations as if they were a separate division
as Marshall had long wanted. Lindstrom reported early in 1978 that Martin had
agreed to establish a project manager and had developed an organizational plan
that was "perhaps better" than the one he had proposed. 179
But Marshall's concerns about Martin's management did not go away. From
time to time incidents revived old worries, most seriously when the Center
learned that the contractor had designed forward orbiter struts below the
required factor of safety. "What else has MMC failed to do that we haven't
caught yet?" Lucas wondered. 180
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Marshall ran an extensive test program on the external tank, with tests con
ducted at Michoud, the National Space Technology Laboratories at Bay St.
Louis, Mississippi, and in Huntsville. Tests at Michaud and Marshall examined
the tank's structural integrity, its ability to withstand cyrogenic temperatures,
and its thermal protection system; those at the NSTL checked the Shuttle main
propulsion system by integrating the tank and the Shuttle main engines. Where
possible, the Center modified existing test stands; the pneumatic test facility at
Michoud, which checked for leaks, was the only new structure built for testing
the tank. 181
Tests conducted in Huntsville revived memories of the 1960s, when Saturn
rockets fired on the giant test stands at Marshall shook the city. The Center
modified some of the Saturn test stands for external tank tests, changing
platforms, instrumentation, and the control system. The Test Laboratory also
planned to use modified Saturn test stands for mated vertical ground vibration
tests (MVGVT) in which all elements of the Shuttle would be assembled for
the first time. The Center used barges along the Mississippi, Ohio, and
Tennessee Rivers to transport the tank from New Orleans to Huntsville, just as
it had done during Apollo. 182
The technology of testing, however, was entirely new. "We instrumented these
test articles probably heavier than any other test article I've ever seen," accord
ing to test manager Chuck Verschoore. "On the intertank alone, we had close to
2,000 measurements, ... on the hydrogen tank we had 4,000, and on the LOX
tank, we had another 2,000.... Old technology would have taken us forever to
monitor all that." 183
Before testing the assembled external tank, Marshall separately tested the
liquid hydrogen and oxygen tanks and the intertank structure. The Center ran
four major tests: structural and vibration tests on the LOX tank, and structural
tests on the intertank and the hydrogen tank. The test lab contrived a unique
way to simulate G-forces for liquid oxygen tank tests. "LOX and water are
about the same density, but we get three Gs on the Tank which means it's three
times heavier," explained Jack Nichols. "So we mixed up driller's mud and
hauled it [from] Mississippi. .. and filled that thing with driller's mud. We had
trucks running day and night. But that simulated the pressure from the
propellant at maximum G level." 184
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Verschoore and Garland Johnston remember one test that had them both "sweat
ing blood." "This big old LOX tank had 100,000 gallons of fluid in it," accord
ing to Verschoore. "One of the conditions we had to test was in the pitch condition
just before burnout, and it was 13 degrees [of inclination]. So, we had that
whole Tank full of water at 13 degrees ... floating on airbags because we had
to decouple it from any solid structure.... And the airbags were not positioned
exactly right." 185 Garland Johnston, the test engineer, continued the story:
"No one can imagine
1,400,000 pounds sitting
on 33 airbags. It's a huge
thing. And we have the
thing sitting out there,
and we try to raise it on
the airbags, and she
starts walking north like
it's going go right out
through the north side of
[Building] 4619. And
there wouldn't have
been anything we could
have done to stop it if it
did. So, you do an emer
gency dump, and you
slam it down, and you
start sweating blood. So,
that's what we did for
seven days. We mea
sured; we calculated; we
External tank loaded aboard NASA barge Orion
raised; we did every
at MSFC in August 1981.
thing we could think of.
And finally, just finally, I found on the airbag set on the southeast corner, I
don't recall now how it was overlooked by quality, but somebody had
mismeasured. [It] was 7110 of an inch off." 186
Marshall and Martin Marietta conducted tests on tank components throughout
1977, culminating with a test of the entire tank on 21 December. Successful
completion of the sequence meant that the external tank was ready for Shuttle
systems tests at Marshall in the spring of 1978.
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The final Shuttle element under Marshall's umbrella was the solid rocket booster.
Unlike the main engines, Marshall remained within technological frontiers in
the development of the boosters; instead, the goal was to apply state-of-the-art
solid booster knowledge to ensure reliability. Unlike the expendable external
tank, the booster was a reusable element, and as such posed different develop
ment issues. The booster had to be designed not only for performance, but for
what project manager George Hardy called the "four R's": recovery, retrieval,
refurbishment, and reuse. 187
Reusability influenced the in-house design approach used on the boosters.
Engineers considered cost analyses for individual components to determine
design characteristics and replacement frequency. "We would put that into our
models and decide how strongly we need to make this part in order to keep the
attrition rate at the right level," explained Clyde Nevins. "It was a very unique
design approach. Usually, you design something not to fail at all. And here we
were designing it to fail a certain percentage of the time, because that was the
cheapest way to design the hardware." 188
Preparations for the SRB recovery system began long before Thiokol won the
solid rocket motor contract. Marshall conducted impact studies dropping a
77-percent scale model from heights of up to 40 feet in California's Long Beach
harbor in February 1973. 189 Later in the year, the Center used another scale
model to test a parachute recovery system in drops on the Tennessee River
south of the Center. 19° From these tests evolved a recovery system comprised
of pilot and drogue parachutes to ensure descent stability, and three main
ribbon chutes, the largest of their type ever used in flight operations. The pilot
and drogue chutes nestled in the booster nosecone, the three main chutes in the
frustum immediately behind. 191
Although the Thiokol solid rocket motor was its heart, the booster was much
more complex than indicated in labels like "giant firecracker" or "Roman
candle." Subassemblies had to be integrated with the solid rocket motor to build
a booster. The thrust vector control system, commanded by a sophisticated
guidance system external to the booster, steered the booster by directing its
nozzle. The booster incorporated subsystems for instrumentation, separation
from the external tank, range safety, and recovery. Its aft skirt, which housed
the thrust vector control system, also served as a platform for four points at
which the booster was attached to the rest of the Shuttle. Similarly, the forward
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skirt provided hardware for connection to the external tank, as well as housing
most booster avionics. A large flexible bearing swiveled the nozzle, which
penetrated into the motor case.
Contracts for these subsystems spread Shuttle business around the country.
McDonnell Douglas, the most active subcontractor, held responsibility for the
forward and aft skirts, the frustum and nosecap, and the systems tunnel that
housed cables for electrical connections. 192 Marshall began systems integration
in-house, and contracted it to United Space Boosters, Incorporated, late in 1976.
Like other Shuttle elements, the SRB recorded historic "firsts." Not only was it
the first solid rocket booster designed for human space flight, but it was the
biggest gimballed solid ever
built. Bigger than any other
solid in use, it carried 1.1 mil
lion pounds of fuel, or three
times the fuel of the Titan III.
Thiokol ignited the solid
rocket motor for the first time
on 18 July 1977 on its Utah
proving grounds, 2 miles
from the closest building and
24 miles from Brigham City,
the nearest town. 193
The successful first test of the
solid rocket motor was par
ticularly welcome. Marshall's
Shuttle projects, and indeed
the entire program, were en
tering a crucial phase.
Marshall's projects were all
maturing, and were about to
Mixing SRM propellant at Thiokol near
enter a period of intense test
Brigham City, Utah, in 1980.
ing. Unfortunately, at a time
when ample resources were
essential to execute a rigorous testing program and complete development of
all three elements, pressure again began to mount from several quarters. The
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Carter administration was even more frugal in its approach to space than its
predecessors. President Jimmy Carter was a supporter of space science, but had
questions about the value of an expensive manned space program, and asked
Frosch, his new NASA
Administrator, to eval
uate the Shuttle pro
gram to determine
whether it ought to
continue. Vice President
Walter Mondale had
been a vociferous critic
of NASA as a senator,
and put people who
shared his views in the
Office of Management
and Budget where
they could challenge
Static firing of the solid rocket motor in northern
NASA's
budget. 194
Utah in February 1979.

The new environment had an immediate impact at Marshall. The impending
test series meant that the Center's support requirements were expanding as budget
pressures became more confining. At a Center performance review in June 1977,
Headquarters informed Marshall that its next budget submissions would have
to "contain very explicit descriptions of the program requirements" in order to
meet new Carter zero-based budget requirements. Headquarters acknowledged
related pressures on the Huntsville Center: increasing schedule pressure, lack
of sufficient travel funds, reductions in support contractors, and an increasing
skill mix imbalance in civil service personnel as a result of reductions-in-force. 195
To make matters worse, Marshall had begun to experience problems in admin
istration of its SRB contracts, and the constraints enumerated at the Center
review compounded them. Cost, schedule, and processing problems hindered
the McDonnell Douglas structures fabrication contract. Marshall worried that
it had insufficient penetration to monitor the contractor's corrective action.
Marshall implemented daily reviews, assigned more personnel, and insisted
that "MDAC [McDonald Douglas Astronautics Company] must resolve
hardware processing problems [and] MDAC must provide MSFC some
visibility into these resolutions." 196
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Even more troubling were problems with the Thiokol solid rocket motor
contract. During the summer and early fall, seven material handling incidents
took place; none of them caused serious damage, but as Hardy reported, "the
trend is disturbing." 197 Incidents continued. By the next summer, Marshall con
ducted its own investigation and demanded a Thiokol review of 26 incidents
over an 18-month period. Thiokol blamed insufficient training, schedule pres
sure, and human error; but Hardy suggested that lack of adequate management
attention was behind all incidents. Lucas agreed, and questioned whether Thiokol
had "strong management determination" to improve. 198 Thiokol and Marshall
both took corrective action. Marshall initiated a three-shift quality assurance
program at the contract site. 199 Nonetheless Lindstrom, head of Marshall's
Projects Office, told Thiokol of his concern that "the conditions and circum
stances contributing to these incidents may exist with SRM manufacturing and
quality control operations." 200
An incident in December 1978 caused an estimated $750,000 damage to a
segment in one of the development motors, and triggered an investigation. 201
Although Marshall and Thiokol agreed on the findings and recommendations
of the investigating team, they disagreed on an essential point. John Potate, the
Center's acting deputy director, explained that Thiokol blamed "equipment
design as primary cause of problem with procedural inadequacy as a contribu
tor. Our report just reverses these two conclusions." 202 Marshall gave
precedence to managerial shortcomings, Thiokol to material deficiencies.
Thiokol began a training program and instituted stricter controls. Still, improve
ment was slow, and the Center worried eight months later that "negligent events
... continue to plague the program." Marshall considered using "severe
penalties" in award fee evaluation to pressure Thiokol management. 203
Marshall's management of all three major Shuttle element contractors bore
similarities. Since Marshall often blamed problems on weak management, the
contractors' project managers sometimes became reluctant to report problems.
Despite formal lines of communication, information often did not flow as
intended, and problems took too long to surface. Marshall's William P. Raney
summarized the problem:
"In principle, there was a hierarchical responsibility to MSFC, which was
supposed to make sure it fit and worked together. In practice, there were lateral
responsibilities for exchanging information, specifications, and jointly working
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out technical solutions. There was a heavy dependence on documentation to
make that work, rather than hands-on contact. However, none of the contractors
had any authority to force adequate communication or experience, and MSFC
didn't force it." 204
Houston's Kraft described Marshall's approach as "a hands-off management,
an arms-length management of their contractors." In Kraft's view, Marshall
"wanted to let the contractor do his thing and then hit them in the head to do it
right if they screwed up. And they expected them to screw up." 205
Once a problem surfaced, Marshall took aggressive action with its three major
Shuttle contractors-on-site visits in which high-level managers gave the
contractor "a pretty rough 'going over,'" with demands for changes in personnel
or organization, or threats to impose award fee penalties. Several factors
contributed to the approach. Constant budget reductions and reductions-in-force
had eroded Marshall's ability to monitor contractors. Unlike Apollo, where
Marshall had skills that often exceeded those of the contractor and ample
personnel for effective oversight, in the Shuttle Program the Center had to rely
on post-facto action, which was often forceful but less involved.
"MSFC worked to the limit of their manpower to see that the various elements
were coming along satisfactorily," Raney said, but manpower was indeed
limited. Budget constraints also reduced testing, decreased travel funds and
manpower for on-site inspections, and forced revisions in schedules. Rather
than working side-by-side with contractors, Marshall had little choice but to
rely on quality assurance teams, which worked as inspectors rather than
co-workers or on-site evaluators. And the number of people involved in quality
and reliability work fell by 71 percent from the mid-seventies to the
mid-eighties, more than twice the rate of decline of the rest of NASA's
workforce. 206 Contractors resisted penetration, so Marshall had to be firm to
keep abreast of problems.
Marshall's relations with its contractors underscored a communications prob
lem that plagued the program throughout the Agency. As Raney observed, "For
a combination of semi-political reasons, the bad news was kept from coming
forward. Contractors didn't want to admit trouble; Centers didn't want Head
quarters to know they hadn't lived up to their promises; and Headquarters staffs
didn't want to risk the program funding with bad news." 207
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Marshall's management of contractors also reflected broader trends
characteristic of NASA management in general. Kraft argued that similarly
high-pressure methods under James Beggs, Hans Mark, and James Abrahamson
drove NASA Centers to create "an underground decision-making process" that
ran counter to the Agency's traditions and prevented open discussion. 208
High-pressure management was not always characteristic of Marshall contract
management. Marshall regularly worked cooperatively with contractors to derive
creative solutions. Plasma arc welding (an improvement introduced for use on
the external tank and discussed below) was one such case. As Schwinghamer
explained, "We brought the contractor in with us and we developed that thing
together. And when it was finished, there was no NIH [not invented here]
factor-it wasn't invented here. We had done that together. And [Martin Marietta]
felt very comfortable with that." 209
Ultimately technical problems required technical solutions. Chief Engineer Bob
Marshall argued that the Center emphasized technical solutions over managerial
ones. "It is true that if you have a technical problem, management is to blame
because they are responsible programmatically and technically," he explained.
But "these problems were strictly technical and could not be resolved without
correct technical analysis and action." 210
One advantage that Marshall did have in monitoring the work of its contractors
was its vast test complex on the southern sector of the Center. And early in
1978, attention of all of NASA-indeed of the nation-shifted to Huntsville
and Marshall's test stands. For the first time all Shuttle elements would be
assembled and Americans would get a first look at the new Space Transportation
System. NASA's purpose was to run the mated vertical ground vibration tests
(MVGVT) in which the vehicle would be subjected to different types of stress
to determine its structural integrity.
March 1978 was a festive month in Huntsville as residents turned out to celebrate
the arrival of Shuttle components. The orbiter Enterprise garnered the most
attention. It arrived at the Redstone Arsenal atop a Boeing 747 on 13 March.
After "demating" the orbiter from the aircraft, technicians towed it at a walking
pace along the road that bisects the Center and past the Headquarters building
as Marshall employees watched. Over the weekend Huntsville residents turned
out in "throngs" to view the Enterprise. One small boy asked his father, "Is this
the same one that's on Star Trek?" 211
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Technicians modified the Dynamic Test Stand used a dozen years earlier for
Saturn V tests in preparation for the vibration tests. For the first phase, which
began in May, they used air bags and cables to suspend the Enterprise and the
external tank from a
truss structure high in
the 360-foot-high test
stand, simulating the
configuration of the
Shuttle after separa
tion of the boosters
and before separation
of the tank. The vibra
tion tests did not
involve physically
shaking the Shuttle;
rather, the test labora
tory used amplifiers
similar to those used
on home stereo sets to
Shuttle Enterprise rolls past MSFC office complex,
generate vibrations
March 1978.
through shaker rods
attached to the vehicle. The first phase went well, slowed only when the dome
on the LOX tank buckled while it was being filled with fluid early in the test
sequence. The test team repressurized the tank and it returned to its original
shape. 212
On 11 October, Marshall completed the first assembly of the entire Space Shuttle,
with the orbiter and tank now attached to two solid rocket boosters in launch
configuration. The Center modified the test stand, and now the Shuttle stood
with its boosters resting on a cylinder-piston platform with bearings on top that
gave the vehicle freedom of motion. In the first tests on these hydrodynamic
stands, the boosters were filled with inert propellant, bringing the weight of the
Shuttle to over four million pounds. Later, in the final phase of vibration tests,
the Center measured the system with boosters empty as they would be just
before separation, reducing system weight to 1.5 million pounds.
The Center completed the MVGVT tests on 23 February 1979. Results from
the tests prompted some modifications, including strengthening of brackets at
the forward section of the boosters. Eugene Cagle, director of the Test Laboratory,
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reported that "from a structural
dynamics standpoint, we are
confident that the Space Shuttle
will perform as expected." 213
The tests at Marshall verified
only the structural integrity of
the Shuttle, and tests continued
concurrently on other Shuttle
elements. NASA Associate
Administrator John Yardley told
Congress in September 1978
that "the only significant Shuttle
problems [are] with the main
engine and the vehicle's
weight." Yardley thought that
the main engine could be ready
within a year, and that the
weight problems would not
impact the program until after
the early flights. 2 14

Shuttle Enterprise suspended at Marshall's
Dynamic Test Stand, July 1978.

The biggest threat to the Shuttle in the weeks following the Marshall tests was
budgetary rather than technical. In May 1979, NASA predicted that the Shuttle
might have a cost overrun of $600 million over the course of four years. 215 The
announcement touched off a barrage of criticism, precipitated further schedule
delays, and put the already fiscally constrained Shuttle program in jeopardy.
NASA "is in deep trouble," said one commentator. Congress worried that
"serious mismanagement" of the Shuttle program was threatening defense plans
dependent on the Shuttle. 216 NASA Administrator Frosch defended NASA
program management, arguing that the Agency had done well operating under
stringent limitations. 217 But three months later, a NASA panel blamed the cost
overruns and schedule slips on insufficient funds, unrealistic schedules, and
inadequate long-range planning. 218
The final preparations for the first Shuttle launch also encountered technical
problems. As Houston worked to repair the ceramic tiles comprising the Shuttle
thermal protection system, Marshall worried about cracks in the SRB propellant,
external tank shrinkage (1.5 inches when loading cyrogenic hydrogen), and
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uprating the main engines to achieve greater thrust and payload capacity. 219
Damage to the 0-rings used to join segments of the solid rocket motor appeared
for the first time, but tests on intentionally damaged 0-rings seemed to
demonstrate their effectiveness. 220 None of the difficulties threatened the
mission, and in the last months people focused more on orbiter tiles than on any
problems associated with Marshall's elements.
So despite budgetary threats, schedule slippage, and nagging technological
difficulties, NASA moved toward the first manned orbital flight of the Shuttle.
In December 1979, the main propulsion system successfully fired for
9 minutes and 10 seconds, longer than would be required to lift the Shuttle into
orbit. 221 Two months later the solid rocket motor completed a series of seven
test firings begun in July 1977, and Marshall deemed the tests "highly success
ful."222 By early 1980, J. R. Thompson could compare main engine testing
favorably with that of the J-2 in the 1960s: the main engine had undergone
nearly three times as much operating time, had a comparable success rate, and
would soon surpass the J-2 in
numbers of tests. 223
In November 1980, personnel
at Kennedy Space Center
began stacking and integrating
the first Shuttle in the Center's
Vehicle Assembly Building
(VAB), preparing for a launch
the following spring. On
3 November, they attached the
external tank to the solid
rocket boosters. Three weeks
later, they conducted the
"rollover" of the orbiter
Columbia, moving the vehicle
into the VAB for mating with
the tank and boosters. 224 On
29 December, workers moved
the entire Shuttle assembly
along a three and one-half mile
route from the VAB to launch
pad 39A. In February 1981 the
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Complete Space Shuttle mated for first time
in the Marshall Center's Dynamic Test
Stand, 6 October 1978.
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Center ran flight readiness firing tests on the flight hardware, briefly running
the main engines and gimballing their nozzles, concluding that "all MSFC
hardware performed as designed." 225

First Flight and Post-Flight Development
On 12 April 1981, the Shuttle embarked from Kennedy Space Center on its
maiden flight, a trip of two days. Marshall engineers monitored the anxious
early minutes of flight, during which the Shuttle propulsion system would face
its test. "Any time you build a big vehicle like this," Odom said recalling his
feelings at the time of launch, "and you put it together for the first time, espe
cially with a man on board, you really worry, 'Have I really tested everything
that that vehicle is going to see in that first flight?"' 226 Relief spread through
the Cape and the communications center in Huntsville as the boosters shut
down after 2 minutes, and jettisoned 12 seconds later. At 520 seconds the main
engines shut down on schedule, and 30 seconds later the external tank jetti
soned. Less than 10 minutes after liftoff, Huntsville's elements had accom
plished their part of the mission. Former Center Director Rees leaned against a
console at Marshall and reflected how much this day would have meant to
Wernher von Braun. Deputy Center Director Jack Lee told reporters with a
smile, "We were on the high side of performance." 227
The Shuttle returned to Earth two days later, landing on a long runway at Edwards
Air Force Base in California. After a week of analyzing data, Lindstrom,
Marshall's Shuttle Projects Manager, declared the performance of the Center's
elements "flawless."228
Marshall had ample reason for pride in the performance of its Shuttle elements,
but a satisfying first mission did not mean its development task was complete.
Even before the first flight Marshall had begun to plan design changes, and
each successive flight exposed new targets for fine tuning. "After we started to
fly, there were development efforts to improve performance and increase life,"
according to J. Wayne Littles. "A lot of our effort after we started flying was
keeping the vehicle flying: getting each set of hardware to fly a mission;
reviewing it and making sure it was ready to fly; reviewing the data of each
flight [and] making sure there were no anomalies ... and get[ting] rid of latent
defects that caused us to change parts out more frequently than we would like
to."229 And after a measured analysis of the first flight, it was clear that some com
ponents needed immediate attention.
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Recovery efforts
after the first
Shuttle flights
dem onstrated,
Mulloy admitted,
that NASA was
“far from reach
ing the opera
tional goal of a
recoverable, reus
able booster that
could rapidly be
refurbished and
put back into
line.” Indeed the
S p a c e M issio n O p e ra tio n s C o n tro l Center.
recovery system
qualification program included the first flights since the elements were so large
that there was no other way to test them, and the damage sustained far
exceeded expectations.230
The boosters sustained too much damage upon ocean impact to achieve the
quick turnaround necessary to support the planned 24 flight-per-year schedule,
let alone the long-term goal of 48 flights per year. Clyde Nevins, who headed
an investigation of the recovery system, said that “After the first launch we had
excessive damage on the aft skirts. It just tore the heck out of the aft skirt
inside—the stiffener rings on the outside, inside the cone, on the back end on the
aft skirt. Very severe damage in there. It just wasn’t like we predicted at all.”231
The damage occurred when “it hit the water tail first, nozzle end first at about
88 feet per second, which is 60 miles an hour,” Herman Thomason related. “It
drove itself into the water,. . . the water was like a hydraulic ram. It comes up
inside and you had compression taking place inside where the fuel had burned
out.” Impact damaged the aft skirt and the thrust vector control system.
Compression forced salt water into parts of the rocket not designed to withstand
its effects. Then, according to Thomason, “that thing comes back out of the
water . . . and it slaps down on its side. And you get all these slap down loads,
and even if the thing was five inches thick across, that’s not going to be able
to take those kinds of loads.”232
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Nevins's investigation showed that the reinforcement rings used in test models
had differed slightly from those used on the booster. "So we ended up having to
go in and put up a lot of reinforcement. And we also put in some light density
foam, which smoothed out the internal contours of the ring .... The foam
would get damaged, but it was sacrificial."233
On the fourth flight, explosive bolts attaching parachutes to the boosters fired
prematurely, and the boosters could not be recovered. After locating the boost
ers on the ocean floor, searchers had to abandon plans to survey them. 234 NASA
made improvements to strengthen the boosters. By the 11th flight, Marshall
was putting "big gobs of spray foam" on the skirt, and using deflectors called
"cow catchers" to keep water away from sensitive components. 235 Along with
changes to the parachute recovery system, these changes improved the condi
tion of recovered boosters. 236
All of Marshall's Shuttle elements continued development after the Shuttle's
maiden flight. Jerry Thomson said of work on the main engines, "We had to
make design changes to improve the life ofthe Engine and improve the reliability.
So we made some design changes even after we had made the first flight." 237
The types of changes included "basic changes in internal components, like
improvement in blades to improve blade life in turbines, and making
improvements in bearings."238
Limits on the life of components proved to be one of the most persistent chal
lenges in main engine development. Bearings, turbopumps, and turbine blades
were the sources of greatest concern. Bearing failure was a problem in the main
engine from the early days of the program. The engines ran at about 30,000
rpm, generating heat that always threatened the integrity of the bearings. "The
bearings are cooled with liquid hydrogen," explained Jud Lovingood, main
engine project manager in the 1980s, and because temperatures are so high,
"when you're trying to cool them the [liquid] hydrogen changes to a gas [and]
it doesn't cool as much. You end up with bearings overheating and that weak
ens them. It also changes clearance because of the expansion you get. ... NASA
has just gradually improved them over the years . . . but they still have life
limits. "239
Greater than expected damage to pumps and turbine blades came from
dynamic stress, cavitation erosion (caused when cavities of gas developed and
collapsed in liquid fuels), and high temperatures. Using technology unavailable
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when main engine development began, Marshall worked with NASA's Lewis
Research Center, Rocketdyne, and contractors at Aerojet and Pratt & Whitney.
A combination of approaches including powerhead redesign, thermal coatings
on the blades, computer modeling to study fluid mechanics, and new metal
alloys enabled the Center to gradually extend the life of the main engine. 240
Anticipated increases in payload demands dictated a need for increased main
engine performance, and even before first flight NASA determined to improve
engine performance to 109-percent of rated power. 241 The 109-percent rating
was "what we originally started calling emergency power level," Bob Marshall
explained, and "ultimately it grew to be full power level, FPL."242 The Center's
goal was "to get more performance out of the fuels and higher performance out
of the engine," Herman Thomason recalled. Better performance was "a
function of temperature and pressure."243
The challenges involved in increasing power rating were enormous; power
increase of merely four percent would nearly double cavitation erosion, for
example. 244 Thus Marshall's efforts to bolster the main engine rating had to
overcome persistent obstacles. The most serious accident occurred on 7 April
1982 at NSTL. As the test team pushed the engine to the 109-percent level,
vibration forces inside the main oxidizer pump increased to 38 times the force
of gravity, causing an explosion that ripped the pump apart. "There were pieces
scattered all over," according to Lovingood. 245 Development continued in the
months that followed, and by the time of the Challenger accident, "we were
within one test of qualifying the Engine and within about two weeks of starting
the Main Propulsion Test ofthree engines running at 109%," according to Bob
Marshall. The Challenger tragedy forced the Center to reconsider the
109-percent rating and look for other ways to improve performance. 246
No Shuttle element underwent more changes after the Shuttle's first flight than
the external tank. Design changes in other elements had increased the weight of
the tank, limiting potential Shuttle payloads. In the summer of 1980, 10 months
before the Shuttle's maiden flight, Marshall initiated a plan to lighten the tank.
Martin Marietta had already produced six flight tanks, and the redesigned
lightweight tank would not be used until those earlier models were expended.
The two-year redesign program trimmed 7,000 pounds from the 71,000-pound
tank used on the first Shuttle flight. 247
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Not painting the tank produced the most visible change. "That saved a couple
thousand pounds of weight," explained Odom. "The first time we rolled out
one that was that brown color, ... a lot of people just said that just doesn't look
like NASA hardware, it's not pretty. It was pretty to me, because it was
economical."248 After the first six flights, the Center learned that it could elimi
nate the supertight ablator that coated the tank before application of the foam
insulator. "The significant change from a processing standpoint is that it
reduced the cost of the Tank significantly," according to Bridwell. 249
Marshall also introduced structural changes. The Center modified support struc
tures, altered production techniques, and changed materials. Dome caps, previ
ously milled on one side, now had metal shaved from both sides. 250 Nichols
explained two other methods used to trim weight: "You start off with an
inch-and-a-half thick plate and you machine it down and you leave little
stiffeners in it. We took those out. There's a huge ring frame that takes the kick
load from the Solid Rocket Motor and also from the orbiter. By going back and
sculpturing it, rather than making it uniform all the way around, we took some
weight out."251
Production of the tank became easier and less costly in 1984 after engineers at
Marshall adopted new welding technology. 252 As Kingsbury explained, "The
welding of aluminum, historically, has been a reasonably difficult process
because aluminum oxidizes very quickly. You really can't have unoxidized
aluminum in our atmosphere. It oxidizes too fast. And that oxide becomes a
problem when you weld it. " 253 Marshall engineers developed a process called
plasma arc welding that minimized weld defects. "There are about five miles of
weld on the Tank, and any defect that you might find has to be repaired,"
according to Bridwell. "Once again, that is labor intensity, and if you eliminate
that, the cost of the tank goes down." 254 That savings accrued is clear from a
comparison with Apollo; according to Schwinghamer, when engineers welded
the same alloy on the Saturn V, "about every six feet or so we would get defects
in the welding. And the X-ray would show a flaw. We would have to go in and
grind the flaw out and reweld." 255
Redesign of the external tank alone was insufficient to meet Shuttle payload
requirements. The Department of Defense planned to launch a satellite in polar
orbit from Vandenburg Air Force Base in California. Such a mission required
payload lifting capability beyond that of the first flight configuration. Beginning
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in 1976, NASA conducted systems engineering studies with a view toward
improving Shuttle performance. These studies identified three candidates for
modifications to achieve increased capacity, all of which would have affected
Marshall's Shuttle elements: increase the thrust of the main engines from a
rating of 109 percent to 115 percent; attach a liquid boost module
comprised of four propellant tanks to the external tank; or develop a lighter
solid rocket booster by replacing the steel casing with a filament wound case. 256
In the early 1980s NASA rejected the augmented thrust rating for the main
engines and the boost module after conducting cost, technical, and schedule
analyses on all three options. The Agency decided that the filament wound case
for the SRB had the shortest development schedule, least cost, and least techni
cal risk. 257 Most other
solid- fueled missile
systems except the
Titan already employed
such cases, so the tech
nology was not new. 258
Marshall planned to
use plastic reinforced
with graphite fiber,
winding it into a
cylinder that would
reduce the weight of
an empty booster by
one-third, from 98,000
Manufacture of the SRM filament wound case.
pounds to 65,000
pounds, and increase
the Shuttle's payload capacity by 4,600 pounds. The plan would also simplify
booster assembly, replacing 8 of the 11 steel cases with 4 filament cases. 259
By 1985, development of the filament wound case was proceeding well, and
NASA was using the program to improve the joints between booster segments.
Following the Challenger accident, however, the Agency decided to eliminate
the filament wound case project. 260
The booster project faced another challenge from erosion of the nozzle. "We
were seeing some very bad, greater than predicted erosion of the motor nozzle
insulation, which is a carbon phonolic about three inches thick that is on the
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inside of the metal part of the nozzle," explained Mulloy, Marshall's project
manager for the booster. The insulation was designed to ablate while the motor
burned, but the amount of erosion was unpredictable. Marshall instituted design
changes. As Mcintosh described it, the Center "made a few changes in the
configuration of propellant and grain a little bit and changed the size of the
nozzle throat and increased the exit cone length. " 261
NASA's Shuttle problems in the early 1980s were not all technological. The
cost decisions of the early 1970s now began to catch up to the Agency. The
decision to abandon a fully reusable Shuttle a decade earlier had traded savings
in development for larger costs for expendable elements later. In 1982, NASA
reduced by nearly 200 the number of Shuttle flights projected over the next
decade. Inflation drove costs higher, refurbishment time was longer than planned,
all elements needed more additional development work than expected, and each
mission required extensive post-flight analysis.
Soon it became apparent that even NASA's reduced projections were too opti
mistic. In 1983 a National Research Council panel told Congress that NASA's
goal of increasing to 24 launches in 1988, 30 in 1990, and 40 in 1992 was
unattainable because "major pieces" of the Shuttle would not be available. To
have enough solid rocket boosters to achieve even 18 launches in 1990 seemed
"marginal." "Because of very strict budgetary constraints in the program," the
report continued, "NASA has had to concentrate on near term needs, and its
capacity to deal with the longer term requirements was inevitably curtailed."262
NASA's rosy expectations for the Shuttle found critics even within the Agency.
Noel W. Hinners, director of Goddard Space Flight Center, wondered about
projections for reuse, commercialization, and costs. He argued that NASA was
too optimistic in its expectations for reusing Shuttle components before
encountering "structural integrity problems," and cautioned against expecting
"routine" operations in a high-risk venture. "The Orbiter is a subsidized opera
tion," he warned. "I see no way anyone can make a profit at this point without
the government being accused (validly in my mind) of a giveaway of its R&D
investment."263 Instead of the early visions of orbiting payloads for as little as
$100 a pound, by 1983 the cost was over $5,000 a pound. 264 Criticism of NASA
for failing to make the Shuttle commercially viable continued, however, and
the Agency even considered relinquishing management of the Shuttle to a
private concern before abandoning the idea in 1985. 265
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Shuttle development had faced formidable limitations from the beginning. Cost
pressures influenced every step from configuration planning through develop
ment and flight. In comparison to Apollo, NASA's only previous program of
comparable scope, Marshall worked with less money, fewer people, and
reduced skills.
The Center had to learn a new way of doing business. Marshall, without the
arsenal system, had to rely on contractors and reduce its testing. And unlike
Apollo, the Shuttle was a program of ongoing development in which major
improvements continued even after operations began; even as evaluators
certified components for flight, engineers were working on improvements.
These new approaches raised new problems, for Marshall and NASA were
stretched to the limit of their manpower, skills, and resources. Within the envi
ronment of financial and political pressures, the Center and the Agency could
no longer afford the conservative engineering approaches of the Apollo years,
and had to accept risks that never confronted an earlier generation of rocket
engineers.
If the Shuttle fell short of expectations, it may have been because expectations
were unrealistic. NASA made extravagant claims for the Shuttle while seeking
congressional approval, promising frequent flights, low cost to orbit, rapid
refurbishment, and decreasing costs as expendable components entered mass
production. The Shuttle was to be a space truck; it would soon pay for itself by
providing routine operations. But as Schwinghamer insisted, "it's never going
to be like driving a truck. And I guess some people kind of forgot that some
where in the middle ofthis thing. But it is a fine-tuned machine. It's a wonder
ful machine. It's an engineering triumph in terms of efficiency, performance,
and in every respect."
Schwinghamer expressed a common sentiment at the Center when he said that
"in the context of the limitations imposed, that's an elegant design. That's the
finest machine in existence today." 266
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Chapter IX
The Challenger Accident

On the morning of 28 January 1986, the Space Shuttle Challenger, mission
51-L, rose into the cold blue sky over the Cape. 1 To exuberant spectators and
breathless flight controllers, the launch appeared normal. Within 73 seconds
after liftoff, however, the external tank ruptured, its liquid fuel exploded, and
Challenger broke apart. Stunned spectators saw the explosion and the trails
from the spiral flights of the solid rocket boosters, but the vapor cloud obscured
how the orbiter shattered into large pieces. The crew cabin remained intact,
trailing wires and plummeting to the Atlantic; the six astronauts and one school
teacher aboard perished. 2
Over the next three months, a presidential commission led by former Secretary
of State William P. Rogers and a NASA team investigated the accident. Televi
sion images of the flight revealed an anomalous flame from a joint between
segments of the right-hand solid rocket motor. Photographs showed puffs of
black smoke escaping from the joint during the first moments of ignition. Wreck
age of the motor recovered from the Atlantic floor demonstrated the failure of
the joint and proved that propulsion gases had melted surrounding metals and
caused the explosion of the external tank. Propulsion engineers from Morton
Thiokol Incorporated, the Utah company responsible for the solid rocket mo
tors, testified that for years they had been discussing problems with the joints
and their 0-ring seals, especially in cold weather. The night before the launch
they had warned Marshall officials that the anticipated cold weather could freeze
the mbber 0-rings and trigger disaster, but company executives and Marshall
project managers had rejected calls for a launch delay.
The Rogers Commission concluded that managers at Marshall and Thiokol had
known (or should have known) that the case joints were hazardous. They had
failed to inform senior officials in the Shuttle program or to act promptly to
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reduce risks, and thus had failed to prevent a predictable accident. The com
mission decided that since Marshall officials had prior knowledge of the haz
ard, the accident primarily resulted from ineffective communications and
management at the Center. 3
The commission's interpretation has dominated discourse about Challenger.
Journalists and academics have relied on the commission's evidence, and have
mainly added analysis to confirm its "bad communication" thesis. "Instant his
tories" often treated the scenarios in the Rogers Report as quasi-crimes, with
journalist-authors reporting dirty deeds in the Shuttle program and telling sca
brous stories about NASA officials with "the wrong stuff."4 Academic studies
tried to show why the Rogers scenario occurred, explaining how communica
tions problems could have emerged from the interdependence of Marshall and
Thiokol, the lapses in statistical analysis by propulsion engineers, the groupthink
of the preflight reviews and last minute teleconference, and authoritarian man
agement patterns at Marshall. 5 Two scholars have also discussed why the inter
pretation of the presidential commission seemed persuasive to the media and
the public while the point of view of Marshall officials did not. 6
Unfortunately, the commission's interpretation oversimplified complex events.
The oversimplifications emerged mainly because the commission and later
pundits dismissed the testimony of Marshall engineers and managers and dis
torted information about hazards in written sources from the Shuttle program
prior to the accident. Allowing Marshall engineers and managers to tell their
story, based on pre-accident documents and on post-accident testimony and
interviews, leads to a more realistic account of the events leading up to the
accident than that found in the previous studies. The story of the Marshall engi
neers and managers was that they had carefully studied the problems of the
motor case joints and had concluded that the joints were not hazardous, that
they had taken steps to improve the joints, and that they had communicated
their conclusions and actions to superior Shuttle officials. Because they be
lieved the joints were not hazardous, they did not predict the accident and could
not have prevented it.

Design and Development
From the beginning of the design and development phase of the Solid Rocket
Motor (SRM) project in 1973, Marshall had trouble with Morton-Thiokol and
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the joints. 7 Several Center engineers worried that the joint and seal designs
were deficient and Center managers fretted about the contractor's quality sys
tems. But after improvements, reviews, and many successful tests, senior project
managers and engineers decided that the design was successful and the joints
were safe to fly.
Because Thio
kol would
ship the mo
tor by rail
between its
Utah pro
duction site
and the Flor
ida launch site
the so 1 i d

Space Shuttle SRM Joints

Igniter Joints

rocket motor Space Shuttle solid rocket motor joints.
case was divi
ded into several segments (as shown in illustration of Shuttle SRMjoints). This
meant that the design required joints and seals to prevent leaks of the high
temperature, high-pressure propulsion gases. Thiokol's engineers used the Ti
tan III-C rocket, considered state of the art for solid motors and very reliable,
as their model. The Shuttle motor, however, differed from the Titan because the
SRM was larger and intended for refurbishment and reuse. The differences in
design showed in the field joints connecting the motor case segments. 8 The
Titan had insulation along the interior wall of the steel case to prevent hot gases
from penetrating the joint and damaging its rubber seals (see the SRM field
cross section and the comparison illustration if Titan III and SRM joints); the
SRM used an asbestos-filled putty. The segments had upper and lower parts;
Thiokol engineers expected that motor pressure would push together the "tang"
(the tongue on the rim of the upper segment) and the inner flange of "clevis"
(the groove on the rim of the lower segment) and facilitate sealing. Motor pres
sure would also push the primary 0-ring, a quarter-inch diameter rubber gas
ket, against the steel case and seal the joint. Thiokol sought redundancy by
placing a second 0-ring behind the primary 0-ring.
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The second 0-ring
forced another depar
ture from the Titan,
requiring that the
SRM have a longer
tang and a deeper
clevis. The longer
joint of the SRM was
more flexible than the
Titan, since the com
bustion pressure in
the SRM was one
third higher than the
Titan and its case had
a greater diameter.
Moreover, the SRM
clevis pointed up,
rather than down like
that of the Titan.
Finally, to test the
seals after connecting
the segments,Thiokol
Solid Rocket Motor cross section shows positions of tang, clevis, and 0-rings.
Putty lines the joint on the side toward the propellant.
engineers added a
leak-check port so
Cross section ofSRM field joint.
that compressed air
could be forced into
the gap between the 0-rings and verify whether the primary 0-ring would seal.
The leak-check, however, pushed the primary 0-ring to the wrong side of its
groove. 9
Thiokol and Marshall evaluated the SRM and its case joints in structural, pres
sure, and static firing tests beginning in 1976. Because tests of the large solid
rocket were more expensive than liquid engines, engineers ran fewer tests. 10
From the beginning of the test program, they showed confidence in their de
sign, perhaps stemming from the success of Titan. They scheduled static firings
of the entire motor before completion of subsystem tests such as pressure tests
of the joint and case. The first static firing of DM-1 (Development Motor 1)
confirmed that the hardware met design requirements, including the integrity
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of the steel case and
the thrust of its
motor. Marshall's
Weekly Notes re
ported on DM-1
that "all case joints
were intact and
showed no evi
dence of pressure
leaking" and that
"all test objectives
were met.""

point
Clevis

2 0-rings

Pin

Pin

In a September
1977 hydroburst
test, however, the
field joints and
0-rings performed
contrary to expecta
tions. Engineers
Titan Ill joint
ShuHie booster joint
simulated a launch
by filling a motor Comparison of Titan III and SRM joints.
with fluid under
50 percent more pressure than during ignition. Thiokol had expected pressure
to force the tang and the inner flange of the clevis to bend toward each other
and squeeze the 0-rings tighter. The company's final report of the test con
cluded that "the burst test was a complete success and met all the design re
quirements. Failure occurred in the joint seals. The leakage was caused by the
clevis spreading and not providing the required 0-ring squeeze." The engineers
were perplexed and reported that the joint opened more than they predicted. 12
In Weekly Notes, Marshall's SRM project engineers said the burst test revealed
"excessive 0-ring leakage." Both the primary and secondary 0-rings leaked,
and disassembly revealed each had pinches and cuts. "The most logical expla
nation," the MSFC motor engineer observed, "is joint rotation which allowed
both 0-rings to lose compression." 13
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Joint rotation
meant that
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - S e g m e n t Centerline
under pres
sure the tang
and the inner
flange of the
clevis bent
apart and the
- - - - - - - - - - - Segment Centerline
joint opened
lap Opening (0.042 in. - 0.060 in.)
pint ~ 1,004 psig
(as shown in
the joint rota
=
tion of the
SRM field
Pressured Joint - Rotation Effect (exaggerated)
joint). Rota
tion occurred
Joint rotation of SRM field joint.
because the
motor joint was thicker and stiffer than the case walls on either side; as the
flexible case wall expanded outward, it spread the tang and clevis and opened
the joint. The joint opening during the hydroburst test unseated the 0-rings and
created a gap too large to seal. 14

Primary Concerns

s

tc:

qj:ffl ))~

Thiokol denied that the tests revealed design flaws. The test subjected the same
hardware with the same 0-rings to 20 cycles of pressure and release; only in
the final cycles did the rings leak. Consequently, Thiokol engineers believed
that with each cycle, the 0-ring was pushed into the gap, then released, then
pushed in farther, and so on until the rubber condensed, cut, and failed. Rather
then interpreting the tests as indications of bad design, Thiokol engineers ar
gued that the joint had withstood many cycles without failure and so test results
showed the soundness of the joint. They believed that potential leaks on flight
motors could be avoided through careful assembly of the joints and by insert
ing dozens of shims, which were U-shaped clips, between the outer clevis and
the tang. The shims would maintain the centricity of the case and the compres
sion of the 0-rings; this would prevent any "gathering" or bunching of the
0-ring that could cause a leak. 15
Some engineers in Marshall's laboratories disagreed with the contractor and
believed the joint design was flawed. In September 1977, Glenn Eudy, the
Center's chief engineer for the SRM, expressed his doubts to Alex McCool,
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director of the Structures and Propulsion Lab, and argued that refined assembly
methods alone could not fix the problem. "I personally believe," Eudy wrote,
"that our first choice should be to correct the design in a way that eliminates the
possibility of 0-ring clearance." He requested that the director of Science and
Engineering review the problem. In October, Center engineer Leon Ray argued
that shims allowed for error during assembly and hence were "unacceptable."
He advised that the "best option for a long-term fix" was a "redesign of the
tang" to prevent joint opening. 16
By January 1978 Ray and his boss, John Q. Miller, chief of the Structure and
Propulsion Lab's solid rocket motor branch, believed that the joint issue re
quired the "most urgent attention" in order to "prevent hot gas leaks and result
ing catastrophic failure." Alarmed that Thiokol was trying to lower requirements
for the joint, they saw "no valid reason for not designing to accepted stan
dards." Miller and Ray recommended "redesign of clevis joints on all oncom
ing hardware at the earliest possible effectivity to preclude unacceptable, high
risk, 0-ring compression values." 17
Not only did Thiokol reject the analysis of the Marshall rocket engineers, but
so did Center managers. Marshall management accepted the existing design,
complemented by shims, mainly because of the continued successes of static
motor firings. In the Weekly Notes following the firing of DM-2 in January
1978, McCool wrote that "all major test objectives were met" and "no leaks
were observed in the case during the firing and post-test examination revealed
no discolorations nor other evidence of leakage." Robert Lindstrom, Shuttle
Projects Office manager at Marshall, wrote that preliminary analysis of DM-2
indicated "no problems which require immediate attention of NASA." 18
A Thiokol report on the October firing of DM-3 said "all case joints were
intact and showed no evidence of pressure leaking." The report acknowledged
that "the relative movement of the sealing surfaces is much more than indi
cated," but this evidence of joint rotation was not presented as anything
ominous. 19 In November, Thiokol's SRB (Solid Rocket Booster) project
manager wrote George B. Hardy, Marshall's project manager, that the static
firings "confirmed the capability of the 0-rings to prevent leakage under the
worst hardware conditions." 20
Results from Structural Test Article-1 (STA-1 ), however, were less optimistic.
Hydroburst tests through the summer of 1978 on STA-1 again revealed the
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dangers of joint rotation. Thiokol's report concluded that "the relative move
ment between the clevis and the tang at the interior of the case joints was greater
than expected. This resulted in some oil (pressurizing fluid) bypassing the
0-ring seals at the case joints." The engineers decided that the 0-rings un
seated as the joint opened. Nevertheless, company engineers dismissed the leaks,
arguing that test pressure was higher than flight pressure and "the amount of oil
loss on any one occasion or totally was very small and motor case pressuriza
,. tion was never lost or affected by this phenomenon." As on the tests from the
previous year, they concluded that the repressurization cycles had caused the
failures rather than a faulty design. They acknowledged that imprecise calibra
tion devices prevented accurate measures of the joint opening, but denied that
the joint opened so wide as to be unsafe. 21
STA-1 data led Miller and Ray to call Thiokol's design "completely unaccept
able." In January 1979 they wrote another memo to Eudy and Hardy, explain
ing that joint rotation prevented the design from meeting contractual
requirements. The contract specified that seals operate through compression,
but the opening of the joint caused the primary 0-ring to seal through extru
sion. As a sealing mechanism, extrusion used ignition pressure to push the
0-ring across the groove of the inner flange of the clevis until it distorted and
filled the gap between clevis and tang. This, they said, "violates industry and
Government 0-ring application practices." In addition, Miller and Ray for the
first time questioned whether the secondary 0-ring provided redundancy.
Although the contract required verification of all seals, tests had proven the
secondary 0-ring design to have been "unsatisfactory" because the opening of
the joint "completely disengaged" the 0-ring from its sealing surface. 22
In February 1979 Ray sought advice from two seal manufacturers. One manu
facturer said that the design required the 0-ring to seal a gap larger than that
covered by their experience. The Parker Seal Company, the contractor for the
SRB 0-rings, reacted the same way and "expressed surprise that the seal had
performed so well." Ray reported that Parker engineers believed that "the
0-ring was being asked to perform beyond its intended design and that a differ
ent type of seal should be considered." 23 However, Ray and Miller failed to
convince Thiokol and Marshall to change their commitment to the existing
design. The contractor reported that the static test of DM-4 on 19 February had
"no indication ofjoint leakage" and the case showed "no evidence of structural
problems." Thiokol's summary of the development motor firings concluded
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that after each test "all case joints were intact and showed no evidence of pres
sure leaking" and measurements revealed "no stresses that indicate design prob
lems or that compromise the structural integrity of the case."24 In 1979 and
1980 three qualification motors fired successfully and had no leaks. 25
When in 1980 the Shuttle program underwent its final qualification for flight,
the Center and contractor presented their data and conclusions to NASA's Space
Shuttle Verification/Certification Propulsion Committee on the motor. During
briefings from May to September and in its report, the committee fretted over
0-ring leaks, assembly problems, and joint rotation. Members were concerned
that the leaks "could grow in magnitude and could impinge on the ET [External
Tank] during flight." Moreover the Propulsion Committee pointed out that test
ing on new assembly configurations "does not appear to exist and sensitivity
data on 0-ring damage is lacking." For the design to function, assembly proce
dures had to be perfect; although the 0-ring leak check put the secondary
0-ring in position to seal, it pushed the primary 0-ring in the wrong direction
(as evidenced in the illustration comparison of Titan III and SRMjoints). Ac
cordingly the panel recommended "an up-to-date rigorous and complete verifi
cation package covering safety factor on sealing at ignition," including purposely
testing to failure and static firings at temperatures from 40 to 90 degrees F.
NASA did not conduct such a test program before the first Shuttle flight. The
booster office at Marshall, the Level II Shuttle Program Office at Johnson Space
Center (JSC), and the Level I associate administrator for Space Flight at NASA
Headquarters all believed that previous tests showed the primary 0-ring was an
effective seal and that the secondary 0-ring provided redundancy. Marshall
and Thiokol offered reassurances that readings about joint rotation were mis
leading because of faulty measuring devices and that corrections were under
way using shims and bigger 0-rings. NASA believed that careful assembly
procedures would ensure safety and that ongoing tests on a new lightweight
motor case fulfilled the Propulsion Committee's intent. 26
The committee accepted this response, and the flight certification phase of Shuttle
development closed when the Agency assigned a "criticality" designation to
the field joints and 0-ring seals. A criticality rating in the Shuttle critical items
list categorized the reliability of important hardware; the designation affected
the attention the item received in flight preparations and reviews. Thiokol's
November 1980 report for the critical items list, which NASA approved,
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designated the joint as criticality lR, meaning that the component had "redun
dant hardware, total element failure of which would cause loss of life or ve
hicle." The report justified the redundancy rating by the design's similarity to
the successful Titan III-C joints and the solid rocket motor's successes in struc
tural and burst tests and seven static motor firings.
Nonetheless, the criticality report contained a contradiction. It admitted that
the "redundancy of the secondary field joint seal cannot be verified after motor
case pressure reaches approximately 40 percent of maximum expected operat
ing pressure." At that point, joint rotation created a gap too large for the second
ary to seal. The report added that it was "not known if the secondary 0-ring
would successfully re-seal if the primary 0-ring should fail after motor case
pressure reaches or exceeds 40 percent of maximum expected operating pres
sure." In other words, the report classified the seals as redundant despite
incomplete data. 27
Throughout the design and development period of the solid rocket motors,
Marshall had sufficient oversight of its contractor to discern technical and mana
gerial problems. For this reason, the presidential commission concluded not
only that the joint design was flawed, but that "neither Thiokol nor NASA re
sponded adequately to internal warnings about the faulty seal design," and that
neither made "a timely attempt to develop and verify a new seal after the initial
design was shown to be deficient." In addition, NASA's internal investigation
teams for Development and Production and for Data and Design Analysis, which
included many Marshall personnel, faulted the test program. Testing was not
realistic; dynamic loads of launch and flight conditions were not adequately
simulated; the putty configuration during static firings differed from the launch
configuration because after assembly of the test motors, engineers crawled
through the bore of the propellant and packed in extra putty to fill voids; tests
did not evaluate performance under temperature extremes; subsystem tests did
not yield realistic information about putty performance, joint rotation, and
0-ring compression and resiliency. 28
Even so, the 1986 accident investigations tended to read history backwards and
to ignore the positive information about the joint. Looking back after Chal
lenger, Marshall managers believed that they had studied, tested, reviewed, and
verified the joint design. Lindstrom, Marshall's Shuttle Projects manager, Hardy,
the SRB project manager, Bill Rice, the SRM project manager, Eudy, the SRM
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chief engineer, and McCool, the director of the Structures and Propulsion Lab,
explained that they had no data showing serious problems. The positive data
from all the static firings far outweighed negative data from parts of the pres
sure tests. Because of positive test data, McCool said, "no one really took it
with seriousness, and I say all of us collectively, as serious as we should have."
James Kingsbury, the head of Marshall's Science and Engineering Directorate,
believed that before 51-L NASA had not fully understood the design. Lack of
information "posed a real problem for us safety-wise-obviously one we did
not fully resolve. There were some things about the Motor that had never been
done before. It was a very big motor. It was being reused. And so there were
some complications."29
Similarly, Hardy thought that the tests of the solid motors compared unfavor
ably to the Saturn system of testing. For the Saturn rockets, the Center had
conducted many tests and had tested components and subsystems before hard
ware reached a final design. The solid rocket motor tests, in contrast, had been
too few and too mild to return realistic and complete information. To save money
in the short-term, Marshall had moved away from testing of subsystems and
toward testing of whole systems. Restricting tests to late stages of develop
ment, Hardy said, had locked NASA into one joint design and boosted costs in
the long-term. 30
Marshall's engineers in the SRM Branch of the Structures and Propulsion Lab
had a different recollection of the design and test phase. Looking back after the
accident, they vouched for the openness of communication channels. Believing
he had opportunity to present his criticisms, Ray told investigators for the presi
dential commission that Marshall differed from the military and allowed dis
senters to bypass the chain of command and disagree with superiors.
"Communication is very good," he said. "I feel at ease in picking up the phone
and talking to anybody. It doesn't make any difference who it is. And I have
many times." 31 They had kept arguing that the joints had failed to meet contract
requirements and that Thiokol had underestimated the width of the joint
opening.
Although the engineers stopped short of recommending that the solid rocket
motors not be flown, they recommended during the design and evaluation phase
that new hardware built for later Shuttle missions incorporate a redesigned joint.
They were unable to convince senior managers and engineers however. Miller,
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chief of the SRM Branch, recalled that "when you present something, a con
cern to someone, and nothing is perhaps immediately done, you don't-in the
position I was in, you don't push the point and try to back them in a comer."
Consequently the engineers pushed for tight requirements in the assembly of
the joints. Ben Powers, a propulsion engineer, recollected that "after we had
been turned down over and over, I think we just accepted the fact that as the
hardware kept being manufactured, you know, that there was not going to be a
change in the joint design. So we, I think, accepted that fact that we were not
successful in getting that change that we recommended and had to do the best
we could with the joint that we had."
When evaluating the cases for and against the design, the engineers concluded,
Center officials showed more trust in the contractor than in laboratory person
nel. Center management recognized that Thiokol's engineers had greater
expertise in solid rockets than the Center's liquid propulsion specialists and so
depended on the contractor's interpretation of the data. 32 Center Director
Willian1 Lucas recalled that "We did not consider ourselves expert in what
Thiokol was doing. In fact we were not, so we relied heavily on Thiokol to
bring the expertise of solid rocket propulsion to the program. We were not able
to assess the details of what they were doing." 33
Flight Review and Response
Beginning with early flights, the solid rocket motor experienced recurrent prob
lems with its joint and 0-ring seals. Thiokol and Marshall regarded the prob
lems as aggravating but acceptable anomalies; successful flights and ground
tests gave the engineers confidence that the joints were not hazardous. They
recommended that flights continue, improved motor assembly configurations,
and initiated redesign studies in the summer of 1985. After Challenger,
Marshall's response seemed too little, too late, and the presidential commission
faulted NASA's management structure and flight readiness review process, and
criticized the Center's judgment and communications.
The primary system of communication and decision-making during the flight
phase of the Shuttle program was the flight readiness review. In formal inquir
ies, contractor and government officials discussed the preparedness of hard
ware, paperwork, and personnel for the upcoming flight. They also discussed
problems and anomalies encountered in the previous flight, solutions that had
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been implemented or planned, and rationales that confirmed safety and reli
ability. Marshall reviews proceeded up from the Level IV at the prime contrac
tor, to Level III at the project office, to the Shuttle Projects Office (which Center
personnel called "Level 2-and-A-Half'), to the Center director, to the Level II
pre-flight readiness review at JSC, and finally to the Level I flight readiness
review at Headquarters held two weeks before launch. Officials from all space
flight Centers attended the Level I review.
Decisions coming out of the reviews were only as sound as the information
going in. Flight would proceed only after the reviews had certified each ele
ment safe and reliable. The success of the process depended on an upward flow
of information and a downward flow of probing questions. Presentations were
most detailed at the low levels, but with each step up the ladder, time con
straints due to reports from additional project organizations normally led to
increasingly general discussions.
At the Level I review, NASA rules required that project managers discuss
problems with criticality 1 hardware that could cause loss of mission or life. In
practice, however, the amount of detail varied. Project managers gave meticu
lous presentations of new problems or problems considered as major. For prob
lems considered minor or routine, project managers often gave brief comments;
they frequently proceeded like a pilot reading through items in a preflight check
off sheet and listed such problems as "closed out," meaning verified safe. 34
Rocket engineers first noted field joint 0-ring problems in November 1981 on
STS-2, the second Shuttle flight. When they took the recovered motor apart
and examined the 0-rings, they found one scorched primary 0-ring. They
interpreted this as a failure of the zinc chromate putty to protect the ring from
combustion gases. This impingement erosion of a sealed 0-ring, the deepest
found on a primary ring in a field joint before 51-L, had resulted from a hole
the diameter of a pencil in the putty. Marshall's project office reasoned that the
void came during "lay-up" of the putty; high humidity and temperature during
joint assembly had made the putty "tacky" and caused gaps. They expected that
refrigerating the putty before assembly would eliminate the problem. Marshall
notified NASA Headquarters of the flight anomaly but did not report the condi
tion in the Level I flight readiness review before the next mission or in the
Center's problem assessment system. 35
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In early 1982 Marshall and Thiokol concerns about the seals led to new studies
of putty lay-up and the joints of the new lightweight steel motor case. Tests,
especially high-pressure tests of the 0-rings, convinced Marshall management
that Ray and Miller had been right; joint rotation could prevent the secondary
0-ring from sealing. Consequently Marshall reclassified the joint from
criticality 1R to criticality 1, meaning no redundancy, and received approval
for the change from the Shuttle Level II Office at Houston and Level I at Head
quarters. The new critical items report explained that leakage beyond the
primary 0-ring was "a single point failure due to possibility of loss of sealing
at the secondary 0-ring because of joint rotation." Failure could result in "loss
of mission, vehicle and crew due to metal erosion, bum-through, and probable
case burst resulting in fire and deflagration."
Despite reclassification to criticality 1, the criticality report argued for the reli
ability of the design. Virtually all Marshall and Thiokol engineers believed that
the joint was safe and redundant most of the time. The report explained that the
joints had no leaks in eight static firings and five flights, the primary 0-ring
alone provided an effective seal, and the joint was similar to the safe Titan III
which had one 0-ring. In addition, some tests showed that the secondary
0-ring would seal and so the joint often had redundancy. Accordingly some
documents continued to designate the seals as Criticality 1R five weeks after
the Challenger accident. This mislabeling, the presidential commission charged,
confused decision-makers and made it "impossible" for them to make informed
judgments. 36
In fact, Marshall and Thiokol engineers were convinced that the joint still had
redundant seals. Given the criticality 1 designation, such claims confused the
presidential commission. In commission interviews and testimony, the Center's
institutional managers, project managers, and chief engineers explained their
understanding of joint dynamics during ignition. They expected that combus
tion gases would almost always seat the primary 0-ring. In the rare event that
the primary 0-ring would not seal, gas would almost instantly flow to the
secondary 0-ring and seal it; later the joint rotation would widen the gap but
the secondary 0-ring would flatten enough to seat3 7
According to Marshall, the joint lacked redundancy only under exceptional
circumstances and these necessitated the documentary change. Dr. Judson
Lovingood, deputy chief of the Shuttle Projects Office, said assembly errors
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could be "such that you get a bad stackup, you don't have proper squeeze, etc.
on the 0-ring so that when you get joint rotation, you will lift the metal
surfaces off the [secondary] 0-ring." Lawrence Mulloy, project manager for
the solid rocket booster after November 1982, described another "worst case"
scenario. If the primary 0-ring sealed and then failed after joint rotation, he
said, the joint could have "a worst case condition wherein the secondary seal
would not be in a position to energize." Such a circumstance, Mulloy believed,
was very unlikely. Hardy, Mulloy's predecessor as SRB project manager and
later deputy directory of Science and Engineering at Marshall, agreed, saying
"the occasion for blow-by on the secondary 0-ring, in my opinion, would be
extremely nil or maybe not even possible." 38 Similarly, propulsion engineers
and managers at Thiokol considered the joint to have redundant seals, and the
company's paperwork continued to categorize the joint as criticality 1R even
after the Challenger accident in January 1986?9
Other NASA managers accepted the judgment of Marshall and Thiokol even
after the criticality change. Glynn Lunney, former manager of the Level II Shuttle
Program at JSC, believed "there was redundancy." L. Michael Weeks, the Level
I associate administrator for Space Flight (Technical) at Headquarters said that
"we felt at the time-all of the people in the program I think-felt that this
Solid Rocket Booster was probably one of the least worrisome things we had in
the program." Only a few engineers in the Center's Solid Rocket Motors Branch
believed that joint rotation could jeopardize the secondary seal. 40
Even so Marshall and Thiokol began working on a long-term fix on a new
lightweight plastic SRB case. To increase the Shuttle's lifting capacity for mili
tary payloads, NASA decided to develop a filament-wound case with graphite
fiber-epoxy matrix composite casewalls and steel joints. The joints would in
corporate a "capture feature," a steel lip on the tang that would fit over the inner
flange of the clevis and eliminate joint rotation (fig. 1). Hercules Incorporated
proposed the design for the capture feature, which became one of the primary
reasons why NASA in May 1982 chose the company to develop the filament
wound case as a subcontractor to Morton-Thiokol. Marshall's Ray remembered
"there was a lot of opposition" to the capture feature from engineers who "didn't
understand" joint rotation, especially from those at Morton-Thiokol. NASA's
choice of Hercules not only meant less business for Thiokol, but also indicted
the firm's design of the steel case joints. According to Ray, Marshall's engi
neers debated whether to add the capture feature to the steel motors, but
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decided to wait for test results from the filament wound case. The first
full-scale static firing of the new design occurred in October 1984.41
Meanwhile NASA confidently proceeded with Shuttle launches, and successes
seemingly justified belief in the technology. After the fourth flight in June 1982,
the Agency declared the Shuttle system "operational," meaning that the space
craft and propulsion system had passed their flight tests. In seven static firings
and nine launches, 0-ring problems occurred on only four joints. 42
In early 1983, however, NASA made changes in the solid rocket motor that
would exacerbate 0-ring problems. The Fuller O'Brien Company, which had
manufactured the original asbestos-filled putty, ceased making the product and
NASA substituted a putty made by the Randolph Products Company. The
Randolph putty, used first on STS-8 in the summer of 1983, proved to be more
difficult to pack in the joint during assembly and less able to provide thermal
protection during launch. 43
In addition the Center and its contractor believed that success depended on
careful assembly and they sought to improve procedures, including the 0-ring
leak check. To ensure that the 0-rings could hold a seal, the leak check com
pressed nitrogen in the cavity between the rings much like inflating a tire. The
rocket engineers had initially used pressure of 50 pounds per square inch (psi).
Since the Randolph putty alone could withstand this low pressure and hide a
faulty 0-ring, they raised the pressure to 100 psi on STS-9 in November 1983.
Still the Randolph putty hampered the tests and produced leak check failures.
After a failed check, assembly crews had to destack the solid rocket motors,
and reassemble the joint. To minimize this expensive procedure and to verify
the 0-rings, the engineers decided to raise the leak check pressure to 200 psi
for case-to-case joints on STS 41-B in January 1984 and to 200 psi for all
joints on STS 51-D (the 16th flight) inApril1985. 44
Unfortunately the high pressure necessary for a leak check also blew gaps in
the putty. These voids, normally about one inch wide, would direct jets of com
bustion gas to sections of the primary 0-ring and produce erosion. Thiokol and
Marshall engineers found the gaps after disassembling recovered motors. None
theless the joint design created a conundrum; the engineers wanted
high-pressure tests to verify 0-ring assembly, but verification of the 0-rings
could create dangerous gaps in the putty, which could jeopardize the O-rings. 45
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Greater leak check pressure led to increased incidence of 0-ring anomalies.
Before the January 1984 increase in the pressure for case-to-case joints, post
flight inspection had found only one anomaly for nine flights. After the in
crease, over half the missions had blow-by or erosion on field case joints. The
changes were even more dramatic for the nozzle joint. At 50 psi, 12 percent of
the flights had anomalies; at 100 psi the rate rose to 56; and at 200 psi anoma
lies occurred on 88 percent of the flights. Unfortunately the engineers did not
fully analyze this pattern, and no one performed an elementary statistical analysis
correlating leak check pressure and joint anomalies. 46
Worries over the 0-rings mounted in February 1984 after 41-B, the lOth mis
sion, when primary 0-rings eroded in two case-to-case joints and one
case-to-nozzle joint. The erosion on one case-to-case joint 0-ring was 0.050
inch of the 0.250-inch diameter. Thiokol and Marshall recorded the incidents
and conducted studies. On 29 February 1984, Keith Coates, an engineer in the
Center's SRB Engineering Office, fretted that Thiokol was overconfident and
so had very weak plans to resolve the problem. On 28 February, John Miller of
the Center's SRM branch observed that environmental conditions during
assembly and leak check were creating voids in the putty. Finding a solution
was an "urgent matter," he said, because the putty was a thermal barrier which
prevented "burning both 0-rings and subsequent catastrophic failure." 47
Although acknowledging problems on 41-B, Center engineers recommended
that flights proceed. In Weekly Notes on 12 March, McCool wrote that in spite
of the large number of occurrences, no hot gas had leaked past the damaged
0-ring seal. 48 The Center Flight Readiness Review Board for the next mission,
STS-13 (41-C), decided to fly based oq the following rationale:
"Conservative analysis indicates that the maximum erosion possible on STS
13 is 0.090 inch. Laboratory testing shows the 0-ring to maintain joint sealing
capability at 3000 psi with a simulated erosion of 0.095 inch. The Board
accepted a recommendation to fly STS-13 as is, accepting the possibility of
some 0-ring erosion." 49
In other words, Marshall created a new performance criteria, diluting its origi
nal standard of no erosion to a new one of "acceptable erosion" with a numeri
cal margin. In a presidential commission interview, SRB manager Mulloy
explained "there was a very clear recognition that this was something that we
couldn't be proud of. It was working but it wasn't performing to the standards
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that we set for ourselves." Ironically erosion created false confidence, since
erosion meant that the joints were sealing even with weaknesses. It was "an
0-ring erosion problem not a joint leak problem," Mulloy explained. "It was
not a perceived problem of this design won't work," he said. "It was this design
won't work unless we do these things" to improve putty lay-up and 0-ring
installation. Mulloy remembered that "nobody ever" recommended that flights
cease until 0-ring erosion could be eliminated. 50
In March 1984 Marshall and Thiokol presented their rationale for accepting
erosion to a Level I flight readiness review at NASA Headquarters. Hans Mark,
NASA deputy administrator, and General James Abrahamson, associate
administrator for Space Flight, attended the review and agreed with the ratio
nale. In April, however, Mark issued an "Action Item" for May that required
Marshall to perform "a formal review of the Solid Rocket Motor case-to-case
and case-to-nozzle joint sealing procedures to ensure satisfactory consistent
close-outs." This followed Abrahamson's January 1984 request for a Marshall
plan to improve the design and manufacture of the solid rocket motors. The
Center's project office passed these directives to its contractor.s'
In May 1984 Thiokol issued a preliminary proposal for improvements and the
next month Marshall assured NASA Headquarters that the Center would care
fully monitor the situation. But for more than a year, until August 1985, NASA
allowed the contractor to proceed without a plan to eliminate erosion. Head
quarters dropped pressure after Mark and Abrahamson left the Agency later
that spring. Other NASA Headquarters administrators followed the guidance
of Marshall and Thiokol and accepted the anomalies. As Mulloy later explained,
"we never perceived that we had to make a radical design change." 52 In other
words, the engineering consensus that the joints were safe slowed the responses
of Marshall and Thiokol.
The consensus came not only from the success of flights with 0-ring anoma
lies, but also from successful ground tests conducted at Thiokol beginning in
the spring of 1984. The company's engineers created a subscale model of an
SRMjoint, and fired a five-inch solid rocket in three-second burns into a cham
ber housing a section of 0-ring. The model tested various putty and 0-ring
materials and configurations, and demonstrated 0-ring erosion. Although the
engineers debated how realistic the subscale tests were, they concluded that
erosion primarily occurred because of voids in the putty. In fact, they found
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that in tests without putty, there was no 0-ring damage. Consequently the tests
led to continued efforts to improve assembly procedures and to study various
putty materials and new puttyless configurations. More importantly, the engi
neers believed that subscale tests confirmed the safety of the existing design,
showing that combustion gas would not melt an 0-ring enough to produce a
leak. 53
By fall 1984, Marshall's reports in flight readiness reviews had become rou
tine. A "quick look" bulletin on Mission 41-D dismissed heat distress as "typi
cal ofO-ring erosion seen on previous flights." When Lucas asked Mulloy about
the problem during the Center flight readiness review for Mission 41-G, the
project manager reviewed the problem, concluded that it was "an acceptable
situation," and explained that a search for an alternative putty was underway. At
the Shuttle Projects Office review for 41-G Mulloy said the "maximum ero
sion possible" was "less than erosion allowable." 54
Concerns arose again in late January 1985 after Mission 51-C. The launch was
the Shuttle's coldest and 0-ring temperature was 53 degrees F. Two primary
0-rings in case-to-case field joints had erosion, and primary rings in two field
and both nozzle joints had soot blow-by. A form of erosion appeared that dif
fered from previous impingement erosion of a sealed 0-ring; blow-by erosion
resulted from combustion gases burning an unsealed 0-ring and flowing
beyond it. Not surprisingly a secondary 0-ring in a field joint experienced heat
damage for the first time. 55
The incidents startled Marshall, and Mulloy sent Thiokol a "certified urgent"
request for an erosion briefing at the next flight readiness review. 56 At the
8 February 1985 SRB Board, Thiokol engineers discussed in detail the new
types of 0-ring damage and for the first time described the effects of tempera
ture on the resiliency of the 0-rings. For the joint to seal, the rubber rings had to
be resilient because the primary 0-ring had to travel rapidly across its groove
and both rings had to flatten quickly to fill the opening gap. Low temperature,
the contractor observed, made the putty "stiffer and less tacky" and made the
0-ring smaller and harder. Thus cold could slow the sealing process and
produce an "enhanced probability" of erosion.
Thiokol's engineers admitted that similar events could happen again, but con
cluded that the joints were "acceptable for flight." Cold was not a concern
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because Mission 51-C had experienced very rare weather, the "worst case tem
perature change in Florida history." Even so erosion remained "within the ex
perience data base" and the margin of safety. Consequently the contractor did
not request a new launch commit criterion based on temperature for the
0-rings. Finally, the engineers decided that damage to the secondary 0-ring,
rather than revealing flaws in the primary, proved the joint had a redundant sealY
Because Marshall's project office and Thiokol had faith in the seals, they
downplayed bad news about 51-C as they went up the levels of flight readiness
review. At the Center Shuttle Projects Office Board, the presentation barely
mentioned temperature effects and listed as "closed" all motor problems
requiring action before the next launch. The meeting's Final Report identified
"no SRB failures and anomalies." At the Center board, one sentence covered
the 51-C joint incidents. Mulloy's presentation to the Headquarters Level I
board ignored temperature issues and briefly explained that thermal distress
beyond the primary 0-ring was an "acceptable risk because of limited expo
sure and redundancy." With this positive information, Level I administrators
approved Marshall's recommendation to keep flying. 58
Since the Challenger disaster occurred in cold weather, the 51-C reviews in
retrospect seemed a lost opportunity to examine temperature effects on 0-ring
dynamics. But in the SRB review, Marshall had disputed the theory ofThiokol
engineers that cold increased the possibility of 0-ring failure. Mulloy, recalled
Roger Boisjoly, an 0-ring expert at Thiokol, had "objected to some of our original
statements in our charts that temperature had an effect on the joints." Robert
Crippen, an astronaut attending the Level I meeting, said Marshall presented
the 51-C "as an anomaly" but failed to explain that the joint was a single point
failure; "it wasn't considered that much of a big deal, and it wasn't like we had
a major catastrophe awaiting in front of us." Mulloy later told the presidential
commission, "I can't get a correlation between 0-ring erosion, blow-by [around]
an 0-ring, and temperature" because anomalies had occurred at warm as well
as cold temperatures. 59
Neither the contractor nor the Center conducted a statistical analysis of existing
data. In 1987 Bob Marshall, the manager of MSFC's Shuttle Project Office,
regretted that 51-C had not moved motor experts to reinterpret the available
data. After 51-C, he said, "we should have been thinking more .... The analy
ses of the tests we were doing just wasn't enough. We weren't finite enough in
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At the 51-D review Marshall Director Lucas confidently observed that "we are
maturing. There are fewer action items than last time, and we are getting better
hardware." Even so the four flights after 51-Chad 0-ring problems with the
most extreme occurring on the April51-B mission. When Thiokol disassembled
the segments in late June, the engineers found that the left nozzle joint's pri
mary 0-ring had not sealed and had eroded severely and its secondary 0-ring
had eroded as well. The 51-B findings were doubly troubling because motor
engineers had always expected the primary to seal and had never experienced
erosion of a secondary. 61
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With their predictions disproven by 51-B, Marshall engineers in July 1985
imposed a formal launch constraint on the motor nozzle joint for all subsequent
missions including 51-L. According to NASA requirements, a formal constraint
prevented flight until a technological problem was fixed or verified safe. Flights
continued, however, because SRB project manager Mulloy filed formal waiv
ers lifting the constraint for each of the six flights through 51-L. NASA
required review and approval of each waiver by organizations responsible for
project management, engineering, and quality. After the Challenger accident,
however, several NASA and Thiokol officials claimed ignorance of the formal
constraints and waivers. The claims by Thiokol managers are difficult to
explain given that the company's records listed Marshall's document number
for the launch constraint. Apparently Marshall failed to report the constraint
and waivers to Level II Shuttle managers in Houston. 62
The presidential commission condemned this failure to communicate bad news
but found that NASA lacked clear guidelines for reporting problems. In 1983,
the Level II Shuttle Office had changed reporting requirements from Level III
in order to streamline communications for the Shuttle's "operational" phase.
Marshall no longer had to report problems on hardware elements for which it
had sole responsibility. Level II only required reports which dealt with inter
face hardware for which Marshall shared responsibility with Houston. Conse
quently Marshall only sent one copy of its monthly Open Problems Report to a
Level II flight control engineer and a statistical summary to Rockwell, the Shuttle
integration contractor. Criticality 1 items, however, were supposed to be
reported to Level II. 63
Moreover, a NASA 51-L investigation team determined that after several Shuttle
flights, the Level I flight readiness reviews adopted a built-in bias that limited
the flow of information. Since the Shuttle had proven flight worthy and was
designated "operational," and the experts in lower levels had already certified
flight readiness, the Level I review became increasingly ritualistic. Reviews
were often short and key officials failed to attend. 64
Nonetheless, the commission severely criticized Marshall's reports and response
to the clear evidence of technological flaws from 51-B. At the Level I review
on 2 July, Marshall did not mention the launch constraint, accepted erosion to
the secondary, and presented 51-B 0-ring problems as "closed," meaning ac
ceptable for flight. The Center, the commission charged, had lowered standards,
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neglected to report problems, and failed to implement actions necessary to
ensure safety. 65
The Center's motor officials denied these charges and defended their judgment.
Mulloy admitted his failure to inform Level II managers directly of the formal
launch constraint, but pointed out that Marshall and Thiokol continued to dis
cuss the joint problems in flight readiness reviews. Motor officials also made a
thorough presentation to Headquarters in August. 66 Mulloy explained that he
had lifted the launch constraint because motor engineers had again reviewed
the problems and found the situation acceptable. 67
Particularly encouraging were results from a computer model that Thiokol cre
ated to evaluate the risks of 0-ring erosion. The model, called ORING, used
data from flights, static firings, and subscale tests. It predicted that chances
were "improbable" that hot gases would bum through a sealed primary 0-ring
or that hot gases blowing past a primary would melt through the secondary
0-ring. The model had limitations as an analysis of the potential danger; it
defined the hazard based on evidence from previous missions and tests, none of
which had resulted in catastrophic failure, and hence drew the obvious conclu
sion that there was no proof of a hazard. Nevertheless Thiokol's ORING, first
presented to Marshall in April 1985 and updated to include the nozzle joints in
July, helped bolster confidence among NASA and contractor officials. 68
Moreover, engineers working on the solid rocket motor concluded that the
51-B problems had resulted from a faulty leak check procedure. They believed
that leak check pressure on 51-B had been too low; putty in the joint had with
stood 100 psi and thereby had masked a faulty primary 0-ring. The engineers
decided that increasing the pressure to 200 psi would prevent recurrence of the
problem. The Thiokol report also took solace from how the primary 0-ring
erosion had been "within historical levels" and the damage on the secondary
had been "within the demonstrated sealing capability of eroded 0-rings." The
company concluded that "this anomaly is not considered a launch constraint."
As Mulloy told the commission in 1986, the motor experts had reviewed and
responded to the situation and "it was not just a matter of nothing was done." 69
Two years later, however, during a retrospective interview, Mulloy questioned
the engineering evaluation of 51-B. "I truly believe that if there was a fatal
error made ... among a lot of people in engineering judgment, it was accepting
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that kind of condition where you've completely destroyed a primary 0-ring
and accepted damage to the second and concluded that that was an
acceptable thing to fly with." He added that "there's something drastically wrong
when something that you think isn't supposed to get any damage at all sustains
that kind of damage, and you conclude it's okay."70
After the Challenger accident, space flight veterans also doubted NASA's deci
sion to keep flying. In 1991, Chris Kraft, former director of JSC, said that "The
creed of manned spaceflight is you never fly with a known problem. Never. Get
that word never. So ... when the main ring is burned and the back-up ring is
scorched in a joint and you don't stop the goddamn thing right there and fix it,
regardless of whether it be a band-aid fix or any other kind of fix, you have
made a cardinal sin. You many times fly with unknown unknowns, but you do
not fly with known unknowns." 71
Concerns about erosion on 51-B led the Center to seek a permanent solution.
In July Marshall asked Thiokol to go beyond improving assembly procedures
and begin studying new hardware designs. The contractor established an
0-ring Task Force whose goal, according to Mulloy's Weekly Notes, was finding
"a longer term, a design solution to the 0-ring erosion" and to joint rotation. By
the end of August the task force had proposed 63 possible joint modifications,
including 43 for the field joints. The proposals included a capture feature lip
similar to the filament wound case. Indeed in July Marshall ordered from the
Ladish Company 72 steel case segments with the capture feature. 72
Meanwhile Thiokol continued to verify the safety of the existing design. In
early June 1985 the contractor performed bench tests to evaluate the effects of
temperature and joint rotation on the performance of the secondary 0-rings.
Thiokol reported to Marshall on 9 August that "at 100 degrees F the 0-ring
maintained contact [with the metal sealing surface]. At 75 degrees F the 0-ring
lost contact for 2.4 seconds. At 50 degrees F the 0-ring did not re-establish
contact in ten minutes at which time the test was terminated." The tests also
indicated that joint rotation made the secondary 0-ring more likely to fail late
in the ignition phase. The company report reassured Marshall, however, that it
had "no reason to suspect that the primary seal would ever fail." 73
NASA Headquarters knew about Marshall's 0-ring worries. The Propulsion
Division at Headquarters had held monthly reviews on the motor joints since
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51-C in March 1984. In July 1985 a Headquarters' engineer visited Huntsville
for a briefing on 51-B and reported that Marshall was concerned about the
putty and joint rotation. The Center was working on solutions, but he recom
mended a briefing to Level I. Moreover Headquarters budget officials, using
information from the Propulsion Division, had discussed how motor problems
and solutions could impact the Agency's FY 1987 budget. 74
In a briefing at NASA Headquarters on 19 August 1985 Marshall and Thiokol
finally responded to the April 1984 action item and presented their engineering
evaluation and redesign plan. The experts observed that only 5 of 111 primary
0-rings in field joints and 12 of 47 primary 0-rings in nozzle joints eroded.
0-ring erosion resulted from blow-holes in the putty, increased frequency of
voids, and heat damage resulted from defective putty, higher leak check pres
sure, and greater engine pressure. Nonetheless, Thiokol argued that data from
static firings, Shuttle flights, subscale tests, and the ORING computer model
verified the safety of the design. Erosion could be no worse than 51-B; even
"worst-on-worst case predicted erosion" was "within [the] demonstrated seal
ing capacity of [an] eroded 0-ring."
The review rated the field joint as the "highest concern" and described the criti
cality change from 1R to 1. Erosion could damage the primary seal and joint
rotation could cause the secondary 0-ring to fail. The experts believed that "the
primary 0-ring in the field joint should not erode through but if it leaks due to
erosion or lack of sealing the secondary seal may not seal the motor." They
warned that "the lack of a good secondary seal in the field joint is most critical
and ways to reduce joint rotation should be incorporated as soon as possible to
reduce criticality." Nozzle joints were of less concern because of the greater
rigidity of the case and because 51-B proved that its secondary 0-rings would
seal even if eroded.
The motor engineers and managers also presented plans for improving the joints.
Marshall and Thiokol planned to introduce short-term changes for the field
joint; they would qualify an alternate putty source, use thicker shims to ensure
0-ring compression, and replace the 0.280-inch-thick 0-rings with thicker
0.292-inch rings that would provide an extra saf~ty margin, add insulation strips
in the joint to prevent hot gas circulation, and insert a third 0-ring. NASA
would introduce long-term changes in 27 months, including the capture feature
already proven on the filament wound case; this would reduce joint rotation
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and ensure redundancy. The review concluded that leak checks and careful as
sembly made it "safe to continue flying [the] existing design." Nevertheless
NASA's reconfiguration and redesign efforts needed "to continue at an acceler
ated pace to eliminate SRM seal erosion."75
Marshall's presentations to Agency officials during July and August would be
come controversial after the Challenger accident. Several top Agency officials
said Marshall had not brought problems to the surface and Center managers
said they had. Both were right. Marshall had failed to discuss 0-ring resiliency
at the August briefing, and evidently told Thiokol to delete from the conclusion
a sentence that said "data obtained on resiliency of the 0-rings indicate that
lower temperatures aggravate this [sealing] problem." Center managers contin
ued to deny that temperature was a factor because erosion had occurred at cool
and warm temperatures. Moreover Mulloy pointed out that in the reviews "the
effect of temperature never came across [from Thiokol to Marshall] as the over
whelming and most important concern on that joint." Temperature excepted,
the August presentation was thorough and the presidential commission con
cluded that "the 0-ring erosion history presented to Level I at NASA Head
quarters in August 1985 was sufficiently detailed to require corrective action
prior to the next flight." 76
As the work of Thiokol's 0-ring task force proceeded in the summer and fall,
members became frustrated by a lack of support from corporate management.
Thiokol 0-ring expert Boisjoly explained to engineering management in July
that joint rotation could yield a "catastrophe of the highest order-loss of hu
man life." He protested that the problem required "immediate action" but that
support was "essentially nonexistent at this time." The task force had only
5 full-time engineers out of the 2,500 employed at Thiokol. On 1 October
Robert Ebeling, manager of the group, signaled "HELP! The seal task force is
constantly being delayed by every possible means" and "this is a red flag." He
thought "MSFC is correct in stating that we do not know how to run a develop
ment program." On the same day another project engineer complained that the
group was "hog-tied by paperwork every time we try to accomplish anything"
and requested "authority to bypass some of the paperwork jungle." A few days
later Boisjoly wrote that Morton-Thiokol's "business as usual attitude" pre
vented progress and that "even NASA perceives that the team is being blocked
in its engineering efforts." He believed that "the basic problem boils down to
the fact that ALL MTI [Morton-Thiokol Inc.] problems have# 1 priority and
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that upper management apparently feels that the SRM program is ours for sure
and the customer be damned." 77 These bureaucratic obstacles slowed purchase
of equipment and manufacture of test hardware, and thus delayed tests. 78 As an
example of inertia at Thiokol, Boisjoly noted in his log on 13 January 1986 that
0-ring resiliency tests requested in September 1985 were now scheduled for
January 1986. 79
Throughout the fall, Marshall motor engineers maintained close contact with
their Thiokol counterparts. They had teleconferences every week and face-to
face reviews every few weeks, and the Center regularly sent experts to Utah to
monitor the contractor's work. Although these contacts mainly discussed tech
nical problems, Marshall technical personnel were aware of the organizational
and financial obstacles faced by the 0-ring task force and of the delays in pro
curement and testing. Officials from Marshall's Solid Rocket Motor Branch
and SRB Chief Engineer's Office offered to help the task force get more au
thority and resources. 80
In late August, after years of argument between Marshall and Thiokol about
whether joint performance was within design specifications, the Center con
vinced the company to accept a "referee test"; Marshall hoped that an indepen
dent expert would settle the controversy and pave the way for a redesign. In
early September, Kingsbury wrote to Mulloy that the task force efforts "do not
appear to carry the priority that I attach to this situation. I consider the 0-ring
problem on the SRM to require priority attention of both Morton-Thiokol/
Wasatch and MSFC." The Center's project office tried to speed problem
solving by allowing Thiokol to make the first public description of the joint
problems to the Society of Automotive Engineers on 7 October. 81 Even so,
Marshall's efforts did little to accelerate the progress of Thiokol's 0-ring task
force.
A primary reason for the slow progress was Thiokol's incentive-award fee con
tract. After 51-L, congressional investigators found that the contract offered
the corporation no incentives to spend money to fix problems believed unlikely
to cause mission failure. 82 Based on this information, a sociologist concluded
that, "The incentive fee, rewarding cost savings and timely delivery, could total
as much as 14 percent of the value of the contract; the award fee, rewarding the
contractor's safety record, could total a maximum of 1 percent. No provisions
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existed for performance penalties or flight anomaly penalties. Absent a major
mission failure, which entailed a large penalty after the fact, the fee system
reinforced speed and economy rather than caution."
Not only did Thiokol have disincentives to fix problems that would cause flight
delays, but Marshall had little means to sanction the firm's pace. In fact NASA
imposed no penalties on Thiokol for the anomalies and at the time of 51-L the
Agency was contemplating awarding the company a near maximum incentive
fee of 75 million dollars. 83
After the accident, Thiokol task force members explained how the contract,
corporate policy, and government regulations created obstacles. Because prepa
rations for upcoming missions had higher priority than redesign activity, work
on flight hardware came before work on test hardware. The company paid the
costs of the redesign activities without additional money from Marshall. To get
the extra money necessary to speed progress for the 0-ring task force, Thiokol
would have had to submit an engineering change request and thus acknowledge
the failure of its design. Consequently, the task force had responsibility without
authority or resources. 84
Looking back on the fall of 1985, Marshall motor officials maintained that they
had no information that indicated urgency. Jim Smith believed Thiokol was
"working the problem in a timely manner." He and other Marshall officials
claimed that no Thiokol engineer had communicated serious concerns about
safety or bureaucratic obstacles. No Marshall official saw the memos drafted
by 0-ring task force members that expressed alarms about the delays to Thiokol
management. Smith said that if the task force had informed him of the need for
flight delays or for extra resources, he would have presented and defended their
position to Marshall management.
Lawrence Wear, manager of the SRM, said the consensus was that the problem
was "troublesome" and "contrary to design." But at the time "there was no
discussion and no revelation on anybody's part that what we're doing here is
flying something that is in an absolutely unsafe condition and you ought to
stand down until you get it fixed." Leslie F. "Frank" Adams, deputy SRB man
ager, said the communications from Thiokol were "not in the context of a safety
of flight kind of concern." Stanley Reinartz, manager of the Shuttle Projects
Office, believed the contractor's position after August 1985 was that the motor
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was "completely safe and reliable for launching while these concerns about
0-rings were being worked on in a parallel fashion." 85
Marshall's confidence in the joints was evident in many ways. In comparison to
the Saturn POGO problem or Space Shuttle main engine development, the Center
devoted minimal attention and resources to the SRM joints. Jerry Peoples ob
served in a presidential commission interview that the Marshall Center task
force was organized at a "low level." When briefed on the 0-rings, he said,
Marshall project and institutional managers would "politely listen to our pre
sentation, but seemed to give no response or heed no warning as to what we
were saying and seemed to ... be in certain times bored with what we were
saying."86
Moreover Marshall and Thiokol continued Shuttle flights while delaying by
several months the static firing of Qualification Motor-5 which would test the
filament wound case and the capture feature. In the Weekly Notes, Mulloy said
delay was needed to prepare for modifications that could "alleviate the joint
0-ring erosion experienced." Eventually Marshall scheduled the firing for 13
February 1986. The Center informed Level I officials at Headquarters of the
progress in a November briefing. 87
Marshall and Thiokol's confidence in the joint also showed in flight readiness
reviews in the fall and winter. Thiokol continued to verify that the case joints
were not hazardous. In the Level I review in late September on mission 51-I
Marshall dismissed two cases of 0-ring nozzle erosion as being "within expe
rience base." Mission 51-J had no damage and the Shuttle Project review on 15
October said its 0-ring performance was "nominal." Mission 61-Ahad nozzle
erosion and blow-by past the primary 0-ring on two field joints which Mulloy
described to Level I on 18 November as "within previously accepted experi
ence." Flight 61-B had primary 0-ring erosion of both nozzle joints and blow
by past one, but he informed Headquarters on 11 December there had been "No
61-B Flight Anomalies." Similarly mission 61-C had nozzle joint erosion and
blow-by and field joint erosion; nevertheless at the Level I review on 15 Janu
ary 1986, the meeting which certified Challenger 51-L for flight, Mulloy's
presentation listed "No 61-C Flight Anomalies" and "No Major Problems or
Issues. " 88
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The presidential commission concluded that by late 1985 Marshall's flight readi
ness reviews only discussed problems that were "outside the database" and
dismissed 0-ring problems as routine and hence insignificant. 89 Mulloy later
admitted that "since the risk of 0-ring erosion was accepted and indeed ex
pected, it was no longer considered an anomaly to be resolved before the next
flight. "90
Acceptance of the anomalies helped lead to formal "closure" of the 0-ring
problems in Marshall's Problem Assessment System. In this system, engineers
with an open problem would write monthly reports and conduct flight-by-flight
reviews until they implemented a correction. Then they would report their solu
tion to a review board and the board would "close out" the problem and no
longer require reports or reviews in the system.
Although Morton-Thiokol was working on the problems and Marshall still had
a launch constraint on the nozzle joint, Kingsbury, Marshall director of Science
and Engineering, requested that the firm reduce its open items, including
0-ring items. Hence on 12 December 1985 Thiokol' s project manager requested
that monthly problem reports on the 0-rings be discontinued because a task
force was working on a correction and regular reports were proceeding through
group's reports and flight readiness reviews. Consequently on 23 January 1986
a Marshall problem report stated that the problem was "closed" because Thiokol
had filed a plan to improve the seals. 91 A close-out of an open problem
perplexed the presidential commission. To commissioner Robert W. Rummel
the closure signified that "somebody doesn't want to be bothered with
flight-by-flight reviews, but you're going to continue to work on it after it's
closed out." MSFC's SRB project managers said the closure was "in error" and
that they had not approved it. 92
At the same time as the closure, Morton-Thiokol's contract was coming up for
renewal, and NASA asked aerospace contractors for preliminary proposals for
a second source for the solid rocket motors. This was not done out of specific
dissatisfaction with Morton-Thiokol's performance, and indeed Marshall
believed the firm was improving. Mulloy noted in October 1985 that the aver
age number of problems per flight set was decreasing. Instead the initiative
resulted from lobbying by Thiokol's competitors for a piece of NASA's solid
rocket market and from desires by Congress to ensure a steady supply of
motors for the Shuttle's military payloads. 93
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NASA's bidding rules for the second source threatened Morton-Thiokol. The
rules, announced on 26 December 1985, assumed the motor joints were opera
tional and so the government would not give "qualification funds" for rocket
redesign to the competitors. Consequently each firm would have to invest as
much as $100 million in production facilities, test equipment, and prototypes
without any guarantee of a contract. However, since NASA required no rede
sign, the Agency could encourage competition by publishing Thiokol's blue
prints and asking competitors for lower bids. NASA was also stimulating
competition by proposing a "split buy" rather than a "shoot out." Thus even if
Morton-Thiokol would retain considerable motor business, the firm would face
competition. NASA's initiative, which the presidential commission overlooked,
threatened Morton-Thiokol's monopoly and so corporate managers had incen
tive to please their customer during negotiations in January 1986. 94
Meanwhile, Thiokol's task force continued work. After the accident, Robert
Ebeling, manager of the SRM task force, told the commission that he had dis
cussed with team members the possibility that "we shouldn't ship any more
motors until we got it fixed." Regardless of these discussions, formal presenta
tions by the task force to Thiokol management and Marshall officials in
mid-January described its activities and long-term schedules without any
expression that the existing joint was too hazardous to fly. 95
The central theme in the history of 0-ring erosion before 51-L was that offi
cials at Marshall and Morton-Thiokol had confidence that the joints were not
hazardous. Based on static firings, flight data, and laboratory tests, they con
cluded that the primary 0-rings provided effective seals, that thermal damage
was limited and acceptable, and that the secondary 0-ring normally offered
redundancy. "Neither Thiokol nor the Marshall Level III project managers,"
concluded the presidential commission, "believed that the 0-ring blow-by and
erosion risk was critical" and both thought that "there was ample margin to fly
with 0-ring erosion." 96
Confidence in the joint affected communications. Because their overall evalua
tion of the joints was positive, officials sometimes failed to communicate contra
dictory information. Marshall, the presidential commission observed, minimized
problems in flight readiness reviews and failed to report the launch constraint
and waivers, the controversy about temperature and 0-ring resiliency, and the
0-ring anomalies of later flights. 97 This silence, however, evolved from
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confidence that the joint was not hazardous rather than from some conspiracy
to cover up problems.
Unfortunately the certitude rested on weak engineering analysis. Presidential
commission member Richard P. Feynman, a physicist and Nobel prize winner,
drove this point home after the fact. He observed that although the Center and
its contractor used tests, analyses, and computer models, the standards of project
officials showed "gradually decreasing strictness." They assumed, Feynmen
said, that risk was decreasing after several successful missions and so they low
ered their standards. The standard became the success of the previous flight
rather than the danger of erosion and blow-by. Thus a successful flight with
erosion was proof of the reliability of the 0-rings and justification for another
launch, rather than a warning of a potential catastrophe and a sign to stop and
fix the problem. 98
Once decision-makers at Marshall and Thiokol accepted the problems, they
failed to facilitate deeper analysis. Project engineers failed their managers,
neglecting to perform even elementary statistical analysis of the relationships
between 0-ring anomalies and such factors as temperature and leak check pres
sure.99 Had they done so, they may have understood the risk better than they
did, and that flying the Shuttle was, in Feynman's words, like playing Russian
roulette. 100
The Teleconference and Launch

On the evening of 27 January 1986 before the scheduled launch of 51-L the
next morning, Center and contractor project managers and engineers held an
impromptu flight readiness review over the telephone. Thiokol engineers ar
gued that cold temperatures, projected to be the coldest recorded in Florida,
would aggravate the 0-ring problem. Neither Thiokol nor Marshall managers
accepted their arguments that the cold was hazardous, and the managers
decided to launch 51-L.
Earlier in the day, high crosswinds at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) forced
NASA to postpone Flight 51-L for the fourth time. Launch managers, tired
from lots of work and little sleep, rescheduled launch for the next morning.
Even so the weather forecast predicted an overnight low of 18 degrees F, and
early in the afternoon Marshall asked Morton-Thiokol to consider the possible
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effects of cold. At the plant in Wasatch, Utah, Thiokol's SRM engineers
decided that the temperatures were far below previous experience and could
make the 0-rings too stiff and hard to seal the joints. While the engineers pre
pared a presentation, their managers arranged a teleconference with Marshall
personnel. The teleconference, which connected Wasatch, Huntsville, and Cape
Kennedy, began at 5:45P.M. Eastern time. Because of hissing phone lines and
missing officials, however, participants decided to postpone. In the interim,
Marshall's Stanley Reinartz, the Shuttle Projects manager, informed Center
Director Lucas of the impending discussions. 101
After Thiokol had faxed hand-written charts, the teleconference began at
8:45P.M. Eastern time. Thiokol participants included motor engineers and project
managers and the vice presidents for engineering and space motor programs.
Also attending in Utah were the senior vice president for Wasatch operations
and the vice president and general manager for space programs; no Marshall
official in Alabama or Florida knew of their presence or their participation in
the engineering discussions. The senior participant in Huntsville was George
Hardy, the deputy director for Science and Engineering, who had support from
several project officials and laboratory engineers. Reinartz and SRB project
manager Mulloy participated from KSC. As usual for a Level III review, no
Houston or Headquarters officials were present. 102
The Thiokol engineers wanted to show that cold temperature could stop the
0-rings from sealing. They observed that cold temperature would thicken the
grease surrounding rings, and stiffen and harden the 0-rings; these factors would
slow the movement of the primary 0-ring across its groove and reduce the
probability of a reliable seal. Sealing with a cold 0-ring, the contractor rea
soned, "would be likened to trying to shove a brick into a crack versus a sponge."
If hot gases blew past the primary 0-ring after the joint had opened, the prob
ability of the secondary 0-ring sealing would decrease. 103
The engineers also presented a history of erosion in field case joints. They
pointed out that the previous coldest launch, 51-C in January 1985, had
occurred at 53 degrees, and that the predicted launch-time temperature of 29
degrees was far outside Shuttle experience. Moreover 51-Chad eroded 0-rings
and its blow-by deposits of charred grease and 0-ring rubber had been jet black,
which was an ominous sign that the primary 0-ring had nearly failed. Some of
Thiokol's evidence, however, appeared contradictory. It showed that four static
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motors fired between 47 degrees and 52 degrees had no blow-by and that the
October 1985 flight of61-Ahad blow-by at 75 degrees. The Thiokol engineers
dismissed this contrary evidence, rationalizing that the vertical static-fired motors
had had a putty packing method unavailable for the horizontal 51-L motors,
and that the blow-by deposits of the 61-A flight were less dark and more in
nocuous than 51-C. In conclusion, Thiokol argued that NASA should stay within
the experience of 51-C. Air temperature should be at least 53 degrees at launch
time (see page 359, plots of incidence of 0-ring distress as a function of tem
perature). 104
Marshall officials immediately questioned Thiokol's ideas. Hardy said that he
was "appalled" by the contractor's reasoning. Reinartz observed that the rec
ommendation violated the Shuttle requirement that the motor operate between
40 and 90 degrees. Mulloy noted that NASA had no launch commit criteria for
the joint's temperature and that the eve of a launch was a bad time to invent a
new one. He asked, "My God, Thiokol, when do you want me to launch, next
April?" 105
Marshall's institutional and project managers doubted that cold increased risk
over previous flights. Test data showed, they believed, that the 0-rings would
have to be colder than the expected temperature before resiliency and reliabil
ity declined significantly. Moreover, motor pressure was so great and increased
so rapidly that combustion would almost instantly force even a cold primary
0-ring into place. Even if the primary was too cold to seal, gas would blow past
quickly, before the joint opened, and seal the secondary. "We were counting,"
Mulloy said later, "on the secondary 0-ring to be the sealing 0-ring under the
worst case conditions." 106
Most importantly, however, the Center's managers saw no causal connection
between temperature and 0-ring damage and believed that 61-A proved their
case. During the teleconference Mulloy, the project manager, and Hardy, the
senior Marshall engineer, criticized Thiokol's proofs. Hardy told the presiden
tial commission that the temperature data were not conclusive because blow-by
had occurred at 75 degrees. He added that "I do not believe that temperature in
and of itself induces the blow-by, and I think that is kind of obvious because we
have occasions for blow-by at all temperatures." 107 Thiokol admitted that that
they lacked a statistical analysis to verify the relationship. 0-ring expert Boisjoly
remembered, "I was asked to quantify my concerns, and I said I couldn't,
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I couldn't quantify it, I had no data to quantify it, but I did say I knew that it was
away from goodness in the current data base." 108
Despite Thiokol's failure to demonstrate the causal connection, it existed and
was easily quantifiable. Thiokol's charts did not juxtapose temperature and
0-ring damage in elementary two variable plots. If done, this would have shown
that in the 24 flights before 51-L, 20 missions had temperatures of 66 degrees
or above and of these only 3 had problems in field joint 0-rings. In contrast, all
four flights with temperatures below 63 degrees had problems in field joint
0-rings. Moreover the predicted temperature at launch time was 29 degrees,
3.6 standard deviations below the average launch temperature of 68.4 degrees.
With this information, the engineers would have known that the launch would
be far outside Shuttle experience and very risky. 109
Given the history of success and the confidence in the joint, Thiokol's engi
neers needed hard, quantitative information and not to believe what they had
been believing so long in order to persuade top corporate and NASA officials
to postpone. Boisjoly later observed that Marshall engineers, following the lead
of Center Director Lucas, would only make decisions based on a "complete,
fully documented, verifiable set of data." 110 Unfortunately Thiokol's data were
inconclusive. After the accident, NASA investigators concluded that "the de
veloped engineering knowledge base, and the interpretation of available engi
neering data, were inadequate to support the STS 51-L launch decision process."
The presidential commission believed that "a careful analysis of the flight his
tory of 0-ring performance would have revealed the correlation of 0-ring dam
age and low temperature. Neither NASA nor Thiokol carried out such an analysis;
consequently they were unprepared to properly evaluate the risks of launching
the 51-L mission in conditions more extreme than they had encountered
before." 111
During the teleconference Thiokol and Marshall were distracted by compari
son of dissimilar data. They equally weighted static tests and Shuttle flights
although each had different forms of putty packing. They pooled erosion data
for the two case-to-case and case-to-nozzle joints, thereby confusing different
causal systems, since case joints were sensitive to temperature, but not to leak
check pressure, and nozzle joints were sensitive to leak check pressure but
not to temperature. Without distinguishing between fundamental sources of
0-ring damage, Thiokol's rationale seemed insubstantial. Ultimately the
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teleconference focused on only two data points, 51-C and 61-A, and the
contradictory evidence caused debate to dwindle after more than an hour. 112
As participants sought a conclusion, Allan McDonald, Thiokol's SRM project
director, observed from the Cape that the leak check shoved the primary 0-ring
on the wrong side of its groove and put the secondary in a position to seal.
Although he later said he had intended to show dangers for the primary, most
participants, including Thiokol management, understood that he believed the
secondary would provide redundancy. Hardy then remarked that the data did
not prove the 0-rings were hazardous, but said he would not overrule his
contractor's recommendation to hold the launch. After Reinartz requested a
response, Joe Kilminster, Thiokol's vice president for booster programs, took
Utah off the line for a five-minute caucus to reassess. 113
The Utah caucus lasted for 30 minutes and initially two engineers from the
0-ring task force repeated their warnings. When they realized that Thiokol's
upper management was not listening, the engineers stopped talking and the
others stayed silent. Kilminster and Robert K. Lund, vice president for engi
neering, hesitated to overrule the engineers. Jerald E. Mason, vice president for
Wasatch operations then told Lund, "Take off your engineering hat and put on
your management hat." Mason later explained that "we didn't have enough
data to quantify the effect of the cold" and so "it became a matter of judgment
rather than a matter of data." Lund agreed that no correlation existed between
temperature and risk and the four Thiokol vice presidents in Utah recognized
that they could not prove that 51-L was more dangerous than previous launches. 114
When the teleconference resumed at 11:00 P.M., Kilminster said that the data
were inconclusive and therefore the company recommended that the launch
proceed. The rationale was the same as previous launches: despite the prob
lems ofjoint rotation and cold temperature, the primary 0-ring could withstand
three times the erosion of 51-C and the secondary 0-ring provided redundancy.
Level III manager Reinartz asked for dissenting comments, and, hearing none,
ended the teleconference. 115
At the time, two Marshall participants believed the teleconference was unusual.
In Huntsville, William Riehl, a materials engineer, wrote in his notes that "Mulloy
is now NASA-wide deadman for SRB/SRM" and "did you ever expect to see
MSFC want to fly when MTI-Wasatch didn't?" At the Cape, Cecil Houston,
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Marshall's resident manager, told Jack Buchanan, his Thiokol counterpart, that
"he was surprised because MSFC was usually more conservative than the con
tractor and in this instance, the roles were reversed." 116
In testimony to the presidential commission, Thiokol officials complained that
Marshall had pressured them to launch and had reversed the normal roles of
contractor and government during a flight readiness review. McDonald said
that normally "the contractor always had to get up and prove that his hardware
was ready to fly. In this case, we had to prove it wasn't, and that is a big differ
ence. I felt that was pressure." Boisjoly affirmed that "this was a meeting where
the determination was to launch, and it was up to us to prove beyond a shadow
of a doubt that it was not safe to do so. This is in total reverse to what the
position is in a preflight conversation." Lund said he and the other Thiokol
managers changed their recommendation because "we had to prove to them
that we weren't ready, and so we got ourselves in the thought process that we
were trying to find some way to prove to them it wouldn't work, and we were
unable to do that. We couldn't prove absolutely that that motor wouldn't work." 117
The presidential investigators largely accepted Thiokol's explanation. Com
missioner David C. Acheson, an attorney, argued the company should have
backed its engineers and ordered NASA to launch only under specific condi
tions. But the commission's final report stated that "Thiokol management
reversed its position and recommended the launch of 51-L, at the urging of
Marshall and contrary to the views of its engineers in order to accommodate a
major customer." 118
Throughout the hearings, the Marshall managers tried to refute these charges.
Reinartz thought Marshall had conducted the teleconference "in a thorough
and professional manner and in the NASA tradition of full and open participa
tion." The discussions, he said, were "deliberate and intense" but "not highly
heated or emotional." Marshall managers denied that their questions and chal
lenges constituted "pressure." They needed hard data to overturn a rationale
that had been in place since the second Shuttle launch and to request a delay
from Level I and Level II. After discussion, both the contractor and the Center
concluded, Mulloy said, "there was no significant difference in risk from previ
ous launches. We'd be taking essentially the same risk on January 28 that we
have been ever since we first saw 0-ring erosion." Marshall's top managers and
engineers challenged Thiokol's arguments, but never asked the firm to retract
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its original recommendation, and Hardy had stated that he would not launch
without the contractor's concurrence. 119
Mulloy believed that Marshall had maintained the traditional government-con
tractor roles in flight reviews and had never asked the firm to prove the 0-ring
would fail. But even if the Center had done so, the goal remained flight safety.
Both NASA and Thiokol had wanted safety; the firm had an incentive fee con
tract that rewarded them for success and penalized them for a launch failure. If
anyone had abandoned NASA traditions, the Marshall officials argued, it had
been Thiokol. The firm had not informed the Center that Thiokol's top manag
ers had been present in Utah or that these managers had recommended the cold
launch over the objections of the motor engineers. MoreoverThiokol's dissent
ers remained silent when Reinartz asked for comments. 12° Center Director Lucas
told the commission "the responsibility rests with Thiokol, but I'm not trying
to shake the responsibility of the Marshall Space Flight Center. Thiokol reports
to us. But I do rely upon the contractor, the prime contractor, to recommend
launch" and "I don't recall that we have ever ... knowingly overridden a go/
no-go decision by a contractor." 121
At least two Marshall engineers also opposed a cold weather launch. Before the
teleconference, Keith Coates, a former chief engineer for the solid rocket
motor, had expressed concerns about the cold to project officials. Ben Powers,
a motor engineer, informed his boss, John McCarty, deputy director of the
propulsion lab, and Jim Smith, the SRB chief engineer, that "I support the
contractor 100 percent on this thing. I don't think we should launch. It's too
cold." But no objections went over the wire. 122
The presidential commission decided the flight review had "a serious flaw"
because it stifled the expression of "most of the Thiokol engineers and at least
some of the Marshall engineers." 123 Center engineers who participated offered
mixed evidence. Frank Adams believed that the same sort of "questioning that
went on" during the teleconference was "the same as any I have sat in thou
sands of times over the years that I've been here." Lawrence Wear said "it is an
open world at Marshall" and "in our system, you are free to say whatever you
wish, to recommend whatever you wish. But you've got to be able to stand the
heat, so to speak, based on what you have said." 124
Some engineers said they had been reluctant to bypass the chain of command
and inform Hardy of their concerns. Although Hardy had consulted with his
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senior advisors and said at one point, "for God's sake, don't let me make a
dumb mistake," he did not poll all his engineers and was unaware of divergent
views. Coates did not "lay down on the tracks," he later explained, because he
lacked formal responsibility. McCarty did not forward Power's objections to
Hardy, and later said he did not "really believe I had a decision as to whether
... the temperature concerns were valid or not" and that Powers could have
spoken for himself. Powers said "you don't override your chain of command.
My boss was there; I made my position known to him; he did not choose to
pursue it. At that point it's up to him; he doesn't have to give me any reasons; he
doesn't work for me; it's his prerogative." Wear admitted that at Marshall
"everyone does not feel free to go around and babble opinions all the time to
higher management." The definite statements from Center officials could have
intimidated dissenters; he acknowledged that "when the boss had spoken, they
might quiet down." 125
Mulloy, in testimony to a Senate committee, best summarized the circumstances.
"We at NASA," he said, "got into a group-think about this problem. We saw it,
we recognized it, we tested it, and we concluded it was an acceptable risk. ...
When we started down that road we were on the road to an accident." 126 Indeed
the teleconference was a classic case of "groupthink," a form of decision
making in which group cohesion overrides serious examination of alternatives.
Top level Marshall and Thiokol officials, believing the joint was safe, rational
ized bad news from experts, and refused to consider contingency plans. Recog
nizing consensus among superiors, some subordinate engineers exercised
self-censorship. Consequently participants in the teleconference failed to com
municate and find useful ways to analyze the risks of cold temperature. 127 Two
personnel experts, who conducted management seminars at NASA from 1978
to 1982, argued that groupthink was not unique to Marshall and was inherent in
NASA culture. They believed that internal career ladders, homogeneous pro
fessional backgrounds, masculine management styles, political pressures to
downplay problems, and over-confidence resulting from a history of success
had produced a quest for harmony that was often dysfunctional. 128
At 11:30, SRB project manager Mulloy and Shuttle projects manager Reinartz
of Marshall telephoned Level II Manager Arnold Aldrich of JSC. They dis
cussed the effects of cold weather, especially ice on the launch pad and the
status of the booster recovery ships, and agreed that the launch should proceed.
The Marshall officials did not mention the teleconference or discuss 0-rings.
At 5:00A.M. on January 28, Reinartz met with Lucas, and Kingsbury, chief of
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the Center's Science and Engineering, informing them of Thiokol's concerns
about the 0-rings, the firm's initial recommendation to delay, and the final
decision to launch. 129
The presidential commission criticized these exchanges in some of its stron
gest language, finding that "Marshall Space Flight Center project managers,
because of a tendency at Marshall to management isolation, failed to provide
full and timely information bearing on the safety of flight 51-L to other vital
elements of Shuttle program management" and they "felt more accountable to
their Center management than to the Shuttle program organization." 13° Com
missioner Donald J. Kutyna, a major general in the Air Force, said going out
side the "reporting chain" to describe the 0-ring concerns to Lucas rather than
Aldrich was like reporting a fire to the mayor rather than the fire chief. 131
Marshall's project managers, of course, never thought the 0-rings were
hazardous. Reinartz told the commission that they did not report the teleconfer
ence or Thiokol's concerns because the question had been "successfully
resolved," the experts had decided that the launch was safe, and the final deci
sion "did not violate any launch commit criteria." Agreeing that Marshall had
not violated any "formal documentation," Aldrich wished he had been informed
anyway. In hindsight Reinartz acceded the wisdom of notifying Level II, but he
doubted that this would have stopped the launch of 51-L since both Thiokol
and Marshall had agreed to proceed. Mulloy said "it was clearly a Level III
issue that had been resolved," and "it did not occur to me to inform anyone else
then nor do I consider that it was required to do so today." 132
The project managers' responses, however, did not explain why they notified
Lucas rather than Aldrich. Cecil Houston, Marshall's resident manager at the
Cape, believed that Center rivalry affected their decision. Reinartz and Mulloy,
he told commission investigators, "didn't want to mention" the matter to a JSC
official. "There is between Centers a certain amount of 'them' and 'us,' you
know. It's not overt and we don't make a big deal out of it, but they [MSFC's
project managers] do feel like some things are not necessarily their [JSC's]
business." The discussion should have been reported to Aldrich, Houston thought,
and "we had always done it before." 133
Between 7:00 and 9:00 the next morning, the ice crew at the Cape inspected the
icicle-draped Launch Pad 39B and measured temperature. They recorded a
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temperature of eight degrees near the aft joint of the right solid rocket motor.
They did not report this finding because it fell outside their directives. At 9:00,
the NASA mission management team, which included the Level I, II, and III
managers, discussed the ice and decided conditions were safe. No one dis
cussed the 0-rings. In Huntsville that morning, Powers told a fellow motor
engineer of his fear for Challenger's astronauts, worrying that "these guys don't
have more than a fifty-fifty chance." At 11:38, the boosters fired, helping to lift
mission 51-L off the pad. In little more than a minute, the aft field joint on the
right motor failed and destroyed Challenger. 134
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Chapter X
The Recovery: Investigation
and Return to Flight
For every Shuttle launch, technicians in Marshall's operations support Center
watched consoles showing continuous updates of data. For the ill-fated 51-L
launch, they were stunned when the screens froze shortly after liftoff. Initially
suspecting a telemetry problem rather than a catastrophe, the technicians turned
to television screens and saw the vapor cloud caused by the destruction of the
external tank. They sat in complete silence hoping to see the orbiter come out
of the cloud, but instead they saw contrails of burning, falling debris. Working
silently, they began collecting the data necessary for the post-accident investi
gation.
The weeks after the Challenger accident were the most traumatic in the first
three decades of the Marshall Space Flight Center. Marshall people felt shock
and a deep sense of loss. They had dedicated themselves to the Shuttle pro
gram, identified with its accomplishments, embraced the astronauts as
colleagues and friends, and so experienced the accident as personal failure.
Many wondered if their anguish would ever go away. 1
Marshall personnel began investigating within moments after the disaster.
Serving on task force panels and on laboratory teams, many worked 12-hour
days for months. Their dedication paid off as Center employees played the
major role in finding the technical cause of the accident and in fixing the prob
lem. This effort, which Marshall people called "the recovery," enabled the
Center and the Agency to return the Shuttle to flight within three years.
While Marshall worked on technical matters, however, independent investiga
tions made Marshall the Center of controversy. In the first half of 1986 official
groups and congressional committees studied the events and decisions before
the accident, and journalists provided running commentary. Although
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investigations often made useful examinations of technical causes and organi
zational circumstances and suggested improvements in NASA and the Shuttle
program, the process sometimes degenerated into an inquisition. The inquiries,
and especially the scapegoating, were agonizing. The months of investigation
and preparation for flight showed the ability of Marshall and NASA not only to
fix technical flaws, but also to address sensitive questions, accept criticism,
overcome organizational weaknesses, and reorient cultural patterns.
Center of Controversy
After the death of three astronauts in the Apollo 204 fire, NASA had used an
internal investigation board which largely confined itself to technological issues
and ignored organizational and political factors that contributed to the accident.
The narrow technical approach reflected the congressional and presidential
commitment to the Apollo end-of-decade deadline and NASA Administrator
James Webb's ability to protect the space program from outside criticism.

Challenger not only had an internal investigation by NASA technical panels,
but also an independent inquiry by a presidential commission. In part this
happened because NASA leaders did not protect the Agency. Administrator
James Beggs, subject of an investigation by the Justice Department (which was
unrelated to his NASA services and which eventually cleared him of all charges),
had surrendered authority over NASA. Deputy Administrator William Graham
was new to the Agency and deferred the question of the nature of the investigation
to the White House. President Ronald Reagan's Chief of Staff, Donald Regan,
worried about allegations that the White House had pressured NASA to launch
on 28 January to ensure that the first teacher-in-space would fly on the day of
President Reagan's State-of-the-Union message. The charges were groundless,
but the Reagan administration was in the midst of numerous scandals and Regan
wanted a thorough inquiry to avoid any hint of a cover-up. Consequently
2
President Reagan decided to appoint a special investigatory commission.
The commission, established on 3 February and headed by former Secretary of
State William P. Rogers, began directing NASA investigation teams by mid
February. Rogers was a lawyer and he later told reporters that he wanted a
thorough and accurate investigation in order to avoid the sort of controversy
that had followed the Warren Commission. One way of achieving this was to
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keep the inquiry open. Rogers said that "full disclosure has advantages over
indictments. You don't want to punish. You just want to make sure it doesn't
happen again." 3
NASA implemented its contingency plan and established several technical panels
to study various scenarios that could have caused the accident. James R.
Thompson (called "J.R." by his colleagues), formerly Marshall's Shuttle main
engine project manager and later a university research administrator, headed
the NASA investigation. Since the disaster occurred during launch, a phase
during which Marshall had primary responsibility, Center personnel played key
roles on the technical panels. Propulsion engineers gathered in the Huntsville
Operations Support Center to check prelaunch and flight records. With thic
data, teams led by Center Deputy Director Thomas "Jack" Lee, began to iden
tify possible failure modes and isolate causes. Preliminary analysis pointed to
anomalies in the right solid rocket booster (SRB). John W. Thomas, manager of
the Spacelab Program Office, headed a team that performed tests on the case
joint, and James Kingsbury, head of the Center's Science and Engineering labs,
led another team that planned design improvements. Other Marshall employ
ees worked on the parts recovery team to help salvage pieces of 51-L from the
ocean floor. Several hundred Marshall employees participated in these teams
and worked more than 12 hours a day from February until mid-May. 4
An unclear division of labor between NASA and the presidential commission
contributed to problems that Marshall had with the media. NASA Headquar
ters directed that no one serving on the NASA task force give media interviews
and referred questions about the accident and the investigation to the commis
sion. Marshall personnel with expertise on the subject areas, moreover, were
working long hours and had little time for talking with the press. The Center's
Public Affairs Office handled technical inquiries from 25 news organizations,
including most of the major national outlets, which had set up shop at Marshall
when attention focused on the solid rocket boosters. The office relayed answers
from Marshall experts, but the reporters were not satisfied by the limited access
and information. The Center's public information officers believed that the Head
quarters' policy left Marshall defenseless and, by depriving the media of news,
encouraged an adversarial posture toward Marshall and the entire Agency.
Reporters searched for stories by hanging out in the Marshall cafeteria and
camping outside the homes of Center officials. 5
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Meanwhile on 10 February in a closed session of the presidential commission,
Morton-Thiokol officials described the history of the joints and their original
recommendation to delay the launch because of the dangers of cold weather.
During a lull in testimony on 11 February, Commissioner Richard Feynman
performed a dramatic demonstration with a section of 0-ring, a clamp, and a
glass of ice water; this showed that a cold, compressed 0-ring material only
slowly returned to normal shape when the pressure was released. The demon
stration showed how temperature could inhibit the sealing of 0-rings and helped
reporters explain the cold weather thesis and move easily from technical causa
tion to managerial responsibility.
Afterwards, the commission increasingly challenged Marshall officials. Rogers
described NASA's decision process as "flawed" because the eleventh-hour
teleconference had allowed a launch with a known hazard; he asked the Agency
to exclude SRB project officials, Shuttle managers, and Center directors from
internal investigation teams. 6 Rogers became very critical, saying Marshall
personnel had lacked "common sense" and had "almost covered up" the joint
problems. Feynman called the joint design "hopeless" and said that poor
communication between engineers and managers at Marshall was symptomatic
of "some kind of disease." 7
After 15 February the national media also began finding fault with NASA and
regarded the ban on interviews as an attempt to cover up a scandal. Marshall
officials wanted to talk to the media to correct what they believed was an
inaccurate interpretation of the launch decision. They decided to keep silent,
however, fearing that the commission would regard press interviews as crude
attempts to influence proceedings. 8
On 26 and 27 February the commission took testimony from Marshall officials
involved in the teleconference. Center Director William Lucas said the tone of
questioning was "very sharp." Center officials complained of difficulty explain
ing how they had experienced events and believed the commission did not
listen sympathetically. Judson Lovingood, deputy manager of the Shuttle Projects
office, said, "we're engineers ... and that makes me tend to think one way and
try to communicate one way. I found it difficult to communicate with some
members of the commission. And that's not critical of them. But ... an
engineer does not think like a lawyer might think."9
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After they had testified, Marshall officials held a series of press interviews.
Defending his people, Lucas said "in my judgment, the process was not flawed,"
and "given what they say they knew, what they testified they knew, I think it
was a sound decision to launch." 10 Managers defended the launch process which
allowed decisions to be made by low-level experts. They exonerated the joint's
design, argued that they had lacked hard evidence that the cold was a hazard,
disputed the claim that cold weather was the technical cause of the 0-ring fail
ure, and suggested that assembly errors could have damaged the 0-ring and
caused the accident. 11
The Marshall strategy of openness backfired. Media reports interpreted their
statements as attempts to discredit the commission and as signs of an arrogant
refusal to admit mistakes. Marshall public information officers later complaineL
that the media had twisted information and lamented that Marshall had been
"gang-banged by the media." 12 The commission's response was just as critical.
One commission member believed that the Marshall managers' defense of the
flight readiness review process and their decisions was "totally insensitive."
Commissioner Joseph F. Sutter believed Center managers were "pretty defen
sive." After reading the stories and after the commission requested tapes of the
interviews, Marshall officials concluded that talking to the media did more harm
than good. 13
In retrospect, Marshall leaders challenged the wisdom of a public investiga
tion. Bill Sneed said NASA should have tried "to understand what went wrong
and tried to make it right, rather than almost put the people on trial." Lucas
argued that a public investigation was "clearly a gross error." The commission,
he believed, was "totally politically motivated" and "its genesis almost deter
mined its outcome." Its purpose "was never to find out technically what went
wrong, but to find out where we could put some blame that would deflect it as
far from the [Reagan] administration as possible." Lucas worried that the pub
lic inquiry had been "counter-productive entirely" and "could close NASA up."
An internal investigation would have discovered as much without the side ef
fect of making people "more inclined to protect their own tail, so to speak,
rather than have a purely open situation." 14
The presidential commission and its NASA investigation teams published a com
mon report on 6 June 1986. The report contained four major conclusions: the
SRM (solid rocket motor) joint had a flawed design; NASA's safety and
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quality systems had
been inadequate;
the Shuttle flight
schedule had been
too demanding; and
Marshall had poor
communications,
especially with the
Level II Shuttle
Program office.15
The accident analy
sis team, led by
Thomas and sup
ported by Marshall Plume offlame from aft field joint of right SRM ofSTS
personnel, studied 51-L, approximately 60 seconds after ignition.
flight data and
wreckage, performed 300 tests on 20 different joint configurations, and con
cluded that the 0-rings had failed and caused the disaster. In addition, the team
concluded that the joint design was flawed and that the weaknesses had not
been fully understood before the accident. Only after the accident had ground
tests thoroughly
checked joint be
havior and shown
that the design was
very sensitive to
many factors, in
cluding joint rota
tion, cold temper
ature, hard 0-rings,
ice in the 0-ring
grooves, leak check
displacement of the
primary 0-ring, delay
of 0-ring pressure ac
tuation by the putty,
Photo of recovered fragment of aft center segment of
blow-holes in the
right SRM ofSTS 51-L, showing hole burned through
putty, misfit of the
the case wall.
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tang and clevis caused by out-of-round and reused segments, excessive
compression on the 0-ring by the tang and clevis, and structural stress on
the joint caused by an external tank strut and launch dynamics. Thomas's
team concluded that NASA must "modify the SRM joint to preclude or elimi
nate the effect of all these factors and/or conditions." 16
While accepting that post-accident tests had revealed the inadequacies of the
design, most Marshall officials observed that they had had confidence in the
design before the accident. Keith Coates, former SRM chief engineer, said,
"We knew the gap was opening. We knew the 0-rings were getting burned. But
there'd been some engineering rationale that said, "It won't be a failure of the
joint." And I thought justifiably so at the time I was there. And I think that if it
hadn't been for the cold weather, which was a whole new environment, then it
probably would have continued. We didn't like it, but it wouldn't fail." 17
Lovingood, former deputy director of Shuttle projects, brooded that "we thought
we had thoroughly worked that joint problem. And, you know, I just see it as an
error in judgment-a terrible error in judgment. " 18
Some Center officials, however, sought to discredit any simplistic cold weather
interpretation. They believed that the design was adequate in cold weather if
the joint was properly assembled. Kingsbury doubted that temperature alone
had caused failure of the 0-rings; if conditions had been so severe, he asked,
why had the other five field joints sealed? 19
Instead, Kingsbury and others pointed to misassembly of the fateful joint as a
possible technical cause of the accident. The Accident Analysis Team had found
that the joint that failed had been one of the most difficult to assemble in the
entire Shuttle program because the upper and lower segments were out-of-round.
Ovality of the reusable segments was caused by the sagging of the case walls as
the segments lay on their side during rail shipment from Thiokol's plant in
Utah to Kennedy Space Center. The Thiokol assembly team at KSC had failed
to mate the segments for the 51-L aft right joint several times and succeeded
only after using a rounding tool to force the upper segment into shape. While
the assembly process followed the correct procedures and the mate was within
NASA's numerical specifications, the fit was extremely tight with possible metal
to-metal contact of the tang and clevis. The accident analysis team's report
observed that the fit could have compressed the 0-rings so tightly that they
could not slide across the groove and seal the joint. The report noted that the
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tightest fit of the segments was in the same location as where gases burned
through the joint. 20
This evidence implied that the tight fit alone could have caused a leak and that
the accident could have occurred even in warm weather. Obviously if cold did
not cause the accident and if launch managers had not known of the assembly
problem, then criticism of the launch decision process and the decision to launch
in cold weather was misplaced and more scrutiny should have fallen on the
assembly process. Kingsbury believed that the Rogers Commission had made
conclusions too early in the investigation, put too much emphasis on cold weather
as the technical cause of the accident, paid too little attention to assembly fac
tors, and then made unfair accusations against Marshall managers. Chairman
Rogers made up his mind, Kingsbury said, he "quit investigating and became
prosecutor" and "we were hanging on the cross and bleeding and hoping it
would end quickly." 21
The official reports of the investigations had different conclusions about the
tight fit of the fateful joint. The presidential commission's report devoted an
appendix to the issue, and acknowledged the danger of a metal-to-metal fit.
The commission concluded, however, that assembly records and flight experi
ence showed no causal connection between tight joints and 0-ring problems
either on 51-Lor on previous launches. The NASA accident analysis team's
report described the tight fit only as one of many factors that contributed to the
leak. The team's report did not single out any single factor that had caused the
22
joint failure, and instead showed problems in the entire design.
J.R. Thompson, overseer of the day-to-day work of the NASA investigation,
faulted the whole design and its sensitivity to many factors. Thompson said that
"we were walking right on the edge of a cliff and several of these factors just
pushed us over." He lamented that, "We missed it in the design, and some of the
prior flight anomalies just really were not taken seriously. Looking back on it,
that joint has several shortcomings and it is quite marginal, so if things are not
just right it is very susceptible to a leak. It did leak on some prior successful
launches ... This was just the first time it propagated to a failure. The conditions
23
were marginal enough that it just fell over the edge."
Thompson later denied that the joint had been improperly assembled, but
observed that cold was not the only factor that had contributed to the accident.
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If temperature had been the single cause, then NASA could have introduced a

launch rule that prohibited cold weather launches. The NASA accident team
believed the culprit had been an inadequate design and so had recommended
redesign of the joints and seals. 24
The presidential commission also faulted the Agency and the Center for their
"silent safety program" and failure to uphold "the exactingly thorough
procedures" of the Apollo Program. The Agency and Center had safety,
reliability, and quality assurance offices that were responsible to chief engineers
in Washington and Huntsville. Marshall's quality office, the commission charged,
had failed to maintain a consistent listing of the change of 0-ring criticality
from 1 to 1R, to perform statistical analysis of trend data, to attend key reviews,
and to report critical problems and launch constraints to officials outside the
Center. Without knowledge of hazards, managers could not make informed
decisions. The commission attributed these problems to an inadequate number
of personnel, lack of independence for the quality office, and unclear
communications guidelines. 25
In commission interviews, Marshall's quality officials described how their work
had changed greatly from the Saturn era. In 1965 the Center's Quality Labora
tory had 629 people; the lab independently analyzed and tested hardware built
by the Center. After abandoning Arsenal practices in the seventies, the contrac
tors oversaw quality, and NASA relied on inspectors from the Air Force or the
Defense Logistics Agency. In 1985 Marshall's quality office had only 88
inspectors who tracked problems reported in formal documents, and checked
that the Center and contractors were addressing anomalies. Center officials
acknowledged some lapses in documenting criticality and launch constraints.
Nonetheless, Center Director Lucas said the safety program "wasn't silent. It
might not have been as noisy as it should have been" and "probably was not as
strong as it should have been because we didn't have the personnel." 26
Lucas and Wiley Bunn, director of the quality office, agreed that the commis
sion misunderstood quality practices in Marshall's matrix organization. Rather
than merely the responsibility of special inspectors, quality and safety were the
primary charges of the Center's Science and Engineering Directorate. Lab spe
cialists were studying the joint problem, project officials were reporting it in
flight readiness reviews, and both had determined that no hazard existed. How
ever, the quality office lacked resources to duplicate research and therefore it
depended on the labs for engineering analysis and accepted their judgment that
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the joint was safe. Quality officials had no reason to "lay down in front of the
truck," Bunn explained, because "the truck wasn't even coming." He regretted
that 51-L had resulted from incorrect judgments rather than an inspection or
reporting error. "Had the problem with 51-L been a clear quality escape," Bunn
said, "in other words the area I'm responsible for had overlooked something
that had resulted in the tragedy, it would have been better for NASA, it would
have better for this Center, and better for the people involved in the decision to
fly."27
Bunn also regretted that no one in his office or the labs made statistical correla
tions of 0-ring damage with leak check pressure or temperature. 28 Indeed the
presidential commission had ignored how this failure was symptomatic of
NASA's antipathy to "numerical risk assessment." Here the Agency's technical
engineering practices lagged behind the military and the nuclear industry which
had routinely used statistical methods since the 1970s. Developed by Bell Labs
and the Air Force, the system sought to help decision-makers by providing a
probabilistic statement of risk. This computer-aided technique traced the causes
of potential malfunctions back through every subsystem to identify parts most
likely to fail.
During the lunar program, however, the Agency had bad experiences with proba
bilistic risk assessment. When General Electric, using primitive techniques,
determined that the chance of a successful landing on the Moon was less than
five percent, NASA abandoned the practice. Will Willoughby, the head of the
Agency's quality office during Apollo, said "Statistics don't account for any
thing. They have no place in engineering analysis anywhere." NASA engineers
were uncomfortable with probabilistic thinking and argued that meaningful risk
numbers could not be assigned to something as complicated and subject to
changing stresses as the Space Shuttle. Thus the Agency did not normally
require statistical assessments for its hardware.
NASA used a more qualitative approach called "failure mode effects analysis,"
or FMEA, developed by the Agency and Boeing in the 1960s for the Apollo
Program. It emphasized engineering analysis during the design stage rather
than risk assessment in the operational stage. Rather than assign probability
estimates to parts or systems, failure mode analysis identified worst case prob
lems. Engineers could then design critical parts for reliability. Failure mode
analysis worked well during the Apollo Era because NASA had the money to
29
develop several different designs and then could choose the best.
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When NASA began using numerical techniques, assessments of the solid rocket
boosters became political. In 1982 the J.H. Wiggins Company determined that
the boosters were the highest risk on the Shuttle and likely to fail on 1 of 1,000
flights. Challenging this, the Space Shuttle Range Safety Ad Hoc Committee
said the study had included data from primitive military solid rockets and that
improvements made the Shuttle's boosters likely to fail on 1 of 10,000 flights.
In 1983 Teledyne Energy Systems estimated the probability of failure was 1 in
100 flights, but a 1985 study by JSC (Johnson Space Center) put the failure rate
at 1 in 100,000 launches, a prediction which was 2,000 times greater than the
performance of any previous solid rocket. 30 Presidential commission member
Feynman compared informal estimates from NASA engineers and managers
and found that the engineers expected failure in 1 of every 200 or 300 launches
while the managers expected failure in 1 of every 100,000. Feynman concluded
that the manager's "fantastic faith in the machinery" precluded realistic judgments. 31
Some Marshall veterans attributed the poor judgments to a decline in the tech
nical culture of the Agency. The abandonment of the Arsenal system and the
adoption of contracting, the retired German rocket engineers observed, had
meant a loss of "dirty hands engineering" at Marshall. Karl Heimburg, who had
headed the Test Lab, believed that the in-house design and development of
prototypes produced more reliable technology than contracting and ensured
that civil servants understood the hardware. Walter Haeussermann, former chief
of the Guidance Lab, said that "if the engineer has only to supervise, without
going and directing experiments, he is not as familiar with it. Finally, you get a
paper manager." A 1988 survey of NASA employees found that less than
4 percent of professional workers spent most of their time at hand-on jobs and
76 percent worked most of the time at office desks. 32
The presidential commission attributed some of the risky decisions to an "opti
mistic schedule" for Shuttle launches imposed by NASA and the Reagan ad
ministration. The commission found no "smoking gun" that showed that the
Reagan administration had applied pressure to any NASA official to launch
51-L on 28 January. However the administration and Agency had maximized
total flights in order to minimize the cost per flight and please commercial
customers. The Shuttle had flown 9 missions in 1985, and officials had been
confident that they could fly 15 in 1986 and 24 in 1990. Consequently they had
assumed the Shuttle was "operational" and safe rather than experimental and
risky, reduced tests to free up money for flying, accepted problems rather than
apply costly fixes, and subordinated reviews of past performance to planning
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future missions. 33 After the accident, some in the news media acknowledged
that they had applied pressure to NASA by criticizing the Agency for missing
its schedules. 34
Marshall personnel were very aware of schedule pressures. The RIFs of the
1970s had made Center personnel sensitive to meeting schedule and budget
requirements. 35 Personnel evaluations in the Agency were based in part on sched
ule criteria and several Shuttle officials at Marshall and other Centers received
salary bonuses for staying within time constraints. 36 Marshall engineers used
the expression "get under that umbrella" to show desire to finish a task on
time. 37 Moreover, when the Center had been the source of delays, such as with
development work on the Space Shuttle main engines or launch postponements
due to propulsion problems, NASA Administrator Beggs had been criticaP 8
Time pressure affected the mentality and decisions of Center officials. Sneed,
assistant director for Policy and Review, recalled that Marshall had been "bud
geting to fly" rather than to make long-term improvements. "Because we were
flying the thing at the rates we were," he recalled, "most of our attention-our
management attention, our engineering attention-was on flying the next ve
hicle. Maybe more so than looking and saying, 'Well, how did that last one
fly?' and 'What is wrong with the last one, and what do we do to make it better,
to make it more reliable?'" The Center, Sneed said, "didn't have time to stop
and fix and end flight; you had to continue to fly and try to get your fixes laid
and incorporated downstream." 39
The pressures had intensified by late 1985. In December 1985, Jesse Moore,
Level I Shuttle manager, set a goal of 20 flights per year by FY 1989 and re
quested that this objective be the principal item for discussion at the February
Management Council Meeting. In the meantime Moore suggested that between
flights NASA should only make modifications that were "mandatory for reli
ability, maintainability, and safety." After Marshall had delayed launch of 61-C
because of a troublesome auxiliary power unit in the SRB, Arnold Aldrich, the
Level II manager, wrote that the Shuttle program was "proud of calling itself
'operational.' In my view one of the key attributes of an operational program is
to be able to safely and consistently launch on time." 40 During the 27 January
teleconference, Allan McDonald of Thiokol recalled, Lawrence Mulloy ob
served that the 53-degree criteria would jeopardize NASA's plans to launch
24 shuttle flights per year by 1990, especially those scheduled from Vandenberg
Air Force Base in northern California. 41
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Nevertheless, Marshall officials denied that they had sacrificed safety to meet
the schedule. They believed that they had carefully reviewed the joint problems
throughout the Shuttle's flight history and that schedule pressures had not
affected their decisions. No Center employee who participated in the 51-L tele
conference believed that schedule pressure had affected decisions. George Hardy,
the highest ranking engineer present, said Science and Engineering was re
sponsible for safety, not for schedule or the flight manifest. Ben Powers said
that lab engineers referred to the schedule and money concerns of the program
office as "bean counting." Center Director Lucas observed that "there is always
schedule pressure," but "I don't know of anybody at Marshall who would
deliberately, knowingly, take a chance just for the sake of schedule. We had
never done that before. We'd been called down from launches, and I didn't feel
any pressure and I didn't think that [for 51-L] there was any pressure."42
Finally, the presidential commission attributed the accident to Marshall's "man
agement isolation" and a failure to communicate bad news, especially with the
Level II office in Houston. The commission found it "disturbing" that "con
trary to the testimony of the Solid Rocket Booster Project Manager [Mulloy],
the seriousness of concern was not conveyed."
Aldrich, and Jesse Moore, the Level I manager, said they had not been informed
of the launch constraint, the 0-ring anomalies on flights late in 1985, the tem
perature concerns, or the teleconference. They admitted that NASA had con
fusing communications requirements, but thought the NASA custom was to
report concerns about criticality 1 hardware. Aldrich also said he had not known
that the Center had ordered steel SRB cases with the capture feature lip in July
1985; the budget channel for Marshall's Shuttle work came through Headquar
ters rather than the Shuttle Program Office at JSC. 43
Although the commission report did not explain the communications problems,
Commissioner Feynman did in his autobiography. Center rivalry and budget
pressures, he reasoned, led NASA managers to think like businessmen who
wanted only good news. 44 In any event, the commission recommended that
NASA improve its communications requirements, strengthen Shuttle manage
ment, and "take energetic steps to eliminate this tendency [to isolation] at
Marshall Space Flight Center, whether by changes of personnel, organization,
indoctrination or all three." 45
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The notion that Marshall had a closed culture and had tried to hide the 0-ring
problems was believed throughout the Agency. Given the long-standing rivalry
between the Centers, the view was prevalent at Houston. Astronaut Story
Musgrave said "the trail goes on and on and on, and it turns out that the trouble
is endemic to a major part of the organization." One JSC official said, "Nothing
was ever allowed to leave Marshall that would suggest that Marshall was not
doing its job. Everything coming out of that Center had to have 'performance'
written all over it." Moreover, Marshall's culture was not open enough to detect
and solve problems; superiors had been unwilling to hear bad news and subor
dinates had been unable to make themselves heard. Jack James, an astronaut
instructor, said "if you have too closed a shop, you get in-grown and convo
luted." Chris Kraft, the former director of JSC, wondered if Marshall had de
cided to keep problems to itself because the authoritarian management of
Administrator Beggs, his Associate Administrator Hans Mark, and Associate
Administrator for Space Flight, General James Abrahamson had created "un
derground decision-making" throughout the Agency. Marshall officials, Kraft
speculated, "knew that if they made it [the 0-ring problem] visible it would be
hell to pay." 46
Aerospace scholars used long-standing stereotypes to explain Marshall's ap
parent provincialism. Alex Roland, a space historian at Duke University, said
"von Braun set up Huntsville as a feudal state with himself as lord of the manor.
He insisted on a high degree of autonomy, and as a result Huntsville was and is
highly defensive and combative, almost a bunker-style mentality." John Logsdon,
an aerospace policy expert at Georgetown University, thought "there is a cer
tain closed character about Marshall, an unusual arrogance, and at the same
time a paranoia, perhaps because it has been a place that the Office of Manage
ment and Budget wanted to close." 47
The presidential commission sought evidence of a cover-up and Marshall's
closed culture. Investigators found no evidence of an after-the-fact cover-up
and little clear evidence of closed communications within the Center. Investi
gators never found the anonymous middle manager who penned a vituperative
attack on the "feudalistic" management ofDirector Lucas. Signed "Apocalypse,"
the letter said Lucas was intolerant of dissent, used a "good old boy" promotion
system, and tried to "cover up" 0-ring problems. Lucas allegedly had a flawed
flight readiness philosophy; "for someone to get up and say that they are not
ready is an indictment that they are not doing their job." Problems, the letter
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said, were "glossed over simply because we were able to come up with a theo
retical explanation that no one could disprove," and "if no one can prove the
hardware will fail, then we launch." The commission, however, never found
Apocalypse. 48
The theme of bad communications was taken up in a management study by
Phillip K. Tompkins. In interviews conducted in January 1990, he asked middle
and high ranking Marshall managers, almost none of them from inside the Shuttle
organization, about communications under Center Director Lucas. Tompkins
believed that subordinates felt intimidated by Lucas; they feared his tendency
to "kill the messenger" bringing bad news and so they censored bad news or
sugarcoated problems. The result was a "paranoid organization" that could not
discuss problems or communicate them to outsiders. 49
In interviews with commission investigators in 1986, however, Marshall per
sonnel defended the openness of the Center. Engineer after engineer said that
Marshall management was open, but insisted on facts to corroborate opinions.
Bunn told the commission "if there's one thing that Dr. Lucas really doesn't
like, it's for somebody to tell him something that they don't know. He can't
stand that. Or somebody to know something and not tell him." 50 In later state
ments, Marshall personnel and contractors defended Lucas. Bob Marshall, a
Center propulsion engineer, said that "the institution takes on the character of
the lead manager because his style is emulated in those who work with him"
and "we are a disciplined organization. We are also a driven organization." Joe
Moquin, president of Teledyne Brown Engineering, said "He was demanding.
He demanded the facts and substantiation of the facts. He could be tough on the
experts." The president of Rockwell International's Rocketdyne division wrote
Lucas that "You have set standards that we must maintain. After all our internal
reviews, we always asked the final question, 'Will Dr. Lucas accept our logic?"'51
Marshall personnel also denied that their Center had failed to communicate the
0-ring situation to the rest of the Agency. Center officials believed they had
reported what they knew about the booster joint to "everyone" and Mulloy said
he had told the truth during reviews and commission hearings. Kingsbury
argued "I don't want to take exception to the commission's report," but "I don't
know how they came to the conclusion that we are autonomous .... I don't
believe we're autonomous or isolated." Lucas later said that the charge of isola
tion was "probably one of the most hurtful things because it's the furthest from
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the truth. The readiness reviews were held in the presence of Headquarters and
everybody else" and "the weakness in that particular design joint had been
recognized by Marshall, by Johnson, by Headquarters, including the Adminis
trator." He believed that "the only thing I know of that was not common knowl
edge was the description of what occurred the night before, the so-called very
hard arguments about whether we're ready to fly or not and apparent fact that
the management ofThiokol applied pressure to their engineering people."52
The disagreement between the presidential commission and Marshall was
essentially a matter of chronology: When did responsible Center officials know
that the booster joint was unsafe? The commission's answer, stated baldly, was
that the joint had always been hazardous and that Marshall had hard evidence
of the danger from the beginning. Rather than admit failure, the Center dis
cretely began repairs, and deliberately glossed over bad news through the launch
of 51-L. If Marshall had communicated the bad news, the commission im
plied, wiser heads in Houston or Headquarters would have stopped flight until
the joint was fixed. This assumption that more complete communications would
have produced solutions or stopped the launch of 51-L was pure speculation.
Would officials without expert understanding have stopped flying a joint veri
fied safe by experts from the contractor and NASA's propulsion Center? No.
The response of the Marshall engineers and managers was that the joint was
always "safe" in the sense that they lacked convincing contrary evidence. Suc
cessful launches had confirmed its reliability, and so the Center had little bad
news to report and much good news to believe in. Even so the Center had con
tinued studies, introduced short-term improvements, and begun long-term re
design. Although the Center had no excuse for not always communicating all
the information and minority views, Marshall officials had typically described
the strengths and weaknesses of the joint and their rationale for believing in its
safety. When had they known the joint was unsafe? After 51-L.
When the commission published its report on 6 June, Center workers naturally
had mixed feelings. John Q. Miller said "I personally have not seen any indica
tions that there has been any lapse in concerns over safety here" and "we thought
the necessary precautions had been taken." Feeling betrayed, one engineer, an
18-year NASA veteran, said "we were working overtime to give Mr. Rogers
everything he wanted," but the commission criticized the Center unfairly and
"nobody in NASA has stood up to defend us." Dr. Lucas said he viewed the
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report "as an assessment of a mistake that was made, or mistakes, perhaps, and
it's going to enable us to fix problems and move on with the program as it
should be" and he promised that "not one single word will be taken lightly."53
Scarcely had the Center absorbed the commission report, when Congress held
its own hearings. The hearings before the House Committee of Science and
Technology and Senate Space subcommittee mainly duplicated the anachro
nisms of the commission and assumed that decision-makers had known the
joint was unreliable before 51-L. The main congressional contribution was in
making second-guessing and scapegoating explicit. Congress complained that
the commission report should have named names. Representative James H.
Scheurer (D-NY), wanted to "find out what NASA officials knew and when
they knew it." Senator Donald Riegle (D-MI) said "every single person that
didn't behave and function properly has got to be identified and some kind of
disciplinary action has to be taken." They wanted irresponsible civil servants
held accountable and removed from the chain of command; this would ensure
that in the future NASA officials would follow procedures. The most challeng
ing questions were directed at Marshall officials. Senator Ernest Hollings
(D-SC) blamed "Lucas policy" for creating "a cancer at Marshall" and said
"that fellow [Mulloy] either misled or lied" to the commission. 54
Faced with such comments, NASA officials said if they knew then what they
knew now they would have stopped flight, but they did not doubt the joint then.
Mulloy explained that 51-L happened because "I wasn't smart enough, the
people who advised me weren't smart enough, the contractor wasn't smart
enough ... the people who review my activities weren't smart enough.... No
one was smart enough to realize what was necessary." After the accident, he
said, "knowing that something has failed, one might be able to recognize better
what might have precluded it." Some Headquarters officials, including the Level
I Deputy Director L. Michael Weeks, acknowledged that they had known of the
0-ring problems from the August 1985 briefing. Dr. James Fletcher, who again
became NASA Administrator in June 1986, told Congress that "Headquarters
was at least as much to blame as other parts of the organization. I don't think all
the responsibility should reside at the Marshall Space Flight Center."55
Other NASA veterans questioned putting the blame only on Marshall. Kraft
said, "You have to fault the Johnson Space Center just as much as the Marshall
Space Flight Center. They knew the goddamn thing was bad. It was written up
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in their files over and over again. That came out in the Rogers' Commission
explanation. I don't know why the whole system allowed that to continue to fly.
They are all to blame. Every goddamn one of them are to blame." 56
The pressures helped several Marshall officials decide to leave the Agency. By
the end of 1986, Hardy, Mulloy, Reinartz, Kingsbury, and Lucas had retired.
Kingsbury said of his long-time friend and boss that Lucas had received a "bum
rap" for 51-L. Instead Lucas should have gotten credit for initiatives that had
diversified Marshall. "Before Lucas we had just been a propulsion Center. We
built rockets. But under his direction we have branched out into Spacelab, the
Space Telescope, a major role in the Space Station-all the things that have
made Marshall a more viable, more important part of the American space
program." Lucas, Dr. Ernst Stuhlinger recognized, had "directed more space
accomplishments than almost any other NASA director." Kraft, a rival and ally
from Houston, recognized the constraints on Marshall and NASA, writing Lucas
that "those of us in the forefront of NASA, particularly the Center directors in
the manned space flight programs, have an insight into the management of
NASA over the last 10 years which no one else has even an inkling of. Maybe
someday, when all the present trauma passes, we will be able ... to tell the real
history of the situation. At any rate, you and I know what had to be endured and
the accomplishments that were brought about in spite of these inadequacies."57
In summary, the conclusions of the presidential commission were a mix of fact
and fallacy. On the positive side, they revealed real problems about technology,
resources, schedule, and communications and helped NASA find solutions.
Revelation of the problems, and NASA's promise to fix them, removed suspi
cions and allowed the Agency to win the congressional support necessary to
return the Shuttle program to flight. On the negative side, the commission
engaged in scapegoating that put unfair blame on a few individuals. While this
may have satiated the psychological needs of the nation and the political needs
of powerful people inside and outside the Agency, scapegoating led to
widespread misunderstanding of the accident, the Space Shuttle, and the pro
cess of development of high technology by complex organizations. Scapegoating
also damaged the reputation of Marshall and NASA and left a legacy of bitter
ness and perceived injustice among many Center veterans. Only time would
tell whether such sentiment would actually close the culture that the investiga
tions had sought to open.
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Recovery and Redesign
The recovery from the disaster and preparations for a return to flight began
almost immediately after 51-L. The Center and the Agency reorganized Shuttle
management, improved communications, and revitalized safety and quality
programs. Bolstered with extra appropriations, Marshall redesigned and tested
the SRMjoints and improved other Shuttle hardware. The recovery culminated
in the launch of STS-26 in September 1988.
As the 51-L investigation progressed, NASA administrators recognized that
the Shuttle flights would be delayed for a considerable time. With the overall
goal of a "conservative return to operations," NASA began studies of problems
in the Shuttle program and in the Agency as a whole. 5 8 Organizational studies
conducted by committees led by astronaut Robert Crippen and former Apollo
manager Sam Phillips complemented the recommendations of the presidential
commission and the House Committee. By the fall of 1986, the implementa
tion of the recommendations was well underway.
NASA's organizational changes sought to open communication and centralize
direction by copying parts of the Apollo Program. Dale Myers, a former Apollo
manager who returned to the Agency as deputy administrator, said the reforms
would "reduce the trend toward parochialism that tended to grow at the Centers
under the pre-Challenger accident management style." The reforms strength
ened the Management Council and established an independent quality and safety
office. Headquarters devoted more full-time personnel to the Shuttle program;
a deputy director for Shuttle operations, a new official, would work from the
Cape; he would have a small staff at each Center, manage the flight readiness
reviews, and direct the launch decision process.
Many of the reforms helped Headquarters and the Centers exchange informa
tion. The reforms increased the authority and access of the JSC Level II office.
A Level II deputy director managed the day-to-day Shuttle program and
directly supervised the manager of the Shuttle projects office at Marshall; both
officials would be responsible to Headquarters rather than to any Center direc
tor. In addition, the Level II office was brought into the budget process of
Marshall and all other space flight Centers; Marshall's director would still sub
mit requests for Shuttle funding to the Headquarters program director, but the
Level II manager would offer an assessment. The Level II office also penetrated
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deeper into the Shuttle organization by strengthening its engineering integra
tion office and by using astronauts as liaisons with technical teams at the Marshall
Center. Bob Marshall, the new manager of Center's Shuttle projects office, said
that the new structure would "assure that in our discussions and in the problems
that we have to address that we have not left someone out or bypassed them."59
In addition to a new Shuttle projects manager, the Marshall Center had person
nel changes in several offices including the SRB project manager, director of
Science and Engineering, and Center director. Marshall's new director was J.R.
Thompson, who had worked at the Center from 1963 to 1983. Thompson had
managed development of the Space Shuttle main engines; "I've blown up more
engines," he said, "than most of those guys have seen." After leaving NASA in
1983, he went to the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory before returning to
direct the technical aspects of the 51-L investigation for the presidential
commission.
To restore Marshall's reputation and recover the Shuttle program, Thompson
recognized that improved technical analysis and communications were neces
sary. He believed "they've done it better at Marshall than anybody else had
been able to-but that's still not near good enough." In reference to the
commission's charge that Marshall had been isolated and closed, Thompson
said, "When I was there, I was not aware of it. If you go back through the
twenty years I was there and that was true, then I was part of the problem. But
in the spirit of accepting the commission report, I'm going to assume there's
probably some substance there and we're going to fix it. ... We will open up
that communication."60
Thompson later recalled that when he became director in 1986, NASA had lost
some of the "internal tensions between Centers and within a Center" that he
had remembered from the early 1980s. During Shuttle design, development,
and testing, experts from within Marshall and across the Agency had quarreled
about technical issues. The conflicts, which often seemed like wasteful in
fighting to outsiders, were actually sources of strength which had deepened
thought and improved technology. When the Shuttle became "operational,"
however, Thompson believed that all of NASA "got too comfortable" with the
Shuttle and stopped looking for problems and arguments. Headquarters had
imposed the goal of making the Shuttle pay for itself and so ground tests were
reduced and criticism muted. One of Thompson's goals as Center director was
to cultivate openness and allow free discussion of problems. 61
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His candor showed in a reply to Aaron Cohen, the director of JSC. Cohen had
forwarded a memo from John Young, chief of the astronaut office, that had
criticized Marshall's solid rocket tests. Thompson reassured Cohen with a tech
nical explanation, and then, in a hand-written note, he said, "I appreciate John's
assessment on this and other items. We'll keep him informed of our progress
and where we're wrong. JR." 62
Thompson improved the Center's internal and external communications. He
made impromptu visits to Center work sites, ended the executive luncheons on
the ninth floor of Marshall's Headquarters building and ate in the cafeteria,
initiated more employee socials and old-timers gatherings, improved media
access, facilitated exchanges and meetings with other Centers, and encouraged
Marshall employees to take temporary assignments at Headquarters. To open
decision-making, Thompson created a Marshall Management Council and ex
panded attendance at meetings. The Center fostered participative management,
offered monetary rewards for suggestions, and established quality control circles
called NASA Employee Teams. 63
Alex McCool, who became director of Marshall's quality office, said Thomp
son wanted to make "a cultural change" at the Center by trying "to keep us
talking together, working closer together, communicating." McCool explained
that "Prior to Challenger, we had a kind of 'kill the messenger' syndrome. In
other words, [if] somebody brings bad news, man, shoot him. We had that. The
Agency had that, particularly at this Center" and "if you'd bring bad news, first
thing you know all the bosses would jump on you. And there you are on the
defense." 64 Accordingly the Center's management training program sought to
teach openness. In one such program in April 1987, middle managers, after
hearing a Thompson speech, offered anonymous comments on what they had
learned: "survey results at MSFC indicates worst Center in NASA for commu
nications; separate technical differences from personal relationships; taking a
position is not as important as surfacing all sides; be prepared to defend and
support positions with both the pros and cons; don't allow ourselves to become
'comfortable' in our technical and managerial jobs to the point that 'feedback'
data is either ignored, overlooked, or not evaluated."65
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The Center director tried to be the model of a participative leader. He began
meetings by asking the question, "What are the problems?" Robert
Schwinghamer, director of the Materials Lab, said that Thompson ran meetings
much like von Braun and both men created a climate in which people said what
they thought and "nobody feels like he's inhibited anymore." 66
The new Center Director reorganized Marshall to improve rocketry engineer
ing and management. On the laboratory side of the Center, he sought to bring
propulsion specialists together. He divided the old Office of the Associate
Director for Engineering into offices for Space Systems and Propulsion
Systems, and gathered rocket engineers from several laboratories into a new
Propulsion Laboratory. On the project side, the Shuttle Projects Office reorga
nized for the recovery and for later return to flight. Two offices merged to form
the Space Shuttle Main Engine Office which began developing an alternate
turbopump and testing the main engine. The SRB Project Office created a
Systems Management and Integration Office to handle project control and
contractor management. 67
Center and Agency programs in flight safety and technical quality also restruc
tured in the post-Challenger reforms. People throughout the Agency recog
nized that safety functions had to be strengthened. McCool said that after 51-L
the Agency developed "an obsession" to "do the job right." Everyone recog
nized that "we can't have another Challenger. The nation can't stand it. I'm
saying ... we probably wouldn't have NASA with another Challenger." McCool
kept a billiard ball on his desk to remind him that he was "behind the eight ball"
and had to do a good job. 68 As part of the reforms, NASA opened a confidential
hotline for reporting safety problems, trained engineers in quality control,
increased use of statistical risk and trend analysis, and standardized procedures
for tracking significant problems. The Shuttle program developed a computer
ized database to support trend analysis and problem reporting. NASA moved
away from cost-plus-incentive-fee and cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts that subor
dinated quality standards to cost and schedule requirements, seeking to
enhance safety and quality by using cost-plus-award-fee contracts with
specific quality requirements and incentives, and putting quality experts on
Award Fee Boards. 69
The Center established a new Safety, Reliability, and Quality Assurance Office
to consolidate the old Marshall Safety Office, the Reliability and Quality
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Assurance Office, and part of the Systems Analysis and Integration Laboratory.
The office gained greater capacity to make independent judgments by employ
ing more civil servants with expertise in quality, hiring a support contractor,
separating from the Science and Engineering Directorate, and reporting directly
to the Center Director and the new associate administrator for Quality at NASA
Headquarters. The office employed an astronaut as liaison to facilitate commu
nication with the astronaut office at Johnson Space Center. 70
Two oversight panels, one of NASA personnel and another from the National
Research Council (NRC), studied the Agency's quality control programs and
proposed improvements. The independent panels worried that NASA still had
not corrected some flaws in the quality organization that had contributed to the
accident. They worried that NASA performed hazard analysis after-the-fact
rather than as part of the design process, implemented quantitative risk assess
ment too slowly, and clogged communications between flight managers and
organizations responsible for inspection, tests, and repair. They fretted that
NASA's matrix organization could jeopardize the independence of quality en
gineers and that the proliferation of Shuttle boards and committees could lead
to "collective irresponsibility." This complicated, multilayered organization,
the National Research Council worried, could "lead individuals to defer to the
anonymity of the process and not focus closely enough on their individual
responsibilities in the decision chain." Nonetheless, both committees decided
the quality and safety systems were sound and represented progress over
pre-Challenger days. 71
During the reorganization, the Shuttle program reviewed the safety of all Shuttle
flight hardware, software, and ground support equipment. The work was pains
taking and Marshall people met the challenge with a spirit of self-sacrifice.
Many Center employees delayed retirement to help. Many more worked 60- or
70-hour weeks for the 32-month recovery effort. Special teams implemented
the recommendations of the presidential commission. System design reviews
identified problems for redesign and improvement. As if the Shuttle was flying
for the first time, new design certification reviews verified that all hardware
met contract requirements, passed qualification tests, and had proper documen
tation. The Shuttle Projects Office reviewed the external tank, Space Shuttle
main engines, and the solid rocket boosters. With the assistance of Level I and
Level II, the office also reevaluated all failure mode and effects analyses,
critical items lists, and hazard analyses. New rules for the critical items lists
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substantially increased the number of items designated as criticality 1 or single
point failures. Rather than just designating a subsystem like a turbopump, the
new rules included several parts of the pump. Bob Marshall, manager of the
Shuttle Projects Office, said "I agree with the new ground rules because it has
put more potential failure modes under more controlled approach and review." 72
Although the external tank and Space Shuttle main engines had not caused the
51-L accident, the Center performed reviews and introduced improvements.
Marshall and Martin Marietta made few modifications to the external tank, but
changed test and checkout procedures. They improved the tank's lightning
grounding system and studied proposals for its use with an unmanned Shuttle. 73
For the Space Shuttle main engine, Marshall and Rockwell International's
Rocketdyne division enhanced safety and reliability by increasing performance
margins and durability. They modified the vibration damper system for the tur
bine blades in the turbopumps, strengthened the main combustion chamber,
redesigned a temperature sensor, ensured redundancy in the hydraulic actua
tors, improved the electronic engine controller, and added latches to hold open
the fuel disconnect valves between the main engines and the external tank.
Performance rules became more conservative with power levels of 104 percent
during a normal launch; the previous norm of 109 percent power would be used
only during emergencies and tests would be run at 113 percent. Ground tests
became very rigorous and included tests with built-in flaws and margin tests to
destruction to determine weak links. Static firings totaled more than 83 hours,
the equivalent of 50 Shuttle missions. Although most of the firings occurred at
NASA's Stennis Space Center in Mississippi and at Rocketdyne's Santa Susana
Field Laboratory in California, some took place in Huntsville, where Marshall's
Saturn SI-C test stand, rechristened as the Technology Test-Bed, became a site
for main engine tests. 74
The solid rocket motors, of course, underwent the greatest modification, and
the Marshall members of the SRM redesign team deserve the greatest credit for
the successful return to flight. Particularly important were personnel from the
Structures and Propulsion Lab. Not only did Marshall personnel determine the
technical cause of the accident and analyze the weaknesses in the motor joints,
but the Center also conceived the solution.
Marshall, in response to presidential and congressional directives and technical
imperatives, adopted an unusual organization for booster redesign. To prevent
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the redesign teams from becoming isolated, a problem that the presidential
commission had believed contributed to the accident, Marshall sought open
ness through an elaborate system of cross-checks which gave overlapping
responsibility to numerous organizations. The Center, according to SRB Project
Manager Gerald Smith, "probably violated every management rule that you
would ever have the occasion to violate in trying to do the program." Marshall's
SRB accident investigation team under John Thomas and its SRB redesign team
under Kingsbury merged in April under Thomas. To generate the best ideas,
Thomas's team in Huntsville worked separately from a Morton-Thiokol team
in Utah; the teams met regularly to compare ideas and select the best designs.
The Marshall team included about 100 Center specialists and engineers from
other NASA Centers, and another 200 experts from Martin Marietta, Lockheed,
Wyle Labs, Teledyne Brown, United Space Boosters Incorporated, Rockwell
International, McDonnell Douglas Technical Services, and Morton-Thiokol in
Huntsville. The entire redesign process came under scrutiny of experts from
Headquarters, JSC Shuttle program and astronaut offices, other NASA Centers
(Langley, Lewis, and KSC), the solid rocket industry, the Jet Propulsion Labo
ratory, the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Lab, the Army Missile Command, and
the National Research Council (NRC). Also maintaining surveillance were
officials from congressional committees, the General Accounting Office, and
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Public interest in the program was intense,
and the redesign team responded to more than 2,300 letters offering criticism
and advice. 75
The most important oversight came from a National Research Council panel
for SRM redesign. The NRC panel, which had been formed at the suggestion of
the Rogers Commission, monitored the entire redesign effort and participated
in nearly 100 meetings, technical interchanges, reviews, conferences, and site
visits. The panel drafted reports with criticisms and recommendations about all
aspects of the redesign, and pressed NASA to conduct a thorough test program.
Oversight by the NRC played a determining role in the success of the
redesign. 76
Managing a program with so many overlapping responsibilities and so much
political interest was very difficult. Many people also felt depressed, Smith
observed, because they felt responsible for 51-L, and "were absolutely devas
tated from the accident." Marshall's solution was the "open door policy."
Thomas and other managers of the redesign team, Smith said, "made it very clear at
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meetings that if anyone had a concern or issue, let's raise it. Do not, do not hold
back. If you've got a problem, let's say it. If you don't like a decision, let's hear
it, let's talk about it." Solving technical problems required that people com
municate bad news and that they know they were "not going to get punished for it.'m
In order to expedite the recovery, NASA renegotiated its contract with Morton
Thiokol. After the accident, the company had been willing to accept a $10 mil
lion penalty for failure of its hardware, but had refused to sign a document
admitting legal liability. Consequently, NASA and Morton-Thiokol negotiated
a deal that would avoid litigation and return the Shuttle to flight as quickly as
possible. The company accepted a $10 million reduction of its incentive fee
and admitted no legal liability. It would perform at no profit approximately
$505 million worth of work to redesign the field joint, reconfigure existing
hardware, and replace motor hardware lost with 51-L. 78 Congressmen ques
tioned this agreement, which seemingly rewarded Morton-Thiokol for its defi
ciencies. But NASA had few choices given the pre-existing contract and
pressures to return to flight quickly. 79
Throughout the
redesign period,
NASA quality
experts remained
troubled with
Thiokol's organiza
tion. A June 1986
review of the firm's
management by Air
Force and Marshall
inspectors rated all
functions as "satis
factory," except for
Safety and Engi
neering,
which
rated "marginal."
Even though
Marshall estab
lished a resident
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quality office in Utah, troubles continued. A March 1987 Marshall review con
cluded that Thiokol quality and manufacturing personnel paid "an inordinate
amount of attention to schedule." In August the Marshall Center resident man
ager for quality worried that the firm's quality program was "in a mode of
complete capitulation to schedule pressure" and told Thiokol management that
"quality and safety will not be compromised blindly to meet a 'schedule."'
Marshall ordered the firm to give quality managers more authority, track infor
mation more carefully, and surface bad news more readily. A JSC quality in
spector complained that the Thiokol attitude was ')ust tell me what you want
me to do and I'll do it" and attributed the company's lack of initiative to "NASA's
constant criticism and overmanagement. " 80
Marshall imposed strict requirements for the redesigned motor joints and
changed the design from a dynamic seal activated by ignition pressure to a
quasi-static seal that was not pressure dependent. The technical requirement
specified that the seals be redundant, verifiable, and perfect; the redesign would
tolerate no blow-by or erosion. 81
By August 1986, Thomas, as leader of the redesign team, announced the new
concepts. The case-to-case field joints had several improvements that added
redundancy and safety margin (see the illustrated comparison of original and
redesigned SRM case field joints). The engineers deleted putty from the design
and protected the joint from hot gases with insulation formed into a rubber
J-seal, a flap inside the case that closed with motor pressure. The steel capture
feature lip reduced joint deflection, created an extremely tight fit between tang
and clevis, and maintained contact between the 0-rings and sealing surfaces.
By changing only tang segments, NASA saved money by using its clevis seg
ment inventory. The capture feature also housed a third 0-ring and a silicon
filler to protect the primary 0-ring. The combination of the J-seal, capture fea
ture, and third 0-ring prevented combustion gases from reaching the primary
0-ring.
In addition, a second leak check port added above the primary 0-ring ensured
it was in sealing position. Custom shims between the outer surfaces of the tang
and clevis maintained proper compression on the 0-rings. External heaters
maintained joint temperature at 75 degrees; rubber and cork sealed the heater
bands to the case and kept rain out of the joints. Longer pins that joined the
segments and a reconfigured retainer band increased the margin of safety. 82
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The redesign team
also improved
other parts of the
solid rocket motors
(SRMs). They re
worked the case
to-nozzle joints on
much the same
principle as the
case-to-case joints;
they deleted putty,
used radial bolts to
join the metal of
the case and nozzle
more tightly, modi Joint Environment Simulator test at Morton-Thiokol,
fied and bond the November 1986.
insulation, incor
porated a third 0-ring, and inserted an additional leak check port. Moreover,
modifications improved the factory joints, nozzle, propellant contours, and
ignition system. The team also redesigned ground support equipment at KSC
to minimize case distortion during handling, improved the measurement of seg
ment diameters to facilitate stacking, minimize risk of 0-ring damage during
assembly, and enhance leak tests. 83
Although experts from NASA, the solid rocket industry, and the National
Research Council questioned the complexities of the design, they gave prelimi
nary approval. 84 Marshall and Morton-Thiokol then began tests to verify their
ideas. The test program for redesign was much more thorough and realistic
than the original test program and this rigor was the key to the successful return
to flight. The tests proceeded in a hierarchy from tests of components to sub
systems to full-scale motors. Laboratory and component tests verified the prop
erties of the joint parts. Subscale tests simulated gas dynamics and thermal
conditions for components and subsystems. Hydraulic tests of full-scale seg
ments tested the new joint and seal configuration.
Unlike the original test program, both the Center and its contractor built simu
lators to study joint behavior and test designs. Marshall's Transient Pressure
Test Article (TPTA), built in 1987, used a short SRM stack with two field joints, a
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nozzle joint, 400 pounds of fuel, a motor, and an igniter. During the two-second
firing, the simulator added one million pounds of weight to simulate the rest of
the solid rocket booster and applied stress from three struts to duplicate the
loads from the external tank. This recreated the dynamic loads on the joint
during ignition and allowed engineers to gather information from 1,500 data
channels. Morton-Thiokol operated a similar apparatus called a Joint Environ
ment Simulator. Motor engineers conducted 16 simulator tests under different
temperatures and with intentionally flawed configurations. The introduction of
deliberate flaws was also a departure from the original test program. 85
The recovery also had five full-scale, full-duration static firings, including two
development motor tests and two qualification motor tests. Because of prob
lems simulating flight conditions in static tests of solid motors, the National
Research Council initially questioned whether the firings verified the design.
After the second firing, John Young, JSC special assistant for Engineering,
Operations, and Safety complained that "the motors were fired with dubious
conditions which MSFC maintained would not have been allowed in the flight
motors. This attitude, which accepts uncertain conditions, cannot be tolerated
if we wish to be successful in space flight with humans." He argued that allow
ing phenomena that were "not fully understood and where we are not con
vinced beyond any doubt that the seal in its application will stop the flow, we
could be back in the STS 51-L mode." Gerald Smith, SRB project manager,
recalled that Marshall tried to duplicate flight situations by testing with inten
tional flaws. Introducing deliberate flaws was also controversial, however,
because many worried that a failure would delay the program. They developed
confidence in their designs by first testing with flaws in simulators. After such
tests the Center used a production verification motor to test the flight configu
ration in August 1988. Royce Mitchell, SRM project manager, said "the hard
ware and data show that the booster is ready to fly. We demonstrated that the
motor is fail-safe." 86
Indeed the tests made Marshall very confident in the redesign. Gerald Smith
said that "the testing we've conducted has been unprecedented and our under
standing of the system is thorough. We've established the testing standard for
the entire solid rocket industry. NASA's solid rocket booster program, I feel, is
the yardstick against which future programs will be measured." As early as
January 1987, J.R. Thompson told Congress that the tests showed "that the
insulation does not leak hot gas even if not bonded, and that gapping is so small
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that any candidate 0-ring material, even the old fluorocarbon material, can
remain sealed with a 200 percent factor even with two of the three 0-rings
missing." 87 To ensure proper assembly of the first redesigned flight motor,
Thompson dispatched a Marshall team headed by John Thomas to Kennedy
Space Center to direct the process. 88
During the test
program, NASA
reformed its
launch rules and
procedures.
Crippen, a former
astronaut and the
first NASA deputy
director for Shuttle
operations, wanted
to eliminate ambi
guities in launch
criteria and "make Firing room celebration after launch of STS-26.
sure we had clean
lines of responsibility and authority." The Agency reviewed all Launch Com
mit Criteria and established a clear one for temperature. J.R. Thompson sug
gested that ambient temperature should not fall below 40 degrees at any time
during the 24 hours prior to launch; "the specific temperature," he said, "is not
magic, but near the spirit." The Level I Flight Readiness Review now required
discussion of launch constraints and waivers. A Launch-Minus-Two-Day Re
view formally verified any changes after the Level I review. For the first time
project managers from the contractors joined the Mission Management Team
and had authority to stop the countdown without permission of a field Center. A
Space Shuttle Management Council, composed of the associate administrator
for space flight and the directors of Johnson, Kennedy, Marshall, and the Na
tional Space Technology Laboratories, became senior launch advisors. In early
summer 1988 a launch simulation checked the new system. In addition, safety
and budget concerns led NASA to constrict the Shuttle's flight schedule, which
would escalate over several years to a maximum of 16 Shuttle flights per year,
8 fewer than pre-Challenger goals. 89
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On 29 September 1988, 32 months and $2.4 billion after 51-L, the recovery
came to a close with the final countdown for STS-26. During that conclusive
interval, "the biggest change," according to Lovingood, "was people were fright
ened, including me" and he was too afraid to watch the launch. Most members
of the redesign team, however, were confident and were eager for the flight.
Employees in Huntsville locked their eyes on the television and some dressed
in "green for Go!" Dr. Wayne Littles, head of Marshall's Science and Engineer
ing, watched the launch from the Huntsville Operations Support Center and
said, "for the first two minutes [of ascent] you could hear a pin drop."
At the Cape when the solid rocket boosters ignited and Discovery lifted off the
pad, even staid project managers shouted "Go!" and released months of ten
sion. Cary Rutland, manager for booster assembly, said "I hollered when it
lifted off, and I hollered when the solids separated" from the Shuttle. Gerald
Smith gushed "this was probably the most exciting day of my life. It was unbe
lievable. When the solids ignited, I was probably holding my breath. When
they separated, I think I yelled 'War Eagle.' I'm not sure." The launch was
flawless and in the post-launch press conference, J.R. Thompson said "one
good launch doesn't make a space program, but it's a damn good start." He then
pulled out a foot-long Jamaican cigar and said, "I'm going to get me a cigar,
light my pipe, and get a little glass of bourbon."
In the flush of success, some
engineers became philo
sophical. Garry Lyles, chief
of liquid propulsion at
Marshall, observed that the
Center would probably not
get much credit for the suc
cessful launch even though
they received most of the
blame when Challenger
failed. "We do a lot of pat
ting each other on the back,"
he said, "We have a very
professional organization.
Whether anyone outside
pats us on the back, it really
doesn't matter."90 Thompson

Pallet-Mounted Instrument Pointing System,
first used on Spacelab 2.
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derived lessons from 51-L and the recovery, believing that space exploration
required that everything be "perfect" and without that, "we're gonna end up
back on the beach."91 Because of the improvements in technology and Center
culture, Marshall people believed they and the Shuttle were stronger than be
fore the accident. The successes of the post-Challenger Shuttle flights gave
supporting evidence for their assessment. 92
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Chapter XI
Spacelab: International
Cooperation in Orbit
Spacelab, one of Marshall's longest and most successful programs, is a Shuttle
based habitat that allows scientists to work in shirt-sleeves. Spacelab enabled
NASA to accomplish several objectives. Commissioned in the aftermath of the
1972 decision to forego development of a large Space Station, Spacelab pro
vided the Agency an interim means to conduct the types of space science
experiments suited for a Space Station. Developed by European interests,
Spacelab allowed the Agency to fulfill a mandate to foster international coop
eration. With Congress pressing NASA to privatize, Spacelab gave the Agency
a means by which American businesses and universities could conduct space
science at a relatively modest cost.
The program also perfectly suited Marshall's needs. Any new start was wel
come in the post-Apollo era, and Spacelab helped revitalize the Center. Spacelab
also offered new opportunities, allowing the Center to pursue its goal of diver
sification into space science, systems integration, and orbital operations. By
moving into new areas, Marshall created new alliances with scientists and
engineers, and became the NASA installation with the greatest experience in
international space ventures.

Sortie Can and the Spacelab Concept
Spacelab emerged from NASA's scramble to find successors to Apollo between
1969 and 1971. NASA planners had discussed transporting modules to space
for some time, and had incorporated the concept into early Space Station stud
ies in the late 1960s. In 1969, Associate Administrator for Manned Space Flight
George Mueller proposed that NASA construct a semi-permanent Space
Station by the mid-1970s by assembling a series of modules, each with its
own function. 1 Marshall and Houston's Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC)
planned for such modules in their early Space Station studies.
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Over the course of the next three years, the plan for Spacelab emerged. Three
key developments define Spacelab's early history: the assignment ofLead Center
responsibility to Marshall; the decision to continue the module concept as a
part of the Shuttle program after the deferral of a large Space Station; and the
agreement to build Spacelab with the Europeans.
Marshall's designation as Lead Center for a manned module for space science
seemed unlikely in 1969, when Huntsville still had a reputation as principally a
propulsion center. That Marshall won the assignment owed both to efforts at
Headquarters to divide tasks equitably between its major manned Space Cen
ters and to aggressive efforts at the Center to obtain new business. Mueller was
Marshall's most forceful advocate at Headquarters in the immediate aftermath
of Apollo, and when discussing prospects for launching a Space Station by the
mid-1970s, he suggested that Marshall would likely become the Lead Center if
the project won approvai.2 When Houston became Lead Center for the Shuttle,
Marshall was in line for compensation, and Spacelab offered some solace.
But compensatory awards alone would not have been enough had Marshall not
demonstrated the capacity to manage such a program. Skylab, a program simi
lar in many respects to Spacelab, provided just such a demonstration. More
over, Marshall's expertise in propulsion gave the Center experience that could
be applied to the laboratory. "It was in fact a pressurized structure," explained
Marshall Spacelab Program Manager Thomas J. (Jack) Lee, and the Center's
work with propellant tanks gave it knowledge about the operation of pressur
ized systems. Marshall knew "how to design, develop, qualify and have the in
house expertise to ensure that a pressurized structure in orbit was sound. In
other words we had that technical capability. I think that's the reason that we
got it."3
Concurrently the new Program Development Directorate began to seek more
work for the Center, and payload development, management, and operations
offered a fruitful new field. "We'd been into payloads even before we became a
part of NASA," remembered William Lucas. "We began searching and looking
in the field. What is there that needs to be done that we at Marshall can do?
4
Where do we have the talents? What do our talents match?"
O.C. Jean was one of those in Program Development who believed that pay
loads might offer the answer to Lucas's question. "Marshall Space Flight
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Center needed an activity that would sustain its base without being slave to a
development project," Jean recalled. Jean headed a group that included Bill
Sneed and Bob Marshall. "We worked that problem for three months and came
up with a recommendation of what Marshall should do." Their recommenda
tions included work in payloads and development of a Marshall operations Cen
ter. Spacelab enabled the Center to pursue both goals. 5
Pressure from another source pushed the Center in the same direction. Ernst
Stuhlinger, the Center's associate director for science, advocated a Marshall
specialty in payloads. He reported that scientists from around the country wanted
to work with NASA, and expressed "a considerable willingness ... to discuss
space projects, and to develop plans for participation." The opportunity suited
Marshall's needs and experience. "We did have a science component that was
small but significant, and they had had an interest in payloads," Lucas contin
ued. "Utilizing the science component of the Center ... supported by the sci
ence community and universities" would allow Marshall to begin developing
payloads. "We did not compete for small payloads. We thought that our exper
tise would lend itself to large systems."6
Program Development initiated a payload planning study that examined pos
sible concepts for the Shuttle. On one level, the goal was to establish criteria for
categorizing experiments by weight, size, mission duration, and orbital require
ments in order to determine payload groupings and vehicle assignments. But
Program Development also sought to ensure that Marshall would have a con
tinuing role in payload management. A 1971 internal report established goals
that would place Marshall in control of Shuttle payloads from inception through
operational supervision:
• Establish MSFC's role in the development and operation [emphasis in
original] of Shuttle payloads such as: RAM [Research Applications
Module], Tug, and Space Station.
• Develop an operational concept for Shuttle utilization that establishes MSFC
as the Center that:
• Plans the mission
• Aids and coordinates the experiment P.I. 's [Principal Investigators]
• Has hard mock-up facilities to verify systems compatibility to actual flight
hardware
• Trains the P.I. 's that will make the flights
• Recycles mission hardware
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Thus while the primary goal was to establish policies for payload planning,
Program Development wanted Marshall at the focus of that activity; the docu
ment twice emphasized that "The concept must put MSFC between the Shuttle
and the experiment P.I." (emphasis in originalV
During 1971 it became clear that budget constraints would prevent NASA from
developing both, Space Station and the Space Shuttle. As the Nixon Adminis
tration and NASA moved toward deferring Station and developing the Shuttle,
the module concept offered a means to use the Shuttle cargo bay to house an
orbiting laboratory. Although Shuttle flights would be of short duration,
Research and Applications Modules (RAM), as they were now called, might
provide opportunity for space science investigations in the years before a Space
Station. NASA envisioned short-duration Shuttle flights, or sortie missions,
employing RAMs for experimental work in astronomy, materials science, and
manufacturing in space.
The Agency expected to develop manufacturing techniques for projects in crystal
growth, metallurgical and glass processes, biological preparations, and physi
cal and chemical processes in fluids. The Shuttle could accommodate a variety
of payloads, but increasingly NASA began to focus on a pressurized payload
carrier called the sortie can, which Headquarters considered "the least expen
8
sive and simplest member of the family of research and applications modules."
In September 1971, Headquarters asked Marshall to conduct a design study of
the Sortie Can. NASA envisioned the Sortie Can as a bare-bones pressurized
module, and as a possible candidate for in-house development and manufac
ture. The Sortie Can would be suitable for short-duration missions of five to
seven days, and could be extended from the Shuttle bay to enhance viewing
capabilities for astronomy or Earth observations. Headquarters suggested Ames
Research Center's high altitude test program as a model. Ames had used a con
verted Convair 990 for a variety of experiments, short lead-time between selec
tion and flight, and an opportunity for investigators to assume direct
9
responsibility for their experiments-all goals for the Sortie Can. Marshall's
assignment was comprehensive: the Center would have to design the module
and develop plans for manufacture, test and inspection, and funding. At the
time, NASA conceived Sortie Lab as an in-house project since the Agency
could not expect additional funds for the coming fiscal year. 10 A small in-house
team in the Preliminary Design Office worked from September 1971 to January 1972,
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when it recommended that the Sortie Can should be a cylinder 15 feet in diam
eter and 25 feet long. The study had substantial impact on the evolution of
Spacelab design-it was "perhaps the most important" of the early studies,
according to Douglas Lord, NASA's Spacelab director in Washington. 11
By late 1971 the Program Development strategy for Marshall to move into
manned science payloads began to bear fruit. The Sortie Can was but one of
several payload studies assigned to the Center, and when NASA divided the
$10.5 million allocated for experiment definition, nearly $7 million went to
Huntsville. During the next several months, the Center conducted payload studies
of many possible Shuttle cargoes, including the Sortie Can and other more
complex RAMs, the High Energy Astronomical Observatory (HEAO), and an
orbit-to-orbit vehicle called the Space Tug. Marshall moved into the forefront
of NASA payload planning, conducting in-house studies while contractors
worked on parallel investigations. 12 The Center's Sortie Can studies examined
ways to use off-the-shelf laboratory equipment and investigated guidelines for
temperature, acoustic, and pressure environments. 13
Since NASA traditionally assigned development responsibility to the Center
that managed definition studies, the payload studies carried with them the po
tential for substantial prolonged projects. With so much at stake, other Centers
vied for a share, and Marshall once again found itself competing with Houston.
Internal rivalries became endemic during the era of scarce resources that char
acterized NASA's post-Apollo years. Intercenter disputes were intense during
the program definition phase when the Agency divided responsibilities; work
ing relationships improved after Headquarters assigned tasks. But even after
Headquarters divided the pie, competition continued in areas where responsi
bility was not clearly defined.
"I am sure that MSC will not be happy about their portion," Program Develop
ment Director James T. Murphy told Center Director Eberhard Rees after learn
ing of Marshall's allocation for payload studies. 14 Similarly Rees worried that
Houston might capitalize on its position as Shuttle Lead Center to seize other
Shuttle-related programs. Coincident with early Space Station studies, Marshall
developed a Concept Verification Test (CVT) project designed to use simula
tors to evaluate space activities proposed during station definition studies. 15
Rees worried his Space Station team was missing an opportunity to use CVT to
support early Shuttle payloads. "If we don't change this attitude drastically," he
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cautioned, "we will find ourselves pretty soon out in the cold and MSC does
the Sortie Can." 16
Early in 1972, Headquarters directed Marshall to prepare for the Sortie Can
definition phase, acknowledging the Center's work on the Sortie Can, RAM,
and concept verification as "the hard core of our manned payload opportunities
utilizing the Shuttle." 17 In April the Center established a Sortie Can Task Team
18
headed by Fred Vruels of Program Development.
A hazily defined area that opened an arena for Center rivalry was the question
of which Center should work with customers who wanted to fly experiments
on the Shuttle. With Marshall assuming responsibility for payloads and pay
load carriers, and Houston serving as Lead Center for the Shuttle orbiter, some
one had to satisfy user demands and minimize impact on the Shuttle. Rees,
following the strategy of always keeping the Center between the Shuttle and
experimenters, suggested that since Marshall already had contact with the user
community, it should coordinate. Users would "see" the Sortie Can or the tug,
not the orbiter. MSC Director Chris Kraft countered that "the Shuttle/payloads
interface is fundamental to the Shuttle development task," and insisted that
Houston should reconcile user requests through an MSC Payloads Coordina
tion Office. 19
"Houston at that time seemed to want to control every interface with the Shuttle,"
recalled Lucas. "Ultimately it came out to be the logical thing that if Marshall's
going to control the Spacelab, they need to control the people directly and then
meet the interface with the Shuttle. You don't need to speak to someone in
Houston to speak to your customer.... The logic is that as long as the Spacelab
meets the established interface with the Shuttle, then why should the people
responsible for Spacelab go through Shuttle management to get to Spacelab?
20
That's the way it turned out to be. I like to think logic prevailed."
The disagreement over user coordination was typical of the intercenter
disputes that arose as Marshall diversified. The Center guarded its flanks to
prevent other Centers from closing potential avenues of expansion. When MSC
opposed initiation of a Shuttle Payload Data Bank study that would have
enhanced Marshall's interface with Shuttle payload customers, Murphy acknowl
edged that "the objections to this study stem from the fact that MSFC has been
posturing itself to play a key role in the Shuttle payloads business, and other
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Centers are viewing MSFC's growing payload activities with some concern." 21
Rees also worried that Houston might encroach on Marshall's other emerging
specializations. "I have been having a certain feeling for quite some time that
MSC wants to wedge themselves into the Shuttle Payload business," he told his
technical deputy, Lucas, in the fall of 1972. Rees believed that Houston would
"try anything to get on the Payload and Tug Bandwagon," and cautioned that
"we should be constantly aware of this tendency of MSC and fight it wherever
we can." 22
International Partnership

NASA had since its inception wanted international partners, an imperative that
became more pressing after the 1969 Space Task Group included such a recom
mendation in its report. 23 NASA's tight budget made international participation
more attractive. European interest in a cooperative venture also increased in the
early 1970s. The European Launch Development Organization (ELDO) and
the European Space Research Organization (ESRO)-already engaged in ne
gotiations that would lead to the formation of an all-encompassing European
Space Agency (ESA) in 1975-both explored the possibility of a joint venture
with the Americans. By 1971, when it became clear that NASA's next major
project would be the Shuttle, Europe's options narrowed to development of a
specific part of the Shuttle (such as the payload doors), the Space Tug, or the
Sortie Can. 24
The European consortium spent $20 million on studies of the three alterna
tives, and in the process began working with Marshall. 25 During 1971 and 1972,
ELDO conducted design studies of the tug under Marshall supervision. By
February 1972, ELDO informed Marshall representatives that the Europeans
were very interested in developing the Tug. 26
Space Tug was "a natural" for Marshall, Lucas recalled, since it entailed a pro
pulsion system and a Shuttle interface. In addition to its work with ELDO, the
Center monitored Tug studies by American contractors McDonnell Douglas
and North American Rockwell. Other NASA Centers and the Department of
Defense helped develop design and interface requirements. 27
Department of Defense participation doomed the hope that Space Tug might be
an international program even before budget pressure forced NASA to
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abandon the concept. In June 1972 the Agency decided that the Europeans would
not develop the Tug. "There was no way that was going to happen, not from
NASA's standpoint but from the military's standpoint," explained Lucas. "That
Tug was to serve both NASA's interest and the military's payload interests. The
military certainly would not have been willing to have a foreign entity that they
had no control over to be in the loop as far as their payloads were concerned." 28
NASA also decided not to accept European participation in the development of
the Shuttle. One assessment suggested that the Europeans lacked the organiza
tion, experience, knowledge, and laboratory depth needed to make much of a
contribution to the Shuttle. 29 The Agency worried about dependence on foreign
sources for critical items, and feared that it would lose more than it could gain. 30
The only alternative remaining for international participation was the Sortie
Can, which Lucas said went to the Europeans as "sort of a consolation prize." 31
The Sortie Can required less advanced technology, and if it lagged in schedule
or ran over budget, it would not affect the Shuttle. 32
The Europeans hesitated to participate in development of the Sortie Can,
however-and for good reason. Many Europeans questioned whether they had
much to gain with Sortie Lab. Douglas Lord, who as director of NASA's Space
Station Task Force negotiated with ESRO regarding participation on the Sortie
Can, acknowledged NASA's advantages. "We are dealing with a potential sup
plier who is seriously considering investing $250 million of his own funds in
the development of a spacecraft to be used primarily by the U.S.," Lord told
Marshall. "This is not a typical joint venture since the direct benefits are heavily
in our direction." 33
NASA pressed the Europeans for a decision by September 1972, requesting a
"start-to-completion" agreement. 34 The Europeans were not in a strong posi
tion to bargain, and would later admit that in 1972 they lacked confidence in
their capabilities and believed they needed American assistance to establish
their own manned program. Political scientist John Logsdon concluded that at
least some of the Europeans were "willing to pursue cooperation on almost any
terms, no matter how one-sided." 35 The Europeans could not be pushed into a
hasty accord, however, and deliberations dragged past NASA's September target.
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While the Agency conducted negotiations with the Europeans, Marshall con
tinued its in-house definition studies of the research and applications carrier,
which now bore the more elegant name "Sortie Lab." Lee succeeded Jack Trott
as Phase B director of the Marshall task team. "I had a small staff of people in
PD [Program Deployment], and then I drew on the whole of the engineering
capability of the Center to put down the details of the design," Lee remem
bered. The in-house work preserved NASA's options in case the Europeans
decided not to join. "We were pretty far along on the completion of that Phase
B," Lee explained, "so that we could either try to build it in-house or go to
contracting out."36
Center management followed the European negotiations with interest, since
Headquarters told them that Marshall should expect a substantial role if the
Europeans decided to participate. Rees told Program Development to begin
planning Marshall's managerial approach if the Europeans accepted, since
project management would be "somewhat different from our usual Phase C/D
project management with American contractors." 37
Marshall's role in the development of the Sortie Lab could not be defined until
the Europeans decided whether to participate. The logjam began to break late
in 1972 when the Europeans approved involvement by ESRO member states.
At a European Space Conference in November, ministers removed obstacles
blocking member nations from contributing to Phase B studies and endorsed
formation of a single European space organization to supersede ESRO and
ELD0. 38 In January ESRO voted to work on the lab. During the next four months,
representatives of ESRO and NASA worked out the details that led to a Memo
randum of Understanding. The Europeans agreed to develop a pressurized
manned laboratory and an unpressurized instrument platform, or pallet. ESRO
accepted responsibility for the "definition, design, development, manufactur
ing, qualification, acceptance testing and delivery" of an engineering model
and a flight unit to NASA. They also agreed to provide ground support equip
ment and engineering support through the first two flights. ESRO agreed to
deliver the flight unit one year before the first Shuttle flight, then scheduled for
1979. NASA would operate the lab and purchase additional units from the Eu
ropeans if needed, but the agreement did not guarantee additional purchases. 39
Marshall's role evolved during the international conferences leading to the for
mal agreement. Headquarters insisted on "strong centralized management and
coordination of all activities related to the Sortie Lab" under direction of an
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Agency-level Sortie Lab Task Force. NASA Associate Administrator Dale Myers
assured Rees that Marshall would be Lead Center, however, and directed the
Headquarters task force to develop a plan for the eventual transfer of authority
to a Marshall task team. 40
The Center laid the groundwork for its assumption of Lead Center responsibili
ties. The Center reviewed the European Phase A Sortie Lab studies, and con
sidered the results "reasonable." But reviewers lamented that the Europeans
lacked understanding of orbiter interfaces and space limitations, and applied
requirements so rigidly as to cause "extreme penalties on cost, weight, power,
and other design factors." Marshall's reviewers determined to "prevent a simi
lar happening during their Phase B."41
As in concurrent Shuttle development, cost became a major factor in Sortie
Lab planning. The Europeans insisted on an escape clause that would allow
them to back out if costs exceeded $300 million. 42 Lucas, technical deputy to
new Marshall Center Director Rocco Petrone, advised that the Sortie Lab would
have to be kept simple "to provide the greatest cost advantage," and directed
Program Development to "maintain this cost consideration as a primary design
driver."43
Selection of Marshall as Lead Center enabled the Center to resolve differences
with the Johnson Space Center (JSC) over management of Sortie Lab. Hunts
ville requested JSC assistance on its Phase B studies, and the two Centers di
vided other responsibilities in meetings in the spring of 1973. Marshall would
provide technical support to the Europeans related to the design and definition
of the lab; Houston would provide interfaces for the lab with the Shuttle and
direct overall safety, crew training and requirements, and mission operations. 44
Marshall's efforts to define its Lead Center responsibilities for Sortie Lab pro
voked renewed concern in NASA over the larger issue of payloads. Late in
1972 Headquarters directed that the long-delayed Shuttle System Payload Data
Study proceed, a decision that Marshall welcomed as "another step forward in
enhancing MSFC's Shuttle Payload activities." 45 Marshall's role in payload
management grew in the months that followed. Headquarters gave Marshall
responsibility to integrate NASA's payload requirements, but also established a
Payload Requirements Board staffed by representatives from Payload Program
offices. 46 Even these assignments left questions unanswered and lines of
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authority hazy. Deputy Administrator George Low worried that the "the ques
tion of how Shuttle payloads will be handled and assigned within NASA is so
important to the future of the Agency that it is not possible to address some of
the lesser goals and objectives until it is resolved." He directed establishment of
an Agencywide team under former Langley Deputy Director Charles J. Donlan
to examine the distribution of payload responsibilities. 47
By this time, however, Marshall's central role in payload development was well
established, and in fact NASA augmented the Center's responsibilities a week
after commissioning the Donlan study. Not only was Marshall to continue its
current studies, but it would update the Shuttle payload model, conduct pay
load and mission planning, and develop payload accommodations for the Shuttle,
Sortie Lab, and Tug based on comments from users. 48 Marshall's payload
duties remained undiminished when the Donlan group submitted its report the
following spring. 49
Months of international negotiations culminated on September 24 in a formal
ceremony in Washington when NASA Administrator James C. Fletcher and
Dr. Alexander Hocker, Director General of ESRO, signed a Memorandum of
Understanding. The accord established a Joint Spacelab Working Group
(JSLWG)-soon dubbed "Jizzlewig""-to coordinate NASA and ESRO. With
American and European program heads serving as co-chairs, the group could
resolve technical and managerial issues, exchange information, and identify
potential problems. Finally, Fletcher announced that the Sortie Lab would now
be called "Spacelab," the name preferred by the Europeans. 5°

Building Spacelab
With the formalities of an international accord complete, Marshall assumed its
role as Lead Center. The Center changed its internal management of Spacelab,
moving it out of Program Development to a new Spacelab Program Office in
December with Lee as manager. 5 1 Lee's first major task was to represent NASA
during the European competition to select a prime contractor for Spacelab Phase
C/D design and development. ESRO tried to achieve equity on its projects by
seeking geographic distribution of contracts based on the financial participa
tion of its member states. In the case of Spacelab, West Germany's 54.1
percent contribution placed it far ahead of second place Italy's 18-percent par
ticipation, virtually assuring that the prime contractor would be a German
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company. The leading contenders were two consortia: Messerschmitt
Bolkow-Blohm (MBB) of Munich, and ERNO of Bremen, a VFW-Fokker sub
sidiary. So close was the competition that the evaluation team refused to choose;
an adjudication committee selected ERNO based on its management, technical
concept, and design. 52
Before the contract could be awarded, a serious problem emerged. When NASA
Administrator Fletcher met with Dr. Hocker, he learned that both the MBB and
ERNO proposals were overweight and would undercut payload capability. When
Fletcher learned about the discrepancy, he insisted that the proposals were un
acceptable, and that differences would have to be resolved before proceeding.
Lee worried about holding the agreement together. "It is not black, but I have
no idea how bright it will be," he reported as he anticipated another round of
meetings. "We need to satisfy all parties concerned."53
Fletcher's reaction hit ESRO like a "bombshell," according to Lord. The new
trans-Atlantic partnership entered its first crisis. 54 The European press criti
cized NASA. Typical was a Dutch newspaper that complained that NASA's
action "took both ERNO and MBB completely by surprise." The paper blamed
NASA for rejecting the design proposals "on the very moment that the Dutch
space organization ESRO/ESTEC in Noordwijk wanted to place a contract with
the European industry." 55 Lee helped to diffuse the tension, meeting with his
counterpart Heinz Stoewer and ESRO Director General Roy Gibson and en
couraging them to explain that the weight issue reflected a joint NASA/ESRO
concern. Stoewer concurred, but ESRO insisted that the problem was less seri
ous than NASA claimed, surely not so critical as to invalidate the award to
ERN0. 56
John F. Yardley, the new NASA associate administrator for Manned Space Flight,
flew to Europe to help resolve the dispute. NASA and ESRO agreed to reduce
weight and to develop different categories so that weights could vary from mis
sion to mission. Fletcher and Hocker agreed that the issue was not so weighty
as to force abandonment of the selection of ERNO as prime contractor. On
5 June, ESRO awarded the Bremen consortium a six-year, $226 million
contract. 57
The weight controversy demonstrated the fragility of NASA's relationship
with the Europeans. In a legal sense, NASA and ESRO were partners; state
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agreements sanctioned the Memorandum of Understanding, and diplomats on
both sides of the Atlantic celebrated the Spacelab agreement as symbolic of an
international partnership. "It was very much, by necessity, a partnership rela
tionship," Lucas insisted. "Europeans were very sensitive about that. They were
supplying most of the money so you couldn't think of it as a contractor."
But in many ways NASA-and Marshall as Lead Center-found themselves
acting as if ESRO was a contractor. Lucas acknowledged the dual nature of
Marshall's position, explaining that the Center had to "act like we had a con
tractor but not let them know that. In other words, we had to give them a lot of
guidance, but we had to do it in a discrete way rather than like you would work
with a contractor here. . . . It's just much less direct than the contract
relationship. " 58
Lee, who bore the major responsibility for Marshall's contact with the Europe
ans, told Lucas in 1978 that ESA "resents being treated like a contractor."59 Lee
understood ESA's concern, and years later he explained that the Europeans
"made it very clear that ESA was not a contractor of NASA. We honored that.
It was difficult sometimes because I found myself being the judge on the impo
sition of certain requirements." Lee tried to avoid dictating NASA specifica
tions and requiring ESRO to impose them on the contractor; he sought instead
to give basic requirements, inform Stoewer of the criteria that would be used to
judge "whether what we were going to fly was acceptable," and allow ESRO to
make major development decisions about how to proceed. Lee's approach
applied what would later be called performance specifications. "I saw it better
to let them have the flexibility of working against performance specification,"
he explained, "instead of me having to have to follow along with all the
detailed specs."60
The weight controversy, although resolved amicably, exposed the potential for
problems in this unusual relationship. And after resolution, anticipating a joint
NASA and ESRO discipline-by-discipline review to ensure that ERNO's pro
posal matched the requirements stipulated by the NASA-ESRO agreement,
Lee commented that the review would "allow a more thorough penetration on
our part."61 It was the language of a contracting officer, and although Lee did
not specify whether he meant penetration of the partner or the partner's con
tractor, it was clear that the relationship was indeed unconventional.
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The multinational character ofESRO also complicated relations with the Euro
peans. "Not only were we dealing with a different culture, but we were dealing
with ten different cultures," Lucas recounted. 62 "Communication made it more
difficult," according to Lee. Problems were not only cultural, but institutional.
Lee believed that the program might have been completed sooner had it not
been for the difficulties in getting agreements between ESRO's member states.
"I suspect that we waited on them more than they waited on us," he said. Con
gress did not interfere with the relatively inexpensive Spacelab program, but
ESRO operated under "more of a parliamentary process so quite often we would
have to wait for a year. Ministers don't meet, and you don't call them together
to deal with it." 63
Selection of the prime contractor signified an important milestone. As the project
moved into development, Marshall's role and Lee's responsibilities changed.
"My role then became a little bit different. We weren't doing in-house design
any more," Lee recalled. "We were more focused on what we considered a
program function." Lord assumed NASA's Level 1 responsibilities at Head
quarters in Washington; Lee's duties as program manager placed him at Level
2. ESRO established its development Center at the European Space Technol
ogy Center (ESTEC) at Noordwijk in the Netherlands. Lee and Stoewer, his
European counterpart, met frequently and arranged for exchanges of informa
tion, means of monitoring progress, and program coordination. 64
Marshall's relations with Houston also tested its diplomatic skills. Lucas tried
for nine months to get Houston to assign an individual as "a single point of
contact with authority to represent JSC on all Spacelab technical and program
matic matters." At one point he became so exasperated with Houston's failure
to cooperate that he wrote on the margins of a note: "Don't want to call again.
Just file as areminderofhow JSC cooperates with us." 65 Finally JSC appointed
Glynn Lunney, who had been working on the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project. 66
The liaison with Houston was critical since the two Centers had to coordinate
interfaces for two projects, Shuttle and Spacelab, that were both in develop
ment; changes in one inevitably affected the other. "Spacelab ended up costing
quite a bit more than the Europeans originally thought, partially because the
Shuttle kept changing," according to Marshall's Stanley Reinartz. "And if you're
trying to do two things in parallel, it can run up the bill, particularly if you're
trying to do one thing in this country and one thing in another. " 67 Both
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programs had to learn how to adjust. "On the front end, you sort of had the
instinct that everything wasn't defined, but yet on the other hand you didn't
know what it all was until you got in and started handling it," Lunney recalled.
"The Marshall and ESA people would go back to the Spacelab project and get
definitive [data and] we would go back to the orbiter and Shuttle program."
Gradually a system evolved; by developing a series of interface control docu
ments (ICDs), Houston and Marshall were able to coordinate the simultaneous
development of the Shuttle and Spacelab. 68 With Lunney serving as liaison,
coordination between Houston and Marshall improved. 69 Center rivalry dimin
ished, James Kingsbury explained, as everyone in NASA worked hard "to show
one front to ESA." 70
Planning Spacelab Missions

While Marshall's program office coordinated Spacelab development, the
Center's payload activities became more focused. Marshall's payload studies
through the spring of 1974 concentrated on developing candidate payloads based
on research at the Center and proposals submitted by users. 71 The Donlan com
mittee report of April 1974 recommended establishing a Headquarters office
with supporting activities at Marshall for payload planning and at Houston for
flight planning and mission assignments. The committee also recommended
that the Marshall Center handle integration and payload flight control for mul
tipurpose Spacelab flights. Marshall would assemble and check out payloads
for early Spacelab flights, then relinquish this duty to KSC. JSC would be in
charge of Spacelab subsystems during flight as part of its Shuttle operations
management. 72
Marshall's Program Development office was at the Center of NASA's payload
planning activities, taking a leading role on panels examining payload profiles
for the first six Shuttle flights and for Spacelab. The Center chaired a NASA
committee charged with defining payload requirements in light of Shuttle and
Spacelab hardware design. Headquarters assigned Marshall responsibility for
planning the first Spacelab mission, and the Center continued to work on a
broader profile of the first 20 Shuttle missions. 73
To coordinate its payload activities Marshall established a Payload Planning
Office under Jean. 74 "O.C. Jean impressed me as a manager," remembered David
Jex, who worked for him. "One philosophy that he espoused that always stayed
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with me was it doesn't matter who gets the credit as long as the work gets
done." 75 In June 1975, Marshall shifted planning for the first Spacelab flight
from Program Development to Jean's office.
Headquarters assigned Marshall management of payloads for the first three
Spacelab missions, including responsibility to plan, develop, integrate and
operate the payloads.76 In one sense the assignment was a logical extension of
the Center's development of Spacelab, particularly since the first two missions
would verify Spacelab systems. NASA Chief Scientist John E. Naugle com
mented that "Introduction of another Center into the Shuttle/Spacelab/NASA/
ESA operation would have converted a very complex barely manageable prob
lem into a completely unmanageable one."77 But the assignment also signaled
the maturity of the Center's diversification into payloads, and gave Marshall
the opportunity to broaden its experience in space science and operations.
While the principal task of the first two missions was to evaluate Spacelab
systems, NASA believed there would be enough space, resources, and time
available to conduct additional space science experiments. Marshall intended
to incorporate several disciplines and experiments from European and Ameri
can investigators to demonstrate the range of Spacelab capabilities for research.
The Marshall Center's payload work opened scores of opportunities, but like
other diversification projects of the 1970s it also placed Marshall in competi
tion with other Centers. Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) worried that
Marshall's work in space science payloads might infringe on its specialties.
Johnson Space Center found reason for concern in Marshall's involvement in
operations, payload specialist selection and training, and life sciences.
Spacelab gave Marshall a chance to broaden the operations experience it ac
quired during Skylab, and although JSC preferred to manage all Shuttle-related
operations, it accepted a role for Marshall. Early Spacelab missions required a
dual structure for operations; JSC would have responsibility for the orbiter,
Marshall for Spacelab payloads. Marshall's mission management team would
work out of a Payload Operations Control Center (POCC) located in Building
30 at JSC, while orbiter operations would be conducted from Houston's Mis
sion Control. In the POCC, Marshall's team could work side by side with ESA
representatives and principal investigators whose experiments were aboard the
orbiting laboratory. 78
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Although Houston accepted a Marshall role in operations, it was less concilia
tory in relinquishing its monopoly over astronauts. Spacelab introduced a new
category of astronauts, the payload specialists. Their selection process was dif
ferent from that of traditional astronauts, and therein lay the basis for Houston's
objections. An Investigators Working Group (IWG) comprised of the principal
investigator (or chief scientist) for each experiment on the mission selected
scientists or engineers as payload specialists. Not only would Marshall have
influence in the selection process by virtue of its role in payload integration,
but the Center would provide mission-specific training in Marshall's Payload
Crew Training Complex (PCTC), thereby infringing on Houston territory (of
astronaut training). 79 Houston Center Director Kraft objected vigorously to this
process, arguing that Spacelab payload specialists ought to be "selected from
the present corps of mission specialists residing in Houston" since they were
suited by training, experience, and involvement in Spacelab design and
development. 80
Kraft's proposal made no headway against an approach already accepted by
Headquarters, and Marshall relished its victory. "Dr. Kraft is going to fight the
payload specialist philosophy that NASA has developed and we are imple
menting on Missions 1, 2, and 3," Jean informed Lucas. "His whole supremacy
collapses if a non-JSC man flies in space. I believe we have the whip and can
do the driving." 81
More important was Marshall's expansion of its involvement in space science.
Marshall and its predecessor organization, the Army Ballistic Missile Agency
(ABMA), had long worked with outside scientists, but Spacelab
offered the Center opportunity to expand this activity. In planning for Spacelab
1, for example, the Center selected experiments in 1976, and the following year
brought all chosen principal investigators to Marshall to form the Investigators
Working Group. 82 Spacelab also afforded a chance for Marshall to develop its
own experiments and to attract scientists to work at the Center.
When Marshall began developing payloads in life sciences, eyebrows raised at
JSC and Ames. Marshall had begun investigations in life sciences as part of its
early payload studies, but the other Centers saw this as their prerogative, and
Marshall "got our arms broken," in the words of the Marshall Center's John
Hilchey. Marshall found ways to remain active in life sciences nonetheless,
concentrating on non-human subjects and accommodating Ames and JSC
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experiments in ways that enabled Center Director Lucas to justify the Center's
work to Headquarters. Hilchey remembered that "Lucas would say to Herm
Gierow, 'Hey Herm, how's that life science's program going?' The standard
answer was, 'Dr. Lucas, we don't have a life sciences program; we have a pay
loads program of Space Station accommodations for payloads; and that's what
we're doing, and life sciences is just one of the disciplines we deal with.' Lucas
would just grin at him." 83
A Troubled Partnership

More troubling than Center rivalry were emerging problems with ESA, for
NASA was becoming more concerned about the performance of its European
partner. The peculiar relationship between NASA and ESA led to unexpected
difficulties. Marshall often learned of emerging problems before NASA Head
quarters through on-site visits. In one such report-on the Spacelab thermal
control systems in 1975-the Center learned how internal communications de
ficiencies, poor systems integration, customary exclusion of working level people
from meetings, lack of experience, and limited facilities caused delays. Sub
contractor Aeritalia, for example, had come to rely on McDonnell Douglas
engineers, and had to replace them with Italian engineers, none of whom had
spacecraft experience. Marshall's Kingsbury worried that similar shortcom
ings were "widespread in all subsystems." 84
Such difficulties had serious implications, leading to delays, misunderstand
ings, and uncertainties. It was difficult to implement changes, in part because
ESA's contractors operated under the assumption that systems were defined at
the time of the proposal, and that they were to "design to cost." Unless con
tracts were completely definitive, contractors disclaimed responsibility. ESA
thus found itself in the unusual position of having to persuade its contractors to
make changes. Contractors, operating under fixed price contracts and working
with limited engineering manpower, were seldom receptive. 85
Although many of ESA's problems were the sorts of difficulties that customar
ily occur in large development programs, the Europeans became increasingly
sensitive to NASA supervision. "The Europeans are a proud group. They didn't
want us telling them how to do something," explained Kingsbury, whose con
tact with Spacelab came because of his position as head of Marshall's Science
and Engineering Directorate. "When we would go and say to them, 'What you're
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doing isn't going to work,' they would say, 'Thank you very much,' and do it
anyway. Then they would never tell us it didn't work. The next thing we knew
they'd changed to something else. Of course we knew what happened to it. We
had to get them around to a system that would work and that we could live with
by trying not to offend them by telling them what they were doing was crazy.
Engineers are not by their very nature very tactful people usually. We had some
people who tried very, very hard to be tactful. We had some who couldn't stand
it any more and lost all tact." 86
In part problems arose because of the number of people working on Spacelab
for each Agency. Marshall had 180 of its own people and 115 support contrac
tor employees assigned to Spacelab in FY 1975. 87 Lee assigned 6 percent of
them to monitoring ESRO, and 14 percent to assisting ESRO. The other 80
percent were divided equally between those assigned to systems engineering
and the development of NASA-provided software and equipment, and those
engaged in operations planning and experiment integration. In contrast, ESRO
had only 80 people assigned to Spacelab, and Headquarters worried that either
Marshall had too many on the project or ESRO had too few. Lee defended his
manpower as the minimum required and expected to increase by about one
third over the next two years. 88 Some NASA administrators worried about the
imbalance, and particularly about assigning too many NASA personnel to posts
in Europe. "This approach might even be ... harmful if it appears that NASA is
'taking over' the program," suggested one internal NASA assessment. 89 On the
other hand, NASA's concern about the sensitivities of its European partner
obscured a basic issue; as Marshall's Lowell Zoller, who was on duty in
Europe, suggested, "ESA is facing about a 40 percent increase in manpower
requirements to get the job done." 90
NASA knew of European sensitivity to excessive penetration, but the Agency
believed that ESA needed both managerial and technical advice. NASA ap
proached ESA General Director Roy Gibson, criticizing project management
and offering a "combined technical/management advisory package." Gibson
admitted problems, but said he "would prefer by far not to accept an offer of
NASA advisory support" below the program management leveP' The two agen
cies negotiated an arrangement under which 12 NASA technical experts and
3 management advisers took assignments at ESTEC and ERNO. Although the
Americans initially wanted a dual reporting system in which its experts would
be responsible to both ESA and NASA chains of command, they agreed to an
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arrangement in which the individuals would be integrated into ESA's organiza
92
tion and have no responsibility for implementing NASA's requirements.
ESA had its own reasons for dissatisfaction. As time passed, it became clear
that Europe was going to get less than expected from Spacelab. Although the
1972 Memorandum of Understanding required delivery of only one Spacelab,
the Europeans had anticipated selling NASA perhaps as many as four addi
tional units. After all, NASA's 1973 plan for Shuttle utilization required six
Spacelabs (and seven orbiters), and as recently as December 1974, NASA had
projected flying as many as 25 Spacelab missions per year. A year and a half
later Shuttle development lagged, and it was apparent that there would not be
such high levels of use. Now NASA would commit only to one Spacelab with
an option on a second. Many Europeans believed that too much money was
going to Spacelab. As ESA's budget declined, less money was available for
European utilization after completion, and there seemed to be little ESA could
do to prevent the initiative from slipping to the Americans. 93
By the summer of 1976, it was clear that the Spacelab program was in trouble.
So concerned was NASA about both schedule slippage and ultimate perfor
mance capabilities of the European program that it took steps to initiate studies
at Marshall and JSC for ways to back up ESA's work. 94
Although the Europeans were reluctant to acknowledge the depth of their diffi
culties, Marshall representatives in Europe observed serious shortcomings. Zoller
noticed "striking similarities" between the difficulties Marshall had experienced
with the Shuttle main engine a few years earlier and the Spacelab problems.
"Neither ESA or ERNO have very efficient management systems," he observed,
"and the top management on both sides spends an inordinate amount of time
fighting over fee and image." He worried that ERNO management was "con
centrated at the top," and that ESA was "basically a one-man show," leaving
inexperienced subordinates like Stoewer so cautious that they would postpone
"sticky" issues until after key reviews. Another sign of excessive caution was a
tendency to overdesign rather than analyze requirements that were peculiar to
certain payloads or missions. Zoller nonetheless believed that both ESA and
contractor were competent, but that "the biggest detriment to the program is the
95
mistrust that is so evident among all the contractors and ESA."
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Spacelab began to experience the cost and schedule problems familiar to most
post-Apollo space programs. Zoller cautioned Marshall about the emerging
dilemma before the Europeans were willing to acknowledge it. "The technical
baseline is not clear, and therefore the schedule and cost are up in the air," he
warned. "Needless to say, ESA doesn't readily admit to the full implications of
the programmatic problems."96 By the end of the year, even ESA was ready to
address the crisis.
Costs were particularly problematic because of ESA's multinational funding
arrangements. ESA members participating in Spacelab understood the volatile
nature of funding Big Science projects, and had agreed to support a 20-percent
overrun. If costs exceeded 120 percent of initial support commitments, how
ever, member states would be allowed to withdraw. As early as February 1975,
ESRO began suggesting delays, descoping, or split deliveries after its contrac
tor submitted funding requests in excess of the Agency's budget. 97 By Novem
ber 1976, ESA's cost projections had already exceeded 100 percent. "We have
always been very much afraid of being forced to exceed the 120 percent,"
reported Michel Bignier, who was soon to take Stoewer's place as Lee's ESA
counterpart. Bignier also lamented that "a certain number of systems are now
behind schedule and ... it will be difficult to catch up completely." He
suggested simplifications that might reduce delays and costs. 98
The problems plaguing Spacelab strained the international partnership. NASA
believed it had no alternative but to apply pressure. ESA, perturbed by its lim
ited ability to compel changes from its contractors, fearful that budget overruns
might lead to withdrawal of member states, and disappointed by diminishing
returns from its large investment, reluctantly succumbed. By the mid-1970s,
the NASA-ESA relationship was at best an unequal partnership. R.N. Lindley,
one of NASA's representatives in Paris at the time, observed that "Far too many
people, on both sides of the Atlantic (and I have been one of them) have looked
upon this relationship as one which places ESA almost into the role of a con
tractor to NASA (with a no-cost plus no-fee contract)."99
Cost reductions and schedule adjustments dominated meetings in the months
that followed. ESA proposed a "comprehensive overhaul of the management of
the project" and a "descoping." 100 The Europeans suggested revisions in the
schedule of equipment to be delivered, including the deletion of some equip
ment requirements, and offered to replace key personnel. They agreed to
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appoint a task force to review contractor management, and to include NASA
representation. 101 Bignier took over as Program Director for Spacelab, and he
conceded the need for "very tough Program Management, which is not exactly
the image presented by Heinz Stoewer." 102
Technical Challenges

Development of Spacelab continued while the Europeans and Americans
established management for the program. The basic configuration was now set.
Spacelab would have two elements: a pressurized chamber in which scientists
could work in a shirt-sleeve environment, and an unpressurized pallet, or plat
form, for instruments requiring direct exposure to space. Modular design
allowed for flexibility. The habitation module would have two segments-a
core segment and an experiment segment. The core segment would contain
basic support equipment and several cubic yards of experiment racks; the
experiment segment would be devoted entirely to experiments. Up to five
U-shaped pallet modules could be added, allowing for a variety of arrange
ments depending on the mission. When pallets would be flown without the
core segment, supporting equipment would be protected in a small pressurized
temperature-controlled chamber called an "igloo." Experimenters could also
arrange modular experiment racks to suit a particular flight, and integrating
experiments for the early flights would be Marshall's responsibility.
As Lead Center, Marshall had duties in addition to its supervision of the Spacelab
module development. In order to ensure proper weight distribution aboard
Shuttle, Spacelab would nest toward the rear of the orbiter's cargo bay, so
Marshall would have to devise a crew tunnel from the orbiter flight deck to the
laboratory. Much of the program's complexity centered around Spacelab's sub
systems, which included structure, environmental control, electrical power,
command and data management, and payload support equipment. 103 In addi
tion to monitoring these subsystems, Marshall also bore responsibility for de
velopment of an instrument to provide precise alignment of experiment
instruments.
Of the technical challenges involved in Spacelab development, the instrument
pointing system (IPS) posed the most obstacles. Solar physics and astronomy
experiments required a system that could align large instruments with pinpoint
accuracy and stabilize them for long periods. It was "new and different and
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proposed requirements that we hadn't done before," Lee recalled in describing
the IPS as the "most difficult" of all Spacelab projects. 104 Indeed the IPS was
extraordinarily complex, requiring drive motor systems for movement in three
axes, mechanisms to secure the gimbals for loading and unloading experiments,
an optical sensing system for alignment in relation to stars and the Sun, a sys
tem for directional control and stabilization, support structures, a clamping sys
tem to secure the delicate instrument during ascent, and a means of temperature
control-all of which had to ensure precise accuracy and stability. Lord con
curred with Lee that "in terms of technical complexity, organizational respon
sibilities, schedule difficulties, and cost escalation," the IPS was the most
challenging part of Spacelab. 105
Perhaps no Spacelab subsystem demonstrates as well as IPS how Marshall car
ried out its Lead Center responsibilities, since the Center's presence was appar
ent throughout development of that system. Marshall's previous experience with
the Apollo Telescope Mount and Sky lab gave the Center unmatched experience
in instrument pointing systems for manned space flight, and the Europeans
turned first to Marshall for guidance. 106
ESRO, its hands tied by tight budgets, proceeded with a single development
approach, an imaginative concept called the inside-out gimbal that differed from
conventional ring gimbals. That same principle had been used for gyro
stabilized platforms on recent rockets, such as the Saturn V, in contrast to older
systems that used ring gimbals. Marshall had no objections to the method, but
its approach differed from that of the Europeans. ESRO sought to satisfy the
requirements set forth in the Spacelab Memorandum of Understanding and its
requirements document, while Marshall wanted to satisfy the broader demands
of experimenters. By early 1975 Lee worried that "no one IPS design will sat
isfy all the users' pointing requirements." 107 Lord conceded that "it was very
difficult to get designers to agree on a statement of specifications." 108
Marshall launched a "total effort" on the IPS, monitoring ESRO progress, brief
ing customers on IPS capabilities and limitations, and examining alternative
approaches for a small IPS under study at Marshall and Goddard. Finally ESA,
hemmed in by rising costs, suggested less restrictive specifications, and then
abandoned the inside-out gimbal approach altogether in favor of a less expen
sive alternative. Marshall developed simulations to test the new ESA propos
als, and in March 1976 NASA concurred with the Marshall recommendation to
proceed to Phase C/D development in spite of the resulting schedule slippage. 109
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NASA hoped to have IPS ready for the second Spacelab mission, but develop
ment through the end of the decade was plagued by continuing cost, schedule,
and technological problems that prompted contention between NASA and its
European partner. NASA maintained that ESA was failing to provide adequate
documentation, and ESA complained that NASA was continuing to develop
competitive IPS systems. In 1977 ESA suggested removing the system from its
Spacelab program in order to find another means of development. 110 ESA frus
tration boiled over in 1978, when member states refused to approve additional
funding for IPS.m Increased load requirements rendered earlier specifications
insufficient, and forced IPS contractor Dornier to make modifications and slip
the schedule. Both ESA and NASA complained of a lack of cooperation from
Dornier, and suspicions rose that the company was trying to use legitimate
redesign demands resulting from load changes to hide other problems. 112
Reviews conducted by ESA and Marshall in 1979 and 1980 raised questions as
to whether the IPS as currently designed would meet requirements. Technical,
management, and safety concerns dominated review reports. In April 1981
Dornier submitted a proposal for a redesigned IPS, and NASA accepted the
proposal in July. ESA restructured its IPS contract, and Marshall assigned Gene
Compton as a full-time liaison at Dornier. Although the redesigned IPS also
encountered development difficulties, they were less onerous than those of the
late 1970s. ESA delivered the first flight unit in November 1984, and delays
elsewhere in the Shuttle program made it possible for the IPS to fly on Spacelab
2 as originally intended. 113
Challenging as they were, the technical problems posed by the instrument point
ing system were restricted to a single subsystem, and development of other
subsystems and the Spacelab modules proceeded apace. In March 1977 Marshall
awarded a systems analysis and integration contract to McDonnell Douglas
Technical Services Company (MDTSC). The most significant Spacelab con
tract to go to an American company, it called for systems engineering, experi
ment integration, software development, and the design, development and
fabrication of most of the Spacelab hardware under Marshall's purview,
including the crew transfer tunnel.
Marshall also continued its monitoring ofESA's progress in Spacelab develop
ment. Beginning in 1974, Marshall conducted a series of periodic reviews of all
major Spacelab subsystems. Reviews served first set baseline requirements,
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then monitored design modifications. At each step, these sessions helped to
bring both technical and managerial problems to the attention of Marshall and
NASA management, and to ensure that Spacelab-Shuttle interfaces were pro
tected. Marshall also participated in reviews conducted by ESA's contractors.
The most important step in the long review process was the Spacelab critical
design review (CDR), initiated by ESA and NASA in March 1978 and com
pleted in December. The CDR was particularly important for the Americans,
since it was their last opportunity to make major changes in Spacelab design. 114
Even after completion of the CDR, a final technical problem interrupted prepa
rations for the first Spacelab mission. Weight status reports early in 1979 indi
cated that each of the first three Spacelab missions exceeded acceptable criteria
as a result of orbiter-supplied equipment. ESA was near its weight limits, and
could not be expected to make adjustments, so NASA's Spacelab Program
Office suggested that upgrading landing capability was the most acceptable
solution, and that reduction in payload weight should be considered only as a
last resort. The issue demonstrated the importance of coordination between the
Spacelab and Shuttle programs, and also the fact that resolution of problems
required the cooperation of both Marshall's Spacelab and Payload Offices, as
well as representatives of Headquarters and the JSC Shuttle Office. Headquar
ters believed that manipulating landing capability would set a bad precedent,
and NASA found ways to absorb the difference for each mission without modi
fying the Spacelab module or significantly impacting payloads. 115

Recession and Realignment
Costs, schedule, and technical challenges continued to be the three problems
that defined Spacelab, but by the late 1970s the issue of money dominated.
Simply put, the European dilemma was that costs rose inexorably while ex
pected benefits dropped. Besieged by the oil crisis, the economies of the United
States and Western Europe declined during the late 1970s, and the space pro
grams of both were not immune to economic contraction.
ESA worried that design changes, additions to the program, development diffi
culties, and schedule slippage had increased "cost-to-completion" estimates to
the point that member states began to question whether the commitment to
Spacelab had been worthwhile. "Our biggest problem is cost," reported a
senior ESA official. 116
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Not only were Spacelab costs rising, but returns in terms of technology for
manned spaceflight, cooperative flights, and opportunities to support Spacelab
integration seemed to be crashing. Even worse for ESA, the operating cost per
mission-estimated at $60 million in 1979-meant that the returns from
Spacelab operations would likely be less than originally expected. ESA had
entered the program expecting that Spacelab would be less expensive to experi
menters, but by 1979 the estimated cost per mission had tripled. Meanwhile,
the Europeans had been counting on "follow-on procurement"-the sale of
additional Spacelabs and support equipment to NASA after the completion of
the initial program-as a means of recouping part of their investment. Now the
Americans seemed unlikely to buy more than required under the narrow terms
of the Memorandum ofUnderstanding. 117 Complicating the reduced likelihood
of follow-on procurement was an ESA concern that NASA and American con
tractors were violating the Memorandum of Understanding by duplicating
Spacelab equipment, producing their own versions of the instrument pointing
system and pallets. 118
NASA tried to accommodate ESA's concerns, but only to a point. The Agency
suggested that if ESA was not getting what it expected out of Spacelab, it might
be their own fault; officials expressed "amazement" that ESA was not "utiliz
ing Spacelab commensurate with their development investment." 119 NASA
agreed to "descoping," cutting back some of the originally agreed upon ancil
lary equipment. On matters unrelated to cost, NASA tried to meet the Europe
ans more than halfway, conceding to most ESA technology requests, encouraging
cooperative flight proposals, giving ESA the same data rights as U.S. Govern
ment civil agencies, and forming a joint Duplication Avoidance Working Group.
When money was at stake-and it was the root of most of ESA's problems
NASA was less forthcoming. The Carter years were lean for NASA, and the
Agency could ill afford to loosen its purse strings. Marshall even sought legal
opinion to ensure that NASA would not be compelled to purchase follow-on
equipment the Agency no longer desired. 120
Before NASA and ESA could resolve their differences, the European member
states had to decide how much money they were willing to commit to Spacelab.
Participating members already had pledged up to 120 percent of their original
commitment, and that money would last only until September 1979. After long
deliberations, only Italy refused to increase its contribution beyond the
120-percent level, and ESA agreed to present a proposal of 140 percent to the
Spacelab Program Board.
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By the end of the 1970s, with the first Spacelab flight still years in the future,
both Europeans and Americans had reason for disappointment with the part
nership. The new ESA funding arrangement left both parties dissatisfied. ESA
nations resented that they were going to have to pay far more than they ex
pected; NASA resented that ESA was unwilling to take risks normal to the
space business by honoring their commitment to bear responsibility for Spacelab
design through the first two flights. "The concern here is ESA's inability to
anticipate operational changes and fund for them," Lee told Lucas. "NASA has
essentially the same problem in planning for unforeseen changes." 121 Further
more, the initial agreement between the Europeans and NASA had no cost
ceiling. 122 Evaluating their Spacelab experience shortly after working out the
new funding relationship, ESA's Spacelab Programme Board concluded that
"At the present time, Spacelab is the only possible base from which Europe
could make significant progress and thus be able to play a role towards the end
of the 1980s." 123 Lucas admitted that this was "shaky" support. "The only thing
to drive the Board in the direction of support will be that there is no other
choice," he wrote. 124 Ultimately, ESA delivered two pressurized module as
semblies to NASA, the first under the original Memorandum of Understand
ing, and the second as part of follow-on procurement.
For Marshall, there was another reason for disappointment. One of the attrac
tive aspects of Spacelab was the opportunity to further diversify. But while
Marshall's Spacelab work gives indication of the success of the Center's diver
sification, NASA had no intention of making Marshall the Agency's sole
payload integration Center. The Center remained in a precarious position, and
Center administrators and the Huntsville community watched NASA decisions
for indications of Marshall's fate. Thus it was not surprising that when NASA
transferred some of Marshall's projects including important Spacelab work
(sending Spacelab sustaining engineering to KSC) and gave managerial
authority over six Spacelab missions to Goddard, alarms went off in Hunts
ville. Congressman Ronnie Flippo, who represented the Alabama Fifth District
(including Huntsville), alleged a trend of moving projects out of Marshall, and
asked NASA administrators if they had plans to backfill the losses. He ques
tioned the wisdom ofmoving Spacelab activities out ofHuntsville since Marshall
had developed both the expertise and the facilities to manage the program. 125
NASA's response was barely reassuring. Headquarters told Flippo that there
was no conscious effort to erode Marshall on a project-by-project basis. 126 John
Naugle insisted that it was reasonable to have JSC and Goddard involved in
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Spacelab mission management. "It is essential that there be Centers other than
MSFC involved," he insisted. "A monopoly by MSFC would seriously inhibit
the kind of innovation and competition that is required to develop Spacelab
into a cheap, effective research laboratory in space." 127
Budget problems continued to plague NASA in the early 1980s as the Agency
had to absorb reductions similar to those experienced by other federal organi
zations. Cuts in NASA's Space Science budget for Fiscal Year 1981 forced one
year schedule slips for Spacelabs 4, 5, and 6. 128 James C. Harrington, who had
succeeded Lord as the director of the Spacelab Program at Headquarters,
lamented the impact of these reductions: "Over the past four years the planned
SL-1launch date has slipped three years. Worse yet, over the past 13 months
we have slipped this milestone 17 months. Additionally, the manifest of SL
flights has been reduced from 4-5 flights per year to the current 2 flights per
year through 1986." 129
Harrington presented an insightful analysis of the impact of budget reductions
on Spacelab that by extension demonstrated the plight of all NASA programs
in hard times. Preparing the budget for Fiscal Year 1982, Headquarters first
slashed field Center Spacelab budget requests by 20 percent, then subtracted
another 8.5 percent before submitting the NASA budget request to the Office
of Management and Budget. Then the Reagan Administration amended its bud
get, reducing NASA's line by another $30 million. Harrington argued that NASA
had no alternative but to slip the schedule for early Spacelab missions, which
was costly in terms of user interest and support, ESA confidence, and overall
program costs. Delay never saved money; runout would add costs to maintain
program readiness, increase expenses for users or force them to abandon
experiments, and "will not aid in relieving our budget difficulties, but only
compound them." Although few in NASA would have disputed Harrington's
persuasive argument, the Agency had little choice but to implement cutbacks.
Harrington proved prescient.

The Early Missions
While Marshall's administrators worried about budgets and transferred projects,
technicians continued their preparations for the first three Spacelab missions.
In addition to checking out Spacelab systems, Marshall wanted to incorporate a
wide variety of experiments into the first two missions in order to demonstrate
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what the new spacecraft could do. The payload plan for the first mission was to
use experiments to demonstrate the capability to investigate a wide variety of
phenomena in a microgravity environment. Marshall's Harry Craft explained
that "the emphasis was on microgravity, life sciences, materials processing,
although we flew an array of experiments in just about every discipline."
Included were research on Earth's atmosphere, crystal growth, cloud micro
physics, observations to monitor Earth's surface for environmental quality and
for the development of remote sensing methods, investigations of ultraviolet
and infrared radiation, and life science experiments involving humans, animals,
plants, cells and tissues. The second mission also intended to be multidisciplinary,
emphasizing "astronomy, solar physics, and high energy astrophysics," accord
ing to Craft. Spacelab 3 would be the first mission dedicated entirely to appli
cations and science, and would emphasize processing in space. 130
The mission plan was indeed ambitious, and Houston's Kraft believed the sched
ule for Spacelab 1 was overly so. In Kraft's view, Marshall was "structuring the
7 -day first flight of Spacelab to
be as complex and ambitious as
Skylab." 131 Lucas insisted that
the wide variety of experiments
was important to maintain the
interest of potential users, and
that less than half of the experi
ments selected would place
moderate to heavy demands on
the crew. Most experiments re
quired no crew activity, or
merely the flipping of a
switch. 132 Reviews conducted at
Marshall and in Europe in the fall
of 1979, however, confirmed
Kraft's worries, and NASA sim
plified the first mission. 133 Bud
get problems also forced
reevaluation of the schedule for
early missions, and compelled Installation ofOSTA-1 in the orbiter
NASA to delay experiments. 134
Columbia before the second Shuttle
mission in November 1981.
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While administrators debated the budget, payload, and schedule, preparations
continued for the first mission. Two early Shuttle flights prior to the first Spacelab
mission served to validate Spacelab hardware. The OSTA-1 (for the Office of
Space and Terrestrial Applications) mission in November 1981 used an engi
neering model of the Spacelab pallet. The following March the OSS-1 (for the
Office of Space Science) used an engineering model of the pallet to mount
eight of its nine experiments. 135
Spacelab offered an opportunity to merge NASA's two primary activities, space
science and manned space flight. As one of the Agency's manned space flight
Centers, Marshall was under the umbrella of the Office of Manned Space Flight.
But post-Apollo diversification had established expertise in science at the Cen
ter that prepared it to lead a merging of the two ventures, and Marshall would
work closely with the Office of Space Science. "Manned spaceflight and sci
ence came together really for the first time in Skylab," explained Rick Chappell,
mission scientist for Spacelab 1 and later Marshall's director of science. "But
that was a one shot deal. It was with the Shuttle [that] we're going to take these
two major pieces of what NASA did, science and manned spaceflight, and merge
them." 136
Marshall conducted
training in a Space
lab mission simula
tor at the Center. "We
have a full scale
Spacelab pressurized
module and pallets
as a part of our
training capability,"
explained Ralph
Hoodless, a manager
for the development
of Spacelab. "We
configured that for
Spacelab I and II and
actually used that to
train hands-on." 137
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Marshall began assembling the hardware for Spacelab 1 at Kennedy Space Center
late in 1981. Equipment for experiments began arriving in October, and the
Spacelab module and pallet followed in December. In February 1982 Vice Presi
dent George Bush attended the unveiling of Spacelab, and NASA formally
accepted flight hardware for Spacelab 1 (SL-1).
Over the next several months, engineers tested components and began integrat
ing experiments. Marshall technicians installed the life sciences mini-lab and
its flight rack in the module in February, and in May began placing equipment
on the pallet. Integration of major assemblies, including a platform of 12 Euro
pean experiments, continued through the summer. In December the team moved
the pallet into position behind the module, and completed integration by
installing experiment racks in the module. Mission sequence tests during the
early months of 1983 culminated in July with remote operation of experiments
from the POCC in Houston. The orbiter Columbia arrived at Kennedy in
November 1982, and the integration team began modifications necessary to
place Spacelab in its cargo bay.
"The experiments were brought in by their various scientific teams," recalled
Mission Manager Craft. "We would let them check the experiment out initially
in an off-line capability and then we'd bring them into a room and just make
sure the instrument had met the transportation environment and still worked.
They would do some checkout and they'd tum it over to us." Then the Marshall
Kennedy team integrated the experiments "into a Spacelab rack if it was inside
the module or integrated onto a pallet if it was outside." 138
While preparations proceeded in Florida, all Spacelab systems and Shuttle
interfaces underwent reviews. The design certification review in January 1983
followed months of preparation during which Marshall and MDTSC reviewed
performance and design requirements and examined all Spacelab subsystems
in collaboration with representatives of ESA and ERNO; Headquarters lauded
the team's careful preparation and considered the session "exemplary." Other
reviews examined flight operations and all aspects of integration. 139
On 15 August 1983, technicians moved Spacelab to KSC's Orbiter Processing
Facility, and the next day placed the module and pallet in Columbia's cargo
bay. On 23 September Columbia moved to KSC's mammoth Vertical Assembly
Building, and five days later to the pad in preparation for a scheduled launch on
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30 September. Unfortunately a problem with the solid rocket booster nozzle
delayed the mission, soon rescheduled for 28 November.
The 28 November launch date of Spacelab 1 culminated years of preparation.
With Spacelab nestled in the cargo bay of the orbiter Columbia, Marshall rep
resentatives in Huntsville, Houston, and at the Cape took their stations to sup
port the mission. Experimenters huddled with the Marshall team in JSC's POCC,
where a large Marshall Center banner hung on the wall, signifying a Marshall
beachhead in what former Program Manager Douglas Lord called "intercenter
warfare." 140 The Huntsville Operations Support Center (HOSC) operated much
as it had during the Skylab mission, supplying technical advice. The composi
tion of the six-man crew-a commander, pilot, two mission specialists, and
two payload specialists-signaled the beginning of a new era in space science. 141
As the crew settled into its routine for the 10-day mission, Marshall's central
role soon became apparent to those monitoring the flight. The communications
call, "Marshall operations, this is Space lab 1," registered more often than calls
to JSC's mission control. The crew divided into two teams for 12-hour work
rotations, and by the end of the first day they had already initiated 25 experi
ments. Instrumentation problems slowed progress as the mission went on, but
NASA believed that the success of the crew in repairing balky equipment dem
onstrated the value of humans to space science. 142
The mission experiments required 40 instruments, 18 on the pallet, 19 in the
module, and 3 with components in both locations. In order to demonstrate
Spacelab's capabilities,
the crew conducted 72
experiments ranging
across five disciplines:
atmospheric physics
and Earth observations,
space plasma physics,
material sciences and
technology, astronomy
and solar physics, and
life sciences. 143
Mission Payload Operations.
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The variety of experiments aboard Spacelab 1 makes that mission a useful
measure of the range of activity that attracted Marshall scientists and mission
managers. Spacelab provided an exciting environment from which to study the
chemical composition of the atmosphere and the effect of Earth-based human
activity on the upper atmosphere. The Imaging Spectrometric Observatory (ISO)
could measure multiple constituents in a slice of Earth's atmosphere, and proved
its value by providing for the "first comprehensive spectral atlas of the upper
atmosphere." The Grille Spectrometer aboard Spacelab 1, designed to measure
constituents in the atmosphere between altitudes from 10 to 95 miles, found
methane (produced by biological decay and the burning of fossil fuels) at the
surprisingly high altitude of 30 miles above the surface of Earth. Two cameras
aboard Spacelab 1 recorded aerial photographs of Earth's surface in three days
that would have taken 10 years to accumulate using conventional methods,
providing data for agriculture, archaeology, and cartography. 144
Space plasma physics experiments studied the ionosphere, Earth's uppermost
atmospheric envelope which extends from 40 to 60 miles above Earth's sur
face. Using both passive and active instruments, Spacelab scientists examined
the behavior of the ionosphere's electrically charged gasses, or plasmas. Among
experiments employing active instruments, the Space Experiments with Par
ticle Accelerators (SEPAC) and the Phenomena Induced by Charged Particle
Beams (PICPAB) were ambitious attempts to inject particle beams into the
ionosphere to examine changes in electric and magnetic fields. In both cases,
passive instruments measured the effect of particle injection on theories of par
ticle acceleration. Among the surprising results of these experiments was the
discovery that neutral gas injections could quickly neutralize induced charges
on the spacecraft. 145
Because NASA hoped that the private sector might demonstrate interest in
manufacturing in space, experiments in materials processing aboard Spacelab
1 were particularly important. Crystal growth experiments have been among
the most successful on several Spacelab flights, and Spacelab 1 set the tone.
The mission demonstrated the practicality of reducing defects by growing crys
tals in microgravity. Crystal experiments in the Mirror Heating Facility demon
strated that certain defects in silicon crystals grown on Earth were not
gravity-induced, but rather were caused by surface tension. Other materials
processing experiments proved that microgravity was an ideal environment for
determining the diffusion coefficient of liquid metals-a measure of how
metals diffuse through each other. 146
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Spacelab 1 carried instruments to make observations in the ultraviolet and
X-radiation portions of the electromagnetic spectrum and contributed to knowl
edge of astronomy and solar physics. The Very Wide Field camera, which could
survey a 60-degree field of view, made 48 photographic images of 10 astro
nomical objects, and returned excellent images of stellar clouds in the ultravio
let range. The Far Ultraviolet Space Telescope (FAUST) experienced problems
with fogged film and overexposure, but scientists expected that equipment
modifications would yield promising results on future flights. Because the back
ground level of cosmic ray activity in space was lower than anticipated,
X-radiation data collection surpassed expectations; the astrophysics experiments
aboard Spacelab 1 included 200 hours of accumulated X-ray data. NASA and
ESA instruments designed to measure energy output of the Sun also yielded
promising results. 147
The scientist-astronauts aboard Spacelab 1 served as subjects for life science
experiments, several of which sought to evaluate the response of the human
vestibular system, vision, and reflexes to microgravity. The vestibular system,
which is located in the inner ear, controls balance and orientation. Experiments
found a relationship between balance and eye movements, and provided data
on the effect of head movements on motion sickness. These and other experi
ments helped evaluate the adjustment of the sensory motor system to
microgravity, the ability of people to estimate mass in space, and the effect of
micro gravity on muscle mass and blood. 148
The flow of data from Spacelab generated excitement on the ground even
before the Shuttle returned to Earth. By the time the mission ended when the
Shuttle landed at Edwards Air Force Base in California, Mission Manager Craft
could report that the mission had accumulated 20 million pictures and 2 trillion
bits of data. 149
The mission achieved most of its goals, and Samuel Keller, deputy associate
administrator for Space Science and Applications, deemed Spacelab "an un
qualified success." Chappell considered the flight a "very successful merger of
manned space flight and space science." The crew accomplished all systems
verification objectives, with only minor anomalies. Several months later,
Chappell and his ESA counterpart Karl Knott reported that the mission had
achieved 80 percent or more of its objectives in all but atmospheric physics and
Earth observations (which achieved 65 percent). Spacelab proved its viability
for research in all five disciplines investigated. 150
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In the months follow
ing the first Spacelab
mission , NASA re
aligned the Shuttle
payload schedule. Be
cause of changes in
Defense Department
Shuttle requirements,
redesign of the instru
ment pointing system
required for Spacelab
2, problems related to
the satellite tracking
system, and Shuttle
related delays, Head
quarters moved the
Spacelab 3 mission
ahead of Spacelab 2.

Spacelab 3 rack/floor installation at KSC in
May 1984.

Spacelab 3, NASA's first dedicated mission, concentrated on the acquisition of
scientific data with a focus on microgravity rather than a wide range of disci
plines. Again, Marshall provided management of mission development and
operation; J. W. Cremin served as mission manager, George H. Fichtl as mis
sion scientist. The mission, which flew in the orbiter Challenger from 29 April
to 6 May 1985, included experiments in materials science, life sciences, and
fluid mechanics, and carried out atmospheric and astronomical observations. A
Marshall ground control team managed the mission from JSC's POCC, and
scientists stationed in rooms adjacent to the POCC had opportunities to confer
directly with mission and payload specialists aboard Spacelab.
By maintaining a stable attitude for the six-day experimentation period, the
crew established an ideal setting for microgravity research and developed meth
ods "to provide the best low-gravity environment achievable from this system."
Materials science experiments focused on crystal growth, testing ways to grow
more homogeneous crystals by reducing the effect of gravity as a means to
produce crystals that might be used for applications such as Earth resources
surveys, medical diagnostics, and infrared astronomy. The fluid dynamics ex
periments were the first controlled experiments on free-floating drops, thus
providing an opportunity to test theoretical predictions without the acoustic
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forces that impact such experiments on Earth. Two monkeys and 24 rats
accompanied the crew into space to assist in life science experiments, and on
return to Earth the rats demonstrated loss of muscle, bone loss mass, and other
data that researchers said "may well be the most significant contribution on
biological systems in space ever gained from a single mission."
The mission's atmospheric observations gathered more data on trace elements
in the upper atmosphere. Spacelab 3 recorded the first observations of the South
ern Hemisphere aurora from a lateral perspective; previous observations had
been only from Earth or from satellites in a higher orbit. The mission's most
successful astrophysical experiments focused on low-energy cosmic-ray
observations. 151
After repair of a problem with the Shuttle main engine, Spacelab 2launched on
29 July, three months after Spacelab 3. The delay in launch provided opportu
nity for one of the experimenters to rework hardware, and showed the range of
Marshall mission support. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory planned an experi
ment to test the behavior in space of superfluid helium, which they hoped could
be used as a coolant for infrared telescopes. Mission Manager Roy Lester and
other Marshall resident personnel at the Cape facilitated repairs that enabled
the experiment to fly successfully. They helped rebuild and test an essential
vacuum pump and coordinated trouble-shooting between the Marshall Center
and KSC. Personnel responsible for the Infrared Telescope took time from ser
vicing their own equipment to assist JPL's experimenters. 152
Shutdown of a main engine late in ascent forced the Shuttle to orbit lower than
planned, but did not interrupt the experiment schedule. The troubled instru
ment pointing system performed erratically, working best when relying on one
of the independent telescopes for alignment rather than its own optical sensor
package. Astronauts, directed by experts from Marshall's Huntsville Opera
tions Support Center, attempted to make repairs. At times the IPS worked per
fectly, demonstrating the capability of the system once repairs could be made,
and the mission succeeded in gathering invaluable data about the Sun. 153
Marshall's work on Spacelab 2 won praise from one of its experimenters, who
suggested that the records set by the mission "will stand until the era of the
Space Station because no payload now under consideration matches the com
plexity of SL-2, which tested the limits-of hardware, software, and people
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everywhere in the system. The success we experimenters are now enjoying was
made possible because all of the people at MSFC associated with SL-2 did
their utmost to make it so." 154 The eight-day mission officially marked the
completion of the Spacelab development program. A German mission, Spacelab
D-1 , flew in October; it was the last Spacelab mission before the Challenger
accident.
The hiatus on Shuttle flights following the Challenger accident interrupted
Spacelab as it did all NASA's manned space flight programs. The Marshall
managed Astro-1 mission in December 1990 was the first Spacelab mission to
fly after the return to flight. The Astro-1 payload featured four telescopes
three Marshall ultraviolet instruments and Goddard's Broad Band X-Ray Tele
scope. Spacelab's pallet-borne instrument pointing system aligned the telescopes
for observations of distant galaxy clusters, white dwarfs, binary stars, and
active galactic nuclei.
For Huntsville, the
Astro-1 mission marked
another milestone, the
first use of the new
Spacelab Mission Op
erations Control facility.
No longer did the
Marshall team have to
travel to Houston's
POCC to direct payload
operations. In the early
morning hours shortly
after launch on Decem
ber 2, Mission Specialist Robert Parker opened

Marshall Spacelab Mission Operations Control
facility during Astro-1 mission in December 1990.

his communication lines
saying, "Huntsville, this is Astro," marking the first time that there had been
direct communications between Huntsville and astronauts in space. 155
Like most of NASA's post-Apollo Programs, Spacelab was plagued by budget
problems from its inception, and forced the Agency and its European partner to
confront the question of whether space development programs can be designed
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to cost. Inevitably tight money led to delays, but concurrent delays in the Shuttle
program lessened their impact. The problems that plagued Spacelab develop
ment traced back to tight budgets, and successful completion of the system
testified to Marshall's accomplishment under trying circumstances. Program
Manager Lord praised Marshall as "an effective and responsible Lead Cen
ter."156 Ultimately Spacelab proved to be one of NASA's workhorses, and Lee's
successful management of the program at Marshall paved the way for his selec
tion as Center Director after J.R. Thompson.
Spacelab anticipated Space Station. Delays in Space Station development made
Spacelab all the more valuable as a platform for space science research into the
1990s. Like Spacelab, station would be undertaken as an international partner
ship, and both ESA and NASA entered the latter program having learned their
own lessons from Spacelab, determined not to repeat the same mistakes. 157
If Spacelab benefited from Marshall's contributions as Lead Center, the Center
also gained from its management of the project. The Marshall Center emerged
from Spacelab development more diversified in terms of technical capabilities,
and with experience in science operations, international relations, systems in
tegration, systems management, payload integration, and space science. By the
mid 1980s, Spacelab helped expand the Center's expertise to the point that no
other NASA field Center could match the range of Marshall's experience.
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Chapter XII
The Hubble Space Telescope

The Hubble Space Telescope was the most costly and challenging science
technology project managed by the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC).
Because of Hubble's $2 billion expense, Marshall became a leading member
of a complex coalition that moved Congress to continue support. Because of
the project's complexity, Marshall constantly struggled to balance scientific
and technical requirements with financial resources. Whenever the project fell
out of equilibrium, the Center worked with the coalition to find a new align
ment. Like any middle manager, Marshall often got more blame for problems
than it got credit for achievements. But the Center's efforts to overcome
management and engineering troubles helped ensure that the Space Telescope
became a scientific success.
Conception and Coordination

Scientists and space pioneers had long recognized that a telescope in space
would escape many conditions distorting observations from the ground. Some
of these early conceptions had a Marshall connection. Wernher von Braun, in
Collier's in 1952, had envisioned space observatories tended by a Space
Station. In 1965 and 1967, Marshall had let contracts for studies of Space
Telescopes. 1
Professional astronomers associated with universities and research institutes,
however, first lobbied for the Large Space Telescope (LST), which eventually
became the Hubble Space Telescope. Most prominent among them was Lyman
Spitzer at Princeton. In the late 1960s Spitzer and other astronomers urged
NASA Headquarters to support an optical telescope with a three-meter primary
mirror. Headquarters responded by sponsoring a scientific and engineering con
ference for the telescope organized by the Marshall Center in Huntsville in the
spring of 1969. Later that year some Headquarters officials in the Office of
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Advanced Research and Technology and in the Office of Space Science and
Applications (OSSA) began urging von Braun and Marshall to push the project.
The most active and determined promoter of this effort was Jesse Mitchell,
director of physics and astronomy programs at OSSA. 2
In an era of budget cuts and personnel reductions, Marshall needed new work.
Von Braun told one member of the space telescope coalition, "That's the project
I would like to see Marshall do." Ernst Stuhlinger, the Center's leading scien
tist, noted that the project was gaining support just when the Center was phas
ing out of the Saturn project, and argued that "We can hardly afford not to
consider it as a very promising future MSFC project." He believed that "the
LST Project would utilize many of the skills existing at MSFC, including tech
nical, scientific, test, quality assurance, and project management types. It would
help us retain and even strengthen our in-house capabilities." While von Braun
had not wished to initiate a major new project until the Saturn project ended,
his successor as Center Director, Eberhard Rees, decided to submit a formal
proposal for a space telescope. Accordingly, late in 1970 when Headquarters
approved preliminary management and engineering studies, Marshall estab
lished a telescope team within the Program Development Directorate. 3
The team, with James A. Downey III as manager and with Jean Olivier as chief
engineer, followed Program Development's entrepreneurial routines. Downey,
who, as a member of the Space Sciences Lab, had also helped bring the High
Energy Astronomy Observatories (HEAO) project to Marshall, guided plan
ning studies for the space telescope. Later he recalled that the space telescope
team followed formal procedures while HEAO had been "catch-as-catch-can."
The telescope team had regular channels for working with Center laboratories
and communicating with outside groups. Downey recollected that "within Pro
gram Development it was certainly the major scientific activity, far and away
the major scientific activity we were studying." Team members drew ideas and
information from scientists like Spitzer, Herbert Friedman, Robert O'Dell, and
Riccardo Giacconi. Also useful were previous studies by Langley Research
Center (LaRC) that suggested including a space telescope in plans for a Space
Station. Indeed some of Marshall's early plans for the telescope were similar to
the design of the Skylab-Apollo Telescope Mount; like Skylab the telescope
would be joined to a Space Station or a Research and Applications Module
(later called Spacelab) and would record data on photographic film that astro
nauts would regularly change. Costs, and lack of support for a Space Station,
quickly drove the team toward an untended satellite concept. 4
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Marshall faced competition from Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) for
management of the project. A strong rival, Goddard had numerous professional
astronomers and superior experience with astronomy satellites. In contrast
Marshall had less experience in optics and astronomy, and no astronomers with
doctoral degrees. Moreover some officials in the Headquarters Office of Space
Science and Applications preferred working with Goddard, a Center they had
worked with frequently. This preference showed in November 1970 when OSSA
personnel described the assets of both Centers in a management meeting at
Headquarters. Some present wondered whether Marshall was up to the task of
managing such an ambitious science project. Dale Myers, associate adminis
trator for Manned Space Flight, was blunt, saying that "MSFC could not do the
large space telescope program."5
Nevertheless Marshall had advantages. Goddard had too many commitments
and too few people and so its director did not support the new project. Marshall,
in contrast, had too many people and too few commitments; a Center man
power study argued that "MSFC could accept and successfully pursue the lead
role assignment for the LST and our assigned Shuttle responsibilities, in addi
tion to continuing with our on-going and other anticipated programs." More
over, Marshall leadership had become enthusiastic about the Space Telescope.
Before one planning conference, Stuhlinger urged Program Development to
show Headquarters' officials that Marshall was "willing to put its full strength
behind the LST project." Whenever NASA had a telescope meeting in Hunts
ville, recalled one astronomer, Marshall practically welcomed the visitors with
"a brass band and red carpet." Beyond the style, the substance of Marshall's
plans was often impressive; in January 1971 Jesse Mitchell, NASA director for
physics and astronomy programs, praised the Center's Program Development
team for giving an "excellent" presentation. 6
Behind the scenes, some NASA officials, like Administrator James Fletcher,
feared that Marshall's personnel surpluses could lead the Office of Manage
ment and Budget to close the Center. Fletcher told his successor that Marshall
had to be kept open to preserve its expertise for the Shuttle program. These
circumstances led Hubble historian Robert Smith to the charge that "the man
power argument" was "decisive" in determining the assignment of Lead Center
and that Marshall became the manager for reasons other than technical compe
tence? This contention seemed doubtful to Downey. Looking back years later,
he thought that Headquarters officials had worried more about the success of
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the large Space Telescope than about the needs of Marshall; "they will go to the
Center where they think it [a project] can best be done." 8
Headquarters recognized Marshall's technical and managerial strengths. The
Center had experience with previous scientific satellites and was Lead Center
for Skylab and its experiments. Marshall's early designs included a pressurized
cabin to facilitate repairs in space, and Goddard could not match the profi
ciency on manned projects that Marshall had accumulated on Skylab. Most
importantly, Marshall had far more expertise than Goddard did in managing
big engineering projects, coordinating numerous organizations, and integrat
ing diverse hardware. William Lucas remembered that "those people [at Head
quarters] who saw or grasped the significance of the systems engineering
involved saw it as a Marshall program." 9
Even so, as early as mid-1971 Headquarters proposed a division of labor be
tween Huntsville and Greenbelt. Jesse Mitchell, the key Headquarters official
who promoted the telescope, expressed his conviction that Marshall was better
prepared to do the project than Goddard, but he insisted that the two Centers
cooperate. He said Washington expected Marshall to answer the question, "How
can MSFC work with GSFC in a gainful way?" Marshall suggested that Goddard
provide scientific specifications for the spacecraft, direct development of the
scientific instruments, and manage orbital operations; Marshall could develop
the overall spacecraft and the optical apparatus. By early 1972 Marshall's plans
called for a large Space Telescope with three hardware modules, with the opti
cal telescope assembly (OTA) and the support systems module (SSM) for it
self, and the scientific instrument package (SIP) for Goddard. Under this scheme
"the Scientific Instrument Package [would] be 'sub-contracted' to GSFC for
development along with the Flight Operations." Under these terms, the Agency
made Marshall Lead Center for the LST in April 1972. 10
Although this plan would use the strengths of both Centers, it left many ques
tions unanswered. Could the Centers work out a clear division of labor on a
complex project that lacked clear borders between science, management, and
engineering? Would the engineering development Center be able to direct the
science and operations Center? Which Center would coordinate communica
tions with the telescope's customers, the astronomers? How would the Agency
settle conflicts? NASA would spend years answering these questions.
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The Centers began working on solutions and, by late summer 1972, had agreed
that Marshall would select the project scientist with Goddard's consent. Marshall
did not want a Goddard scientist in the post; James Murphy, MSFC's director
of Program Development, feared that GSFC would use their person to "run the
LST project." Accordingly the Centers agreed on an outsider, Dr. C. R. "Bob"
O'Dell, the former director of the Yerkes Observatory at the University of Chi
cago. Members of the Marshall Center first believed that Lyman Spitzer should
be the project scientist; in fact, Center personnel had read the acronym LST
(Large Space Telescope) as Lyman Spitzer Telescope. However, Spitzer sug
gested O'Dell, who agreed to accept the position. O'Dell recognized the scien
tific and political prestige of scientists outside NASA, and wanted external
astronomers to control the science aspects of the Space Telescope. His ideas
coincided with Marshall's traditional use of contractor scientists and with its
efforts to avoid Goddard's control. Following O'Dell's advice, Marshall pro
posed creating an LST science steering group to provide scientific support to
the project and to facilitate communications with external astronomers. The
Center argued that "NASA does not now have sufficient astronomical expertise
to internally provide all necessary scientific judgment." The new advisory group
would be composed of the project scientist, science officials from Headquar
ters, Marshall, Goddard, and eight outside astronomers. 11
Goddard accepted the advisory group, but the two Centers disagreed about the
project's science organization. Goddard and Marshall disputed which Center
should manage the contracts for the scientific instruments and communications
with the scientists. In November Murphy reported that the Centers were "in a
state of serious disagreement" such that Marshall's "ability to effectively inter
face with GSFC on a daily basis at the working level has been seriously im
paired," and his counterpart at Goddard agreed that "our positions on the issues
... are fairly far apart." Murphy complained that Goddard wanted "to assume
practically total science responsibility and authority, including interfacing with
the scientific community" and had "prematurely assumed a design configura
tion and integration philosophy for LST which would maximize their manage
ment and integration role in the scientific instrument development without regard
for other program considerations." To ensure effective project management,
Marshall Director Rees insisted that "the main contact with the scientists had to
be through the Project Scientist who is assigned to Marshall.'' 12
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The Centers tried to resolve their disagreements using a typical NASA matrix.
Marshall would provide a contracting officer to monitor the finances of each
scientific instrument contract, allowing the Center to penetrate Goddard's ac
tivities. The Centers would coordinate technical issues through overlapping
science teams. Each scientific instrument would have a team of external spe
cialists who would report to Goddard. Above this would be the LST science
steering group composed of the project scientist, the leaders of the instrument
teams, and some Goddard experts; this group would report to Marshall. In theory
the instrument teams and steering group would assume responsibility for the
project rather than for the parochial interests of the Centers. 13
In practice, however, relations between the Centers remained problematic, and
many people associated with the project would blame later problems on the
troubled marriage of Marshall and Goddard. Although the Centers struggled to
define overlapping responsibilities by dividing technical tasks, 14 their agree
ments left many problems unresolved. As early as 1976, Goddard's LST man
ager remarked that the difficult relationship had led to "a tremendous amount
of wasted effort and dollars." 15
Nonetheless by late 1972 Marshall had organized the project and begun prepa
rations for Phase B activities. In December NASA issued a request for propos
als inviting astronomers to join the LST teams that would help define the
scientific instruments and preliminary designs. To share information about
NASA's plans, O'Dell, officials from Program Development, and Goddard ex
perts addressed scientists at Cal Tech, the University of Chicago, and Harvard;
Headquarters officials presented the same material at Frascatti, Italy. In addi
tion to their technical purpose, O'Dell said these "dog and pony shows" tended
to help in "drumming up business" for the telescope. Marshall Director Rocco
Petrone told Headquarters that the scientists' response had been "extremely
enthusiastic" and had 'justified MSFC's development of this plan and will serve
to guarantee future science community support for the LST Observatory Pro
gram. " 16 Marshall and the rest of the Space Telescope coalition would need this
support in the trying days ahead.

Money and Machinery
While NASA worked on management, it also struggled with money. The cost
of the Space Telescope would be a constant concern and create a political and
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technical conundrum. To get congressional support, NASA had to minimize
costs; but to keep scientific support, it had to ensure the telescope's perfor
mance.17 As Lead Center, Marshall had to balance conflicting goals and build
support for the telescope. In the process the Center functioned as an engineer
ing organization and a behind-the-scenes political machine.
Financial pressure pushed the Center's design activities and often forced it to
relinquish conservative engineering principles. The Center's March 1972 project
plan called for three telescopes, an engineering model, a "precursor" flight unit,
and the final LST. Design and development would cost between $570 and
$715 million. Headquarters believed this was too expensive. In a December
1972 meeting, NASA Administrator Fletcher "emphasized that the current
NASA fiscal climate was not conducive to initiation oflarge projects" and sug
gested $300 million as a cost target.
By April1973 Marshall had proposed three ways to cut costs. A "protoflight"
approach would eliminate the engineering and precursor units; a single space
craft would serve as test model and flight unit. The protoflight approach had
been successfully tried for Department of Defense projects, and the Center
expected it to reduce costs-which would please Congress-and speed progress
to operations-which would please the astronomers. The telescope maintenance
strategy also changed. Rather than designing for extensive repair in orbit inside
a pressurized cabin, Marshall suggested a design that would eliminate the cabin
and minimize repairs in orbit. The new design assumed the Space Shuttle could
return the telescope to Earth for major repairs. These changes simplified the
overall LST design and development scheme.
More problematic was a contracting method that used two associate contrac
tors rather than a prime contractor for the support systems module and a sub
contractor for the optical telescope assembly. NASA would pair large aerospace
contractors working on the SSM with optical companies working on the OTA.
Several motives determined NASA's decision. Downey recalled that NASA
recognized the complexity of the optical systems and wanted two contractors
to proceed with preliminary design. The Agency could then judge proposals for
the OTA separate from those for the SSM and match the best contractors. In the
development phase, the associate approach would allow the Center to penetrate
the OTA contractor directly rather than having to go through an SSM prime
contractor. Finally planners expected to save costs by making Marshall, rather
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than a prime contractor, responsible for systems engineering and integration
activities. All these changes lowered the projected cost to between $290 and
$345 rnillion. 18
The associate contractor approach, however, complicated an already complex
management structure. In December 1972 a Headquarters report observed that
the scheme was "rife with interfaces" because "MSFC itself plays several roles;
study manager, project synthesizer, (dual) development contractor, integrator,
with GSFC in the wings as instrument developer and ultimate systems opera
tor, all this without mentioning the role of the astronomical profession." The
report worried that the resulting management problems would drive up costs.
Looking back years later, Center officials wondered about the associate ap
proach. Downey believed that Headquarters had at first only wanted the associ
ate approach for the design phase; after the Agency had gained confidence in
its designs and after the project received approval, they had expected to tum to
a prime contractor. But Downey said management turnover at Headquarters led
to a loss of memory and to perpetuation of the initial scheme. James Kingsbury,
the director of Marshall's science and engineering labs, believed the associate
approach was a mistake. "We were not telescope manufacturing people," he
said, and since "neither one could tell the other one what to do, and it was
exceedingly difficult for somebody like us to be in sufficient position to be sure
what the right thing was if the two were at odds. We had to make some deci
sions that were made with the best knowledge and intelligence that we had and
in a few cases months later we had to reverse them because they were wrong." 19
Throughout the last half of 1973 and the first half of 1974, NASA continued to
elaborate the LST design and prepare for Phase B. The telescope astronomer
teams met and refined the science requirements. Their advice led to the deci
sion to use new detectors for the telescope. Innovative electronic detectors would
replace film cameras, because the astronomers worried that film would reduce
data quality and increase risk, especially when astronauts replaced film canis
ters. Moreover, the scientists, following O'Dell's lead, also simplified the
telescope's optical structure. O'Dell defined standard modular science instru
ment (SI) envelopes, each with identical mechanical and electrical interfaces
with the telescope. This standard interface greatly simplified development and
made orbital replacement of SI's practical.
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Marshall's Information and Electronic Systems Lab and its Systems Dynamics
Lab helped contractors with the pointing and control system. Preliminary de
sign studies by the labs and by Martin Marietta investigated whether moving
the spacecraft or moving its mirrors best met the pointing requirements. After
determining that accurate pointing of the entire spacecraft was possible, they
chose reaction wheels over control moment gyros to guide the spacecraft, de
ciding that reaction wheels were more stable, reliable, and cost effective. Con
tractors, while preparing proposals for Phase B, also studied how to reduce
weight by using new materials and designs for the spacecraft structure. In mid
1973 the Center awarded two identical $800,000 contracts for preliminary de
sign and program definition of the OTA to the Optical Systems Division of the
Itek Corporation and the Perkin-Elmer (PE) Corporation. 20
NASA intended to ask Congress for a new start for the telescope in FY 1976,
but decided to list the project's Phase B funds as a separate item in the FY 1975
budget request. The strategy intended to alert Congress of the need for future
money, but in effect the telescope faced the double jeopardy of two new start
decisions. The plan backfired in June 1974 when the House Appropriations
Committee reasoned that the LST was too ambitious and lacked support from
the National Academy of Sciences. Based on this recommendation, the House
deleted the project's $6.2 million from NASA's budget. 21
The telescope coalition, including space astronomers, aerospace contractors,
and optics firms quickly began lobbying to restore the money. Marshall, largely
through O'Dell, facilitated the efforts from behind the scenes. From his first
days as project scientist, O'Dell had mixed technical and political activity.
Deputy Center Director Lucas wrote that O'Dell "is fully aware that the project
may not move out as rapidly as we would like, and he considers one of his
important responsibilities to be of assistance in selling this project to the scien
tific community." O'Dell had tried to sell the large Space Telescope through
articles in popular science journals like Sky and Telescope and in his dog and
pony shows at professional meetings. These presentations fell short of formal
lobbying but blended promotional appeals in technical information, in much
the same way that von Braun had publicized previous plans. 22
Immediately after the House deleted telescope funding, Headquarters' Offices
of Space Science and Legislative Affairs told O'Dell "not to communicate with
the scientific community." Marshall managers believed this was a mistake
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because the project scientist had NASA's closest contacts with astronomers.
Evidently Headquarters officials agreed because they soon removed "the gag"
from Dr. O'Dell. Although he could not work openly, O'Dell led part of what
Space Telescope historian Smith has called the "Princeton-Huntsville axis" that
fought to restore funding. O'Dell helped transform the scientists on Marshall's
LST teams into lobbyists, and furnished "scientists specific names and addresses
of Congressmen and their staff members that the scientists may wish to con
tact." He also channeled information between Agency groups, contractors, and
astronomers. The coalition argued that, contrary to the House interpretation,
the National Academy of Science actually supported the Space Telescope. By
August, claims like this convinced the Senate and the conference committee to
restore funding. After this success, new Marshall Director Lucas congratulated
O'Dell for "your very substantial effort and the catalytic effect you had on the
others." 23
The coalition had won the battle, but the struggle transformed the telescope
project. While approving funds, Congress cut the budget from $6 million to
$2 million, thus forcing NASA to extend Phase B planning and delay the new
start. Congress also wanted a less expensive telescope, and in August 1974
directed NASA to scale down the project and to get international help. Head
quarters therefore told Marshall to define "a minimum 'LST class' observa
tory" with a total cost of $300 million and plan for a new start in FY 1977.
Once again politics required that Marshall's telescope task team and science
groups design to cost. 24
In the fall, NASA decided to seek European assistance for the project. NASA
expected that foreign participation would not only reduce the charges to
Congress, but also raise the project's chances in Congress. Marshall's director
of Program Development explained that "If we can get the UK. and/or ESRO to
support a non-critical part of the LST with dollars then our chances are im
proved for a final 'go-ahead."' The Center prepared for the negotiations by
looking for hardware modules with clean interfaces that the Europeans could
develop. Then Headquarters and Marshall project officials traveled abroad,
beginning discussions of European development of various scientific
instruments or parts of the spacecraft structure. These negotiations
culminated in 1977 in an agreement in which the European Space Agency
(or ESA, the successor of ESRO) would develop a faint object camera
to observe the ultraviolet, visual, and near-infrared spectrum, build the solar
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energy arrays for the spacecraft, and support scientific research and orbital
operations. 25
By December 1974 the SPACE m£SCOI'£ aJNfiGUIATIOII
Program Development
task team had down
sized the telescope. As
before the team had to
balance cost and perfor
mance and devise a
design pleasing to Con
gress and the astrono
mers. Team leader
Downey said the Agen
cy wanted "to procure
the lowest cost system
that will provide ac
Space Telescope configuration.
ceptable performance"
and would "be willing
to trade performance for cost." Working with the LST science groups and
contractors, the team reduced the telescope's primary mirror from a 3-meter
aperture to 2.4 meters. This major change mainly resulted from new NASA
estimates of the Space Shuttle's payload delivery capability; the Shuttle could
not lift a 3-meter telescope to the required orbit. In addition, changing to a
2.4-meter mirror would lessen fabrication costs by using manufacturing tech
nologies developed for military spy satellites. The smaller mirror would also
abbreviate polishing time from 3.5 years to 2.5 years. The redesign also
reduced the mass of the support systems module from 24,000 pounds to
17,000 pounds; the SSM moved from the aft of the spacecraft to one-third of
the way forward and became a doughnut around the primary mirror. These
changes diminished inertia and facilitated steering of the spacecraft, thus per
mitting a smaller pointing control system. The astronomers chose to reduce the
number of scientific instruments from seven to four. Finally, the Marshall team
believed that designing for repair would allow for lower quality standards.
Together the changes lowered the telescope's cost to $273 million. Alois W.
Schardt, the director of physics and astronomy programs at Headquarters, praised
the team for doing "an outstanding job" of planning with "design to cost"
criteria. 26
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The following year and a half was very trying for Marshall and the Space Tele
scope coalition. NASA's top management postponed the request to Congress
for a new start from FY 1977 until FY 1978, fearing that more money for the
telescope would mean less for the Shuttle. 27 The telescope thus became caught
in the Catch-22 of the budget priorities of the Shuttle program: Agency manag
ers justified the Shuttle by its capability to carry scientific payloads like the
telescope but also justified sacrifices from science projects by the needs of the
Shuttle.
During the waiting period Marshall walked a tightrope, balancing the telescope
project's terrible twin needs for money and cost containment. In the fall of
1974 the Center pressed Headquarters to begin the Phase B industry study con
tracts. Murphy contended that the project needed the studies to learn about
costs and technical problems. Moreover, delaying the contracts could disrupt
the coalition and force industry to disband its telescope teams and withdraw its
political backing. He told Headquarters that "we need strong industrial support
at our congressional hearings" and another delay "could greatly impact all sup
porters of the LST." For these reasons and the need to accomplish a more thor
ough definition of the complete spacecraft, NASA issued a competitive
solicitation to industry. This led in November 1974 to the award of preliminary
design and program definition contracts for the SSM to Boeing Aerospace,
Lockheed Missiles and Space, and Martin Marietta Corporation. In January
1975 the Agency extended the study contracts of ltek and Perkin-Elmer for the
optical telescope assembly. 28
At the same time the Center was spending money, however, it had to contain
costs to please Congress. Balancing realism and salability was especially prob
lematic when telescope officials tried to devise a project budget. They recog
nized that technical challenges would make the project expensive, especially
during a period of high inflation: if they underestimated costs, they would even
tually have to beg Congress for more money. On the other hand, too large a
contingency would be self-defeating and make the project's budget "too high
to be sold" in the first place. 29
Given that a project without a new start was not a project, Headquarters in mid
1975 emphasized salability and directed Marshall to minimize cost estimates.
Noel Hinners, associate administrator for Space Science, informed Center
Director Lucas "to continue to explore every avenue towards realistically
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reducing the LST cost and to actively look at ways to keep early year funding
as low as possible" because "our chances of obtaining a ... new start hinge on
this." Deputy Administrator George Low informed the telescope contractors
that "the costs now being projected would be impossible to include in any NASA
budget in the foreseeable future and the project therefore might well be can
celed." He advised them to try cutting costs in half by "relaxing the require
ments." Low's efforts to convince Congress that the project had purged
extravagance led him to change its name from the Large Space Telescope to the
Space Telescope. 30
Lobbying for the project continued throughout this period. Because the as
tronomers and contractors had improved their organization since 1974, Marshall
participated less. Downey, the task team manager, recalled that the Center "did
a lot of kind of wringing of our hands in that period [of lobbying], because
we'd done about what we could do." Even so, Project Scientist O'Dell contin
ued to make public presentations and contribute to Headquarters' campaigns.
He described the telescope's benefits in nontechnical terms, calling it a time
machine that could study the history of distant stars and the origins of the uni
verse. In addition, Marshall officials drafted a letter for North Alabama Demo
cratic Congressmen Ronnie Flippo's signature, trying to get support from the
chair of the House Appropriations Committee. 31
Finally in 1976, Congress approved a new start for the Space Telescope. This
approval owed much to Marshall's efforts to define a salable program. The
search for support, however, had led to major changes, including reduction in
the size and capability of the spacecraft, addition of the European Space Agency,
adoption of an associate contractor approach, and, most importantly, degrada
tion of realistic cost projections. According to historian Smith, the "price" of
political support was a project that was "both oversold and underfunded," mak
ing the telescope "a program trapped by its own history." 32 Eventually the trap
would squeeze tightly on Marshall and its contractors.
Design and Delay

In the late 1970s, Marshall clarified the project's organization, selected con
tractors, and elaborated final designs. Again the Center encountered problems
squaring science and engineering, especially when working with Goddard. And
even as hardware design and development progressed, the Space Telescope
project showed early symptoms of organizational and financial ills.
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In this period, the project's greatest controversy was a struggle to control the
orbital operations, and ultimately the science, of the Space Telescope. The
struggle emerged from differences among astronomers, Goddard, and Marshall.
Many astronomers believed NASA should establish an independent institute,
much like the institutes for ground telescopes, to manage the Space Telescope's
science operations and data dissemination. Since this proposal threatened
Goddard's position as NASA's space science Center, Goddard opposed it. When
Marshall backed the academic astronomers, Headquarters stepped in to find a
solution pleasing to both its scientific customers and its Centers. 33
Initially Marshall's support for the telescope institute came from O'Dell. As
project scientist he served as spokesman for the Science Working Group and as
early as 1974 began presenting its wishes to the Agency. In a letter in 1975,
O'Dell expressed the group's fears to John Naugle, associate administrator for
space science. Goddard's plans for operations, he argued, were based on "Cen
ter parochialism" rather than the needs of the scientific community. "GSFC has
a large body of resident astronomers, feels it must carve out a meaningful role
for these people, and is unwilling to commit substantial resources to LST."
Worse yet, Goddard's astronomers lacked the expertise of academic scientists
but refused to accept advice. In contrast, "MSFC does not have a large body of
resident astronomers, has no reservations to looking outside for guidance, has
been substantially reduced in size, is looking for more business, and is willing
to commit significant resources to LST." O'Dell got support from other Marshall
officials. Stuhlinger, Marshall's associate director for Science, thought the tele
scope institute could be anywhere, raising Huntsville as a possibility. He also
suggested to Headquarters that "Mission Operations should be at the Center
where design, development, fabrication, integration, testing, launching, check
out, and initial operation of LST has been managed, i.e., at MSFC." 34
Marshall's support for an institute for science operations and quest to become
Lead Center for spacecraft operations put Goddard on the defensive and wors
ened the Centers' already troubled relationship. Goddard officials believed that
they were the science Center for the telescope, but that Marshall and the aca
demic astronomers wanted to reduce Goddard to the status of a contractor.
William Keathley, who became the Marshall telescope task team manager in
1976, described "GSFC's working level attitude" as "distrustful, uncooperative
and even hostile at times." By late 1976, the conflict had impaired negotiations
on the intercenter agreement for the telescope. From Keathley's perspective,
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Goddard wanted an "associate role" in project development, and sought re
sponsibility for the science institute, the principal investigators and all opera
tions planning, and equal authority with Marshall for all contractual and
engineering matters affecting the scientific instruments and spacecraft control.
Such proposals, Marshall officials believed, would complicate management,
and thereby raise costs and reduce quality. Keathley thought that the Goddard
plan "limits the authority of the Project Manager and degrades the position of
the Project Scientist" and risked 'jeopardizing MSFC's ability to fulfill our
commitments for overall management of the project."35 O'Dell agreed, believ
ing that "having all responsibility for operations turned over to GSFC would
make the Project Scientist directly responsible to GSFC" and thus "make his
role ambiguous." In discussions with Headquarters, Center Director Lucas ar
gued that the Marshall-Goddard relationship for the scientific instruments was
no different from the Johnson-Marshall relationship for the Space Shuttle main
engines and that success of the project required "Marshall penetration" of
Goddard. But rather than accepting subordinate status during development, Lucas
believed Goddard wanted its "head of the Mission Operations Office to have
veto power over the whole program." After one meeting in which each Center
explained its perspective to Headquarters, he wrote that "I can't recall having
participated in a meeting dealing with such an unreasonable position." Marshall
not only resisted Goddard's co-management, but proposed that NASA remove
Goddard from the project and give MSFC complete responsibility. 36
Finally Headquarters arbitrated the dispute. By December 1976, Headquarters
science officials, including Hinners and Warren Keller, who was the defacto
program manager, had accepted the idea of an independent science institute
and wanted to avoid making project development any more complicated than it
already was. They informed Goddard that it had no authority over engineering
details and threatened to assign the entire telescope to Marshall if Goddard
refused to back down. Consequently Goddard capitulated and Headquarters
revised the intercenter management agreement in order to "make it acceptable
to all parties." 37 Once the Centers settled on an organization, their relationship
improved. Keathley informed Lucas that the arrangement had "worked well"
and that Goddard personnel in Huntsville had "established good working rela
tionships in S&E [labs]." 38
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Another two years passed before NASA resolved the orbital operations issue.
Goddard sought control of the science institute, and Marshall and the astrono
mers continued to resist. Lucas recalled having lunch with NASA Administra
tor Fletcher. Fletcher asked, "Why should this be Marshall's? Goddard is right
there in the middle of Johns Hopkins and all the other universities around the
Washington area. Who does Marshall have?" Lucas replied, "We have UAH
[the University of Alabama in Huntsville]." 39 Fletcher was not impressed, and
after he left the Agency in spring 1978, new NASAAdministrator Robert Frosch
decided that the astronomers would get an independent institute for science,
and Goddard would control spacecraft operations and direct the institute con
tract. To address Marshall's concern about divided authority, Goddard's mis
sion operations manager would co-locate in Greenbelt and Huntsville and work
under the Marshall project manager. Following this decision, university con
sortia competed for the site of the telescope institute, and in January 1981,
NASA chose Johns Hopkins University. 40
If Headquarters resolved the basic conflicts between Marshall and Goddard,
their disputes left their mark on the project. Principal investigators complained
about working with two Centers, each with a unique culture, management pat
tern, and testing philosophy, and they believed this created waste. They also
thought that rivalry contributed to poor communication between the Centers
and that Goddard remained so resentful of Marshall's intrusions that it failed to
assign its top talent to the projectY Hinners, who had helped initiate the project
at Headquarters and then became Goddard director in 1982, agreed that when
he took over, GSFC had "an attitude problem." He said that "the Space Tele
scope team here at Goddard had not really gotten the Center's support" because
its leaders decided "we'll do the minimum-screw it."42 In 1984 Dr. Nancy
Roman, the chief astronomer at Headquarters in the early seventies, said that "I
think an awful lot of the problems that Space Telescope has had are because of
the Marshall-Goddard split."43

Marshall officials had similar complaints. Fred Speer, Marshall's telescope
project manager from 1979 to 1983, found communications between the Cen
ters difficult. Budget austerity restricted travel, forcing the project to rely on
teleconferences, and created competition for resources, leading to "a tendency
to shift responsibility to the other side." Speer thought that working with ESA
was easier than with Goddard and discovered that "you can't tell another Cen
ter what to do. It tells you what it will do." Marshall's Director for Science and
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Engineering Kingsbury believed that the friction arose because the Centers'
early relationship was one of "competition" and Goddard felt threatened by
Marshall's reliance on outsiders for scientific expertise. Lucas thought the project
would have been better off if one Center had received complete management of
the project. Still Marshall officials thought the relationship with Goddard im
proved as the project progressed and that whatever problems existed were slight
compared to those with the contractors. 44
Meanwhile Marshall helped form the contract team for the telescope and sought
an organization suited to the complexity of the project. In the fall of 1977,
NASA chose 18 scientists as principal investigators and members of the sci
ence working group who would advise Marshall during the project's C/D phase.
They would design the scientific instruments and help NASA with the fine
guidance system, optical hardware and instrumentation, and control and data
systems for the telescope. In addition, in 1978 the Center established a special
project review committee, an advisory panel of scientists and engineers who
were not on the project or from Marshall or Goddard. 45
In January 1977, Marshall and the Agency solicited bids for the associate con
tracts. In July they chose the aerospace firm Lockheed Missiles and Space for
the Support Systems Module and the optics house Perkin-Elmer Corporation
for the Optical Telescope Assembly. 46 Although Lockheed had little expertise
on astronomy satellites, both firms were very experienced with military satel
lites and had worked together on the KH-9 reconnaissance satellite. 47
Years later, because of budget overruns and technical failures, the selection of
Perkin-Elmer would become controversial, and in 1977 Marshall personnel also
had some reservations about the firm. The Source Evaluation Board said that
"our only concern about the Perkin-Elmer approach Centers around their plan
to utilize an as yet unverified computer controlled mirror polishing technique."
The company compounded risks because it had no plans for an end-to-end
ground test for the OTA. In contrast, Eastman Kodak, had planned to use tradi
tional polishing technology and end-to-end tests. On management issues, the
Agency also fretted that Perkin-Elmer showed "a lack of understanding of in
terface configuration, documentation [used in] sustaining engineering and haz
ard analysis requirements" and had "a performance management system that
did not meet the intent of the cost and schedule performance criteria."
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Such doubts would prove prescient, but at the time the board thought Perkin
Elmer's bid was superior. The board believed that the "single most significant
technical discriminator involved the different approaches to the development
of the fine guidance sensor" (FGS) because without an effective sensor, the
telescope would be unable to lock on its targets. Based on this criterion, the
board decided that the Perkin-Elmer design for the FGS was the most simple,
flexible, and inexpensive. Moreover the firm's matrix organization allowed for
flexible staffing, and its overall projected costs were lower than those of its
competitors. 48
Unfortunately at the beginning of the telescope's detailed design and develop
ment phase, the Marshall Space Flight Center had restrictions on its traditional
systems of contractor penetration and automatic responsibility. These limita
tions, which would soon contribute to problems, originated in a personnel cap
imposed by NASA Headquarters. Under the cap, Marshall could only assign
90 employees to the telescope. In part the limitation stemmed from an Agency
agreement with the Department of Defense; Lockheed and Perkin-Elmer were
working on military contracts and the Pentagon wanted to restrain NASA pen
etration and reduce risks of exposing secret technology. In addition, Headquar
ters officials believed that in the past, Marshall had over-penetrated some
contractors, leading to excessive demands, gold-plated hardware, and high costs.
The personnel cap obliged Marshall to assign small staffs to its project offices
in Huntsville and at the contractor plants and to restrict engineering support
from its laboratories. 49 In retrospect Lucas recalled that "I never thought that
we had enough penetration at Perkin-Elmer" and indeed "we never had enough
penetration that we had in most any other project we ever did. We had as much
penetration as we were allowed to have given the resources that we could de
vote to it." 50
The limitation proved unfortunate, because the Marshall team soon discovered
that the design and development of the telescope was more complex and costly
than anticipated. The project faced formidable, often unprecedented, technical
challenges. Jean Olivier, the Center's chief engineer, recalled at the beginning
that people had incorrectly believed that "this is just spitting out something
using technology that we already fully understand." Experience proved, he said,
that "technologies were much, much more demanding across the board than we
ever realized when we got into it. We were naive." At times during the project
Olivier wondered if "this whole Hubble Telescope was made out of
Unobtainium!" 51
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Probably the greatest challenge was the pointing and control system. The tele
scope would be the largest astronomical instrument in space; the size of a semi
truck, it would measure 43 feet long and 14 feet in diameter, and weigh over
12 tons. Yet this huge spacecraft would have pointing requirements more strin
gent than any previous satellite. To make images from faint objects, the scien
tific instruments needed long exposures, demanding a pointing accuracy of0.01
arc second and holding onto a target within accuracy of 0.007 arc second. In
other words if the telescope were in Washington, DC, it could focus on a dime
in Boston and not stray from the width of the coin.
Early in the project, engineers had chosen reaction wheels to move the space
craft, but had to resolve the mechanical, dynamic, and structural problems of
pointing control. The Center's labs helped Perkin-Elmer with the fine guidance
system, working on sensors, actuators, and control systems that would find and
lock on guide stars. Lab engineers, working with Lockheed, devised require
ments to prevent the communications antennas and the solar arrays from mov
ing in ways that affected the image stability. Lockheed and the labs became
concerned that the spinning of the reaction wheels could produce enough vi
brations to jiggle the spacecraft off target or blur the images. Working with
Sperry, the contractor for the reaction wheels, they improved the bearings and
balance. 52
The complexity of telescope development showed when Marshall's team be
gan designing for orbital repair and replacement. The telescope was the first
scientific satellite designed for maintenance in orbit and for an operational life
of 15 years, a very long time for space technology. NASA had justified a repair
able design as means of using the Shuttle to solve potentially calamitous prob
lems and of containing development costs. Beginning in 1979 Marshall
contributed extensively to these efforts, drawing lessons from how Skylab ground
crews and astronauts had improvised repairs of the jammed solar array and
failing gyroscopes. For the telescope the Center's labs studied reliability data
from components and subsystems and identified which were most likely to fail.
They designed these items, mainly the scientific instruments and communica
tions and control systems, as replaceable modular technology with standard
connectors and bolts and with latches which doubled as thermal controls and
hardware mounts. Working with astronauts from the Johnson Space Center
(JSC), they helped design special tools and support equipment to accommodate
the limitations of astronauts. The design included 31 foot restraints for freeing the
astronauts' hands, and 225 feet of handrails for crawling around the telescope
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without damaging it. The Marshall team confirmed their ideas using models
and trial runs both in the laboratories and in the Center's Neutral Buoyancy
Simulator. In the simulator's huge tank, engineers and astronauts used full-size
mockups to test equipment and procedures. Finally the repair and refurbish
ment team planned how to store replacement units on the ground and retrieve
technical information for future use. 53 Although justified at the time as a means
to save development dollars by reducing hardware tests, participants in the pro
gram later argued that design-for-repair drove up costs while reducing opera
tional risks. 54
The incompatibility of solving complex problems and staying within cost and
schedule projections showed first in work on the optical telescope assembly.
This hardware had to be completed first because it would be transported from
the Perkin-Elmer plant in Danbury, Connecticut, to the Lockheed facility in
California to be joined to the support systems module.
One of the first challenges was thermal control and material structure. Expan
sion and contraction caused by passage from direct sun to complete shade could
warp the OTA and distort optical images. Part of the solution came from mini
mizing hardware linkages and using "kinematic joints" that isolated parts from
one another and allowed independent movement.
After studying several materials, Marshall's Structures and Propulsion Lab rec
ommended graphite epoxy for the OTA metering truss and focal-plane struc
tures. These systems precisely aligned the mirrors, scientific instruments, and
fine guidance system. Graphite epoxy was a new composite that was light
weight, low in thermal expansion characteristics, and nonmagnetic. The mate
rial was relatively untried for space hardware, and Marshall and Boeing,
Perkin-Elmer's subcontractor for the metering truss, conducted more tests than
originally planned to prove its proficiency. 55
Marshall's Materials and Processes Lab worked on other materials problems.
The designers became concerned that particulate contamination from dust and
lubricants and molecular emissions from nonmetallic materials could foul the
optical systems. Contamination of the primary mirror could scatter ultraviolet
light and reduce the telescope's capability to see faint objects. Consequently
the lab tested and qualified for flight all nonmetallic materials on the space
craft. Later, engineers on the project learned how atomic oxygen in Earth orbit
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caused many materials to decompose. The lab retested materials for the impact
of atomic oxygen and selected a clear polymer as a protective coating for ex
posed surfaces. Protecting the telescope from contamination became a major
cost, requiring not only careful selection of materials, but also sophisticated
cleanrooms and transportation systems. 56
Another major challenge for Perkin-Elmer was the primary mirror. The
2.4-meter primary mirror would be the largest in space, yet it had to be light
weight and provide a precise reflecting surface. The company's subcontractor,
Corning Glass, made the mirror blank from ultra-low expansion glass. The mirror
would have a 94-inch (2.4-meter) aperture and would be a foot thick with a
Center hole two feet in diameter. To save weight, the mirror's solid, one-inch
thick top and bottom plates would sandwich a lattice with open cells much like
a honeycomb. From the beginning Marshall officials recognized that "the tele
scope will never be better than its mirrors" and that "telescope image quality
begins with the mirror figures [curvature]." A Center report noted that a flaw in
the mirror figure could result from "manufacturing error due to polishing limi
tations" or "measuring limitations."57 To protect the program schedule in case
Perkin-Elmer ran into problems polishing the primary mirror, Marshall had
Eastman-Kodak develop a back-up mirror using conventional grinding tech
nology and required that Perkin-Elmer try its new computer controlled polish
ing technique on a smaller 1.5-meter mirror. 58
Troubles plagued the polishing of the 1.5-metermirrorin 1978 and 1979. Perkin
Elmer initially had difficulties calibrating an interferometer, which checked the
mirror's figure, and later had problems with the polisher, which damaged the
mirror. Following the polishing incident, a center engineer reported in the Weekly
Notes that "the history of problems with computer controlled polishing coupled
with the criticality of this process call for unusual penetration by NASA to
ensure that safeguards are adequate." He observed that Perkin-Elmer's quality
inspectors were dependent on the firm's OTA manager and so recommended
that Marshall undertake "substantial participation" in all technical reviews. The
company eventually completed the 1.5-meter mirror, and this success made
project officials confident about the subsequent polishing of the larger flight
model. 59
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Not withstanding
Perkin-Elmer's
technical pro
gress, by spring
1979 Marshall
officials began
worrying that
the firm lacked
the manage
ment systems
necessary for a
project as com
plex as the
telescope. One
Center man Initial polishing of space telescope primary mirror blank at
ager noted the Perkin-Elmer, Danbury, Connecticut, May 1979.
"continued
concern on Perkin-Elmer planning" and worried that the company's
delays were generating "so much bad news." But Marshall believed that its
pressure was making the firm become more systematic. By summer the official
argued that Perkin-Elmer "was making considerable progress in improving their
schedule control" although it was over budget. 60
Unfortunately by fall1979, adjustments to unforeseen problems had subverted
the project plan and the Center could no longer meet milestones with fixed
resources. In October 1979 NASA Headquarters led a cost review and partici
pants discussed the merit of either adding money to maintain the schedule and
performance or debasing performance to maintain the schedule and budget.
Marshall helped convince the Agency to draw on the project's reserve to stay
on schedule for a December 1983 launch, perhaps fearing that a delay would
encourage contractor laxity. This proved only a stopgap measure, however, be
cause the Center ran out of reserve money by spring 1980. When Lucas in
formed Headquarters that the reserve "will not be adequate," Thomas Mutch,
the associate administrator for Space Science, expressed reluctance to provide
more money and warned that "specific actions must be taken to control the rate
of reserve usage that had been experienced to date." Marshall reassured Headquar
ters that "we will continue a very tight budget policy in all project elements."61
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Even so by summer 1980, Marshall realized that NASA had underestimated
the cost of meeting the telescope's technical requirements. Perkin-Elmer needed
more personnel; its mirror polishing was behind schedule. Lockheed was over
budget. Some of the scientific instruments were overweight, and the project
had added several costly orbital replacement units. In July, Marshall established
an assessment team and its report was bleak. The "engineering budget for total
program [was] approximately 2/3 spent, approximately 1/3 work accomplished"
and the "manufacturing budget [was] approximately 1/2 spent, approximately
1/4 work accomplished." The project was 4 to 6 months behind schedule. The
team attributed the problems to "unrecognized hardware and management in
terface complexity" and "unrecognized tasks recently discovered." Lucas, in a
handwritten notation on the report, believed that Perkin-Elmer had a "good
tech[nical] understanding ofjob-not a good understanding of cost." Lockheed
had similar problems and could not plan properly because Goddard and Perkin
Elmer communicated changing requirements ineffectively. The assessment team
recommended improvements in systems engineering and planning, elimination
of unnecessary tests, transfer of tests from contractors to Marshall, elimination
of some back-up systems and orbital replacement units, and reduction of tech
nical requirements. 62
The Center's proposal to reduce technical requirements, or in the parlance of
space engineers, "descope," revealed how it was walking a tightrope. Marshall
needed to contain costs because continued overruns could lead to cancellation
of the telescope and threaten the Center's reputation. Moreover Headquarters
instructed the Center to stay within budget because deficits would hamper the
Agency's ability to get future funding. Simultaneously, however, Marshall had
to preserve scientific performance, because scientists would reject a gutted in
strument. Speer, who left Marshall's HEAO project to become telescope man
ager in February 1979, had saved HEAO by descoping. He proposed to do the
same for the telescope and suggested elimination of two scientific instruments.
In project meetings in late July, Headquarters, Goddard, and the science work
ing group opposed the plan, but Speer forced Headquarters to acknowledge
that the program lacked resources. Accordingly Marshall received permission
to exceed the personnel cap and plan a later launch. 63
By the end of 1980, the Agency had restructured the telescope program without
removing any scientific instruments. The new plan would free money for present
problems by delaying work and pushing higher costs into later fiscal years.
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Marshall would implement most of the assessment team's recommendations,
which included using contract incentives to curb cost growth, assigning 40 more
people to the project, limiting technical changes, reducing the orbital replace
ment units from 124 to less than 20, and stopping work on the Kodak back-up
mirror. The new plan pushed back the launch date 10 months to October 1984
and would raise the overall cost from $575 million to $645 million. In Decem
ber the science working group congratulated Speer for his ability to "balance
the conflicting needs of the Project to produce a viable plan which we can all
enthusiastically support." 64
The studies by Headquarters and Marshall showed that systems engineering
remained uncertain. Marshall attributed the problem to Lockheed's having "a
'prime's' responsibility with associate contractor's authority and accountabil
ity." The Center's solutions included appointing a NASA co-chair for all tech
nical teams, setting up more teams, requiring that Lockheed assign a chief
systems engineer to the project, and establishing a Space Telescope Systems
Engineering Branch within Marshall's Science and Engineering labs. 65
Despite the changes, the reforms had not addressed some problems that had
been raised during the reassessment. A Goddard report lamented that the pro
gram had "almost no spare hardware and was already down to an absolute
minimum level of testing" and that "there is no provision for new unanticipated
problems." William Lilly, NASA's associate administrator and comptroller, also
worried that the project still had a "success oriented" schedule and questioned
the Marshall review process since "the team did not see indices of the problems
that occurred this year." 66
Toil and Trouble

In the next two years Marshall oversaw progress in several technical areas. By
late 1982, however, a crisis developed within the telescope project, mainly as a
result of politically expedient decisions made during program design. Con
gress and NASA Headquarters conducted thorough investigations but some
times unfairly blamed the problems on Marshall.
Marshall helped the project pass several milestones in 1981 and 1982. In May
1981 Perkin-Elmer completed the shaping of the primary mirror. The company
proclaimed that the mirror was "within microinches of perfection" and NASA
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bragged about "the finest mirror of its size anywhere in the world." By year's
end, the firm had applied a reflective coating of aluminum three millionths of
an inch thick and a protective coating of one millionth of an inch. In mid-1981
ESA's contractor for the solar wings began deployment tests, and in early 1982
Marshall tested the solar power cells and began work to improve their intercon
nects. By the end of 1982 fabrication of the scientific instruments neared comple
tion, Perkin-Elmer had begun final construction of the OTA, and Lockheed had
held major design reviews and started fabrication of all major parts of the sup
port systems module. 67
Again, however, progress came at a slower pace and a higher cost than NASA
had predicted, and again Marshall attributed most of the problems to manage
ment failings at Perkin-Elmer. Indeed the Center experienced constant frustra
tion with the contractor. Kingsbury, director ofMSFC's Science and Engineering
labs, remembered getting a phone call from a distraught Center engineer in
Danbury who reported that Perkin-Elmer intended to support the primary mir
ror with two cloth straps and move it with a ceiling crane, thereby risking months
of polishing. 68 In October 1981 Marshall Director Lucas told the firm that it
had put the telescope in "serious jeopardy" because of "lack of sound planning,
insufficient schedule discipline, many instances of engineering deficiencies,
and inadequate subcontractor support." Consequently in one quarter ofFY 1982
the firm's cost projections had increased 35 percent over its recently rebaselined
budget. In reply the vice president in charge of the corporation's optical divi
sion admitted that "a viable plan for implementing the OTA Program for Space
Telescope does not exist." After one meeting between Perkin-Elmer and
Marshall, a software consultant from JSC recorded amazement that the firm
admitted they had left a "problem open after 1 112 years of work!" and that
corporate officials gave "a very unsatisfactory response to Dr. Lucas' question
'How can this be'?" A Marshall report on the company in February 1982 sum
marized the problems: "schedules always too optimistic, funding and manpower
estimates always too low, analyses frequently lag design and fabrication, hard
ware rework extensive." 69
Marshall tried numerous methods to control Perkin-Elmer. The Center increased
the number of personnel devoted to the project from 150 to more than 200 and
expanded the resident office staff. But attempts at deeper penetration did not
lead to significant improvement. After Perkin-Elmer used improper test proce
dures and damaged orbital replacement latches, Lucas asked, "Do we need
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more QC [Quality Control] penetration? We must get this situation under con
trol." Kingsbury replied that "we have provided more support than one usually
expects for a problem such as this one; however, as you note, we haven't found
the formula for success." Perkin-Elmer responded that the shortage of funds
would necessitate personnel layoffs and cause more delays. Marshall pressured
the firm to implement scheduling systems, which it did in April1981, and change
project managers, which it did in October 1981, but problems only worsened. 70
The Center also tried strong-arm tactics, insisting that the firm stay on schedule
and within budget and applied the financial clauses in Perkin-Elmer's contract.
But this was also ineffective because penalties for cost overruns and schedule
slips were less than awards for technical excellence, and so the firm lacked
incentive to assign its best people and overhaul project organization. 71 Lucas
believed that Perkin-Elmer was "probably, from the corporate level, the least
responsive contractor we've ever dealt with. Their top management really didn't
give a lot of attention, it appeared to us, to this program." He attributed their
lack of responsiveness to the fact that the OTA "didn't constitute a sufficiently
significant part of their total business base" and they were not worried about
NASA moving the project, because the Agency had nowhere else to take it.
Kingsbury agreed and considered the telescope as "absolutely the most frus
trating program I've ever worked in." He remembered that Marshall's people in
Danbury "were almost out of their minds" trying to get action. 72
In August 1981, NASAAdministrator James Beggs requested a special brief
ing on the telescope, and Marshall began special investigations of Perkin-Elmer.
The next month four lab directors and the assistant Center Director for policy
and review studied the firm's management. The Marshall Program Assessment
team found "Perkin-Elmer seems very proficient on optical testing" but had
skills in nothing else. Perkin-Elmer's managers thought their problems stemmed
from lack of money and manpower. The Marshall team believed, however, that
"past schedule performance, current hardware status, and planning do not sup
port PE's position." Perkin-Elmer's project organization suffered from "lack of
management discipline across the board" with "schedules not in place, ability
to meet schedules highly uncertain, manpower and budget requirements un
known." The "schedule is very unsettled and changing daily." Consequently
"PE will likely need both additional dollars and time" with perhaps a 6-month
launch delay. In addition, the team believed, Marshall would have to "increase
surveillance and control" and "day-to-day interaction between MSFC and PE
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responsible engineers." Most importantly, the Center would have to teach Perkin
Elmer how to plan. Lucas's notes described the situation at the contractor as
"disorganized, no discipline, sloppy habits, attitude problem, no systems, lack
of exp[erience] on big systems job;" the firm's plans had "no credibility" be
cause there was "nobody steering ship."73
Unfortunately the Marshall briefing to Beggs on 3 November 1982 did not
include this account of Perkin-Elmer's organizational failings. The briefing,
presented by Marshall's telescope project office, acknowledged the firm's hard
ware development problems, especially with orbital replacement latches, but
assumed that the existing organization could solve these problems with modest
amounts of extra time and money. Lockheed's problems also resulted from a
shortage of $11.2 million. The remainder of the briefing was upbeat, emphasiz
ing progress on the solar arrays and scientific instruments. With infusions of
cash and a launch delay to April 1985, the office said, the telescope would soon
be on target. 74
Meanwhile Marshall had sent the deputy project manager and a team of plan
ning experts to the contractor plant. Their goal, according to Lucas, was to
"enforce schedule discipline at PE." Lucas himself took a special trip to Danbury.
His preparatory notes for discussions with the contractor reveal his consterna
tion. Despite "at least 2 major rebaselinings," he wrote, "OTA project has never
been comfortably under control." The "schedule had been slipping about 1 wk/
mo up to rebaselining on Jan. 1, 1982," but afterwards "slip continued at ap
proximately mo quarterly" and "now we seem to have gone critical--current
rate of slip greatest of any time in the program." The Center Director believed
that the company had an "attitude problem" and its pride in its technical excel
lence contributed to managerial complacency. All in all there was "very little
progress evident in overcoming a lack of experience on big systems." After the
trip Lucas demanded that the project office penetrate the contractor more; "it is
time to get some of our experts deeply involved."75
Only in late December 1982 could Marshall appreciate the scope of the crisis.
Former Goddard Manager Dr. Donald Fordyce, now the new Perkin-Elmer tele
scope manager, opened the company to Marshall for perhaps the first time. The
Center's team helped the contractor install a scheduling system and for "the
first time" tried "to assure that all jobs are identified and accounted for." During
the Christmas holidays, they discovered, in Fordyce's words, "we didn't have a
program."76
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On 14 January 1983 Marshall broke the bad news to NASAAdministrator Beggs.
Describing the firm's technical problems, the Center said that the orbital re
placement latches could not align the instruments precisely, the fine guidance
system could not meet pointing requirements, and the primary mirror had a
layer of dust. Perkin-Elmer's poor scheduling and planning systems and poor
communications between engineering and manufacturing groups had stymied
progress. The firm needed additional test equipment, manpower, and engineer
ing analyses, but had not planned for them. Technical teams had learned by
costly experience that the protoflight concept required step-by-step rehearsal
of any work in order to avoid damage to flight hardware. At times Perkin
Elmer groups had fallen behind schedule milestones by a day or more for each
day of work. The delays on the optical telescope assembly would slow progress
and hence impose costs on the support systems module and on the scientific
instruments. Perkin-Elmer needed another 8 months delay to a launch date in
March 1986 and "significant funding increases"-perhaps as much as $100
million. 77
The news upset Headquarters officials. After Marshall's report, Samuel Keller,
the NASA deputy assistant administrator for Space Sciences, said that the tele
scope program was "out of control." Administrator Beggs was angry; he had
told Congress after Marshall's November briefing that the project was on track,
but now he would have to beg for more money. Witnesses said that he told
Lucas, "you have done dirt to this Agency." 78
Not surprisingly the program underwent a new round of inquiries by Head
quarters officials, by a NASA team led by James Welch, by the House Surveys
and Investigations Staff, and by the House Subcommittee on Space Science
and Applications. The investigations confirmed that Perkin-Elmer had major
management problems; in an ironic moment at these reviews, the contractor
verified its weaknesses in scheduling by failing to reserve a meeting room for
the NASA committee. 79 But the contractor's crisis also led to discussion of
Agency management and why NASA had been unable to understand and solve
the problems.
Participants believed that communication broke down between Marshall and
Headquarters. The House study quoted an unnamed senior NASA official who
said that communications between Marshall and Headquarters were "at best
'horrible."' Beggs told Congress that the information flow was "poor." In part
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Beggs blamed administrative turnover for rupturing continuity at Headquar
ters; the Office of Space Sciences (OSS) had four associate administrators and
four telescope program managers after 1977. 80 OSS had never managed two
field Centers and two associate contractors on such a technically complex pro
gram. Its small staff, Lucas recalled, never penetrated the project like the Office
of Manned Space Flight routinely did and so never fully understood the Center's
problems. 81
In part the poor communications was Marshall's responsibility. Astronomers
and Headquarters officials believed that the formal reviews emphasized good
news. Dr. Robert Bless, one of the principal investigators, said that "Quarterly
reviews in some instances became jokes." Reviews "were often designed to
give the impression that everything was going well, that any problems were
understood and being solved, and that schedules were being met. However,
conversations among participants in the hallway or over a beer often revealed
drastically different pictures." 82 In an interview with the Huntsville Times, Sam
Keller said "I don't think they lied to us. It's not that sort of thing. All engineers
think they're going to find the answer tomorrow. But I think they should've told
us earlier that you can't get from here to there. I think they were very optimistic
and 'had their head in the sand."' 83 A memo from 1983 reveals the Center's
desire to avoid damaging publicity. In June a senior Marshall official com
plained that the telescope scientists had shown the project's dirty laundry to
congressional investigators. He was "extremely disappointed in the large num
ber of negative comments attributed to members of the science community"
and wanted project scientist O'Dell to "let his colleagues know what their irre
sponsible comments are doing to their project."84
At the time Marshall disputed criticism about miscommunication with Head
quarters. Project manager Speer believed that "Sam Keller is starting with an
incorrect premise" that information was "hidden." Actually "there is no lack of
communications on any level within the ST program." The Center had commu
nicated the bad news when it was available in late December 1982. Center
Director Lucas agreed, believing that the formal reviews and reports "provided
an effective means for communicating the very best information available."85
In 1990, however, Speer acknowledged clogged communications. Marshall was
so worried that overruns could lead to project cancellation, he said, that "we
were very concerned about the wrong message getting out. The press couldn't
be told anything, Headquarters couldn't be told anything, the other Centers
shouldn't be told anything." 86
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Even so, the greatest failure of communication occurred between Perkin-Elmer
and Marshall. Part of the problem rested with the two parties. Beggs believed
the firm had deliberately hidden its problems, and he told Congress that "the
contractor was not coming clean ... to Marshall" and was "covering over what
were problems." 87 Likewise Marshall managers admitted to House investiga
tors that they had overestimated Perkin-Elmer's abilities and had
underpenetrated. "Marshall 'assumed' that Perkin-Elmer Corporation was
capable of doing contracted work with the same level of NASA supervision as
large aerospace firms-this proved to be a grievous and costly error. " 88 A March
1983 Marshall review of its reports to Headquarters revealed that the Center
had typically neglected to report managerial problems at the contractor. The
Marshall review found that "there were little or no references to management
or systems engineering difficulties. Instead, technical problems, underestima
tion of complexity, underestimation of subcontractor costs, and growth in engi
neering and manufacturing were provided as reasons for schedule slips and
cost increases." 89
Structural problems, however, were more important in slowing information and
retarding Marshall's responses. Center officials and the House and Welch re
ports blamed Agency procurement policy and the agreement with the Depart
ment of Defense. Marshall had no prime contractor to compensate for
Perkin-Elmer's weaknesses. Center officials lamented the limitations of a "pro
curement strategy that required use of an optics house to do a major systems
job."90 The Center's personnel cap initially limited it to 35 project officials and
65 support engineers, less than half the normal staff of similar programs. Al
though the Agency removed the cap in 1979, the limitations had hampered
management planning and engineering analysis and an increase to 250 people
was too little, too late. 91 Speer said that "on a complex program of the magni
tude of Hubble, you just need almost a comparable number to Apollo, to really
look at everything in depth and to stand up and say, 'Yes, this will work."'
Likewise the defense agreement and the "black world" of military secrecy had
restricted the Center's access to Perkin-Elmer work sites and information. Speer
recalled that when his people went to Danbury they continually encountered
"locked doors" and closed books. Consequently Marshall had little choice but
to accept the firm's word. 92 Moreover, early in the project Headquarters had
believed that autonomous contractors would contain costs and had therefore
directed the Center to change its traditional practices and minimize penetration.
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Lucas thought that "we were somewhat victimized in this by the thought that
'Hey, we've got to learn new ways of doing things to lower costs and let the
contractor do it."' But Perkin-Elmer had learned bad habits working on defense
contracts and preferred to solve problems by spending money. 93 All in all, ac
cording to a report prepared for the Welch team, the "level of detail needed to
see deficiencies [was] not [the] normal level at which MSFC manages." 94
Short schedules and tight budgets also confined Marshall. Robert Smith, the
historian of the project, has suggested that the problems mainly stemmed from
how NASA had oversold and underfunded the project. The Center tried to work
within unrealistic program plans, mainly because both Headquarters and
Marshall managers wanted to avoid surfacing problems until necessary. Head
quarters wanted to keep its promises to Congress. Marshall believed that fail
ure to follow plans could result in canceling the project or closing the Center.
This reluctance to confront reality not only led to misinformation about progress,
but contributed to engineering difficulties. 95 The House staff report argued that
"the applied 'design to cost' theory precluded engineering test models andre
sulted in a 'rush to hardware."' The Welch group questioned Marshall's empha
sis "on technical problems as opposed to management difficulties" and its
"commitment to fiscal year constraints ([which] forced deferred work [and]
increased 'bow-wave' effect)."96
Looking back, project manager Speer believed that the Center was trapped by
"a system that I was totally unable to change." He said that "you can really put
it on a nice, simple denominator: the program was underfunded. You cannot get
something like that for the money that was set aside." Consequently "almost
every month we found a gap. Every gap we found meant additional money was
to be spent." Money shortages created a crisis atmosphere and "you are always
with the overtone of 'who is responsible for this?'" rather than "how do we
solve the problem?" Speer thought the Space Telescope was "a good case his
tory for how not to run a big program."97 Lucas agreed, arguing that the tele
scope proved "there is no low cost way of doing a job half way. This is just a
costly business to do a new, first time invention."98
In a letter to Beggs, Lucas summarized how the crisis had occurred. He be
lieved Marshall was "not able to fully recover from the inherent problems in
troduced into the program as a result of those early decisions" about protoflight
and procurement. Nonetheless, he wrote, "I believe we have made considerable
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technical progress on the development of the Space Telescope. The extreme
complexity and demanding requirements, coupled with the inherent problems
associated with some early decisions, have made it extremely difficult to assess
schedule progress or accurately predict cost requirements in a timely and effec
tive manner. The inability to do this and the perceived necessity to remain un
der annual and budgetary commitments caused us to continuously understate
our budgetary needs. This understatement of budgetary needs resulted in cer
tain critical program decisions being made that, in retrospect, would be judged
to have introduced too much risk into a project of such complexity and impor
tance. They were, however, made with full knowledge of all parties at the time
they were made. While I do not offer the above as an excuse, or justification,
for the problems now confronting the Space Telescope, I do believe that appro
priate consideration must be given them in assessing what went wrong, if for
no other reason than to preclude similar decisions being made on future
projects."99
Reorganization and Realization
Even before the completion of the investigations in March 1983, Marshall had
started reorienting the telescope project and helping the coalition reorganize.
New infusions of talent and cash enabled development to proceed without the
previous crisis atmosphere. The born-again project received a new name in
October 1983, when NASA renamed it the Edwin P. Hubble Space Telescope
in honor of one of America's foremost astronomers. 100
Headquarters assigned the Space Telescope project a higher priority within the
Agency and gave it resources to match. Beggs wrote Lucas that "the Large
Space Telescope is the second most important program you have at Marshall,
coming only a little behind your activities on the Space Shuttle, and I therefore
believe that we should apply as much of the best talent available at Marshall
without, of course, sacrificing any attention from the Shuttle." The Agency de
layed the launch to the fall of 1986 to give ample time for development and
testing. NASA also received forgiveness and money from Congress, amount
ing to a total budget of $1, 175 million, far above the original 1977 projected
cost of $475 million. The telescope program thus transcended its origins and its
buy-in, design-to-cost strategy and for the first time had resources consistent
with its technical difficulty. 101
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The Agency also reorganized the program, with NASA Headquarters assuming
greater responsibility and authority. The goal, Keller wrote, was to prevent "a
management situation such as had existed at Perkin-Elmer to surprise us" and
to "ensure a much higher level of knowledge regarding this project." Without
this information the Agency could not rationally distribute resources and main
tain a favorable relationship with Congress and the Office of Management and
Budget. Keller tried to reassure the Centers that his goal was "penetration rather
than management." He said that he was "concerned that we do not bring the
project management function into Headquarters and that Washington
'micromanage' the project." Nevertheless, Marshall officials worried that Head
quarters would get too involved in details. During a conversation in which Ad
ministrator Beggs vented displeasure with the "massive problem" of
Perkin-Elmer and Marshall, Center Director Lucas wrote "micro-manage" on
his notepad and underlined it 10 times. 102
The reforms transferred power from the field Centers to Washington. Head
quarters expanded its telescope staff from 4 people to 15, created a new Space
Telescope Development Division, and hired a systems engineering contractor.
Welch, who had managed development of military satellites and conducted the
program review, became the new program manager. Welch took responsibility
for Level I engineering decisions, which reduced Marshall's authority. More
over Keller insisted that the Marshall project office immediately report any
departures from the program plan and provide monthly briefings in addition to
the formal reviews. Headquarters also supported the principal investigators'
efforts to reassert their influence. The scientists had found that the science work
ing group was too large and met too infrequently to affect development deci
sions. Accordingly the astronomers created a smaller executive committee called
the Space Telescope Observatory Performance and Assessment Team that
reported to Headquarters rather than MSFC. 103
These resources allowed the project to reduce risks and restore engineering
conservatism. "Penny-wise, pound-foolish judgments," Welch believed, had been
forced on Marshall by years of cost-cutting. NASA, goaded by the scientists,
increased funding, added time for more tests, and increased the number of spares
and back-ups (notably one for the Wide-Field Planetary Camera, arguably the
most important instrument on the telescope). Marshall also reduced risk by
increasing the number of orbital replacement units to 49; it had fallen to
20 after having been as high as 120. 104
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Rather than being demoralized by the crisis, criticism, and changes, Marshall
redoubled its efforts. Director Lucas, explaining the telescope's reorientation
to the project staff, expressed renewed determination. "As usual," he said, "the
press has amplified bad news," but "when you get into the situation we are in,
no amount of talking will help-performance is the only answer-so we'll just
have to 'hang-in' and deliver the Agency's and the world's most outstanding
telescope." 105 Already Marshall had implemented changes in personnel. Speer
became associate Center Director for science and would advise Lucas on the
project. Jim Odom, who had proven effective in the development of the Shuttle's
external tank, became the new telescope project manager. One of the astrono
mers said that "Odom more than any one individual, at least at Marshall, de
serves a heck of a lot of credit for turning around what was almost a disaster in
'83, into perhaps not a smoothly running project but certainly, considering the
complexity of this one, [a] well done project." Another suggested that "the whole
flavor of the program changed. You could discuss problems in a open way and
nobody would think less of you." Odom observed that discussing problems was
much easier after 1983 because the Agency had the money to fix them. 106
Marshall made several improvements in the project. To facilitate penetration of
the contractors, the project office created separate OTA and SSM offices. To
maintain control over interfaces, Marshall improved its systems engineering.
Odom and Fred Wojtalik, who became deputy project manager for systems
engineering, recalled that before 1983 the Center had lacked resources to fund
both hardware development and integration activities, and so had concentrated
on development. Although engineers on the project did not get much credit,
Odom said, they had done excellent work on design of the pieces and on inter
face control documentation. After 1983, Wojtalik said the pieces and subsystems
were largely built, and Marshall had to provide the money and staff to integrate
them. The Center created a new systems engineering office for the project and
expanded the telescope systems engineering branch in the Center's Systems
Analysis and Integration Lab to a division. Marshall also established interdisci
plinary panels in a dozen functional areas and assigned responsibility for en
suring technical support to high-ranking lab personnel. Lockheed also received
more responsibility and resources for systems engineering. 107
The Center also penetrated Perkin-Elmer more deeply. Marshall sent its OTA
project office to Danbury, thus increasing the size of its resident office from
4 to more than 25. Lucas said that "I don't recall any case where the
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deficiencies of project management were equivalent to what we encountered
at Perkin-Elmer" and so the team had to help the firm apply new planning
systems. 108 Marshall also pressured the firm to select new managers. NASA,
goaded by publicity about the delays, also obliged the firm to pay back $1.4
million in previously awarded fees and revised the OTA contract so that subse
quent overruns would be "non-fee bearing" and Perkin-Elmer would not profit
from its incompetence.
Penetration soon showed results. By May 1984, Jerry Richardson, Marshall's
OTA project manager, reported that although the firm still missed 40 to
45 percent of its production deadlines, this showed "some improvement" and
corporate management had assumed a "take charge--can do" attitude. Still
progress mainly came because extra money allowed Perkin-Elmer to add 100
more people to the project, and in December Marshall was still complaining
about the firm's mismanagement. 109
The Center also helped its contractor overcome several technical challenges.
Fordyce, the Perkin-Elmer project manager, said Marshall's team was "prob
ably the finest team that I've seen NASA yield-a good technical team. They're
not continuously yelling at us for why don't we do this, why don't we do that.
They're trying to help us solve problems." 110
Marshall's labs contributed to the latches for the orbital replacement units and
scientific instruments. NASA and Perkin-Elmer had underestimated the diffi
culty of designing the 20 different latches. Project manager Odom said that "to
call those devices latches is a tremendous understatement and misnomer. You
are literally taking devices that are thermal insulators and that have to hold
phone booth size objects within one or two ten thousandths of an inch through
a thermal gradient that you get in each orbit, as well as handling the launch and
ground handling tasks." 111 Dynamic tests showed that the latches experienced
"galling," in which the outer layer of aluminum oxide rubbed off and resulted
in misalignment. Early in 1983, officials identified the latches as the telescope's
primary technical problem. By late in the year, however, Marshall engineers
proposed a tungsten carbide coating which withstood galling tests. 112
Although the Center still complained about its contractor's overruns and de
lays, the OTA project had overcome major hurdles by late 1984. The guidance
system passed pointing and tracking tests in April, and in June a cleaning
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Chapter XIII
Space Station: A Visionary Program
in a Pragmatic Era
"A major attribute of the Space Station program is the flexibility to adapt to
changes in funding."
Space Station Phase A Report, November 1968
From the time when people began to dream of vehicles to escape Earth's
gravity, two images dominated their thoughts: rockets and space stations.
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) has played a central role in the realiza
tion of both dreams, building Apollo's Saturn rockets and using the S-IVB
stage as the basis for Skylab.
Progress toward a permanent Station in orbit was slow, but Huntsville's space
team was at the Center of American dreaming, planning, and development.
Perhaps no program shows as well the tortuous path from creative imagination
to hardware. Marshall's involvement with Space Station encompasses von
Braun's visionary sketches of the 1950s; conceptual studies in the 1960s;
management of Skylab, America's first Space Station; development of payloads
suitable for Space Station experimentation; management of major portions of
NASA's Space Station Freedom program; and the political, budgetary, and
organizational struggles of the 1980s and 1990s.
Space Station has been NASA's most visionary and frustrating program. The
program had the misfortune of maturing at a time when the nation was not
seeking visionary quests, but rather trying to trim federal expenditures and
evaluating programs on the basis of cost effectiveness. Space exploration and
the Space Station were hard to justify with quantifiable standards. Bob Marshall,
who directed MSFC's Program Development directorate, explained the dilemma:
"The main reason we're building the Space Station is not because of what I can
tell you we're going to do with it, which I can't. The main reason is because
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I can't tell you what we're going to do with it. And if you don't ever do it, you'll
never find out." 1
As in most post-Apollo programs, costs determined what NASA could do. Lim
ited budgets, constantly under revision, forced the Agency to follow a "design
to cost" approach for Space Station. This philosophy affected every aspect of
the program including the configuration, division of labor, management
approach, contracting, and schedule.
Design to cost led to programmatic complexity, bureaucratic infighting, and
unprecedented political intrusion. Unlike the straightforward division of labor
between Marshall and Houston under Apollo, NASA divided Space Station
work among several Centers, and made the split on the basis of overlapping
systems rather than separate hardware. This made systems integration difficult,
and spawned debates between Centers, and between the Centers and Head
quarters and led to political controversies that by the early 1990s threatened to
kill the program.
Many NASA veterans insisted that the programmatic challenges of Space Sta
tion were greater than the technological barriers. This was a great source of
difficulty for Marshall; the Center was accustomed to meeting technological
challenges, but programmatic issues were often beyond its control. Initially,
Marshall was at the center of the Space Station program, sharing the largest
development role in a roughly equal split with Johnson Space Center (JSC).
Nonetheless, because of managerial, political, and budgetary problems, the
Center often found itself buffeted by winds from Washington.
Early Visions

Although fanciful notions of Space Stations appeared in fiction in the 19th
century, it was not until the early 20th century that people with scientific train
ing speculated about platforms to establish a permanent human presence in
space. Pioneers in rocketry who speculated about space stations included the
Russian Konstantin Tsiolkovsky in 1903, the American Robert Goddard in 1918,
and the German Hermann Oberth in 1923.2
In speeches beginning in January 1947 and in his illustrated article in Collier's
in 1952, Wernher von Braun advocated a space station for exploration,
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meteorology, navigation, and as "a terribly effective atomic bomb carrier." The
Collier's conception, a 250-foot wheel in an orbit 1,075 miles above Earth,
became the dominant public image of what a space station should look like.
Herman H. Koelle, later a von Braun colleague at the Army Ballistic Missile
Agency (ABMA) and Marshall, worked with von Braun on investigations of
the feasibility of Mars exploration. Koelle proposed a space station design in
1951, a combination observation post, scientific laboratory, and engineering
test site.3
The von Braun team began working on space station designs while still part of
ABMA. Koelle headed the Future Projects Design Branch, which became the
Future Projects Office after Marshall joined NASA. "We were one of Dr. von
Braun's favorite little groups down in the bowels of the ABMA," recalled Frank
Williams, who later
succeeded Koelle.4
Most of Koelle's
young recruits were
engineers, but others
brought skills in dis
ciplines like life sci
ences. One of these
was John Hilchey, a
physiologist who ar
rived in 1959, and
who claimed that his
only qualification
was that for 25 years
"I had read science
fiction and dreamed
The van Braun Space Station wheel in Collier's, 1952.
and schemed it."5
John Massey, author of one of the early ABMA space station studies, arrived at
ABMA two years before the establishment of Marshall Space Flight Center.
"Ever since I first came here in April of '58," he remembered, the group dis
cussed "various programs of space-based, lunar-based, or space station-type of
programs."
Von Braun and Koelle told the group to start with the premise "let's envision a
space station and what [it] is made up of, what it can perform and not worry too
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much about how we would get it up there." Massey remembered that the group
had free rein, and considered "early designs which encompassed everything
from von Braun's wheel on down to virtually every concept you can come up
with: globes, a disk, long arms, just everything."6
When the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) asked von
Braun to take part in a committee devoted to long-range planning for the na
tional space program, he turned to Koelle's group. "Several of us from that
organization got to work directly with Dr. von Braun to help him put together
thoughts and concepts and proposals and reports to take forward," Williams
remembered. "We'd go back and rap among ourselves and come up with ideas
and designs and concepts and do performance trades." 7
One of the results of such brainstorming was Project Horizon. Koelle's group
brought in representatives of the Army early in 1959 for a 90-day study con
ducted in a three-story cinder block building that later became Marshall's Struc
tures Lab. "We went at it night and day," Williams remembered. "We laid out
building a transportation system which did in fact require the use of a space
station or transportation node in orbit. It was a filling station in orbit." The
report envisioned operating a 12-man station by 1966. 8
The report reflected modifications in von Braun's ideas about a space station
that evolved in the 1960s in response to technological changes. The develop
ment of intercontinental ballistic missiles rendered the possibility of using a
space station as a weapons platform obsolete, and advances in computer and
electronic technology meant that people would not be needed for orbital Earth
observations. Von Braun believed that a space station might best serve as a
"house trailer" for astronauts on their way to the Moon or Mars, or for other
activities in space such as the assembly of large spacecraft from components.
Other uses would undoubtedly emerge over time. 9
After President Kennedy committed NASA to a lunar landing program, plans
for a station contributed to the Earth-orbit rendezvous (EOR) mode proposal
advocated by von Braun, now the director of the Marshall Space Flight Center.
Although EOR would not have required a space station, the orbital maneuver
necessary to transfer propellant from one Saturn to another would have
anticipated the type of activity for which a space station would be suited. 10 "In
the very beginning it was envisioned by most people around here that we'd
probably go to a space station as a stepping stone to a lunar exploration program,"
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Massey remembered. Koelle's group proposed an orbital launch facility (OLF),
a permanently manned space station with capabilities that would be useful long
after a lunar landing, insisting that no purpose would be served if the lunar
mission were to be an end in itself. 11
NASA selected the lunar-orbit rendezvous approach advocated by Houston's
Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC) in June 1962, however, and the Agency
subordinated space stations to lunar exploration. Many of those involved in
Marshall's early space station planning regretted the decision. "Technically and
from an evolutionary point of view, the Earth Orbital Rendezvous mode was
the correct way to go," Hilchey insisted years later. Others agreed. "The decision
to go to a lunar base rather than an orbital build-up was purely political," Massey
argued. "The concept that won out didn't require orbital build-up, just lunar
landing which I think was to the ultimate detriment of NASA because it left us
with, 'What are we going to do next, now fellows?" 12
Although a space station was no longer high priority after the mode decision,
the studies of the late 1950s and early 1960s proved valuable to NASA, and
forced the Agency to ask
.!:,141-..f
important questions. Should
,',J;, "- 5
.SfltC.t. Jk<Aih~,
a space station be a closed
~
li'te.Cth.S Ci
'-.:p;;TAoiitctt.//
loop system, or should it rely
~WmAile_
on resupply from Earth? If
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resupply were to be neces
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sary, what kind of a system
could be used for frequent,
dependable, low-cost visits?
Should a space station have
a zero-g[ravity] environ
ment, artificial gravity, or a
combination? And in light of
the mode dispute between
Houston and Huntsville,
how could such a project be
divided between NASA
Centers? 13
-..,_
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Early sketch of space station concept by
Wernher von Braun, 1964.
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Space Station in the Shadow of Apollo

The mode decision forced NASA's hopes for a space station to the periphery.
The space station vision clashed with reality, as low priority, sparse funding,
and competition from the Air Force limited planning. Rather than abandon plans,
the Agency resorted to protracted studies, incremental planning, and Apollo
technology to keep space station plans alive.
Marshall, the Manned Spacecraft Center, and Langley Research Center all
directed contractor studies, but in light of the "understandable preoccupation
with the Apollo mission," funding was meager. NASA decided to split planning
into small segments in order to spread spending over a longer period. "That's
what I had expected," von Braun remarked. "OMSF just hasn't got the doe
[sic] !" 14 Marshall received the smallest portion of study funds allocated by
Headquarters-{)nly $300,000 for contractor work in 1963, less than 10 percent
of the money distributed among the three Centers. 15
Furthermore, the program lacked direction. Joseph F. Shea, who coordinated
Space Station planning for the Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF), found
only diffuse support from other Headquarters offices, and even his deputies
termed the justification and requirements for station "nebulous." 16
Prospects for a NASA Station suffered not only from poverty and malaise, but
from competition with the Air Force. NASA and the Department of Defense
agreed that there should be only one space station to meet both defense and
civilian requirements. But they had not agreed who should build it, what form
it should take, and who would control it, so the Air Force proceeded with stud
ies for a manned orbital laboratory (MOL). Early in 1963, NASA Associate
Administrator Robert C. Seamans, Jr. appointed a special task team to evaluate
NASA's plans for a manned Earth orbiting laboratory (EOL), and appointed
Marshall's James Carter to the committee. By June, however, it was clear that
NASA would not be able to initiate a major new program. Seamans was non
committal when the group presented its report. "NASA HQ is simply very cau
tious with respect to any new starts in view of Apollo overruns [and]
Congress[ional] sentiments," von Braun commented when he received Carter's
report. "We must lie low for awhile!" 17
Budget constraints forced NASA to set priorities, and by 1965 the Agency had
to acknowledge that "approved programs are making heavy demands on
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limited financial and human resources." 18 The Agency shelved ambitious plans
for large space stations.
The new fiscal environment posed unprecedented challenges to Marshall, but
ironically thrust the Center into a leading role in space station planning. MSFC
had to contend with declining resources for the decade after 1965. 19 NASA's
need to capitalize on existing programs rather than initiate large new missions
offered opportunity, however. It gave birth to the Apollo Applications Program
(AAP), under which Marshall developed Skylab, and thereby became the only
Center to manage a space station program. When NASA revived studies for a
large station, Headquarters would not be likely to assign Marshall only a
marginal role.

Skylab was the major AAP program for both NASA and Marshall, but neither
the Agency nor the Center abandoned hopes of building a large manned space
station superseding Apollo technology. Von Braun insisted that a large manned
space station should be the "next major objective in the manned space flight
program." Not surprisingly, he suggested that the AAP program would be "a
logical first step for the generation of the necessary operational experience,
knowledge and techniques that are required for the establishment and useful
operation of a space station," an assumption that would place Marshall in the
forefront of the next major NASA goal. 20
NASA continued to refine plans for Station, looking for ways to reduce costs,
defining experiments, and adjusting the concept to the expectations of experi
menters.21 Station plans,.however, showed the impact of conflicting pressures.
Headquarters, caught between Centers that were demanding more and a
Bureau of the Budget that delivered less, sent contradictory signals.
For the next two years, Space Station planning reflected the new environment
of fiscal austerity. In 1966 a committee headed by Charles Donlan advocated a
station manned by 8 to 12 people capable of operating for up to five years, and
serviced by vehicles already in NASA's inventory. 22 NASA requested
$100 million in its FY 1967 budget for Phase B definition studies based on the
Donlan report. When the Bureau of the Budget refused to approve funding,
NASA continued Phase A conceptual studies out of advanced mission funds
during 1967 and 1968. 23 The Phase A study concluded that one of the attributes
of Space Station was its "flexibility to adapt to changes in funding," and showed
what it meant by slashing its intended operational life to two years and
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reducing its crew to six with a provision that it could be operable with a crew of
only three. 24 In six years budget constraints had forced NASA to lower its sights
from a 21-man station to one that could be operated by a crew no larger than
that of an Apollo capsule.
NASA managers, including Marshall's von Braun, were not accustomed to think
ing small, however. In December 1968,ActingAdministratorThomas 0. Paine
showed his dissatisfaction with the Phase A report by querying Center Direc
tors about the goals, configuration, size, and uses of Space Station. The Center
Directors cheered Paine's instinct to seek a bolder concept. Von Braun assured
Paine of his support for a "truly forward-looking program."25
Marshall wanted to play a central role in the planning for a larger space station.
When von Braun assigned William R. Lucas to head the Program Development
Directorate in December 1968, he made clear that a major duty of the new
entrepreneurial organization was to '"harden' complete package plans for
promising new programs, such as the Space Station."26 Over the Christmas
holidays Lucas visited William Brooksbank, who had experience with the orbital
workshop, and convinced him to leave the Structures and Mechanics Laboratory
to head Space Station work in Program Development. 27
One of Lucas's first tasks was to assist the Center's executive staff in the
preparation of a five-year institutional plan, an exercise mandated by NASA's
Office of Manned Space Flight. For MSFC, the key issue was the "determination
of Marshall's desired roles in the new programs (space station and lunar
exploration)." 28 Lucas and the executive staff decided to make a bid for
substantial Space Station work, including provision of Saturn launch vehicles;
Station design, development and production; experiments in astronomy,
technology, and manufacturing; integration of all experiments; and assistance
work on a reusable logistic vehicle. 29 OMSF wanted a Station by 1975, and
Marshall proposed that it could deliver with a budget peaking at $199 million
and manpower peaking at 1,000 Civil Service and 7,300 contractor employees
in FY 1973. 30
Before NASA could allocate Space Station assignments and move into Phase
B program definition, a fundamental issue had to be resolved: should a Space
Station provide artificial gravity? The issue divided MSC and Marshall. Von
Braun and George Mueller, associate administrator for manned space flight,
agreed that artificial gravity was unnecessary and inordinately expensive. Apollo
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manager George Low suggested that a Station ought to include both artificial
gravity and zero gravity, but warned that "it would be extremely difficult, ex
pensive and time-consuming to re-invent all that we have learned during the
past century to obtain measurement instruments that would work in zero-G."
MSC Center Director Robert Gilruth, however, argued forcefully in favor of
artificial gravity, and refused to accept a "zero 'g'" station. Furthermore, Gilruth
was reluctant to accept a compromise in which Phase B would consider both
zero gravity and artificial gravity since he believed the strong advocacy of
Mueller and von Braun would mean that artificial gravity would not receive
fair consideration. 31 Von Braun retorted that while he was not opposed to arti
ficial gravity, he was not in favor of making a major commitment to it "until we
understand the phenomenon and its implications [including] technology, de
sign, operational considerations, schedule, cost, and attraction of potential
users." 32
Charles Mathews found a compromise that addressed Gilruth's reservations.
The 1975 station was to be the first step toward assembly of an enormous craft
of assembled modules. If Paine wanted a bold plan, Gilruth offered him one in
the form of a 100-man space base. NASA agreed to accept a space base (reduced
to a 50-man crew) as a long-term goal, and agreed that it would have a classic
wheel form with artificial gravity in the perimeter, and zero gravity in the hub.
This concession allowed for the construction of an interim 12-man Space Station
targeted for a 1975launch.
Mathews's compromise was so technologically complex, politically naive, and
financially extravagant that it helped to kill Station prospects. It satisfied no
one in the NASA community, and led to acrimonious meetings at Headquarters
in January and February 1969. Marshall argued that the module should be
integrated into the Station; Houston wanted it to be a prototype. Marshall still
believed that the 197 5 station should not require artificial gravity since
experimenters wanted zero gravity, and suggested that Mathews was ignoring
potential users. The Center in fact disagreed so strongly with Mathews that it
presented an alternative plan a week later, but Gilruth and Mathews rejected the
MSFC approach as having "too many pieces." Gilruth and Lewis Director Abe
Silverstein wanted to move directly to a large Station without an interim step. 33
Ultimately, politics rendered Mathews's compromise unfeasible. The Nixon
Administration told NASA to expect cuts. 34
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Before Mathews adjourned his series of Headquarters-Center meetings, he di
rected the Centers to study module designs for the 1975 launch. Each Center
would direct a contractor design study for a "common" module, so called be
cause it could both serve as a building block for a space station and operate
independently. By late April, Headquarters set base requirements: the module
would have to be 33 feet in diameter, carry a crew of 12, and serve either a zero
or artificial-gravity space base. MSFC would then investigate zero gravity, MSC
artificial gravity. 35
While Mathews and the Centers were fashioning hubbed pie-in-the-sky plans,
budget realities forced Mueller to make a choice between Shuttle and Station.
But even while Mueller and NASA brass struggled to find a way to build both
a Space Station and a Shuttle, the Centers continued their station planning.
Von Braun named Brooksbank to head Marshall's Space Station task team, and
Brooksbank established rapport with his Houston counterpart. Cooperation
between the two teams showed not only that MSC and Marshall could work
together, but that there were immediate advantages to doing so. "Rene Berglund
and I were quite compatible, which was somewhat unusual between the two
Centers," Brooksbank recalled. "Both of us were mature, and we managed to
get along very well." Cooperation strengthened their hands at their respective
Centers. "If we reached agreement fairly soon on most major issues, we were
able to make our point of view stick within our own Centers which eliminated
a great deal of friction." 36
Planning now began in earnest, as Marshall and Houston each directed
$2.9 million Space Station program definition studies. Working from identical
statements of work, McDonnell Douglas conducted the Marshall study while
North American worked for Houston. These Phase B studies aimed to design a
12-man Station to be launched in 1975, examine concepts for a 50-man space
base to be operational in the late 1970s or early 1980s, and plan logistics sys
tems to support the station and base. 37
One of the conundrums facing NASA in its post-Apollo planning was to find a
managerial approach that would preserve the strengths of the semi-autonomous
field Centers and impose the centralized control needed for large national space
programs. When Mathews assigned Frank Borman to the new post of field
director and instructed him to chair a Space Station review group that would
"integrate" the Phase B studies, von Braun feared intrusion on traditional
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Center authority. He worried that the review group might undermine Center
management and interfere with Center-contractor relations. "I would want to
be assured that the review group does not provide direction to the Field Centers
and especially not their contractors," he insisted. 38
The field director's office never became as intrusive as von Braun feared, but
Marshall worried about Headquarters micromanagement. 39 Program Develop
ment Director Lucas noted that "an inordinate amount of time has been spent in
reporting," and added that "most of the extra reporting requirements have been
generated by Headquarters." 40 When Washington warned new Marshall Center
Director Eberhard Rees to give contractors maximum latitude in their Phase B
Shuttle studies (see Chapter VIII), the warning had implications for Station.
Brooksbank insisted that close contact with McDonnell Douglas was essential
to the success of the Station, telling Rees that "MDAC and Marshall have
established a total Space Station team to the mutual advantage of MSFC and
NASA, and a Phase B study would be sterile within the written guidelines without
this personal interplay."41 Rees insisted that "our scheme of using working groups
staffed by senior MSFC personnel allows efficient penetration without interfer
ence."42 Cooperation between Brooksbank and JSC's Space Station task team
leader Rene Berglund also prevented intrusion from Washington. "We found
that Headquarters could not stand if the two of us agreed on something before
hand," Brooksbank recalled. "They always acquiesced to the approach we would
take."43

In the Shadow of Shuttle
Redefining the relationship between Headquarters and the Centers would be a
continuing issue as the Space Station program evolved, but by 1970 it became
a peripheral matter as NASA, industry, and the Nixon Administration enter
tained doubts as to whether Space Station was realistic. In the months follow
ing the Apollo moon landing, altered circumstances placed the program in
jeopardy. Tight budgets, suspension of Saturn V production, the reluctance of
Congress and the administration to endorse a plan encompassing both Shuttle
and Station, and the realization that early plans had been too optimistic forced
NASA to reconsider plans for a Space Station. 44
In March 1970 President Nixon selected the Shuttle and Station as national
goals, but deferred Space Station until after development ofthe Shuttle. During
the next two years Marshall, MSC, and Headquarters struggled to redefine the
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Space Station program, first seeking to salvage as much as possible from the
original Phase B studies in a new modular design, then trying to find ways
simply to keep the program alive, and finally incorporating portions of the Space
Station concept in other NASA programs.
The new environment forced NASA to adopt a fresh perspective on the Station,
and four concepts drove design studies. The Station would use the Shuttle;
early studies had relied on the Saturn. Station plans applied a conservative
engineering approach; the Agency would build on Apollo and Apollo-derived
technology (such as Skylab) rather than attempt to break new engineering
barriers. The Station design would be evolutionary; most designs for the next
decade planned to start simple and grow. Finally, the Space Station would involve
international partners.
Grandiose plans for a space base thus gave way to in-house studies of a less
expensive, more flexible modular Station with more flexibility. "When it be
came clear that the next program was going to be Shuttle," William Huber of
Marshall's Program Development office remembered, "the first thing we did
was a study activity of how we could modularize the space station into modules
which would fit inside the Shuttle." Studies out of Huber's office examined
ways to use the 15- by 60-foot modules "to accomplish the same objectives as
the big one, but doing it in modules." Clusters of modules could approximate
the capability of Phase B plans, but also give NASA a fallback position in
which a limited one-module facility could be launched by a single Shuttle.
Modules offered other advantages: reduction of initial and total costs, ease of
replacement, and the opportunity to return them to Earth for refurbishment. In
June 1970, MSC and Marshall began 90-day in-house studies evaluating mod
ule options. 45
JSC and Marshall Station plans diverged as the Centers sought ways to salvage
the Station. The planning staff in Houston urged cancellation of the launch of a
first Station element, now scheduled as part of a 1976 Bicentennial extrava
ganza, since the Station might damage NASA's reputation either by delivering
less than Skylab or by costing more than Congress could support. Houston
considered more extensive revisions of earlier plans than Huntsville. 46
The Space Station needed more than a new design if it was going to survive,
however, and NASA tried to bolster public confidence. In September 1970, the
Agency tried to create a Station constituency by sponsoring a meeting at Ames
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Research Center of engineers, scientists, aerospace corporation executives, aca
demics, and government representatives from the United States and foreign
nations. Even those who supported the concept of a space station doubted
whether sufficient funding would be available. Others questioned the wisdom
of proceeding since most work projected for a space station could be done on a
Shuttle, and scientists questioned the need for another manned vehicle. Ernst
Stuhlinger, one of Marshall's representatives at the meeting, concluded that
scientists, engineers, and corporate leaders alike were "acutely aware of the
discrepancy between our total program (station, shuttle, tug, nuclear stage, Vi
king, Grand Tour, astronomy, exploration of the moon, exploration of the solar
system) and our dwindling resources."47 If potential space station users doubted
NASA's dreams of two new major programs, Congress, the administration, and
the general public were even less supportive.
Uncertainty pervaded NASA's Station redesign efforts. After the Centers initi
ated in-house modular studies in the summer of 1970, they requested their con
tractors to examine modular concepts. After Marshall's Phase B contract with
McDonnell Douglas and Houston's with North American Rockwell concluded
early in 1971, the two Centers initiated new studies with their contractors (termed
Phase B Extended) for a modular station that would be compatible with the
Shuttle, acknowledging "the funding constraints imposed by current budget
estimates."48
The new studies were barely underway before a new threat loomed. The Office
of Management and Budget, reasoning that "the current and anticipated pace of
the space program clearly indicates that space station activity would follow the
shuttle by at least several years," directed that Space Station funding would be
"constrained," and that current station funds be expended more for Shuttle
related programs (such as the Sortie Can) than for long-range Shuttle
planning. 49 Now began a complex dance in which Marshall and MSC competed
for management of NASA's major manned space flight programs of the next
two decades, and in which Headquarters struggled to find appropriate managerial
tools to direct the Agency in a dramatically altered post-Apollo environment.
Each of the three parties-Marshall, MSC, and Headquarters-had much at
stake. Each took many uncertain steps, and in the process raised questions that
NASA would wrestle with for more than two decades.
Indications were that Houston would be Lead Center for the Shuttle. But that
left numerous projects up for grabs, including Sortie Can, Space Station, nuclear
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propulsion studies, payload studies, and Space Tug, as well as major elements
of the Shuttle itself. It appeared that Space Station would be the next plum
assignment. Competition was clouded by increasing awareness that the Agency
would not be able to buy everything on the menu-or would at least have to
order smaller portions, as was already the case in Space Station.
For Marshall, being decimated at the time by post-Apollo reductions-in-force,
management of new projects offered opportunity to diversify. If Marshall was
aggressive in pursuit of new projects, MSC was on the defensive. In May 1971,
Associate Administrator Dale Myers recommended that MSC be assigned Lead
Center on Shuttle. 5° With control of Shuttle within its grasp, MSC looked for
ways to prevent Marshall from encroaching on its authority for operations,
astronauts, and manned vehicles. But Skylab was clouding Center roles and
missions, giving Marshall experience in all Houston specialties. Houston thus
argued that its management of shuttle necessitated control of key interfaces,
some of which would have precluded Marshall expansion.
Headquarters also found itself on uncertain terrain. In the aftermath of Apollo,
Headquarters had to tread carefully between often-contradictory alternatives.
Headquarters wanted to ensure that the Agency would have ample funds to
support NASA programs, and could do so only by avoiding political problems
and developing constituencies among aerospace contractors, researchers, and
the public. Headquarters wanted to control Huntsville and Houston; but the
engineering talent rested in the Centers and a Washington-based bureaucracy
might destroy NASA's technical culture.
Part of the Headquarters' management approach was to balance Huntsville and
Houston. When Myers recommended that MSC manage Shuttle, he suggested
that any future work on RAMs (Research and Applications Modules, the
forerunners of Spacelab) should be assigned to Marshall. Furthermore, Marshall
would be designated Lead Center for Space Station at the conclusion of the
Phase B studies. In July, a week after assigning Shuttle to Houston, Myers
formally awarded Marshall integration responsibilities for RAM and Space
Station, a task that entailed "definition, design, and verification of design
concepts."51 The last word in Station management decisions had not been said;
in fact Myers had rendered only the initial paragraph of a long treatise.
Whether Marshall's assignment meant anything remained to be seen, since Space
Station seemed to be performing a disappearing act. Congress would fund only
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one major space program, and Space Station became a dream deferred.
Marshall's Space Station task team finished its contractual modular station stud
ies in December 1971 and disbanded the following June. 52
Marshall continued to conduct station-related studies under the auspices of a
new Concept Verification Test (CVT) program, established to simulate
environmental control and life support systems applicable to future manned
systems. Brooksbank, Marshall's Space Station task team manager, directed
CVT on the assumption that the limited funding available to Station in the mid
1970s could be applied in select critical areas, cutting costs and accelerating
Space Station into Phase C/D. 53
Lucas, now serving as Rees's technical deputy and thus the second-ranking
administrator at Marshall, recognized the long-term benefits to the Center: "The
attractive thing about all the elements of the prospective program is that, in
addition to supporting a Space Station sometime in the distant future, the tech
nical development will be very important to what lies between now and the
Space Station, for example: RAM and Shuttle Cargo Bay. All the work we do
will determine whether we obtain a Space Station or not." Support for CVT
offered both technical and political advantages. "In some respects, we will be
competing with MSC again," Lucas continued, "but I think we must do this to
offer the strong capability in Spacecraft subsystems and systems design that we
have developed in the Skylab program." 54
CVT enabled Marshall to win Lead Center responsibility in June 1971 for an
integrated Earth orbital systems effort in which the Agency kept Space Station
planning alive, but it also led to contention with Houston. "After space station
studies themselves were over [and] CVT was underway, we ran into some very,
very confrontational politics between the two Centers," Brooksbank recalled. 55
Once again Marshall and MSC were moving on parallel paths, since Houston
was developing a Space Station prototype (SSP) in a project contracted to
Hamilton Standard. Both projects required the development of pressurized
enclosures as preliminary steps toward Space Station development, and NASA
could not afford duplication. Headquarters reduced Houston's funding and
directed that Marshall provide the containers for testing, and instructed the
Centers to coordinate their projects to ensure compatibility. 56 Cooperation
between the Centers did not come easily, and on occasion Marshall had to request
Headquarters give direction to Houston rather than work directly with MSC.
Gilruth complained to Associate Administrator Myers about the incorporation
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of Houston's SSP and Environmental Control and Life Support System (ECLSS)
into Marshall's CVT program, claiming that "planning has proceeded with a
minimum of consultation with MSC" and with a "significant lack of
57
understanding of the intended use of the hardware."
"I don't believe the issue on our lead role in the CVT is now open," James
Murphy, Marshall's director of Program Development, worried in November
when Houston delayed delivery of SSP equipment to Huntsville. "I would not
want to embarrass the Center by requesting delivery early just to enforce our
lead Center role." 58 Indeed in late November 1971, Myers reaffirmed Marshall's
role, insisting at the same time on closer cooperation between the Centers. "In
terms of your role in CVT," he told Gilruth, "I envision MSC as a prime sub
contractor for ECLSS, just as MSFC serves as a prime subcontractor to MSC
for the Shuttle Booster."59
Development of life support systems was at the heart of the dispute and its
resolution would affect later Space Station decisions. George Hopson, who had
years of experience in the field, explained that it was clear very early that
"probably the pacing technology for a space station would be the environmental
control and life support systems." Other systems drew on earlier technology,
"but on space station where there's several people living there for extended
periods oftime, everything that they use has to be resupplied. You don't have to
do much calculation to see that one of the biggest problems is water and oxygen
and the atmosphere that they breathe.... Most people, including myself, think
that's the toughest job on the Space Station."60
Rees and Gilruth worked out an agreement which Headquarters accepted with
slight modifications. The final decision retained some ambiguity; Marshall would
control ECLSS, but Myers said he would "look to MSC as the lead Center in
life support development" to recommend test objectives. 61 The solution took
care of the short-term problem by giving both Centers jobs, but was no resolu
tion; indeed it was the birth of a long running controversy over which Center
should manage ECLSS.
In spite of intercenter competition, CVT kept Space Station studies going dur
ing shuttle development. "Every test we did in CVT for the first two years,"
Brooksbank insisted, was "directed and aimed at space-station problems." CVT
examined some of the more challenging technological problems the Agency
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expected to encounter when the Space Station program could be revived. "We
took those technologies that were long tent poles in designing the stations,"
Brooksbank explained, "and tried to implement them through the technology
route." High-density solar arrays, the Astromast used to deploy the arrays, and
a high data-rate system were all incorporated into the CVT study. 62
Marshall could not afford to devote much of its scarce resources to a distant
dream, however. Rees worried that the CVT team was so involved in Space
Station that it might jeopardize the Center's efforts to secure related projects
with a more immediate payback, and directed the group to broaden its focus. 63
Space Station consumed a declining portion of Center attention. Task team
members found other assignments; Brooksbank became the deputy manager of
Spacelab. For the time being, Marshall's and NASA's interest in building a
Space Station remained alive mainly in related programs such as Skylab,
Spacelab, and Shuttle.

New Strategies: Evolution Versus Revolution
Although Space Station was but a footnote in NASA's activities during the
decade beginning in 1974, Marshall and JSC continued planning. The two
Centers applied different philosophies as they worked on Station plans, with
Marshall proposing evolutionary development of a station that could grow
incrementally, and Houston urging commitment to a larger concept that could
win program approval up front, an approach that NASA planners deemed
"revolutionary." Each Center pursued its plans demonstrating how intercenter
competition could generate creativity.
NASA clung to the belief that Space Station would be the next logical step, the
major new start after Shuttle. The Agency also had a general idea of what it
wanted: a modular station that could be positioned in either geosynchronous,
low inclination, or low-Earth orbit, and could serve both as an orbiting labora
tory and a space construction base, service facility, or Shuttle depot. 64 The new
baseline station of the rnid-1970s was more modest than its predecessors: a
four-person Station capable of being placed in orbit by two Shuttle flights, one
of which would carry a subsystems module and a habitability module, the other
a logistics module and a payload module. The arrangement would allow for
expansion. 65
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In 1974 the Agency began a series of Space Station studies, most of which were
either managed by MSFC or parallel studies under Marshall and the Johnson
Space Center. In August 1974, Marshall contracted a $274,000 study for a
nine month McDonnell Douglas study of a Manned Orbital Systems Concept
(MOSC), a permanent orbital station. The MOSC study was "probably the most
fundamental study of that period in the '70s," according to Robert A. Freitag,
NASA's deputy director of Advanced Programs, since "it really got us into the
serious Space Station activity." 66 The study concluded that a MOSC facility
could deliver more man-hours of space study at a lower cost than comparable
Shuttle-launched Spacelab missions could provide.
The following summer Marshall, Johnson, and Kennedy formed a joint action
group to devise an option for a geosynchronous space station. 67 In March 1976
Marshall and JSC negotiated $750,000 contracts for Space Station systems analy
sis with Grumman and McDonnell Douglas, respectively. 68
With space station planning accelerating, Marshall reestablished a Space
Station task team within the Program Development Directorate in the same
month that the Center initiated the Grumman contract. Lucas named Huber as
manager, and directed the team to analyze Station systems and configuration
options. 69
While the mid-1970s studies helped NASA refine the type of station it wanted,
the Agency also sought convincing arguments to explain why it wanted to build
a station. NASA was committed to a space station, but Congress, the public,
and the White House had to be convinced that the expenditures for another
major space program in a new "era of limits" was worthwhile. At a manage
ment meeting in March 197 6, Frietag asked representatives of the Centers and
Headquarters to list 20 reasons for a station in "compact, pithy language."
Everyone could compile a list, but Jerry Craig, manager of one of JSC's
Station studies, summarized NASA's promotion problem: "I think we must
recognize that in virtually every objective considered singly, you cannot present
an absolute argument for a permanent space station as opposed to multiple
Shuttle flights." 70
Recommendations for potential uses of a space station posed a dilemma. Bob
Marshall remembered that the three basic proposals for using station were not
compatible:
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"First, science for viewing the universe and studying earth are generally com
patible except for the direction for viewing. Second, materials science has been
a user and desires maximum zero gravity conditions. Thus, any movement of
men or repositioning interferes with processes requirements. Third, a refueling
station for vehicles planned for deep space and planetary exploration would
require frequent traffic with attendant disturbances and very hazardous opera
tions."71
Freitag, however, had his own idea of the purpose of a space station, and during
1976 began to promote "space industrialization" as a goal, sparking a shift
from the traditional concept of a station as an orbiting scientific laboratory.
Freitag suggested material processing, construction of communications
antennae, use of solar energy, and Earth observations as worthy topics for
space station studies, and advocated employing a space station as a space
construction base. 72
With the new MSFC task team beginning operation, Freitag's approach
provided grist for Marshall's mill. In 1976 alone, the Center solicited proposals
for space industrialization studies, managed a Grumman Space Construction
Base study, and included space construction and processing scenarios in a July
in-house station definition. Marshall's Program Development office proposed
that early shuttle flights include demonstrations in assembly of large space
structures. 73
Problems in winning support for a new Space Station program influenced
NASA's development approach. The Agency debated whether to build the Station
incrementally, or seek approval of a large program comparable to Apollo or
shuttle. "Our thought was we get to Space Station by a series of well-planned
steps, a few steps at a time," Huber explained. "The other theory is that NASA
progresses in these momentous presidential decisions-Apollo, Shuttle, Space
Station. Multi-billion-dollar steps." 74
"The Marshall approach back in the seventies and the early eighties was build
something that the country can afford," said Cecil Gregg, who worked on sev
eral of Marshall's concepts during the period. "Then expand from that." 75 The
Center was convinced that "smaller is better," and pushed the idea of modular
stations launched by the Shuttle. "Bill Lucas referred to the MSFC approach as
a colony of stations in orbit," Bob Marshall remembered. "Through a
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modularization of elements, three or more separate stations could be built at an
equal or lower cost."76
Once again Huntsville and Houston were on opposite sides of the question.
"The folks at JSC said they felt they would like to have permission to take a
look at doing [something] really big," remembered William Snoddy of Program
Development. "Wham. Here it is, all in one chunk. It was referred to by some
of us as the revolutionary space station. It didn't evolve; it was white-paper
brand new.... We were trying to be more cautious, and they were proposing
the big thing." 77
Unlike the CVT dispute in which Marshall and JSC wrestled for control of a
study project, the debate over the Space Station development approach showed
how NASA intended to employ intercenter competition to unleash the creativity
of both Centers. Each Center developed plans independently, giving NASA a
chance to evaluate two viable options. JSC proposed a Space Operations Center
(SOC) that Center Director Chris Kraft described as "a permanent manned
facility in low earth orbit, dedicated to the development and use of space
construction techniques, and to the servicing of space vehicles including
assembly, launch servicing, refueling, and re-use." 78 It would employ two each
ofthree different types of modules-service, cargo, and habitability-positioned
along solar arrays that would span 433 feet. The SOC thus would be devoted
primarily to operations, while most station proposals had concentrated on
scientific purposes. 79 "We really never believed that was the way we wanted to
go," explained Gregg, who helped develop Marshall's alternative. "We felt the
science station ... was the right way to go, not to try to move the whole mission
operations and mission control function to orbit."80
Marshall's evolutionary approach centered on establishing a platform or mod
ule in space that could be used as a building block. Center engineers suggested
in 1977 that either a Shuttle external tank or a Spacelab module could be em
ployed in such a fashion. 81 Headquarters was more interested in another Marshall
proposal, a 25-kilowatt power module designed to extend the Shuttle's time in
orbit by providing additional power. The Office of Space Flight told Marshall
to plan for a $90 million hardware development effort, and in March 1979 the
82
Center established a project office under Luther Powell to direct development.
It was "just a big power supply in the sky," according to Snoddy. "When you
went up with a Spacelab mission in the back of the orbiter you could plug into
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this thing, get more energy for the experiments, and also more energy for the
orbiter; thus you could extend its lifetime on orbit for another week or two." 83
Extra time in orbit was an important selling point for the power module, since
the short 7-day duration of Shuttle flights fell short of the 89-day Sky lab mission.
"The science community began to realize what was there," recalled Powell.
"Quite a few of them were enamored with the idea that here's a rich power
supply in orbit." Scientists could "put experiments onboard and they can stay
there forever and can be changed out by the astronaut crew." 84 Scientists in
NASA also recognized the potential provided by the 25-kilowatt power module.
Andrew J. Stofan, deputy associate administrator for space science, suggested
that shuttle flight durations of 20 days might be possible by using the module,
perhaps in combination with a JSC-sponsored power extension package (PEP)
aboard the Shuttle. Stofan even suggested that combinations of platforms,
Spacelabs, and power modules might allow flight durations of as much as
60 days. 85
Marshall explored other platform concepts, any one of which could have pro
vided an initial building block for a space station. In 1979 the Center initiated
studies of a Science and Applications Space Platform (SASP) and a geostation
ary platform. 86 The Center sponsored a workshop on space platforms early in
1981, sharing its ideas with representatives of federal agencies, the aerospace
industry, and space communications companies. By now engineers envisioned
the 25-kilowatt power module as the foundation of an incremental manned space
platform system. The addition of extension arms could transform the module
into an SASP. By adding more modules later, the complex could be enhanced
to host crews of eight or more astronauts. 87

Planning From Headquarters
Soon after his inauguration, President Ronald Reagan nominated James Beggs
as NASA Administrator and former Secretary of the Air Force Hans Mark as
his deputy. Beggs, a NASA veteran who had been working in private industry,
believed that a space station was "the next logical step" for the Agency.
Indeed the change of leadership in the White House and at NASA Headquar
ters offered opportunity to reinvigorate the Space Station program. The Carter
Administration had not been enthusiastic about space programs, and never
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considered a major new start for a space station. Administrator Robert Frosch
had all he could handle trying to keep shuttle development apace. Many in
NASA, and particularly those involved in space station studies, viewed Beggs's
arrival as an opportunity for a fresh start. After years of trying to "keep the
system alive," according to Powell, "we felt like all that we had done to keep
that embryo breathing paid off for us." 88
The change also gave Headquarters opportunity to assert control over Space
Station. From the early studies of the 1960s into the 1990s, NASA wrestled
with the question of whether Space Station should be managed by Headquarters
or by its development centers. Indeed Apollo and Shuttle witnessed experiments
in organization, but Space Station demonstrated the Agency's ambivalence in
unusual ways; for the first time the Agency vacillated between Headquarters
management and relative center autonomy within one program.
At the time of Beggs's confirmation in June 1981, Marshall and JSC station
studies offered options ranging from the JSC Space Operations Center to the
MSFC evolutionary platforms based on the 25-kilowatt power system. Marshall
tried to convince the incoming NASA leadership of the viability of its approach,
and seemed to win support. Bob Marshall presented Huntsville's evolutionary
approach to major contractors and to Headquarters, and received a favorable
response. Headquarters directed JSC to assess using the MSFC power system
and Spacelab as the foundation for an initial station. 89 MSFC Center Director
Lucas explained the Marshall position to Mark shortly before Mark's confir
mation, insisting that the Center still believed it was the best way to go. "That is
the only way to go," Mark responded. 90
Beggs agreed, and often insisted that he wanted to buy the space station "by the
yard." What that meant would become clearer as Beggs sought presidential
approval for a space station in the two and a half years that followed, but it
implied both the evolutionary development approach favored by Marshall and
the process of winning approval described by political scientist Howard McCurdy
as "incremental politics."91 In November, Beggs appointed Philip E. Culbertson
as associate deputy administrator and directed him to manage planning for
Station. John Hodge, another NASA veteran who had left the Agency, and Freitag
joined Culbertson's staff. 92
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Freitag drew up a charter for a Space Station task group to coordinate Station
planning out of Headquarters. "The reason I did this," Freitag explained, was
that "when we had set up the competition between Marshall and Houston to
look at both sides of it we were overly successful and we had set up a di
chotomy that was disastrous. They were absolutely destroying each other."
Freitag hoped to "wipe out all vestiges of the inter-center rivalry," even if it
would take six months or a year. He believed that the only way to proceed was
to cancel out Center projects like Marshall's platforms and power modules and
Houston's Space Operations Center, and "bring everything into Headquarters."93
General James Abrahamson, associate administrator for Space Transportation
Systems, who was organizing NASA's Space Station definition effort for Beggs,
pulled funds from the Center Station study budgets to initiate contractor mis
sion studies and "waived off' JSC and MSFC objections. 94
Marshall objected to commissioning more contractor studies. 95 The Center
wanted NASA to begin development of a space platform and conduct Phase B
studies of a habitable module, an approach consistent with the Center's com
mitment to evolutionary development of station. Jack Lee received assurance
from Headquarters that Beggs still favored Marshall's platform approach, and
that he would seek approval for a start in 1984.96 MSFC Program Development
Director Bob Marshall argued that hardware under development would mean
more to the Agency than more requirements studies, since once development
began and metal was bent programs are seldom canceled. 97 Abrahamson was
adamant, however, and soon announced plans to proceed with several contrac
tor studies. 98 Furthermore, politics made an evolutionary station unlikely. Hans
Mark was convinced that station would be a decision made at the top; there
would be no "tolerant or permissive" attitude that might permit a low-cost evo
lutionary approach. 99
Conceding that the mission studies (comparable to Phase A) would be directed
out of Washington, JSC and Marshall positioned themselves for pieces of the
development pie. The opening round of negotiations offered a split similar to
the Shuttle/Spacelab division of responsibilities. Bob Marshall suggested to his
Houston counterpart Joe Loftus that they begin program negotiations. He planned
to seek MSFC management of the platform, platform orbital operations, pay
load modules, and payload interfaces, and conceded the habitability module,
airlock, Station operations, Shuttle interfaces, and crew training to Houston.
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This would leave Level II (Lead Center) responsibilities, the logistics module
and the multiple docking assembly open for negotiations. 100 Unfortunately the
discussion did not result in an agreement; by the time the two Centers would
meet again to divide responsibilities, politics had intervened and a simple divi
sion of labor was no longer possible. Moreover, Headquarters was not about to
turn responsibility over to the Centers at this point, and friction between the
Centers and Headquarters was apparent. At one meeting, Houston's Loftus noted
that "there were numerous references to 'the conservative Centers' (MSFC and
JSC) and generally a negative attitude toward Center capabilities." 101
Beggs announced establishment of the Space Station task group under Hodge's
direction on 20 May 1982. The task group was to build a constituency for a
Space Station and define a concept that might win approval for a new start for
NASA. To do so, it would have to determine mission requirements, architec
tural options, and approaches for advanced development, systems engineering,
management, and procurement. A loosely structured committee, the task group
conducted most of its work through working groups whose conclusions would
102
be reviewed by a program review committee chaired by Freitag.
Hodge and Freitag had accomplished two goals even before the working groups
began meeting. First, the establishment of the task group transferred Space
Station impetus from the Centers to Headquarters. Second, by careful selection
of the membership and leaders of the working groups, they spread Station work
among the Centers to ensure that no one Center would dominate deliberations.
The balanced workload minimized NASA's internal disputes at a time when
the Agency needed to speak with one voice in order to combat external opposi
tion to Space Station. It also fostered long-term problems, however, since the
Centers insisted on a favorable division of the development spoils.
Headquarters did not establish all working groups at the same time it announced
formation of the Space Station task group, and in fact it took nearly a year
before all working groups were in place. Rumors circulated during the interim
as the Centers worried about their stake in the station. As early as September
1982, members of the task force believed that Headquarters had decided to
award Lead Center responsibilities to JSC, but Terry Finn of the Headquarters
staff warned that Marshall should not be cut out or NASA could lose the
support of the Alabama congressional delegation. 103
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Headquarters encouraged JSC and Marshall to submit proposals for Station
management, and each Center made a pitch for Lead Center duties. JSC cited
Apollo and Shuttle spacecraft experience. Marshall pointed to Saturn, Skylab,
and Spacelab. The Marshall document argued that the Center was "characterized
by total systems management of hardware development, high program visibility,
effective program control, technical penetration, fast response, organization
flexibility, and established interface with the User Community" (emphasis in
original), and that the Center had a "sound success record in complex hardware
performance management." 104
Still, rumors of JSC's selection persisted, and Marshall managers worried early
in 1983 that Hans Mark and JSC Director Jerry Griffin had struck a deal that
would designate Houston Lead Center. "The tone and discussion in the halls of
Washington is that MSFC is going to be eliminated from the space station com
petition," Bob Marshall, MSFC Director of Program Development, cautioned
Lucas. "It is frequently stated that it is Johnson's position that they want to
eliminate all competition," he continued, "and in attaining the assignment would
totally operate the program from JSC." 105
Bob Marshall also worried that Powell had been eliminated from consideration
for a post in Washington, but Hodge chose Powell to head the Concept Devel
opment Group (CDG). The CDG, formed in April 1983, was one of the two
most important working groups-the other being the Program Planning Work
ing Group (PPWG), created in September 1982, and chaired by Craig at JSC. 106
NASA's planning under the task force aimed to win support for Space Station
from broad constituencies. Concurrent with the establishment of the CDG, FY
1984 budget decisions curtailed further industry participation in Space Station
planning. Beggs shifted NASA's effort to "an in-house effort concentrating on
technology and systems engineering." 107 To close out contractor studies then
underway, he ordered a series of briefings in which the companies explained
their Station studies to the Agency and to the Defense Department, which had
been reluctant to commit its support to a space station. 108 The briefings, held at
Marshall in April 1983, gave the CDG a base on which to build its concept
studies. 109
Powell went to Washington in April 1983 on loan from Marshall and set up
shop below the cafeteria in a warehouse built in the 1930s, the only quarters
NASA could find in the capital. The building leaked so badly that a 50-gallon
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barrel filled with water each day, and in the winter frozen pipes burst. The
NASA inspector general ordered the team out after discovering a sewer leak,
but no other quarters could be found and the group continued to work out of the
same location. 110
By June the CDG had a full staff. When Beggs told Powell that he wanted to
buy the Station "by the yard," Powell replied, "I want to first show you what the
bolt's got to look like that you buy the first yard from." Describing the bolt
became the CDG's task. To do so, Powell's group drew on trade studies, and
sought input from interested agencies including the Department of Defense
and the State Department. Powell had a small budget, but found a way to get
aerospace firms to contribute without letting expensive contracts. Several firms
wanted to work with the CDG. Powell offered them a deal: they could take part
in discussions and receive copies of the reports of other participants if they
would contribute reports of their own. Many agreed, and review meetings of
111
the CDG often had more than 100 people in attendance.
The CDG also helped set NASA's initial budget proposal, the figure on which
President Reagan based his decision to support the Space Station. Shortly after
taking office, Beggs asked former Administrator Fletcher to chair a panel that
would estimate the development cost of an initial Station. Fletcher doubted that
Congress would approve more than $1.5 to $2 billion, and decided to recom
mend a minimum figure in that range. Beggs was more confident that he could
sell the program, and worried that the estimate might be unrealistically low. He
asked Powell and the CDG for an independent estimate. Powell and his team
knew the $2 billion figure was far too low. They suggested that costs could be
kept down by using a common module that would eliminate duplication costs
that would accrue with independent design. Powell drew a wide curve with an
upper limit of $9 billion and a lower limit of $7 billion.
"I took it to Beggs, and he sat there at his table and looked at it for the longest
time and grunted three or four times, and I walked him through the whole thing,"
Powell remembered. "I could see he was making up his mind. And finally, he
just pointed to one and said, 'I'll take that one right there.' It was the $8 billion
one, which was right in the middle between the seven and nine. So, I said,
'Fine.' He said, 'Go get me some more details, and go work that out and come
back and tell me."' 112
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The $8 billion figure caused problems. Beggs used it in an effort to propose a
station that would be able to win presidential and congressional approval, but it
was developed at a time when the Agency had insufficient information on which
to base a realistic estimate and left the Agency committed to a baseline price
that it could not deliver. NASA had lived on cost overruns before, but times had
changed since the development of Apollo and Shuttle: Washington was more
cost-conscious, the public no longer considered NASA's programs above review,
and the changing international climate and tepid Defense Department support
for Station diminished NASA's ability to justify the program as essential for
national security.
Organizing Management
During the summer and early fall of 1983, NASA held a series of internal
meetings that increased the involvement of the Centers in Station planning.
Three management decisions were at stake: Would Headquarters or a Lead
Center manage Space Station? Would the Centers or contractors handle systems
engineering and integration? How would the Centers divide development
113
work? Answers to these questions determined the contours of the Space Station
program, establishing relationships among the Centers and between the Centers
and Headquarters that triggered problems.
In July the Space Station task force briefed the Center Directors on its progress.
The group had defined a space station design employing a cluster concept, with
a manned base comprised of habitat, utility, and operations modules, with
provision for the addition of growth elements (such as experiment and logistics
modules), unmanned platforms, and an orbital transfer vehicle.
NASA now turned to management issues. In August and September NASA
held a two-session Space Station Management Colloquium at which the high
est levels of Center and Headquarters administration confronted Station man
agement issues. Headquarters intended the first meeting, held at Wallops Flight
Facility from 29 August through 1 September, to assess program management.
By now years of planning had taken place, and Space Station had yet to win
approval; Center representatives showed frustration at the endless tedium of
meetings with no certainty that they would ever bend metal. One Marshall
manager who took extensive notes revealed his frustration, writing: "I cannot
understand the position of the government. They are all powerful to be
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impotent, resolved to be irresolute, rabid for fluidity and adamant for drift. All
the while the locusts eat." 114
The undertone of rebellion suggested in the above comments affected
discussions. Level B program management emerged as a dominant issue, and
the Centers agreed that it should be at a field Center, not at Headquarters. The
Centers also differed with Headquarters over who should manage systems
engineering and integration (SE&I) during design and development.
Headquarters, and especially Hodge, believed contractors should do it; the
Centers believed the work should be done in-house. Marshall had long advocated
5
in-house systems work, and wanted the job.U
Having experienced the problems associated with management of NASA pro
grams throughout their careers, the participants enumerated the dangers to avoid.
Handwritten notes from one of the task meetings documented dangers in an
insightful, even hauntingly prescient listing:
1) Lack of program definition early in program
2) Lack of clear assignment of responsibilities between Centers and between
Centers and Headquarters (HQ)
3) Low balling by contractors and by NASA
4) Incompetent staffing particularly in the program M[anager]
5) Complex interfaces, hardware and organizational
6) Lack of attention to details by NASA during development (contractor
penetration)
7) Contractor selection
8) Lack of understanding between field Centers and HQ on the Center
commitment
116
9) Establishing program cost as the most significant driver.
The conclusions of the Wallops meeting influenced the agenda when Center
Directors, the Space Station task force, and other management personnel met
at Langley on 22 and 23 September. The Lead Center issue dominated
discussions. Headquarters had reservations about using a Lead Center; on other
programs the approach had caused problems regarding control of resources,
diffusion of responsibility, and intercenter rivalry. The Center Directors, however,
were united in favor of using a Lead Center on Station, and reminded
Headquarters that "Centers can, and do today, 'work for' another Center." They
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also agreed that the Level B (lead) Center ought to have control of the money
distributed to Level C Centers. The message was clear: the Center directors
were so opposed to Headquarters program management that they were willing
to take a vow of intercenter cooperation.
As a consensus formed in favor of adopting the Lead Center concept, discus
sion focused on which Center should assume the responsibility. Langley re
ceived consideration from those who believed Level B should not be located at
one of the development Centers, but soon dropped out of the picture. Lewis and
Goddard chose not to seek the assignment, and KSC and Ames never consid
ered it. That left Marshall and Johnson to compete once again. As NASA's most
diverse Center, Marshall was competing with several Centers on other pro
grams: with Goddard on space science and astronomy, and with Lewis on space
station power. This worked to Houston Center Director Griffin's advantage when
he lobbied to form a coalition in favor of JSC. At the Langley meeting, General
Abrahamson called for an informal nonbinding straw vote on which Center
should take the lead. With Lucas abstaining, Marshall received only one vote.
Not everyone at Marshall wanted the Lead Center role. Bob Marshall, director
of Program Development, believed the Center should try to get it, but both
Powell and James Kingsbury had reservations. "I quite frankly think that the
Center has been a hardware Center since day one and that's our forte, and we
ought to stay with that," Powell remembered telling Lucas. "The only thing we
have to recognize in lead Center is that you're going to do everybody else's
dirty laundry.... Everything that goes wrong, it's going to be your problem." 117
Before the actual division of program assignments took place, Center directors
agreed on certain management principles. They insisted that clarity was crucial
for the program to succeed: clarity of definition, purpose, schedule, and money.
"Don't even suggest a purpose is 'save NASA as an institution,"' they
recommended. They suggested that systems engineering and integration should
properly be the role of the Government.
The Langley meeting addressed NASA's major Space Station management is
sues but did not resolve them. In the aftermath of Langley, managers at the
Centers worried about the disagreement between Marshall and JSC. Operating
on the premise that agreement could come if both Centers had a meaningful
part of Station and other Centers received a responsibility that fit their role,
they weighed options for ways to divide major elements (habitat, air lock,
support module, logistics).
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By the end of 1983, the Centers and Headquarters had come to agree on three
assumptions that would guide planning. Systems engineering and integration
would be done in-house. The Agency would avoid committing station to one
prime contractor over the life of the program. And development would be spread
among several Centers to help revive the engineering capability of the Agency. 118
Presidential Approval

The Space Station faced a critical juncture in the fall of 1983. NASA had devoted
years to in-house and contractor requirements studies, conducted configuration
and preliminary design reviews, and debated management options, but had yet
to win presidential or congressional approval. President Reagan seemed
supportive, but had backed off before when NASA thought it had won his
blessing. Now Beggs and Hans Mark lobbied hard, and NASA gave a key
presentation to the President during the closing days of the successful Spacelab
1 mission. But the Agency faced strong opposition from Congress and from
within the administration. Budget Director David Stockman and Secretary of
Defense Caspar Weinberger were vocal opponents. Beggs canvassed the Center
directors to ensure that no hidden obstacles might undermine his campaign.
Marshall's Lucas pinpointed NASA's conundrum: the Agency understood the
technical issues, but could not demonstrate "an indisputable need and/or
economical benefit." NASA needed political backing from the White House to
proceed. 119
Despite vigorous lobbying by opponents, the executive decision came in the
State of the Union address on 25 January 1984, when President Reagan an
nounced: "Tonight, I am directing NASA to develop a permanently-manned
Space Station and to do it within a decade." Lucas welcomed the announce
ment of "an exciting new venture to which we in the Marshall Space Flight
Center have looked for many years." 120
Dividing the Pie

NASA had been planning for a space station for years, and now had presidential
backing. The Agency now took on its most difficult managerial task: dividing
space station work between the Centers. Two choices made in the six months
following the presidential blessing created problems that plagued the program
for the next decade. For political reasons NASA assigned work packages to
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four Centers rather than to the two major development Centers. Then NASA
divided work by functional systems rather than hardware elements. These
decisions multiplied interfaces into a maze of interrelated overlapping
responsibilities.
Three weeks after Reagan's dramatic announcement, Headquarters decreed that
JSC would be the Lead Center for Space Station. With Level B authority, Houston
had responsibility for systems engineering and integration, business
management, operations, integration, customer integration, and Level A
(Headquarters program office) support. 121
Although not unexpected, the announcement was a great disappointment to
Huntsville. Bob Marshall was blunt: "We're not very pleased with not being
named as lead Center." Hans Mark did little to cushion the blow when he said
that Marshall had never been in the running, although he added that the Center
would be "deeply involved" in Station work. Alabama Senator Howell Heflin
demanded to know what Marshall's role would be. 122 It was a question that
would take months of bitter wrangling to answer.
Center rivalry affected how NASA divided tasks on Space Station. Marshall
was in the middle of the controversy, competing with Lewis Research Center
and JSC. The first division concerned what NASA called the Space Station
Advanced Developmentffest Bed assignments, which involved the development
by intercenter teams of technologies for specific space station applications.
Theoretically, the advanced development tasks provided a means for research
Centers (Langley, Lewis, and Ames) to contribute to space station technology
development by working on teams with the development Centers (JSC and
Marshall). NASA identified seven areas for advanced technology research, and
in February assigned teams and Lead Centers. Three lead assignments went to
Marshall (Attitude Control and Stabilization System, Auxiliary Propulsion
System, and Space Operations Mechanism) and three to Houston (Data
Management System, Environmental Control and Life Support System, and
Thermal Management System). For the seventh discipline, Electrical Power,
Headquarters assigned Marshall, JSC, and Lewis to the team, but deferred
designation of a Lead Center. In each case, a team of personnel from other
Centers supported the lead, so most Centers had a role in several advanced
development tasks. 123
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Both Marshall and the Lewis Research Center in CLeveland wanted the lead in
electrical power, and Marshall's Lucas and Lewis's Stofan lobbied to win the
assignment. The Ohio congressional delegation swung its weight behind the
Lewis bid. Some congressmen threatened to withhold support for Station unless
Lewis won an acceptable portion of work. Deferral of the decision on the lead
for the seventh advanced development task complicated negotiations for work
packages in the months that followed. 124
For the Centers, division of work packages was one of the most critical of all
Space Station decisions, for it would determine their share of work on NASA's
major program for the next decade, perhaps longer. During management
meetings in August and September 1983, NASA had decided to divide Station
assignments on the basis of work packages that would structure Phase B
procurement and determine Center responsibilities for Phase C/D development.
Negotiations would be driven by both political and technical considerations,
and both were complicated. Politically, NASA had made broad promises to
diverse constituencies in order to win approval for Space Station, and not the
least of these was a pledge to involve all eight Centers. Guidelines dictated that
no one Center would "own 'it' all," and that no one Center would be overloaded.
But beyond that, NASA had to determine the number of work packages, the
level of participation by each Center, and the types of work packages. 125 Such
vague guidelines allowed for endless permutations. Everyone assumed that JSC
and Marshall would have major portions, and that Goddard would have
responsibility in some way for unmanned systems. Culbertson was worried
that too many work packages would unnecessarily complicate an already
complex system, but contention over the electrical power advanced development
task brought Lewis into the picture, and Stofan insisted that the Cleveland Center
ought to have one of the work packages. 126
Technical considerations were no less complex. The station configuration was
not yet set; a skunk works at JSC would develop a reference configuration
concurrent with work package negotiations, but it had not even met when the
Agency began to consider the division of labor. NASA had decided to keep
systems engineering and integration in-house, but had yet to determine whether
it should be done by Level B or delegated to the Level C work package
Centers. 127 The Agency hoped to keep work package assignments consistent
with Center strengths, but even this criteria was ambiguous. Houston estab
lished expertise in habitation modules during Apollo and Shuttle, for example,
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but Marshall's work in Skylab and Spacelab gave MSFC an equal claim to
expertise.
At a meeting in Houston on 23 March, Headquarters assigned JSC Director
Griffin the task of recommending a work package split. 128 Over the next two
months Griffin engaged in what he later called "shuttle diplomacy" in an effort
to reach agreement with other Center directors.
Unfortunately Headquarters had made a key decision that made Griffin's task
formidable. Headquarters decisions dictated four work packages; the decision
to give Lewis the electrical power advanced development assignment virtually
guaranteed Lewis a work package in the same discipline, and Goddard's role in
unmanned elements (platforms, free flyers and associated hardware) also fell
into place. "Once that decision was made it forced us into splitting up the Station
to the point where now it was difficult to have system control," Lee explained.
Assignments for JSC and Marshall became much more complex as a result of
the Lewis work package. Referring to the meetings in August and September
1983, Lee argued that "Some of us thought that we'd already had an arrangement
between us and JSC on how that was going to be split, and we were ready to go
with it." The Lewis assignment, however, "destroyed our little plan." 129
The decision to grant Lewis a work package was political, a concession to the
Ohio congressional delegation. The decision had inestimable consequences. It
changed NASA's traditional modus operandi by having research Centers do
development on major manned space projects. It cast into doubt the division of
work between the Centers, destroying an understanding between JSC and
Marshall, fostering greater (and unnecessary) Center rivalry. It led indirectly to
Culbertson's decision to assign work packages to Marshall and Houston that
reversed traditional Center strengths. It added complexity to an already
complicated program. It made communications more difficult by adding
additional prime contractors. It made distributive systems more difficult to
manage by adding additional parties that had to be informed and agree to
changes. In short, it may even have been the single greatest mistake in the
program.
Now the split between Marshall and JSC would be more difficult, in part because
of overlapping expertise, in part because of a tacit understanding that the
workload should be equitably divided between the Centers. At a meeting of
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Center directors late in March, Hodge suggested that it was time for "a bunch
of good old boys to sit around the table and split up the pie," according to the
notes of one of the participants.l3° Griffin, Lucas, JSC's newly appointed Space
Station Program Manager Neil Hutchinson, and other key personnel from each
Center met several times in April and May. At the first meeting in Huntsville in
April, they attempted to divide work based on equal money, but the approach
proved unworkable. Powell remembered one Griffin visit to Huntsville when
the two Centers came tantalizingly close to agreement:
"That time, that night, to give you an example of how it shifted, Marshall was
going to take on the systems integration responsibility. JSC agreed to it. ...
They were going to have the ECLSS system, and they were going to have the
crew system. We were going to have the structures and propulsion. They were
going to have communications. We had it all pretty well worked out. As we
walked away that night, everybody was extremely happy. They thought we got
this thing made. And so next morning about 9 o'clock Neil Hutchinson called
me and says, 'Boy Luther, I really feel good about this thing-we've really
made a tremendous accomplishment.' And about noon Jerry Griffin called Lucas
and said, 'I'm sorry, I can't agree to that-all bets are off.' Then Neil Hutchinson
called me and told me, 'Yeah, they couldn't agree with it.' I never understood
why."131
Ultimately Griffin was unable to find a split satisfactory to both Centers, and at
the end of May he reported to Headquarters that "Our areas of disagreement are
significant and, I believe, are based on honest differences of opinion as to how
the program should be structured." He explained that discussions "lacked a
crispness" because they proceeded parallel to the evolution of the program, a
fact that "added considerable difficulty" to negotiations. 132
It remained for Headquarters to arbitrate. The aspect of Griffin's proposal that
most troubled Hodge, now the acting deputy director of the Space Station
program, was that the systems engineering and integration function would not
be conducted by Level B in Houston, but rather distributed to the Level C
Centers. 133 Indeed the means to handle systems integration would prove a

formidable challenge.
In June, Culbertson, acting director of the Interim Space Station Program Office,
asked Langley's Director Don Hearth to assist in working out a solution. Hearth
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and Culbertson met with Marshall officials on 11 June, and Hearth laid out
principles to guide the split: strong Level B management, simple interfaces
between Level B and the Level C Centers, commonality should be carefully
contained and not foul up Center assignments, and an admonition that money
should not be the driver in work package divisions. Lucas concurred with
Hearth's suggestions.'34
Culbertson then presented the Center directors two options; both had identical
packages for Goddard and Lewis, and differed only in the JSC and MSFC
assignments. The two options differed in that "Alternate A" assigned the
assembly structure to Marshall's Work Package 1 (WP-1) and the common
module to JSC's Work Package 2 (WP-2), and "Alternate B" reversed them. 135
After examining the proposal, Marshall argued that Alternate B provided "the
worst mismatch of Center strengths and tasks," and that it threatened "such a
profound impact on the total Agency, the contractors, and the development
phase" and that as such "it should be rejected by all." 136
The work package Center directors met with Culbertson and Hutchinson on
22 June. Noel Hinners of Goddard and Stofan favored Alternate B. The two
JSC representatives, Hutchinson and Griffin, "waffled" according to Lucas's
notes, but leaned toward Alternate A. Lucas said that he believed Alternate B
"made no sense," but that Marshall "could do all or any part." 137
Despite Lucas's reservations, Culbertson made the split similar to his Alternate
B proposal; the most important deviation was that Marshall, rather than JSC,
would be responsible for ECLSS. Although most in the Agency looked to
Houston for expertise in life support systems, Marshall could make a strong
claim. "JSC had never built an environmental control life support system that
was closed-loop," Powell pointed out. "The only thing they had ever built and
flown was the lithium-hydroxide canisters as filters; but we built and flew Skylab,
which had the mol[ecular] sieve, which has the nearest thing to a closed-loop
that you can get." 138 "We were very pleased that we got the ECLSS responsibil
ity at this Center," said Randy Humphries, who had worked on ECLSS in
Spacelab. But he admitted that the decision "really surprised us .... The way
they wanted to manage this thing drove what kind of discipline responsibility
they assigned to the Centers." 139
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The distinction between Marshall and Johnson roles and missions was now
indeed muddy. Marshall's work package included ECLSS, but Houston had the
ECLSS advanced development task; JSC's work package included the Attitude
Control and Stabilization System, for which MSFC had advanced development
lead. Culbertson's reasoning was that JSC, as Lead Center, ought to be
responsible for the Station's structure, even though this was an MSFC strength.
His work package division flowed from this logic, and thus deviated from the
assumption shared by Hearth, Griffin, and Lucas that each Center ought to
receive tasks most closely related to its traditional strengths. Culbertson said
that since each Center would need "considerable subsystem support" from other
Centers, it would not be necessary to adjust the earlier advanced development
assignments. 140
Marshall's Work Package 1 also included the "common" module, propulsion,
and the orbital maneuvering vehicle. Marshall's responsibility for the module
involved not only the module structure, but responsibility for provisions for its
data management, power, environmental and thermal control, and
communications. JSC's Work Package 2 included the structural framework,
Shuttle interfaces, attitude control, communications, and data management.
Lewis received the electrical power system, and Goddard the platforms and
responsibility to define provisions for instruments and payloads. 141 The Marshall
Johnson split was relatively even; estimates for program costs for each Center
were close, and MSFC expected about 40 percent of the total Station work. 142
Configuration and International Partners
During the protracted negotiations leading to work package assignments, the
Space Station configuration evolved at skunk works in Houston. People from
other Centers joined JSC personnel under the direction of Hutchinson to
elaborate the work begun by Powell's concept development group. The concept
of a "power tower," a long boom with modules clustered at one end, best met
user requirements, allowed for viewing and construction, and gave NASA the
maximum capacity for Space Station growth. The Agency now had a reference
configuration on which to base Phase B contracts. 143
A reference configuration was not the only product of the skunk works. Level
B management also developed during the four months the intercenter group
met in Houston. Senior staff meetings evolved into the Space Station Control
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Board (SSCB), the Level B clearinghouse for integration decisions. Hutchinson
used the skunk works to organize a staff that would carry the program into
Phase B. He staffed most of the key positions with JSC personnel, and as people
began to depart from Houston to return to their Centers, Level B took on an
even more pronounced Houston cast. JSC was of course the Lead Center, but
the domination of its people at interCenter meetings had exacerbated Center
rivalry as Phase B got underway.
Marshall and the other Level C Centers also organized their space station teams.
Lucas commissioned a Space Station Projects Office, and moved it out of the
Program Development Directorate. Project Manager Powell would now report
directly to Lucas. Cecil Gregg became Powell's deputy. 144 In April the four
work package Centers awarded contracts to industry teams to conduct 21-month
definition and preliminary design studies. Marshall's contracts, with Boeing
Aerospace Company and Martin Marietta Aerospace, were valued at $24 million,
36 percent of the total value of the contracts awarded. By the end of the summer,
both contractors had established offices in Huntsville, and Boeing had announced
plans to build an $8 million building near the city's airport to support its Space
Station work and other contracts with Marshall. 145
While NASA was establishing its reference configuration, organization, and
procurement approach, the Agency was also seeking to fulfill another aspect of
its Space Station mandate: the involvement of international partners. The Agency
courted ESA for months, and in February 1985 the Europeans agreed to ad
vance a $2 billion Italian-German project called Columbus as a means of ESA
participation. In March, President Reagan and Canadian Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney met in Quebec for what the press called the Shamrock Summit, and
Mulroney announced that his nation would accept the American invitation to
participate in the Space Station program. The next month Japan agreed to take
part in the preliminary design phase, pledging a two-year commitment, and
indications were that the Asian nation would likely continue beyond that date
and design a laboratory for the Station. 146
With the international partners on board, NASA worked to develop a baseline
configuration. Finally the Agency adopted a baseline design first proposed by
Marshall in the summer of 1985. The new configuration, a derivative of the
power tower, used parallel twin booms in an arrangement NASA called the
dual keel. Compared to the power tower, it had more mounting surface, greater
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potential for growth, and an improved pattern for microgravity experiments.
Marshall and Houston "went through with a lot of analysis and determined
with the modules down at the lower end of the boom, where they were located
on the Power Tower, we didn't get exactly the right microgravity level," according
to Gregg. With the dual keel "we moved the modules up to the center of gravity
of the Station.'*7

The Perils of Complexity
The fledgling program was experiencing problems by the summer of 1985,
some of which were normal growing pains, some more serious. The most
troubling difficulties were hinged either to the complex work package
arrangement or to budget constraints. The Space Station program was so
complicated that management guru Peter Drucker said its organization chart
looked more like a maze than a matrix. 148 "We created an almost impossible
management and engineering job," explained James Odom, who witnessed
Station development both from Marshall and from Headquarters. "I came from
the school that the fewer interfaces you can have in a hardware program, between
Centers, between contractors, the more straightforward, the easier it can be.
Space Station doesn't limit itself to doing it that simplistically. There's hardly
any way you can divide that thing up and not have numerous interfaces, but you
don't need thousands. I think that's something that we did early on in the program
that significantly complicated the design, the contracting, and the
management." 149
The complicated ECLSS split, with JSC managing advanced development and
MSFC managing the work package that included ECLSS, was one example.
Marshall complained that the two tasks were not synchronized and that JSC
was not responsive to Marshall direction. Culbertson, whose split had created
the problem, insisted that MSFC had system responsibility, but directed Houston
to continue its advanced development project. A similar problem existed on the
attitude control system, with Center roles reversed. 150 "Centers compete rather
than coordinate for work," one Agency assessment concluded. Interfaces between
work packages were difficult, and sometimes nonexistent; some contractors
claimed that their Centers had directed them not to deal with contractors from
other work packages. Neither Level B management nor the SE&I system
appeared capable of holding the program together, and NASA began to worry
that it was buying four "indigestible" products-work packages that would not
mesh. 151
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Money had been a constraint in every NASA program since Apollo, but with
Space Station the problem became particularly acute. By 1985 it was already
clear that the Reagan commitment to build a space station within a decade was
unlike the Kennedy vow to reach the Moon in a decade, and money was a
fundamental difference. The Beggs pledge that NASA could build an $8 billion
space station left NASA hedged in. Nineteen eighty-four was the only year in
which NASA received its full space station budget request, in part because the
Agency had limited itself to a modest $150 million, barely enough to cover
start-up expenses. The decision forced NASA to design to cost, and now a year
later costs had already begun to rise. Some in NASA claimed the Agency was
costing the design rather than designing to cost. Problems external to the Agency
exacerbated NASA's budget squeeze; federal deficits prompted Congress to
trim all discretionary programs, and NASA suffered with other independent
agencies. 152
The budget crunch forced Culbertson to reexamine the Space Station program
with an eye to "reducing or deferring development costs." On 14 August he
directed Hutchinson to initiate a review involving both Level B and Level C,
and to examine both cost reductions and changes that might affect system
capability. The review, or "scrub," soon became known as "scrub mother," the
first of several such exercises compelled by budget ceilings. 153
Program reviews increased the already palpable tension between the Centers,
especially since it focused attention on perceived shortcomings at Level B.
Powell complained to Lucas that JSC was not delegating responsibility, and
was micromanaging even tasks in the $50,000 range. He claimed that JSC failed
to communicate; rather Level B was "in charge," and acted as if "We will tell
you what we want you to know, what to do, and when." 154 Gregg remembered
being "completely overpowered" in meetings at JSC. "You'd get down there in
the conference room that would hold a hundred people, and it would be
completely full of people coming in from all the [JSC] engineering and
development divisions and offices .... It was a pretty difficult environment to
work in." Disputes "pervaded the whole activity." 155 Powell remembered a
meeting of the Configuration Control Board at which Marshall, Lewis, Goddard,
and Headquarters each had 1 representative, and JSC had 16-and each
individual had one vote. 156
Matters came to a head at a space station management council meeting
at Marshall on 24 October 1985. Hearth presented the findings of his
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investigation of systems integration problems. He pointed first to problems at
the top: people perceived Level A to be weak, and "not in charge," and everyone
was uncertain as to exactly what the Level A role was to be. Problems at Levels
B and C were manifest. Key people at Level B were inexperienced, and the
program manager was tired, frustrated, and "up-tight." It was unclear whether
JSC was lending sufficient institutional support, and whether Level C accepted
Level B authority. The Centers were plagued by excessive interfaces, Hearth
said. Work packages had been driven too much by trying to preserve equality
between JSC and Marshall. The Centers were too protective of turf, and were
wary of international participation since foreign partners might absorb parts of
their work packages.
What could be done? Some problems could be addressed relatively easily; JSC
could assign more experienced people, and responsibilities at each managerial
level could be defined. But the problem ran too deep for cosmetic solutions.
The work packages would have to be redefined in order to simplify interfaces,
allow for efficient integration, and facilitate international participation.
Realignment should concentrate on Center technical capabilities, not on the
relative size of the work packages or the dictate to provide "something for all
Centers." 157 Hearth's report carried weight in Headquarters, where Culbertson
was perturbed with continued intercenter rivalry. 158 A consensus emerged within
the Agency that a change in work packages was necessary, although no one
could yet define it.
The next several months encompassed the most chaotic period in NASA's history.
Beggs took an indefinite leave of absence from the Agency in December as a
result of fraud charges dating to his tenure at General Dynamics. Although the
charges later proved groundless, Beggs's departure brought William Graham to
the NASA helm as acting administrator. Graham, however, had been in the
Agency for only eight days, so Culbertson became NASA general manager in
charge of day-to-day activities. 159 Then JSC Center Director Griffin and Space
Station Program Manager Hutchinson resigned, to be succeeded by Jesse Moore
and John Aaron. Budget pressure also continued, and on 23-24 January 1986,
Space Station planners discussed ways in which the "scrub mother" exercise
might reconfigure Station to the $6.5 to $7.5 billion range. 160 The Challenger
tragedy on 28 January thus caught NASA and the Space Station program in
transition.
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The Challenger accident was devastating to all of NASA, and the Space Station
program was no exception. Station depended on Shuttle, and the grounding of
the Shuttle fleet guaranteed further delays to a program already plagued by
budget and management problems. Most immediately, the accident meant delays
in thermal and materials experiments deemed to be "of critical importance to
Space Station design." 161 Culbertson directed that the Space Station Office
consider "lifeboat" rescue capability for the Space Station. 162
Reorganization
The six months following the Challenger accident witnessed a wholesale
reexamination of the Space Station program that resulted in a realignment of
work packages, abandonment of the Lead Center concept, and establishment of
a new Headquarters program office to manage Station. Marshall, buffeted by
the repercussions of Challenger and preoccupied by the investigations that
followed the accident, offered comments on the proposals floated by
Headquarters and JSC, but for the most part Headquarters directed the
reorganization. New leadership took charge in Houston, Washington, and
Huntsville, and sought answers to an old problem: how to find the delicate
balance between Center strengths and Headquarters' managerial responsibility.
The path to these tumultuous changes followed two tracks. With Culbertson
stepping up to serve as NASA's general manager, Hodge took over as acting
associate administrator in the Space Station Office and initiated a review from
within the Space Station Program Office. He directed Marc Benisimon to lead
a team dominated by Headquarters but comprised of representatives from all
three levels to recommend a new work package split. 163 The other review brought
back an old NASA veteran, General Sam Phillips, who had managed the Apollo
program. Acting Administrator Graham asked Phillips to conduct a review of
NASA management, and particularly of Space Station. Both studies had dramatic
impact on the structure of the program.
Hodge's evaluation produced two alternatives. JSC and its contractor, Rockwell,
advanced a plan that would have designated a single prime contractor and shifted
much of Marshall's work to Houston. This "primary integration" approach,
JSC argued, would provide "cost effectiveness, clear accountability, and superior
flexibility." 164 The other Centers, including Marshall, preferred to stick more
closely to the original structure. 165 Lucas argued that although Marshall had
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opposed the original split, "the present work package definition is workable,"
and that to make anything other than minor changes would be disruptive to the
program as it neared Phase C/D. 166
Hodge's recommendation, which he called "equal accountability," retained the
four work packages of the original agreement. It made a significant modification
in task definition, however, and Marshall Project Manager Powell influenced
the change. NASA should "separate the inside from the outside," Powell
suggested. "There's a very natural separation there," he remembered telling
Headquarters. "Anything outside ought to be those people who are responsible
for basic structure, and inside ought to be those people responsible for the basic
module." 167
Hodge's "inside/outside" split awarded Marshall the "inside." MSFC would
develop all systems related to the "pressurized environment," which included
the modules and related hardware such as tunnels, nodes, and interconnects.
Houston had the "outside," or the "structure/architecture." JSC thus retained
the truss and had responsibility for subsystems including attitude control, data
management, and communications and tracking. The "inside/outside" split
divided subsystems like thermal and communications, which had previously
been assigned to one Center. The most significant implication was that each
Center now had responsibility for one of the other's traditional specialties: JSC
had propulsion, Marshall had ECLSS. 168
When Graham suggested bringing in General Phillips from retirement to study
space station management, Hodge told Graham, "If you give it to Sam, you can
almost guess what your answer is going to be, and it is not what we've got."
Hodge expected that Phillips, the former Apollo manager, would lean toward
the Apollo management concept, which ran the program out of Headquarters
rather than rely on a Lead Center. Phillips agreed to head the review, and accepted
the task of examining station management, work package distribution, and
systems integration. 169
Phillips assembled a team that included former NASA Associate Administra
tors Mueller and Mathews. After discussing Station management with mem
bers of the Space Station Program Office in Washington, he visited each of the
field Centers and their contractors. On 16 June, the team visited Marshall for
two days of meetings with representatives of the Center and its contractors,
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Martin Marietta and Boeing. 170 "Practically the whole of Marshall's Space
Station role hinged on that visit," according to Powell. 171
When Phillips returned to Washington to present his findings, James C. Fletcher
had taken office as NASA administrator. Fletcher, who had headed NASA in
the early 1970s, returned at the request of President Reagan to oversee the
Agency's recovery from the Challenger accident. Fletcher was preoccupied
with Shuttle, but had opinions about Station problems that predisposed him to
accept recommendations for changes in management. Reviewing the flip charts
of a Station review from several months earlier, Fletcher wrote on the cover:
"JSCIMSFC split still an abortion," and "Bottom line: Lead Center concept
would work but it depends on personalities. Level B did not have quality it
deserves." 172 Phillips briefed Fletcher on 26 June. His most dramatic recom
mendation was that the Lead Center concept be abandoned, to be replaced by a
strong program management office located near Headquarters but outside of
Washington, removed from Beltway politics. The new office would have direct
line authority to the field Centers. A branch office in Houston would coordinate
system integration. He accepted the "inside/outside" split advocated by Hodge,
modified to shift habitation module and airlock outfitting to Marshall. Within a
week Fletcher announced acceptance of Phillips's recommendations and named
Lewis Director Stofan associate administrator for Space Station. 173
Marshall was the greatest beneficiary of the announced changes. The Center
stood to increase its share of Space Station work from 31 to 44 percent, while
JSC's would have decreased from 43 to 29 percent. 174 For Houston, the timing
of the announcement could not have been worse; plunging oil prices depressed
the Houston economy, and JSC Center Director Moore had just announced that
he was retiring and thus would not be able to guide the transition. Houston
newspapers screamed that JSC might lose 2,000 jobs, and the Texas congres
sional delegation enlisted Vice President George Bush to fight the decision. 175
Fletcher retreated, announcing a 90-day cooling-off period to reexamine the
changes. 176 Politics forced NASA to abandon another of its work package
guidelines: that division of tasks should not be driven by traditional balance of
funding between JSC and Marshall. Adjustments, including retention of the
airlock at Houston, enabled NASA to give Houston and Marshall each about
36 percent of Space Station work. 177
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Cutting Costs
The Challenger accident guaranteed that Congress would scrutinize space station
planning because it called into question NASA's technical expertise in a way
that even the Apollo fire had not done. That it struck during a time of increasing
concern over mounting federal deficits increased NASA's dilemma, for the
Agency would now have to face criticism not only of the program's structure,
but of its costs. During Apollo, NASA never had to prove that its program was
cost effective. Such criticism became a factor during Shuttle development, but
never overwhelmed the program. After Challenger, the public treated NASA
as just another federal Agency competing for scarce resources. With the federal
budget deficit climbing at an astonishing rate, agencies like NASA whose budgets
were subject to annual review were vulnerable. Space station, a high-profile
program with increasing costs and ill-defined purpose, was an easy target for
cuts. Space station would have to prove itself during each budget cycle, and on
difficult terms. In this environment, space station had to overcome two
formidable obstacles: it was a visionary program, with returns measured in
terms more related to the human spirit than cost effectiveness; and its promised
material returns were far in the future and difficult to quantify.
NASA reorganized space station as part of the post-Challenger overhaul. Within
two months in the spring and early summer of 1986, Fletcher and Stofan came
aboard at Headquarters, and the Center Directors of both JSC and Marshall left
the Agency. Lucas retired early in July after a 30-year career at ABMA and
Marshall. On 29 September, J. R. Thompson, a 20-year NASA veteran who
had managed the Shuttle main engine project at Marshall, took over as the new
Center director. Fortunately project personnel remained stable at all four work
package Centers; Powell continued to run Marshall's Space Station Projects
Office. Managerial stability, however, was less crucial than costs. NASA had to
defend the Station from cost reductions. Cuts forced delays, which increased
criticism the next budget round.
In the fall of 1986, NASA conducted a review of space station design. A
Configuration Critical Evaluation Task Force (CETF), under W. Ray Hook at
Langley, evaluated Station design, concentrating on problems related to
launching, assembly, and maintenance. "The CETF allowed us an opportunity
to just stop for about a month and see where we were," explained O'Keefe
Sullivan, one of Marshall's representatives. "We had had four work packages
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working pretty much independently during Phase B, and there had been no real
coordination and compiling of what each of the elements [was doing]. All four
work packages worked together with our best weights [and] power requirements,
and put together a coordinated assembly sequence." 178
Charles Cothran, another Marshall representative, worked on a reevaluation of
how many shuttle flights it would take to launch and assemble the Station.
Cothran's work demonstrated that early planning projecting 10 shuttle flights
was overly optimistic, and gives one indication of why Congress attacked the
$8 billion budget figure. "We went from 10 launches to 16 launches," Cothran
explained, "and it was very obvious that we couldn't do it even in 16launches,
because we had negative margins on almost every load that we sent up .... And
we had some hardware manifested at zero weight, which you know is unrealistic.
We knew there was at least another flight or two of equipment that had to go
up."'79
The CETF review, which culminated in December, also recommended design
changes that affected Marshall's participation. The team suggested enlarging
Marshall's nodes and tunnels; larger "resource" nodes could be used to house
equipment, thus helping reduce EVA time. Finally, the review advocated still
another modification of work packages, giving Marshall responsibility for engine
elements of the Station propulsion system. 180
Upward revision in the number of shuttle flights required to build Space Station
was but one of many factors increasing the estimated cost to completion. NASA
had decided that an $8 billion Station was impossible, and in 1987 the Agency
began to revise its estimates. The Agency informed the administration that it
would cost $14.5 billion in 1984 dollars ($21 billion in 1987 dollars). An internal
analysis suggested that NASA would need a $3.5 billion annual budget, while
the administration had planned Station spending to peak at just over $2 billion
per year. 181 Although Hodge acknowledged political, complexity, and
administrative problems, he placed part of the problem at the Centers. NASA
did not really "design-to-cost," Hodge believed, but rather practiced "cost
avoidance" or "cost cutting." Center engineers were content to let costs rise,
since this benefited their organizations. Inadequate contractor oversight caused
duplication and "uncontrolled manpower loading." 182
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Myers, formerly head of manned space flight, returned to NASA late in 1986
as deputy administrator and immediately began to look for ways to cut Station
costs. In doing so, he examined the roles of the Centers; his plans, had they
been adopted, would have had a dramatic impact on Marshall. One possibility
was to lower sights and develop an "austere" station by eliminating vertical
beams and using only one cross beam, reducing the data system, and developing
only one American lab/hab to be manned by a crew of five. He proposed dropping
Lewis and Goddard from the work packages, suggesting that "by getting the
Manned Program back in the three manned Centers, we even improve our
management ability." These shifts "would reduce MSFC's workload slightly so
they could take on the heavy lift launch vehicle." 183
Myers also considered eliminating all space station work at Marshall. He believed
it would be necessary to "reschedule" space station, to "half-size" the lab and
hab modules, and plan for a man-tended rather than a permanently manned
system. Then, since the modules would be smaller, "and since MSFC is so busy
with ELV [expendable launch vehicles] and new engines, put MSFC work at
JSC," he wrote. "MSFC would be out completely. Their contractor would be
managed by JSC." 184
Myers's ruminations never became Agency policy, but they reveal the character
of the program early in 1987. For the second-ranking official in the Agency to
consider such drastic action on the heels of a contentious work package revision
demonstrates the program's instability, high-level doubts about its Station plans,
and organizational problems.
Such fears were justified. The Congressional Budget Office suggested that in
light of the $14.5 billion estimate, the Agency should cancel Space Station.
Fletcher worried that the administration's commitment had wavered, that the
international partners were getting cold feet, and that the Agency had lost control
of Station and was losing its competitive edge in manned space flight. NASA
delayed beginning Phase C/D for at least two years. Delays forced a schedule
slip of at least two years. In March the White House agreed to a two-phase
space station "stretchout" program that would result in a scaled-back station
comprised of main truss, four modules (two American and one each for Japan
and ESA), and a solar array power system. 185 The second phase would add two
"keel" beams, provisions for more power, and a platform. 186
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Space Station was safe for the time being, but the program was now under
unrelenting scrutiny. Powell insisted that the changes would not affect Marshall's
work package, that there would be no reduction in the Center's hardware
responsibilities. It "simply means that we will pay for the station as we go," he
asserted. 187
Moving into Phase C/D
With space station breathing new life, NASA prepared to initiate Phase C/D
development. Implementation of the programmatic changes recommended by
the Phillips Committee and the shift of management to the Washington area
preceded publication of the call for contractor bids. Headquarters sought to
control the Centers, but its new program office also introduced new managerial
problems.
In the spring of 1987, Headquarters opened a new program office in Reston,
Virginia. The new Level A-Prime replaced Houston's Level B. 188 Unfortunately
the Reston office also introduced another level of bureaucracy, and instead of
simplifying the program's interfaces, added complexity. The Centers complained
about Reston micromanaging. The new office was "too involved in the next
level down," according to Lee, who was Marshall's deputy director at the time
of the change. "They never seemed to understand exactly what their role was."
JSC's Denny Holt, who worked on systems integration, described what he called
"the initial Reston fix": "Instead of taking the Level B documentation which
was about the right level because it had been argued by all of us, they took it
and processed 7,000 changes [and] added detail that you couldn't believe." Lee
insisted that Reston never "got control of defining the program at the systems
level." 189
The frustrations prompted NASA, the White House, and the Defense Department
to commission a study by the National Research Council (NRC). Seamans, a
former NASA associate administrator now on the faculty of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, headed a 13-member panel whose report contained
good and bad news. The first part of the report, submitted in July, raised the
frightening prospect of a $32.8 billion space station (in 1988 dollars, compared
to the NASA estimate at the time of $19 billion). 190 The NRC full report in
December concluded that Space Station would be a challenge "of formid
able proportions," one that would stretch for two or three decades and thus
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could not be approached as a "one administration" program that could be
built "on the cheap." The committee, however, endorsed NASA's configuration
and its conception that the Block I station was only a starting point. The NRC
had little to say about individual Centers, but supported developing advanced
solid rocket motors for the Shuttle, which would be assigned to MSFC. 191
Even as the NRC review proceeded, NASA finally released the RFPs for the
work packages late in April1987. Marshall's solicitation, valued at $4.5 billion,
spelled out two options: one for a phased program, the other for an enhanced
configuration program. 192 "We were going out with four RFPs at the same time,
and we were trying to get as much common language and common items as we
could, so we didn't have four completely disjointed contracts," explained Gregg,
who chaired Marshall's Source Evaluation Board. 193 Marshall's Work Package,
as it now stood, included two pressurized modules (one "lab" for micro gravity
research and one "hab" for eight crew members), three logistics support systems,
four resource node structures, the ECLSS, an internal thermal management
system, and internal audio and video systems. 194 In July, Boeing and Martin
Marietta submitted proposals for Marshall's Work Package One.
The importance of the submissions to the contractor and the Agency, the
requirement for security, and the depth of detail and sheer size of the proposals
made the Source Evaluation Board's task a difficult one. Martin Marietta's two
million page proposal weighed 8,780 pounds, and filled 186 boxes. Boeing's
6,000-pound proposal filled 121 boxes. 195 Gregg set up shop in an office building
on Huntsville's Memorial Parkway and posted 24-hour security. More than 200
people assisted the Board in its evaluation, some examining only small details,
while others spent weeks with the group. 196
On 1 December, Fletcher announced the successful bidders for each work
package. Boeing won the competition as the prime contractor for the Marshall
work package on the basis of its approach to key areas like systems engineering
and integration, design and development, and program management. Boeing
would have support from Grumman, Lockheed, Teledyne Brown, and TRW.
NASA expected that the award might bring $800 million and 2,000 jobs to
Huntsville. 197
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Development Work

While management worried about administering the Space Station program,
Marshall's engineers and contractors began work on design and development.
NASA had decided early that the Space Station would rely as much as possible
on pre-existing technology, and most Station officials acknowledged that the
programmatic challenges were greater than the technical challenges. Nonethe
less NASA relied on state-of-the-art technology in some areas.
The ECLSS provided Marshall the most demanding challenge. ECLSS had
seven subsystems: temperature and humidity control, atmospheric control and
supply, air revitalization, the water reclamation and management system, waste
management, fire protection and suppression, and EVA support. 198 It was a
technological driver because other subsystems depended on ECLSS develop
ment. ECLSS relied on old technology, but Marshall sought improvements based
on lessons from Skylab and Spacelab. "We went back and reviewed all those
anomalies and made sure that . . . our design would side-step any similar type
problems," according to Humphries.
In the early 1970s NASA used Marshall's powerful Saturn rockets to deliver
thousands of pounds of water for Sky lab. The Saturns were no longer available,
and the shuttle's smaller lifting capacity would be used for other cargo. "The
biggest difference
between Skylab and
Space Station is the
fact that we didn't
[have] oxygen and
water loop closure,"
Humphries explained.
For the first time ,
NASA would be
"closing oxygen and
water loops," which
meant that Marshall
had to design systems
for recovering waste
water for reuse and Space Station Freedom mock-up at MSFC in
extracting oxygen December 1991.
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from C0 2 for rebreathing. 199 "It's imperative to have any practical space
station, that you have to recycle the water," explained Hopson. To do so was
essential: "If we have the right kind of system, there's no reason why you'd
ever have to take water up," Hopson said. 200
"The main source is urine, and another is condensate," Hopson continued. "The
toughest is urine and there you normally use some sort of distillation process.
And power is at a premium on a space station, so you've got to have some
process of using heat for distilling and then later you condense the vapor. But
you have to be very careful not to come up with a system that uses so much
power that it's impractical." 201
Another of Marshall's responsibilities, the habitation module, demanded fewer
technological developments. "There has to be some innovative thinking of ex
actly how to put everything together," explained Axel Roth, who headed the
project beginning in 1987. "But I don't see any pushing the state of the art."
The principal problem in designing the habitation module was that "we've got
a limited amount of space to do a lot of things in," Roth explained. To compen
sate for the crowded conditions, designers decided to separate the module into
three areas: a quiet area for the crew's quarters on one side, a wardroom/galley
on the other side where more activity would take place, and an intermediate
area for lower-use activities, such as a health maintenance facility with its exer
cise machines. 202
While the "Hab" would provide living space, the "Lab" would be the work
place of Space Station. Marshall's responsibility for the laboratory module
evolved as the program changed. Originally, NASA planned to have two labs,
one for life sciences to be developed by Goddard, and one for materials under
Marshall. The two Centers had different ideas regarding how the labs should be
structured; Goddard wanted the lab divided into floors. "We referred to [the
Goddard design] as a bologna slice," recalled Marshall's Walt Wood. "We had
the orientation down the longitudinal axis of the lab." The two Centers con
ducted studies, and Goddard agreed to use the Marshall orientation.
Budget reductions forced NASA to cut back to one lab incorporating both life
science and materials research, and realignment gave responsibility to Marshall.
Designers relied on racks to provide access for experimenters. "We spent a lot
of time and a lot of effort trying to determine the dimensions of a rack-its
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depth, its size, trying to get the most volumetric efficiency we could in a rack,"
Wood explained. Eventually they settled on four "stand-offs," each supplied
with power, fluid lines and ducts, housing a total of 44 racks. 203
While some problems were unique to each module, each had common concerns.
Contaminants posed a serious challenge in a closed-loop system. As Hopson
explained, "Once you close the door you have no ventilation anymore. Some of
these things you never worried about before become problems." Controlling
microbes is vital, since "you're handling some pretty dirty stuff' in an
environment favorable to growth. Both water and the gasses in the module
atmosphere would have to be tested constantly, and the Center and its contractors
had to design holding tanks and monitoring apparatus, as well as biocides and
the catalytic oxidizer to eradicate contaminants. 204

Systems Integration
Systems integration was a particularly difficult problem that had troubled Space
Station plans from the beginning. Robert Crumbly of Marshall's Systems
Engineering Office described the process as "making apples and oranges add
up together." 205 Initially systems engineering involved defining requirements,
contract specifications, and interfaces, and developing program documentation.
As the program moved into Phase C/D, the job evolved into one of setting
requirements to verify hardware and monitor contract performance.
Making sure that all the systems work together was anything but simple on
Space Station. "The integration role and the coordination role with Level II and
other Centers is probably greater than any other program we've ever had here at
Marshall," according to Crumbly. 206 In order to coordinate between systems,
subsystems, and work packages, NASA relied on two different types of control
documents that would alert people to changes affecting their areas of responsi
bility. Architecture Control Documents (ACD) set forth the Station's structure,
and Interface Control Documents (ICD) like those used in the Shuttle program
addressed overlaps between systems. If JSC introduced a change in truss struc
ture, for example, it might affect Marshall's modules; ACDs would alert Marshall
of the alteration. An interface working group with representatives of each of the
Centers resolved differences.
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Integration meant close work with other Centers, particularly with JSC, and
although the two Centers squabbled over division of responsibilities, people at
the two Centers had worked together for years and knew how to cooperate.
"There has not been acrimony," insisted JSC's Holt. "Quite frankly, at the work
ing level, we've never had a problem of getting to an answer with Marshall."
Both Centers have typically "let the technical solutions bubble and then go in at
the last minute and make decisions. I think that's been almost the modus oper
and of Marshall-JSC operations over the whole time I've been involved." 207
Interfaces with contractors were another matter. Because of the division into
work packages, contractors under different work packages had difficulty
communicating with one another, even though their responsibilities often
overlapped. If Boeing had a problem that related to an interface with JSC's
contractor McDonnell Douglas, Boeing could not approach McDonnell Douglas
directly. Instead, they had to report to Marshall's project office, which in tum
would approach JSC's project office, which would then contact McDonnell
Douglas. It was a cumbersome bureaucratic system. Marshall Center Director
Lee explained that "Any time you have a complex system like this and you've
got to put ... one or two government people in between two contractors to do
even the simplest kind of thing, then you're inefficient." 208
In April1988 Odom, who had managed the Shuttle external tank and the Hubble
Space Telescope for Marshall, replaced Stofan as associate administrator for
Space Station. One of Odom's goals was to find a solution to the impasse in
contractor-to-contractor communications. He proposed an "associate contractor"
relationship. "What I wanted to do," he explained, "was put into the contracts
the responsibility that if Boeing and if McDonnell Douglas had a problem,
their first responsibility was to go very quickly, find the most economical way
to fix it, regardless of what it would cost, which one would cost more money.
Put the responsibility on them to come back to the government with one or two
solutions and let the government pick the best solution." 209 Grumman, as
integration contractor, would coordinate between work package contractors,
but Odom believed the Grumman contract was too limited to allow them to
improve communication significantly. Lee said "it's difficult to bring an outside
contractor in to be systems engineer on somebody else's hardware." 210 JSC's
Holt believed that Odom's plan would have succeeded in giving prime
contractors incentive to work out problems, thereby bringing fewer problems
to the Government. Unfortunately, however, neither the contractors nor many
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in NASA were accustomed to operating in such a fashion, and "as soon as
Odom and [his deputy Ray] Tanner left, that went away overnight. Reston took
that apart in five seconds."211

Hanging On
During Odom's year as associate administrator, Space Station budget battles
became institutionalized. Odom and Fletcher recognized how much the struggle
to justify Station had impacted the program the previous year, and tried to pre
vent a recurrence. "Dr. Fletcher and I very deliberately decided it was time to
really decide if the nation and/or the Congress really wanted a Space Station
Program," Odom remembered. Congress proposed level funding, and Odom
worried that "we would have just kept going treading water and not making any
real progress." Odom and Fletcher convinced Congress to fund Station at
$900 million for Fiscal Year 1988. 212 They had won only a skirmish; Space
Station would remain controversial well into the 1990s. When Fletcher left the
Agency, he chose to emphasize funding problems in his valedictory address:
"Restudy after restudy simply reinforces the conclusion that Station Freedom
is well-conceived and well-managed, but very sparingly financed. There is simply
no room for further trimming or shaping or cutting." 213
The Space Station program became one of the most debated federal programs
in the 1990s. Congress treated NASA like a spoiled child who had been given
too much, and now needed to be brought up short. Congress restricted the
Agency's spending, demanded rescoping, and then chastised the Agency for
failing to make more progress. Costs increased, in part because of the stretchout.
"You have funding instability when you have increase in cost," Lee explained.
"That increase in cost gets reported, and then you get criticized for it." 214 The
budget system was not designed for programs that stretched for decades. Apollo
astronaut Wally Schirra highlighted the difference between the lunar program
and station when he told a Huntsville audience in 1989, "We need to look at the
space station as at least a 25- to 30-year program, not a quickie like going to the
moon and back."215
Delays and stretchouts contributed to a decline in support for station. The pub
lic mood shifted, and Congress challenged Station at every tum. Even within
the space community, people wearied of the lack of progress. As early as 1988,
Marshall's Associate Director for Science Charles R. Chappell, worried about
wavering commitment among scientists:
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"This process that we have gone through with Spacelab mission cancellations
has served to scare away many of the scientists who would be oriented toward
doing science on the Space Station. They just hung with it, some of them for a
decade, before they gave up. They wrote a proposal. It was a great idea. It got
selected, and then they got money dribbled to them over the period of a decade,
never coming to fruition. They just, at some point, say I can't stay with this any
longer." 216
Many factors coalesced to place Space Station in constant peril, some beyond
NASA's control and others of the Agency's own making. Space Station, as
Odom has said, "came about at a time when the nation didn't know what it
wanted to do either nationally or internationally." 217 NASA's programs had
always been political, but politics came to dominate Space Station in an
unprecedented way. The driving force behind the division of space station work
was an effort to ensure a geographic spread that would maintain the support of
the aerospace community and Congress.
NASA, for its part, was unable to articulate its vision in a way that appealed to
the public imagination. When NASA in the mid-1970s turned to industrialization
in space as a justification, it started down a path that allowed the Space Station
to be evaluated on the basis of what it could produce, rather than on the basis of
scientific research or a visionary quest for humankind. It was a rationale without
hope of short-term fulfillment, and placed Station in the wash of Shuttle's
unfulfilled promise. NASA had made similar pledges for Shuttle, arguing on
the basis of cost-per-pound to orbit and number of missions per year, raising
expectations to levels that the Agency never came close to fulfilling.
The highly political context in which the Space Station program matured often
left Marshall on the periphery. Marshall people, to be sure, played key roles
throughout; the story of Space Station could not be told without reference to
Wernher von Braun's and Koelle's visionary designs, the pioneering contribu
tions of the engineers who developed Skylab and Spacelab, Powell's leadership
of the Concept Development Group, or Odom' s leadership as associate admin
istrator. But the Center was often acted upon rather than acting. Sometimes this
was by intent, since Space Station was one program over which Headquarters
asserted unusual control. Lee, for example, was one of the more experienced
people in the Agency in dealing with international partners, yet when asked
about how much he was involved in developing the international role for
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Station, he replied, "Not as much as I would have liked to have been and thought
I should have been." Frequent changes in the program also had the effect of
leaving Marshall to r~spond to the latest modification. Marshall, along with the
other Centers, faced formidable external obstacles throughout Space Station
development. The internal (within NASA) obstacles were primarily program
matic, since the technological challenges were less than they had been on
previous projects.
Space Station has challenged Marshall in ways unlike previous programs. As
an overtly political program, Space Station has drawn the Center into the politi
cal arena. "We can't lobby, but we can give information," Lee explained. "We've
done more of that on Station than I ever remember we've done on any program
here, and we've been asked to do that by Headquarters."218
In spite of the problems that plagued the program, work on Space Station
displayed Marshall strengths. The Center had unusual vision; more than 30
years after Marshall engineers produced the first Space Station study, their
professional heirs were working to fulfill their dreams. A culmination of more
than 30 years of work in manned space systems, space station demonstrated the
legacy of Apollo, Skylab, Shuttle, and Spacelab. Marshall engineering talent
helped to solve the problems posed by ECLSS, Station's most challenging
technology. And Marshall engineers and managers learned to operate a
technological program under unprecedented political, budgetary, and
bureaucratic pressure.
In 1993 President Bill Clinton ordered another redesign of Space Station in
order to reduce costs, streamline management, and increase international
involvement. The post-Cold War relationship with the former Soviet Union
made possible closer ties with the Russians, who now joined the Americans,
Canadians, Europeans, and Japanese as partners.
Teams at NASA Centers developed three new designs, and the administration
selected the proposal designated "Alpha." Although the new design preserved
75 percent of the hardware designs of the old program, it was a fundamentally
new program. Now known as the International Space Station (ISS), the new
design slashed projected completion costs from $25.1 billion to $17.4 billion,
and cut operating costs in half. The new Station would have six laboratory
modules instead of the three planned for the old design. As in the old design,
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Canada would provide a remote manipulator arm and Japan and the Europeans
would provide lab modules. The Russians would contribute hardware elements
and employ their Mir Space Station in collaborative operations with the American
Shuttle during the first phase of the International Space Station program. 219
In August 1993 Headquarters designated JSC "host Center," meaning that the
program office would operate out of Houston, but that JSC would operate only
as "host," and not have the authority of a Lead Center. The change took into
account earlier difficulties; there would be one prime contractor, which NASA
hoped would minimize the troublesome systems integration problem. Award of
the prime assignment to Boeing, Marshall's contractor, reflected well on the
excellent working relationship that the company and the Center had experienced.
Lee expected only minimal impact on Marshall: "I think we are still reasonably
sure that there's going to be a pressurized module within our work package and
that there's an environment control system that's going to be done here. We're
using quite a bit of our facilities. I see us [as] not doing any less than we were
doing before. The problem is the money. We know that the overall cost of the
station is going to come down. That means everybody's dollars are going to
come down and that means we have to again find ways to do it with less money.
That would be the biggest challenge." 220
Reorganization gave Space Station another new beginning. The new program
outlined a three-phase schedule. Phase I began in 1994, employing the Shuttle
and the Russian Space Station Mir for preliminary work and experiments. Phase
II, scheduled to run from 1997 to 1999, projected assembly of the core of the
ISS from American and Russian components and the beginning of Station
research. In Phase III projected completion of the ISS by 2002, and initiation of
10 years of international experiments. 221
As the new program began, Marshall remained ready to "do all or any part," as
Lucas had said a decade earlier. 222 Key elements of the ISS, including the habitat
module, underwent fabrication in MSFC's Space Station manufacturing
building. 223 The Center supported Station testing, and prepared to manage
payload operations and utilization. Marshall engineers worked in-house to
develop the first major experiment facility for the ISS, the Space Station furnace
facility (SSFF) for micro gravity materials science research. 224 From the origins
of concepts in the early 1960s to the fabrication of elements in the 1990s, and
from Sky lab to Freedom to the International Space Station, Marshall continued
to be at the center of space station development.
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Chapter XIV
Conclusion

1960-1990
During its first 30 years, the Marshall Space Flight Center was at the center of
many of NASA's most important endeavors. Marshall people helped NASA
plan explorations of space, develop complex technologies, and contribute to
scientific progress. At each step, they encountered uncertainties because NASA,
more than any federal Agency, was charting unexplored territory. In following
their dreams and in responding to opportunities and directives, Center person
nel shaped their future and the future of American space exploration.
Uncertainties faced NASA from the beginning. In the late 1950s, America's
political leaders and space managers debated various plans for space policy.
They discussed whether space budgets should be large or small, whether the
military or a civilian agency should be primary, whether spacecraft should be
robotic or piloted, whether exploration should be Earth orbital or interplanetary.
While still in the Army Ballistic Missile Agency, future Marshall personnel
contributed to the debates by publicizing their visions of new space technology.
With Wernher von Braun leading the way, the engineers and scientists devised
concepts of big rockets, space stations, scientific spacecraft, orbiting telescopes,
lunar rovers, and lunar outposts. Over the next decades the space team in
Huntsville oversaw the conversion of many of these visions into space hardware.
The first steps from dreams to reality came after American policy makers made
space exploration an arena for peaceful competition during the Cold War. They
wanted a space program that could demonstrate American political, organiza
tional, technological, and scientific superiority over the Soviet Union. The
Army's missile specialists in Huntsville became a tremendous pool of talent
that could help achieve these national goals. While still in the Army, the team
was virtually a space agency in miniature; it developed the Jupiter-C launch
vehicle and helped develop the spacecraft for Explorer I, the first American
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scientific satellite, and began work on the Saturn family of rockets, a new gen
eration of large launch vehicles intended primarily for civilian payloads. In
1959 the Army agreed to transfer the missile team to the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, the civilian space organization formed the previous
year. In 1960 the Marshall Space Flight Center formally became a NASA field
Center.
The first decade at Marshall centered on the Apollo lunar program, and the
Center successfully overcame several daunting technical, organizational, and
political challenges. The political consensus supporting the Apollo mission
facilitated NASA's efforts, and Marshall's engineers benefited from expandable
budgets, clear technical goals, and a fixed schedule. Within this secure political
environment, the Center's engineering laboratories designed, developed, tested,
and operated the Saturn launch vehicles, especially the Saturn V rockets that
lifted astronauts to the Moon. To cope with the enormous technical demands of
Saturn, Marshall built new facilities, hired more experts, and enhanced its
capabilities in systems engineering and project management. Their efforts were
so successful that the Saturns never experienced a launch failure, and NASA
met President Kennedy's end-of-the-decade deadline for Apollo.
Beyond the addition of personnel and capabilities, the Apollo Program helped
change the Center's organizational culture and the political economy of the
space program. NASA required that Marshall privatize most Saturn work, using
the Apollo program to demonstrate the strengths of a public-private partnership
and to spread the largesse of space spending across the political landscape.
Consequently the Center moved away from the Army Arsenal system, which
developed prototypes and some flight hardware in-house, and toward the Air
Force system, which relied on contractors. Moreover NASA and the Johnson
Administration directed the Center to pioneer new race relations, a directive
Marshall carried out well enough to help remove most legal barriers to equal
opportunity in Madison County. The tremendous successes of the Apollo
Program convinced Center personnel and many Americans that NASA could
overcome any challenge.
Even before the lunar landings ended, however, NASA began experiencing
uncertainties that helped create a crisis for Marshall. Beginning in the mid
1960s, the Agency planned new missions to follow Apollo, but no new program
had the political mandate that had supported NASA's lunar missions. At the
same time, the Marshall Center was finishing Saturn development and its
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personnel were ready for new challenges. Faced with declining budgets and
work, the Center experienced a long institutional crisis. From the late sixties
until the mid-seventies, Marshall laid off hundreds of workers, and NASA Head
quarters even discussed closing the Center.
In response to the crisis imposed from outside, and to pursue their perennial
dreams of space exploration, Marshall people recognized that they had to find
new tasks. Consequently Marshall reorganized to compete with other NASA
field Centers for new projects and diversify outside of their propulsion spe
cialty. In 1968 the Center created a Program Development Office which helped
technical specialists from the labs devise preliminary plans and designs, and
thus win new projects. In 1974, Marshall formed a more flexible laboratory
organization to facilitate cooperation of specialists drawn from several differ
ent labs and to solve the complex problems of diverse projects.
With this new organization, Marshall branched beyond propulsion and
successfully diversified into spacecraft engineering and space science. The most
dramatic early achievement of diversification was Skylab, America's first space
station. The Center oversaw construction of Sky lab from a Saturn V upper stage,
and built many of its subsystems, including the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM).
It also supported Skylab's myriad scientific experiments, from the sophisticated
solar studies of the ATM to the simple observations of spider web formation in
a student experiment. Before the end of the 1970s, Marshall people oversaw
development of the lunar roving vehicle, three high-energy astronomical
observatory satellites, a general relativity experiment, a geophysics satellite,
and solar energy and coal mining research.
In conceiving and winning new tasks, Marshall ensured its survival and
became NASA's most diversified field Center. By the mid-1980s the Center
had engineering expertise in launch vehicles and orbital transportation, materi
als and processes, structures and dynamics, automated systems, data systems,
and spacecraft design. Marshall also had scientific expertise in microgravity
science, astronomy and astrophysics, solar physics, magnetospheric physics,
atomic physics and aeronomy, and earth science and applications.
This expertise resided in the Center's laboratories. While lab scientists and
engineers had always supported major projects, such support activities were
only a portion of their work. To Associate Director for Science Charles R.
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Chappell, the laboratories were the heart of the Center. He compared Marshall's
wide-ranging activities to an iceberg, with work on the major projects-Shuttle,
Space Station, Spacelab-as the visible tip. Below the surface, spreading wide
and deep, were the Center's research and technology programs. The following
survey is far from exhaustive, but gives an indication of the Center's vast
capabilities.
Just as Wernher von Braun's vision defined Marshall in its early years, in 1990
Marshall's vitality rested on a foundation of imagination. The Center's advanced
studies helped NASA conceive future space programs, and generated innova
tions in research and technology. Space Station work in the 1980s comprised
only a portion of the advanced studies conducted at the Center. Marshall also
pursued work in transportation systems, space systems, and data systems. De
velopment of new transportation systems to supersede the Shuttle were the
most ambitious projects under consideration at Marshall. The Center conducted
in-house studies and worked with other NASA Centers, government agencies,
and contractors to define the next generation of launch systems and vehicles.
Two propulsion projects, the space transportation main engine and the space
transportation booster engine, envisioned employing liquid propellants for the
next generation of launch vehicles. In related efforts, the Center conducted pro
pulsion studies examining alternative propellants, including varieties ofliquids
and solids, hydrocarbon, and low-cost auxiliary booster/core systems using
liquid-oxygen tank pressurization separate from the engine.
Advanced studies also sought to develop experiments and hardware to further
research in space science and applications. Charles Darwin of Marshall's Pro
gram Development Directorate described the systems under investigation as
"large astronomical observatories that would succeed or complement the Great
Observatories, Earth and microgravity science instruments and facilities, geo
stationary platforms, and a variety of Space Station ... payloads." 1 These
experiments had both theoretical and practical goals. One of the theoretical
projects was a spacecraft called Gravity Probe-B, an experiment in gravita
tional physics designed to test Einstein's theory of relativity by using four
precision gyroscopes designed to detect minute changes in the structure of space
and time. AXAF, the Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility, was a 43-foot
long, 20,000-pound spacecraft designed to gather data on x-rays over the course
of a 15-year lifetime. It included an optical system eight times as precise as that
of HEA0-2, an experiment flown in 1978. Several advanced studies projects
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involved the use of tethers, long cables deployed between the Shuttle (or a later
vehicle) and a satellite that could be used to carry electrical current, to transfer
momentum from the Shuttle to the payload (and thus lift the payload to a higher
orbit), or ultimately to help maintain the orbit of a Space Station. 2
Advanced systems projects included new data systems to facilitate the collec
tion, display, access, manipulation, and dissemination of information for vari
ous NASA efforts. Marshall supported a four-dimensional display program for
the Man-computer Interactive Data Access System (MciDAS) developed by
the University of Wisconsin, and explored ways to use the system for NASA's
Earth Science program. Marshall also helped with another Earth sciences data
system, WetNet, a system that integrated data from satellites and ground sta
tions in order to evaluate the global moisture cycle. 3
Marshall's involvement in research programs extended back to the pre-NASA
days, when the Army Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA) helped develop and
launched Explorer I. Since then, Skylab's Apollo Telescope Mount, HEAO,
and the diverse payloads flown aboard Spacelab gave testimony to the Center's
pathbreaking work in various emerging fields of space science.
Marshall scientists were among the principal investigators for microgravity ex
periments aboard Spacelab, and the Center's scientists also conducted ground
based microgravity experiments using Marshall's 105-meter Drop Tube/Drop
Tower and NASA's KC-135 aircraft. They developed crystal growth experi
ments designed to produce new materials for technology applications and pro
tein crystals to facilitate the development of new drugs. Other experiments
investigated the effect of space processing techniques on materials in
micro gravity, including undercooling (cooling to below the normal tempera
ture for solidification) and the rate of cooling, and separation techniques for
proteins and other biological materials. 4 The microgravity experiments pro
moted progress in biology, medicine, and technology.
Marshall began managing, developing, and conducting research in the fields of
astronomy and astrophysics since Skylab flew in the early 1970s. Development
of AXAF had opened new possibilities for broader involvement, but Marshall
had long been at work in infrared astronomy, relativity, and cosmic-ray re
search. In addition to devising experiments, Marshall worked at developing
new x-ray and infrared detectors. 5
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Solar physics research at Marshall centered on examining the solar magnetic
field, including studies of the properties of the field, the energy stored there,
and the means by which that energy was released. Research included investiga
tions of the solar corona, with the intent of learning more about solar flares,
about the solar wind (the expansion of gasses in the corona), and about why the
corona is 500 times hotter than the surface of the Sun. 6
Magnetospheric physics investigated the volume of space influenced by Earth's
magnetic field and studied how that field is influenced by the Sun. Scientists at
Marshall examined the influence of the solar events and the solar wind on the
magnetosphere and how they dispersed plasma outward into space. They con
centrated on the "observation of low-energy or core plasma which originates in
the ionosphere and has been found to supply plasma for the entire magneto
sphere." They developed experiments, hardware, and software to measure plasma
flow and evaluated data from previous Shuttle and satellite missions. 7
Aeronomy examines the interaction between gasses in Earth's upper atmosphere
and the Sun's electromagnetic and corpuscular radiation. By gathering data
from instruments carried by balloons, on satellites, and on the Shuttle, Marshall
scientists were able to learn more about the nature of Earth's atmosphere by
studying photochemical and dynamical processes in the ultraviolet and infra
red regions of the spectrum. 8
One of the applied research programs at Marshall was the Center's portion of
NASA's Mission to Planet Earth. The Marshall Earth Science and Applications
program applied space technology to study Earth's atmosphere, land surface,
and oceans. Activities included the invention of theoretical models, creation of
remote sensing instruments, analysis data gathered from satellite and Shuttle
flights, design of simulations, and experimentation on Earth, in the near-Earth
atmosphere, and from spacecraft. Marshall's Global Hydrology and Climate
Center, for example, developed sensors in support of the Earth Observing Sys
tem; one of these instruments, the lightning imaging sensor, examined the glo
bal distribution oflightning. Other Earth sciences investigations involved studies
of temperature variations, observations of soil and snow properties, atmospheric
modeling, studies of Earth's hydrological cycle, and climate dynamics. The
many direct applications of Earth science projects included predictions of
weather and violent storms, and the availability of data for decisions regarding
water use. 9
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If Marshall's research capability demonstrated ways in which the Center added
breadth, its technology programs showed how the Center increased depth in
areas of traditional strength. Marshall originated as a propulsion team, and at
the beginning of the fourth decade the Center remained in the vanguard of
propulsion engineering. In the late 1980s, in the aftermath of the Challenger
accident, Marshall's Propulsion Laboratory contributed to redesign ofthe Shuttle
solid rocket motor, but also worked on improvements in the Shuttle main
engine.

The solid rocket motor redesign effort at Marshall was a high profile activity,
and the Propulsion Lab contributed in many ways to returning the Shuttle to
flight. The lab built a tool to measure roundness of the solid rocket motor case,
and Morton-Thiokol immediately put it to use. Engineers helped develop a new
material to use as a sealant to replace that previously used in the 0-rings. They
applied computational methods to the internal flow analysis of the booster to
detect possible localized burning pockets. The Propulsion Lab was involved at
every step of redesign.
Marshall's Science and Engineering laboratories also worked on improvements
to the Shuttle main engine. The Materials Laboratory sought a solution for the
problem of the cracking of turbine blades that continued to plague the main
engine, and the Dynamics Laboratory developed a computational fluid dynam
ics model to study the problem. Fuel flow within the engine was always a com
plex problem. Engineers devised a meter to measure fuel flow in the engine,
began developing a diagnostic system to measure flow at the nozzle exit, and
devised means to simulate the inherently instability caused by relative motion
between rotor and stator airfoils. 10
Advanced welding techniques were among the activities pursued in Marshall's
Materials and Processes Laboratory. The variable polarity plasma arc welding
system was one of the significant advances in welding technology to come out
of Marshall's labs, and in the late 1980s the lab developed a mathematical model
to evaluate and improve the system. X-rays of welds on the Shuttle's external
tank occasionally showed fine lines, and after years of investigation the lab
duplicated the lines and identified their cause. Another project related to the
external tank was the invention of an improved foam insulation coating. To
complement the Propulsion Lab's work on turbine blade fracture, the Materials
and Processes Laboratory devised a new computer code for fracture mechanics
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analysis. When the Shuttle main engine's high-pressure oxidizer turbopump
end bearing failed to meet its design life requirements, the lab devised a bear
ing tester to evaluate bearing performance. 11
The Structures and Dynamics Laboratory included facilities for testing, ana
lyzing, and improving the dynamics and structural integrity of systems devel
oped at Marshall. The lab evaluated the effect of such variables as load weight
and distribution, temperature, vibration, fluid dynamics, strength, and durabil
ity on systems components developed at the Center. Structures and Dynamics
activities ranged from designing structures and assembly techniques to devel
oping pointing control systems, life support systems, and thermal protection
systems. Its work in thermal protection systems, for example, led the lab's Pro
ductivity Enhancement Facility to create a simulation system to improve the
application of spray-on foam insulation to the Shuttle external tank. The Space
Station program drew on the lab's expertise to study means by which the sta
tion could contend with the threat posed by space debris and micrometoroids. 12
Robotics was central to
the development of
new NASA systems.
Marshall contributed
by pioneering robotic
methods of docking
and remote servicing of
orbital platforms. The
Center's Orbital Hard
ware Simulator Facility
gave testimony to the
latest generation of so
phisticated robotic
techno 1o g Y· The Docking simulation in Marshall's Teleoperation
facility's Dynamic and Robotics Research Facility.
Overhead Target Simu
lator (DOTS) operated
in eight degrees of freedom, and could position a 1,000-pound load to within an
accuracy of one-quarter inch. Operating in conjunction with the Air Bearing
Mobility Unit, DOTS could support a variety of docking and stationkeeping
operations. 13
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Marshall's Space Systems Lab performed a wide variety of tasks. Its engineers
provided support for Space Station, AXAF, and Spacelab. In support of Space
Station, they developed the system for the distribution of power in habitation
and laboratory modules, a complex system that required the invention of com
puterized processors
and artificial intelli
gence systems. They
also help develop tech
nology for the develop
ment and integration of
experiments and instru
ments. They also helped
developed methods of
welding in space, cre
ated a lightweight com
posite intertank for the
advanced launch sys
tem, and designed the
technology mirror assembly for AXAF. 14

Advanced technology solar array tested in space.

Marshall's Astrionics Laboratory had experts on electrical systems, instrumen
tation and control, computers and data management, software, optics, avionics
simulation, and electrical power. These engineers contributed to the subsystems
of virtually all of Marshall's projects. Among the lab's projects was the autono
mously managed power system (AMPS), a complex apparatus designed to
control spacecraft without commands from the ground. It involved subsystems
for fault detection and recovery, load management, status and control, and an
expert system for fault monitoring. 15
It took three decades to build an organization of such wide-ranging capabili
ties. Spinning off from its propulsion specialty, the Center developed diverse
skills by contributing to NASA's most ambitious and complex projects of the
seventies and eighties. The Center extended its expertise in rocketry by its work
on the Space Shuttle, helping produce reusable liquid-fuel engines and solid
rocket motors. Marshall oversaw development of the Hubble Space Telescope
with its complex interfaces and precise systems of optics and pointing and con
trol. The Center worked with the European Space Agency on Spacelab which
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became the embodiment of Marshall's diversification; this experiment module
for the Shuttle combined the Center's expertise in spacecraft and scientific in
strument engineering, human systems, and research in multifarious scientific
and technical disciplines. Marshall also drew on all its skills in its contributions
to the Space Station, helping NASA conceive a configuration that could be
constructed in space, carried in the Shuttle, capable of sustaining a crew and
supporting experiments for decades, and salable to Congress.
Space Shuttle, Hubble Space Telescope, Spacelab, and Space Station projects
had common political and technical features which produced more compli
cated challenges than those Marshall faced during Apollo. The technology and
technical interfaces were much more complex after the 1960s. The Shuttle
orbiter and propulsion system were designed as one unit while the Saturn boost
ers and Apollo spacecraft had been designed separately with guidance-and
control as the main interface, and Space Station designs multiplied the
complexities of the Shuttle program. Even as Marshall's technical challenges
grew, the Center lost the advantages of the Arsenal system and in-house manu
facturing capability. Development was in the hands of contractors and measur
ing their performance became more difficult because Marshall could not build
prototypes to use as "yardsticks." Nor could the Center address technical prob
lems by hiring new experts because of personnel policies and austere budgets.
Moreover, Marshall personnel had to adjust to political and financial decisions
that imposed severe restraints on their technical work. In the seventies and eight
ies, mission goals and hardware designs were more subject to external con
straints and changes, mainly because Congress exercised greater scrutiny over
NASA and was more willing to slash budgets. No longer did NASA have a
privileged status as part of the struggle against Communism. For instance, Con
gress backed and funded Apollo in the sixties, but throughout the eighties kept
questioning the Space Station and limiting its budget. After the 1960s, Con
gress would usually not give NASA the extra money needed to meet the unex
pected costs typical in research and development. To cope with the budgetary
shortfalls, NASA reduced tests and prototypes, stretched schedules, andre
structured the project to cut costs. For example, while NASA had received suf
ficient funds to meet Apollo's end-of-the-decade deadline, unrealistic budgets
caused the Hubble Space Telescope to fall years behind the original schedule.
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In addition in the seventies and eighties, Marshall's organizational environ
ment became more complicated than the sixties. The Center worked with other
NASA Centers, multitudinous contractors and universities, other federal agen
cies (especially the Department of Defense), and foreign space agencies. Coor
dinating these complex coalitions was often difficult because each entity wanted
to maintain independence, hide problems, or impose ideas on the others. Work
with multinational partners introduced diplomacy as another factor in NASA
decisions.
In a different way, NASA's travails with the Space Station in the eighties re
vealed the complex and uncertain environment in which Marshall worked. When
Congress cut funding and forced redesign, international partners felt the effect.
Redesigns, reorganizations, and annual congressional votes on whether to con
tinue work and how much money to appropriate stretched schedules and forced
Marshall to be flexible and resourceful.
Marshall's journeys to the heavens were further complicated by disasters and
false starts in the 1980s. The Challenger accident and the Hubble mirror flaw
demonstrated how rigorous procedures could not eliminate human error from a
complex technical endeavor. Prior to each event, Marshall and its contractors
had struggled with difficult questions about how to balance spending between
hardware development and ground tests, devise realistic tests, interpret techni
cal data, report complicated engineering evaluations, and extend communica
tions. After each event, Marshall strove to learn engineering and management
lessons and thus to avoid repeating the problems. The Center improved quality
practices and communications and emerged stronger than it had been before.
Marshall overcame most of the challenges and constraints of the 1980s; its
projects led to significant advances in space exploration and science. The Cen
ter redesigned the Shuttle propulsion system, and soon the Space Shuttle and
Spacelab were again providing regular access to Earth orbit. After NASA cor
rected the flaws in Hubble's optics, taking advantage of how Marshall had de
signed the satellite for repair in space, the space telescope gave new insights
into the far reaches of the universe.
Marshall and NASA in 1990 were passing through an era as uncertain as the
late 1950s or the early 1970s. While using the past to predict the future is risky,
the previous periods of uncertainty do provide some harbingers of events to
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come. In the past the
engineers and scien
tists in Marshall's
laboratories had
proposed ideas for
new missions,
launch vehicles,
experiments, and
spacecraft, thus in
venting new ways
for NASA to fulfill
its mission of space
exploration. As a
Aerial view ofMSFC looking south in 1992.
result of diversifica
tion, the Center in
1990 had great expertise and was ready to undertake grand endeavors. And as
in earlier eras of uncertainty, decisions on the use of this resource rested
outside the Center.

C.R. Darwin, "Advanced Studies," in Research and Technology 1988: Annual Report of
the Marshall Space Flight Center (NASA TM-100343), p. 1.
2
Research and Technology 1985 (NASA TM-86532), pp. 9-24; Research and Technology
1988, pp. 19-42.
3
Research and Technology 1989: Annual Report of the Marshall Space Flight Center
(NASA TM-100369), pp. 43-57.
4
Research and Technology 1988, pp. 48-58; Research and Technology 1989, pp. 60-76.
5
Research and Technology 1989, pp. 77-81.
6
Research and Technology 1989, pp. 82-95.
7
Research and Technology 1989, p. 96.
8 Research and Technology 1989, pp. 107-110.
9
Research and Technology 1989, pp. 111-165.
10 Research and Technology 1988, pp. 124-158; Research and Technology 1989,
pp. 168-207.
11 Research and Technology 1989, pp. 208-227; Research and Technology 1988,
pp. 159-72.
12 Research and Technology 1989, pp. 228-234.
13 Research and Technology 1989, p. 180.
14 Research and Technology 1989, pp. 243-259.
15 Research and Technology 1989, pp. 261-62.
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31 January 1958

Jupiter C launched Explorer I, first United
States satellite

1 July 1960

Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
established

1961

First Mercury-Redstone launch with live
chimpanzee payload

1961

First -manned Mercury-Redstone launch and
suborbital flight

1961

President John F. Kennedy set goal of
manned lunar landing by end of the decade

7 September 1961

NASA chose Michaud Ordnance Plant
near New Orleans for production of the
Saturn S-I Stage and put it under the technical
direction of MSFC

October 1961

NASA created the Mississippi Test facility under
direction of MSFC

27 October 1961

First Saturn I launched

1962

MSFC Launch Operations Directorate at Cape
Canaveral, Florida became an independent NASA
Center

July 1962

MSFC acquired Slidell Center Computer Facility
in Slidell, Louisiana to service Michaud
Operations

1 September 1963

MSFC reorganization established two directorates:
Research and Development Operations and
Industrial Operations.

1965

Huntsville Operations Support Center established
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16 February 1965

A Saturn I launched the first of three Pegasus
micro-meteoroid detection satellites

17 February 1966

First test firing of the S-IC-1 for 40.7 seconds

26 February 1966

AS-201, the first Saturn IB flight vehicle,
successfully launched from Cape Kennedy

9 November 1967

Apollo 4, first Saturn V, SA 501launched

1968

Neutral Buoyancy Simulator completed

1969

Major MSFC reorganization establishing
directorates in Program Development, Science and
Engineering, Administration, and Program
Support

June 1969

MSFC assigned to develop lunar roving vehicle

16 July 1969

Apollo 11 launch for first human landing on the
moon

12 January 1970

NASA announced Dr. Wernher von Braun would
be transferred to NASA Headquarters,
Washington

March 1970

Apollo Applications Program name changed to
Skylab

1 March 1970

Dr. Eberhard Rees replaced Dr. von Braun as
director of MSFC

May 1970

NASA selected McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Co. and North American Rockwell Corp. for
definition and preliminary design studies of a
reusable Space Shuttle vehicle for possible future
space flight
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30 September 1970

Final first S-IC-15 stage tested at MTF

30 October 1970

Final second S-II-15 stage tested at MTF

19 June 1971

MSFC assigned responsibility for the Space
Shuttle booster stages and main engine

26 July 1971

During the Apollo 15 mission, first lunar roving
vehicle used on the Moon

1972

Apollo 17, last lunar landing mission

1972

Space telescope assigned to MSFC

1972

Program offices established for Sky lab and HEAO

1972

Shuttle Projects Office established

January 1972

President Nixon approved development of the
Space Shuttle

1973

MSFC assigned responsiblity for design and
development of the Space Shuttle main engine
(SSME), external tank (ET), and the solid rocket
booster (SRB)

26 January 1973

Dr. Rocco Petrone replaced retiring Dr. Eberhard
Rees as Center Director

March 1973

European Space Research Organization (ESRO)
announced would design, develop, and
manufacture a Spacelab to be launched by the
Shuttle with MSFC as Lead Center

14May 1973

Final Saturn V placed Skylab space station into
Earth orbit
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15 May 1973

MSFC workers and engineers begin intense
two-week effort to develop solution for Skylab
solar shield problem

25May 1973

Launch of Skylab rescue mission to deploy solar
shield

24 September 1973

Memorandum of Understanding on international
cooperation in NASA's Space Shuttle Program
signed by NASA and ESRO for development of
Spacelab

21 December 1973

Establishment of a Spacelab Program Office at
MSFC to manage NASA's activities in the
international project

1974

Science and Engineering Directorate reorganized

1974

Final Sky lab mission of record 84 days completed

14June 1974

NASA's Mississippi Test Facility renamed the
National Space Technology Laboratories, and
became an independent NASA installation

17 June 1974

Dr. William Lucas became MSFC director

24 September 1974

MSFC named Lead Center for NASA activities
under the Solar Heating and Cooling
Demonstration Act under the direction of NASA
HQs Office of Energy Program

1975

Spacelab I and II responsibility assigned to MSFC

20 January 1975

Interagency agreement between NASA and
Department of Interior to use NASA technology
for mineral extraction with MSFC as Lead Center

17 July 1975

Apollo-Soyuz rendezvous
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7 October 1975

Establishment of an advanced mineral-extraction
task team within the Program Development
directorate working with the Department of
Interior's Bureau of Mines

1976

Spacelab Payload Project and Special Projects
Offices established

1976

Spacelab III project management assigned to
MSFC

4 February 1976

First main stage test of the SSME occurred at the
NSTL in Mississippi

5 February 1976

Restoration of Mercury/Redstone test stand to
original appearance as historic site at MSFC

4May 1976

NASA launched LAGEOS

16June 1977

Wernher von Braun died in Virginia

17 August 1977

First HEAO satellite launched

1978

Materials Processing in Space Projects Office
established

1978

HOSC reactivated for Shuttle launch support

11 July 1979

Skylab reentered atmosphere

1980

First joint endeavor agreement between MSFC and
McDonnell Douglas for materials processing in
space

1981

Spacelab integration began

1981

Space telescope mirror polishing completed
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12 April1981

First Space Shuttle mission (STS-01) orbiter
Columbia launched

1983

Tenth and final SPAR flight

28 November 1983

First launch of Spacelab

1984

Space Station Projects Office established

August 1984

Solar Array Flight Experiment OAST-1 mission

1984

Space telescope's optical telescope assembly
completed and delivered

1984

Work began on Payload Operations Control
Center

28June 1984

MSFC officially assigned to a portion of Space
Station responsibility

November 1985

61-B Launch-ASES (Experimental Assembly of
Structures in Extravehicular Activity) and
ACCESS (Assembly Concept for Construction of
Erectable Space Structures )-Marshall managed
payloads representing the first flight
demonstration of construction of large structures
in space

1985

Space telescope assembly in progress

28 January 1986

51-L Challenger disaster

24 March 1986

MSFC formed solid rocket motor redesign team
to requalify the motor of the SRB

July 1986

Dr. William Lucas resigned as director of MSFC;
Thomas J. Lee appointed as interim director
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29 September 1986

James R. Thompson became Center Director

27 August 1987

First full-duration test firing of the redesigned SRM

29 September 1988

STS-26 Discovery Return to Flight

July 1989

James R. Thompson resigned to become NASA
deputy administrator. Thomas Jack Lee became
director of MSFC.
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B-1
MSFC Employment as Percentage of Madison County Employment**
Source: MSFC Manpower Office and Mike Wright; Pocket Statistics; Alabama Industrial Relations

Year
Employment

MSFC Permanent
Employees

Madison County
Employment

1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

5,688
6,533
6,821
7,321
7,327
7,277
7,177
6,440
6,149
5,994
5,760
5,500
5,044
4,400
4,081
4,062
3,922
3,760
3,598
3,563
3,385
3,332
3,350
3,223
3,284
3,260
3,385
3,340
3,613
3,620
3,789
3,714
3,626

43,100
48,500
57,200
65,500
72,600
75,900
72,200
70,200
70,000
68,220
68,770
72,150
74,100
75,070
73,300
78,140
81,310
86,020
87,100
86,100
88,400
91,200
97,000
105,200
111,500
117,100
123,400
128,800
131,200
136,730
136,630
138,720
140,140

Percentage of
Madison County

13.8
14.1
12.8
11.7
10.6
10.2
10.3
7.5
9.5
9.3
8.8
7.7
7.1
6.1
5.9
5.5
4.9
4.4
4.2
4.2
4.0
3.8
3.7
3.3
3.1
2.8
2.9
2.7
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.7
2.6

** MSFC employment is permanent full-time employment and Madison County employment is
nonagricultural employment
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B-4
Education Levels of MSFC Employees
Gerre Wright and Billie Swinford, Equal Employment Office, Marshall Space Flight Center

Year

Total No.

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

5115
4400
4100
4059
3760
3598
3563
3385
3332
3412
3264
3352
3260
3385
3340
3613
3620
3789
3714
3626
3311

(As of August 6, 1994)

Less Than
Bachelor's

Bachelor's

2397
2183
1860
2046
1667
1950
1621
1949
Information Not Available
1431
1848
1328
1793
1272
1798
1176
1698
1101
1701
1115
1756
1041
1701
1026
1780
927
1771
904
1888
890
1850
889
2054
857
2083
852
2212
826
2158
791
2103
657
1947

Master's

Ph.D.

443
411
400
403

92
83
83
86

392
383
396
413
431
437
417
431
447
470
476
529
533
571
576
573
547

89
94
97
98
99
104
105
115
115
123
124
141
147
154
154
159
160
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B-5
Women as Percentage of MSFC and NASA Civil Service
Source: Pocket Statistics and Manpower Summaries
**Women at MSFC from 1973, Source: Manpower Summaries from Gerre Wright and Billie Swinford,
Equal Employment Office

WomenMSFC

Year

TotalMSFC

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

805
5115
672
4400
654
4100
671
4059
Information Not Available
619
3760
628
3598
692
3563
710
3385
695
3332
748
3412
752
3264
842
3352
853
3279
983
3461
1014
3422
1101
3610
1138
3619
1226
3788
1213
3747
Information Not Available
1087
3292

(As of August 6, 1994)
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Percentage

15.7
15.3
16.0
16.5
16.5
17.5
19.4
21.0
20.9
21.9
23.0
25.1
26.0
28.4
29.6
30.5
31.5
32.4
32.4
33.0
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Center Directors
Wernher von Braun
Eberhard Rees
Rocco A. Petrone
William R. Lucas
James R. Thompson
T. Jack Lee

Wernher von Braun
Born:
Place:
Education:
Master's:
Doctorate:
Career:
1934
1937
1945
1945
1950
1955
1956
1960
1970
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March 23, 1912
Wiersitz, Germany
Berlin Institute of Technology,
Mechanical Engineering, 1932
University of Berlin, 1933
University of Berlin, Physics, 1934

German Ordnance Department, Rocket Development Engineer
Peenemiinde Rocket Center, Director of Research
White Sands, NM, White Sands Missile Range, Project Director
Ft. Bliss, TX, Guided Missile Development Group, Project Director
Redstone Arsenal, AL, Guided Missile Development Group,
Technical Director
Became a U.S. citizen
Redstone Arsenal, AL, Army Ballistic Missile Agency, Director of
Development Operations Division
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Director
Washington, DC, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Deputy Associate Administrator for Planning

APPENDIX

1972
1977

Germantown, MD, Vice President, Engineering and Development,
Fairchild Industries
Retired in January, and died in Virginia on June 15, 1977

Eberhard Rees
Born:
Place:
Education
Master's:

Career:
1940
1945
1945
1950
1954
1956
1959
1960
1970
1973

April 28, 1908
Trossingen, Germany
Stuttgart University
Dresden Institute of Technology,
Mechanical Engineering, 1934

Peenemlinde Rocket Center, Technical Plant Manager
White Sands, NM, White Sands Missile Range, U.S. Army contract
Ft. Bliss, TX, Guided Missile Development Group
Redstone Arsenal, AL, Guided Missile Development Group
Became a U.S. citizen
Redstone Arsenal, AL, Army Ballistic Missile Agency, Deputy
Director of Development Operations
Winter Park, FL, Honorary degree of Doctor of Science, Rollins
College
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Deputy Director for Scientific and
Technical Matters
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Director
January 26, retired

Rocco A. Petrone
Born:
Place:
Education:
Master's:
Doctorate:

March 31, 1926
Amsterdam, NY
West Point, 1946
MIT, Mechanical Engineering, 1951
MIT, Mechanical Engineering, 1952
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Career:
1952
1956
1960
1961
1966
1969
1972
1973
1974

U.S. Army Redstone Arsenal, Redstone Rocket Development
Pentagon, Army General Staff, missiles
Cape Canaveral, Saturn Project Officer
Cape Canaveral, Apollo Manned Lunar Landing Program
Kennedy Space Center, Director Launch Operations
Washington DC, Apollo Program Director National Aeronautics
and Space Administration
Washington, DC, additional assignment, Director of NASA's
Apollo Soyuz Test Project
Huntsville, Director, Marshall Space Flight Center
Associate Administrator for Center Operations, NASA

William R. Lucas

Born:
Place:
Education
Master's:
Doctorate:

March 1, 1922
Newbern, TN
Memphis State University, Chemistry
Vanderbilt University, Metallurgy
Vanderbilt University, Metallurgy

Career:
1941 Naval Officer
1952 Redstone Arsenal, AL, Guided Missile Development Group, Staff
Member
1956 Redstone Arsenal, AL, Army Ballistic Missile Agency, Materials
Officer
1960 Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Program Development
Directorate
1971 Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Deputy Directory
1974 Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Director
1986 Resigned as Marshall Space Flight Center Director
1987 University of Alabama, Huntsville, Assistant to the President for
Space Initiatives Activity
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James R. Thompson, Jr.

Born:
Place:
Education
Master's:
Doctorate:

March 6, 1936
Greenville, NC
Georgia Institute of Technology, Aeronautical
Engineering, 1958
University of Florida, Mechanical Engineering, 1963
University ofAlabama, Fluid Mechanics, course work
completed

Career:
1960 West Palm Beach, FL, Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, Development
Engineer
1963 Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Saturn Launch Vehicle Project,
Liquid Propulsion Engineer
1966 Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Space Engine Section, Chief
1969 Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Man/Systems Integration Branch,
Chief
1974 Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Main Engine Project, Manager
1982 Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Science and Engineering
Directorate, Associate Director
1983 Princeton, NJ, Plasma Physics Laboratory Deputy Director of
Technical Operations
1986 Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Director
1989 Washington, DC, NASA, Deputy Administrator

T. Jack Lee
Born:
Place:
Education:
Master's:

1935
Wedowee,AL
University of Alabama, Aeronautical Engineering,
1958
Harvard School of Business, Advanced Management
Program, 1985
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Career:
1958 Redstone Arsenal, AL, Army Ballistic Missile Huntsville, AL, Senior
Manager, Orbital Sciences Corporation Agency, Research Engineer
1960 San Diego, CA, Centaur Resident Manager Office, Systems Engineer
1963 Blandenburg, MD, Pegasus Project, Resident Project Manager
1965 Kennedy Space Center, Saturn Program Resident Office, Chief
1969 Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Assistant to Technical Deputy
Director
1973 Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Spacelab Program Office,
Manager
1980 Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Deputy Director
1980 Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Director Heavy Lift Launch
Vehicle Definition Office
1986 July-September, Marshall Space Flight Center, Acting Director
1989 Marshall Space Flight Center, AL, Director
1994 Washington, DC, NASA, Special Assistant for Access to Space
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Ordnance Missile Laboratories
Director
Col. M. B. Chatfield

Asst. Dir. for Guided Missiles
Dr. J.J. Fagan
Asst. Dir. for Research & Rockets
Dr. R. C. Swann

Executive

I

I

I

Admin. & Management Off.

Operations Research Off.

CHIEF, Mr. Edmund R Sahag

CHIEF, Mr. Emery L Atkins

BUDGET BRANCH
Mr. Charles R. Byerline
CENTER ADMINISTRATION BRANCH
Mr. Harold F. McMillan
OPERATIONS ANALYSIS BRANCH
Mr. Sidney Mints
TECHNICAL SERVICES BRANCH
Mr. Archie C. Bobo

AERONAUTICAL ENG. BRANCH
Mr. J. L. Edmondson (Act Ch.)
CENTRAL ENG. & RESEARCH BRANCH
Mr. S.C. Chambers (Act Ch.)
MATHEMATICS BRANCH
PHYSICS BRANCH
Mr. C.C. Dalton (Act Ch.)

I
Tech. Feasibility Study Off.
CHIEF, Dr. Ernst Stohlinger
DEP. CH., Mr. Kurt E. Patt
ADMINISTRATIVE BRANCH
Mrs. Eunice P. Danner
AERODYNAMICS BRANCH
Mr. R.E. Lavender (Act Ch )
GUIDANCE ANALYSIS BRANCH
Mr. Stephen l. Johnston
MISSILE ANALYSIS BRANCH
Mr. Fritz Kraemer

PERFORM. & FLIGHT MECH. BRANCH
MR. R.C. Callaway (Act Ch.)
SPECIAL PROJECTS BRANCH

I

I

Rocket Dev. Division

Guided Missile Dev. Div.

CHIEF, Mr. Joesph F. Rush
DEP. CH .. Mr. John W. Wemble
ADMINISTRATIVE BRANCH
Mr. Michael K. Foster
DESIGN BRANCH
Mr. Casper J. Keeper
ROCKET DEVELOPMENT LAB.
Mr. Frank W. James
ROCKET PROJECTS BRANCH
Mr. William C. Rotenberry
TEST & EVALUATION BRANCH
Mr. David H. Newby

CHIEF, Dr. Wemher von Braun
DEP. CH .. CIV.. Mr. Eberhard Rees
DEP. CH .. MIL. Maj. P. Stebeneichen
AEROBALLISTICS LABORATORY
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I
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Appendix F:
Brief Chronology of Facilities
Buildup Relating to History of
Marshall Space Flight Center
(Early 1950s through 1990)
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1951: The Static Test Tower (Facility Number 4572) was constructed. It was
initially used to conduct 487 tests involving the Army's Jupiter missile. It con
tained two test positions, and because of its appearance was sometimes called
the "T-Tower." It was designed to test rocket systems with a maximum thrust of
500,000 lb. In 1961, the test stand was modified to permit static firing of the
Saturn I and Saturn IB stages, which produced a total thrust of 1.6 million
pounds. The name of the stand was then changed to the S-IB Static Test Stand
and it has also been referred to as the Propulsion and Structural Test Facility.
The west side of the stand was used to test the S-I stage. The east side was used
to the test the S-IB stage. A total of 24 tests were performed on 10 S-I stages
while 32 tests were performed on 12 S-IB stages. The west side was also used
to test the F-1 engine; 75 F-1 engine tests were performed through July 1968.
In 1984, the west side of the test stand was again modified to permit structural
tests on the Space Shuttle solid rocket booster. Since its original construction
and activation in 1951, a total of 649 tests have been conducted at the facility.
The 140-foot-high facility was selected as a National Historic Landmark
because it was the first test stand to fire rocket engines in a cluster. The name of
the facility was later changed to the Hazardous Structural Test Complex. (MSFC
Pamphlet "Propulsion Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center," 1989; Memo
randum from Grady S. Jobe to Michael D. Wright, January 23, 1997, "Appen
dix for MSFC History"; Memorandum from B.R. McCullar to Michael Wright,
March 10, 1997, "MSFC History, 1960 to 1990.)"
1952: The Redstone Interim Test Stand (Facility Number 4665), originally
called the Ignition Test Stand, was constructed. Now a National Historic Land
mark, this is the site where testing was conducted on the modified Redstone
missile that launched America's first astronaut, Alan Shepard, into space. This
dual position test structure was utilized as a Redstone vehicle center section
cold flow facility on one side, and a vehicle hot firing position on the other. A
total of 364 static firings were performed, including acceptance testing of
Explorer I, Juno I, and Mercury-Redstone launch vehicle stage assemblies. The
stand has its own control and instrumentation center which is housed in an
earth-covered tank and trailer. The facility is noted for its simplicity when com
pared to test stands used to fire later generation of rocket engines. The stand is
no longer active and was declared a National Historic Landmark in 1977. The
steel support tower has a reinforced concrete base. The stand had a thrust
capacity of78,000 lb. (MSFC Pamphlet "Propulsion Laboratory, Marshall Space
Flight Center," 1989; Memorandum from Grady S. Jobe to Michael D. Wright,
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January 23, 1997, "Appendix for MSFC History"; Memorandum from B.R.
McCullar to Michael Wright, March 10, 1997, "MSFC History, 1960 to 1990.")

1956: The Combustion Test Cells Facility (Facility Number 4583) was
constructed to test liquid rocket engine components. Model rocket engines were
fired in all the cells to develop design data for static and launch deflectors.
Subscale 1-20 models used in testing included an RL-1 0 engine, an H-1 engine,
an F-1 engine, and a J-2 engine. Tests were also conducted using a 1:56 scale
F-1. Full-scale model tests were also conducted for the H-1 and S-3D engine.
Modifications followed in 1983 and 1989. In 1987, Cell 103 was modified to
support solid rocket ballistic testing. (MSFC Pamphlet "Propulsion Laboratory,
Marshall Space Flight Center," 1989)
1956: The Cold Calibration Test Stand (Facility Number 4588) was
constructed to cold flow test the Redstone engine and associated engine
hardware. In 1957, a second test position was added to test the S-3D engine
under cold flow conditions. In 1959, the stand was modified to add larger tanks
to permit testing of the H-1 engine. At the same time, the north side of the
stand was modified to conduct cold flow tests involving the Saturn I. (MSFC
Pamphlet "Propulsion Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center," 1989)
1959: Facilities were completed that would house Marshall's Structural Test
Facilities (Facility Number 4619). Large high- and low-bay facilities were
constructed for structural static and dynamic tests of large and small vehicle
components. A load test annex was constructed and later extended. The west
end of the building was designed to include a Teleoperator and Robotic
Evaluation Facility. Portions of the building have also housed a high-fidelity
Skylab mock-up, an automated beam building machine, and a large vacuum
chamber. The name of the Structural Test Facilities was changed to the Structural
and Dynamics Research & Development Test Complex. (Memorandum from
Grady S. Jobe to Michael D. Wright, January 23, 1997; MSFC 1996 Facilities
Data Book, pages 50-52)
1963 and 1964: In 1963 the Marshall Center began construction on the first of
a series of buildings in its Headquarters Complex. (Facility Numbers, 4200,
4201, 4202). In the early 1990s, construction began on a fourth portion of the
complex. This facility would be designated as Building 4203. (1994 Facilities
Data Book, p. 26)
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1964: The Saturn V Dynamic Test Stand (Facility Number 4550) was con
structed for low-frequency dynamic testing of the complete Saturn V launch
vehicle to evaluate structural frequencies and assure decoupling from the ve
hicle control system. Various flight configurations were evaluated, including,
the complete vehicle, the vehicle less the S-IC stage, S-II stage, etc. In the
years that followed the tower was utilized to structurally qualify the Skylab
orbital workshop and the meteoroid shield deployment for Skylab. The facility
was modified in 1977 to perform low-frequency vibration tests on the mated
Space Shuttle using the orbiter Enterprise. The facility was later modified to
contain a drop tower and drop tube to provide a low-gravity environment for
approximately three seconds. The overall height of the tower was 475 feet. The
steel structure was 98 feet wide by 122 feet long by 360 feet high. The stiff leg
overhead derrick was 115 feet high with a 200-ton capacity main hook and a
40-ton capacity auxiliary hook. The facility has been referred to as the Saturn V
Dynamic Test Stand (Vacuum Drop Tube Facility/Low Gravity Materials
Science Facility). (MSFC Pamphlet "Propulsion Laboratory, Marshall Space
Flight Center," 1989; Memorandum from Grady S. Jobe to Michael D. Wright,
January 23, 1997, "Appendix for MSFC History"; Memorandum from B.R.
McCullar to Michael Wright, March 10, 1997, "MSFC History, 1960 to 1990")

1964: Test Stand 300 (Facility Number 4530) was constructed at the Marshall
Center as a gas generator and heat exchanger test facility to support the Saturn/
Apollo program. Deep space simulation was provided by a 1969 modification
that added a thermal vacuum chamber and a 1981 modification that added a 12
foot vacuum chamber. The facility was again modified in 1989 when 3-foot
and 15-foot-diameter chambers were added to support Space Station Freedom
and technology programs. The multiposition test stand was used to test a wide
range of rocket engine components, systems, and subsystems. It was designed
with the capability to simulate launch thermal and pressure profiles. The Marshall
Center has used the stand in connection with solid rocket booster/external tank
thermal protection system evaluations, solid rocket motor 0-ring tests, Space
Shuttle main engine injector evaluation tests, Space Station water electrolysis
testing, and other programs and projects. (MSFC Pamphlet "Propulsion Labo
ratory, Marshall Space Flight Center," 1989)
1964: Test Stand 116 (Facility Number 4540) was constructed and activated as
a an acoustical research technology model test facility. It was first used to sup
port the Saturn/Apollo program, and then the Space Shuttle program. The stand
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was later modified to serve as a multiposition component test stand for pro
grams requiring high-pressure (up to 15,000 psi) ambient and cryogenic pro
pellants. (MSFC Pamphlet "Propulsion Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight
Center," 1989)

1964: The Marshall Center constructed the S-IC Stage Static Test Stand (Fa
cility Number 4670) to develop and test the first stage of the Saturn V launch
vehicle which used five F-1 engines. Each F-1 engine developed 1.5 million
pounds of thrust for a total lift-off thrust of 7.5 million pounds. The stand con
tains 12 million pounds of concrete in its base legs and could accept an engine
configuration generating thrusts to that level. Eighteen tests were completed on
the S-IC-T stage between April 1965 and August 1966. During 1966, testing
was completed on the first three S-IC flight stages.
Modifications to the stand were initiated in 1974 to add a liquid hydrogen capa
bility for testing liquid hydrogen tankage on the Space Shuttle external tank.
These tests were completed in 1980. The facility was again modified in 1986
and its name was changed to the Advanced Engine Test Facility. These modifi
cations were made to accommodate the technology test-bed engine that was
intended to be a derivative of the Space Shuttle main engine. (MSFC Pamphlet
"Propulsion Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center," 1989; Memorandum
from Grady S. Jobe to Michael D. Wright, January 23, 1997, "Appendix for
MSFC History"; Memorandum from B.R. McCullar to Michael Wright, March
10, 1997, "MSFC History, 1960 to 1990")

1964: Marshall completed and activated the F-1 Thrbopump Test Stand (Fa
cility Number 4696). The facility was used to perform checkout, calibration,
qualification, and research and development tests on the F-1 engine turbopumps
for the first stage of the Saturn V. A gas generator-driven F-1 turbopump was
attached to an F-1 "bobtail" engine to constitute the test-bed for the reference
testing. Testing continued on a regular basis through 1968 at which time the
facility was placed on stand-by status. (MSFC Pamphlet "Propulsion Labora
tory, Marshall Space Flight Center," 1989)
1965: The Marshall Center activated the S-IVB Test Stand (Facility Number
4520) in its East Test Area. The S-IVB served as the second stage of the Saturn
IB and the third stage of the Saturn V. The stage utilized the J-2 engine which
burned liquid hydrogen as fuel and liquid oxygen as the oxidizer. The S-IVB
Test Stand was a liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen facility designed to static fire
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the S-IVB stage in a vertical mode. The stand was used in 117 static firings. It
was designed as an open steel structure capable of accepting stages 22 feet in
diameter and 60 feet long, developing thrusts up to 300,000 lb. It was last used
for the static firing in 1971 but later utilized for Space Shuttle external tank
tests using a 10-foot -diameter tank for thermal protection system development.
It was also used for inflatable nozzle technology tests. (MSFC Pamphlet
"Propulsion Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center," 1989)
1966: Test Stand 500 was constructed to test liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen
turbopumps and combustion devices for the J-2 engine. The facility was
modified in 1980 to support Space Shuttle main engine bearing testing. (MSFC
Pamphlet "Propulsion Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center," 1989)

1968: The Center completed the Neutral Buoyancy Simulator. The facility
was designed to provide a simulated zero-gravity environment in which
engineers, designers, and astronauts could perform, for extended periods of
time, the various phases of space development to gain a first-hand knowledge
of design problems and operational characteristics. The tank is 75 feet in diameter
and 40 feet deep and designed to hold 1.5 million gallons of water. There are
four observation levels for underwater audio and video communications. The
southwest corner of Building 4705 that houses the facility has a completely
equipped test control center for directing, controlling, and monitoring the
simulation activities. The simulator was used extensively to prepare astronauts
for the Sky lab missions. It was a vital element in defining rescue procedures for
the crippled Skylab orbital workshop.
1968: In 1964, the Marshall Center instituted a Launch Information Exchange
Facility (LIEF) linking Marshall and Kennedy Space Center. LIEF began
operating in December 1964 to provide instantaneous launch data concerning
the Saturn vehicle. By 1968, the Marshall Center had established the Huntsville
Operations Support Center located in a portion of its Computation Laboratory
(Facility Number 4663). During the Saturn/Apollo missions Marshall Center
engineers were stationed at the facility to monitor data received from KSC. The
data was evaluated and advice and guidance given through a series of engineering
consoles. Engineers monitored the flights in order to deal with any malfunctions
or failures in propulsion, navigation, or electrical control. The same facility
was a critical element of mission support during the Skylab missions. Years
later, extensive modifications were made to the facility in Building 4663 in
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order to support Space Shuttle missions. ("Marshall Historical Monograph
Number 9, History of the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, January 1
June 30, 1964"; Marshall Star, January 10, 1968, "Operations Support Center
Helps in Saturn Launches"; Marshall Space Flight Center 25 1h Anniversary
Report, p. 27)

1968: The Marshall Center built the High Reynolds Number Wind Thnnel
Facility (Facility Number 4732) later known as the Wind Tunnel Complex.
This facility was designed to simulate winds up to Mach 3.5. (1994 MSFC
Facilities Data Book, 64; 1996 MSFC Facilities and Equipment Catalog)
1974: The Marshall Center was nearing completion of the Space Shuttle Main
Engine Hardware Simulation Laboratory in Building 4436. The facility was
designed to test and verify the SSME avionics and software, control system,
and mathematical models. It would serve for years as an invaluable tool in the
design and development of the SSME. (Marshall Star, October 9, 1974, "SSME
Simulation Facility Being Prepared at MSFC"; MSFC Open House Brochure,
May 3, 1997)
1975: The Hot Gas Facility (Facility Number 4554) was originally built for
solid rocket booster and external tank thermal protection system material
evaluations. The facility was designed to simulate flight vehicle environments
of heating rates, pressures, shear, and other factors. The facility was modified
in 1985 to extend the maximum run time from 60 to 180 seconds. Approximately
2,000 tests were performed in the qualification of external tank thermal protection
system materials. These tests included testing MSFC sprayable ablative materials
used on the solid rocket motors for thermal protection. (MSFC Pamphlet
"Propulsion Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center," 1989)
April1976: Marshall's original X-ray Test Facility was completed. The facility,
the only one of its size and type at the time was used for x-ray verification
testing and calibration of x-ray mirrors, telescope systems, and instruments. It
was initially used to test instruments for Marshall's High Energy Astronomy
Observatory (HEAO) program. The facility was designed with a 1,000-foot
long stainless steel x-ray path guide tube, almost 3 feet in diameter. The tube
was connected to a chamber 20 feet in diameter to house the telescopes or other
instruments to be tested. In the early 1990s, construction was completed on an
improved X-Ray Calibration Facility for evaluating the mirrors for the
Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility. The facility is designated as Building
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4718. (Marshall Star, March 31, 1976, "Huge X-Ray Test Facility to Be
Completed Tomorrow"; Memorandum from Grady S. Jobe to Michael D. Wright,
January 23, 1987, "Appendix for MSFC History"; Marshall Space Flight Center
Master Plan 1992: MSFC Fact Sheet, August 1991, "Marshall X-Ray Calibration
Facility")
1979: The Marshall Center began training science crews for missions involving
Spacelab. The Payload Crew Training Complex in Building 4612 was designed
to provide a simulated environment for training Spacelab payload crews in hands
on interaction with Spacelab systems and experiments including Spacelab
command and data management systems operations and procedures and timeline
verification. (Marshall Star, March 26, 1997, "Marshall's Payload Training
Team..."; MSFC Fact Sheet, April 1990, "Payload Crew Training Complex
Used for Spacelab Experiment Training"; "Marshall Space Flight Center Open
House brochure, May 3, 1997)
1987: The Transient Pressure Test Article (Facility Number 4564) test stand
was built to provide data to verify the sealing capacity of the redesigned solid
rocket motor (SRM) field and nozzle joints. The facility was designed to apply
pressure, temperature, and external loads to a short stack of solid rocket motor
hardware. The simulated solid rocket motor ignition pressure and temperature
transients were by firing approximately 500 pounds of specially configured
solid propellant. Approximately 1 million pounds of dead weight on top of the
test article simulated the weight of the other Shuttle elements. The steel structure
was designed to be 14 feet wide, 26 feet long, and 33 feet high. (MSFC Pamphlet
"Propulsion Laboratory, Marshall Space Flight Center", 1989; Memorandum
from Grady S. Jobe to Michael D. Wright, January 23, 1997, "Appendix for
MSFC History"; Memorandum from B.R. McCullar to Michael Wright, March
10, 1997, "MSFC History, 1960 to 1990")
1990: Teams of controllers and researchers began controlling all NASA Spacelab
missions from Marshall's new Spacelab Mission Operations Control Facility.
The new facility was located on two floors of Building 4663 at Marshall and
replaced the payload operations control center formerly situated at the Johnson
Space Center in Houston from which previous Spacelab missions were operated.
(Marshall Space Flight Center Fact Sheet, "Spacelab Mission Operations Control
Facility," May 1990)
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Source: Significant NASA Inventions. G.P.O., 1986.
Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

26 June 1970
25 July 1972
Bernard Rubin, et al.
A process for the preparation of calcium phosphate salts for
deposit from a gel medium onto the surface of a tooth. The gel
diffusion process on the enamel aids repair of damaged tooth.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

16 January 1970
4 January 1972
John R. Rasquin, et al.
A device to fabricate industrial-grade diamonds from common
graphite by concentrated shock wave energy.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

24 March 1971
15 July 1975
Felix P. Laiacoma
A process for the fabrication of a graphite-reinforced
aluminum composite utilizing diffusion-bonding and nickel
coating to produce a high-strength, low-density material.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

20 March 1972
1 January 1974
James M. Hoop
A method of testing devices exposed to high voltage discharges
utilizing ultrasonic energy. A high-frequency arc discharge
through a coupling medium detects flaws.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

13 March 197 5
5 March 1974
William Jabez Robinson, Jr.
A microwave, remote, power transmission system
automatically adjusted to increase or decrease the power
output to a remote receiving station.
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Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

11 March 1973
24 June 1975
Byron Hamilton Auker, et al.
A boroaluminum silicate composite thermal coating for
surfaces exposed to solar radiation, reentry heating, dust, and
salt spray.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

11 July 1974
9 December 1975
James Albert Webster
A fuel tank sealant composed of a polyimide that is strong and
highly resistant to temperature extremes and is resistant to fuel
corrosion.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

16 July 1974
12 August 1975
James Albert Webster
A fuel tank sealant composed of tetracarboxylic acid and
dianhydride.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

5 April1975
18 November 1975
James Russell Lowery
A panel for selectively absorbing solar energy for subsequent
use in heating or cooling operations in a metal body.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

29 January 1976
15 March 1977
Lott W. Brantley, et al.
A collector dish mount utilizing a rigid, angulated, axle that
tracks the Sun both diurnally and seasonally.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

19 July 1976
4 October 1977
Frank J. Nola
A power factor control system for alternate current induction
motors that tests line voltage and regulates power to the motor.
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Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

23 June 1976
9 May 1978
William Reynolds Feltner
A method of making a field effect transistor from a
semi-conductor through ion bombardment.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

8 June 1976
18 July 1978
Barbara Scott Askins
An auto-radiography process for treating photographic film.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

24 February 1978
4 March 1980
John Kaufman
A wind wheel electric power generator.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

12 March 1980
5 January 1982
William N. Myers, et al.
A wind turbine utilizing two chambers rotating independently.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

23 October 1980
21 February 1984
Frank J. Nola
A three-phase power factor controller for a three-phase
induction motor.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

13 October 1981
13 September 1983
Frank J. Nola
A reduced voltage starter utilizing a power factor controller.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

30 November 1981
17 January 1984
Frank J. Nola
A trigger control circuit producing firing impulses through a
power factor controller for preventing lags in current cycles of
alternating current induction motors.
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Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

23 April 1982
11 October 1983
John B. Tenney, Jr.
A prosthetic device for use with tubular internal human
organs.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

8 September 1983
8 October 1985
Glenn D. Craig
A wide-range video camera.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

16 December 1982
4 September 1984
Frank J. Nola
A three-phase power factor controller that contains an EMF
sensing device for an alternating current induction motor.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

4 December 1982
10 July 1984
Frank J. Nola
A phase detector for a three-phase power factor controller.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

23 July 1984
1 November 1988
Vernon W. Keller
A warm fog dissipation device for airports by spraying large
volumes of water.

Date Filed:
Date Issued:
Inventor:
Description:

20 August 1987
23 May 1989
Daniel C. Carter
A human serum albumin crystal for the production of
new drugs.
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Sources and Research Materials

Marshall Space Flight Center's documentary collections relating its history are
uneven, primarily because the Center had no history office from 1975 until
1986. When the office closed, Marshall sent many of these documents to the
National Archives annex in Atlanta, and retrieval is complicated because shelf
lists are incomplete and some of the documents have apparently been lost.
Today, Marshall's historical documents are in several collections. Most important
are the History Archives, housed in Building 4203. This collection is built around
a collection formerly used as a resource by the Office of the Center Director. It
contains correspondence, Weekly Notes, official documents, and other records
relating to projects, management, institutional issues, and other Centers,
Headquarters, and other issues ofinterest to top management. The History Office,
located in Building 4200, has a wide range of documents and other resources
(including videotapes) collected since the office reopened in 1986, but covering
all periods of Marshall's history. Many of the key documents are available on
fiche. The histories of Marshall's involvement in Shuttle and Space Station
have been documented by a contractor under the supervision of the history
office. The Shuttle and Station materials include documents, annotated
chronologies, and interviews.
Other collections on the Center and at the adjacent Redstone Arsenal have
information on Marshall's history. The Marshall Document Repository houses
technical documents on the Center's projects. The Redstone Scientific
Information center is an Army regional library with a rich collection of
documents, publications, and on-line retrieval systems. The Arsenal also has its
own history office, which has information on pre-Marshall ABMA missile
development in Huntsville.
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Two other sites in Huntsville contain information on Marshall. The Space and
Rocket Center holds documents of some retirees from Marshall, including many
of the original German team. The Special Collections Department of the library
at the University of Alabama in Huntsville houses a collection of materials
assembled for Roger Bilstein's book on Saturn. The Saturn collection has
interviews, technical and managerial documents, and brochures from prime
contractors.
Because the two Centers have worked together on most of NASA's major human
spaceflight projects, the history office at the Johnson Space Center in Houston
has many resources relating to Marshall's history, including chronological
document collections relating to Mercury, Apollo, Skylab (housed at the Fondren
Library at Rice University), Shuttle, and Space Station. Several Houston projects
over the years have conducted interviews, and many of these discuss Marshall.
Many of the collections of the NASA Headquarters history office in Washington
have information on Marshall. A vertical file containing an extensive clipping
file and numerous documents includes biographical files on key NASA
personnel, program files, and files on each of the NASA Centers. The office
also has the papers of several NASA administrators and deputy administrators;
the Fletcher and Myers papers in particular have material relating to Marshall.
Management and administrative collections also bear on Marshall's history.
Other sites in Washington also have useful materials. The Space Division of the
National Air and Space Museum has interviews Robert Smith conducted for
his book on the Hubble Space Telescope. In addition, the National Archives
houses the records of the presidential commission that investigated the
Challenger accident. The commission records contain over one hundred
interviews undertaken by the investigation staff and thousands of documents
on over seventy reels of microfilm.
Most prominent among the publications dealing with the origins of Marshall
Space Flight Center are those dealing with the Germans who came to Huntsville
as a result of Operation Paperclip. The authors of most of these works were
people who knew and worked with Wernher von Braun; these works comprise
what historian Rip Bulkeley called the "Huntsville school" of aerospace history.
The best of these works are Ernst Stuhlinger and Frederick I. Ordway III, Wernher
von Braun, Crusader for Space: A Biographical Memoir (Malabar, Florida:
Krieger Publishing Company, 1994) and Ordway and Mitchell R. Sharpe, The
Rocket Team (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, 1979). Michael Neufeld's The
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Rocket and the Reich (New York: Basic Books, 1994), published as this book
entered its final review process, is the most scholarly study ofthe German World
War II missile program at Peenemtinde. Neufeld shared many of his insights
and allowed us to see chapters of his work in progress.
Roger Bilstein 's Orders ofMagnitude: A History ofthe NACA and NASA, I9I5
I990 (NASA SP-4406, 1989) is a useful overview. A more interpretive study
of NASA's evolving culture is Howard E. McCurdy's Inside NASA: High Tech
nology and Organizational Change in the U. S. Space Program (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993). Other histories of NASA Centers in the
NASA History Series that have information about Marshall include Charles D.
Benson and William B. Faherty, Moonport: A History of the Apollo Launch
Facilities and Operations NASA SP-4204 (Washington, 1978); Virginia P.
Dawson, Engines and Innovation: Lewis Laboratory and American Propulsion
Technology (NASA SP-4306, 1991); Henry C. Dethloff, Suddenly, Tomorrow
Came... : A History ofthe Johnson Space Center NASA SP-4307 (Washington,
DC, 1993); and James R. Hansen, Engineer in Charge: A History of the
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, I9I7-I958 (NASA SP-4305, 1987).
The political history of the origins of NASA, and of the absorption of ABMA
by the Agency, are treated in Walter McDougall's The Heavens and the Earth
(New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1985) and RobertA. Divine's The Sputnik Chal
lenge (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993). Books by participants in
these events with significant treatment of ABMA include J.D. Hunley (editor),
The Birth of NASA: The Diary ofT. Keith Glennan (Washington, DC: NASA
History Series SP-4105) and Major General John B. Medaris with Arthur Gor
don, Countdown for Decision (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1960). The best
internal Marshall treatment of the Center's origins is DavidS. Akens, "Histori
cal Origins of the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center," MSFC Historical
Monograph No.1 (Huntsville: MSFC, 1960). Most of the books that deal with
the early space program concentrate on astronauts rather than engineers. An
exception is Sylvia Doughty Fries, NASA Engineers and the Age of Apollo
(NASA SP-4104, 1992).
Although many books discuss the Apollo Program, few cover MSFC in any
detail. By far the most detailed history of the Center in the 1960s is Roger
Bilstein's Stages to Saturn: A Technological History ofApollo/Saturn NASA
SP-4206 (Washington, DC, 1980). The book is especially valuable because
many of the documents that Bilstein used have since been lost. Other
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noteworthy works are: John A. Logsdon, The Decision to Go to the Moon:
Project Apollo and the National Interest (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1970);
Charles Murray and Catherine Bly Cox, Apollo: The Race to the Moon (New
York: Simon and Schuster, 1989); Dale Carter, The Final Frontier: The Rise
and Fall of the American Rocket State (London: Verso, 1988); Courtney G.
Brooks, James M. Grimwood, Loyd S. Swenson, Chariots for Apollo: A History
ofManned Lunar Spacecraft NASASP-4205 (Washington, DC, 1979); William
D. Compton, Where No Man Has Gone Before: A History of the Lunar
Exploration Missions NASA SP-4214 (Washington, DC, 1989); Norman Mailer
offers colorful accounts of von Braun and the Apollo 11 launch in Ofa Fire on
the Moon (Boston, Little, Brown, 1969).
Several NASA publications provide statistics regarding institutional development
of the Agency, with detailed information on individual Centers. The three
volumes of the NASA Historical Data Book (Volume I, NASA Resources,
1958-1968 edited by Jane Van Nimmen, Leonard C. Bruno, and Robert L.
Rosholt, SP-4011, 1976; Volume II, Programs and Projects, 1958-1968, and
Volume III, Programs and Projects, 1969-1978, edited by Linda Neuman Ezell,
SP-4012, 1988) are invaluable resources. ArnoldS. Levine's Managing NASA
in the Apollo Era (NASA SP-4102, 1982) analyzes NASA administration of
budgets, planning, personnel, and interagency relations.
Books that shed light on Marshall's diversification include: W. David Compton
and Charles D. Benson, Living and Working in Space: A History of Skylab
NASA SP-4208 (Washington, DC, 1983); C. A. Lundquist, Sky lab's Astronomy
and Space Sciences NASA SP-404 (Washington, DC, 1979); J. A. Eddy, A
New Sun: The Solar Results from Skylab NASA SP-402 (Washington, DC,
1979); Wallace H. Tucker, The Star Splitters: The High Energy Astronomy
Observatories NASA SP-466 (Washington, DC, 1984); R. J. Naumann and H.
W. Herring, Materials Processing in Space: Early Experiments, NASA
SP-443 (Washington, DC, 1980); Douglas R. Lord, Space lab: An International
Success Story NASA SP-487 (Washington, DC, 1987). Robert W. Smith's The
Space Telescope: A Study of NASA, Science, Technology, and Politics
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993) is a magisterial account of the
Hubble Space Telescope.
Although it concentrates more on documents generated at Houston and
Headquarters, the voluminous six-volume "Shuttle Chronology, 1964-1973"
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edited by John F. Guilmartin, Jr., and John Walker Mauer, JSC Management
Analysis Office, 1988, has many documents that relate to Marshall's role in
early Shuttle development.
The key source for the Challenger accident are the five volumes of the Presi
dential Commission (Washington, DC: US GPO, 6 June 1986). These volumes
contain the Rogers Commission report, transcripts of hearings, reports of the
NASA task groups, and many key documents from the Shuttle program. Nei
ther the hearings or the published documents give a full record of pre-accident
events. The secondary literature on the Challenger accident is extensive, but
mainly follows the interpretation of the commission report. The main works
are: Malcolm McConnell, Challenger: A Major Malfunction, A True Story of
Politics, Greed, and the Wrong Stuff(Garden City, New York: Doubleday, 1987);
Joseph Trento, Prescription for Disaster (New York: Crown, 1987); Diane
Vaughn, "Autonomy, Interdependence, and Social Control: NASA and the Space
Shuttle Challenger," Administrative Science Quarterly 35 (June, 1990); Frederick
F. Lighthall, "Launching the Space Shuttle Challenger: Disciplinary Deficien
cies in the Analysis of Engineering Data," IEEE Transactions on Engineering
Management (February, 1991); Gregory Moorhead, Richard J. Ference, and
ChrisP. Neck, "Groupthink Decision Fiascoes Continue: Space Shuttle Chal
lenger and a Revised Groupthink Framework," Human Relations 44 (June 1991 );
Phillip K. Tompkins, Organizational Communication Imperatives: Lessons of
the Space Program (Los Angeles: Roxbury Publishing, 1993); Thomas F. Gieryn
and Anne E. Figert, "Ingredients for a Theory of Science in Society: 0-Rings,
Ice Water, C-Clamp, Richard Feynman, and the Press" in Susan E. Cozzens
and Thomas F. Gieryn, eds., Theories of Science in Society (Bloomington:
University of Indiana Press, 1990). Commission member Richard P. Feynman
describes his work on the investigation in "What Do You Care What Other
People Think?" Further Adventures ofa Curious Character (New York: Norton,
1988).
Howard E. McCurdy's The Space Station Decision: Incremental Politics and
Technological Choice (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1990)
examines the political struggle to win approval for NASA's "next logical step."
Adam L. Gruen's The Port Unknown: A History ofthe Space Station Freedom
Program (NASA SP-4217, 1995) examines from a Washington perspective the
politics, budgets, and configuration changes that characterized Space Station
Freedoms developmental rollercoaster.
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AAP (Apollo Applications Program)
See Skylab
Aaron, John, 566
Aberdeen Proving Ground, 12
Ablation, 21-22
ABMA
See Army Ballistic Missile Agency
Abrahamson, James, 313, 356,402,549
Acheson, David C., 375
Adams, Leslie F. "Frank," 366, 376
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), 24-25
Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF), 249, 513, 598-99, 603
Aero-Astrodynamics Laboratory, 40, 93,227
Aeroballistics Laboratory, 40, 47, 94
Aerojet, 280, 288, 291, 320
Aeronautics Laboratory, 212
Aeronomy, 600
Aerospace Daily, 285-86
African Americans
and civil rights at MSFC, 116-25
in Huntsville, 3, 126
in MSFC workforce, 167
Agnew, Spiro T., 150,275
AHAC. See Association of Huntsville Area Contractors
Air Bearing Mobility Unit, 602
Air Force
early Shuttle studies, 273
requirements for Shuttle, 280
Air Force Rocket Propulsion Lab, 413
Air Force system, 19, 42-45, 64
See also Army Arsenal system
Aircraft Industries Association, 26
Akridge,Max,274,276
AlabamaA&M University, 119-120, 153
Albert, Frank R., 119
Aldrich,Arnold,377-78,400-01
All-up concept, 94
Allen, Lew, 511-12
American Federation of Government Employees (AFGE), 142
and MSFC reductions-in-force (RIFs), 158
American Science and Engineering Corporation, 241, 245
Ames Research Center, 166, 430, 443, 555
Anderson, Jack, 106
Angele, Wilhelm, 194
Antarctica, 179, 202
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Apocalypse, 402
Apollo 11, 98-99
Apollo 14, 250
Apollo 15, 107
Apollo 16, 107, 250
Apollo 17, 107
Apollo 4, 135
Apollo 8, 98
Apollo Applications Program (AAP), 137, 139,533
See also Skylab
Apollo Command Module, 90, 196, 208
Apollo fire, 179, 390
Apollo Logistics Support System, 100
Apollo Program, 115-16, 144
impact on MSFC, 596
See also Lunar landing, Saturn, and Lunar Roving Vehicle
Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM), 137, 139, 157, 184-86, 193-96, 199-200, 207, 214,
234-36,599
Apollo-Soyuz Test Project, 213, 251
Armstrong, Neil, 99
Army
and Arsenal system, 19-20
Army Ballistic Missile Agency (ABMA), 21-22, 24-25, 40, 52, 80, 83-84, 117,
226-227,595
and early Space Station concepts, 529-30
and launch of Sputnik I, 22-23
and space policy, 2
restrictions vs. competition with Project Vanguard, 21
transfer to NASA, 1
Army Chemical Corps, 14
Army Missile Command, 413
Army Ordnance Missile Command, 30
ARPA. See Advanced Research Projects Agency
Arsenal system, 39-45, 64-65, 136, 193, 237-38
at Peenemiinde, 5-6
attempts to retain at MSFC, 148
background of, 19
demise of at MSFC, 165, 168
Association of Huntsville Area Contractors (AHAC), 119, 122, 124
Astrionics Laboratory, 41, 47, 96, 104, 194, 197, 206, 603
Astronaut training, 443
Astronautics Laboratory, 104, 206
Astronauts, 82, 201, 210
See also Skylab
Astronomy, 599
Astrophysics, 599
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Atlantic Missile Range, 23
ATM (Apollo Telescope Mount). See Apollo Telescope Mount and Skylab
Automatic responsibility, 47, 96, 197, 261, 490

B
Balloon flights, 246
Beggs,James,313,390,400,402,498-99,500-02,504,509,556,566
and Space Station development plans, 551-53
support for Space Station as NASA administrator, 547-48
Belew, Leland, 48, 182-83, 188, 199, 202, 204, 206, 212
Bell Labs, 398
BellComm, 69, 150, 275
Bendix Corporation, 194, 238
Benisimon, Marc, 567
Berglund, Rene, 536-37
Bermuda, 214
Berry, Charles A., 202, 204
Bignier, Michel, 447
Birmingham, Alabama
and civil rights, 118
Black Brant VC rockets, 252
Bledsoe, Ron, 300
Bless, Robert, 501
Boeing,66,86-87,96, 102-03,105-06,127,192,272,484,492,563,578
as MSFC contractor on International Space Station, 582
proposal (successful) for MSFC Space Station Work Package 1, 574
Boggs, Hale, 121
Boisjoly, Roger, 358,364-65, 372-73, 375
Borman, Frank, 536
Bovee and Crail, 297
Boykin, Frank, 122
Bridwell, Porter, 303, 305, 321-22
Brooksbank, William, 534, 537, 541
named to head MSFC Space Station task team, 536
Broussard, Peter, 42, 105, 256
Brown Engineering. See Teledyne-Brown Engineering
Brown, Bill, 284-85
Brucker, Wilbur M., 23, 27
Buchanan,Jack,375
Budget, federal
Fiscal Year 1971, 157
Fiscal Year 1972, 159
Fiscal Year 1974, 163
Fiscal Year 1981,454
Fiscal Year 1982, 454
Fiscal Year 1984, 551
Fiscal Year 1988, 579
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Building block concept, 93
Bunn, Wiley, 397-98,403
Bureau of the Budget
and funding for Space Station, 533
Bush, George, 569

c
Cagle, Eugene, 315
California Institute of Technology, 23
Canada
and International Space Station, 581
and participation on Space Station, 563
Cape Canaveral, Florida, 23, 30
Carruthers, John, 252
Carter administration, 310
and threat to close MSFC, 165-66
lack of support for Space Station, 547
Carter, James, 532
Carter, Jimmy
space policy of, 310
Centaur rocket, 45, 85, 138
Cernan, Gene, 107
Challenger, 321, 323
Challenger accident, 339, 379, 389, 419, 508, 511
communications issues, 339-40, 349, 360-61, 374-78,401-404,408-10
congressional hearings, 405
impact on Space Station, 566-67
interpretations, 339-40, 348-49, 369-70, 404, 406
joint assembly issues, 395-96
legal issues, 414
media coverage, 391-93
MSFC reorganization, 410-11
NASA investigation, 391
recovery activities, 407-411
reform of launch procedures, 418
safety and quality issues, 397-99, 410-11
schedule pressures, 399-401
See also Rogers Commission, solid rocket motor (SRM) joints, Space Shuttle mission
STS51-L
Shuttle propulsion redesign, 411-18
Shuttle versus Saturn technical culture, 399
technical investigation, 394-97
Chamber of Commerce (Huntsville), 122
Committee for Marshall Space Flight Center, 122
Chappell, Charles R., 231,456,460,579-80,597-98
Chassay, Roger, 252-53
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Chrysler, 80, 84, 127
Churchill, Winston, 8
Civil rights, 115-25
Civil Rights Act of 1964, 121, 125
Civil Service Commission, 119, 141, 143, 159
Cluster concept for S-IVB workshop, 184-85, 188
Cluster engine configuration, 84
Coal mining technology, 255-57, 260
Coates, Keith, 355, 376-77, 395
Cohen, Aaron, 409
Cold War, 52
Collier's, 180
1952 articles on space travel, 20, 273
von Braun's 1952 articles, 528-29
Columbia, 317, 457
Combustion instability, 88
Comet Kohoutek, 235
Command economy, 65
Commercialization, 253-54
Compton, Gene, 450
Computation Laboratory, 41, 47, 96, 106
Computer Operations Office, 63
Concept Verification Test (CVT) Program, 541-43
and Space Station definition studies, 431-32
Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), 117
Congressional Budget Office
on Space Station budget, 572
Connor, Bull, 118
Containerless processors, 253
Contractors
management of, 44-45, 193
penetration of, 44-45, 490
Cook, Dick, 283
Cooper, Charles R., 208
Corning Glass, 493
Corporal missile, 19
Corrective Optics Space Telescope Axial Replacement (COSTAR), 516
Cothran, Charles, 571
Craft, Harry, 455,457,460
Craig, Jerry, 544
Cremin, J.W., 461
Crippen,Robert,358,407,418
Crisp, Amos, 49
Crumbly, Robert, 577
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Culbertson, Philip, 548, 558-61, 567
and realignment of Space Station work packages, 566
defies traditional Center strengths in Space Station assignments, 561-62
on Environmental Control Life Support System management, 564
on Space Station costs, 565
Cumings Research Park, 129
Curry, Joseph Ben, 118, 121
D
Dahm, Werner, 59
Dannenberg, Konrad, 47-49, 55, 58, 157
Darwin, Charles, 598
Day, LeRoy, 285
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